ORIGIN OF
STREET NAMES
This document contains an updated historical register for the origins of over 2000 current and historical
road names in the Sutherland Shire. It was compiled from a variety of historical references and
sources including the Local Histories Librarian, Parish maps, deposited plans and land titles, internet
searches, and from Council archives. The assistance of those Council staff who provided and verified
information included in this register is gratefully acknowledged.
Notes:
 The date shown under the Street Name is the date at which the name was first known to be
used.
 Items shown in RED are historic road names which are provided for historical research.
 Street names shown as found in street directories may not be official street names
Aboriginal language words included in street names have meanings that have been sourced
from a number of publications and web sites which often did not give any indication of which
Aboriginal language and/or the locality from where the word originated. Until recently many
published lists simply provided a list of “Aboriginal words and their meanings” as if it was a
single language. In selection of most of these street names in Sutherland Shire,
consideration was given to the euphonic (pleasant-sounding) words, sometimes taking the
implied “meaning” as an additional criterion. Anecdotally, these were selected from lists in
books and other publications which were readily available at the time for purchase or from
the general reference area of local libraries and no further enquiries were made.
The misconception that there was a single Australian Aboriginal language is being corrected
whenever research uncovers the particular language which is the source of the name and/or
the region of Australia where it was recorded. In recent times the Internet has provided
digital copies of many publications, or reference to locations where the information is stored,
making it possible to determine when and where the first collection of the word and meaning
was made and, in some cases, the specific Aboriginal group and/or language from which that
information was recorded. Research is ongoing and updates will be made to the entries in
this documents as those data items are researched and verified. Where there is only a brief
reference in the “Reference” column, the full details of the publications are contained in
“Aboriginal Language Names” under “Sources” at the end of the listings.
It is of note that very few of the street names in Sutherland Shire can be traced to the local
Dharawal language.
Any assistance which can be provided by residents and other interested persons in providing
information which can be used to update the source of the name or its meaning would be gratefully
received.
For further information contact Spatial Services Team at gis@ssc.nsw.gov.au.
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Street Name
Abbott Road
20/3/1886

Suburb
Heathcote

Abel Place
1/11/1962

Cronulla

Abraham
Close
20/8/1996

Menai

Acacia Road
12/1/1882

Kirrawee &
Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
Naming theme for area is NSW senior
public servants /politicians circa 1886
when area subdivided. So would be
named after Sir Joseph Palmer Abbott
(1842-1901) Minister for Mines 1883-85 &
Minister for Lands 1885 -87.
Council records indicate named after Abel
Tasman, explorer. Follows theme of earlier
subdivision in area of using explorer’s
names.
Josephine Abraham was an early settler in
area.
On pioneer settlers list 1992
[updated 10/2/2020]
Acacia Road is within an area of the 1882
subdivision of the Holt-Sutherland Estate
whith has a theme of common names of
tree species. Acacia appears in many tree
species including wattle, mulga and myall.
“Acacia” is a Latin word, derived from the
Greek akis meaning “thorn”, although not
all of its species have thorns. (Duyker).

Acacia Road
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Sutherland

Reference
Australian Dictionary of
Biography online

Council info

Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Council file records
Council file records
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448;
3 October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 fol 1000

The part of Acacia Road within the
Sutherland-Cronulla railway corridor
became railway land in 1937, however the
roadway remained open to the public
(Gazette). In 1947, the road was renamed
as Acacia Road North and Acacia Road
South for the sections respectively north
and south of the raiway corridor (Gazette).
In 1976, Acacia Road [North & South]
became part of the diverted route of the
Princes Highway but retained its name.
In 2005, it was determined that “North” and
“South” had never been successfully used
for street addresses and the naming
reverted to Acacia Road in 2005 (Gazette).
[updated 10/2/2020]
Renamed because Acacia Road was split NSW Govt. Gazettes of 3
by Cronulla-Sutherland railway. The name October 1947 p.2338; 24
was never successfully used for house
February 2006 fol 1000
addresses and was returned to Acacia
Road in 2005.
For additional details see entry for Acacia
Road.
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Street Name
Acacia Road
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Achilles Road
circa 1941

Suburb
Kirrawee &
Sutherland

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
updated 10/2/2020]
Renamed because Acacia Road was split
by Cronulla-Sutherland railway. The name
was never successfully used for house
addresses and was returned to Acacia
Road in 2005.
For additional details see entry for Acacia
Road.
[updated 10/2/2020]
Achilles Road was opened as a Crown
Road around 1930 but unnamed until
“Achilles Road” was added to subdivision
plans around 1941.
“Akhilleus” is a character from Greek
mythology known to the Romans as
“Achilles” (Duyker). He was described as
born of sea goddess Thetis and mortal
Peleus and was as a hero of the Trojan
War, as described in Homer’s Iliad and in
the Epic Cycle, a series of poems about
the Trojan War (Internet).

Achilpa Close
16/12/1977

Bangor

Nearby Ajax Street (named in 1966) is
name of the giant who fought alongside
Achilles in the Trojan War.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
Achilpa is an Aboriginal language word of
the Arunta people of Central Australia. It
refers to the so-called “wild cat” or
“western quoll” (Dasyurus geoffroyi) which
gives its name to an important Aboriginal
totem, which in an Aboriginal legendary
tale related to part of the manhood
initiation ceremony of those people
(Spencer & Gillen).
“Arunta” is one of the variations of name of
the Arrernte people, also referred to as the
“Aranda” or “Arrarnta” (Internet).
Achilpa Close is within an area of the
suburb where street names were selected
from Aboriginal language words
commencing with “A”. Council did not list a
meaning for “achilpa”, which may have
been derived from a later composite listing
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Reference
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 3
October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 fol 1000

Council file records
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
Internet

Spencer & Gillen,1899
Spencer & Gillen – Totems
(http://spencerandgillen.net
/totems)
Spencer & Gillen,1897
Council file records
Kenyon, 1930, also 2nd
ed. 1951 & 1975

Street Name

Suburb

Actinotus
Avenue
11/6/1909
Acton Street
9/5/1986

Caringbah
South

Adaluma
Avenue
14/10/1976

Bangor

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
of Aboriginal language words “achilpa”
meaning “wild cat” in Central Australia,
without further explanation (Kenyon).
Named by Council in 1909 after type of
indigenous flora.
Is botanical name for flannel flower
Prior to 1986 part of Grand Parade East
Council’s adopted theme for new names
for streets split by railway was locations
from Australian post code list so would be
named after Acton in Canberra which was
name given c.1843 by Lieutenant Arthur
Jeffreys, RN to the Canberry estate he
acquired at that time. Name is believed to
be after a town in Denbighshire, Wales.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Adaluma” was included in a composite
listing of Aboriginal language words with
the meaning of “a river”. No indication was
given as to location in Australia where
word was in use (Cooper).
“Adaluma” was the river habitat of the
butterfly species Nesolycaena urumelia,
recorded in 1921-2 as Adaluma urumelia,
by Norman B. Tindale, anthropologist and
entomologist at the South Australian
Museum, when he undertook extensive
field studies on Groote Eylandt and its
adjacent islands and the Roper River area,
in the Northern Territory (Museum
Memoirs, also Braby and others).

Adelaide
Place
2/9/1963
Adelong
Street
9/5/1986

Sylvania
Sutherland

Adaluma Avenue is within an area of the
suburb where street names were selected
from Aboriginal language words
commencing with “A”. The Council record
may have been derived from the
composite listing referred to above
(Cooper).
Named after City of Adelaide in South
Australia which named after Queen
Adelaide wife of King William IV
[Updated 16/7/2020]
Adelong Street is named after the town of
Adelong, NSW.
According to local history research,
“Adelong Station” was a pastoral property
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Reference

St George Call 10/4/1909
pg1
Internet
CL, Kirkby Index
Council file records
www.tams.act.gov.au &
Australian Place Names (
B & B Kennedy)

Cooper, 1949
Memoirs of the Museum of
Victoria 59(2): 393–437
(2002)
Braby, M.F., Franklin D.C.,
Bisa, D.E., Williams,
A.A.E., Bishop, D.L., &
Coppen, R.A.M, Atlas of
Butterflies and Diurnal
Moths in the Monsoon
Tropics of Northern
Australia, ANU, 2018
Council file records

Australian Place Names (B
& B Kennedy)
Council file records
Local History Library:
Adelong NSW,
http://www.historyaustralia.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
operating from the late 1820s along a
valley in the southern highlands of NSW.
The location of that property was, in
today’s terms, from Tumbalong on the
Hume Highway extending generally
southwards to Batlow. A small unnamed
settlement began about 1836 within that
pastoral property around a watercourse
known as Adelong Creek. When large
numbers of people were attracted to gold
fields in the area in 1857, that settlement
enlarged into the town of Adelong (Local
History).
“Adelong” is suggested to be of Aboriginal
language origin. The earliest reference
found in 1906 simply describes it amongst
other Aboriginal language place names
ending in “-long” meaning “a plain” and
indicates a meaning of “plain with creek”
(Science of Man). In 1952, a composite
listing of Aboriginal language words had
“adelong” meaning “plain with a river”
(McCarthy)
Council lists “adelong” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “plain with a
river”, likely derived from the above
composite listing (McCarthy).
Some Internet sites also provided an
alternate Aboriginal language meaning of
“along the way” for “adelong”, which
seems to be more a general directional
description rather than the word for a
specific place (Internet sites for Adelong).
When Council named Adelong Street in
1986, it was in accordance with Council’s
resolution on 25 November 1985 that
street names for renaming parts of streets
split by railway, etc. be “towns and places
using the post code directory as a
reference.” The road had been opened
around 1886 in the subdivision which
created the western part of Sutherland
Township, and was the re-routing of part of
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Reference
org.au/ifhaa/towns/adelong
.htm
Science of Man, Vol 8 No
5, September 1906
McCarthy, 1952
Adelong at
http://www.visittumut.com.
au/townsvillages/adelong.aspx
Council file records
“Street Names in Early
Sutherland”, Sutherland
Shire Historical Society
Bulletin, Feb 1986
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 7
July 1922 p.3731; 1
October 1937 p.4042; 9
May 1986 p.2100

Street Name

Suburb

Adina Street
27/10/1949

Miranda

Adventure
Place
25/5/2001

Caringbah

Agnes
Avenue

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
the Illawarra Road to agree with the
subdivision. It was first known locally as
Railway Street (SSHS Bulletin).
Nonetheless, its name on the subdivision
plan was Illawarra Road, which remained
until it became part of Flora Street in 1922.
Between 1937 and 1986 its name was
Flora Street West (Gazettes).
[Updated 16/7/2020]
Whilst “Adina” is listed in a number of
composite publications of Australian
Aboriginal language words and their
meanings, it originated in Papua-New
Guinea. It was included in an 1886-7
publication, which contained compilations
of what appeared to be earlier European
recording of words from various Aboriginal
language groups, and gave the location as
“Moatta Tribe – mouth of the Kataw.” The
Village of Moatta was on the south coast
of Papua-New Guinea near the mouth of
the Fly River. It was in a section of
Appendices which were explained as
“inserted for comparison with the
Australian languages.” The entry read
“Good – adina,” and seems was recorded
around 1875-78 by an explorer of the Fly
River named Luigi Maria D’Albertis, as it
references “D’Albertis’ New Guinea – Vol 2
p.238” as the source (a book by D’Albertis
on his travels in New Guinea was
published in 1880).
Council lists “adina” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “good”, likely from
one of the several composite listings (e.g.,
Thorpe).
Name of ship captained by Captain Tobias
Furneaux which accompanied Captain
Cook on the Resolution during his 2nd
voyage to the Pacific (1772).
In group of streets named after ships
associated with Captain Cook (Resolution,
Northumberland, Endeavour)
[updated 19/10/2017]
Owner’s signature on original 1922
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Reference

Curr, 1886-7
Council file records
Thorpe, 1921

Wikipedia

DP

Street Name
(DISC)
18/8/1922

Ajax Place
29/11/1966

Suburb

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
subdivision plan was Agnes MacDonald so
street probably named after her.
On 8/4/1932 name was altered to Clyde
Avenue continuing the name of the road
on the opposite (southern) side of Lewis
Street.
[updated 10/2/2020]
Ajax Place is named after a heroic
character in Greek mythogogy.
Ajax is the Latin name for Aias, the giant
who fought alongside Akhilleus known to
the Romans as Achilles (Duyker).

Reference
GG 8/4/1932

Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
Internet – Wikipedia

Ajax is known as a towering figure and
warrior of great courage in Homer’s Iliad
and in the Epic Cycle, a series of poems
about the Trojan War (Internet).

Akuna
Avenue
14/10/1976

Bangor

Ajax Place is located to the east of, but not
directly connected to, the eastern end of
Achilles Road.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
The word “Akuna” was first recorded by
South Australian Police trooper Samuel
Gason in 1865 at Lake Hope as notes on
the Dieri language, traditionally spoken in
the far north of South Australia to the east
of Lake Eyre, and in the 1874 book
produced from those notes was recorded
within a vocabulary list on p.40: “Akuna —
to flow (as water flowing or running)”
(Gason).
Note 1: some later published lists of
Aboriginal language words by various
compilers indicate meaning of “akuna” as
“to follow” which appears to be a
transcription error (e.g., McCarthy, also
see Nash).
Note 2: Akuna Avenue is within an area of
the suburb where street words
commencing with “A” were obtained from a
Council list of short Aboriginal language
words, which recorded “akuna” with the
incorrect meaning of “to follow”, likely
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Gason, 1874.
McCarthy, 1952
Nash, D., “What flows from
ngaka-rna — How naming
books spread a Dieri word”
Placenames Australia,
December 2014
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
obtained from one or other of the
compilations referred to in Note 1.

Reference

From the above, the correct meaning of
the Aboriginal language word “akuna” is
“to flow (as water flowing or running)”.

Alamein
Street
16/1/1970

Engadine

Alban Street
Circa 1985
Albany Place
9/8/1966

Kirrawee

Albatross
Circuit
16/4/1985
Albert
Avenue
2/11/1923

Woronora
Heights

Alberta Street
15/2/1888

Jannali

Albertha
Street (DISC)

Engadine

Albion Place
15/6/1966

Engadine

Alder Grove
10/12/1991

Menai

Aldgate
Street
9/5/1986

Sutherland

Kareela

Sylvania

Note 3: Akuna Avenue includes part of
former route of Bruce Road.
From El Alamein - site of three WW2
battles in line with theme of naming streets
in area after battlefields. El Alamein is
Arabic and means two flags.
Intended name not used. See Moona Rd.
No obvious theme in area -Possibly
named after town of Albany in Western
Australia which named after Frederick
Augustus the Duke of York & Albany a son
of King George III.
Named after type of large water bird. In
subdivision where most streets are types
of Australian birds (eg. egret, dotterel).
In Royal View Estate subdivision (1923)
with Henry St & Edward Parade (also royal
names) so probably named after Prince
Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, husband of
Queen Victoria.
Part of “Queen’s Jubilee Township”. Street
names (Alice, Alberta, Victoria, Mary,
Louisa) are names of members of Queen
Victoria’s family. One of her daughters is
Louise Caroline Alberta.
See Delia Parade
Female version of Albert – meaning noble
or bright
Albion is the earliest known name for the
island of Great Britain. Sometimes used as
name for Scotland so may link to several
nearby streets named after Scottish towns.
Common name for genus of deciduous
plants belonging to birch family. In subdivision where streets named after trees.
In 1882 subdivision was part Minerva St
Named after town in Adelaide Hills South
Australia which named after London
suburb of Aldgate which was eastern
gateway through London Wall and name
of ward of City of London. Word means
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Wikipedia

CL
Sheppard & Wajnryb

List from Birds Australia
website in Council file

Internet
1936 Parish map, Old
subdivision plans at library

Internet
Wikipedia

Wikipedia

www.placenames.sa.gov.a
u

Street Name

Alexander
Avenue
29/11/1918
Alexander
Street
12/4/1927
Alfords Point
Bridge
7/9/1973
Alfords Point
Road
30/5/1930

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
‘open to all’. ROC 25/11/1985 that street
names for renaming parts of streets split
by railway be “of towns and places using
the post code directory as a reference”.
Taren Point Named after FL Alexander, a director of
the Taren Point Land Co Ltd which
subdivided the area
Sylvania
In same subdivision as Webber Street so
possibly named after an Alexander
Webber.
For a possible origin of this name see
notes for Webber Street
Alfords Point Bridge crossing Georges River at Alfords
Point. It opened in 1973.
Alfords Point [updated 21/4/2017]
Named as the road to Alfords Point, the
name of which was forst shown on the
Parish of Holsworty map in the late 1890s
Although no direct connection has been
found, the name Alfords Point has been
assumed to relate to an early landholder
James Alford (or Allford) or his wife Jane,
who were landholders from 1821 to 1828
at what is now the suburb of Sandy Point
over 5 kms upstream in Georges River.
The earliest tenures in the area were large
pastoral leases, however no record has
been found of any use by the
Alfords/Allfords.
Road was originally called ‘Mac’s track’ as
was track used by wood cutting
MacFarlane family. That road first charted
in the late 1800s was originally intended to
run north from what is now the roundabout
at the intersection of Fowler Road, Old
Illawarra Road and Brushwood Drive to
around where the cul-de-sac of Maxwell
Close is nowadays. From there it ran
generally north-west to the Georges River
opposite the mouth of Little Salt Pan
Creek. A branch road came off it (around
where Karri Place is now) and ran northeast to Alfords Point.

Reference
Council file records

SMH 21/11/1924

CL
CL

LPI Historical Map

Sandy Point Secrets - A
History of Sandy Point
Illustrated History of
Sutherland Shire
SSHS Bulletin Oct 1973

SSHS Bulletin Oct 1973
CL

CL
As the area was subdivided in 1924 the
original route was largely abandoned, with
the first part of the road diverted, so it ran
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Street Name

Suburb

Alfords Point
Road
(Motorway)

Alfords
:Point &
Menai

Alfred
Avenue
2/8/1913

Cronulla

Alice Street
17/11/1923

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
from the present-day roundabout to the
northern end of the current Lemongum
Place and then arched back to the east
joining the original route around the cul-desac of Maxwell Place. From there it ran
north more-or-less along the same route
as the later motorway until it swung to the
east to present-day Marlock Place and
north to finish at what is now the
northernmost section of Stringybark Place
adjacent to the motorway.
CL
The road was not officially named until
1930.
CL
Alfords Point Road has largely been either
incorporated into the motorway corridor or
closed and included in adjacent
subdivisions in Alfords Point, with the
name transferred to the motorway in 1973.
The only part of Alfords Point Road still in
use is the section used as the off-ramp
from the motorway to the roundabout at
the intersection of Fowler Road, Old
Illawarra Road and Brushwood Drive.
The first section of the motorway was built
in conjunction with the construction of the
Alfords Point Bridge and in 1973 it ran
down to the section of Alfords Point Road
now still in use as the off-ramp to Old
Illawarra Road, and used Old Illawarra
Road from there as the route through
Menai. In 1991 the remaining section
through to Old Illawarra Road, near Menai
Road was completed.
The motorway has never been formally
named but has assumed the name of
Alfords Point Road.
As adjoins Robinson Street and owners of Council info
land at time of subdivision in 1913 were
Alfred Saunders & James Robinson is
probably named after Alfred Saunders.
Origin of name not determined.
DP
In 1922 subdivision with Dean & Binney
Streets.
Owner at time of subdivision was Arthur
Woolley Taylor (wife Mona Millicent
Raymond), so no apparent relationship.
Themes in area seem to be male and
female first names and personages from
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Street Name

Suburb

Alice Street
15/2/1888

Jannali

Alkaringa
Road
11/4/1930

Gymea Bay

Alkira Place
29/5/1967

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
the First World War.
Part of “Queen’s Jubilee Township”. Street 1936 Parish map
names (Alice, Alberta, Victoria, Louisa) are
names of members of Queen Victoria’s
family. One of her daughters named Alice
Maud Mary.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Alkaringa” is an alternate spelling of
Spencer & Gillen, 1899.
“Alcheringa”.
Council file records
The Aboriginal word “Alcheringa” and its
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 26
variant of “Alkaringa” are discussed in a
large body of literature, and are cited using April 1929 p.1800 & 11
the same or similar words in many parts of April 1930 p.1594
Australia, all having an affinity with the
Council file records
“Dreamtime,” an English concept coined
by anthropologists Baldwin Spencer &
Frank Gillen who spent much time with the
Aboriginal peoples of Central Australia
from around 1894. Their use “Dream
Time” attempted to give an English
expression to explain the traditional rituals,
customs and stories of the Arunta people
of South Australia. Of particular note are
two chapters of their 1899 book dealing
with “Traditions Dealing with the Origin of
the Alcheringa Ancestors of the Arunta
Tribe and with Particular Customs”
(Spencer & Gillen)
Alkaringa Road was originally a right of
way dating from 1916, which became a
public road in 1929, named in 1930
(Gazettes). Part of Alkaringa Road was
known as Dantun Road in 1946, but after a
short time reverted to Alkaringa Road.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Alkira” meaning “the sky” was recorded in Spencer & Gillen, 1899
1897 as an Aboriginal language word of
Cooper, 1949
the Arunta people of Central Australia
(Spencer & Gillen).
In 1949, a compilation of Aboriginal
language words has the meaning of
“alkira” as ‘bright, sunny”, without any
reference to the source of that information
(Cooper).
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Street Name
Allambie
Avenue
26/7/1960

Suburb
Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Allambie” possibly refers to names of
features in the Royal National Park.
Allambie Flat at Audley is recorded as a
geographical name (GNB). Allambie
Ridge/Allambie Heights overlook Allambie
Flat. “Allambie House” was an historic
building located on Allambie Flat. It was
built in the late 1870s as a shelter for the
surveying party of the [then] National Park
which became a more substantial structure
in 1881 and known as “The Pavilion” by
1884. In 1913 it had become a boarding
house and renamed as “The Rest”.
Substantially renovated in 1938 as a
tourist facility, it was again renamed to
“Allambie House”. It closed in 1967 and
was demolished by approved burning
down in 1975. “Allambie” was said to
mean “a quiet place to remain a while”
(Carrick).
“Allambie” is an Aboriginal language word
likely deriving from southern Victoria and
was the name reportedly given by the
Kerrup Jmara (part of the Gunditjmara or
Dhauwurdwurrung Aboriginal people) to
their ancient settlement established on
lava flows from “Budj Bim” [Mount Eccles],
the location of which was confirmed by
archaeological excavations at present day
Lake Condah, near Portland, Victoria
(Internet).
“Allambie” appears to derive from either
“Allambee” or “Yallambee” which were
Aboriginal language words recorded by
Daniel Bunce in his travels through
Victoria in late 1849, and published in
1856. He recorded several meanings for
those words, but unfortunately did not
record the locations where he collected the
words:
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Reference
Place Names in
Geographical Names
Board website
Carrick, J., History of
Royal National Park 18792013, Austinmer NSW,
2014
“Allambie” in
http;//www.visit
portland.com.au/indigenou
s-history/
Bunce, 1856.
Curr, 1886-7
Organ, 1990
Watkin, 1914

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Allambee: recline; seated, sitting; sit on a
seat; sojourn, to remain for a while.

Reference

Yallambee: bide, to remain; dwell; ease,
quiet after rest; put, to place, lay; tarry,
stay (Bunce).
For further information on Yallambie, see
listing for Yellambie Street.
NOTE: Edward Curr in 1886-7 suggests
that Bunce recorded “allambee” around
the Lower Yarra area, which appears to be
more indicative of “yallambee”. Curr also
has “allambee” meaning “white man”
which may have been a misreading of text
examples in Bunce’s work (Curr).
ALSO: Michael Organ records an
Aboriginal legendary tale attributed to
“Peck (1933, pp.136-43)” which features
an Aboriginal man “called Allambee
because he was slow in his movements “.
The story, likely from the Illawarra and
South Coast of NSW, was entitled “At Low
Tide Allambee and the Great White Spirit
(The Coming of the White Man to
Australia)”. It appears to be based on a
belief that an Aboriginal man “was taken
by a great white spirit and he became the
ancestor of the great white [European]
race” (Organ).

Allan Street
1/11/1916

Kangaroo
Point

Allawah
Close

Bangor

Composite lists of Aboriginal language
words as early as 1914 recorded
“allambie” meaning “a quiet place” as an
Aboriginal language word but did not
record the source of that information (e.g.,
Watkin).
[Updated 11/11/2019]
Created in 1916 Pope’s Estate subdivision Subdivision advertisement
lodged by John Alfred Pope in 1916, which and Internet
also had Ilma Avenue. Family tree records
indicate that Mr Pope had a son named
Alan [sic] and a daughter named Ilma.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Allawah” was derived from a Sydney area Dawes, 1790-1791
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Street Name
27/4/1977

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal language word recorded in the
1790s. William Dawes in 1790-1 listed
“allowaw” meaning “he lives or stays here”;
John Hunter in 1793 had “gnal-loa”
meaning “to sit”; and David Collins in 1798
recorded “al-lo-wah” meaning “stay here,
or sit down”.
In 1924, Allawah was adopted as the
name for a new railway station (and
subsequent suburb name) by Hurstville
Municipal Council “considered as an
Aboriginal [language word] meaning ‘stay
here’” (Hurstville Council).

Reference
Hunter, 1793
Collins, 1798]
Hurstville Municipal
Council meeting 26 June
1924 (Hurstville Library
records)
Sutherland Shire Council
file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 2
November 1979 p.5530

Allawah Close is within an area where
names were selected from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “A” with
“allawah” listed by Sutherland Shire
Council with the accepted meaning of “sit
down”.

Allen Place
7/7/1994

Menai

Allies Road
20/10/1916

Barden
Ridge

Allison
Crescent
12/6/1992

Menai

When named in a 1977 subdivision it
included and renamed an isolated residue
of Bruce Road, however that same section
of former Bruce Road was renamed as
“Arrilla Place” in 1979 (Gazette). Allawah
Close was retained as the name for the
remainder of the street.
Theme for area is early pioneers of area
Ethel Allen was an early settler in area
Allen family came to area c 1912
Herbert Allen settled in area 1910

In same subdivision as Anzac Road and
as subdivided during WWI would be
named after Australia’s WWI ‘Allies’ ie.
UK, US, Canada, France, etc.
Street named after Arthur Allison early
settler in area (1904-1926) who when he
left area /died left (or accordingly to one
source his widow sold) his property to
Sutherland Council for recreation grounds
– became Menai Oval, now site of Menai
Marketplace.
Some parts of Allison Crescent include the
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Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Illawong : A Place in
History
Council file records

Illawong : A Place in
History

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Allison Road
1/6/1906

Cronulla

Almada
Street
11/4/1969

Engadine

Alpine Place
24/4/1969

Engadine

Alpita Street
2/2/1967

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
original routes of Menai Road and Mina
Road
First shown on 1906 subdivision so NOT
named after Arthur Allison of Menai. Article
in WR Ainsworth folder in library says
named after Allison Road Randwick as
owner at time of creation (Mr McLennan)
had home there.
In a Crown subdivision with Boala Pl and
Flagstaff Street, which seems to be
random place names from different
continents. Almada is city in Portugal.
In same 1969 subdivision as Peak St and
Sierra Rd so name in line with theme of
words relating to mountains. Means ‘of or
relating to high mountains especially Alps’
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Alpita”is a central Australia Aboriginal
language word meaning “Tail tips of the
rabbit bandicoot (Peragale lagotis), much
used as ornaments” (Spencer & Gillen). In
1901, this was explained further: “at night
time . . . [an Aboriginal man] will wear for
many days . . . alpita in his hair — that is
the tail tip of the rabbit bandicoot. As this is
a night beast any part of it placed on his
person will of course, according to
[Aboriginal person’s] logic, make the
wearer wakeful” (Spencer).

Reference
Local Studies folder
collection. Article by Aileen
Griffiths.

Online dictionary
Spencer & Gillen, 1899.
Spencer, 1901
Spencer & Gillen – Totems
Council file records

The “rabbit bandicoot” is now known by
the common name of “bilby” (Macrotis
lagotis) (Spencer & Gillen totems).

Amaroo
Street
26/6/1963

Sylvania

The north-west section of the street was
originally opened as part of Bates Drive in
1965, however it became regarded as part
of Alpita Street when that street was
named and opened in 1967.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Amaroo” is first mentioned in 1862 as the
name of a pastoral property in the Wide
Bay and Burnett area of south-east
Queensland (The Courier).
However, when recorded as an Aboriginal
language word “amaroo” meaning “lake” in
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The Courier, 5 November
1862 p. 4
The Science of Man, Vol. 8
No.1 March 1906
“Amaroo” in Boulia Shire,
Queensland Place Names

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
1906 it related to a far-west Queensland
location at “Bedowrie” (Bedourie) (Science
of Man). The locality took its name from
Lake Amaroo, which in turn derives its
name from "amu" meaning “water” in the
language of the Kogai people (Queensland
Place Names).
Another pastoral property with the name
“Amaroo” is mentioned in 1882 at
Cheeseman’s Creek, south of Molong,
NSW (Gazette). A township was
established around the construction of a
railway station in that area in 1885
(Gazette). In 1929, a local newspaper
suggested: “Amaroo — an Aboriginal
[language] word meaning Pretty Place or
Red Love. Amaroo is believed to have
been the meeting place of the Macquarie
[River] and Lachlan [River] blacks
[Aboriginal people]” (Grenfell Record). No
prior confirmation has been found of the
meaning as “pretty place” and there is a
possibility that “red love” is a meaning
corrupted from European words (i.e.,
amore + rosso (Italian); amour + rouge
(French)).
In 1922, Mr A. Meston, who was familiar
with Aboriginal languages, indicated that
“amaroo” was one of a number of similar
words for the “female breast” and also “the
milk of the mother” in “widely scattered
[locations] over the east coast of Australia”
(Meston).
Also, of note is an Aboriginal language
place name “amaroo” meaning “oh[!] the
location of a rock hole with water in it is far
away” of the Nyungar people in the southeast of Western Australia (Nyungar
Language). This relates to an 1842
recording in that region of “amar” meaning
“A hole or pool of water in a rock. In many
parts of the country, where there are no
rivers nor springs, the water from the
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Reference
www.dnrmw.qld.gov.au/qld
/environment/land/placenames
NSW Govt Gazette of 27
October 1882, p.5728; 7
October 1885, p.6582
The Grenfell Record and
Lachlan District Advertiser,
3 October 1929, p.6
Meston, A. in Sydney
Morning Herald, 25
February 1922, p.7
Nyungar Language Group:
Njunga
http://www.boodjar.sis.uwa
.edu.au/boodjarplacenames/Amaroo
Moore, 1842
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

Street Name

Suburb

Amber Lane
circa 1986

Woolooware

Amberwood
Place
4/10/1991
Ambyne
Street
4/9/1919

Menai

Amede Place
28/10/1985

Illawong

Woolooware

Name Source/ meaning
winter rains is retained in deep crevices or
holes worn into the surface of the rock.
These reservoirs are carefully noted, and
are relied upon as the principal resources
of the natives, in dry and rocky situations,
during the summer months” (Moore).

Reference

Council records “amaroo” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “beautiful place”,
likely sourced from one or other
publications of composite listing of
Aboriginal language words which list
“amaroo” with that meaning (e.g.,
McCarthy).
Origin of name not determined.
Possibly a person’s name, or derived from
an Aboriginal word (not found), rather than
‘fossilised plant resin’.
Named after species of tree – Streets in
subdivision named after trees
In 1930 Sands spelt Amboyne but 1934
Gregory’s directory has as Ambyne.
Created in 1919 subdivision by Harold
Laurence Hensleigh Harnett. Possibly
named after Ambyne a location in East
Gippsland, Victoria
[Updated 25/9/2017]
Named after Bill Amede Secretary /
Treasurer Menai ALP branch. He was
instrumental in development of area – he
lobbied for Public School, water supply
and bridge across Georges River.
Historical Note: Amede Place is on land
originally conditionally purchased by
William John Leonard Stevens in 1949
sale completed around 1960 and still
owned by Stevens family to 1975. Albert
William Amede occupied the adjoining
land to its west from 1946 under a Crown
lease for residence and poultry farm and
then purchased the land with sale
completed in 1958/59. In 1979 it was
combined with the Steven’s land, with
subsequent subdivisions until that creating
Amede Place in 1985. Also possibly of
note is that the Crown land on east side of
McDonald Street was leased to Osman
Alan Amede in 1947 possibly through to
1961 (not confirmed).
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1930 Sands, 1934
Gregory’s directories
DP
Internet

Council info

LPI historical land records

Street Name
Amiens
Avenue
9/3/1921

Suburb
Engadine

Amitaf
Avenue
18/5/1959

Caringbah
South

Amos Place
28/9/1966

Sylvania

Anderson
Place
18/3/2016

Menai

Andromeda
Crescent
18/2/1967
Anemone
Place
3/9/1973
Angas Close
8/9/1988

Engadine
Kareela
Barden
Ridge

Name Source/ meaning
In line with theme in area was named after
WW1 French battle field (120 km north of
Paris) by Mr W R Ainsworth local resident
& Shire president 1919-21
Shown as Nambucca Avenue on old maps
but not on any registered plans. Probably
so named as Amitaf is Fatima spelt
backwards and local Catholic church is
Our Lady of Fatima. The lots in the street
were sold on behalf of the elderly owner
(Edna Ovens on first subdivision of area)
by Father Charles Keller who was parish
priest of Our Lady of Fatima (1951-1985).
At time of subdivision it was Council policy
to use Aboriginal words for street names.
Source says Father Keller said to some
buyers and possibly Council that Amitaf
was Aboriginal word meaning “place of
shining light” (but it doesn’t mean this).
Origin of name not determined
In 1966 subdivision with Withybrook Place
but no obvious link re name.
Named after Peter Corsar Anderson
(16/2/1871-26/8/1955), holder of the
course record at Old St Andrews for half a
season, winner of amateur and
professional championships in Australia.
Designer of Australian golf courses
including siting of the new Royal
Melbourne course and designing Barwon
Heads, Cottesloe Golf Course and Royal
Fremantle course. Has been referred to in
some publications as the “Father of
Australian Golf.”
Theme of streets in locality is
sportsmen/women and, in particular area,
golfers
Named after galaxy. Near Orion St &
Sirius Pl whose names are also astronomy
based.
Anemones are form of sea life.
Named after George Fife Angas (17891879) –merchant, banker, land owner &
philanthropist involved in development of
South Australia. Moved to SA 1851.
Known as “Father of South Australia”.
Area has Australian pioneers theme.
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Reference
Pg 29 Engadine 18252001 by R Seville &
Wikipedia
CL

Jim Walker , one of the
original buyers of a lot in
the street

Council file records
Wikipedia

Council 7/12/1987; Council
file records; Australian
Dictionary Biography
online. 1000 Famous
Australians

Street Name
Angle Lane
31/10/1986
Angle Road
30/5/1930

Angophora
Place
29/1/1985
Animbo
Street
27/10/1949

Suburb
Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
Road dates from 25/07/1887. Unnamed
until 1986.
Possibly so named as has a 90 degree
angle in middle.
Grays Point Part of land for road purchased for $1000
from Holt Sutherland Co in 1968, being
road dating back to 1919. Unnamed until
1930. Unused part closed 1974. Part
renamed Greenhaven Road (1975).
Possible source of name is that original
(northern) part had a 90 degree angle in
middle of it.
Alfords Point Species of Australian native eucalypt tree
common name rusty gum or apple gum. In
group of streets named after trees/ plants.
Miranda
Updated 16/7/2020]
“Animbo”, from comparison of early
mapping and Government notices was an
alternate spelling of “Anembo” a location
south of Captains Flat NSW.
“Anembo” was originally notified as the
name a pastoral property in 1847
(Gazette). In 1865, the name of the
property was being spelt as “Animbo”
(Police Gazette). In 1867, the police
station, post office and pastoral property in
that region were all being spelt “Animbo”
(Gazette). There is a mention in 1885 to
“animbo” being an Aboriginal language
name suitable as the name for a cottage
but no attributed meaning was shown (The
Australasian).

Reference
CL

Kirkby Index cards
CL

Association of Societies for
Growing Australian Plants &
Gardening Australia websites

NSW Govt Gazettes 28
May 1847 p.573; 6 Dec.
1867 p.3324; 1 Nov. 1870
p.2391.
New South Wales Police
Gazette and Weekly
Record of Crime, 15
November 1865, p.400
The Australasian 13 June
1885 p.7
Sydney Mail 14 February
1917 p.29
Thorpe, 1921 (ALSO:
Cooper 1947 & McCarthy
1952)

In 1917, “anembo” meaning “a peaceful
place” was given as an Aboriginal
Council file records
language word, without referencing the
source of that information (Sydney Mail).
Published listings of Aboriginal language
words in 1921 and later (again without
reference to source) record the meaning of
“anembo” as “[a] quiet place” (Thorpe and
others). However, no record has been
found in any known published work of
“animbo” listed with an attributed meaning.
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Street Name

Suburb

Anitra
Avenue
5/6/1968

Kareela

Anzac
Avenue
1/11/1918

Engadine

Anzac Road
20/10/1916

Bangor

Anzac Street
3/9/1916
Apollo Place
23/6/1969

Miranda

Appin Place
9/2/1973

Engadine

Port
Hacking

Name Source/ meaning
Animbo Street is in an area of the suburb
where street names include Aboriginal
language words, thus “animbo” can likely
be ascribed as an Aboriginal language
word with no specific published meaning.
A possible source of “animbo” was the
location south of Captains Flat in NSW.
Named after Sydney Hobart yacht race
winning yacht (1st overall 1957, 2nd 1958).
Most streets in subdivision named after
Sydney Hobart Yacht Race winning
yachts. Name created for the eastern
princess in Ibsen’s Peer Gynt (1886).
When streets in area were being named at
end of WWI by Mr W R Ainsworth (Shire
President 1919-21) he invited Mr Bower
local resident & a wounded Gallipoli
veteran to name street he lived in, he
chose Anzac Ave. ANZAC – Australia New
Zealand Army Corp
Was unnamed Crown road from around
1903
Named during WWI after ANZAC –
Australia New Zealand Army Corp.
Part was closed in 1998 and subdivided
Named after ANZAC – Australia New
Zealand Army Corp
As named in 1969 probably named after
Apollo series of US spacecraft which in
turn were named Greek and Roman god –
son of Zeus.
[updated 30/9/2019]
On 30 March 1972, Council advised the
then Department of Lands that new roads
in Crown subdivisions off Kingswood
Road, Engadine had been allocated
Aboriginal language words in their names.
One of these was Appin Place. This may
have been an inadvertent inclusion, as
“appin” has not been found in any source
material of Aboriginal language words.
Some streets in area named after NSW
towns so possibly named after Appin –
town south west of Sydney. Appin was
named in 1811 by Governor Macquarie
after a small village in Argyleshire in
Scotland where his wife was born.
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Reference

Internet
www.alldownunder.com

Pg 29 Engadine 18252001 by R Seville

CL

Wikipedia

Council file records
smh.com.au “Appin –
Culture & History 13/11/08
Aust Place Names ( B & B
Kennedy)

Street Name

Suburb

Appletree
Place
4/10/1991
Apsley Place
8/7/1970

Menai
Taren Point

Name Source/ meaning
Alternatively could be named directly after
Scottish village (as above) as some
Engadine streets have Scottish origins.
Species of tree. In subdivision where
streets named after trees.

Reference

[updated 16/5/2017]
The particular source for the name for this
street has not been determined.
Hurstville City Library has a listing for
Apsley Street Peakhurst: “c.1886 part of
Apsley Park Estate. Probably named after
Apsley House, the Duke of Wellington’s
home in London.”

Hurstville Council website.

NOTE: Apsley House was constructed by
Baron Apsley, the third Earl Bathurst,
whose political career included Secrtary of
State for War and the Colonies from 11
June 1812 to 30 April 1827. The City of
Bathurst in NSW and a number of other
Australian place names containing
“Bathurst” are named afert him.
There are a number of place names
throughout Australia containing “Apsley”
which are indicated as having been
sourced from from the United Kingdom ―
Apsley House or Baron Apsley or Aspley
Hall.

Australian Place Names (B
& B Kennedy)
Various other web sites

Apsley River NSW is noted as named in
honour of The Lord Apsley, Secretary of
State for Colonies.
The Northern Territory Place Names
Register records that Apsley Strait
between Melville and Bathurst Islands was
named in 1818 after Baron Apsley.
Apsley is a town in Victoria which was
named in 1851 after Apsley House.

Araluen
Place

Sutherland

There were/are also several Apsley Halls
in the United Kingdom, one of which is
noted as the origin of the suburb of Apsley
in Brisbane, Queensland.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Araluen” was a poem written by Henry
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The Sydney Mail and New

Street Name
4/4/1967

Arana Close
3/8/1983

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Lawson, first published in 1879 (Sydney
Mail).

Reference
South Wales Advertiser,
27 September 1879, p.494

Araluen is also a small town in the
Southern Tablelands of NSW, south of
Braidwood in the valley of Araluen Creek,
dating from 1834 when land sales
commenced in the area (Sydney Gazette).

Sydney Gazette and New
Southj Wales Advertiser, 8
March 1834 p.1

The Aboriginal language word “Araluen”
(Arr-al-yin) meaning “place of water lilies”
was recorded in 1904, with explanation:
“Previous to the advent of gold mining
there were a number of lagoons in Araluen
Valley where the water lily (nymphsea
alba) grew freely, and the corns or seeds
of which formed a staple article of food
with the Aborigines” (Science of Man).
A 1914 compilation of place names from
Aboriginal language words from “many
authorities as were available in the Public
Library” listed Araluen as derived “from
‘luen,’ running water; and ‘ari,’ place or
district [hence meaning] ‘place of running
water’” (The Lone Hand). No confirmation
has been found in any known previous
publications of Aboriginal language
words.
[Updated 16/7/2020]
“Arana” meaning “moon” was recorded in
1897 as an Aboriginal language word
spoken in the area of Raffles Bay in
Northern Territory (Anthropological
Journal). This is similar to “orana” meaning
“moon”, recorded in 1853 in 3 locations in
the same general area of Northern
Territory, around Cobourg Peninsula
(Earl).
However, a 1952 composite listing of
Aboriginal language words attributes
“arana’ meaning “moon” to the language of
the Wiradjuri people of central/central
South NSW (McCarthy).
Arana Close is within an area of the
suburb where street names were selected
from Aboriginal language words
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The Science of Man, Vol. 7
No. 7, August 1904
The Lone Hand, Vol. 1 No.
3, February 1914

The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol.1 No.5, April 1897
Earl, 1853
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Arcadia
Avenue
17/2/1926

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
commencing with “A”. Council lists “arana”
as an Aboriginal language word meaning
“moon.”
[updated 11/2/2020]
Arcadia is a region in Greece which is
situated in the central and eastern part of
the Peloponnese Peninsula. The word
“arcadia” has come to symbolize idyllic
simplicity and happiness (Duyker).

Reference

Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
Internet
Council file records

Arcadia takes its name from Arcas, who in
Greek mythology was the son of the god
Zeus and the nymph Callisto and was a
hunter who became king of Arcadia. Also
in Greek mythology it was the home of the
god Pan (Internet).

Arcadia
Avenue
14/8/1922

Woolooware

Archer Row
1/6/1994

Menai

Ardisia Place
19/3/1968

Loftus

Ardrossan
Road
3/6/1964

Engadine

Ardua Place
16/12/1966

Engadine

The northern part of the road (from
Coonong Road to Horns Avenue) was
opened in 1923, but was not named as
Arcadia Avenue until the road was
extended to southerly and then easterly in
1926.
[updated 11/2/2020]
For information on the source of “arcadia”
see first two paragraphs of entry for
Acadia Avenue, Gymea Bay.
Archer family – Doris, Nora, Florence and
Douglas – were early settlers in area.
Mr Arthur Howard Archer, wife Florence,
children Dora, Douglas & Nora lived in
area West of Old Illawarra Road 1918-43.
Land north of Barry Rd.
In group of streets named after early
settlers in area.
Ardisia are tropical evergreen climbers/
shrubs. In group of streets named after
plants.
Ardrossan a town in Ayrshire Scotland.
Several nearby streets also named after
Scottish towns (Dundee, Kilmarnock etc).
Ardrossan in South Australia named after
same Scottish town. Gaelic root of word
‘ard’ = height ‘ros’ = prominent rock or
headland
[updated 27//2020]
Ardua Place is located on the edge of a
plateau overlooking the valley containing
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Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Oct 1973 & Aug
1986
Parish maps www.
lands.nsw.gov.au
Elook.com
Place Names of Aust. AW
Reed
Australian Place Names (B
& B Kennedy)

Council file records

Street Name

Argo Place
15/2/1967

Suburb

Miranda

Argyle Place
7/8/1963

Kareela

Arika Close
24/10/1977

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
the Woronora River. The streets in that
area mainly have names that reflect the
locality (Sierra, Ridge, Peak, Alpine,
Canyon, Mountain, Range, Crest,
Edgecliff).
Ardua is an adjectival Latin word with
English meanings of: “arduous, difficult,
uphill”; “erect, rearing, steep”; also “high,
lofty, towering, tall”. The word appears in
Virgil’s The Aeneid, in “ardua terrarum”
[literally “the high places of the earth”]
meaning “mountain(s).”
[updated 10/2/2020]
Argo Place was opened in the same
subdivision as Jason Street.

Reference
Latdict: Latin Dictionary &
Grammar Resources
Anthon, C., The Aeneid of
Virgil, with English Notes,
London 1845

Council file records

Internet
“Argo” is the familiar name in Greek
legend recounted in Homer’s Odyssey, for
the Argo Navis (argo – swift; navis - ship),
which was the ship that Jason
commissioned to be built in his quest for
the legendary Golden Fleece.
In same 1963 subdivision as Inverness
DP
Wikipedia
Place so would be named after Argyle a
region /county in Western Scotland. Word
means ‘margin of the Scots’
[updated 21/7/2020]
Reed, 1965-77
“Arika” meaning “blue water lily” was
recorded in a series of publications by the
McConnel, Myths of the
same author, beginning in 1965, of
compilations of Aboriginal language words, Munkan”, Melbourne Uni.
Press, 1957, also New
but did not provide any reference to the
source of the information (Reed).
York, Cambridge Uni.
Press, 1957
A possible source of that information was
a 1957 book “Myths of the Munkan” which
The Bulletin, Vol. 78 No.
includes a number of legendary stories of
4047, 4 September 1957
the Wik Mungkan people of the Cape York
Peninsula, compiled by anthropologist
Thozert, A., List of some
Ursula McConnel’s during fieldwork in
of the roots and fruits
Cape York peninsula in 1927-31 and in
used as vegetable food by
1934 (McConnel). In that work, the story of the Aboriginals of
“Mai Arika, the Swamp Water-lily Stalk”
Northern Queensland,
Australia, 1868
relates a “stirring battle when Mai Arika,
root of the swamp waterlily, hit Ma:’a, root
of the blue lagoon waterlily, on the head
https://waltzingmorethanm
with her yamstick” (The Bulletin).
atilda.com/2013/07/28/girls
-names-ofaustralianaboriginal-originOf note: In 1868, “wetland plants such as
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the blue water lily . . . were recorded as an
important part of the diet” of the Aboriginal
people of Northern Queensland (Thozet).
All parts of the plant were edible.
A recent website of attributed origins of
names of Aboriginal women, which does
not specify where the information was
obtained, indicates that “Arika . . . is a
name from the Waka Waka people of
south-east Queensland [region around
Brisbane], meaning “blue water lily” and
that “in Aboriginal mythology, water lilies
are a gift from the Rainbow Serpent, and
sometimes in Indigenous astronomy, small
stars were seen as water lily bulbs.” That
website also points to a recent publication
which records that the Aboriginal women’s
name “Arika” translates as “Lily” in English
(Internet, also Harding & Cartwright).

Arkana Place
21/1/1965

Engadine

Armidale
Place
6/10/1964

Engadine

Arnold Place
20/8/1996

Menai

Arragong
Street

Bangor

Arika Close is within an area of the suburb
where street names were selected from
Aboriginal language words commencing
with “A”. Council did not record a meaning
for “arika”.
[updated 21/7/2020]
Arkana meaning “Boomerang” was
recorded in 1900 as an Aboriginal
language word of the Anewan people who
lived in the tablelands of New England
NSW, around the Macdonald River,
Walcha, Uralla, Bendemeer and Armidale
(Mathews).
As adjoins Tamworth St likely named after
northern NSW country town of Armidale
which was named by G J McDonald,
Commissioner of Crown lands after his
ancestral home village of Armidale in
Scotland.
Area’s naming theme is early local
pioneers. Jennifer Arnold was an early
settler in the Menai area.
Arnold family moved to Alfords Point Road
area ca 1925. Land was west of Alfords
Point Road, South of Belinda Rd
Fred & Mary Alice Arnold settled in area in
1927
[updated 16/7/2020]
“Arragong” was recorded in the 1790s as
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Reference
part-2/
Harding, T. & Cartwright,
G., Book of Dreams, 2018
Council file records

Mathews, 1900

Australian Place Names (B
& B Kennedy)

Reflections– Menai
Congregational Church
Illawong: A Place in
History.
Parish maps
Council file records
Dawes, 1790-1791

Street Name
27/4/1977

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
an Aboriginal language word of the
Sydney region meaning “a wooden shield.” Hunter, 1793
William Dawes in 1790-1: “Ar-ra-gong”
meaning “a shield made of wood.”

Collins, 1798
Tench, 1793

John Hunter in 1793: “A-ra-goon” meaning
“a war shield”
David Collins in 1798: “Ar-ra-gong”
meaning “A shield cut out from the solid
wood”.

Connor J., The Australian
Frontier Wars 1788 –1838
Council file records

Watkin Tench in 1793 has the description
of a kind of shield used by the Aboriginal
people of that region: “dug out of solid
wood, is called ‘aragoon’, and is made as
follows, with great labour. On the bark of a
tree they mark the size of the shield, then
dig the outline as deep as possible in the
wood with hatchets, and lastly flake it off
as thick as they can, by driving in wedges.”
According to a later author, the solid wood
“arragong” shield was used for protection
when fighting at close quarters (Connor).

Arrilla Place
2/11/1979

Bangor

Arragong Street is within an area of the
suburb where street names were selected
from Aboriginal language words
commencing with “A”. Council has no
record for “arragong”.
[updated 16/7/2020]
“Arrilla” meaning a male Aboriginal person
was recorded as an Aboriginal language
word from Central Australia. In 1886-7
three similar words “Arrilla,” “Arilla” and
“Urilla” with the meaning “Blackfellow”
[Aboriginal man] were recorded in central
Australia. The location of “Arrilla” in the
language of the Wychinga people was
given as at Macumba River (which flows
into the northern end of Lake Eyre in
north-east South Australia), with “Arilla”
and “Urilla” both at Charlotte Waters (in
Northern territory close to South Australian
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Curr, 1886-7
Organ, 1990
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 2
November 1979 p.5530

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
border) (Curr).

Reference

The name “Arrilla” also appears in a
number of publications which recount the
story of Arrilla of the Kamilaroi, a
legendary Aboriginal person who lived on
the Illawarra coast area of NSW (Organ).

Arthur
Avenue
18/11/1913
Arthur Place
13/2/1974

Cronulla

Arthur Street
13/2/1974

Bonnet Bay

Arthur Walk
25/3/2011

Cronulla

Arundel
Street
16/1/1970

Bonnet Bay

Engadine

Arrilla Place is within an area of the suburb
where names were selected from
Aboriginal language words commencing
with “A.” Arrilla Place was originally part of
Bruce Road, renamed in 1977 on a
subdivision plan as part of Allawah Close,
until the current name was selected
(Gazette). It is of note that the alternate
spelling of “Arilla” appeared in Council
records for many years until the name was
corrected in the late 1990s to agree with
the spelling approved in 1979.
Probably named after Arthur Horsfield who
owned the land prior to its subdivision in
1913. Had dairy in area.
Named after 21st US President Chester
Alan Arthur (1881-85). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk Jim
Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Developments and Council
Named after 21st US President Chester
Alan Arthur (1881-85). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk Jim
Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Developments and Council
[Updated 20/9/2017]
Unnamed walkway dating from 1908 until
2011 between Arthur Avenue and Ewos
Parade.
Included on Council road maintenance list
in 1910 as “Horsfields Path.” Arthur
Horsfield was the owner of land on south
of walkway until subdivided in 1913
Named after Cecil Michael Arundell, a
pioneering resident of the Engadine area,
It is noted that when the name was first
used on a Crown subdivision plan it was
shown incorrectly as “Arundel”.which is
how the name is registered.
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DP
1916 Sands
Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

CC
CL

Information supplied by
Tanita Banks, greatgrandaughter of Mr
Arundell.
NSW Govt Gaz 8/6/1934.
LPI Plans Register.

Street Name

Suburb

Arunta Close
14/10/1976

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Mr Arundell’s farm was distant about one
kilometre from the street which bears his
name,and was located between
Cooriengah Heights Road and Forbes
Creek on the west side of Wollybutt Road,
He arrived with his family in 1932 and was
in 1933 granted a Crown special lease
later converted to purchase. The land was
held by the family until 1960 when part
was sold, with the remainder sold at the
end of 1965.
As well as being a poultry farmer Cecil
Arundell was a builder and assisted in the
building of the Engadine Primary School.
Both Cecil Michael Arundell and his son
Cecil Jack Arundell served in World War 2,
Cecil (Snr) in the Air Force and Cecil (Jnr)
in the Ninth Division. Cecil (Jnr) is
recorded in his unit’s history (where his
name is shown as Arundel) as being
wounded in Borneo in June 1945.
It is also recorded that Cecil Arundell (Snr)
became a Justice of the Peace in July
1945
[updated 16/7/2020]
“Arunta” was described in 1899 as the
name of a “large and important” group of
Aboriginal people of Central Australia
(Spencer & Gillen). Details of the activities
of the Arunta were more fully described in
1895 & 1897 (Spencer & Gillen). “Arunta”
is one of the variations of name of the
Arrernte people, also referred to as the
“Aranda” or “Arrarnta” (Internet).
“Arunta” meaning “white cockatoo” had
been recorded in 1886-7 in the vicinity of
the Alice Springs Telegraph Station. An
alternate European spelling variation of
“erunda” meaning “white cockatoo” was
recorded in the same location in the same
publication (Curr). Later composite listings
of Aboriginal language words repeat that
information for “Arunta” meaning “white
cockatoo” without explanation (e.g.,
Endacott)
It is noted, nonetheless, that this may refer
to a section of Arunta people, clarified in
1914. “The head man of the white
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Reference
Seville: Engadine 18252001
SSHS Bulletin August
2014, p.21
(Cards) Propeller
19/7/1945 pg 3

Spencer & Gillen, 1899
Spencer and Gillen, 1897
Internet, references in
Wikipedia
Curr, 1886-7
Endacott, 1924, enlarged
9th edition, 1955-63
Spencer, B., Native Tribes
of the Northern Territory of
Australia, London, 1914
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Ascot Place
19/4/1968
Ash Avenue
7/6/1965

Miranda

Ashwood
Close
4/10/1991
Asmus Street
(DISC)
circa 1924

Menai

Aster Avenue
14/9/1961
Aston
Avenue
(naming date
unknown)

Miranda

Atherton
Road
16/1/1970

Engadine

Atkins Place
18/9/1986

Barden
Ridge

Caringbah
South

Sutherland

Lucas
Heights

Name Source/ meaning
cockatoo totemic group performs a special
ceremony to increase the numbers of
white cockatoos” (Spencer).

Reference

Arunta Close is within an area of the
suburb where street names were selected
from Aboriginal language words
commencing with “A”. Council did not
record a meaning.
Likely named after racecourse in Berkshire
UK.
[Updated 6/8/2018]
Ash is a large spreading tree, mostly
deciduous, species Fraxinus angustifolia,
usually growing up to 10-12 m tall, but
occasionally reaching up to 20 m in height.
Desert ash was a very popular garden and
street tree and was widely cultivated in the
temperate regions of Australia.
Street is likely named after the tree
species, especially as it is just south of the
earlier named Telopea Avenue and the
general area has a number of streets
named after tree species.
In subdivision where streets named after
trees. Named after species of tree.
Name discontinued. Shown in Wilson’s
Street Directories 1924 & 1934. Was a
road leading from Eton Street through
what is now the location of Waratah Park
tennis courts. Was probably a track to
“Mad Mile” settlement of depression years
along what is now “Rawson Avenue”
Possibly named after type of flower.
Private road in ANSTO site. Named after
Francis William Aston (1877-1945) who
invented mass spectrograph, discovered
212 natural isotopes and won 1922 Nobel
Prize for Chemistry.
As some streets in vicinity named after
Australian towns (eg Geelong Rd)
probably named after Atherton (town &
tablelands) in Queensland which named
after John Atherton a pioneer grazier in the
Atherton Tablelands c 1857.
Probably named after Richard Atkins
(Bowyer) (1745-1820), deputy judge
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www.ansto.gov.au

www.tablelands.org &
Australian Place Names (B
& B Kennedy)
ADB online

Street Name

Suburb

Atkinson
Road
27/10/1911

Caringbah &
Taren Point

Attunga Road
11/11/1889

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Name Source/ meaning
advocate. In line with area’s Australian
Pioneers theme
Likely named after John Atkinson one of
provisional (1906) Councillors. He had 11
acres leasehold dairy on Parraweena Rd
(near where Parke Davis was later).
[updated 16/7/2020]
“Attunga” was the name of a pastoral
property operating in 1846 near the Peel
River north of Tamworth NSW (Maitland
Mercury). In 1848, it was noted that
“Attunga” was “bounded on the east by
high stony ranges” (Gazette).
The site for the “Village of Attunga” was
notified in 1864 (Gazette).
No listing has been found of an Aboriginal
language word “attunga” prior to the
naming of the road in the Holt-Sutherland
Estate in 1889.

Reference
Library index cards
& Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1977
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 5 August 1846
p.3
NSW Govt. Gazette of 20
September 1849 p.1228; 4
October 1864 p.2201
The Lone Hand, Vol. 1 No.
3, February 1914
Thorpe, 1927 (and other
later lists by other authors)

A 1914 compilation of place names from
Aboriginal language words from “many
authorities as were available in the Public
Library” listed ‘Attunga” meaning “a high
place, from ‘a’, place; ‘dungar’, high” (The
Lone Hand). No meaning has been found
in any known publications of any previous
recording of an Aboriginal language word
“attunga” nor any confirmation of “dungar”
meaning “high”.

Auburn Street Kirrawee &
13/2/1882
Sutherland

Council lists “attunga” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “high place”,
taken either from the above or another
composite listing of Aboriginal language
words (e.g., Thorpe).
First shown on 1882 DP 802 registered by
James Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Likely named after
Auburn which was a real or fictitious
village in Ireland, described by the Irish
poet Oliver Goldsmith in his poem "The
Deserted Village" (1770).
A number of street in Holt-Sutherland
Estate are named after locations in UK.
Some parts are residues of original Crown
roads dating from 1855-6.
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Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Auburn Street Sutherland
North (DISC)
3/10/1947
Auburn Street Kirrawee &
South (DISC) Sutherland
3/10/1947
Auckland
Street
1/7/1966

Engadine

Audley
Causeway
Opened 1883
Audley Road
(naming date
not known)

Royal
National
Park
Royal
National
Park

Ault Place
5/6/1985

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
Part within railway closed in 1937
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
As near Napier St (another NZ city) likely
named after City of Auckland in New
Zealand which is named after Lord
Auckland who in 1840 was viceroy of India
and who was patron of Captain William
Hobson NZ’s first governor.
Built in 1883, partly to create a lake so that
people would be able to fish swim and use
boats
Named after Lord Audley who surveyed
the stream in the area in 1865.
Lord Audley’s full name was George
Edward Thickness-Touchet, 21st Baron
Audley. He later became son in law of
Surveyor General Sir Thomas Mitchell.
Originally a track from the Holt-Sutherland
Estate possibly as early as the mid-1850s
which later became access into the
National Park
Named after Captain Ault, master of the
‘Chesterfield’. When there was a famine at
Port Jackson, he sailed in April 1792,
together with William Bampton in the
‘Shah Hormuzzer’ to India for live stock
and grain. When they finally reached India
Bampton procured the ‘Endeavour’ to
carry the cargo. They arrived back in
Sydney with a cargo of livestock and grain
on 31 May 1795
Another Ault of nautical significance at a
later date was Captain James P Ault of the
‘Carnegie’ a scientific survey yacht. In
1915-17, Captain Ault took the Carnegie
on a world-wide magnetic declination
survey that included a circumnavigation of
Antarctica in 1915-16.
In line with theme of area - names of
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Reference
CL

CL

Internet

SMH 27/4/2004
Sails to Atoms First Fifty
Years of Sutherland Shire
1906-56 pg 11
Council pamphlet re place
names

Australia’s Maritime
History

Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Austin Street
Circa 1909

Illawong

Australia
Road
20/10/1916

Barden
Ridge

Avenel Road
9/10/1913

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
historical nautical significance.
Was an early unnamed Crown road circa
1896 in the area and during the period
when the eastern part of Illawong was
within Hurstville Municipality was named
after Charles Henry Austin, a Hurstville
Council alderman 1897-98. It appears
many of the streets in this area were
named by Hurstville Council around 1909.
It was significantly altered during later
subdivisions, to include part of the original
route of Sproule Road (also named after a
Hurstville alderman) and a new section
which looped back to the original road.
Also, Fowler Road to the south-west of
Illawong shopping centre for many years
included a piece of the original route of
Austin Street (renamed part of Old
Illawarra Road around 1985) which was
not officially renamed as Fowler Road until
2003.
Named after Australia our country. In
same subdivision as Anzac Road and
Allies Road.
Part of Barden Ridge section renamed
Wardell Drive circa 1987, rest still exists
but parts deviated from original route.
Menai section part north of Bangor Bypass
was originally named Australia Road but
renamed Carter Rd in1993.
Parts were closed, sold and subdivided in
1988 and 1992
[updated 6/8/2018]
“Avenel” was first mentioned in the
Australian newspapers in the late 1820s in
regard to the name of a castle and family
in the 1820 works of Sir Walter Scott with
a main character being known widely as
the “White Lady of Avenel” or “Maid of
Avenel.” Scott’s works were set in
Scotland, and believed to use the ancient
Melrose Abbey as the setting (Scott).

Reference
CL
Hurstville Council website
& The History of Hurstville
Council, Elections

CL

Sir Walter Scott: Tales
from Benedictine Sources:
The Monastery (1820) and
The Abbott (1820)
A History of the County of
Cambridge and the Isle of
Ely, volume 5, published
by Victoria County History,
ed C R Elrington, London
1973

“Avenel” also an ancient manor in the
County of Cambridge, England named
Biography of H K Hughes
after its owner William Avenel around or
in Wikipedia and various
before 1180, which along with the nearby
Merton Manor later became the property of other sources.
Merton College, Oxford. (History
Cambridge).
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

“Avenel” was the name given in 1838 to
the pastoral station of Mr Henry Kent
Hughes in the Goulburn Valley of Victoria,
believed to be the name of his former
home in an undetermined location in
Gloucestershire, UK. It was also the name
given by Mr Hughes, after he moved to
Adelaide in 1851, to his home in North
Adelaide (Hughes).

Avenue
(DISC)
30/6/1925

Bundeena

Avenue
(DISC)
12/9/1888

Heathcote

Avenue
Street

Gymea Bay

Avery
Avenue
12/9/1947

Kirrawee

Avon Place
23/8/1966

Gymea

Awatea Place
6/1/1969

Engadine

Azalea Place
14/7/1964

Loftus

The name appears to be associated with
street names elsewhere in the HoltSutherland Estate subdivisions that relate
to names from literary works and/or place
names in United Kingdom and/or place
names from elsewhere in Australia.
Name shown as Avenue 30 feet wide. It is
not known when it became known as The
Avenue, but that name is shown on a
subdivision plan in 1963
Name shown on 1888 for 33 feet wide
road along boundary of the National Park.
Shown by that name until 1961 until
extended to Wilson Parade and
specifically named as The Avenue
On 1931 Wilson’s Street directory where
now 1st Avenue. On DP as ‘1st’ (large
space) ‘Avenue’ then ‘St’ crossed out, so
directory probably misreading of DP.
Created as a diversion road in land
acquired for the Sutherland-Cronulla
railway in 1940. Subdivision which first
shows it as an unnamed road was lodged
in 1946 by T Avery.
Avery family lived at Sutherland 1901-58.
Mr Avery was one of petitioners seeking a
letter receiving office at Kirrawee in 1908.
Henry Avery was greengrocers & carrier,
Family owned land where street is.
Probably named after Avon River in
England as near Serpentine Rd which is
name of English River near Avon River.
Means “new dawn” or “dawning of a new
era” in Maori. Merchant navy vessel in
WW2 bore the name.
Flowering plant. In group of streets with
plant names.
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CL

Library card index
Sutherland Shire Some
Early Residents
Sutherland Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Oct 1974
& Nov 1988

Internet

Street Name
Babbin
Avenue
(DISC)
14/12/1956

Suburb
Caringbah
South

Babbin Place
30/5/1975

Caringbah
South

Bach Place
6/2/1969

Engadine

Bachli Place
9/9/2010

Menai

Badto
Avenue
13/5/1957

Gymea

Bain Place
8/9/1988

Barden
Ridge

Baker Street
1/4/1940
Balandra
Street
29/9/1972

Bundeena
Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 2/1/2019]
As the road ended in a cul-de-sac, Council
changed the name to Babbin Place in
1975 (indicating that it was not a through
road).
For meaning of Babbin, see Babbin Place.
[updated 29/8/2019]
Formerly Babbin Avenue – see note under
that name.

Reference
Council file records Development Com
19/5/1975

Babbin is a south-western Western
Australia Derbalese Aboriginal language
word meaning “a friend” recorded in 1845
(Brady), first recorded as Babing – “a
Friend” (Lyon, 1833) later Bab-een - “a
friend” by Grey (1839)

Lyon, 1833

Another listing for Babbin meaning “father”
was recorded around 1837 or a little later
by Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Threlkeld & Fraser).
In group of 4 streets named after classical
music composers. Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685 -1750) German composer and
organist
Named after Douglas Bachli, the only
Australian to win the British Amateur Golf
championship. Road naming theme for
area is Australian golfers.
Partly unnamed Crown Road opened
16/12/1966 and partly closed in 2008
[updated 2/1/2019]
Badto was an Aboriginal language word
meaning ’water’ recorded in a list of mainly
West Australian words (Mackenzie 1845).
Later information indicates that the word
came from the area of Champion Bay (in
south-west Western Australia around
Geraldton) (Macpherson 1886)
Named after James Bain – chaplain who
joined NSW Corp in 1789, Area has
Australian pioneers theme.
Baker Street was named after an odd job
man who was a local identity.
Named after yacht Balandra (in 1967
Australia’s Admiral Cup Winning team) is
near Freya St which is name of another
Australian Admiral’s Cup yacht. Balandra
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Council file records

Grey, 1939
Brady, 1845
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Who Did What
Council Records

Mackenzie, 1845
Macpherson, 1886

Council 7/12/1987; Council
file records
ADB
The Bundeena Book
www.nla.gov.au, internet

Street Name

Suburb

Balarang
Place
17/1/1979

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
is name of beach in Baja California in
Mexico.
[updated 3/1/2019]
Balarang is first mentioned as a
confirmable location in 1864, as the name
of a pastoral property in the far north of
NSW between Moree NSW and
Mungibindi [Mungindi] Queensland.
(Notice in NSW Govt Gazette of 20
December 1864). Balarang was recorded
in that area by the Department of Mines in
1901 as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “place where Belar (forest oak)
grows on Gil Gil Creek” (Science of Man)

Reference

Science of Man Vol 4 No
7, Aug 1901
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

The word was also recorded later as
Balarang – place of swamp oak (no
location given) (McCarthy, 1952).
Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council
Balboa Street
11/10/1882

Kurnell

Balemo Place Bangor
9/1/1981

Balfour
Avenue
30/3/1931

Caringbah

Named after Spanish explorer Vasco
Nunez de Balboa (1475 – 1517) the first
European to see the Pacific. Streets in
area named after explorers who saw or
explored Pacific Ocean.
[updated 10/1/2019]
Balemo is first mentioned in 1863 from an
article in a northern Queensland
newspaper as Ficus aspertia [sic] (native
name Balemo) common in that part of
Australia and known as the small black fig.
It was an exhibit at the Intercolonial
Exhibition of 1866 in Melbourne as Ficus
aspera: Rough-leaved fig-tree, with
Aboriginal language names of Noomaie
(Rockhampton tribe), Balemo (Cleveland
Bay tribe) [Cleveland Bay is at Townsville].

Who Did What –
Biographical dictionary

From the Northern Argus,
in The Sydney Morning
Herald, 18 March 1863 p.3
Mueller, Dr. F., “Report on
the vegetable products in
the Intercolonial Exhibition
of 1866,” Melbourne, 1867
Council file records

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council
As 4 streets in area named after British
Wikipedia
politicians, possibly named after Arthur
James Balfour, 1st Earl of Balfour (1848 1930), British politician, UK Prime Minister
1902-05.
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Street Name
Balgang
Avenue
2/3/1959

Baliga
Avenue
18/5/1959

Suburb
Kirrawee

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 29/8/2019]
Balgang as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “to track or pursue on a track”
was a Western Australia word (location in
that State not determined, but likely southwest) recorded in 1845 (Brady), derived
from Bal-gang meaning “to track” listed by
Grey (1839)
Another listing for Balgang meaning
“barren” was recorded around 1837 or a
little later by Archdeacon Gunther as a
word in the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Threlkeld &
Fraser).
[updated 3/1/2019]
Baliga meaning “father” is a Kumbainggiri
(Gumbaynggir) Aboriginal language word
from the Far North Coast of NSW, listed in
1910 (Mathews).
The meaning in Council records is “father”.

Balla
Gymea Bay
Machree Way
25/7/1961
Ballanda
Bangor
Place
19/12/1977

Reference
Brady, 1845
Grey, 1839
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

Mathews, R.H., “Language
and Sociology of the
Kumbainggeri Tribe, New
South Wales” in a paper
for the Australasian
Association for the
Advancement of Science,
publ. Brisbane, 1910.

Previously shown as Bellingen Avenue on
old maps but not on any registered
surveys. Some parts incorrectly named as Council file records
“Balliga” in Gazette of 13 September 1963,
which was corrected in Gazette of 25
March 2011
Meaning “House of my heart‘ in Irish
Internet
Gaelic
[updated 29/8/2019]
Ballanda meaning “long ago, at the first, in
the beginning” was recorded around 1837
or a little later by Archdeacon Gunther as a
word in the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Threlkeld &
Fraser).

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
McCarthy, 1952

Also later recorded with meaning ‘Dreamtime, before man was created” from
Wiradjuri language (Central/Central South
NSW). (McCarthy 1952)

Ballar
Avenue

Gymea Bay

Council file records

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council
[updated 29/82019]
Ballar meaning ‘secretly’ was a West
Moore, 1842
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Street Name
5/11/1959

Balliga
Avenue
(DISC)
13/9/1963
Ballina Place
10/2/1982

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Australian Aboriginal word (location in that
State not determined, but likely southwest) listed in 1842 (Moore), previously
listed as Bal-lar – ‘secretly’ by Grey (1839)

Caringbah
South

See Baliga Avenue

Bangor

[updated 5/2/2019]
Ballina is the name of a town in the
Northern Rivers region of NSW and is the
likely source of the name.

Reference
Grey, 1839

Science of Man Vol 3 No 1
The Argus 3/6/1905. P.5

In late 1899, a local official indicated that
there was doubt as to the origin of the
name: Bullen-bullen, a fight, supposed by
some of the older residents to be the origin
for the name of the town of Ballina, the
blacks pronouncing it “Bulina,” but the idea
seems to me “too far fetched.” Mr
Peppercorn, the surveyor who laid out the
town, and I believe also Lismore, took
those names from towns in the north of
Ireland, of course there may be something
in the fact that this was a place for bullenbullens and gave Mr peppercorn the cue
for Ballina.” (Science of Man, 1900)

Ballina Council –Aboriginal
Community Committee
meeting 8 Oct 2015

Many of the Aboriginal language words
recorded over the years relate to a
handed-down story that Ballina was the
site of fierce battle(s) that left many dead,
dying and wounded.

Thorpe, 1927

The idea that it came from an Irish town
fell out of favour (The Argus, 1905).

Council file records

Anthropological Society
Survey 1899-1903
Science of Man Vol 3 Nos
1, 3, 5 & 8: Vol 7 No 3; Vol
13 No 2.
https://www.discoverballina
.com.au/visit/ourregion/towns-villages

McCarthy, 1952
Wikipedia

Curr, Vol 3, 1886
Located within the area of the Bandjalang
(Budjalung or Yugambeh-Bundjalung)
Aboriginal language of north-eastern NSW
and south-eastern Queensland coast
(Wikipedia). In recent years, the local
Aboriginal community have put forward an
alternate view that it is “believed to have
been derived from the Aboriginal word
Bullinah, meaning ‘place of plenty’ or
‘plenty of oysters’.” (Ballina Council)
There have been many suggestions of
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The Daily News (WA) 11
Nov1926 p.9
Thorpe, 1927

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal words , summarised as follows:

Reference

Bullenah and synonyms — Balluna,
Bullina, Bulluna, Balloona, Balloonah —
'Blood running from the wounded' or 'The
place of dying' or 'The place of the
wounded after a fight' or 'Place where a
battle was fought and people were found
dying'.
Bullen-bullen – pronounced "Bul-na"- 'A
fight'
Balluna (from Baloon – “a river”) – where
the river enters the sea; linked with
Balloona - aboriginal name for Ballina
Bullinah – synonym Boolinah - 'Place of
many oysters' ALSO ‘place of plenty or big
stomach, plenty to eat’
The meaning recorded in Sutherland Shire
Council records was “Ballina – fighting
ground.”
Other, but unlikely, sources of the name:
Balloona meaning “elder brother” from
Aminungo Aboriginal people of Fort
Cooper near Halls Creek, central
Queensland (Curr)

Balowrie
Street
10/5/1972

Yowie Bay

Bullen-bullen meaning “a lonely place”
(from undisclosed location - likely from an
earlier source) (The Daily News and
Thorpe)
[updated 4/1/2019]
The first mentions found of Balowrie were
in 1881 for a “Balowrie Inn, Cootamundra”
and opening of a new public school at
“Balowrie, near Cootamundra.” (Gazette)
Recorded in 1900 as Ballowrie – ‘The
Bogan lilly’ collected in the Dubbo and
Narromine districts (Science of Man 1900)
Balowrie meaning ‘The bogan-lily’ was
listed as a Central NSW Aboriginal word in
1927 (Thorpe) and later as ‘white bogan
lily’ (McCarthy).
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NSW Government
Gazettes of 14 January &
25 March, 1881
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
6, July 1900
Thorpe, 1927
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Balyata
Avenue
7/8/1956

Caringbah
South

Bampton
Avenue
16/9/1980

Illawong

Banbal Road
9/11/1962

Engadine

Bandain
Avenue
28/6/1962

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
The meaning listed in Council records is
“Bogan Lily.”
[updated 4/1/2019]
Balyata was a West Australian Aboriginal
word (location in that State not
determined, but likely south-west) with
meaning first explained by Grey in 1839:
Bal-ya-ta [as in] “Boyee Balyata”, a stone
that cannot be moved; fixed form.
That meaning was expanded in 1845: Balyata – firm fixed. Applied to a man and
wife as firmly united together, not likely to
be parted. Also, to a rock, as Bu-yi
balyata, an embedded rock; and to the
roots and stumps of trees, as Djinnara
balyata, a stump firmly fixed in the ground
(Mackenzie)
Named after Captain Matthew Wright
Bampton, captain of the ‘Endeavour’, a
ship delivering supplies from Bombay to
the Colony on NSW in 1795. When there
was a famine at Port Jackson, he sailed in
the ‘Shah Hormuzzer’, along with Captain
Ault in ‘Chesterfield’ to India for live stock
and grain. When they finally reached India
Bampton procured the ‘Endeavour’ to
carry the cargo. They arrived back in
Sydney with a cargo of livestock and grain
on 31 May 1795
Bampton Reef in New Caledonia where a
number of ships were wrecked is named
after him.
Theme of area - Australian historical
nautical significance.
[updated 29/8/2019]
Banbal meaning ‘the place where the
native men meet first in the morning; a
place of assembly’ recorded around 1837
or a little later by Archdeacon Gunther as a
word in the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Threlkeld &
Fraser).
[updated 29/8/2019]
Bandain meaning ‘the band around the
loins, a girdle’ was recorded around 1837
or a little later by Archdeacon Gunther as a
word in the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Threlkeld &
Fraser).
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Reference

Gray, 1845
Mackenzie, 1845

Account of the English
Colony
Australia’s Maritime
History
Menai Development Unit
23/3/81 Council file
records (LW)

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

Street Name
Bandalong
Crescent
19/12/1977

Bando Road
1/6/1916

Suburb
Bangor

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 29/8/2019]
Bandalong meaning ‘joining, junction’ was
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Threlkeld & Fraser).

Reference

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council.
[updated 4/1/2019]
The first mention found of Bando was a
stock run at “Bando Plains” in the
Liverpool Plains district (around Tamworth
and Gunnedah) in 1848. (Gazette). In
1903, Bando was recorded in the
Gunnedah region as meaning “horse fly.”
(Science of Man)

Council file records

Another meaning in NSW had been
collected in 1900 at Clarence Town in the
Hunter River area as Bando – “water.”
(Science of Man).

Bangalla
Street (DISC)
11/1/1929

Bangalay
Lane
29/7/2005

Kirrawee

Heathcote

An even earlier record in Queensland
(between Brisbane and Gympie) has
Bando meaning “sleep” in the Mooloola
Aboriginal language. (Curr 1886)
[updated 4/1/2019]
Name discontinued. Street created in
1929, closed in 1941 (Gazette) to allow for
development of steel products factory (cnr
Waratah Street & Bath Road) – now site of
a large hardware store.
Bangalla meaning “a low hill’ was
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Threlkeld & Fraser).
[updated 10/1/2019]
Bangalay is a common name for the
species Eucalyptus botryoides

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

NSW Government Gazette
of I February 1848
Science of Man, Vol 6 No
7, August 1903
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
4, May 1900
Curr, 1886

NSW Govt Gazette of 21
March 1941 p.1179
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

Maiden 1889
Maiden, 1923

The first mention found of Bangalay as an
Aboriginal language word relates to an
exhibit by Edward Hill at both the Paris
Exhibition in 1855 and London Exhibition
in 1862, using timber from Brisbane Water
(north of Hawkesbury River) and which is
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Council file records
NSW Govt Gazette of 29
July 2005 p.4023

Street Name

Bangalee
Place
19/12/1977

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
referred to in the catalogues as
“Bangalay,” (Swamp Mahogany) {Maiden,
1889 &1923).
Opened in 1961, ithe lane was not named
until 2005 .
[updated 4/1/2019]
First mention found of Bangalee was in
land sales notices in 1856 “at Bangalee
Creek on Shoalhaven River” (Gazette).
In 1899, the Anthropological Society of
Australasia in listing supplied by Nowra
District police was advised that Bangalee
was an Aboriginal language name for “a
sandy beach, Shoalhaven River” (Survey)
but published it as “A sandy beach; also
the Aboriginal name of the Shoalhaven
River.” (Science of Man)
That the meanings are connected is
indicated: “The River empties itself into the
sea through a low sandy beach and there
is a bar at the entrance,” but the same
author indicates that Bangalee means only
“Shoalhaven Riven” (Organ), even though
it was listed by others only as “sandy
beach” (McCarthy).

Bangaroo
Street
19/12/1977

Bangor

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,”
with Council using the meaning of “sandy
beach.”
[updated 4/1/2019]
Bangaroo is first mentioned in 1835 as the
location of a Crown land sale on the banks
of the Lachlan River (near Gooloogong
NSW). Whilst it appears that the name
came from an Aboriginal language, no
mention was made until 1922, when a
newspaper columnist advised that it was
“palpably” a variation “of the ‘Barangaroo,’
the aboriginal woman famous in the days
of Bungarie, Colebee, and
Yemerrawannie.” No confirmation has
been found of that assertion.
In 1925, a newspaper article indicated the
rather vague entry of Bangaroo meaning
“anything grey,” attributed to “one of the
best authorities on the . . . local Aboriginal
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Reference

NSW Government Gazette
of 18 February 1856
Anthropological Society
Survey 1899-1903
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
5, June 1900
Organ, 1993
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

NSW Govt Gazette of 6
May 1835
Sydney Morning Herald,
25 February 1922
The Forbes Advocate, 17
April 1925
The Labor Daily, 29
January 1926
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
people.” This was followed shortly
afterwards in 1926 in a series of “Names
of Railway Stations in NSW” which
included “Bangaroo” as “after name of
local parish. An Aboriginal word meaning
‘native bear’.”

Reference

The meaning of Bangaroo as “native bear”
was accepted in later records (eg.
McCarthy 1952).
Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,”
with Council using the meaning of “native
bear.”

Bangor
Bypass
3/12/1999

Woronora,
Bangor &
Menai

NOTE: In view of the long period between
the name being used and any meaning
published, a search was made for words
that could be similarly pronounced with
meaning of “native bear and/or koala.”
Although many books and other
publications from the 19th and early 20th
century were consulted and many words
meaning “native bear or koala” were
found, no Aboriginal language word with
close pronunciation to “bangaroo” was
discovered. In the circumstances, the
acceptance of Bangaroo meaning “native
bear” cannot be positively confirmed.
[Updated 24/4/2017]
Named after the suburb of Bangor, and
opened in Fenruary 2005. The name
derived from the first resumption of land in
1999 by the Roads and Traffic Authority
for “Main Road 663 – Bangor By-pass at
Bangor”. It was later suggested that it be
named as an extension of River Road
however no action proceeded and it
remained as Bangor Bypass.
Bangor is named after town of Bangor in
Wales, the birthplace of Owen Jones, the
first permanent settler in the area.
The land acquired for the State road
reserve between Woronora River and New
Illawarra Road included former parts of
Menai Road, Goorgool Road, Bruce Road,
Akuna Avenue, Shakel Road and Anzac
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GG and Council file
records

Origin of Suburb Name

Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Banjo Street
11/7/1983

Heathcote

Banks Place
3/10/2003

Barden
Ridge

Banks Street
(DISC)
11/10/1882

Kurnell

Banksia
Avenue
July 1910

Engadine

Banksia
Road
20/10/1916

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
Road
One of group of streets in area named
after famous Australian poets. Named
after Andrew Barton ‘Banjo’ Patterson
(1864-1941) poet, journalist, solicitor.
Named after Sir Joseph Banks (17431820) explorer, botanist on Endeavour.
Area has Australian Pioneers theme.
Formerly part of Old Illawarra Road from
1987 to 2003
Name discontinued and road closed in
1963. Now inside Botany Bay National
Park. Named after Sir Joseph Banks
botanist on Endeavour.
Named after genus of Australian shrubs
which were named after Sir Joseph Banks
botanist on Endeavour who discovered
genus at Botany Bay
On a Council field day in 1910 unnamed
Engadine street was named “banksias” as
such flowers common in area.
[updated 18/7/2019]
For history of this road prior to re-naming
as Banksia Road on 20/10/1916 (Gazette)
see entry for “Cronulla Beach Road
(DISC)”
The part within the Sutherland-Cronulla
railway corridor was closed in 1937
(Gazette).

Banool Street
8/10/1964

Kareela

Baradine
Place
24/5/1974

Yarrawarrah

Named after genus of Australian shrubs
which were named after Sir Joseph Banks
botanist on Endeavour who discovered
genus at Botany Bay
[updated 4/1/2019]
Banool an Aboriginal language word
meaning ‘hill’ was collected by John
Green, the inspector of aboriginal stations
in Victoria from the Aborigines living
around the River Yarra in Victoria. (Brough
Smyth, 1878)
[updated 4/1/2019]
The first mention found of “Baradine” was
in Crown land sales in 1861 in “County
Baradine, parish Walgett, at Walgett, near
the junction of the Namoi and Darling
Rivers” (Gazette). Possibly a local
Aboriginal word of the Gamilaroi
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Reference
ADB
Council file records

CL
DP
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
St George Call 9/7/1910
pg 4
NSW Govt Gazette, of 20 Oct
1916, p.6272
NSW Govt Gazette of
5/11/1937 p-.4448

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy

Brough Smyth, Vol 2,
1878.

NSW Government Gazette
of 2 February 1861
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, June 1904

Street Name

Suburb

Barana Place
8/10/1964

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
(Gamilaraay, Kamilaroi) people of that
area, however it was not published as an
Aboriginal word and meaning until 1904:
Baradine meaning “Red wallaby” (Science
of Man, 1904).
The same meaning was shown in the
works of several later authors and also
noted in Council records as Baradine –
“Red wallaby.”
[updated 4/1/2019]
In volume 3 of the work by Curr 1886 there
are three different meanings for the
Aboriginal language word “barana”: (1)
from Tasmania attributed to Roberts in
Hobartown Courier 3 May 1828 as “barana
– shellfish”; (2) in northern Queensland
between Port Denison [now Bowen] and
Cape Gloucester, language of Bumbarra
Aborigines attributed to Sargeant B Shea –
“barana – drink,” and (3) by Curr, at
Scrubby Creek in southern Queensland,
“barana – black duck.”

Reference
Council file records

Curr, 1886
https://mdahlem.net/birds/b
irdlist.php
Barry, 1867
Gumbaynggirr language
dictionary, 2001.

The meanings of “drink” and “black duck”
are repeated in later works by other
authors, with the latter meaning being
identified as the Pacific Black Duck (Anas
supercillosa).(Internet)
In 1867, another meaning of “barana –
smell.” Was recorded in Victoria from the
Lower Murray Tribe (Barry)

Barcoo Island
17/1/1969

Sylvania
Waters

A recent Gumbayngirr Dictionary also has
an entry: “barana – turn towards”
(Gumbaynggirr language is traditionally
spoken between the Nambucca River in
the south (southern dialect) and the
Clarence River in the north (northern
dialect) and west past Guyra (tablelands
region).
[updated 4/1/2019]
The first mention of Barcoo in relation to
the Barcoo River in western Queensland is
from a Government surveyor Edmund
Kennedy in 1846-1848: Kennedy met with
a party of natives who told him the
aboriginal name for the river was the
Barcoo (Towner, 1962).
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Towner, 1962.
http://blogs.slq.qld.gov.au/j
ol/2012/05/22/themeaning-of-barcoo/
Breen, 1990

Street Name

Barden Lane
(DISC)
(Naming date
unknown)

Barden Road
27/9/1918

Suburb

Barden
Ridge

Barden
Ridge

Barden Ridge
Lane (DISC)

Barden
Ridge

Bareena
Street
11/4/1930

Lilli Pilli

Name Source/ meaning
Research by John Oxley Library which
appears to confirm that there are similar
Aboriginal Language words referring to
Barcoo as meaning that river, includes the
following: (Internet):
“’Barku’ is the Kungkari word for River and
raises the possibility of anglicised spelling
change to ‘Barcoo’;‘Barracoo’ is given as
the word for ‘big river / large creek’ in the
neighbouring Guwa language (Breen
1990).
A published meaning of Barcoo – “ice on
the water” (Reed, 1977)
The meaning for Barcoo as ‘ice on the
water’ or ‘ice on the water in cold weather’;
apparently referred to a particular location
on the Barcoo River where there was a
severe hailstorm, hence the reference to
‘ice’.
One of the streets in Sylvania Waters area
named after an Australian river -- Barcoo
River is in western Queensland (water
eventually feeds to Lake Eyre).
Unnamed road in 1918 known as Barden
Lane until about 1986 when parts began to
be shown as Marsden Road
Named after Barden family who settled in
area in 1900.
Frederick Barden took up 111 acres in
1900 east of Old Illawarra Road.
Named after Barden family who settled in
area in 1900.
Frederick Barden took up 111 acres in
1900 east of Old Illawarra Road. Land
south of Bishop Rd.
Proposed Name did not proceed. See now
Banks Place. Was to be named after
suburb name from Barden family derived
from early settlers in area.
[updated 4/1/2019]
Bareena is first mentioned in a Crown land
lease in the Murrumbidgee district at
Bareena Creek (about 45 km west of
Narrandera on south side of Murrumbidge
River) in 1868. (Gazette)
In 1896, from Narrandera, Bareena was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “tree like ti-tree” (Science of Man,
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Reference
Reed, 1977
Council file records
Wikipedia

CL
200 years in Retrospect
SSHS Bulletin May 1989
200 years in Retrospect
SSHS Bulletin May 1989
Parish maps
CL

NSW Govt Gazette of 11
February 1868.
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, June 1904
NSW Govt Gazette of 2
April 1878.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
1896), and that is the meaning used in
later publications.
There is, nonetheless, confusion in some
Internet sources that Bareena has the
same meaning as the similar sounding
“Barina,” first mentioned as the name of a
rural property near Forbes NSW in 1878,
and later recorded with meanings of
“summit” and/or “view on side of hill.”

Reference
Various Internet sites. See
for example naming of
Bareena Bay on Lake
Macquarie library website
Council file records & NSW
Govt Gazette of 11 April
1930.
The Queenslander, 31
January1929, p.4

Initially opened in Sutherland Shire as an
unnamed street on a subdivision lodged
on 16 June 1914, it was named by Council
in 1930 in accordance with naming of
streets with Aboriginal language name
wherever possible, but no meaning was
recorded.

Bargo Street
2/5/1969

Maianbar

Note re “Ti-tree”: more properly “Tea tree”
is name given in Australia, New Zealand,
and Tasmania to several species of trees
and shrubs, whose leaves were used by
Captain Cook's sailors, by escaped
convicts, and by the early settlers as a
ready substitute for the leaves of the
Chinese Tea-plant (Thea chinensis) for
making tea. The trees of the genera
Leptospermum and Melaleuca were the
earliest used, in Australia and New
Zealand, in this way.
[updated 4/1/2019]
Likely named after NSW country town of
Bargo.
It is possibly a corruption of the word
“barago” which relates to an event in 1807,
when George Caley, who collected
botanical specimens for Joseph Banks,
wrote to his benefactor pointing out that
his Aboriginal guide Mowattin, had told him
of a large 'tract of forest land called
Barago'. This seems to be the basis of
some later listings. (Internet)
In 1900 is a record that Bargo comes from
an Aboriginal language but simply states
“Bargo, a thick scrub or brush in the
Picton district.” (Science of Man, June
1900). In 1977, a listing recorded Bargo as
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http://www.aussietowns.co
m.au/town/bargo-nsw
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
5, June 1900
Reed, 1977
Sydney Morning Herald,
25 February 1922, p.7
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
10, November 1900 & Vol
11 No 3 July 1909
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
a corruption of Aboriginal word Barago
meaning thick scrub or brush wood
(Reed).
No confirmation has been found that the
name of “Bargo Brush” (as the Bargo area
was known) came “evidently from the
‘bahgo’ of the Wiradjerie [Wiradjiri] dialect,
the word for darkness, a dark scrub”
(SMH, 1922).

Reference
Lyon, 1833
Science of Man, Vol 8 No
5, September 1906
Council file records
including Development
Com Min 17 June 1968

NSW Govt Gaette of 2
Another meaning of Bargo meaning
May 1969 p.1660
“cripple” depends on an assumption on the
meaning as a single word. The originating
record has two words: “Bargo mogo”
meaning “Cripple (one limbed)” indicating
that the expression came from the Wiraiari
or Warrathara [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language, likely in the vicinity of Dubbo,
NSW (Science of Man, November 1900 &
July 1909). This apparently led to an
abbreviated record of Bargo meaning
“cripple” is in a later listing (McCarthy
1952), and is the version shown in Council
file records.
No connection can be found to a “District
of Bargo” recorded in Western Australia in
1833 (Lyon).
Another item Bargo was recorded in 1906
relies on the stated reason that it ends in
“o” which is indicated as meaning
“mountain or highland”, giving an assumed
meaning for Bargo as “high country,
sandy, white” (Science of Man 1906).

Barham
Street
2/5/1969

Baringa Road
10/4/1958

Maianbar

Engadine

The road was opened in1958, but
remained unnamed until 1969 (Gazette)
Likely named after town in southwestern
NSW on Murray River as named same
time as adjoining street Bargo which also
named after NSW country town. Town
probably named after Charles Middleton,
1st Baron Barham, British naval officer &
First Lord of Admiralty.
Road unnamed from 1958 to 1969
[updated 4/1/2019]
Baringa meaning “light” [as opposed to
“dark”] is an Aboriginal language word
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Development Com Min
17/6/1968
Australian Encyclopedia
Wikipedia

Curr, 1886 Vol 3

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
recorded in northern Queensland between
Port Denison and Cape Gloucester, [ie. at
Bowen] language of Bumbarra Aborigines
listed by Sargeant B Shea (Curr, 1886).
Also attributed to the Giya (closely related
to Biri) language area (Nash, 2014).

Reference
Nash, 2014

Curr also references Baringa meaning
“thunder” at Alice River (west of
Townsville) (Curr 1886).

McCarthy, 1952

The NSW Lands Department later listed
Baringa as meaning “a silvery leafed
species of mimosa” around the former
Melrose station property (north-west of
Condoblin) in central NSW (Science of
Man, 1903).

Queensland Place Names
website

Curr, 1886 Vol 3
Science of Man Vol 5
No12, January 1903

Council file records

A later listing appears to have combined
two of the above meanings: Baringa –
“Light, western silver wattle” (McCarthy,
1952)
The Council record seems to follow the
McCarthy list, with Baringa - “Light silver
wattle.”

Barjadda
Avenue
26/7/1956

Sylvania

A Queensland Government Place Names
listing indicates other meanings for a
suburb name in Caloundra: “Ba'ri'nga is
recorded in the Gubbi-Gubbi and Butchulla
Dictionary (Jeanie Bell, March 1994) from
the Gubbi-Gubbi language, meaning
Summit/Top. Baringa is also reportedly
referred to in the Kabi Kabi language
meaning Little Mountain.”
[updated 4/1/2019]
Barjadda was an Aboriginal language word Mackenzie, 1845
meaning with meaning ‘native cat’
(Dasyurus maugei) (location where spoken Wikipedia
not included) (Mackenzie, 1845).
Council file records
The eastern quoll (Dasyurus viverrinus),
formerly known as the eastern native cat
(Dasyurus maugei), is a medium-sized
carnivorous dasyurid marsupial native to
Australia (Wikipedia).
Originally proposed to be called “Marston
Ave” on registered plan: would have been
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Street Name

Suburb

Barkduk
Avenue
11/9/1956

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
changed due to Council policy to use
aboriginal language names whenever
possible.
[updated 4/1/2019]
Barkduk Avenue is in an area where most
street names derive from Aboriginal
language words, however a word with that
specific spelling has not been found. A
search of words in lists used for other
street names in Sutherland Shire indicates
possible sources:

Reference

Brady, 1845,
Grey, 1839
Mathew, 1899

Barduk meaning “near” was recorded in
1845 in a list of mainly West Australian
words (location in that State not
determined, but likely south-west) (Brady)
from an earlier recording of Bar-dook
meaning “near, not far” (Gray 1839)

Barker Close
26/11/1999

Illawong

Barnes
Crescent
8/1/1981

Menai

Barnsley
Place
6/5/1993

Menai

Barraran
Street
30/5/1930

Gymea Bay

Barkuk meaning “footmark” recorded in the
Avoca River area of Victoria (Mathew,
1899)
Originally intention was to name this street
as “Jacobs Close” in Council Minutes but
did not proceed. In 1999 decision to name
it as Barker Close. Was name of a long
time resident family of surrounding
property. Was one of several names
suggested by Mr & Mrs Kerslake long time
residents.
Part of original Illawarra Road 1843,
renamed Old Illawarra Road around 1916,
renamed Old Ferry Road around 1983
Named after Sidney George Barnes (1916
-1973) cricketer /sports writer. Test player
1938-48. In group of streets named after
Australian cricketers.
Jack Barnsley and family were early
settlers in area.
Two Barnsley Bros selected land on Old
Illawarra Rd & Alfords Pt Rd in 1901.
One brother was Edward.
On pioneer names list 1992
[updated 5/2/2019]
Street was surveyed in the “Schnapper
Point Estate” in 1929, where it was
originally shown as “Macfarlane Road”.
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Council file records

Aust Dictionary of
Biography online
Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Illawong: A Place of
History
Parish maps
Council file records
Council file records and
NSW Govt Gazette of 30
May 1930.

Street Name

Barratta
Place
27/1/1978

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
The street was renamed “Barraran Street”
in 1930 (Gazette), the name of the estate
obviously influenced the choice of an
Aboriginal language word.
Barraran (bar-ra-ran) was recorded in
1901 as a Thoorga (or Thurga) language
word for the “schnapper” (snapper fish),
spoken by the Aboriginal people along the
coast of NSW from Bermagui northerly to
Jervis Bay (Mathews).
[Updated 4/1/2019]
Barratta meaning “white and black
cormorant” was recorded in the Albury
area as a Woradgery [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language word. (Mitchell, 1900).

Reference
Mathews, 1901-2

Mitchell, 1900
Cooper, 1949
McCarthy, 1952

Also later recorded as “species of shag
(cormorant)” (Cooper, 1949) and “white or
black shag” (McCarthy, 1952).

Barrier Place
17/5/1988

Illawong

Barrigon
Grove
8/1/1993

Menai

Barry Road
30/5/1930

Menai

Barton Road
(DISC)
22/12/1887

Heathcote

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council.
Possibly named after Adelaide Steamship
ship built in 1889.
May also simply refer to the Great Barrier
Reef, scene of much Australian nautical
history.
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
A type of large tree with a swollen trunk
(also known as Big Bellied Ceiba) which is
member of the Kapok family of trees. It is
in Woods Circuit subdivision where streets
named after trees.
Origin of Name not determined. Was an
unnamed Crown Road from around 1898
until 1930.
Named same time as Bruce, Belinda and
Gerald Roads, all of which seem to be
random person’s names
Parts are now within Hall Drive and
Jackson Close and New Illawarra Road.
Part also closed in 1987 and subdivided
Name discontinued. Was a Crown Road
dating from 1886 at south end of
Heathcote, but became disused. Part of
Garvan Road now occupies part of its
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Council file records

CR/ Log of Logs by I
Nicholson

www.forestgeneration.com

CL

CL

Street Name

Barwing
Place
6/6/1985

Suburb

Woronora
Heights

Barwon Place Sylvania
1/4/1963
Waters

Name Source/ meaning
original route
Named after Sir Edmund Barton (18491920) MLA 1879-87, 1891-94, MLC 188791, 1897-98. Attorney General 1889,
1891-93. 1st Australian Prime Minister
1901-03 in line with theme of naming
streets in area after government ministers
around time area subdivided.
Named after type of bird also known as
Babblers which have dark bars / stripes on
wings (thus name). In subdivision where
most streets are types of Australian birds.
[updated 4/1/2019]
Barwon is the name of two rivers, one in
Victoria, with Barwon referred to as early
as July 1839 in Victorian Crown land sales
(Gazette, 1839) and the other flowing
through both Queensland and NSW
referred to in the establishment of Districts
of Darling Downs and Gwydir in 1848,
wherein it referred to “the River Barwan
[sic], (known also as the Karaula or
Macintyre)” (Gazette, 1848).
The first mention found of Aboriginal
language words related to Barwon is in
Victoria, with Barroworn meaning “magpie”
(Bunce 1856). A later work where the
name was referenced: Barwong – “The
Barwon River”, with the same work
including a further refence to Parwan or
Barwon meaning “magpie” (Brough Smyth
1878).

Reference
www.parliament.nsw.gov.a
u

www.thewonderofbirds.co
m
List from Birds Australia
website in Council records
NSW Govt Gazette, 6 July
1839, p.739
NSW Govt Gazette, 7 Nov
1848, p.1643
Bunce,1856
Brough Smyth, 1878.
Ridley, Rev W., in The
Journal of Anthropological
Institute of Great Britain
and Ireland, vol. 2, 1873,
pp. 257-91.]
The Journal of The
Anthropological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland,
Vol. 7, London, 1878.

The other mentions of Aboriginal language
words relate to the Barwon River in
Queensland and NSW. In a report
published in 1873, Rev William Ridley
includes: “Bawan (in Kamilaroi), Wawun
(in Wailwun) — the river (Barwon) (Journal
1873).” A meaning for the word was
published in 1878: Barwon (river) as
“great, wide, awful” quoted from Ridley
1875 (Journal Vol 7, 1878),

Science of Man, Vol 4 No
7, August 1901

In 1901, an explanation was given for the
meaning as “awful”: “Barwon - See
Barwum. — Barwum. An awful river or a
river of muddy water. It is also the name of
three different places, viz., near

Description of river, City of
Geelong;
https://www.geelongaustral
ia.com.au/parks/item/barw
onriver.aspx
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Science of Man, Vol 6 No
5, June 1903
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
4, May 1900
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Coonabarabran, County Barradine, near
Walgett, County Finch, and near Moree,
County Denham, each place being
connected with some aboriginal
superstition.” (Science of Man, 1901)

Reference
Wikipedia used for
descriptions of Qld/NSW
river.

A completely different meaning was
provided from the NSW Lands Department
in 1899: “Barwon - Nice water, so called
because the water in the river was always
good to drink” (Science of Man, 1903).
A further meaning of Barwon as “silver or
boney perch” is attributed to Wooratherie
[Wiradjuri] language, Macquarie and
Castlereagh Rivers NSW (Science of Man,
1900)
One of the streets in Sylvania Waters area
which is named after an Australian river,
Barwon is also on a Council list with
meaning of “great, awful river.”
The Victorian Barwon River has its source
in the Otway Ranges and flows through
the heart of Geelong on its 160km journey
to meet the sea at Barwon Heads.

Bass Street
9/5/1956
Bassett Place
7/7/1994
Bassia Place
15/12/1986
Bataan Close
8/2/1999

The Queensland/NSW Barwon River has
its source as the confluence of the
Macintyre & Weir Rivers, north of Mungindi
in the Southern Downs region of
Queensland. The Barwon River then flows
generally south and west, through
Queensland and NSW to the confluence of
the Barwon and Culgoa Rivers, between
Brewarrina and Bourke which marks the
start of the Darling River.
Port
Likely named after George Bass (1771Hacking
1803) who with Matthew Flinders explored
Port Hacking in 1796.
Part closed in 1982
Menai
Mr H V Basset owned piggery at Menai
pre 1939. His land became part of tip.
On pioneer names list 1992
Alfords Point Botanical name for summer cypress. In
subdivision where streets named after
trees and other plants.
Illawong
Named after Royal Australian Navy antisubmarine destroyer which was deployed
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Internet

Kirkby card index at library
K291-2
Council file records
Internet
CR / Australian
Encyclopedia – Naval

Street Name

Suburb

Batavia Place
28/12/1979

Illawong

Batchelor
Close
13/7/1995

Menai

Bate Bay
Road
24/9/1913

Bates Drive
18/5/1962

Bath Road
12/1/1882

Cronulla

Kareela &
Oyster Bay

Kirrawee &
Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
as part of naval peace keeping force in
years after WW2. Built 1942 – scrapped
1958. Ship named after Battle of Bataan in
Philippines. In line with historical names of
nautical significance theme
Dutch East India Company ship
shipwrecked in 1629 off Western Australia.
Theme of area - names of historical
nautical significance
Mr A Batchelor was a pioneer selector in
Menai area.
Eastern most of original homestead
blocks. Family still there 1914.
On Pioneer names list 1992
Named after Bate Bay which is named on
a hydrographic survey map of 1853,
annotated ‘sold by R B Bate Agent for
Admiralty Charts’ identified as Robert
Brettell Bate (1782-1847)
Originally unnamed Crown Road from
around 1864 to 1913, when name first
showed on a plan of subdivision of the
Holt-Sutherland Estate. Parts closed in
1972 and 1992
Named after Keith Bates Shire Councillor
1953 -68.
He was a Jannali builder.
Was known as Jannali Access Road from
1957 to 1962 (when it was being built) and
includes part of Box Road.
In 1947 parts renamed Bath Rd North/
South, returned to Bath Rd 2003. Named
after City of Bath, UK. Most N-S streets in
DP 801 named after English towns. First
registered in 1882 by James Murphy
manager of Holt Sutherland Estate Co.
Originally an unnamed Crown road from
around 1856 until 1882 extending from
Box Road southerly to just south of
Churchill Avenue.
The only part of Bath Road which remains
in its original location is the section north
of Garnet Road. To allow for re-subdivision
of the Holt-Sutherland Street, all of the
section of the original road south of Garnet
Road was sold to Thomas Holt in 1886,
although it was not formally closed until
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Reference
Defence & Council file
records
Wikipedia
Australia’s Maritime
History
Propellor and St George
Call 1921- library card
index
Parish maps
Council file records
The Shire ― A journey
through time

CL

A Short History of Oyster
Bay (LW)
Sutherland Shire – A
History
Naming- Works Com
20/11/1961, 18/12/61&
15/1/62
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Bath Road
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Kirrawee &
Kareela

Bath Road
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Kirrawee

Bathurst
Street
7/6/1963

Gymea

Battunga
Place
9/2/1973

Engadine

Baudin Close
14/5/1980

Illawong

Bay Lane
15/10/1913

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
1913. A new road was located 40 m to
west and named Bath Road.
A further section of the original road from
its current northern end through to Box
Road was closed in 1937 and included in a
resubdivision of that area.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Named after the 3rd Earl Bathurst
Secretary of State for the Colonies 181227. In group of streets named after
persons of importance in early years of
NSW Colony.
[updated 30/9/2019]
On 30 March 1972, Council advised the
then Department of Lands that new roads
in Crown subdivisions off Kingswood
Road, Engadine had been allocated
Aboriginal language words in their names.
One of these was Battunga Place.
Battunga is recorded as an Aboriginal
language word in 1839 in the Adelaide
Hills south-east of Adelaide as “The native
designation of the locality was Battunga –
‘place of large trees.’” In 1843 it was the
name of a property and house in that
same area.
A much later description of the same area
gives a different meaning for Battunga as
“rolling hills” however no confirmatory
reference has been found.
Nicolas Thomas Baudin, French explorer
who was commander of French expedition
of 1800 -1803 to explore Australian coast.
He purchased the ‘Casuarina’ from
Governor King in 1802 for his work.
’In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Originally resumed in 1900 but unnamed
until 1913. On 1934 Street map as Bay
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Reference

CL

CL

ADB online

Council file record
The Register, 27 June
1908, p.11
http://www.slsa.sa.gov.au/
manning/pn/b/b8.htm#batt
unga
Wikipedia

Echoes from the Bay –
The Yowie Bay Story pg
23
Australia’s Maritime
History
CL
1934 Gregory’s Street

Street Name

Suburb

Bay Road
circa 1924

Taren Point

Bay Vista
(DISC)
20/4/1978
Bay Vista
Place
25/3/2011

Lilli Pilli

Bay Way
ca 6/6/2005

Taren Point

Bayhaven
Place
9/11/1984
Bayside
Place
10/11/1964
Bayview
Road
22/8/1930
Bay View
Street (DISC)
2/8/1913

Gymea Bay

Bay View
Street (DISC)
28/4/1921

Miranda

Beach Road
(DISC)
4/3/1904

Cronulla

Lilli Pilli

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Road. So named as it went to edge of
Gunnamatta Bay.
Probably so named as runs to near shore
of Woolooware Bay. Unnamed Road when
first created in 1919 but shown on later
subdivision in 1924.
See Bay Vista Place

Reference
Directory
CL

Originally named as “Bay Vista” on 1978
CC
subdivision, however common usage of
“Bay Vista Place” over the years led to
name being regazetted in 2011. Name
reflects that there are potential views to
Gannon’s Bay from street.
Private road in Woolooware Shores
Retirement Village. Near Woolooware Bay.
Along with Island Way and Pacific Parade
are simply water related names.
Name reflects that street adjoins Gymea
Bay. Haven means a place of safety or
refuge.
Reflects location near eastern side Yowie
Bay.

Burraneer

Name reflects that location had/has views
to bay

Cronulla

Changed to Marsh Avenue in 1948). Name
would reflect that bays (Woolooware Bay
and possibly also Bate Bay) were visible
from street.
Changed to an extension of the name of
existing Parkview St in 1948. Had view of
Yowie Bay and Matson’s Pleasure
Grounds (a park, which is now the site of E
G Waterhouse National Camellia Garden)
[Updated 22/9/2015]
In subdivisions which also include Trickett
Road and Searl Road. As this road was
some distance from the water it is more
likely that it was named after the theme of
famous scullers, being Bill Beach (18501935), Edward Trickett (1851-1916) and
Henry Searle (1866-1889), all
contemporaries of Elias Laycock, and a
famous sculler of Cronulla.
In early 1915, Council decided to alter the
name of Beach Road to that of the Shire
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CL

CL

Sutherland Shire Historical
Society Bulletin Vol 13 No
1, CL

St George Call 15/5/1915
p.3 and 29/5/1915 p.6

Street Name

Beach Street
29/6/1886

Suburb

Bundeena

Beach Street Cronulla
19/2/1902
Beachcomber Bundeena
Avenue
1/9/1965
Beach Park
Cronulla
Avenue
25/6/1954
Beatrice
Road
3/2/2004

Jannali

Beauford
Avenue
10/4/1923
Beaumaris
Drive
3/10/1990

Caringbah
South

Beckton
Place
7/10/1965

Lilli Pilli

Becquerel
Place
(naming date
unknown)

Lucas
Heights

Bedford

Sylvania

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
pioneer John Connell, but did receive a
request from ex-Councillor McAlister to
name it “Riviera” after the “Riviera Estate”
where it was located. The Council was
also to look at an appropriate word with
meaning “slope to the sea.”Council then
decided not to alter name.
Name Beach Road still in 1930 Sands
directory. Renamed Connels Road in 1930
– appears to be a misspelling of Connell.
Name reflects street’s proximity to Gunyah
Beach. Named at same time as some
other streets in area named after English
Beaches (1886).
Reflects proximity to /view of beach

Reference

Named by subdivider of “Pacific Waters
Estate” where streets have beach theme.

The Bundeena Book

Formerly Gunnamatta Lane.
Street in area bought circa 1910 by Sir
Arthur Rickard and subdivided as “Beach
Park Estate”
Named after one of Queen Victoria’s
children in line with theme of streets in
area to south and west of street. Beatrice
Mary Victoria was her 9th child.
Part of Beauty Point Estate. French word
meaning ‘beautiful fort or castle’.

CL
A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla by M Hutton
Neve
CL

Theme for naming streets in area is after
locations in Wales. Probably named after
town/ castle on Isle of Anglesey in North
Wales on NW shore of Menai Strait. Word
means beautiful marsh in French.
Named after historic house named
Beckton at 20-24 Beckton Place. House
existed pre 1918 but street not created/
named till 1965. House possibly named
after suburb of Beckton in east London
which named after Simon Adams Beck
governor of Gas Light and Coke co which
built gas works there in 1868.
Named after Antoine Henri Becquerel
(1852- 1908) French physicist who
discovered radioactivity. Shared 1903
Nobel prize with Marie & Pierre Curie.
Private road in ANSTO site.
Origin of name not determined.

Internet
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CL

Wikipedia

LEP2015 – Heritage List
Internet

www.ansto.gov.au

LEP2015 – Heritage List

Street Name
Place
1/10/1964

Suburb

Beethoven
Street
23/1/1969

Engadine

Bega Road
23/5/1962

Jannali

Name Source/ meaning
May be related in some way to the town of
Bedford UK.
“Bedford” is also the name of a cottage in
the Princes Highway on the edge of the
Royal National Park which is heritage
listed.
In group of 4 streets named after music
composers. Named after German
composer Ludwig van Beethoven (17701827).
[updated 10/1/2019]

Reference

The earliest reference traced to this
name was in 1839, for a pastoral run on
the south coast of NSW, which was named
“Bega” (Gazette). In 1844, George
Augustus Robinson, Protector of
Aborigines, journeyed in the area and
“entered Biggah, singularly situated in an
Amphitheatre of the Dividing Range about
thirty miles from the coast” where he met
with the “Biggah Tribe” and noted that
“Biggah” was ‘an Aboriginal word
signifying “plain” (RAHS Journal). In
February, 1851, Assistant Surveyor
Parkinson laid out a town which was
gazetted on December 30, 1851, as Bega
(Gazette).

NSW Govt Gazette of 6
November 1839. p.1226

It is noted in an article on “The name of
Bega” that the pastoral station was known
at various times as “Biggah,” “Bigga” and
“Bega.” (RAHS Journal)
In1899, the meaning of Bega was
recorded as “big camping ground”
(Science of Man). That meaning, with
slight variations, was recorded in later
publications as “a large camping ground,”
“big camping ground” (both Science of
Man) and “big camping place” (Thorpe)

Begonia

Woolooware

A settler in Narrandera in 1896 supplied
another meaning of Bega as “beautiful” (no
location specified) (Aust. Anthropological
Journal)
Genus of non native flowering plant.
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Who Did What

Royal Australian Historical
Society’s Journal, Vol.
XXVII. Pt. V, p. 334 (1941)
NSW Govt Gazette of 6
November 1839. p.1226
Royal Australian Historical
Society’s Journal, Vol
XXXIX, Pt. I p.47 (1953)
Science of Man, Vol 2 No 11,
December 1899, ALSO Vol 4
No 7 August 1901 and Vol 7
No 7 August 1904

Thorpe, 1927
Australasian
Anthropological Journal
Vol 1 No 2, September
1896

Street Name
Place
26/3/1975
Belair
Avenue
6/3/1963
Belarada
Close
21/3/1978

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Caringbah
South

French word for ‘beautiful air.’ No specific
origin found for use of that name.

Australian Place Names –
Kennedy

Bangor

[updated 10/1/2019]
In 1899, the Hon George Thornton listed
Belarada as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “Oak scrub.” (Science of Man). A
similar word “Belaradah” meaning “place
of the forest oak” from near Nyngan is
listed in 1901 with comment that Belar –
“the forest oak” is very common
throughout the whole of the western
country and interior of Australia, and it
appears as a very common Aboriginal
place name throughout NSW. (Science of
Man)

Science of Man, Vol 2 No 11,
December 1899, ALSO Vol 4
No 7 August 1901 and Vol 7
No 6 July 1904
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

The meaning of Belarada as “oak scrub”
comes from Belar – “the oak” and Dah –
“place of” (Science of Man).

Belbowrie
Close
17/1/1979

Bangor

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B.” No
meaning is recorded by Council for
“Belarada,” but does list “Belar” as “name
of tree”.(likely from McCarthy: Belar –
“place of forest oak; name of tree”)
[updated 10/1/2019]
Belbowrie is an Aboriginal language word
first listed in 1900 in the Taree area of
NSW as “Bellbourie – a kind of ti-tree.”
(Science of Man)
In 1908, similar words, but with slightly
different meanings were recorded at
Gloucester and Gosford, respectively
Bellboarie – “a place of brushy creeks,”
and Bellbourie – “a reedy lagoon, with a
brushy creek running through and into it”
(Science of Man)
In 1910, and now spelt Belbowrie, the
meaning is recorded as “the red flower titree.” A further entry in 1911 recalls the
original “Bellbourie – kind of tea tree.”
(both Science of Man)
A later publication list Belbowrie with
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Science of Man, Vol 3 No 5,
June 1900, ALSO Vol 10 No
1 May 1908, Vol 12 No 1 May
1910 and Vol 12 No 11
March 1911
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Belcombe
Street (DISC)
Circa 1884

Sutherland

Belgrave
Street (DISC)
12/1/1882

Sylvania &
Sylvania
Waters

Belgrave
Esplanade
11/6/1908

Sylvania &
Sylvania
Waters &
Taren Point

Name Source/ meaning
meaning of “broad leaved tea-tree”
(McCarthy).
Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council.
[updated 27/4/2017]
Name shown on 1884 survey plan as the
name of Eton Street.
Possibly named after Belcombe Hall, an
histotric English Estate on the banks of the
River Avon.
First named on 1882 DP – registered by
James Murphy manager/ director of Holt
Sutherland Estate. (in today’s terms between Princes Highway and Marra
Place) Likely named after London
area/square.
In 1958, due to confusion with the name
Belgrave Esplanade Shag Point to Sandy
Point) which formed a T-intersection with
the eastern end of Belgrave Street,
Council gazetted a name change of
Belgrave Street for the entire length of the
road, except the part of Belgrave
Esplanade that was renamed Darbal
Avenue (now Marra Place)
Subdividers however continued to use the
name Belgrave Esplanade for subdivisions
in Sylvania Waters. In 1971, Council regazetted Belgrave Street to Belgrave
Esplanade, so the entire length of the road
had the same name.
Belgrave Esplanade first shown on 1908
plan of subdivision of area around Thomas
Holt’s residence “Sutherland House” and
extended from Shag Point to Sandy Point,
as can be seen of 1928 street map.
It followed approximately the route of drive
to Thomas Holt’s “Sutherland House”.
Likely named after London area/square.
Became part of Belgrave Street in 1958,
except for part named as Darbal Avenue
(which was renamed in 1971 as Marra
Place).
Due to use of Belgrave Esplanade in
subdivisions in Sylvania Waters, Council
re-gazetted Belgrave Street to Belgrave
Esplanade in 1971, so the entire length of
the road had the same name.
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Reference

LPI historic plan

DP

CL

CL

Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
CL

Street Name
Belinda Road
30/5/1930

Belingara
Road (DISC)
1/6/1893
Bell Place
29/4/1966
Bella Place
15/5/1992

Bella Vista
Street
11/3/1975
Bellbird Place
24/9/1965
Bellevue
Parade
20/11/1914
Bellingara
Road
7/7/1927

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Voted worst street in the Shire in 1984
Alfords Point Origin of name not determined. Named
same time as Bruce, Barry and Gerald
Roads, all of which seem to be random
person’s names
Originally an unnamed Crown road from
around 1924 to 1930. Part west of
Brushwood Drive closed in 1987 & 1989
and subdivided, except for parts included
in Brushwood Drive and Coachwood
Crescent
Miranda &
[updated 22/1/2019]
Original spelling of name on name on
Sylvania
subdivision plan of part of the HoltSutherland Estate.
See Bellingara Road
Burraneer
Slight possibility named after a Mr Arthur
Bell who was a prominent Cronulla
lifesaver in 1920’s. Owner at time of 1966
subdivision was Bernard Francis McAloon.
Barden
Named after town in Italy from which the
Ridge
owners at time (and for previous 30 years)
had emigrated (letter in 1991 from
surveyor to Council seeking approval for
name).
Heathcote
Means ‘good view.’ Has extensive views
over Crown bushland and Heathcote
National Park
Kareela
Name of type of Australian bird. Probably
relates to nearby street Kendall St as one
of poet Henry Kendall’s more famous
poems was “Bell birds”
Caringbah
Means ‘good view’. In same subdivision as
Taronga parade – which is aboriginal word
also meaning ‘beautiful view’
Miranda &
[updated 22/1/2019]
First named as “Belingara Road” in 1893
Sylvania
then “Bellingarra Road” in 1912, finally as
Bellingara Road in 1927.
Whilst it appears to be of Aboriginal
language origin, as are other street names
in the 1893 subdivision, no record has
been found of the meaning of the word in
any of its three variant spellings.
It may be derived from similarly-sounding
words, where there are several
possibilities:
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Reference
Pictorial News 5/6/1984 p9
CL

Council file records

Library index cards

Council file records

Internet

Council file records
Internet Histories of Port
Macquarie & also
The Australian of 13 July
1827 p.2
The Australian of 12
September 1827 p.2
Queensland Archives: A
letter from the
Commandant’s Office, Port
Macquarie on 15 March
1830 and another on 30

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference
June 1831
A farm known as Ballyngarra, or the
The Sydney Gazette and
Prisoners Gardens, at the penal settlement NSW Advertiser of 9
located from 1821 at Port Macquarie. A
September 1830 p.3
co-incidence is that the commandant in
1826 lived at a nearby property named
Illawarra Mercury, 29
“Glencoe” (the name of another early Holt- March 1858, p.3
Sutherland Estate road). Later sold to a
NSW Govt Gazette, 12
free settler, the property had various
spellings of its name -- Ballingarra,
May 1868, p.1312
Ballingara, Ballengara and there was a
Information re Bilingara
nearby Balyngara Creek. From around
1882, Ballengarra has been used
people and Victoria Downs
consistently. [Internet & other refs]
Station is detailed on
several Internet sites
In 1858, there was a pastoral property
The Port Macquarie News
named “Bellingar” near Ulladulla, NSW.
and Hastings River
[Illawarra Mercury]
Advocate, 4 June 1921,
p.4
In 1868, “Belligar” was the name of rural
property at Bathurst, NSW. [Gazette]
The Australasian, 7 March
1908, p.37
“Bilingara”(also known as “Bilinarra”), is
the name of Aboriginal people whose
traditional territory was in the Victoria River https://www.anbg.gov.au/g
Region of north-west of Northern Territory np/interns-2005/casuarinaglauca.html
where “Victoria Downs Station,” was
established in 1883, nearby to, again
coincidentally, another large station known Australasian
as “Glencoe.” [Internet]
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 1 Oct. 1896
A corruption of the name of the town of
Bellingen, or of the Bellinger River. Of note
are a number of early newspaper
references to the “Bellingar” (ie., Bellinger)
River. [from various newspapers on
“Trove”]
As far as having an Aboriginal language
meaning, there was a reference at Port
Macquarie that: Ballengarra is the
aboriginal name for a place thickly haunted
by lyre birds or pheasants. Old hands can
remember when the brushes there were
full of these graceful birds. [The Port
Macquarie News and Hastings River
Advocate]
There is also an uncorroborated listing of
“belingar” being an Aboriginal language
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Street Name

Suburb

Bellingarra
Road
19/6/1912
Bellingen
Avenue
(DISC)

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
name for the “swamp oak” [The
Australasian, 7 March 1908, p.37]. The
“swamp oak” is a common name for the
Casuarina glauca [Internet] and “belingar”
likely derives from “belar” meaning “oak
tree”. [Anthropological Journal]
[updated 22/1/2019]
Road name as shown on subdivision plan
in 1912 - originally spelt Belingara on 1893
plan.
See Bellingara Road.
[updated 10/1/2019]
Street name on old maps, but not on any
registered plans. The street was later
named Baliga Avenue.

Reference

Council file records

Council file records
www.gnb.nsw.gov.au

According to information shown in the
Geographical Names Board website,
Bellingen is a town on the Bellinger River
about 35 km SW of Coffs Harbour and lists
two possible sources of the name:
(1) Aboriginal language name from
Billigin/Belleegin meaning a `cheeky
fellow' or a `loud mouth person who talks
too much' (ref: Hodgkinsons report 1841-3
of surveys).
(2) Perhaps from Shipton-Bellinger in
Hampshire, UK, possibly a corruption from
the use of the old style `N' and `R' which
could be easily confused when written
badly.
Bellinger
Place
16/4/1968

Sylvania
Waters

(see also entry for Bellinger Place)
[updated 11/1/2019]
Named after Bellinger river in northern
NSW. One of a number of streets in
Sylvania Waters area named after
Australian rivers.
The Geographical Names Board website
suggests that the name is a possible
corruption of Bellingen (see entry for
Bellingen Place), but also records that it
comes from Aboriginal language words:
Billigin/Belleegin meaning a `cheeky
fellow' or a `loud mouth person who talks
too much' (ref: Hodgkinsons report 1841-3
of surveys).
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Council file records
www.gnb.nsw.gov.au
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
5, June 1900
http://www.bellingenmuseu
m.org.au/articles_type/origi
ns-of-the-name-bellingen/

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
A listing in 1900 recorded that the
Aboriginal name for Bellinger River was
Bundarry-uron meaning “long water” from
Bundarry – “running water, a river or
creek” (Science of Man).

Reference

A recent re-evaluation in the Bellingen and
Urunga Museums website (current to
2018) provides clarification:
In 1841 Government Surveyor Clement
Hodgkinson visited the Bellinger Valley
and later recorded “The next river (north of
the Nambucca), the native name of which
is Bellengen, was found in the year
1841…” (Australia from Port Macquarie to
Moreton Bay, Clement Hodgkinson, 1845.)
As with many Aboriginal place names, its
exact meaning is a matter of dispute. It
has been variously reported to mean “clear
water”, “winding river”, “quoll”, or “cheeky
fellow”. The NSW Geographical Names
Board prefers “cheeky fellow”, but
according to the Gumbaynggirr Dictionary
this is a description of the quoll’s
behaviour, not his name.
Originally, Bellingen was spelled
“Billingen” in Hodgkinson’s 1841 map,
although “Billengen”, “Bellengen” or
“Bellingen” were also used. As far as is
known, the name has always been
pronounced “bell’n-jen”.

Bells Lane
(DISC) circa
1909

Belmont

Bundeena

Sutherland

The Gumbaynggirr people indicate that
their preferred name for the region is
Baligin. Alternative spellings are Baalijin
and Baliijin, which is also the
Gumbaynggirr name for the Eastern Quoll.
The Gumbaynggirr name for the Bellinger
River is Bindaray Yurruun.
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Included in Council road construction and
maintenance lists 1909 to 1918 from a
request by “Mrs. J Bell of National Park . . .
to clear the lane at the rear of her
premises.” The Bell family ran the store
facing Horderns Beach at Bundeena which
had unmade Bundeena Street at its rear.
Named on 1882 DP by James Murphy
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CL
St George Call 19/6/1909
p.7
Bundeena Book
DP

Street Name
Street
13/2/1882

Suburb

Belmont
Street North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Sutherland

Belmont
Street South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Kirrawee &
Sutherland

Beltana
Close
9/1/1981

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
manager/ director Holt Sutherland Estate
Co
From 1947 to 2005 parts named Belmont
Street North/ South
Possible name origins (1) from town near
Newcastle NSW named after village on
Island of Unst in Shetland or (2) suburb of
Geelong, Vic, from French /Italian word
‘fine hill’.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
[updatef 11/1/2019]
Beltana is the name of a pastoral property
in the Flinders Ranges of South Australia
selected in 1854 and still operating. The
name “Beltana Station” apparently dates
from either 1857 or 1862, at which times
the ownership changed.
Research for an article in the Sydney
Morning Herald of 8 February 2004
indicated that: “No one knows exactly how
Beltana was named.” It goes on to record
the various theories, all of which appear to
rest on “hearsay,” including meanings
attributed to the languages of the local
Unyamootha and Kooyianne Aboriginal
people.

Benaud
Close
24/6/1979

Menai

Benson Road
(DISC)
(naming date
unknown)

Illawong

In spite of listings as Aboriginal words
suitable for house or property names, no
credible evidence exists of Beltana as an
Aboriginal language word.
Named after Ritchie (Richard) Benaud
(born 1930) –cricketer (1950’s/60’s)/
commentator. In group of streets named
after Australian cricketers eg Bradman.
Origin of name not determined
Name discontinued. Ran from Sproule
Road to Still Creek. Part became Richards
Ave. Most now in Crown land south of
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Reference
CL
Australian Place Names (B
& B Kennedy)

CL

CL

Wikipedia & crossreferenced websites
https://www.smh.com.au/lif
estyle/beltana-20040208gdkqii.html
Various newspapers and
magazines

1934 Gregory’s directory

Street Name

Suburb

Bent Street
(DISC)

Miranda

Bentley
Grove
13/12/1993

Menai

Beresford
Road
30/3/1931

Caringbah

Bermuda
Place
6/3/1967
Bermuda

Burraneer
Como

Name Source/ meaning
Redman Ave. Was a reserve for access
rather than a road, but in later versions of
parish map has the name Benson Road.
However a Departmental Plan of the
Crown land drawn in 2011 does not show
any road in that location. Was never in
Hurstville Council area, so therefore would
not be named after a Hurstville alderman.
No known local owner with that name.
Name discontinued. Probably so named
as street had a double bend in middle in
street directory. May have been a dummy
street to detect copyright infringements.
Was actually a Council access road
through land purchased by Council in 1934
to Council’s Karimbla Road Quarry,
following an existing track on the land.
When land was sold, Kirkby Place was
built on the route of the old access road.
In group of streets named after early
settlers in area.
Fred Bentley was a local settler and a
trustee of Menai School of Arts.
Stanley Bentley owned land to west of
Billa Road, north of Menai Road in early
1900’s. Later family had business in area
making gut rope for shearing machines
and strings for tennis racquets.
Bentley family – Gertrude, Charles, Neil,
Maud, Elsie and Stan were early settlers in
area.
Family grew large quantities of
strawberries for IXL jam factory
Family moved from Miranda area circa
1897.
They were farmers / market gardeners
Charles Bentley settled in area June 1897
On a later plan incorrectly shown as
Beresford Avenue.
As 4 streets in area named after early 20th
century UK politicians (2 were Prime
Ministers) probably named after Charles
William de la Poer Beresford, 1st Baron
Beresford.
Possibly named after British overseas
territory of Bermuda
In 1930 Sands Directory
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Reference

1934 Gregory’s directory
CL

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1986
& May 1989
Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Sutherland Shire – a
history to 1939
Suth Shire Some Early
Residents
1930 Sands dir.
Council file records
CL
Wikipedia

Wikipedia

Street Name
Street (DISC)
Bernie Street
1/4/1940
Berrico Place
27/1/1978

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Bundeena

Named after Berenice Forster whose
husband subdivided the land
[updated 11/2/2019]
Berrico is located west of Gloucester and
north of Dungog NSW.

The Bundeena Book

Bangor

It was recorded in 1900 as an Aboriginal
language word Berrico meaning “a hollow
place” (Science of Man).

Berrima
Street
20/10/1966

Heathcote

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council. It partly
follows the original route of Billa Road after
that road was diverted during resubdivisions in that area.
[updated 5/2/2019]
Berrima is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “black duck.” In 1829, Major
Mitchell stated in his field report: “I went
down the river, the Wingecarribee, and
found an excellent place for passing [ie. a
crossing], either by bridge or without, in a
bend in the river. The native name I found
to be Berrima meaning ‘the black swan,’
and the banks offer an excellent site for a
town.”
Four publications give a different meaning
of ‘to the south” but give no reference to
the source of that meaning. (Thorpe,
Cooper, McCarthy and Reed). It is of note
that for a number of years after the road
was built Berrima was a popular spot for
breaking a journey at the SurveyorGeneral Inn opened in 1834 on the main
road to the south.

Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
5, June 1900
Council file records

The Sydney Morning
Herald, 17 September
1938, p.21 and Smith’s
Weekly, 4 January 1941,
p.7
Thorpe, 1927
Cooper, 1949
McCarthy, 1952
Reed, 1973
Enright, 1900

Unlikely is Berrima (ber-ri-ma) meaning
“the teal” recorded in 1900 as a Kuttung
language word of the Port Stephens area
of NSW (Enright).
Berry Grove
31/8/1998

Menai

Raymond and Harry Berry were early
settlers in Menai area.
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Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents

Street Name

Suburb

Berry Street
1/8/1930

Cronulla

Berwick
Place
21/12/1987
Beryl
Langsford
Walkway
25/3/2011

Menai

Best
Crescent
9/9/1948

Kirrawee

Beta Place
6/6/1975
Beta Street
(DISC)

Bundeena

Engadine
Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
They lived on eastern side of Old Illawarra
Road/ Alfords Point Road, North of Fowler
Road.
Moved to area c1925
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1930 by W E and A G Berry and
seven others. The Berrys were builders partners in New Cronulla Development Co
Ltd formed 1926 which subdivided area.
Named after Australian golfer Harry
Berwick. In a group of streets named after
Australian golfers.
Unnamed Lane off Eric Street from 1937
to 2011. Named after Beryl Langsford
(1925-2009), a local identity in Bundeena
Area, suggested by Bundeena Progress
Association.
Beryl and her husband Steve retired to
Bundeena in 1986 and operated an arts
and crafts business called the “Bounty”
from 1989 to 1994, which was a significant
tourist attraction. The business closed due
to Steve having a serious illness, Beryl
was then a Meals On Wheels volunteer
and an active member of the Bundeena
Progress Association and, after Steve
died, volunteered her time at the Jannali
Toy Restoration Shop.
Named after Councillor Edwin Best one of
the 1906 temporary Councillors. He had
sawmill / lumber yard SE corner President
Avenue/Princes Highway and was known
as the “Lumber Lord”
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1948 by E A Best - The St
George Tile Company Pty Ltd.
Beta is the second letter of the Greek
alphabet.
Name discontinued. Second letter Greek
alphabet. Was short street running northsouth off Box Rd (now Bates Dr) near
creek. A road shown on undated old street
map of the Shire running north off Box
Road in the approximate location of Lot 8
DP12205 - there does not appear to be
any registered plan confirming such a
road, but its location is indicated on parish
map. Now would be approximately along
western boundary of Kareela Golf Course.
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Reference
Parish maps
Illawarra: A Place in
History & Council file
records
CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1987

CC

St George Call –
8/12/1904 and Nov 1906
CR
CL

Street Name
Betham
Place
28/6/1962

Suburb
Kirrawee

Betula Place
22/3/1966

Loftus

Beulah Place
16/3/1970
Biami Close
25/6/1979

Engadine
Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
In same 1962 subdivision as Bligh St,
Putland Pl, Johnston St and Kemp St all
relate to Governor Bligh so likely named
after maiden name Betham of Governor
Bligh’s wife Elizabeth Betham Bligh.
Genus of deciduous Northern Hemisphere
trees common name birches. Number of
streets in area named after plants.
Beulah is word from bible Isaiah 62:4
[updated 22/1/2019)
Biami (Baia-me, B-haia-me, Byamee,
Biamai) is the name of a legendary being
from the Aboriginal “Dreamtime” described
as a great man and teacher who visited all
the Aboriginal people throughout Australia
“teaching them what was right or wrong,
also how to do many things” such as rock
paintings, message sticks and sign
language. (Names and various
explanations in Anthropological Journal &
Science of Man)
Two early explanations, obviously
comparing the word with European
religious concepts, were recorded by the
Rev William Ridley:
In the “Vocabulary of Kamilaroi”: — God . .
. Bai-ami: The Kamilaroi blacks say that
Bai-ame made all things . . . they never
saw him, but regard thunder as his voice.
(Ridley 1866)
In a later work also under “Vocabulary of
Kamalaroi”: — God . . . Baia-me or B-baiame: . . . The name of Deity is known
among many tribes on the Narran, the
Darling and its tributaries. It is evidently
derived, as Rev. C. C. Greenway has
pointed out, from “baia” to make or build
(Ridley 1875).
The Narran River flows from southern
Queenland to the Barwan River, between
Brewarrina and Walgett in NSW.
Later listings of the Biami and alternate
spellings relate the name to the concept of
“a supreme being” or “good/great spirit.”
[e.g., meanings quoted in Science of Man]
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Reference

Internet
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy

The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 4 March 1897
Science of Man, Vol 1 No
1, Feb 1898; Vol 2 No 6,
July 1899; Vol 3 No 4, May
1900; Vol 6 No 5, June
1903
Ridley, 1866
Ridley, 1875
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Biargar
Avenue
21/3/1957

Miranda

Bidurgal
Avenue
2/3/1959

Kirrawee &
Gymea

Bidurgal Lane Kirrawee
18/2/2005
Bignell Road
(DISC)
2/2/1909

Bignell Street
circa 1948

Illawong

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council.
[updated 22/7/2019]
Biargar as an Aboriginal language word
Moore, 1842
meaning “light, not heavy” was a Western
Australia word from the Upper Swan River
area, recorded in 1842 (Moore).
[updated 22/7/2019]
Moore, 1842
Bidurgal Avenue is in the same subdivision
as Balgang Avenue and appears to derive Grey 1839
its origin from the same source of West
Australian aboriginal language words. In
1842, “bidi-dur-gul” was recorded as
meaning “a straight line ,“ with part of the
word also listed as “bidi” meaning “A vein;
the main path, or track, pursued by the
natives in passing from one part of the
country to the other, and which leads by
the best watering-places; also a sinew”
(Moore). It seems to be a composite of
words previously listed in 1839: “bee-dee”
meaning “a vein, a path” and “door-gool”
meaning “straight, in a direct line” recorded
in the south-west of Western Australia
(Grey).
Therefore “bidurgal” is likely an alternate
spelling of “bidi-dur-gul” with the meaning
of “a straight line [along a path or track].”
[updated 22/7/2019]
Formerly unnamed lane created in same
subdivision as Bidurgal Avenue in 1959. It
was named in 2005. [Gazette]
Unnamed Crown road circa 1887,
extended in 1904. First named as Bignell
Road on 1909 plan.
Named after Bignell family / House. House
built in 1893 by / for Alfred Bignell (builder
/contractor who also built nearby
Cranbrook) and his wife Lucy Jane Bignell.
Lucy Bignell bought land 1893.
Bignell Road was still being shown on
survey plans up until 1998.
Unnamed Crown road circa 1887,
extended in 1904. First named as Bignell
Road on 1909 plan.
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
Feb 2005 pp. 454-5

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1989
CL

Street Name

Bildera Place
23/3/1973

Bilga Street
25/1/1950

Suburb

Grays Point

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
Named after Bignell family / House. House
built in 1893 by / for Alfred Bignell (builder
/contractor who also built nearby
Cranbrook) and his wife Lucy Jane Bignell.
Lucy Bignell bought land 1893.
When the name Bignell Street came into
common usage is uncertain, and it may be
that it was first shown on a survey plan in
1948 by mistake. The name was used
interchangeably on plans since that time,
with the only real indication of a change of
name in 1983, when the word “road” was
crossed out in a survey and replaced with
“street”.
[updated 22/1/2019)
Bildera Place was named in Sutherland
Shire Council land development
subdivision in 1973, however no record
has been found of the meaning of the
name. Two unnamed lanes in the 1973
subdivision were included in Bildera Place
in 2005. (Gazette)
“Bildera” has not been found in any
reference works on Aboriginal languages
or bird or plant species. Origin of name
remains undetermined.
[updated 22/1/2019]
Bilga as a “Derbalese” Aboriginal language
word meaning “the ancle” was a Western
Australia word recorded in 1833 (Lyon).
“Derbal” refers to the estuary of the Swan
River at Fremantle. This is the territory of
the Noongar people who originate from the
south-west region of Western Australia
(Internet).
“Ancle” is an obsolete spelling of “ankle.”
Both spellings are shown as the meaning
of Bilga in 1884 (Moore).
Another meaning of Bilga – “lean” [ie. not
fat] was attributed in 1902 as a Yualeai
(Yuwaalaraay) language word of the
Balonne River Region of southern
Queensland and northern NSW (Mathews)
A further meaning of Bilga – “Bees’ nest”
was supplied from the Drake Police District
(around Tenterfield NSW) in 1903
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Reference
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1989
CL

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
Mar 2005 p.759

Lyon, 1833
https://anthropologyfromth
eshed.com/project/mappre-contact-indigenousfremantle/
Moore, 1884
Mathews, 1902
Science of Man, Vol 6 No
6, July 1903
Thorpe, 1927

Street Name

Suburb

Billa Road
30/5/1930

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
(Science of Man). That meaning is shown
in later lists (eg. Thorpe)
[Updated 29/8/2019]
Billa Road was an unnamed Crown Road
from 1914, until 1930 (Gazette). The
Crown Road was extended northwards
around 1956, but from 1978 that extension
was mostly closed and Billa Road diverted
to its present location (Gazette).

Reference

Billa (bil-la) was recorded in 1901 as a
Thoorga (or Thurga) language word for the
“forest oak,” spoken by the Aboriginal
people along the coast of NSW from
Bermagui northerly to Jervis Bay
(Mathews). Street is within an area of
Aboriginal language names commencing
with “B,” and although no meaning was
recorded by Council, it is the most likely
source of the word as other streets were
named by Council at the same time which
came from the same listing.

Mathews, 1901-2

Forest Oak is the common name for
Allocasuarina torulosa, a species found
mainly along coastal NSW and up to 200
km inland. Previously known as casuarina
stricta up to 1980s. (Internet)

Billara
Avenue
14/11/1958

Gymea Bay

Some previous listings of “Billa” as an
Aboriginal language word have been
found. Only one of these is considered a
possible source. Billa meaning “a river”
was recorded around 1837 or a little later
by Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Threlkeld & Fraser).
[updated 22/7/2019]
Billara as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “a dead leaf; dried leaves” was a
Western Australia word recorded in 1842
(Moore).
Beelara meaning “dry leaves” as a
“Derbalese” Aboriginal language word had
been recorded in 1833 (Lyon). Be-lar-a –
“a dead leaf, dried leaves” was listed in
1839 (Grey).
“Derbal” refers to the estuary of the Swan
River at Fremantle. This is the territory of
the Noongar people who originate from the
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Council file records &
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3
(naming) and 30 Dec 1977
p.5822 (closure)

https://www.hornsby.nsw.g
ov.au/_resources/documen
ts/environment/idigenoustrees/Fact-sheetAllocasuarina-torulosaForest-Oak.pdf
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

Moore, 1842
Lyon, 1833
Grey, 1839
https://anthropologyfromth
eshed.com/project/mappre-contact-indigenousfremantle/
Lane, 1913

Street Name

Biloela Place
3/10/1978

Bilpin Close
21/1/1980

Suburb

Gymea Bay

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
south-west region of Western Australia
(Internet)
In 1913 Billara meaning “spear (small)”
was recorded as a “Wangerriburra Tribe”
word of south-east Queensland (Lane),
however this was republished in 1944 as
bi’lara with meanings of “Spear, light” and
“Spear, wooden” indicating they were
Yugumbir Aboriginal words [ a dialect of
Banjalang of the south-east
Queensland/north-east NSW region
(Watson).
[updated 22/1/2019]
Biloela meaning “cockatoo” was recorded
as a Kamilaroi language word in 1866
(Kamilaroi territory extends over large area
in northern NSW and southern
Queensland).
In 1899 Biloela was given meaning of
“white cockatoo” as a Kamilaroi word
(Mathew).
[updated 22/1/2019]
The village of Bilpin is situated along the
Bells Line of Road in the Blue Mountains.
The name Bilpin, originally spelt Belpin,
was in use by the early 1830s, but there is
no record of its meaning (Nichols and
Internet).
Although it is recorded an Aboriginal word
meaning “name of a mountain” (McCarthy)
that may be misinterpretation of
information in 1899 by police stationed at
Windsor (near the Blue Mountains)
provided to the Anthropological Society of
Australia (Anthropological Survey) that no
meaning could be obtained for “Bilpin
(Mount)” which was published in its journal
in 1900 as “Bilpin, Name of a mountain;
meaning not obtainable” (Science of Man)

Bimbadeen

Miranda

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B.”
Council records “Bilpin” as “name of
mountain” apparently relying on the
reference in McCarthy which provides no
details of where that information was
collected.
[updated 22/1/2019]
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Reference
Watson, 1944

Ridley, 1866
Mathew, 1899

Nichols, M., Pictorial
History Hawkesbury,
Kingsclear Books, Sydney
2004
Internet sites referring to
Bilpin
McCarthy, 1952
Anthropological Society
Survey 1899-1903
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
5, June 1900
Council file records &
McCarthy, 1952

Internet

Street Name
Avenue
19/7/1955

Bimbai Close
19/12/1977

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
In spite of a number of instances of use of
Sugden, 1950-55.
“Bimbadeen” as a property, house and
personal name assuming it as an
McCarthy, 1952
Aboriginal name (various Internet sites),
the only source quoted is “Aboriginal
Words and Their Meanings” by J H
Sugden, 1950-55, which does not provide
any specific information as to the source of
the name and stated meaning of “good
view”.
It shares the meaning of “good view” with
a Kumbainggiri language word
“Bimbadgen” from the far North Coast of
NSW (McCarthy). It is likely that reference
came from an earlier source which has not
been found.
[updated 22/1/2019]
Bimbai meaning “a spot where the grass
has been burnt” was recorded around
1837 or a little later by Archdeacon
Gunther as a word in the Wiradhuri
[Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language of central
NSW (Threlkeld & Fraser).

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Council file records

Binalong
Avenue
15/11/1957

Caringbah

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council.
[updated 22/1/2019]
In 1829, Governor Darling notified a limit to
the extent of land that could be occupied
by settlers (ie.effectively excluding the
Great Western Plains Region now centred
at Dubbo). In 1839 a border police station
was established, the name of which is
shown as “Binalong,” located in the
traditional lands of the Ngunawal and
Wiradjuri Aboriginal people. (Internet) The
spelling as “Binalong” is shown in a notice
in 1943 (Gazette). There was apparently
some confusion with the spelling of the
name. It was within a parish of Bennelong
when the Crown Land sales were
conducted in 1850 at the Police Office,
Bennelong. Also in 1850 there was
reference to the “Police District of
Binnelong” (SMH)

http://www.aussietowns.co
m.au/town/binalong-nsw
NSW Govt Gazettes of 24
March 1843, p.450 and 25
June 1850 p.960
Sydney Morning Herald,
24 March 1843 p.450
Anthropological Society
Survey 1899-1903
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
3 March 1900; Vol 6 No 7
August 1903; Vol 8 No 5
September 1906.
Thorpe, 1927

There are several theories as to the origin
of the name “Binalong.”
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McCarthy, 1952

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

In 1899 and 1900, based solely on the
ending in “ong,” “Bennelong (now called
Binalong)” was suggested in a list from
Picton as a place where “there was a
permanent spring of water at that place,”
but indicated that further confirmation was
sought. (Anthropological Survey & Science
of Man)

The Courier Mail, 15
November 1935 p.14 and
2 April 1936 p.12
Council file records

In 1903, the police at Gunnedah advised
that Binalong was an Aboriginal language
word meaning “a place where kurrajong
trees grow.” (Science of Man)
In 1906 based on the ending in “long” it
was suggested that Binalong was a “plain
with creek.” (Science of Man)
In 1927, a listing for Binalong gives the
meaning as an Aboriginal language word
“towards the high place,” without any
indication of the source (Thorpe). In 1952,
the 1927 meaning is expanded to “towards
the high place (sky world),” again with no
indication of the source (McCarthy).
In 1935, Binalong on the Dawson River in
Queensland “was said to be a native word
meaning “ears.”( A response in 1936
indicated that: Binalong is "said, to be a
native word meaning 'ears' " in one dialect,
and "a high place" in another dialect . . .
‘Beena’ certainly meant "ear" to a number
of tribes and ‘bin’ meant "tall or high" in a
few N.S.W. dialects. But Binalong was not
derived from either of these words. It is a
version of Bennillong, the name of a native
chief who was a public hero in the early
days (about 1790) of Sydney. . . There
was also a village named Bennelong in the
Lachlan district, but Binalong was thought
more euphonious, by the gentry of the
district, and after an obstinate resistance
by the Bennelongites it was changed to
Binalong.” (Courier Mail)

Binaville

Burraneer

Binalong is recorded by Council with
meaning “high place.”
Named after the Sabina Smith, wife of a
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Warwick Mainwaring -

Street Name
Avenue
11/12/1961

Suburb

Binda Road
11/11/1889

Yowie Bay

Name Source/ meaning
former owner of the property after
purchase from the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
It is made up of two words "Bina" being an
abbreviation of Sabina and "ville" an
expression used in the context of "the
home of", hence meaning "(Sa)bina's
home". J B Smith purchased the property
in 1904 and immediately named it after
Sabina.
When the land was subdivided in 1960
there was a proposal to name the street
"Prilamberry" (a combination of the three
owners names at that time), however one
of those owners, Laurie Price, grandson of
Sabina, insisted on it being named
"Binaville".
[updated 22/7/2019]
Binda has a number of meanings
throughout Australia as an Aboriginal
language word.

Reference
article entitled “A short
history of Binaville” (copy
held in Local Studies)

Moore, 1842
Walcott, 1861
Curr, 1886 Vol 3

Binda meaning “Dryandria, species nova.
A species of Dryandria tree” was a
Western Australia word (location in that
State not determined, but likely southwest), recorded in 1842 (Moore).

The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 3 Feb 1897

Science of Man, Vol 13 No
Binda meaning “seaweed” was recorded at 10 Feb 1912; Vol 7 No 1
Nickol Bay in 1861 in the Pilbara region of Jan 1904; Vol 4 No 7
Western Australia (at Karratha) (Walcott).
August 1901
Binda meaning “sit” was listed in 1886 in
Dixon, 1991
central Queensland at both Tambo
(between Charleville and Barcaldine) and
NSW Govt Gazette of 25
at Nogoa River (Curr V3 p.83 & p.93).
Feb 1835 p.114
Binda meaning “skin” also in central
Queensland at Mount Enniskillen (near
ttp://www.aussietowns.com
Tambo) (Curr V3 p.89).
.au/town/binda-nsw
Binda meaning “plenty” in language of the
Mooloola people in Queensland (between
Brisbane and Gympie) (Curr V3 p.143).
Bindah (Binda) meaning “shoulder” in the
Gunggay language of the Goonganji
(Gungganyji) people on Cape Grafton
peninsula, the bay at Cairns
(Anthropological Journal & Science of
Man) V13 No 10. A later explanation in
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Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
1991 indicated that Binda meant
“shoulder, and top of anything where it
branches, e.g., top of waterfall, high
branch on tree” (Dixon).

Reference

Binda was also the Aboriginal language
name for the salt lakes at Bulong in
Western Australia (east of Kalgoorlie).
Science of Man V7-1 22/1/1904
In 1901, there were two references to
Binda meaning “Deep water,” defined as
“near Grenfell” and “near Forbes” and an
associated listing of Binda-mine being “a
very large and deep water hole in the
Booroowa River.” The meaning of “deep
water” was again recorded by the local
police in 1904. (Science of Man)
Binda is also a small village located 19 km
north of Crookwell, mentioned in Crown
land sales in 1835 at Crookwell River and
Binya Creek (Gazette). It is claimed to
have the meaning “deep water” taken from
the language of the Gundungara
Aboriginal people who often camped
beside the water holes on Binda Creek
(Internet).
Later listings also record the meaning of
“deep water” and that is the meaning
adopted in Council records.
Bindarra
Road (DISC)
22/1/1894

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

[updated 22/1/2019]
Bindarra Road was the first name of the
road renamed as Caringabah Road in
1901 and then Caringbah Road in 1911.
“Bindarra” was recorded in 1896 with the
meaning of “a tree,” attributed to the
missionary Reverend Ernest Gribble of
Yarrabah Station, who indicated that it
came from the Goon-gam-jr Aboriginal
language (Anthropological Journal).
Yarrabah is located on Cape Grafton in
Queensland (about 60 kilometres from
Cairns) and was the traditional land of the
Gunggandji people (Internet).
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Council file records
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 1 Aug 1896
Queensland Government
website – community
histories > Yarrabah)
Curr, 1886 Vol 2 & Vol 3
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2 Sept 1896

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
A similar word Bindara meaning “bark” had
been recorded around Lower Bulloo River
(south-western Queensland and northern
NSW) (Curr Vol 2).
Bindarra meaning “many” [ie. a large
number] is included in a phrase of the
Kaangaloo language of the area east ot
the Expedition Range in Queensland
(inland from Rockhampton) (Curr Vol 3)

Bindea Street
25/8/1913

Bingara Drive
7/10/1969

Como &
Jannali

Sandy Point

Possibly a corruption of Bindarree
(Bindarri) recorded in 1896 with meaning
of “river” from the language of the
Coobyngura people (land of the
Gumbaynggirr language group) in the
Clarence to Bellinger Rivers area of
northern NSW. (Anthropological Journal).
That word and meaning is repeated in a
numbers of subsequent listings.
[updated 22/1/2019]
Bindea was a Kamilaroi Aboriginal word
recorded in 1866 with two meanings of
“shrub (prickly)” and “thorn” (Ridley).

Ridley, 1866
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
3 Apr 1900 and Vol 12 No
4 Aug 1910

“Bindeah” was recorded later from Moree
in Northern NSW (in Kamilaroi territory)
with similar meanings; “a herb with
crooked thorns” (1900) and “crooked
thorny kind of herb” (1910) (Science of
Man).
[updated 11/7/2019]
Bingera was the name of a pastoral
property where the former squatter was
granted a Crown pasturage licence notified
in 1845 (Gazette). The name was believed
to be a Kamilaroi language word
pronounced Bin-Gar-A for “a place of a
shallow river crossing” (Internet). No
confirmation has been found of that
meaning.

NSW Govt Gazette of 18
Nov 1845 p.1294

An alternative meaning for Bingara as
“creek” was confirmed by the Moree police
in 1903. That meaning was expanded
upon in 1911 as Been-gara (Bingara) “the
part of a creek or stream that leaves the
main stream, and after winding round,
returns to it again. From bene: to carve or
mark out from.”

http://www.aussietowns.co
m.au/town/bingara-nsw
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http://www.bingara.com.au
/our-history/
https://www.sbs.com.au/nit
v/nitvnews/article/2016/06/10/no
elene-briggs-smith-myallcreeks-national-keepingplace-long-overdue

Watson, 1944

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
While Bingara Creek retained that spelling
the town was named as Bingera when a
post office opened in 1853, which later
created problems with a similarly named
Bingera in Queensland named after
Bi’ngera, a cattle station on the Burnett
River near Bundaberg, a Kabi language
word meaning “boney bream” [fish]. In
1890, the post office and town on the
Gwydir River became “Bingara.”

Reference
Curr, 1886
Science of Man Vol 9 No 9
Sept 1907
The Brisbane Courier, 20
Feb 1875 p.3
Curr, 1886
Council file records

Other Aboriginal word meanings of
Bingara/Bingera:
Bingera meaning “white man” recorded in
1886 at Mount Remarkable near Port
Augusta in South Australia. (Curr).
Bingara meaning “to feel” of the
Rockhamtpton Aboriginals supplied by
police of the Stanwell District in 1907
(Science of Man).
Bingara meaning “gray” in Yuckaburra
language on the Cape River in central
Queensland, south-west of Charters
Towers in 1875 (The Brisbane Courier) –
the same meaning also recorded in 1886
in the same area (Curr)

Binney Street
17/11/1923

Caringbah
South

The meaning adopted in Council records
was Bingara – “creek”.
Origin of name not determined.
DP
In 1922 subdivision with Alice & Dean
Streets Owner at time of subdivision was
Arthur Woolley Taylor (wife Mona Millicent
Raymond), so no apparent relationship.
Themes in area seem to be male and
female first names and personages from
the First World War.
There are several persons named Binney
who saw action in the First World War, but
none of the Australian seemed to be
distinguished enough to have a street
named after them, other than perhaps
Lieutenant-Colonel Binney DSO, killed in
action in Flanders who was a Sydney man.
Thomas Hugh Binney (who later became
Governor of Tasmania in 1945) is one
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Street Name

Suburb

Binniguy
Street (DISC)
Before 1930

Grays Point

Name Source/ meaning
slight possibility. He had been promoted to
Commander in the Royal Navy in 1916
and awarded a Distinguished Service
Order in 1919 and a Captain in the China
Station in 1922. The China Station
patrolled the coasts of China, western part
of the Pacific Ocean and the waters
around the Dutch East Indies (Indonesia).
Two brothers also received some publicity
in that era: Mercantile Captain H B Binney,
who brought the first Commonwealth
American-built ship to Australia in 1918,
and his bother Dr Edward Harold Binney, a
well-known Macquarie Street specialist
and Medical Superintendant of Sydney
Hospital who wife was often mentioned
over the entire period of the war as an
organizer of events related to the war
efforts.
A person named Binney was also an early
landholder west of Woronora River.
[updated 22/1/2019]
Crown Road dating from 1864 shown as
Government Road. Binniguy St shown on
some plans of the area until officially
named Budyan Road in 1930

Reference

Two different Aboriginal language
meanings are recorded in the Moree area
of northern NSW.

Science of Man, Vol 3 No
4, May 1900

Council file records
Anthropological Society
Survey 1899-1903

Sydney Morning Herald ,
Binneguy meaning “a ring-tailed opossums 12 Sept 1848, p.3
ear” was recorded in 1899
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
(Anthropological survey) and 1903
4, May 1900
(Science of Man).

Binya Place
11/3/1974

Como

Binnigy (Binneguy, Binigy) was a pastoral
property recorded in 1848 (SMH),
reputedly named after a local (Kamilaroi)
language word meaning “a large tract of
open country”, which is the meaning
recorded by the local Dept of Lands
Registrar in 1900 for “Bin-aguy” (Science
of Man).
[updated 22/1/2019]
Binya (or binna) meaning ‘to dig, to cut’
was recorded around 1837 or a little later
by Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Threlkeld & Fraser).
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Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Binya meaning “big mountain” was
supplied by a settler at Narrandera in 1896
(Anthropological Journal). A pastoral
property named “Binya” to the north of
Narrandera dates from 1856 (Gazette)

The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2 September
1896

NSW Govt Gazette of 21
Later listings repeat the meaning “big March 1856 p.970
mountain,” although one has “big hill,
mountain” without any reference as to the Cooper, 1949
location to which “big hill” refers. (Cooper)
Council lists Binya meaning “big Council file records
mountain”.
Troy, 1993, AND
Macquarie Aboriginal
A Sydney language reference of Binya
meaning “pregnant” was recorded by Troy words, 1994
in 1993 from earlier sources and included
Barry, 1867
in Macquarie Aboriginal Words (Troy).

Birch Place
8/3/1968

Kirrawee

Birdwood
Street
4/9/1923

Sylvania

Birok Avenue
25/3/2011

Engadine

Unlikely is a Victorian Bewa language
word (at Lake Hindmarsh) recorded in
1867 as Binya meaning “sore” [as in hurt]
(Barry).
Area subdivided / sold by Council 1967.
Would be named after type of tree. Near
other ‘tree’ themed streets – Oak,
Waratah, Poplar.
As named after WWI (survey 1919, DP
www.anzacsite.gov.au &
1923) probably named after Lieutenant
www.rydehistory.org
General Sir William Ridell Birdwood (18651951) former Indian Army officer who
commandeered Anzac’s at Gallipoli and on
western front 1915-18.
[updated 22/1/2019]
Formerly Birok Street.
Council file records
Birok as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “the summer season” was a
Western Australia word (location in that
State not determined, but likely southwest), recorded in 1842 (Moore) , derived
from Be-roke meaning “the summer
season” listed by Grey (1839)

Birok Street

Engadine

NOTE: The Aboriginal seasons in that
area distinguish six periods during the
year. The summer season is December
and January, at the very height of summer,
“when iguanas and lizards abound”.
[updated 22/1/2019]
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Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839

Street Name
(DISC)
4/5/1956

Birubi
Avenue
29/5/1958

Suburb

Gymea

Name Source/ meaning
Unnamed Crown Road from around 1946
to 1956 (Gazette). Due to common usage
of Birok Avenue over years was renamed
as that in 2011 (Gazette).
For meaning of “Birok” see Birok Avenue.
[updated 22/1/2019]
Birubi is a Kamilaroi Aboriginal language
word meaning “Southern Cross,” advised
by the Bench (ie. magistrate) at Wee Waa
NSW, recorded in 1886 (Curr).
Listed by Council as Birubi – Southern
Cross

Birunna
Avenue
27/12/1957

Gymea

Bisdee Place
13/10/1967

Yarrawarrah

Bishop Road
30/5/1930

Menai

Bittern Lane
13/9/2016

Greenhills
Beach

Part of Birubi Avenue was resumed for
Gymea High School in 1961 (Gazette)
[updated 22/1/2019]
Birunna as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “the wind from the north inclining
to the west” was a Western Australia word
(location in that State not determined, but
likely south-west), recorded in 1842
(Moore) , derived from Be-roon-na
meaning “north wind” listed by Grey (1839)
Council file records indicate the meaning
as “wind from the north-west”
In group of 3 streets named after
Australian Victoria’s Cross recipients.
Trooper John Hutton Bisdee (1869-1930) was awarded the VC for action at Warm
Bad in Transvaal in South Africa 1
September 1900 (Boer War).
[Updated 20/9/2017]
Unnamed Crown road from around 1896
until 1930. May have been known in the
early 1900s as “Post Office Road,” as post
office was in Midgley property at end of
road.
Ronda and Florence Bishop were early
settlers in area
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Bitterns are a classification of birds in
the heron family of wading birds. Species
named bitterns tend to be the shorternecked, often more secretive members of
this family.
Streets in this subdivision are named after
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Reference
Council file records
NSW Govt Gazette of 4
May 1956 and 25 March
2011 pp.2385-6
Curr, 1886 (Vol 3)
Council file records
NSW Govt Gazette, of 21
April 1961 p.1154

Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839
Council file records —
Development Committee
19 Aug 1957 File R/39/11

www.anzacday.org.au

CL
Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Council file records
Wikipedia
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2

Street Name

Suburb

Black Close
27/5/1980

Illawong

Blackburn
Place
29/11/1966

Blackbutt
Place
8/8/1979
Blacket
Street
1/7/1890
Blacksmiths
Lane (DISC)

Blackthorn
Circuit
12/6/1992
Blackwattle
Place
24/5/1984
Blackwood
Street
27/7/1915

Gymea

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
bird species
John Black was the owner of the coasting
schooner ‘Endeavour’, wrecked near
Newcastle in December 1817.
Probably the same Captain John Black in
‘The Harbinger’ who named King Island,
New Year Isles and Harbinger Rocks
There was a Captain James Black,
successful in Royal Navy campaigns
against the French in 1813-14 and was a
short-term captain of the ‘Havannah’ in
1814, but does not seem to have an
Australian connection.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
A Mr John Blackburn was an early settler,
lived Gymea Bay Road 1901, died when
washed off rocks at Cronulla 1923 while
fishing. Alternatively could be named after
Lieutenant Arthur Seaforth Blackburn
(1892-1960) who was awarded Victoria’s
Cross for gallantry for action July 1916 at
Pozieres France.
Named after species of large native tree.

Subdivision streets named after politicians
/public servants of that time. Possibly
named after Edmund Blacket who was
Colonial Architect.
Sutherland
Early (unofficial name) for Boyle Lane
So named because there was a
blacksmiths business on corner of lane run
by Phillips brothers. Also known as Phillips
Lane
Menai
Prunus spinosa (blackthorn) large shrub/
small tree. In subdivision where streets
named after trees/plants.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs.

Reference
Australia’s Maritime
History
Internet

Library card index

Internet

Heathcote

Miranda

Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1915 by Jessie Emmeline
Blackwood who purchased the land from
the Holt-Sutherland Estate. She was the
wife of Harry Lindsay Blackwood, a
builder, whose brother Ernest S
Blackwood was also a builder and the
licensee of Yowie Bay Hotel from c 1903-
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Wikipedia
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin

Internet

CL

Echoes of the Bay the
Yowie Bay Story

Street Name
Blamey
Avenue
28/8/1953

Blaxland
Drive
2/5/1980

Bligh Street
30/5/1930

Bloodwood
Place (DISC)
Early 1984
Blue Bell
Place
8/7/1975
Blue Bell
Road
8/7/1975
Blueberry
Place
3/7/1984
Blue Gum

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
05 Family had boat shed north of Wonga
Road.
Caringbah
As in post WWII subdivision by War
South
Service Homes probably named after
General Sir Thomas Albert Blamey (18841951) – soldier, Victorian police
commissioner and commander –in–chief
Australian Military Forces 1942-1945.
Illawong
Precise origin of name not determined, but
in area where names are of Australian
historical nautical significance. Possibly
named after John Blaxland, the older
brother of Gregory Blaxland. John
Blaxland was a pioneer settler and
explorer. To come to Australia he formed a
partnership with the Hulletts Brothers in
London to build his own ship named the
‘Three Brothers’ in which he sailed to
Australia with his wife, four daughters,
several servants, and crew.
Otherwise possibly named directly after
Gregory Blaxland, Australian explorer
Part of Blaxland Drive includes a section of
the original route of Gerald Road.
Kirrawee
Named after William Bligh (1754-1817)
British Naval Officer, 4th Governor of NSW
(1806-1808). Near/named at same time as
Hunter St (2nd NSW Governor) also
Johnston St (Major), Putland Pl (Mrs
Putland was Gov Bligh’s daughter),
Betham Place (his wife’s maiden name)
Part of Bligh Street from Hunter Street to
Serpentine Road was unnamed from 1919
to 1930
Alfords Point Named after species of Australian tree.
Was original name for Rosegum Place.
Changed only 4 months after named as 3
of first residents in street complained
about name.
Heathcote
Same subdivision as Larkspur Place so
would be named after type of flower – Blue
bell.
Heathcote
Same subdivision as Larkspur Place so
would be named after type of flower – Blue
bell.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs.
Gymea Bay

Named after species of Australian trees.
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Reference

ADB online

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/81
Council file records (LW)
CL
Wikipedia

The Book of Sydney
Suburbs
DP

CL
Council file

Street Name
Avenue
18/8/1964
Bluegum
Lane
10/12/2004

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Heathcote

Named after species of Australian tree in
line with theme in East Heathcote of
naming after trees/ plants. Named after
significant stands of Bluegums in area.
Unnamed Lane from 1888 to 2004.
Private road
Named after species of Australian tree

Council file records

Bluegum
Way
20/10/1997
Boala Place
11/4/1969

Menai

Boat Harbour
Road (DISC)
12/3/1954

Kurnell

Bobbin Place
30/9/1981

Bangor

Engadine

CL

In a Crown subdivision with Almada St and
Flagstaff Street, which seem to be random
place names from different continents.
Boala is a place name in several areas of
Africa.
Road which ran north-south from Captain
Cook Drive with small east-west section at
south end along the western side of what
became the Caltex Oil Refinery. Ran in the
direction of Boat Harbour but did not
extend more than about 1/3 of the way.
Road was completely closed in 1967
[updated 4/2/2019]
Bobbin is recorded with as an Aboriginal
Ridley, 1866
language word with several different
Australasian
meanings:
Anthropological Journal,
Bobbin meaning “father” recorded in 1866 Vol 1 No 2 Sept 1896
from the Dippil Aboriginal language of
Anthropological Society
south-east Queensland (the north side of
Survey 1899-1903
Moreton Bay and thence towards Wide
Bay and the Burnett area) (Ridley 1866).
A similar word Bobeen meaning “a father” Science of Man, Vol 3 No
was in a listing from Dubbo in central NSW 4, May 1900 and Vol 2 No
in 1896 (Anthropological Journal)
10, Nov 1899
Bobbin meaning “smoke” was listed by the
Government Registrar at Murwillumbah
(far north-east NSW) in 1899.
(Anthropological Survey) When published
in 1900 the meaning had expanded to
“place of smoke” (Science of man)
Bobbin meaning “light” was recorded at
both Tweed River and Murwillumbah in in
1899. (Science of Man)
Street is within an area where name were
selected from aboriginal language names
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Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Bob Booth
Lane
20/5/2005

Bundeena

Bodalla
Crescent
21/3/1978

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
beginning with “B’”, however no meaning
is shown in Council listing
Unnamed from 1915 till 2005
Named after Francis James (Bob) Booth
(1927-2002) suggested by Bundeena
Progress Assoc as he was person who
had made significant contribution to area.
Bob Booth was a mostly self-taught marine
artist with a passion for painting who had
worked as an illustrator for Readers
Digest, John Sands Publishers and Arnotts
Biscuits, with early works also used as
covers for the Australian Womens Weekly.
Bob spent many of his later years in
Bundeena where much of his time was
devoted to painting regularly on an
“Australiana and Naval” theme, although
he also painted African landscapes and
wildlife.
[updated 4/2/2019]
Bodalla was the name of a large estate
dating from the 1850s and from 1870 the
name of a village on the estate. A
description in 1893 indicated: The Tuross
River runs through the estate for some
distance, and is navigable for steamers of
small size for several miles. There are also
many small lakes and other surface waters
and that Bodalla is an aboriginal name
signifying "boat harbor." (AT&C Journal)
That description and meaning appears to
be significant in later listings of Bodalla as
an Aboriginal language word meaning “a
haven for boats” (Science of Man) and
“several waters.” (Thorpe)
A later comment points to Bodalla being
corrupted to “boat alley.” (Gibbney) It is of
note that “Boat Alley” was also in the
1850s the alternate name for the Tuross
River (Gazette).
Other meanings have been recorded for
Bodalla as an Aboriginal language word:
In 1899, “Bowdall” noted as “now Bodalla”
had a given meaning of “to toss a child up
and down in the arms.” (Science of Man)
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Reference
CL
Council file records and
biographical information

Australian Town and
Country Journal, 2 Sept
1893, p.26
Thorpe, , 1927
Gibbney, H. J. 1989,
Eurobodalla: History of the
Moruya District, Library of
Australian History, Sydney
[first published 1980]
NSW Govt Gazette, 2 Apr
1855, p.1015
Science of Man, Vol 2 No
11, Dec 1899 and Vol 7 No
7, Aug 1904
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

In 1904, “Bo-dally” is given as a place
name for Bodalla with meaning “you run
hard.” (Science of Man)

Bode Place
3/7/1995

Barden
Ridge

Bogan
Avenue
17/6/1963

Sylvania
Waters

Street is within an area where names were
selected from aboriginal language names
beginning with “B’”. Council lists Bodalla
with meaning “several waters.”
On pioneer settlers name list 1992. No
additional details known
[updated 4/2/2019]
One of a number of streets in Sylvania
Waters named after Australian Rivers. It is
a tributary of the Darling River and has its
source near Parkes NSW.
A correspondent to a newspaper in 1831
indicated: The most powerful tribes seem
to belong to Bogan Plains, an extensive
tract of beautiful country, and plentifully
watered by a large river, lying about fifty
miles from Wellington. Whilst there are
mentions over the years of a “king” or
“chief” of the Bogan Aboriginals, there is
no mention of a meaning of Bogan, until
1899, when Bogan meaning “swamp” was
published.

Council file records

The Sydney Gazette and
NSW Advertiser, 6 Sept
1831, p.3
Science of Man, Vol 2 No
4, May 1899 and Vol 7 No
6, July 1904
Thorpe, 1927
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

The meaning which seems to have been
generally accepted is that it was the “birth
place of a great king,” provided by the
police stationed in the Peak Hill District in
1904. (Science of Man). That description
is only slightly varied by replacing “king”
with “chief” (Thorpe) and with “man”
(McCarthy)

Bohr
Crescent
(naming date
unknown)
Bolaro
Avenue
10/9/1958

Lucas
Heights
Gymea

Council lists Bogan with meaning “birth
place of a great man.”
A Private road on ANSTO site. Named
after Neils Bohr (1885-1962), a Dane, who
developed model of atomic structure and
won Nobel Prize in 1922.
[Updated 4/2/2019]
Bolaro is a historic pastoral property in the
Snowy Mountains east of Adaminaby
dating from around 1840 (Sydney Herald).
It is near the source of the Murrumbidgee
River.
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www.ansto.gov.au

The Sydney Herald, 6 Jan
1840, p.4
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2 Sept 1896

Street Name

Suburb

Bolden/
Bolton Street
(DISC)

Woolooware

Bombell
Avenue
17/5/1960

Engadine

Bombo Place
21/1/1980

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Bolaro as an Aboriginal language name
meaning “man with boomerang” was
recorded in 1896. That information came
from Narrandera, further down the
Murrumbidgee River (Anthropological
Journal).

Council file records

Council lists Bolaro with meaning “man
with boomerang.”
[Updated 22/9/2017]
As Bolden St - off Western side of Dolans
Road (south of ? St)
Bolton Street included in Council road
construction and maintenance list for
1920.
The origin of either Bolden or Bolton has
not been determined.
[updated 4/2/2019]
Bombells Ponds is a location in northern
NSW near Moree
Named after one of the convicts who
accompanied Thomas Mitchell on his
explorations of the interior of NSW.
Stephen Bombelli, a blacksmith, was sent
by Mitchell to deliver a message to the
Government authorities, but failed to
return. Mitchell later found the bodies of
Bombelli and another person both of
whom had the appearance of having been
deliberately killed, after which their
campsite was ransacked and supplies
stolen. Mitchell had the bodies buried
where found near Wheel Ponds on
Courallie Creek. Mitchell named a chain of
ponds there as Bombelli’s Ponds in his
honour, however the name was later
shortened to Bombells Ponds.
[updated 4/2/2019]
The source and meaning of Bombo has
not been positively determined as there
are conflicting theories as to the source of
the name and its meaning.
The name “Bombo” nowadays relates to
the name of a suburb of Kiama and is
believed to be derived from an Aboriginal
language word. It seems that “Bombo”
comes from an earlier spelling of “Bumbo.”
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1924 Wilson’s Street
directory & c 1947 HEC
Robinson map
CL

Three Expeditions into the
Interior, Vol 1, by Thomas
Michell (in 1831-2),
London, 2nd edition

NSW Govt Gazettes of 28
May 1847 p.583; 6 Apr
1850 p.576; 2 Oct 1855
p.2631
Sydney Morning Herald, 7
Sept 1855 p.5 and 16 Oct
1855 p.8
The Kiama Independent

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Bumbo is recorded as a place name from
around 1847 on the NSW south coast at
the Tuross River where was joined by
tributary called Bumbo Creek (Gazettes).
“Bumbo” was later noted in the mid-1850s
as a place name near Kiama (SMH),
however a few years later in 1869 (Kiama
Indep.), the same location near Kiama was
being reported as “Bombo.”
The attributed meanings of Bumbo/Bombo
are somewhat varied:
1 According to a survey by the
Anthropological Society of Australia
in 1899 and published in 1900, the
Kiama police advised that “Bombo”
was an Aboriginal language word
but should actually be “Thumbon”,
as it was named after Thumbon,
who was: one of the kings of the
tribe, who was a great warrior, and
was born at this spot.
2 A local resident, who later wrote a
history of the area, reportedly had
an entry in his notebooks written in
early 1900s that Bombo was a
corruption of “boom boom” meaning
“thunder”, (ie. it was apparently
related to the sound of thunder)
(Organ).
3 A correspondent to a newspaper in
1929 agreed with the notion that
“bombo” was a corruption that came
from “bumbo.” However, as well as
accepting a meaning of “thunder,”
he also indicated a second meaning
of “noise of the sea” (SMH)
The latest listings found of Aboriginal
language words simply state that Bombo is
a “locality near Kiama” (Organ) and that
Bumbo means “thunder” (McCarthy) In
both cases no further clarification is
supplied.
Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council.
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Reference
and Shoalhaven
Advertiser, 6 May 1869,
p.4
Anthropological Society
Survey 1899-1903
Organ, 1990 referencing
notebook entres by F.
McCaffrey, early 1900s
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 Feb 1929, p.16
Organ, 1990
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name
Bombora
Avenue
1/9/1965

Suburb
Bundeena

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 11/11/2019]
Bombora is generally described as a “reef
of rocks.”

Reference
The Australia Directory,
Vol 1, South and East
Coasts, Bass Strait and
Tasmania, The Admiralty,
London, 7th ed. 1876.

Likely named after the Jibbon Bombora,
recorded in 1876 as “about half a mile to
the south-eastward of [Port] Hacking Point,
is a detached patch of rocks . . . the sea
Science of Man, Vol 4 No
almost always breaks on these rocks.”
8, Sept 1901; Vol 10 No7,
(Admiralty)
Nov 1908
Bombora (Bumbora, Bomboura) was
recorded in 1901 & 1908 as an Aboriginal
language word for ‘the current running off
Dobroyd Head, Port Jackson” and also a
“place near Bradleys Head, Port Jackson”
(Science of Man).

Bond Place
9/2/1983

Illawong

Bondell
Avenue
28/4/1958

Gymea

In 1929, “bombo” was described as
coming from “bumbo” meaning “thunder or
noise of the sea,” a word in the Wodi Wodi
language of the Thurrawal [Dharawal]
people whose territory stretched from
Botany Bay to Jervis Bay (Morton)kiama.
Captain Essex Henry Bond, commander of
the convict ship ‘Royal Admiral’ (1792)
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
[updated 2/4/2019]
No record found of source of word spelt
“Bondell.” Likely from “Bondel,” listed by
Council as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “name of man.”
Bondel was one of a number of names of
Aboriginal men in the Port Jackson area
recorded by Watkin Tench in the early
days of the Colony of New South Wales
(Tench).
Bondel (c.1781 – c.1844) (also spelt
Bundle, Bon-del, Bundell, Burreach) was
an Aboriginal man of the Sydney area,
whose history was recorded by Macquarie
University in “Journeys in Time,” which
includes references dating back to 1798.
There are four geographical features in
Heathcote National Park named after
Bondel. These are Bondel Gully (or
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Morton, P.H., “New Light:
Aboriginal Place Names” in
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 February 1929, p.16

The First 12 Years

Council file records
Tench, 1793
https://www.mq.edu.au/ma
cquariearchive/journeys/people/pr
ofiles/bundle.html
www.gnb.nsw.gov.au

Street Name

Suburb

Bonner Place
24/12/2010

Barden
Ridge

Bonnet
Avenue
25/3/2011

Como

Bonnett
Avenue
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Bonnet Road
(DISC)
24/6/1949

Como

Como

Bonnie Doon
Place
25/5/1981

Burraneer

Bonnie View
Street
8/10/1918
Bonnie View
Street

Gymea
Burraneer

Name Source/ meaning
Creek); Bondel Pool; Bondel Ridge and
Bondel Rocks. They are located around 1
to 2 km north-west of Waterfall (Village)
(Geographical Names Board).
Named after Neville Bonner who was the
first Aboriginal person to sit in Federal
Parliament as a Senator for Queensland.
Theme in 2010 second stage of
subdivision (by Gandangara Aboriginal
Land Corp.) - aboriginal persons
[updated 24/4/2017]
Previously was gazetted in 1930 as
“Bonnett Avenue”, however common
usage name was Bonnet Avenue and
regazetted in 2011 to confirm that name.

Reference

Named after locality name “The Bonnet”
known used from the late 1890s, which
was derived from a cave in the area
decribed as “The Old Woman’s Bonnet”.
[updated 24/4/2017]
Unnamed Lane from 1916 to 1930, when
renamed as Bonnet Avenue which was its
commonly used name.

Referee 18/11/1896, p.4
Walker, 1868 Report
Sydney Mail, 15/5/1869,
p.9

Named after locality name “The Bonnet”
known used from the late 1890s, which
was derived from a cave in the area
decribed as “The Old Woman’s Bonnet”.
[updated 24/4/2017]
Renamed as Wigens Avenue in1962.

Referee 18/11/1896, p.4
Walker, 1868 Report
Sydney Mail, 15/5/1869,
p.9

Named after locality name “The Bonnet”
known used from the late 1890s, which
was derived from a cave in the area
decribed as “The Old Woman’s Bonnet”.
In 1930 Mr C H Hammond had a house
called “Bonnie Doon” at Burraneer Bay this is possible source of name.
Derived from a Robert Burns poem “The
Banks o’ Doon” which contains the words
“bonnie Doon” – ‘bonnie’ is a Scottish word
meaning ‘pretty or attractive’ and Doon is a
Scottish river.
In same subdivision as High Street and
indicates street is elevated. Means good
view
In Burraneer View Estate (1919)
Means good view

Referee 18/11/1896, p.4
Walker, 1868 Report
Sydney Mail, 15/5/1869,
p.9
1930 Sands directory
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Council Records, Internet

CL

CL

CL

CL
DP

Street Name
7/10/1919
Boomerang
Avenue
3/1/1964

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Lilli Pilli

[updated 5/2/2019]
Boomerang is an Aboriginal language
word commonly referring to a crescentshaped wooden implement for throwing.
Several commentators have tried to
explain the origins of the word starting with
the circa 1790 recording of “boo-mer-it,”
attributed to Dawes, however the meaning
given of “the scimeter” (a type of sword)
did not seem to fit, as it was apparently
only used for hand-to hand combat. It was
in 1804 that a description approximating
that of a boomerang can be noted: the
white spectators [at Farm Cove] were
justly astonished at the dexterity and
incredible force with which a bent, edged
waddy resembling slightly a turkish
scymetar, was thrown by Bungary, a
native distinguished by his remarkable
courtesy. The weapon, thrown at 20 or 30
yards distance, twirled round in the air with
astonishing velocity, and alighting on the
right arm of one of his opponents, actually
rebounded to a distance not less than 70
or 80 yards, leaving a horrible contusion
behind, and exciting universal admiration.

Reference
William Dawes’ Notebooks
on the Aboriginal
Language of Sydney,
1790-1790, published by
Darug Tribal Aboriginal
Corporation, Sydney, 2009
The Sydney Gazette and
NSW Advertiser, 23 Dec
1804, pp. 2-3
“Australian Languages and
Traditions” in The Journal
of the Anthropological
Institute of Great Britain
and Ireland, Vol 7, 1878.
Council file records

Amongst general acceptance is that the
word boomerang, when it came into
common use, likely came from the
Turawal (Tharawal, Dharawal) language
south of Botany Bay. Rev William Ridley’s
recording of a list of words provided in
1873 by John Rowley, of local Aboriginal
part-parentage and formerly resident on
Cooks River, near Georges River,
includes “bumarin” meaning boomerang,
in the “Language of the Aborigines of
Georges River, Cowpasture and Appin.”
(Anthopological)

Boomi Place
9/7/1971

Woronora

What may also have influenced the name
of Boomerang Avenue is the “boomeranglike” shape of the street in the subdivision
plan.
[updated 5/2/2019]
Boomi is an Aboriginal language word
referring both to a river, and to place
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NSW Govt Gazette of 31
Dec 1846 p.1638

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
names.
The Boomi River is an anabranch or
diversion from the Barwon River in far
northern NSW and re-joins the main river
system at the Macintyre River. The name
of the river is noted in Sir Thomas
Mitchell’s explorations in 1846 (Gazette).
According to a list in 1911, part of a series
of articles taken from the earlier works of
the Rev C. C. Greenway, Boomi means
“dark or dirty water, the name of the river.”
(Science of Man) (NOTE: This ‘brackish
water” problem was later solved for
settlers through the finding of a clean
underground water source, (Internet)
which also led to the establishment of the
village of Boomi in 1897 (Gazette).
Boomi meaning a “stick or piece of wood”
was listed as a Western Australian
Aboriginal language word supplied by Sir
John Forrest, premier of Western Australia
who had carried out exploration of many
areas of Western Australia. The reference
in 1900 does not provide the location in
Western Australia where the word was
recorded.
It is further of note that the authors of
some later works appear to have been
misled by a cross-reference in 1900 to see
also “Boomi NSW,” into ascribing the
Western Australian meaning to the NSW
word (even though it was subsequently
listed solely as a West Australian word in
1908).
Boomi in NSW, according to a listing in
1903 from the NSW Lands Department,
was an adaption in the Kamilaroi language
of the name of Biami, near [about 70 kms
from] Mungindi [just over the Queensland
border] as the place where he stayed
some time and taught the people. Biami is
the name of a legendary being from the
Aboriginal “Dreamtime” described as a
great man and teacher who visited all the
Aboriginal people throughout Australia.
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Reference
Science of Man, Vol 12 No
9, Jan 1911
https;//www.moreetourism.
com.au/about-moreeplains/boomi.html
NSW Govt Gazette of 9
Oct 1897 p.7317
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
2, Mar 1900 & Vol 10 No 2
June 1908; Vol 6 No 5
June 1903
Council file records Development Com Min
866-1/12/1969

Street Name

Boondah
Place
8/10/1964

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Kareela

Council recorded Boomi as the name of
small town in north-western NSW, but did
not list a meaning.
[updated 6/2/2019]
Boondah is an Aboriginal language name
for the tree species Angophora floribunda,
common name “rough-barked apple,” also
known as Angophora intermedia. It is a
common woodland and forest tree native
to Eastern Australia. Reaching 30 m high,
it is a large tree with fibrous bark and
cream-white flowers that appear over the
Australian summer. It grows on alluvial
soils on floodplains and along
watercourses. [various Internet sources
dealing with plant species]
Boondah was recorded by Sir William
Macarthur, who made collections of NSW
timbers for the Paris Exhibition of 1855
and London Exhibition of 1862. His
catalogue items for those Exhibitions
contain authentic Aboriginal language
names of botanical species in the vicinity
of Sydney NSW. including:
Cat. Nos. 53 and 125 (1855), 570 (1862).
Angophora intermedia, the Boondah or
Apple tree (Counties of Cumberland and
Camden), 18-48 inches in trunk-diameter,
height 40-60 feet. A handsome tree,
occupying rich flats, deep loams, and
sandy soils, inland much used by
wheelwrights. [Maiden]

Reference

Wikipedia and other
Internet sites
Maiden, “Records of
Australian botanists- (a)
General, (b) New South
Wales.” Journal and
Proceedings of the Royal
Society of New South
Wales for 1908.
AND
Maiden The Forest Flora of
New South Wales, Vol 8
McCarthy, 1952

A listing for Boondah in 1952 records it as
an Aboriginal Language word of the
Sydney Region meaning “rough-barked
Angophora” (McCarthy]
Boongulla
Road
30/5/1930

Barden
Ridge

[updated 11/7/2019]
An unnamed Crown road dating from
1902, named By Council in 1930. Council
file plan shows name spelt Koongulla
Road. Part near Old Illawarra Road was
closed in 1955 and part within The Ridge
Sports Complex closed in 2000. The
remainder of the road is now unused.
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NSW Govt Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3; 4
Mar 1955 fol 621; 10 Mar
2000 fol 1796
Council file records
Mathews, 1901-2

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Boongulla (Boong-ul-la) meaning “swamp
yam” was recorded in 1901 as a Thoorga
(or Thurga) language word, spoken by the
Aborigines along the coast of NSW from
Bermagui northerly to Jervis Bay
(Mathews).
“Swamp yam” is the common name for
Cycnogeton dubium (formerly known as
Triglochin dubium) a plant used as an
Aboriginal food – an aquatic herb with
tubers, leves linear, floating; flowers in a
spike which occurs in still ephemeral fresh
water to 50 cm deep, in swamps, small
creeks and floodplains. (various botanical)
“Boongulla” was also recorded in 1886 in
the Burkedin River area of Northern
Queensland as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “leg” (Curr )

Boorima
Place
17/12/1957

Cronulla

[updated 5/2/2019]
Boorima is an Aboriginal language word
derived from either “boorooma” meaning
“dog” or possibly “burrima” meaning “black
swan.”
Boorooma meaning “dog” is listed in 1899
as a Kamilaroi language word obtained in
Moree from local Aboriginal people
(Science of Man).
According to a list in 1912, part of a series
of articles taken from the earlier works of
the Rev C. C. Greenway,
Baroma/Boorooma was a Kamilaroi
Aboriginal language word meaning “a dog
(used as a word of contempt)” also
indicating that Booroomadool had the
meaning “You are like a dog”. (Science of
Man). An additional clarification was that
Boorima was an Aboriginal language word
for “any other dog —presumably that
introduced by white men.” (The Bulletin).
As early as 1839, Boorooma was recorded
as the name of a pastoral property in far
north NSW, apparently the first property
taken up at the Barwon River in the
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Reference
http://archive.lls.nsw.gov.a
u/__data/assets/pdf_file/00
11/495722/archive_cmadistilled.pdf
National Museum
http://collectionsearch.nma
.gov.au/set/3318
Royal Botanic Gardens
Victoria website
https://vicflora.rbg.vic.gov.
au/flora/taxon/5eb4ba7983c4-43be-beffe9bd6ffbf773
Curr, 1886

Science of Man, Vol 2 No
1, Feb 1899; Vol 13 No 9,
Jan 1901
The Bulletin, 17 October
1918, p.22
“A Thematic History of
Walgett Shire”
https://www.walgett.nsw.go
v.au/wpcontent/uploads/2018/01/T
hematic-History-WalgettShire.pdf
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 1 Sep 1868 p.4
The Journal of
Anthropological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland,
Vol 2, 1873 & Vol 7, 1878

Street Name

Boorroo
Street
30/5/1930

Suburb

Kangaroo
Point

Name Source/ meaning
Walgett Region. It was later spelt
“Boorima” in 1868, and that spelling
alternates with “Boorooma” from that time
in newspaper reports.

Reference

An alternate theory exists for the word
“boorima,” which is that it derives from
“burrima,” a Wailwun language word
meaning “black swan” which was spoken
along the Barwon River from the junction
with the Namoi River for about forty miles
downstream. That word and meaning was
recorded in 1873 and 1878
(Anthropological). It is nonetheless of note
that no later listing has been found of the
word spelt “boorima” with the meaning
“swan” or “black swan.”
[updated 5/2/2019]
An unnamed road when opened in 1920, it
was named as Booroo Street in 1930
(Gazette).

Council file records and
NSW Govt Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp. 2112-3

Booroo is most likely derived from one or
other of several recordings of an
Aboriginal language word meaning either
“kangaroo” or “female grey kangaroo.”

The Journal of
Anthropological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland,
Vol 7, 1878

The first recordings found are as follows:

Curr, Vol 3. Melbourne,
1886

Possibly from “Burru” meaning “kangaroo”
listed in a vocabulary of the Language of
the Aborigines of George's River,
Cowpasture and Appin, obtained in 1873
by Rev W Ridley from Mr. John Rowley
formerly resident on Cook's River, near
George's River (Anthropological).
Booroo meaning “kangaroo” in 1887
obtained in several areas of Queensland
(Curr).
Booroo meaning “female grey kangaroo”
was recorded in 1896 at Dubbo NSW
(Anthropological).
Unlikely is Booroo meaning “north,” a
Gooniyandi Aboriginal language word from
northern Western Australia (Macquarie).\
Unlikely also are other Aboriginal language
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The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2 Sept 1896
Macquarie Aboriginal
Words, Macquarie Uni,
1995
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
10, Nov 1900

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
meanings of intimate body parts recorded
in 1900 and later (Science of Man).

Booyong
Avenue
25/5/1955

Caringbah

[updated] 5/2/2019]
Booyong is first recorded in 1852 as a
pastoral run name and Government
reserve on the Murrumbidgee River
around 8 miles east of its confluence with
the Lachlan River (Gazette).
The name was later used some distance
away in 1892 when the Government
established a new village named Booyong
near Lismore in northern NSW (Gazette).
In 1900, in northern NSW, the District
Government Surveyor of the Richmond
and Tweed District and police in the
Ballina District, both recorded similar
meanings, respectively that Booyong was
an Aboriginal language word for the
“ironwood tree,” and that Booyong was the
“place where the booyong (iron wood)
trees grow in great numbers.” (Science of
Man)

Borambil
Place
16/10/1961

Oyster Bay

Reference

NSW Govt Gazettes of 25
October 1852 p.1551; and
17 December 1892 p.9996
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
5, June 1900; Vol 3 No 8,
Sept 1900; Vol 7 No 3,
Apr 1904
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903

An alternate description given also in 1900
and repeated in 1904, by the NSW Lands
Department listed Booyong as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “scrub
wood,” but did not provide the location
where it was collected (Anthropological
Survey & Science of Man).
[updated 5/2/2019]
Borambil, originally “Boorambil,”” was a
pastoral run dating from around 1827 in
the Liverpool Plains area of Northern
NSW, which supplied both the name of
Borambil Creek through that area and the
parish of Borambil on the western side of
the town of Quirindi (GNB & JRAHS).
According to a list in 1912, part of a series
of articles taken from the earlier works of
the Rev C. C. Greenway, the place name
Borambil derived from “Borambeel” in the
Kamilaroi Aboriginal language, meaning “a
place where there was a Bora ground” -where “bora” was a ceremony where
Aboriginal youths were initiated into
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Place names on
Geographical Names
Board website citing
sources (checked) from
the Journal of the Royal
Australian Historical
Society (JRAHS V27
P.440 ; JRAHS V.9,P.123)
Science of Man, Vol 13 No
9, Jan 1912; Vol 7 No 6,
July 1904

Street Name

Boree Place
21/1/1980

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
manhood and “beel” from “bul” meaning
“place of” (Science of Man).

Reference

Borambil was also the name of a later
pastoral property along the Lachlan River
at Wallamundry and Wallaroi Creeks. In
1904, the police officers of the Condoblin
District indicated that the name was an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“projecting root of tree” (Science of Man).
[updated 5/2/2019]
Boree is an Aboriginal language word with
several meanings.

Adelaide Observer 25 Jan
1902, p. 33 and in several
“Boree” was recorded by the NSW Minister other newspapers
for Public Works from earlier records as
the Aboriginal language name for the
Attenbrow, 2010
North Head (Outer) of Sydney (Port
Jackson) around 1878. (Adelaide
NSW Govt Gazette of 20
Observer & Attenbrow)
Feb 1833 p.68

“Boree” or “Buree” was also the Aboriginal
language name of an early pastoral
property on the Western Plains of NSW (in
the vicinity of Orange) first recorded as
occupied in or before 1833. (Gazette)
“Buree” meaning “wood” recorded in 1875
is noted as a Kamilaroi Aboriginal
language word supplied to Ridley by Rev.
Greenwood (Ridley). ”Booree” meaning
“fire” in the Goonganji Aboriginal language
was recorded in the Cape Grafton area in
1897 (Anthropological). The nexus
between these two meanings is explained
in 1902: Aboriginal name: Boree . . . was a
widely-spread western word for fire, and
the tree from which they made their
firesticks (Adelaide Observer) and in 1922:
Boree is the Aboriginal name for the
weeping myall tree, one of Australia’s best
firewoods (Sunday Herald).
Weeping Myall is one of the common
names for the tree species Acacia
pendula, mainly found on the western side
of the Great Dividing Range (Internet).
Another meaning of Boree as an
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Ridley. 1875
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 3, Feb 1897
Sydney Morning Herald,
Saturday 25 Feb 1922, p.7
The Sunday Herald, 28
Dec 1952, p.3
https://www.anbg.gov.au/g
np/interns-2007/acaciapendula.html
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2, Sept 1896
Council file records

Street Name

Boronga
Close
21/3/1978

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal language word for “sister” was
recorded in Dubbo in 1896
(Anthropological).
Street is within an area where names were
selected from Aboriginal language names
beginning with “B’”, however no meaning
is shown in Council listing.
[updated 5/2/2019]
Boronga was recorded in 1903 in the
Moree District of NSW as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a big waterhole.”
In 1911, it was indicated that Boronga
came from a Kamilaroi language word
“Boorolga” meaning “big headed or long
necked, like the native companion. The
name of a lagoon where the Booralga, or
native companion, is often found.”
(Science of man).

Reference

Science of Man, Vol 6 No
6, July 1903; Vol 12 No 9,
Feb 1911
The Journal of
Anthropological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland.
Vol 7, 1878
Council file records

The native companion is now more
familiarly known as the brolga. The name
Booralga derives from “burah gha” (booral
= large; gha = head). (Anthropological)

Boronia
Avenue
2/3/1927
Boronia
Grove
7/8/1928
Boronia
Street (DISC)
Boronia
Street
9/1/1912

Bottlebrush
Place
26/9/1984
Bottle Forest
Road

Engadine
Heathcote

Street is within an area where name were
selected from Aboriginal language names
beginning with “B’”. Council lists Boronga
with meaning “big waterhole.”
Named after Australian native plant.
Named after Australian native plant. Street
built by Heathcote Hall Estate Ltd c 1928.

Caringbah

Original proposed name for Gordon St.
Named after Australian native plant.
Cronulla
In 1930 listed as Ave.
Name of Australian native plant.
Mr Charles Butcher, early President of
Cronulla Progress Association, had house
at Cronulla called “Boronia” some years
before street was named, so street may
have been named after house.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Heathcote

[updated 16/1/2018]
Unnamed Crown Road from 1842, being
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Pg 72 From Bottle Forest
to Heathcote Sutherland
Shire’s first settlement
CL
1930 Sands
A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla

Street Name
6/9/1927

Suburb

Boundary
Road
22/3/1886
Boundary
Street
20/3/1886
Bounty
Avenue
9/9/1959
Bournemouth
Street
29/6/1886

Heathcote

Bouvardia
Street
13/2/1913
Bowra Close
25/6/1979

Caringbah
South

Heathcote
Kirrawee
Bundeena

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
also termed “Government Road.” In 1854 it
was being shown as “Port Hacking Road”
in newspaper advertisements.
Bottle Forest was the original name (1842
to 1903, after 1886 only eastern part) for
Heathcote township.
Two theories re name, the first being the
most likely:
(1) Said to be because a bottle left behind
by earlier surveyor was found by Surveyor
General Thomas Mitchell embedded in
tree in area.
(2) Map of area c 1842/43 was in the
shape of a soldier’s water bottle. [this map
has not been located]
NOTE: The earliest plan found showing
the original layout of Bottle Forest is in the
State Library: titled “Ph of Heathcote at
Bottle Forest: Day of Sale 9 April 1845.” It
shows the road as “Govt Rd”
Road extending south from the south-west
corner of original village of Heathcote,
forming an extension of Boundary Street.
So named as was west boundary of
original village of Heathcote.

Reference
Empire, 20.10.1854, p.8
From Bottle Forest to
Heathcote – Sutherland
Shire’s First Settlement –
P Kennedy

State Library of NSW Ref:
IE3688395

DP
DP

As off Bligh St would be named after HMS
Bounty - ship Captain Bligh commanded at
time of Mutiny of Bounty.
Named after English beachside town/
The Bundeena Book
resort in Dorset. Part of Yarmouth Estate –
DP
the streets in estate mostly were named
after English beaches. Name first
registered 1886.
Name of flowering shrub from Mexico.
Internet
[updated 5/2/2019]
Bowra is an Aboriginal language word with
a number of different meanings.
In 1866, Curr records “Bowra” as meaning
“kangaroo” from three different locations:
(1) at Blackall, Barcoo River; (2) Balonne,
Narran, etc.; and (3) The Upper Paroo
River. He records it as meaning “red
kangaroo” at Maranoa River near Roma.
He lists a different meaning of “hair of the
head” at Tweed River and Point Dangar.
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Curr, Vol 3. Melbourne,
1886
Science of Man, Vol 5 No
12, Jan 1903; Vol 6 No 1,
Feb 1903; Vol 6 No 4 May
1903
McCarthy, 1952
Sydney Morning Herald,
31 July 1854. P.8

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Curr V3). All these location are in
southern Queensland near its border with
NSW.
In 1903, the NSW Lands Department lists
“Bowra” meaning “red or bronze flowering
hopbush” but does not provide the location
where that word was collected (Science of
Man).
Also in 1903, Bowra meaning “junction”
(apparently a river junction) was recorded
in the Bellinger River area on the north
coast of NSW (Science of Man).

Reference
NSW Govt. Gazette of 24
Dec 1861 p 2755 & 5 Aug
1870 p.1641
http://www.bowraville.nsw.
au/history/
NSW Govt. Gazette of 10
Apr 1860 p.687
Sydney Morning Herald, 1
June 1857 p.2 & 14 April
1860 p.3

Again in 1903, Bowra is given the meaning The Queenslander, 26 Oct
of “head”in the Jawhuin Jeie language at
1872 p.11
Coraki, on the north coast of NSW
(Science of Man).
http://www.ensnewswire.com/ens/may201
0/2010-05-02.html
A later work, as well as recording
“head”also gives a further meaning of
Council file records
“bald head” but does not provide any
source for that additional listing.
(McCarthy)
Bowra is recorded in the 1850s as being a
northern branch of the Nambucca River on
the north coast of NSW at the boat
harbour and a village at that location.
(SMH & Gazette). The village name was
changed to Bowraville in the 1870s
(Gazette) because confusion was
occurring with the Southern Highlands
township of Bowral.
The Nambucca valley and the surrounding
areas are the traditional lands of the
Gumbaynggirr people and the word Bowra
is said to come from the Gumbaynggirr
place name “Bawrrung.”
Bowra was from around the late 1850s a
large pastoral property in the Darling
District (Gazette and various newspapers).
This Bowra Station eventually became the
Bowra Wildlife Sanctuary in May 2010 (16
km NW of Cunnamulla in southern
Queensland) – no record has been found
of a meaning for the name of Bowra
Sutherland Shire Council | Spatial Services Team| July 2020 | gis@ssc.nsw.gov.au

Street Name

Bowral
Avenue
9/3/2007

Suburb

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
Station. (Internet)
Street is within an area where names were
selected from aboriginal language names
beginning with “B’”. Council lists Bowra
with meaning “head.”
[updated 5/2/2019]
Bowral was the former name of Mount
Gibraltar in the Southern Highlands of
NSW. According to an unreferenced
source: The first European to climb the
mountain, in 1798, was explorer John
Wilson. He learned from the local natives
the name ‘Bowrell’ which meant ‘a high
place’ (Wikipedia). The name was
accepted by Surveyor-General Thomas
Mitchell, who in his recounting of an
exploration in 1836 described “Bowral” as
being the highest part of the Mittagong
Range. Mitchell later changed its name to
Mount Gibraltar.
Also a town near Mount Gibraltar built
during the early1860s and named as
“Bowral” in 1867. (Internet)
Later listings of Aboriginal language
names generally give “high” as the
meaning, but seem confused in also listing
“large” as an alternate meaning (Thorpe &
McCarthy). This would appear to be a
confusion with the word “booral” meaning
“large” recorded by the Rev Greenway as
a Kamilaroi language word, later published
in 1910. (Science of Man)
Also of note, but an unlikely source, is an
Aboriginal language word “bowrall”
meaning “pleasant” recorded at the
Richmond River Heads in 1903. (Science
of Man)
Bowral Avenue was formerly part of
Garnet Road up to 2007 (Gazette). The
name was changed because there was no
direct vehicular access as a through road
from the remaining part of Garnet Road.
As well as the Aboriginal language word
connection, there is a second theme of
locations in southern NSW.
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Reference

Wikipedia
Mitchell. T. (SurveyorGeneral), Three
Expeditions into the
Interior of Eastern
Australia, Vol 2, 2nd edition,
1839.
https://www.southernhighla
ndsnews.com.au/story/194
1264/when-bowral-began
Thorpe, 1927
McCarthy, 1952
Science of Man, Vol 12 No
3, July 1910; Vol 6 No 4,
May 1903
NSW Govt Gazette of 9
March 2007 p.1781
Council file records

Street Name
Box Lane
10/2/1970
Box Road
12/1/1882

Boxsell Close
10/8/1994

Suburb
Jannali
Jannali &
Kareela &
Sylvania &
Sylvania
Waters &
Miranda &
Caringbah &
Taren Point

Menai

Boyd Place
15/5/1986

Barden
Ridge

Boyle Street
20/2/1942

Sutherland

Boyle Lane
13/4/1962

Sutherland

Boyle Track
(DISC)
Circa 1920

Sutherland
& Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
Lane off Box Road – for origin see Box
Road
Unnamed Crown Road from 1856 to 1882.
In line with apparent theme in subdivision
(includes Acacia, Waratah, Oak Streets)
named after species of native trees.
Name first registered 1882 by James
manager/ director of Holt Sutherland
Estate Co.
Included part of former Georges River
Road (east of railway line) in 1937. Part
within Kareela Golf Course closed in 1970.
In 1962, the part through Sylvania Waters
was closed and included in the HoltSutherland Estate title for that area, to
allow the Sylvania Waters subdivisions to
proceed.
A Boxsell family lost home at Menai in
bushfire 1945.
Eileen, Edna & Esther Boxsell were early
settlers in area. Moved to area c 1928.
Land was West of Old Illawarra Rd,
opposite old location Gerald St. On
pioneer names list 1992
Area has Australian pioneers theme.
Probably named after Benjamin Boyd
(1803-1851) who developed a whaling
station at Eden on NSW south Coast
Previously Station Street 1885 to 1942
Named after Edward William (Ted) Boyle
(1868-1942), Shire Councillor 1911-14,
1917-20 and 1932-34 (also hotelier of
Boyle’s Hotel Sutherland 1901-1942).
There were 86 objections to renaming.
“Boyle’s Sutherland Hotel” on the corner of
Boyle Street is heritage listed
Named after Edward William (Ted) Boyle
(1868-1942), Shire Councillor 1911-14,
1917-1920 and 1932-1934 (also hotelier of
Boyle’s Hotel Sutherland 1901-1942).
Lane officially unnamed from 1885 to
1962, but had earlier unofficial names Blacksmiths Lane and Phillips Lane.
[Updated 21/9/2017]
Included in Council road construction and
maintenance list. Likely the “Tourist Track”
through Boyle Park (later Prices Track)
just before the reserve was renamed
Prince Edward Park
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Reference
CL
DP

CL

Propeller 15/11/1945 pg 6
Reflections– Menai
Congregational Ch
Parish maps
Council file records
A History of NSW
CL
Sutherland Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p 374
Works Com
2/4/1952,3/10/1961
Kirkby manuscript
LEP 2015 – Heritage list
Sutherland Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p 374
CL. Works Com
2/4/1952,3/10/1961
SSHS Bulletin May 88
CL

Street Name
Bracken
Close
6/6/1979

Suburb
Engadine

Bradley Place Illawong
18/1/1984

Bradman
Road
24/8/1979
Braeside
Place
8/9/1967

Menai

Bragg
Avenue
(naming date
unknown)

Lucas
Heights

Bramwell
Place
25/11/1983

Illawong

Bray Grove
1/6/1994

Menai

Bream Street
13/2/1924
Breeza Place
21/1/1980

Engadine

Como
Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Fern like plant.
Street created with Glade Place in 1979
and is near Valley View Crescent. Area
overlooks a bushland valley.
Named after William Bradley (1757-1833)
officer on first fleet ship HMS Sirius.
Worked on surveys of Sydney Harbour
and Norfolk Is. Bradley’s Head named
after him. Area theme names of historical
nautical significance
Named after Sir Donald Bradman
Australian cricketer. In group of streets
named after Australian cricketers.
Named after location in Scotland on the
west of Greenock. In group of streets (with
Lochiel, Gort etc) also named after
Scottish locations. ‘brae’ means field.
Private road in ANSTO site. Named after
William Lawrence Bragg (son-1890-1971)
and William Henry Bragg (father d 1945)
who shared 1915 Nobel Prize for Physics.
William Henry invented X ray
Spectrometer. William Lawrence
developed X ray analysis of crystal
structure.
Possibility is Thomas Bramwell, a marine
on the First Fleet (1788), servant to
George Johnston
Theme of area- names of historical
nautical significance
Henry David (Harry) and Annie Bray and
their 7 children lived at Menai from c 1904.
Harry died 1941. Had market garden/
poultry farm adjacent to Old Illawarra Road
where now is Blaxland Drive Reserve.
Daphne and Florence Bray were early
settlers in area (probably Harry & Annie’s
daughters.
Probably named after species of fish
[updated 19/2/2019]
“Breeza Station” was the name of a
pastoral run on the “Breeza Plain” along
the Mooki River south of Gunnedah NSW,
occupied by a squatter in the late 1830s
prior to allocation of a pasturage licence in
1840 and having his pastoral run allocation
confirmed in 1848 (Gazettes). The land
was on a flood plain that was inundated by
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Reference

ADB online
The First Twelve Years
Diary of a First Fleet
Surgeon

www.nswraril.net
www.ansto.gov.au

Internet

Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents
Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District

NSW Government
Gazettes of 19 Feb 1840
p.170 & 25 Aug 1848
p.1074
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 30 Sept 1846,

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
flood waters in 1839 and 1846 (Maitland
Mercury).
By 1853 a small town of Breeza had been
established (Maitland Mercury) to the east
of Breeza Station at the foot of Mount
Breeza which was located within area
reserved for the town (Whitworth).
There are two theories regarding the
source of the meaning of Breeza.

Reference
p.2 & 7 Sept 1853, p.2
Whitworth (Ballieres
Directory), 1866
Ridley, 1875
Hercus, 1986
Science of Man, Vol 6 No
7 Aug1903 & Vol13 No 9
Jan 1912

Firstly, the Rev W. Ridley in 1875 recorded
Council file records
that the Kamilaroi language word “biridja”
meaning “place of fleas” was the
Aboriginal word for the place name
“Breeza” (Ridley). It may be that the lowlying flat area around water presented a
breeding place for those insects? Of note
is that the jumping behaviour of fleas is
reflected in “biridjana”, a Wembawemba
Aboriginal language word from Victoria
meaning “to jump” (Hercus).
Secondly, in 1903 the local police
indicated that “breeza” was an Aboriginal
language word meaning “one hill,” taken to
refer to Mount Breeza (Science of Man).
Some commentaries have suggested that
this may have come into use after the “one
hill” had been named as Mount Breeza,
however a further listing in 1912 appears
to give credibility by quoting the late
Archdeacon C. C. Greenway (1818-1905),
an authority on Aboriginal languages, that
the place name Breeza was a Kamilaroi
language word meaning “one hill.”

Brice Close
5/6/1985

Illawong

Bridge Road
(DISC)
12/10/1909

Woronora

Street is within an area where street
names were selected from aboriginal
language names beginning with “B’”,
however no meaning is shown in Council
listing.
Possibility is William Brice, a convict in the
First Fleet.
Theme of area- names of historical
nautical significance
Between The Crescent and Forbes Creek
renamed as part of Prince Edward Park
Road in 1948.
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Internet

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Bridge Road
(DISC)
Circa 1912
Bridge Street
(DISC)
Circa 1904

Menai &
Bangor &
Woronora
Waterfall

Bridges
Street
6/11/1917

Kurnell

Bridgeview
Road
3/7/1953

Engadine /
Yarrawarrah

Brigalow
Place
4/12/1970

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Road leading to bridge over Forbes Creek
Local name for Menai Road after the
Woronora River bridge was built in 1912.

Reference

Local name for road in Village of Waterfall
that lead directly to railway overbridge
constructed in late 1890s
Renamed Kooraban Street in 1930.
As surveyed 1916, subdivided 1917 likely
named after Sir William Throsby Bridges
(1861-1915) soldier, who organized/led
AIF in early years of WWI. He died at
Gallipoli in 1915.
Replaced an unnamed Crown road dating
from 1932 to 1953, much of which was
closed in 1963 when the road was
straightened through to Wheatley Road
(formerly came off Old Bush Road
opposite Laurina Avenue)
Possibly so named as has view to
Woronora River bridge
When area subdivided Harbour Bridge
could be seen from street
[updated 19/2/2019]
Brigalow is both the name of a plant and
the name of a vegetation type (Brigalow
scrub). Generally, the most prominent
woody plants in mature brigalow
vegetation areas are Acacia harpophylla,
a type of wattle, which grow to a height of
about 9 to 25 m tall. (Internet)

CL

When Ludwig Leichhardt was exploring in
the northern areas of Australia in 1844 he
described a forest containing much
“Bricklow Acacia” a small tree or shrub
which, he wrote, was similar to the “Rosewood Acacia” of Moreton Bay. He further
indicated that he could not satisfactorily
ascertain the origin of the word Bricklow,
but, as it is well understood and generally
adopted by all the squatters between the
Severn River and the Boyne*, I shall make
use of the name (Leichhardt).
[* ie., in central & southern Queensland
and northern NSW].

NSW Govt. Gazettes, 20
Sept 1848, p.1225; 30 May
1850, p.849; & 23 Apr
1862, p.789

Thomas Mitchell in 1846 was in the same
area as Leichhardt and described the
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CL

DP
Wikipedia
CL

Dennis Daly Council
employee
Wikipedia and other
Internet sites
Leichhardt, 1847
NSW Govt. Gazette of 7
Dec 1846, p.1530

Ridley, 1875
The Journal of The
Anthropological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland,
Vol. 7, London, 1878.
Internet Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
forested areas as “Brigalow,” but also
provided no meaning for that word.
(Gazette)

Reference

“Brigalow” is mentioned as feature names
of Brigalow Range near the Namoi River
(1848) and a Brigalow Creek (1850). A
pastoral property named “Brigalow”
operated from 1862. All of these were in
the vicinity of Narrabri in northern NSW.
(Gazettes)
The Rev. W Ridley in 1875 does point to a
Kamilaroi Aboriginal language origin for
“Briglow,” from “Burigal,” where “buri is the
Kamilaroi land word for the plant species
Acacia pendula. He lists “Buriagala
(Briglow)’ as meaning “place of the buri.”
In 1878, he provides an expanded
explanation that the place name “briglow”
derives from Burreeagal, where “burree”
means “tree”, and “gal” means “related to.”
(Ridley & Anthropological)
Also name of town in Darling Downs of
south-east Queensland, dating from
around 1895, but not named Brigalow until
1912. (Wikipedia)
Brighton
Street
30/4/1886
Brisbane
Street
12/1/1981

Bristol Lane
4/11/2016

Bundeena
Illawong

Sutherland

Council took over street in 1950
Part of Yarmouth Estate – streets in estate
mostly named after English beaches.
There have been several ships named
‘Brisbane’
18-ton schooner ‘Brisbane’ wrecked off
Ulladulla in 1832.
The Hunter River Steam Navigation Co
paddle steamer ‘Brisbane’ built in 1856.
Light cruiser ‘Brisbane’ commissioned in
1916
Also possibly named after RAN Cruiser
from 1950’s or Coal trader steamer
(arrived in Australia 1886) which likely
named after NSW Governor Sir Thomas
MakDougall Brisbane (1773-1860)
(Governor 1821-25).
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
Named after an English city with a
university. Name relates to general theme
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Public Notice Observer
12/5/50
The Bundeena Book
Australia’s Maritime
History
Internet
Australia’s Maritime
History
CR/Australian
Encyclopedia- Naval
Defence
A Maritime History of
Australia J Bach
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Brolga
Avenue
8/9/2016

Greenhills
Beach

Brolga Place
6/10/1971

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
of in this area of English cities and towns
and to nearby streets that have names of
English universities.
[Updated 19/2/2019]
In a subdivision where the streets are
named after bird species.
See “Brolga Place” for more details.
[Updated 19/2/2019]
The Brolga, a species of crane Grus
rubicunda, also known as “Australian
Crane” (Gould, 1865) was for many years
recorded as “native companion” because
of its reported tendency to accompany
Aboriginal people as they moved around.

Reference

Council file records & NSW
Govt Gazette of 24 Nov
2017 pp.7321-2
Gould, J, Handbook to the
Birds of Australia, Vol 2,
London, 1865.
Ridley, 1866
Ridley, 1875

Whilst there are several theories as to the
Aboriginal language word from which
“brolga” originated, “buralga” is suggested
by several authors as a likely source.
“Buralga” meaning “native companion” in
the Kamilaroi language was recorded by
the Rev W Ridley in 1866 and in a later
work in 1875 gives an expanded
reference: Native companion buralga or
buralgha from [bural (great or high) and
gah (head) (Ridley).

Macquarie Aboriginal
words, 1994
NSW Govt Gazette of 25
Nov 1878 p.4694
Mathew, 1899
Council file records

Similarly, “buurralgang” is listed as a
Wiradjuri word for “brolga” in the book
Macquarie Aboriginal Words.
The earliest mention found the word of
“brolga” is the government parish of Brolga
in southern-central NSW in 1878
(Gazette). “Brolga” is included as one of a
number of Aboriginal words in a
comparative list in 1899, which attributes
“brolga” as “native companion” in the
Barwidgee Aboriginal language of the
Upper Murray River in NSW. (Mathew)
The name is listed in Council records as
“brolga” meaning “native companion.”
Bromwich
Place
29/3/1983

Menai

Named after Australian tennis player John Internet
Bromwich 1918-1999. Played in Australia’s
winning Davis Cup teams 1939, 1950.
Subdivision where all streets named after
Australian tennis players.
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Street Name
Brooke Street
22/4/1966

Suburb
Yarrawarrah

Broom Place
13/9/1963

Loftus

Broughton
Place

Barden
Ridge

Broula Close
16/11/1989

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
In same group Lands Dept subdivisions as
streets named after VC winners including
Trooper John Bisdee. Possibly named
after Major Brooke who was rescued by
Trooper Bisdee at Warm bad ,Transvaal
September 1900 (Boer War)
[updated 10/2/2020]
Common name for exotic plant species
“genista”. Broom Place is in an area with
theme of streets named after types of
plants.
For further information see entry for
“Genista Street”.
In line with Australian pioneers theme in
area likely named after William Grant
Broughton (1788-1853) Anglican bishop /
archbishop of Australia (1836-52)
[updated 19/2/2019]
Broula is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “trickling water’ recorded by the
police in the Cowra District in 1904.
Broula was the name of a pastoral
property near Cowra NSW, leased in
1848, with its western boundary along a
“sandy creek running from Broula range to
Boula road” which would indicate that the
name was known earlier (Broula Range is
a western part of Blue Mountains).

Reference
“Our Greatest Boer War
Heroes”

ADB Online

Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6 July 1904
NSW Govt Gazette, 27
Sept 1848, p.1321
Place Names on
Geographical Names
Board website

Council file records
The name also recorded by the NSW
Thorpe, 1927
Geographical Names Board in 1997 as
“Broula Gully,” the name of a creek near
Gosford, sourced from the local Darkinjung
Aboriginal people as meaning “running
water”.

Broulee
Place
21/2/1967

Engadine

Broula Gully & Broula Pool are also place
names in Heathcote National Park in
Sutherland Shire – these name likely
derived from earlier lists of Aboriginal
words showing the meaning as “place of
trickling water” (eg., Thorpe).
[updated 19/2/2019]
Likely named after Broulee, a NSW south
coast town between Batemans Bay and
Moruya.
Broulee has been suggested as a place
name derived from an Aboriginal language
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https://www.environment.n
sw.gov.au/resources/natur
e/BrouleeIsNRpom.pdf

Street Name

Suburb

Browallia
Crescent
25/10/1963
Brown Close
13/4/1995

Loftus

Bruce
Avenue
26/7/1924

Caringbah
South

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
word of the local Yuin people. In 1828,
Thomas Florence, a Government
surveyor, recorded the name “Broulhee”
on a sketch map of a survey he had
carried out the previous year. The name
was shown on an island connected to the
mainland by an isthmus. Whilst Florence
did not record a meaning for the name, all
Government surveyors of the time had
been instructed by the Surveyor-general to
obtain , where possible, place names from
the local Aboriginal people (Govt. website)
The name was shown as “Browley” when
advertised in 1837 as the site for a
township (Gazette), however that was
apparently a misprint, which was changed
to “Broulee” when the same item was
indexed later the same year as “site fixed
for and plan of township approved”
(Gazette). The Government plan of the
township of Broulee sited on the mainland
included the island and isthmus. Land was
being sold at “Broulee Harbour” by the end
of 1838 (Gazette).
Name of an evergreen herb/shrub also
known as bush violet.
Brown family was early settlers in area.
A Charlie Brown (age 11) settled in area
circa 1903 with his family. Later he helped
form local St Johns Ambulance Branch.
JJ Brown owned land west of Alfords Point
Rd, 4 lots north of Nurrung Rd on old
parish maps. On pioneers list 1992
Created 1923. Appears too early to be
named after Australian Prime Minister
Stanley Bruce who was PM 1923 to 1929,
however may relate to Bruce’s efforts after
returning wounded from Gallipoli in 1917
when he became a spokesman for
Government recruitment efforts. This
would accord with nearby Lindsay Street, if
that street was named for Norman Lindsay
a painter and book illustrator, who
produced a series of propaganda posters
for the Allies in First World War
In subdivision lodged by David
MacCormick who subdivided several
estates in that area with street names that
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Reference
NSW Govt Gazettes, 6
Sept 1837 p.621; 31 Dec
1837 Index page iv. 26
Dec 1838, p.1147

Internet
Menai Cong Church
Diamond Jubilee 19041964- A History of Menai
Church & District
Library pamphlet file
Parish maps
Council file records

CL

Street Name
Bruce Road
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Brushwood
Drive
9/4/1984
Buangi Place
22/10/1963

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
appeared to be names of persons.
Bangor
Origin of name not determined. Named
same time as Barry, Belinda and Gerald
Roads, all of which seem to be random
person’s names
Unnamed Crown Rd from 1914 to 1930,
an East-West road from present day Arilla
Place to about half way between Akuna
Avenue and Shakel Road along the
southern side of Bangor Bypass. Parts
closed in 1970’s when area resubdivided.
Remaining parts now included within
Akuna Avenue, Bangor Bypass and Arrila
Place.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs.
Gymea Bay

[Updated 2/4/2019]
Buangi is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “spotted gum tree.” It was
identified as a word from the Port Jackson
district, but not shown with that spelling
until a magazine article in 1949 (Aust
Womans Mirror). The spelling and
meaning was accepted in 1952 when it
was attributed to the Gandangara and
other Sydney Region Aboriginal people
(McCarthy).
“Buangi” meaning “spotted gum tree” is
listed in Council records.

Buchanan
Avenue
13/10/1966

Bonnet Bay

Buckinbah
Place
7/10/1965

Lilli Pilli

Corymbia maculata, common name
“spotted gum” is found in the NSW coastal
areas from the South Coast to Mid-North
Coast (Internet).
Named after 15th US president James
Buchanan (1857-61) That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council.
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Buckinbah is likely derived from
“Buckinbah Homestead” at Yeoval in
western NSW where Andrew Barton
(Banjo) Paterson (1864-1941), poet,
solicitor, journalist, war correspondent and
soldier spent his early life on his father’s
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Reference
CL

The Australian Woman’s
Mirror, vol 25 No 35, July
1949.
McCarthy, New South
Wales Aboriginal Place
Names and Euphonious
Words, with their
Meanings, The Australian
Museum, 1952
Council file records
http://www.allcreativedesig
ns.com.au/pages/galltrees
4.html
Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story –C
Burgess

Australian Dictionary of
Biography, Volume 11,
(MUP), 1988
Science of Man, Vol 8 No
4, July 1906 & Vol 8 No 5

Street Name

Buckle
Avenue
27/8/1954

Buderim
Avenue
8/10/1964

Suburb

Engadine

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
property.
The homestead name was possibly a local
Aboriginal language word. It could be from
an unspecified location (in NSW or
Victoria) where in 1906 “Buckingbon” and
“Buckinginga” were recorded meaning
“Creeks where mussels are found,” which
is noted as derived from “bucki.” “Bucki” is
recorded in a separate entry as a
Woradgery (Wiradjuri) language word
meaning “mussel” (Science of Man).
Doug Buckle took up land in area c1919.
As returned soldier Doug Snr was offered
5 acres of land in Woronora Rd from
Anzac Avenue to Achilles Avenue. Doug
Jnr died on way to England in WW2.
Unnamed Lane from 1950 to 1954
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Buderim, according to Constance
Campbell Petrie recounting in 1902 the
earlier journeys of her father Tom Petrie
through Queensland, is from a local
Aboriginal language word “Badderam”
meaning honeysuckle and refers to
Budderim Mountain (Buderim Mountain)
noted during his journey in the area in
1862 (Petrie).

Reference
Sept 1906

(LW)
Pg 58 Engadine 1825 2001 by Ron Seville
CL
Petrie, 1902
https://www.queenslandpla
ces.com.au/buderim and
other Internet sites.
https://www.anbg.gov.au/g
np/gnp7/banksiaspinulosa.html

Some later sources attribute “honeysuckle” Science of Man, Vol 7 No
as being Banksia spinulosa, sometimes
5, June 1904
known as “Hairpin Banksia”, which is
native to the three eastern States of
Australia, extending along the coast from
Victoria to Cairns and distributed from the
coastline into forest areas of the Great
Dividing Range (Internet).

Budyan Lane
7/10/2005

Grays Point

A listing from police in the Nambour
District (in the same area) in 1904 gives a
different Aboriginal language meaning of
“red soil” to “Buderim Mt.” (Science of
Man)
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Formerly westernmost part of Budyan
Road until it was narrowed by road
closures in 1992 and 1995. Renaming in
2005 reflected its reduced width.
For source of name see Budyan Road
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Council file records
NSW Govt Gazette of 7
Oct 2005 p.8728

Street Name
Budyan Road
30/5/1930

Suburb
Grays Point

Name Source/ meaning
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Budyan Road was an unnamed Crown
Road dating from 1856 until named in
1930 (Gazette). Some plans prior to
renaming show it as Binniguy Street
(Council records).

Reference
NSW Govt Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112
Council file records
Mathews, 1901

In 1901, R H Mathews listed “bujan” as a
word meaning “birds collectively” in the
language of the “Thurrawal [Dharawal]
speaking people [that] were formerly
spread over the south-east coast of New
South Wales from Port Hacking to Jervis
Bay, and extended inland for a
considerable distance.” He refined this in
1908 to “budyan” meaning “birds
collectively” to the “Ngarrugu tribe, which
formerly occupied the country from
Queanbeyan, via Cooma and Bombala, to
Delegate.”
Bujara Place
14/12/1980

Bulba Road
4/12/1970

Bangor

Engadine

Bulberry
Place
4/12/1970

Engadine

Bulbine
Street
11/8/1975

Engadine

[Updated 2/4/2019]
Bujara meaning “morning” was recorded in
1892 as a word of the Minyung
[Minjungbal] Aboriginal people of the far
north coast of NSW (Livingston).

Mathews, 1908

Livingstone, Rev H, 1892
Council file records

Street is within an area of Aboriginal
language names commencing with “B,” but
no meaning recorded by Council
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Bulba (Bul-ba) meaning “an island; any
Threlkeld, 1834
place surrounded by water” was recorded
in 1834 as an Aboriginal language word of Ridley, 1866
the Hunter River and Lake Macquarie
region (Threlkeld).
In 1866, “Bulba” meaning “bag” was listed
as a Kamilaroi Aboriginal language word
(Ridley).
[Updated 2/4/2019]
In 1904, Bulberry was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word meaning ‘quail’
by police in Gilbert River District of
Northern Queensland (Science of Man).
Name of 50 species of perennial herbs –
based on Latin word for bulb. Examples
include Wild Onion, onion weed, native
leek, golden lily, rock lily.
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Science of Man, Vol 7 No
2, Mar 1904
Internet

Street Name
Bulgalla
Place
16/9/1958

Suburb
Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
[Updated 22/7/2019]
Bulgalla was an Aboriginal language word
meaning “the large-leaved Banksia, which
bears the Metjo, or large cone used for
fires” recorded 1842 in a list of
West Australian words (Moore), derived
from listing in 1839 “Bool-gal-la” –
“Banksia grandis” (Grey).

Reference
Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839
Development Committee
3/3/1958 Council file
records
Anspa.org.au/b-gran.html

Council records indicate an Aboriginal
language word meaning ‘large leaf native
tree’. Name chosen to fit with other street
names in vicinity named after trees. Type
of Banksia.

Bulimba
Avenue
8/10/1964

Kareela

Banksia grandis common name Bull
banksia is found in woodland in the
southwest of Western Australia (Internet)
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Bulimba (Boolimba) was a Yugarapul
Watson, 1944
language word of Yuggara Aboriginal
Petrie, 1902
people whose traditional lands included
Brisbane in Queensland (Watson). It refers
specifically to Whites Hill in the Brisbane
Wikipedia
suburb of Bulimba (Petrie). The meaning
of Bulimba (Boolimba) recorded in 1944
was “Place of magpie larks or peewits,”
from bu'lum, the magpie lark (Grallina
cyanoleuca) and ba (place of) (Watson).
An alternative but incorrect meaning of
Bulimba is recorded in some sources. The
area near Whites Hill was originally known
by the Aboriginal language word Tugulawa
or Toogooloowa meaning “shape of the
heart” indicating a river bend in that
location (Petrie). When Tugulawa became
Bulimba it was apparently assumed falsely
with the same meaning.

Bullecourt
Avenue
1/11/1918

Engadine

Buller Street

Jannali

Grallina cyanoleuca, common name
Magpie-lark, also known as peewee,
peewit, mudlark and Murray magpie is
found throughout Australia, Timor and
southern New Guinea (Wikipedia).
Named by W R Ainsworth Shire President
1919-21 and local resident after French
WW1 (1917) battle field.
Unnamed Crown Road 1903 to 1918.
Named by developer Intercolonial Land &
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Pg 29 Engadine 18252001 by R Seville
CL
DP

Street Name
29/10/1900

Suburb

Bulls Road
18/6/1912

Burraneer

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Building Co Ltd 1900. Named after
Wikipedia
General Sir Redvers Buller who was
awarded a Victoria Cross the Zulu War in
1879 and was Commander in Chief of the
British Forces in the unsuccessful
campaigns of the first part of the 2nd Boer
War. Adjoining streets (Roberts and White)
also named after Boer War personalities.
[Updated 12/4/2019]
Council file records of
subdivision and various
Nathaniel Bull was a well-known local
published histories
identity in Sutherland Shire and had
leased from the Holt-Sutherland Estate the The St George Call, 30
land containing his property known as
Mar 1912, p.5
“Burraneer,” which, after his death in 1911,
was involved in the subdivision of “Nat
Bull’s Homestead Estate,” by three of his sons,

Nathaniel George Bull, Lewis Daniel Bull
and Anthony Hordern Bull and a Sydney
solicitor Percy Whitton Berne.
Bulls Road was opened and named in that
1912 subdivision, so it commemorates the
association of Nathaniel Bull and his
family’s connection with the property.
(see also Lugano Avenue for further
information)
Bulls Avenue
West
21/3/1930

Bulumin
Street
25/8/1913

Burraneer

Como

[Updated 12/4/2019]
Originally named John Street from 1912 to
1930, the name was changed to remove
confusion with nearby John Street in
Cronulla.

NSW Govt Gazette of 21
Mar1930 p.1278

Council file records of
subdivision and various
Bulls Avenue West is within the area of the published histories
1912 subdivision of “Nat Bull’s Homestead
The St George Call, 30
Estate” in which Bulls Road was named.
Mar 1912, p.5
(see also Bulls Road and Lugano Avenue
for further information)
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Bulumin was a Kamilaroi language word
Ridley, 1873
meaning “apple tree (eucalyptus)”
Wikipedia and
recorded in 1873 (Ridley).
wtandcare.org/details/euca
lyptus-bridgesiana
Some Eucalyptus species do have
common name of apple tree, eg.
Eucalyptus bridgesiana, common name
“apple box” found in south-eastern
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Street Name

Suburb

Bulwarra
Street
23/10/1914

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Australia in grassy woodlands and near
watercourses around the lower slopes of
the Great Dividing Range – the common
name refers to its similarity to the Roughbarked Apple (Angophora floribunda)
(Internet).
[Updated 29/7/2019]
A farm on the banks of the Hunter River
known as “Upper and Lower Bulwarra”
was settled and established prior to 1825
(Sydney Gazette).
In 1848, the first mention found of
“Bulwarra” as an Aboriginal language word
is in a poem by Wullati, an Aboriginal poet
living on the NSW coast close to Moon
Island (off the coast at Swansea, south of
Newcastle), where “Bulwarra” has the
meaning of “hill on high” (Internet &
Dunlop). That meaning has been adopted
by later authors eg. “Bulwarra” meaning
“high or lofty” (McCarthy).

Reference

The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 31 March 1825
p .3
www.auslit.edu.ay/auslit/pa
ge//C696511
Dunlop E.H., “Native
Poetry: Nunh-ngnun” in
Sydney Morning Herald,
11 Oct 1848 p.3
McCarthy, 1952
Endacott, 1924

Bulwarra is listed in Council records as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “high.”
Another possible source is an 1886
recording in the Weary Bay area (south of
Cooktown in northern Queensland) as an
Aboriginal language word “bulwarra”
meaning “pelican” (Curr).

Bunarba
Road
9/10/1913

Gymea Bay

Bulwarra Street adjoins and in same
subdivision with Ultimo Street. Bulwarra
Street still is and “Bulwarra House” was
formerly in Ultimo, an inner Sydney
suburb. “Bulwara” was name of the home
of John Harris (1838-1911), who was a city
alderman for 34 years, and several times
Mayor.
[Updated 2/4/2019]
“Bunnarbba” later “Bunarba” was a
pastoral property settled before 1866 on
Gil Gil Creek near Weemelah in the Moree
District of northern NSW (Whitworth,
Gazette & Maitland Mercury).
In 1878, “Bunnarr” was recorded as a
Kamilaroi language word meaning “Lean”,
attributed to Rev C Greenway. This was
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Council file records
Curr, 1886
City of Sydney Council
website- street names list

Whitworth, 1866
NSW Govt. Gazette, 18
Aug 1868 p.2668
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 4 Jan 1876, p.6
Greenway, 1878

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the basis of a recording in 1911 also
attributed to Greenway from the Kamilaroi
Language of “Bunarba, aboriginal [sic]
Bunnarba — The place of fat” The
meaning is incorrect and should read
“place of no fat” as “Bunna” is explained at
the same time as referring to lean flesh
and also that “fat meat was not permitted
to be eaten by young Aborigines.”
(Science of Man)

Reference
Science of Man, Vol 12 No
10, Feb 1911
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903

It would appear therefore Bunarba is
derived from the Kamilaroi Aboriginal
language word “Bunnarba” meaning “a
place where only lean meat is permitted.”

Bunbury
Avenue
3/8/1965

Sutherland

Bunda Road
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Illawong

In 1899 the police of the Moree District
provided “old place” as an Aboriginal
language meaning for Bunarba. No
additional information was provided as the
reason for that meaning (Anthropological
Survey).
Named after Bunbury, town in Western
Australia. In group of streets named after
Western Australian places/ people. Town
named after Lieutenant Henry William St
Pierre Bunbury whose report on area led
to the area being settled c 1838.
[Updated 21/5/2020]
Bunda Road was a north-south Crown
Road from 1921 until 1930. In 1988 the
name Bunda Road was discontinued when
it was renamed as part of Wilbung Road
for the section between Moreton Road and
Fowler Road and Old Illawarra Road. [Old
Illawarra Road later became part of Fowler
Road]

Sheppard

Council file records & NSW
Govt Gazette of 30 May
1930 pp.2112
Troy, 1993.
Ridley, 1875
Mathew, 1899

“Bunda” was a Sydney Area Aboriginal
word meaning “hawk” believed to have
been spoken and recorded in the early
days of European colonisation in the
Sydney Region (Troy.) It was recorded in
1873 by Rev William Ridley from Mr John
Rowley, formerly resident on Cook's River
near George's River (Ridley).
Some other listings of Bunda have been
found which may be a possible source,
which refer to Bunda being derived from
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Curr, 1886
South Australian
Advertiser 7 May 1879, p.5

Street Name

Bundanoon
Road
6/2/1964

Suburb

Engadine &
Woronora
Heights

Name Source/ meaning
“Bundar” meaning kangaroo in Aboriginal
language of the Kamilaroi people of NSW
and southern Queensland (eg Mathew).
Other references had been recorded in
1886 in western Queensland of “bunda”
meaning “head” near Bulloo River and
“bunda” meaning both “bone” and “wood”
near the Hamilton River (Curr). A further
reference in 1879 to a “Bunda Plateau” on
the Great Australian Bight indicates
“bunda” meaning “cliff” (SA Advertiser)
[Updated 2/4/2019]
First mentioned in 1818 as “Bantanoon” by
explorer Charles Throsby who was
accompanied by a Sydney Aboriginal
known as “Bundle” to communicate with
the local Gundungurra (Gandangara)
people (Organ). The village of Bundanoon
was established in the area in the early
1870s (Internet).
A pastoral property named “Bundanoon”
was established in 1839 where
Bundanoon Creek had its confluence
downstream with the Shoalhaven River
(Gazette).

Bundarra
Street
3/2/1961

Waterfall

Both locations were reported in 1899/1900
as Aboriginal language words by local
police, the former as Bundanoon meaning
“big gullies” by Berrima District police
(Anthropological Survey) and the latter as
Bundanoon meaning “deep gullies” by
Nowra District police (Science of Man).
Later listings record the meaning as “place
of deep gullies” (Thorpe)
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Bundarra Street was an unnamed Crown
Road dating from 1904 until named in1961
(Gazette). The Crown road was extended
westerly in 1980.
According to local history of Bundarra
NSW, in 1836, a pastoral property taken
up on the banks of the Gwydir River was
named “Bundarrah” from the Anaiwan
language word for the “grey kangaroos
which abounded in the area”. “The
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Reference

Organ, 1990
NOTE: for more on
“Bundle” see entry for
Bondell Avenue.
https://www.highlandsnsw.
com.au/past_present/bund
anoon_history.html
NSW Govt Gazette, 9 Jan
1839 p.38
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
5, Jun 1900
Thorpe, 1927

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
Feb 1961 p. 341
https://bundarra-NSWhistory-andinformation.php
Ridley, 1866 & 1875

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Anaiwan had ties with the Kamilaroi
(Gamilaraay)” (Internet).

Reference
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
In 1866, there is confirmation of “bundar”
Australian Language,
being a Kamilaroi Language word meaning Sydney, 1892
“kangaroo” (Ridley 1866) and “bundarra”
as “place of kangaroos” (Ridley 1875)
Council file records
There are nonetheless other recordings of
Bundarra as an Aboriginal language word
The Australian
in other areas. Around 1842, Bundarra
Anthropological Society of
was recorded by Archdeacon Gunther with Australasia Survey,
the meaning “to feel very cold, to freeze” in 1899-1903
the Wirradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Threlkeld &
Bunce, 1856.
Fraser).
Brough Smyth, 1878.
It is of note, that the Council list shows
Gregory 1865
Bundarra meaning “cold.”
An Aboriginal word meaning “a cluster of
trees on the edge of a swamp”, was the
meaning attributed by the Waterfall
Progress Association. This appears to
have been originally sourced from a
slightly different word listed by the local
police in the Nowra District in 1899, being
“Bundara” with the meaning identical with
that stated above (Anthropological
Survey). It is only in later listing that it
becomes “bundarra” so as a source for
that word it is suspect.

Bundeena
Drive
13/9/1963

Bundeena &
Royal
National
Park

Other meanings from other areas of
Australia have been popularly quoted for
“bundarra” or other similarly-sounding
words. These include: “bundarra” meaning
“cloud” (Victoria, 1856) (Bunce);
“bundarra” meaning “head of a plain”
(Victoria, 1878) (Brough Smythe):
‘bundara” meaning “sky” (North
Queensland 1865) (Gregory)
[updated 2/4/2019]
Bundeena Road, part of Simpson Road,
Chritchet Street and Bundeena Street
were all renamed as Bundeena Drive in
1963.
Mr W W Richardson’’s house built in that
area in 1886 was named “Bundeena” and
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 13
Sept 1963 p.2727
http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutCouncil/About-SutherlandShire/About-Sutherland-

Street Name

Bundeena
Road (DISC)
7/4/1952

Bundeena
Street (DISC)
17/4/1906

Suburb

Royal
National
Park &
Bundeena

Bundeena

Bundeena
Track (DISC)
Circa 1909

Bundeena

Bungal Street
7/6/1962

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
is the likely source of the name.
“Bundeena” is said to be an Aboriginal
word for “noise like thunder”, however the
source of this translation is not known.

Reference
Shire

For further details see “Origins of Suburbs”
on Council web site
[updated 2/4/2019]
Road resumed on 7/3/1952, later
NSW Govt. Gazette of 7
described as “commonly known as
Mar 1952 p.748; 13 Sept
Bundeena Road, from the turn-off to
1963 p.2727
Bundeena along the Sydney-Wollongong
road through the Royal National Park to
the southern end of Simpson-road,
Bundeena”, when renamed as Bundeena
Drive in 1963.
For further information see “Bundeena
Drive.”
[updated 2/4/2019]
Between Brighton Street and Liverpool
Street. Renamed as Bundeena Drive in
1963.
For further information see “Bundeena
Drive.”
[updated 22/9/2017]
Included in 1909 Council road construction
and maintenance list. At the time the roads
in Bundeena were mostly unmade –
possibly road from Bundeena wharf.
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Bungal was an Aboriginal language word
meaning “the side [of body]” recorded in
an 1842 list of mainly West Australian
words (Moore), derived from a 1839 list
where “Bun-gal” – “the side,” was
explained further by “Boon-galla” meaning
“the part of the body immediately above
the hip, the short ribs” The 1839 listing
also includes “Bun-gal” meaning
“separated by a short distance; stopped
behind” (Grey).
In 1856, Bungal is recorded as a
Aboriginal language word in Victoria (no
specific location) with the meanings of
“divide equally” and “each” (Bunce).
NOTE: In what appears to be an
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 13
Sept 1963 p.2727

Council file records

Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839
Bunce, 1856.
https://archive.lls.nsw.gov.
au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0
005/495716/archiveglossary.pdf

Street Name

Suburb

Bungarn
Place
22/1/1958

Caringbah
South

Bunyan Place Bangor
10/2/1982

Name Source/ meaning
incomplete reference, a recent (undated)
glossary containing words from the
Gomeroi [Gamilaraay/Kamilaroi] language
west of Guyra in the New England area of
NSW, lists “bungal” with the meaning
“paddymelon/small wild melon” – where
there seems a confusion of the animal
“pademelon” with a type of fruit (Internet).
No earlier mention of this meaning has
been found
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Bulgarn was an Aboriginal language word
meaning “a maid” [a young girl] recorded
in an 1842 list of West Australian words
(Moore), derived from an 1839 list as
“Boon-garn or Boon-gyte – a maid, a girl
who is not betrothed” (Grey).
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Bunyan is located north of Cooma NSW in
the Snowy Mountains and land sales for a
village of Bunyan were advertised in 1856.

Reference

Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839

NSW Govt. Gazette of 15
Mar 1856 p.944
Mathews, R.H., “Divisions
of Australian Tribes”, a
paper read to the Royal
Society of Aust, 1898.

The first mention found in 1898 of an
Aboriginal language word “bunyan” is in
the Ngeumba [Ngemba/Ngiyampaa]
language of central NSW with the meaning
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
of “weejuggler” [another name for the
7, Aug 1904
Major Mitchell cockatoo] (Mathews).
Council file records
In 1904, the local police of the Cooma
District recorded “bunyan” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “the place where
pigeons stay” (Science of Man).

Burdekin
Place
27/2/1976

Engadine

Burgan Close
4/10/1991

Menai

Bunyan Place is in an area where street
names incorporate Aboriginal language
words beginning with “B.” Council records
Bunyan as meaning “place of pigeons.”
Probably named after river and town in
North Queensland. River named in 1845
by Ludwig Leichhardt after Mrs Thomas
Burdekin who provided assistance to his
expedition.
[Updated 2/4/2019)
Burgan is a Wiradjuri language word
(Mathews) recorded in 1886 in the
Condoblin area of central NSW with the
meaning “boomerang, also signifies
crooked” (Curr).

Internet

Mathews, E.H., “The
Wiradyuri and, Other
Languages of New South
Wales,” 1904
Curr, 1886
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Street Name

Suburb

Burke Road
13/1/1908

Cronulla

Burke Street
8/7/1922

Como

Burleigh
Avenue
18/12/1929

Caringbah

Burley Close
1/7/1982

Illawong

Burnett Place
28/6/1968

Sylvania
Waters

Name Source/ meaning
“burgan” also has the meaning of
“mountain tea-tree” a common name for
Kunzea peduncidaris the wood of which
was reportedly used for making of spears,
fighting sticks, clubs and boomerangs
(Mueller).
In group of streets named after explorers
therefore probably named after Robert
O’Hara Burke (1821-1861) leader 1st
expedition to cross Australia south to north
– died on return journey.
Origin of name not determined
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by the Holt-Sutherland Estate
and Harold George Hooper (various
members of Hooper family had purchased
much of the land in this area from the HoltSutherland Estate).
It is known that Lilian Hooper sold a
number of parcels of land in the adjoining
subdivision to a Thomas Michael Burke,
but not known whether any relationship.
As Holt-Sutherland Estate was involved, it
may have selected the name.
Possibly named after Robert O’Hara Burke
(1821-1861) leader 1st expedition to cross
Australia south to north – died on return
journey.
Streets in subdivision appear related to
historic British Navigators & Lords.
Probably named after William Cecil Lord
Burleigh (aka Burghley) (1521-1598)
British politician, Secretary of State, Lord
High Treasurer, who was a close
associate of Sir Walter Raleigh, after
whom another street in the subdivision
was named.
Street naming theme in area is names of
historical nautical significance
Possibly named after HMS Burley mine
sweeper in 1950’s.
No other persons or ships of related
significance have been found
IS NOT named after Walter Burley Griffin,
even though it comes off Griffin Parade –
that is just a coincidence.
Named GG 78 of 28/8/1968.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Burnett River is in north
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Reference
Mueller, 1867

www.asap.unimelb.edu.au

CL

DP
Wikipedia
Sticks and Stones

Memoirs of the life of Sir
Walter Raleigh - Thomson

CL
www.wapedia.mobi/en/Bur

Street Name

Suburb

Burns Lane
13/9/1974

Caringbah

Burns Road
22/3/1886

Heathcote

Burns Street
(DISC)
9/12/1904

Cronulla

Burraddar
Avenue
7/6/1962

Engadine

Burradoo
Street
3/5/1954

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Queensland near Bundaberg. River
named after James Charles Burnett who
discovered it in 1847.
.
Lane unnamed from 1961 to 1974
Named after William Joseph Burns who
owned land and lane is in the subdivision
of “Burns Estate”. In 1890’s there was a
Burns’ Timber yard at Caringbah.
Timber yard was where Caringbah Inn is
now. Burns owned land south of President
Avenue from Port Hacking Rd to Willarong
Road. Moved yard to NW corner President
Avenue/Kingsway in 1920. Around 1960
the business moved to Captain Cook Dr.
In line with theme of naming streets after
politicians/public servants around time
area subdivided probably named after
John Fitzgerald Burns (1833-1911) MLA
1861-91, Treasurer 1885-86, 1887-89.
Would have been named after Joseph
Burns who owned land when subdivided.
After a number of years this street became
commonly regarded as part of Ingalara
Avenue, however there was no official
renaming until 2011.
[Updated 29/8/2019]
Burraddar meaning “the pine tree” was
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Threlkeld & Fraser).
[Updated 4/2/2019]
The first mention of an Aboriginal
language word “Burradoo” was in a
collection by Captain John Hunter in his
journal of 1793 in the Port Jackson, or
Sydney Harbour area, where there is an
entry for “moona, burradoo” meaning “a
louse” (Curr vol. 3).
Burradoo at Bowral in the southern
highlands of NSW is first mentioned in
newspaper reports in 1863-4 (SMH) and
was the name of a pastoral property by
1868 (Gazette).
Although there were enquiries over the
years for a meaning for “Burradoo,” the
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Reference
nettriver
CL
Echoes from the Bay – the
Yowie Bay Story
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents

ADB

1930 Sands /1934
Gregorys directory
CL

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Curr, 1886
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 Oct 1863 p.8 & 26 May
1864 p.7
NSW Govt. Gazette of 5
June 1868 p.1656
Sydney Mail, 15 Jun 1921
p.30
Thorpe, 1927 (first
published in 1921)

Street Name

Burraneer
Bay Road
20/12/1901

Suburb

Caringbah
South &
Burraneer &
Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
first explanation was in 1921 when a
member of the Royal Historical Society
indicated that it was an Aboriginal
language word: “Burradoo is a corruption
of the native name “Booradoo” meaning
‘my hunting place’,” (Sydney Mail)
however no corroboration of that opinion
has been found.
Likely included in a 1921 list, but certainly
by 1927, was an entry “Burradoo” with an
Aboriginal language meaning of “many
brigalow trees.” No indication was given of
the source of that information or the
location where it had been collected
(Thorpe). That meaning has been
repeated by later authors, also without any
source quoted.
[updated 2/4/2019]
For further details of Burraneer as an
Aboriginal language name see “Origins of
Suburbs” on Council web site
Burraneer Bay Road was an unnamed
Crown Road from 1855 to 1901 (for the
section from Yowie Bay to Woolooware
Road)
On an 1889 subdivision (from Gannons
Road to Woolooware Road) it is shown as
Guanamatta Bay Road but that spelling
was corrected to Gunnamatta Bay Road in
1901. By 1904 that part had also been
included in and named as Burraneer Bay
Road.
However, in 1907, a subdivision by
surveyor Halloran showed Burraneer Bay
Road diverted along what is now Saunders
Bay Road and reverted to the name
Gunnamatta Bay Road for the road going
eastwards towards Gannons Road.
This led to a situation in the next
subdivision in 1909 where Burraneer Bay
Road was reinstated for the east-west
road and the “diversion” of Burraneer Bay
Road indicated as “(Halloran’s) Burraneer
Bay Road”. The situation was finally
resolved in 1918 when Halloran’s road
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Reference

http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutCouncil/About-SutherlandShire/About-SutherlandShire
Council file records. The
renaming were by names
shown on registered plans
and not by gazettal
notices.
NSW Govt. Gazette of 19
Jan 1940 p.241 (St
Andrews Place).

Street Name

Burrawalla
Road
3/12/1909

Suburb

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
was renamed from Burraneer Bay Road to
Saunders Bay Road.
Following
the
completion
of
the
Sutherland-Cronulla railway, the part of
Burraneer Bay Road between the railway
and Kingsway was renamed as St
Andrews Place in 1940
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Whilst “Burrawalla” appears to be an
Aboriginal language word, that word has
not been found in any sources.

Reference

Council file records

It would seem to be a manufactured word.
Burrawalla Road was named in a later
subdivision than that which contains
Nullaburra Road and Wallumatta Road,
and joined the northern ends of those two
roads.
It is therefore difficult to overlook the
obvious sequence of:
NullaBURRA
BURRAWALLA
WALLumatta.

Burrawang
Place
15/12/1986

So perhaps the origin is simply “the road
joining Nullaburra Road to Wallumatta
Road?”
Alfords Point [Updated 2/4/2019]
Burrawang was described in 1827 as an
Aboriginal language word for a “dwarf
palm, Zamia spiralis” in the Clyde River
area of the south coast of NSW (Sydney
Gazette). Although the nuts of this plant
are described as an Aboriginal food source
in several sources, they needed to be
processed: Macozamia spiralis, named by
the Aborigines Burrawang and commonly
known around Sydney as the Native Palm
. . . is abundant in Sydney and certain
areas in New South Wales . . . the nuts are
eaten by the [Aborigines] but are
principally consumed in seasons of
scarcity, and produce poisonous effects
unless they are previously steeped and
washed for several days in water and
roasted. The nuts contain a nutritious
starch . . . (Brisbane Courier).
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The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 17 Sept 1927,
p.4
The Brisbane Courier, 5
Dec 1871, p.4
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
5, June 1900 & Vol 12 No
6, Oct 1910
Article by Berrima District
Historical and Family
History Society in Southern
Highland News, 31 Oct
2011.
NSW Govt. Gazette, 18
Nov 1845, p.1296

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Of note is a similar word “Burrawong”
recorded by police in the Picton District in
1900 as meaning “a kind of palm known as
the Zamia palm” and a listing
(unreferenced) in 1910 that “Burrawong”
was an Aboriginal language word of the
Port Jackson area meaning “native palm,
Xamia, now called Burragorang.” (both
Science of Man)

Reference
McCarthy, 1952
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, July 1904

Burrawang is also a location in the
southern highlands of NSW (near
Robertson) which was first occupied in
1856 with the name coming from an
Aboriginal language word for “a native
palm that once grew abundantly in the
area”. A village was established in 1862
and named as Burrawang in 1865
(Historical Society).

Burrinjuck
Place
17/12/1995

Miranda

Another pastoral property “Burrawang
Station” was occupied by 1845 in the
Wellington District of central NSW
(Gazette), but apparently sourced its name
from the Wiradjuri Aboriginal language
(McCarthy) with Burrawang recorded in
1904 by local police as meaning “wild
ducks” in the Cumnock District and
“anything fast (mostly applied to animals)”
in the Dubbo District (Science of Man)
[Updated 2/4/2019]
In a subdivision where the streets are
Council file records
named after water storage dams in NSW.
The Goulburn Herald and
Burrinjuck Dam is on the Murrumbidgee
Chronicle, 1 Mar 1865, p.2
River.
For many years a mountain near where
the dam was later constructed was known
by the local name of “Barren Jack”
(Goulburn Herald) and a creek running into
the Murrumbidgee River as “Barren Jack
Creek” (Gazette). The area was settled in
the 1840s, and there was a tale that the
mountain had been named after a servant
of a local settler (The Worker). When the
dam was in early planning stages in 1906,
suggestions were made that “Barren Jack”
was actually a corruption of a local
Aboriginal language word usually spelt
“Boorin-yiack,” the meaning of which was
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 15
December 1849 p.1871
The Worker, 8 Mar 1911,
p.6
Yass Evening Tribune, 10
May 1906, p.2 and a
number other newspaper
articles
Examiner, 16 Aug 1906,
p.8)

Street Name

Burrumburra
Road (DISC)
30/5/1930

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
variously stated as “precipitous mountain”
(Yass Evening Tribune); “steep mountain”
(Examiner); “bold and rugged feature of
the landscape” (The Sun); “the green hill”
(Queanbeyan Age); “a mountain having a
bare and rugged top” (SMH). One
apparently reliable source is quoted by
one reference: “from first mouth
information, from ‘Jacky Bond,’ one of the
adjoining tribe — that the true name, and
pronunciation is ‘Booran Yuc,’ in conjoined
words. Jacky’s explanation, ‘plenty big
bulga rocks that fella’” (Braidwood
Dispatch) [note: ‘bulga’ means ‘hill’ or
‘mountain’].
The decision to alter the name of the dam
from “Barren Jack” to “Burrinjuck” was
made in January 1911 by the NSW
Minister for Works who “after some
enquiry, ordered the alteration of the
official name to that which was believed to
be the Aboriginal equivalent — Burrinjuck”
(Gundagai Times)
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Unnamed Crown road from circa 1910 to
1930, which ran from Menai Road to
Goorgool Road. The name was
discontinued in 2011 when it was renamed
as part of Goorgool Road.

Reference
The Sun, 11 Feb 1911, p.6
Queanbeyan Age, 13 Jun
1911, p.2
The Sydney Morning
Herald, 3 Apr 1923, p.5
The Braidwood Dispatch
and Mining Journal, 20 Apr
1912, p.2
The Gundagai Times and
Tumut, Adelong and
Murrumbidgee District
Advertiser, 31 Jan 1911,
p.2

Council file records and
NSW Govt Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp. 2112-3 & 25
Mar 2011 pp. 2385-6
Mathews, 1901-2

Burrumburra (Bur-rum-bur-ra) meaning
“peppermint” was recorded in 1901 as a
Thoorga (or Thurga) language word,
spoken by the Aborigines along the coast
of NSW from Bermagui northerly to Jervis
Bay (Mathews).

Burunda
Street
25/8/1913

Como

Sydney Peppermint is the common name
for Eucalyptus piperita, found along NSW
east coast and ranges extending from the
Tuross River on the NSW south coast
north to Nabiac NSW. (Internet).
[Updated 2/4/2019]
Originally an east-west Crown road which
extended from Georges River to Carina
Bay opposite the end of Scylla Road
(which part of bay was later reclaimed as
Carina Bay Reserve). The section east of
what became Mulyan Street through to
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https://www.hornsby.nsw.g
ov.au/_resources/documen
ts/environment/idigenoustrees/Fact-sheetEucalyptus-piperitaSydney-Peppermint.pdf

Council file records
Ridley, 1866.
Placenames Australia,
September 2015

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Carina Bay was closed in 1886 so that it
could be included in re-subdivisions of the
Holt-Sutherland Estate. Most of the section
east of what became Girraween Street
through to Georges River was also closed
in 1886 for the same reason, with the route
of the road diverted through to what
became Woronora Road.
Burunda is Kamilaroi Aboriginal language
word meaning “swan” listed in an 1866
publication (Ridley).

Busby Close
15/1/2001

Barden
Ridge

Butler Close
31/7/1996

Menai

Byrnes Lane
20/5/2005

Heathcote

Byron Place
24/4/1980

Illawong

Bywong

Sylvania

“Burunda Brook” is also the name of a
creek in Royal National Park, listed in
Annual Report of the Park for 1885-1886
in a table headed: ‘Name of Brook in the
language of the Aborigines of Australia
adopted’, and also derived from a listing by
Ridley (Placenames).
Named after John Busby (1765-1857),
surveyor / civil engineer – he arranged
construction of Busby’s bore – Sydney’s
first regular water supply.
Probably named after Keith Butler who
was an early settler in the Menai area.
LK Butler owned land north east corner of
Menai Rd and Yala Rd.
On pioneer settlers list 1992
Unnamed Crown lane from 1886 until
2005.
Named after James Byrnes (1806-1886)
NSW politician/public servant in line with
theme in area of names of NSW public
servants/ politicians at time originally
subdivided. Secretary for Public Works
1866-68, 1870-72. Valuer for Public Works
Dept re railway resumptions (1875-1886)
Possibly named after British Navy vice
admiral Commodore John “Foul Weather
Jack” Byron (grandfather of poet Lord
Byron) after whom Captain Cook named
Byron Bay. He circumnavigated the globe
in Dolphin in 1764-65.
Or John Byron, commander of the convict
ship ‘John Renwick’ (1838)
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
[Updated 2/4/2019]
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Allocated by
Correspondence
24/8/2000 Council Fie
records /ADB
Reflections- Menai
Congregational Church
Parish maps
Council Fie records
CL
Council Fie records

Wajnryb
Australian Navigators
Australia’s Maritime
History
Internet

Street Name
Place
26/6/1963

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Bywong is first mentioned in 1831 (Sydney
Gazette) and then in 1833 was selected as
a pastoral property on the west side of
Lake George near Gundaroo (Gazette). A
town named Bywong was established in
that area in the early 1850s in conjunction
with a ‘gold rush’ centred round Bywong
Hill (various newspapers).

Reference
The Sydney Gazette and
NSW Advertiser, 30 Aug
1831 p.3

There is no known connection to the
earlier recording in 1834 of an Aboriginal
language word “bi-wong” meaning a “red
tea-tree” recorded in the Hunter River area
of NSW (Threlkeld).
[updated 31/5/2019]

Threlkeld, 1834

Cabarita is a suburb of Sydney on the
banks of the Parramatta River. The first
mention found is on a Government survey
plan for land sales in October 1856 which
shows “Cabarita Point” (National Library
Trove).

National Library Trove
(MAP F 583)

NSW Govt. Gazette, 6 Mar
1833 p.86

The Shipping Gazette and
Sydney General Trade
All references recorded from 1899 on to an List, 3 July 1852 p. 182
Aboriginal language word indicate that
and a number of similar
reports around that time.
Bywong has the meaning of “big hill”
(Science of Man). However, although this
Science of Man, Vol 2 No
likely refers to Bywong Hill, there is no
11, Dec 1899; Vol 4 No 2
indication as to whether the property
Mar 1901; Vol 12 No 6 Oct
“Bywong” came from the Aboriginal
1910.
language name for the hill or vice versa.

Cabarita
Place
12/11/1962

Caringbah
South

There have been many mentions over the
years of “Cabarita” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “by the water,”
which do not provide any reference to the
source of that meaning, which seems to
relate to its location.
One listing was found from 1914, which
indicated (without further clarification) that
“Cabarita means ‘by the water’ from
‘gabbi,’ water” (The Lone Hand). If that
1914 entry is correct then it has apparently
been related to “gabbi” meaning “water,”
an Aboriginal language word of the
Nyungar people of south-western Western
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Surveyor-General’s Office
- Plan of portions
measured for sale at
Cabarita Point Parish of
Concord County of
Cumberland New South
Wales / E.J. Bennett 30
October 1856
The Lone Hand, Vol 1 No
4, March 1914
Mackenzie, 1845
Brady, 1845.
Grey, 1839

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Australia listed in 1845 (Mackenzie, also
Brady), originally recorded in 1839 as
“gab-by” meaning “water” (Grey).

Cable Street
18/1/2013

Greenhills
Beach

Cabramatta
Road
12/2/1913

Woolooware

[Updated 27/11/2017]
Named after Cable Beach in Broome,
Western Australia. Theme of subdivision is
famous Australian beaches.
[updated 31/5/2019]
Cabramatta is one of the early
administrative districts set up by the
Colonial Government and mentioned in
Government notices (Sydney Gazette).
Cabramatta is a Sydney Area Aboriginal
language word explained in 1878:
Cabramatta: — from “cobra,” the fat grub
of which the Aboriginal people were very
fond, being abundant there — and “matta,”
locality; hence “Cobra-matta” or
“Cabramatta” (Aust Town & Country).

Cadence
Place
5/6/1968

Kareela

Caedman
Avenue
(sometime
between
1922 and
1946)

Cronulla

Reference

CL
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 27 July 1806,
p.1
Australian Town and
Country Journal, 14 Sept
1878, p.17.
The Sydney Morning
Herald, 9 Nov 1921, p.16

“Cobra” is not actually a grub, it is a type of
clam (Teredo sp.) with a wormlike
appearance that bores into wood and lives
in the tunnels created (Wikipedia). The
Aboriginal people would submerge logs,
and harvest the “cobra” when they had
riddled the timber (SMH).
Named after Sydney – Hobart race
www.alldownunder.com
winning yacht (Overall winner 1966) as are
the other streets in this subdivision. Also
won 1st Sydney – Brisbane race.
[updated 25/11/2019]
Private road off Croydon Street.
Council file records
First of all, the name is incorrectly spelt,
and should be “Caedmon.” No information
has been found as to when the private
right of way was first named as “Caedmon
Avenue,” however it was before 1946, as a
newspaper notice on 17 January 1946
refers to “Caedmon Avenue, Cronulla.”

The Propeller, 17 January
1946, p.6
Council subdivision plan
records
Sutherland Shire Historical
Society Bulletin, February
2010

There is only anecdotal evidence that the
name of the private road “Caedmon
Avenue” was likely attributable to Mr Albert St George and Sutherland
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Dodson, the owner of the land at the time
when the Private Road was created in
1922. Nonetheless, it appears that the
name referred to“Caedmon” of “Whitby
Abbey” in Seventh Century England.

Reference
Shire Leader, 19
December 2017
1930 Sands directory

Albert Dodson was the son of John
Dodson. John Dodson was born in the
United Kingdom and spent his early years
on the coast of Yorkshire and Whitby.
Whitby Abbey on the cliff tops is a
historically-significant site and the
Venerable Bede wrote of Caedmon as a
lay brother who took care of the animals at
Whitby Abbey in the Seventh Century.
It could be accepted that John Dodson
carried the historical story with him when
he came to Australia with his family in
1879. He eventually moved to Cronulla in
the early 1920s and in 1926 at the eastern
end on Kingsway (now Peryman Square)
constructed tea rooms and attached flats
called “Whitby Cliffs.” Near the tea rooms
the name “Caedmon” was noted some
years later “preserved in bold relief on the
wall along the Esplanade in front of the
Sea Level Restaurant.” The tea rooms
were known as “Whitby Refreshment
Rooms” and were later owned by his son
Albert Dodson who sold them in the
1940s, when they became known as the
landmark “Joe’s Milk Bar” until 1997 when
the building was demolished.

Caldarra
Avenue
1/11/1918

Engadine

According to a 1930 directory, a
Mrs E Elphinstone had a house called
“Caedman” nearby (on Burraneer Bay
Road between Gunnamatta St and Public
School). This is likely a similar misspelling.
Unnamed Crown road from around 1903
to 1918.
Theme in area is WWI battle sites but no
place called Caldarra. There is a Caldara
in Italy.
Does not appear to be of Aboriginal origin.
The Council approval gives no explanation
and simply describes it as the “road past
Mr Nolan’s property” but as Nolan’s house
was named “The Curragh” this does not
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CL
Internet

Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Caley Place
6/2/1986

Barden
Ridge

Calga Place
29/6/1963

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
appear related.
Name was extended to road north of
Anzac Avenue in 1941
Named after George Caley (1770-1829)
naturalist and explorer who tried to cross
Blue Mountains in 1789 & 1804. In 1897
mounted an expedition from Prospect to
upper reaches of George’s River. Street
naming theme is Australian pioneers.
[updated 31/5/2019]

Reference

Calga is mentioned in 1866 as the features
Calga Creek and Calga Hill in the
Coonamble district of central NSW (SMH).
Calga was the name of a pastoral property
in that area in 1887 (The Bulletin), while an
1892 description indicates a Calga
homestead located “on one of the natural
elevations of the locality” with direct views
of the Warrumbungle Range (Maitland
Mercury).

Sydney Moring Herald, 23
may 1866 p.2

Calga was recorded in 1904 by police in
the Walgett area as an Aboriginal
language word with the meaning “stony
ridge” (Science of Man).
Whilst “stony ridge” would also seem to
apply to the location of Calga on the
Pacific Highway west of Gosford, an
additional source is also quoted as an
Aboriginal language word “kalga” meaning
“mouth” from the Port Jackson area
(Science of Man, 1904) dating from the
early years of the Colony of NSW (Troy).

Calliope
Road
1/2/1913

Miranda

Unlikely as a source are other recorded
Aboriginal language words from Western
Australia: Calga meaning “root” (Clement,
1903) and Kal-ga meaning “the stick for
pulling down the banksia cones” (Grey,
1839).
Name of Greek muse/goddess of epic
poetry, also name of a type of steam
driven organ common in fairgrounds. So
may relate to previous use in area Matson’s Pleasure Grounds which had
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CL
Council 7/12/1987 (File
MD 2/22/3-6)
ADB

The Bulletin, Vol 8 No 398,
23 May 1866, p.14
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advrtiser, 15 October
1862, p.3
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, 27 July 1904
Troy,1993
referenced as “a list in
King's journal for which he
gave as the source Collins,
Phillip and Hunter (King
1968:270-274)”
Clement, 1903
Grey, 1839

Internet

Street Name

Callistemon
Close
25/10/1984
Caloola Road
(DISC)
30/3/1886

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
dance hall, amusement rides etc. Fred
Matson was the lessee then owner of the
land when first subdivided.
Otherwise may follow a theme in previous
subdivisions of the Holt-Sutherland Estate
with names derived from mythology
(Vesta, Clio, Minerva, etc.)
Alfords Point Name from genus of Australian trees
common name Bottlebrush.
Kirrawee

Caloola Road was a road laid out in a HoltSutherland Estate subdivision in 1886 and
ran between The Boulevarde and Garnet
Road. It was closed in stages from 1971 to
1987 and the area re-subdivided
(Gazettes).
Caloola is a locality south of Bathurst NSW
where land was being sold as early as
1833 (Gazette). It was later used as a
property name near Deniliquin in the
Riverina area and in the Monaro area of
the Southern Highlands of NSW; Caloola
being noted as an Aboriginal name, but
with different meanings.
Kaloola meaning “hot” was recorded in the
Riverina District in 1896 (Anthropological
Journal).
Cal-loo-a meaning “to climb” was recorded
in the Sydney Area as “Port Jackson
Dialect” in 1897 (Anthropological Journal).
This was later traced to the word “galuwa”
meaning “to climb” which had been
recorded as “cal-loo-la” in the early years
of the Colony (Troy).

Reference
CL

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
Council file records and
NSW Govt. Gazettes of
14 May1971 p.1548; 14
Jan 1972 p.107; 7 Feb
1975 p.431; 21 Sept 1984
pp.4681-2; 4 Sept 1987
p.5099
NSW Govt. Gazette of 21
Aug 1833, p.329
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2, September
1896; Vol 1 No 6, May
1897
Troy, 1993, referenced as
“a list in King's journal for
which he gave as the
source Collins, Phillip and
Hunter (King 1968:270274)”
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903.

In 1899, with the spelling “Caloola”, it was
listed in the Rockley area south of Bathurst Science of Man, Vol 4 No
as meaning “an old battlefield”
9, Oct 1901
(Anthropological Survey).
Council file records.
In 1901, it was recorded as “Caloola”
meaning “to climb” in the Monaro district
(Science of Man).

Calypso

Yowie Bay

Council records show Caloola as meaning
“to climb.”
Name of nymph in Greek mythology. Word
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Wikipedia

Street Name
Place
11/11/1969
Cambrai
Avenue
1/11/1918

Cambridge
Lane
31/10/1986
Camden
Street
30/11/1966

Camellia
Grove
7/2/1962
Cameron
Place
3/2/1994
Campbell
Street
7/6/1963

Canberra

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
root – ‘to cover’ to conceal’.

Engadine

Unnamed Crown road from around 1903
to 1918.
In line with streets in vicinity named after
WWI battlefield.
Name was extended to road north of
Anzac Avenue in 1949.
Sometime after 1960, the north-eastern
section became locally known as Victory
Street, but that name was not officially
adopted until 2011 (see Victory Street)
Sutherland
Unnamed Lane from 1887 to 1986
As adjoins Harvard Lane and Oxford St
would be named after Cambridge
University in England.
Sylvania
In a set of four adjoining subdivisions with
Macarthur Street, Onslow Place and
Merino Place. Relates to MacarthurOnslow historic property near
Camden/Menangle where MacarthurOnslow family bred Merino sheep.
Property/Town named after John Jeffreys
Pratt 2nd Earl / 1st Marquis of Camden
Secretary of Colonies 1804-5 who gained
permission for Macarthur to take sheep
from King’s flock of merinos to Sydney.
M Hutton Neve said named after Thomas
Holt’s large sandstone house ‘Camden
Villa” at Newtown – this claim ignores the
overwhelming relationship with the other
streets in the subdivision.
Gymea Bay Name from genus of 300 of trees and
shrubs native to Asia includes flowering
camellias and the tea plant.
Alfords Point Common name of species of hardwood
tree from Central and South America.
Botanical name Samanea pedicellaris. In
subdivision where streets named after
trees/ plants.
Gymea
As in group of streets named after early
colonists including Governor Macquarie
probably named after John Thomas
Campbell (1770-1890) Secretary to Gov
Macquarie (1810-1819), MLC 1829-30,
One of founders of Bank of NSW 1817.
Or possibly Robert Campbell (1769-1846)
merchant, pastoralist, politician.
Sylvania
[updated 31/5/2019]
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Reference
CL

CL

Australian Dictionary of
Biography Vol 1

St Marks Church, Sylvania,
First Anglican Church in
the Shire
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
www.floormall.com

ADB

Street Name
Road
21/11/1913

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Canberra Road was likely named to
commemorate the official founding of
Canberra on 12 March 1913 (Internet).

Reference
Wikipedia and other
sources on the founding of
the National Capital.

The origin of the name of Canberra has
been the subject of much investigation.
Whilst there is general acceptance that it
come from a local Aboriginal language
word, two meanings are provided:
“meeting place” and “women’s breasts.”

Koch & Hercus, 2009
McCarthy, 1952

Canberra comes from the name of a
pastoral property in the area of Acton
Ridge on the banks of the Molonglo River
occupied in December 1824, for which an
application to purchase under the name
“Canberry” was submitted in December
1826.
The Aboriginal language was recorded in
various spellings, but most likely was
Nganbirra (Koch & Hercus). Canberra lies
on the borders of 3 different tribal groups,
the Nunnawal (part of the Wirradjuri), the
Ngarigo and the Walgulu, and is thought to
have been a “Meeting Place” for those
groups (Wikipedia).
The other meaning comes from its location
between two hills, ie. Black Mountain and
Red Hill. Research into nearby locality
names originating from Aboriginal
language words indicate that many were
from descriptions of body parts. Apparently
the two hills were regarded as shaped like
“women’s breasts”. (Koch & Hercus)

Canobolas
Place
22/5/1974

Yarrawarrah

Both meanings have been recorded in a
number of publications. A 1952 listing
accepts both meanings: “Canberra; Kaamberra; Canberry; Nganbirra” meaning
“Women’s breasts; meeting place”
(McCarthy)
[updated 31/5/2019]
Canobolas Place is named after Mount
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The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Canobolas near Orange NSW.
A report in 1832 refers to Mount Lachlan;
or as the three lofty peaks are more
familiarly called, the Canobolas (Sydney
Gazette). That the name was known
earlier in the 1820s is indicated in a
newspaper report in 1930 which states
that the mountain was named Kanobillies,
and has since assumed the present day
spelling (Lachlander).

Reference
Advertiser, 19 Jan 1932
p.3
Lachlander and
Condobolin and Western
Districts Recorder, 30 Apr
1930 p.1
The Lone Hand, Vol 1 No
4, March 1914
The Grenfell Record and
Lachlan District Advertiser,
3 Oct 1929 p.6

Whilst it is generally accepted that
Canobolas derives from Aboriginal
language words, there are varying theories The Forbes Advocate, 25
as to its origin.
July 1939 p.3
A 1914 listing indicates that Canoblas [sic]
was called Coonabul by the Aboriginal
people referring to its two shoulders or
peaks; [from] “coona,” shoulder, and “bula”
two. This was later reported in 1929 in
similar terms as Canobolas. — Aboriginal
word corrupted. Coonabooloo, from
Coona, one shoulder, and Booloo, two
(Grenfell Record).
The 1930 newspaper article, referred to
above, also lists two further explanations:
One suggestion is that it was named Cano
Bora, said to be interpreted as “bald head”
and referring to the treeless top of the
Canobolos. Another explanation is that the
name was originally Canobora, as the
rounded summit resembles the head of
earth in the centre of a bora ground, and
was probably the scene of settlement of
tribal disputes (Lachlander).
A 1939 report which cites its source as
“NSW Travel News” gives a more colourful
explanation: Conobolas was originally
“Mganobolas” signifying “the gathering of
the sunbeams.” Because of the great
eminence of the mountain, the rays of the
setting sun appear to be concentrated
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McCarthy, 1952

Street Name

Canopus
Close
10/4/1970

Suburb

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
upon it . . . (Forbes Advocate).
Later listings are more abbreviated, such
as “Canobolas - Two shoulders”
(McCarthy).
[updated 10/2/2020]
Canopus is second brightest star in the
sky after Sirius and is mainly visible from
the Southern Hemisphere (Internet).
Canopus Street is in a group of four
streets named after stars and
constellations.
Canopus was named from Greek
mythology after the ship’s navigator of
King Menelaus of Sparta in the Trojan War
(Duyker). Canopus was in charge of the
fleet which sailed to Troy to rescue the
king’s wife, Helen (Internet)

Canyon
Place
2/8/1967
Cape
Solander
Drive
After 1964

Engadine
Kurnell

Canopus is located in the constellation of
Carina. See entry for Carina Road for
further information.
In group of streets with naming theme
relating to mountains (eg crest, ridge) so
refers to topographical feature
[updated 21/8/2018]
According to Sutherland Shire Council file
records, the road was constructed in early
1960s in what was then Captain Cook’s
Landing Place Park, now Kamay Botany
Bay National Park. The Department of
Main Roads in April 1964 declared the
road to be “Tourist Road. The road from
Captain Cook drive, No. 4,031. Kurnell,
through the Captain Cook's Landing Place
Park to Cape Solander” (New South Wales
Government Gazette No 50 of 24 April
1964 folio 1345). The map of Kamay
Botany Bay National Park published by the
National Parks and Wildlife Service names
the road as “Cape Solander Drive,” which
has been used as the road name for many
years.
Cape Solander is a coastal geographical
feature originally named as “Point
Solander” by Lieutenant (known as
Captain) James Cook to honour Daniel
Solander, a Swedish naturalist and botanist
on the Endeavour, who was mentioned in
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Reference

Internet
Council file records
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
https://www.starregistration.com/au/constel
lation/carina

Street Name

Suburb

Capital Place
15/9/1964
Capri Close
16/1/1987

Sylvania

Captain Cook
Bridge
1965

Taren Point

Captain Cook
Drive
13/4/1951

Caringbah &
Woolooware
& Kurnell

Captain Cook
Lane
11/3/2005
Carabella
Road
22/1/1894

Kurnell

Heathcote

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
Cook’s diary in connection with exploration
of Botany Bay and its surrounds (copy of
“Cook’s Diary” held in the National Library
of Australia).
Off Canberra Road so probably relates to
Canberra being capital of Australia.
Island in Gulf of Naples in Italy. In group of
streets with names linked to Classic
Roman / Greek places/ myths
Named after Lieutenant (usually referred
to as Captain) Cook who landed at nearby
Kurnell on 29 April 1770.
It crosses Georges River at Taren Point
and opened in 1965
Named after Captain James Cook in 1951
and constructed during 1953-4 with part
funding from Australian Oil (Caltex)
Refinery. Road included parts of The
Boulevarde, Carabella Road, Woolooware
Road, Bate Bay Road, and former road to
Kurnell. In 1954, the name was extended
to include parts of roads in the village of
Kurnell – Di Gama Street, Torres Street,
Polo Street and Polo Street
Unnamed Lane from 1923 to 2005.
Lane off Captain Cook Drive. Named after
Captain James Cook.
[updated 17/7/2019]
Carabella Road was first shown as
Carrabella Road” on a Holt-Sutherland
Estate subdivision plan registered in 1894.
There were however corrections to that
spelling noted on subsequent plans,
however, from 1929 all records had the
spelling as “Carabella” (see also entry for
Carrabella Road).

Reference

Internet
CL

CL

CL

Council file records
Curr, 1886
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Warne, C., Pictorial History
Lower North Shore,
Part of Carabella Road east of Gannons
Kingsclear Books Sydney
Road was simply included in Captain Cook 2005
Drive in 1954, and took that new name
without any formal name change. An
unmade section within Woolooware Golf
Course does nonetheless remain part of
Carabella Road.

A possible Aboriginal language source for
“carabella/carrabella” is the listing of
“karrabella” meaning “a young man” in the
Lower Burdekin River area of northern
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Street Name

Suburb

Caravan
Road (DISC)

Oyster Bay

Caravan
Head Road
10/1/1911

Oyster Bay

Cardiff Street
25/9/1964

Engadine

Carina Creek
Footbridge

Como &
Oyster Bay

Carina Lane
11/10/1949

Oyster Bay

Carina Road
10/1/1911

Oyster Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Queensland (near Townsville) in 1886
(Curr). Nonetheless, a Council listing of
Aboriginal language words used for street
names in the Shire (prepared much later)
depends on a 1952 listing of “Karabella:
Dwelling at North Sydney built in 1822
(meaning unknown)” (McCarthy), This
1952 listing appears to refer to “Carabella
Cottage”, built by James Milson at Kirribilli
and given as a wedding gift to his daughter
and her husband in October 1827. His
son-in-law, William Shairp also built a
larger residence in the same area two
years later also called “Carabella”
(Warne).
Name shown on early plans, but usually
shown as Caravan Head Road. Source of
name is rock on headland said to look like
a wagon/ caravan.
Reputedly named after Caravan Rock – a
large rock on the point of Caravan Head
that was shaped like a wagon.
Shown on some early plans as Caravan
Road
As joins Dover Pl probably named after
City of Cardiff in Wales. Means “fort on the
Taff (river)”
Footbridge from Carina Bay Reserve to
Riverview Road Reserve constructed in
conjunction with reclamation for reserve in
1975 (replaced a much longer footbridge
circa 1940 until 1975).
[updated 31/5/2019]
Carina Lane is directly opposite the
southern end of Carina Road, and has the
same origin for its name as Carina Road.
[updated 11/2/2020]
Carina Road was an unnamed Crown
Road from 1856 until 1911 when the name
was included in a Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision in the Caravan Head area
along with Scylla Road (named after a sea
monster in Greek mythology encountered
by Jason and the Argonauts). Both Carina
Road and Scylla Road appear to reflect
the earlier naming of Carina Bay and
Scylla Bay.
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Reference

CL
Yorkey’s Knob
Short History of Oyster
Bay (LW)
Yorkeys Knob
CL
Wikipedia

Council file records

Council file records
Internet - https://www.starregistration.com/au/constel
lation/carina
Internet – translation of
meaning for “argo navis”

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
It is of note that, although some sources
have pointed to a similarity to Aboriginal
language, there were no other streets in
that subdivision using Aboriginal language
words. There are, however, a number of
examples of streets in early HoltSutherland Estate subdivisions named
from classical sources (Vesta, Minerva,
Clio and others).

Reference

The name likely comes from the “Carina
Constellation” located in the southern sky.
Carina is a Latin word which means “the
keel” (keel of a ship).

Caringabah
Road (DISC)
20/12/1901

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South &
Woolooware

Carina used to be part of the much larger
constellation Argo Navis. According to
Greek legend, Argo Navis (argo – swift;
navis - ship), was the ship which Jason
commissioned to be built in his quest for
the legendary Golden Fleece. Argo Navis
was assigned as the constellation name by
the Greek astronomer Ptolemy in the 2nd
century. It was the French astronomer
Nicolas Louis de Lacaille who divided it
into the three smaller constellations –
Carina (the keel), Puppis (the stern) and
Vela (the sails) – in the 18th century.
[updated 31/5/2019]
Formerly Bindarra Road from 1894 to
1901

Council file records

Name changed to Caringbah Road in
1911.

Caringbah
Road
23/8/1911

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South &
Woolooware

See also entries entry for Bindarra Road
and Caringbah Road
[updated 6/7/2020]
Adaption of Aboriginal word ‘Kuringbah’
said to mean “paddymelon wallaby,”
Kuringbar” was recorded by the
Anthropological Association of Australasia
in 1900 as a word used in the Nymboida
region of NSW (land of the Gumbaynggirr
language group) with the meaning “paddy
melon”. The term “paddy melon” was a
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The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903.
Council file records
http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/About-

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
former common-use spelling for the
“pademelon” [Thylogale sp.], a small
marsupial, generally described with the
appearance of a small wallaby.

Reference
Council/About-SutherlandShire/About-SutherlandShire

It has been noted that “paddy melon” was
also the name of a melon introduced into
Australia and cultivated as food for the
camels used as transport in the central
and western parts of Australia from around
1840 until the 1920s. Although it
developed into a profuse pest infestation in
the early years of the twentieth century
moving easterly as far as the Darling River
by 1921, no evidence has been found that
this plant was present around Nymboida in
north-east NSW in 1900.
Previously Bindarra Road – registered
1894. Changed 1901 to Caringabah Road,
until 1911 when Caringbah Road started to
appear on plans. The name changes being
accepted without further notification.
Name of street predates suburb and was
source of suburb name.

Carinya
Place
20/5/1965

Kirrawee

For further information see “Origin of
Suburb names” on Council’s web site.
[updated 31/5/2019]
Carinya has been used as a house,
property and feature name in many areas
of Australia, with first mention found in
1898 as a property name at Bungendore in
the southern highlands (Stock and
Station).
Carin’ya was recorded in 1903 as an
Aboriginal language word of the Weriari
(Wiradjuri) people around the Lachlan
River with the meaning: Happy home.
Peaceful ground where tribes meet for
games, &c. on such a spot no fighting
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The Sydney Stock and
Station Journal, 16 Dec
1898 p.3
Science of Man, Vol 5 No
12, Jan 1903
Endacott, 1924
McCarthy, 1952

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
must take place (Science of Man).

Later listings show the spelling as either
“carinya” - “a happy peaceful home”
(Endacott) or “karinya” – “peaceful home”
(McCarthy). Council has a listing of
“Karinyah: “peaceful home.”
Carissa Place Alfords Point Name of plant aka conker berry. In
3/6/1986
subdivision where street names are those
of trees/ plants.
Carmarthen
Menai
In line with use of Welsh place names in
Street
this area it is named after a town in Wales
3/10/1990
near which legend says Merlin was born.
Carmen
Dolans Bay
Likely source of name is that owner at time
Place
of subdivision in 1982 was Carmen
10/5/1982
D’Innocenzo
Carnavon
Yarrawarrah Named after town in Western Australia. In
Street
group of streets named after Western
16/9/1977
Australian locations. Town was named in
1883 after 4th Earl of Carnarvon, Henry
Howard Molyneux, Lord Lieutenant of
County of Southampton, High Steward,
University of Oxford, Constable of
Carnarvon Castle; Secretary of State for
the Colonies 1866-67 and 1874-78, Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland 1885-86.
Carol Avenue Jannali
Origin of name not determined.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1954 by William Robinson.
Source of name not found, but may relate
to wife or other family member.
Caroline
Oyster Bay
Unnamed for short time 1926-27.
Named after Caroline Chisholm (1808Street
27/4/1927
1877) – female emancipist
Caronia
Cronulla &
From 1947 to 2005 parts of street were
Avenue
Woolooware known as Caronia Avenue East/ West.
23/2/1909
Possibly named after town in Sicily.
Caronia
Cronulla
Renamed because split by CronullaAvenue East
Sutherland railway. Those names were
(DISC)
never successfully used for house
3/10/1947
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Caronia
Woolooware Renamed because split by CronullaAvenue West & Cronulla
Sutherland railway. Those names were
(DISC)
never successfully used for house
3/10/1947
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Carrabella
Caringbah & [updated 31/5/1929]
Road (DISC) Woolooware
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Reference

Internet
Internet
DP

Sheppard
www.landgate.wa.gov.au

CL

CL
Short History of Oyster
Bay (LW)
CL
CL

CL

Council file records

Street Name
22/1/1894

Carramar
Crescent
17/6/1948

Suburb

Miranda

Carricks Lane Sutherland
(DISC)
Around 1900

Name Source/ meaning
“Carrabella” was the original spelling of
street name on 1894 plan and corrected
from Carabella to Carrabella on plans in
1908 and 1909 and shown as Carrabella
on a later 1909 plan. Again corrected from
Carabella to Carrabella in 1914, however
in 1929 was again being shown as
Carabella, and in 1936 Carrabella was
crossed out and replaced with Carabella,
which was the accepted spelling from then
on.

Reference

For further information see entry for
Carabella Road.
[updated 31/5/2019]
There is an unreferenced assertion that
part of the South Fairfield area of Sydney
“had been known as Carramar since at
least the 1850s” (Wikipedia). Also
“Carramar” may have been the original
name of a residence built in 1882 by a
Sydney Doctor at Wentworth Falls in the
Blue Mountains (Heritage building).

History of Carramar in
Wikipedia.

The first definite recordings of Carramar
are in listings in Victorian newspapers
dating onwards from 1910 (Argus), and
obtained from an earlier source which is
not referenced and has not been found. It
was indicated to be an Aboriginal
language word meaning “the shade of
trees,” but the area of Australia where the
word was spoken was not mentioned, nor
was there any additional information
provided in later publications which listed
the same word with the same meaning.

Tyrrell, 1933 & 1953

https://www.environment.n
sw.gov.au/heritageapp/Vie
wHeritageItemDetails.aspx
?ID=1170023
The Argus, 9 Dec 1910 p.5

One listing has an alternate spelling of
Karramar with meaning “shade of trees,”
but again fails to provide further
information (Tyrrell).
Unnamed Lane 1885 to around 1926
LB Old Gazettal record in
Carricks Lane, Sutherland – never formally 1925 & National Library
named as this. An advertisement in 1900
Historic Newspapers
states that Carrick's Store was located at
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Street Name

Suburb

Carrington
Avenue
30/3/1931

Caringbah

Carrol Court
6/5/1993

Menai

Carter
Crescent
28/10/1955

Gymea Bay

Carter Road
16/4/1993

Menai

Cartledge
Avenue
18/4/1955

Miranda

Carvers Road Oyster Bay
2/11/1922

Name Source/ meaning
least partly on Lot 16 sec 1 DP1688. It was
a "large store" which probably would have
extended onto Lot 17 which was at the
corner of the lane which was widened later
to form Flora Street.
Also known around 1918 as Leather
Lane.(see entry under that name)
Probably named after one of the 4
members of the Carrington family who
were UK Members of Parliament. In group
four streets named after early 20th century
UK politicians.
Also, Charles Robert Carrington (Lord
Carrington) was Governor of NSW from
1885 to 1890.
JB Carroll lived west of Old Illawarra Rd
opposite Barden Rd in early 1900’s
Named after local pioneer.
At time of subdivision 2 of owners were
James C and Slater L Carter (signatures
on plan) so likely named after owners.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1955 by Slater La Fayette
Carter
Formerly was part of Australia Road.
R and Mrs Carter were early settlers in
area. Mr Carter was President of Progress
Association
Roy Carter (Snr) settled in area in 1920’s
Their land was on Menai Road.
Son was a Councillor.
Horace James Charles “Ossie” Cartledge,
Shire Councillor for 11 years 1948-59 and
was Deputy President just before
subdivision in which street was named, but
possibly unlikely to be named after him
whilst still in office.
Subdivisions in which street was named
were lodged by owners Bertie Maclean
Christian & James Patrick McCloy, so no
apparent connection.
[updated 21/4/2017]
Named after Mr. Nicholas Price Carver
who was the surveyor who carried out the
first trial survey of the Illawarra railway line
south of Georges River in 1873 (at that
time it was intended to cross from either
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Reference

Wikipedia
Australian Dictionary of
Boigraphy, vol 3 (MUP),
1969

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1986 & Parish
maps
ROC 12/10/1992
DP
CL
CL
Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Council file records
List of Councillors –
council website

CL

SH of OB
(LW)
SSHS Bulletin Nov 1978

Street Name

Suburb

Caspian
Place
6/6/1985
Cassandra
Crescent
29/8/1967

Woronora
Heights

Cassia Place
22/3/1966

Loftus

Castelnau
Street
25/5/1916

Caringbah
South

Castle Place
23/3/1965

Sylvania

Heathcote

Castlereagh
Crescent
15/9/1963

Sylvania
Waters

Castlewood
Avenue
11/7/1912

Woolooware

Name Source/ meaning
Rocky Point or Tom Uglys Point and then
traverse through the Holt-Sutherland
Estate). In retirement he purchased the
well laid out garden and orchard of George
Kidd at what is now Kareela, off Bates
Drive. Later Carver moved to and
cultivated a market garden on the area
which later became Salisbury (now
Kareela) Golf Course.
In subdivision where streets named after
Australian native birds. From list on file
appears named after Caspian Plover.
Theme in area is Greek & Roman myths/
places. In Greek mythology Cassandra
was a beauty loved by Apollo. She was
daughter of King & Queen of Troy who
prophesied fall of Troy but not believed.
Named after genus of trees /shrubs known
as Senna or Shower Tree. Includes
species we get cinnamon from. A number
of streets in area named after plants
Named after General Noel de Castelnau
(1851-1944) Allied General during WWI. In
same subdivision as Jellicoe Street which
is named after WWI British admiral.
In area that had been part of John
Connell’s ‘Castle Connell Estate’ from
1833 till bought by Thomas Holt 1861 –
thus could be source of name.
Owners at time of subdivision were Allan
George Taylor and Reginald Berkley
Taylor, so no apparent connection.
Does not seem to be connected to theme
of nearby streets named after famous golf
courses.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Castlereagh River starts
north of Dubbo and joins into Barwon and
then Darling Rivers.
Area was subdivided as “Castlewood
Estate”.
Roads in the Estate were dedicated jointly
by Messrs Anthony Hordern Bull &
Nathaniel George Bull, Charles Fry, John
Skidmore and Richard Edward Fair. Also
signed by Mabel Adeline Shipway and
William Charles Shipway.
The advertisement for the estate in 1912
states that “The Castlewood Estate is
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Reference

Council records – list from
Birds Australia website
Wikipedia

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
The Great War – J
Mowbray

CL

Wikipedia
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Vol 10 No 1 Feb
2007
CL
A Pictorial History of
Cronulla (pg 36)
Internet
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin 197???
LEP 2015 – Heritage List

Street Name

Casuarina
Road
29/6/1984

Casuarina
Road
13/11/1898

Catalpa

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
park-like in appearance, beautifully
wooded, on the crest of the hill . . .”, so it
may have been somebody’s idea of a spot
for a castle in the woods.
Or perhaps named after a mansion named
Castlewood in Castle Wood in UK, which
is on the southern slopes of Severndroog
Castle, the highest point in a direct sightline between London and Paris
Nearby house “Castlewood” at 89
Woolooware Rd built by Thomas Daley (a
Marrickville brickmaker) in 1913
(Subdivision 1912) was one of the first
houses built on the estate, thus not source
of name.
House was home of Dr William Sproule
who practiced at Cronulla c 1911-1929.
Western section originally called Ontario
Avenue (in line with name of estate of
western part)
Alfords Point [updated 10/2/2020]
Botanical name for genus of trees which
What Tree is That by S
includes she-oak, iron wood. In subdivision Macoboy
where streets named after trees / plants.
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
“Casuarina” derives from the modern
Latin word casuarius ‘cassowary’
Council file records
(because of the resemblance of the
branches to the bird’s feathers).
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 15
February 1985 p.764 & 24
Casuarina Road included parts of former
May 1985 p.2297
unnamed Crown Roads opened around
1933, the residues of which were closed in
1985 (Gazetes) and included in
subdivisions of the area.
Gymea Bay [updated 10/2/2020]
Botanical name for genus of trees which
What Tree is That by S
includes she-oak and ironwood.
Macoboy

Menai

“Casuarina” derives from the modern
Latin word casuarius ‘cassowary’
(because of the resemblance of the
branches to the bird’s feathers).

Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

Casuarina Road was part of Sylvania
Road South until 1998, when the isolated
parts of that road were renamed (see also
Greygum Place and Matong Place)
(Gazette)
Botanical name for a small genus of

NSW Govt. Gazette of 13
November 1998 p.8891
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Council file records

What Tree is That by S

Street Name
Grove
12/6/1992

Suburb

Cato Place
17/3/1981

Illawong

Catton Place
6/5/1993

Menai

Cawarra
Road
1/6/1893

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
deciduous northern hemisphere trees
common names Indian Bean, Cigar Tree.
In subdivision where streets named after
tree species.
Probably named after ship Cato sunk with
HMS Porpoise on Wreck Reef off
Queensland coast 17 August 1803. HMS
Porpoise was taking Matthews Flinders
and his charts etc back to UK after his
explorations.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance.
On Pioneer settlers list 1992
HJ Cotton had land north of Menai Rd
between Yala & Billa Rd and in 1931 J &
W Cotton were farmers in Menai– no
Cattons in early records so possibly a
misspelling.
[updated 11/7/2019]

Reference
Macoboy

Cawarra Road was an unnamed and
unmade Crown Road from 1855 to 188788, when the road was built using
“unemployed labour” supplied by the
Casual Labour Board during the
Depression years and was known (and
probably misspelt) as Cowarra Road. The
spelling became “Cawarra” when the road
was named on a Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision plan in 1893.

Council file records

From 1947 to 2006 part on north side of
Cronulla-Sutherland rail corridor was
known as Cawarra Road North, before
being reverted to Cawarra Road
(Gazettes).
Part on south side of Cronulla-Sutherland
rail corridor known as Cawarra Rd South
from 1947 until 1970 when renamed as
Mackay Street (see entry under that
name).
“Cawarra” was the name given by Dr
Henry Lindeman to a property in the
Hunter River area on the Paterson River
which he purchased in 1843 where he
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Wikipedia, Australian
Navigators
Australia’s Maritime
History

Council file records
Parish maps
1931 Sands

Daily Telegraph, 4 Jan.
1889, p.5 and Sydney
Morning Herald , 6 June
1889, p.3
Council file records
Cawarra Road North NSW
Govt Gazette of 3 Oct
1947 p.2338 Reverted
Gazette of 24 Feb 2006
p.1000
Cawarra Road South
Cawarra Road North NSW
Govt Gazette of 3 Oct
1947 p.2338 Renamed
Gazette of 10 Jul 1970
p.2769
http://www.lindemans.com
Walkabout, Vol 39 No 6,
June 1973
Curr, 1886

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
developed a well-known vineyard and
produced wines bearing that name
(Lindemans web site). It has been
suggested that Lindeman’s “Cawarra”
came from an Aboriginal Language word
meaning “running water” or “by the side of
running water” (Walkabout).

Reference
Hodkinson, 1845.
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 4, March 1897
Sydney Morning Herald,
13 Jul 1866 p.5

Included in an 1886 publication, but clearly
indicated that it had been collected several
years earlier in the Burkedin River region
(near Townsville in northern Queensland),
“cawarra” was recorded as one of the
Aboriginal language words for “water”
used by Aboriginal people of that area
(Curr).
Another meaning for “cawarra” recorded in
1845 was the Aboriginal language name of
a place, somewhere in southern
Queensland or northern NSW, where
Aboriginal people conducted manhood
initiation ceremonies. Although the precise
location is not stated, the particular site
was described as a circular plot about
thirty feet in diameter, carefully levelled,
weeded, and smoothed down.
(Hodgkinson)
Although listed after the street was named,
but indicative also of a water-related
meaning, was an Aboriginal language
word “carwar” of the Yowalri
[Yuwaalaraay] people recorded in 1897
near the Barwon River in northern NSW
with the meaning “river” (Anthropological)

Cawarra
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Caringbah

Unlikely, as there was no record of any
ship names used in early Holt-Sutherland
Estate street names, other than coincidental, was that “Cawarra” was the
name of paddle steamer sunk in
Newcastle Harbour in 1866 with loss of 60
lives (SMH).
[updated 31/5/2019]
Cawarra Road was renamed into “north”
and “south” to reflect that it had been split
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Council file records

Street Name

Cawarra
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Suburb

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
by Cronulla-Sutherland railway. Those
names were never successfully used for
house addresses and Cawarra Road North
was reverted to its former name in 2005.
For further information see entry for
Cawarra Road
[updated 51/5/2019]
Cawarra Road was renamed into “north”
and “south” to reflect that it had been split
by Cronulla-Sutherland railway. Cawarra
Road South was renamed as Mackay
Street in 1970.

Council file records

For further information see entries for
Cawarra Road and Mackay Street.
Cecil Street
5/11/1909

Caringbah
South

Cecil Monro
Avenue
21/6/1990

Cronulla

Cedar Place
18/2/1965
Celosia Place
2/4/1969

Kirrawee

Cemetery
Track (DISC)
Circa 1920

Loftus

Sutherland

[updated 13/2/2017]
Named after Cecil Scott, an owner of the
land at the time of subdivision
Includes Palm Street which was renamed
as part of Cecil Street in 1974.
Mr Cecil O (Joe) Monro, estate agent &
publican was Councillor for 34 years from
1914, Shire President 1917-18, 192227,1939 and 1949-51 and later a Member
of the Legislative Assembly (1932-41 and
1950-53).
Off Oak St (but much later subdivision) so
would be named after type of tree.
[updated 10/2/2020]
“Celosia” is a species of flower also known
by common names of “Cocks’ combs” or
“Woolflowers. The street naming theme in
the area is types of plants.
“Celosia” is a Latin word, derived from the
Greek kelos meaning “burnt or dry” (from
the burnt appearance of the flowers in
some species) (Duyker).
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Included in Council road construction and
maintenance list in 1920. Along the
northern side of Woronora Cemetery
between The Boulevard (later Linden
Street) and Boyle Park (later Prince
Edward Park). Was gazetted as a public
pathway in 1925.
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Historic Land Records
CL
Faces of the Shire

www.readyflowers.com.au
Council file records
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

CL

Gaz 14/8/1925

Street Name
Central
Avenue
25/10/1920
Central Road
4/6/1913
Chadwick
Street
(naming date
unknown)

Suburb
Como

Name Source/ meaning
Is in centre of its subdivision.

Miranda

Is in centre of shopping area.

Lucas
Heights

Chakola
Place
8/11/1962

Kirrawee

Private road in ANSTO site. Named after
James Chadwick (1891-1974) who
discovered neutron and won 1935 Nobel
Prize for Physics. His discovery paved way
for uranium fission & atomic bomb.
[updated 10/7/2019]
Chakola is a locality in the Snowy
Mountains region of NSW about 25km
north of Cooma (Wikipedia).
No mention of the name or its origin have
been found prior to 1921 when it was
reported: For many years confusion has
been caused by the similarity of two
centres in the Cooma district — Umeralla
and Numeralla. The Manaro [later Monaro]
Shire Council has agreed to the proposal,
submitted by the Postal Department to
alter the name of Numeralla to “Chakola”. .
. Chakola . . . is the native name of the lyre
bird (Manaro Mercury). In 1926, a historian
writing of that region recorded “Chakola”
with the meaning “place for lyre birds”
(Mitchell).

Chamberlain
Avenue
30/3/1931

Caringbah

Chapman
Lane
12/11/2004
Chapman
Street
21/1/1919

Gymea
Gymea

Council has “chakola” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “lyre
bird.”
In group of streets named after British
politicians (2 of them prime ministers). As
subdivided 1931 (survey 1923) likely
named after Joseph Chamberlain British
Prime Minister at time of Federation.
Lane off Chapman Street

Reference

Wikipedia
The Manaro Mercury, and
Cooma and Bomala
Advertiser, 4 Feb 1921 p.2
Mitchell, Felix F, “Back to
Cooma” Celebrations,
Sydney 1926
Council file records

CL

Origin of name not determined.
CL
Subdivided by Ralph Liddle Houston who
purchased the land from the HoltSutherland Estate, so name not related. In
same subdivision as Premier Street.
Possibly named after a Chapman who was
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Street Name

Suburb

Chapman
Street North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Chapman
Street South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Charles
Place
30/11/1960

Jannali

Charlotte
Place
11/10/1983

Illawong

Charlton
Place
22/4/1980

Menai

Chaun Street
(DISC)

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
involved in 1st World War.
From 1947 till 2005 parts of street were
named Chapman Street North/ South.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Origin of name not determined.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by Arana Pty Ltd, so no
apparent connection.
Probably named after First Fleet transport
ship ‘Charlotte’ (1788).
Area theme - names of historical nautical
significance and settlers.
or schooner ‘Queen Charlotte’ whose crew
was murdered by native pearl fishermen in
1813.
or Government brig ‘Princess Charlotte’
lost at sea in 1820.
or schooner ‘Charlotte’ wrecked on her
maiden voyage in 1825
or another ‘Charlotte’ wrecked near
Newcastle in 1827.
or another ‘Charlotte’ wrecked also off
Newcastle in 1833.
and yet another ‘Charlotte’ wrecked near
Java in 1835.
and the ‘Charlotte’ wrecked off the
Mornington Peninsular in 1880
or the convict ship ‘Royal Charlotte’ (1825)
or convict ship ‘Princess Charlotte’ (1827)
Replaced an unnamed Crown road dating
from 1938 closed in 1980
Named after Andrew Murray ‘Boy’
Charlton (1907-1975), famous Australian
Swimmer. Nicknamed ‘Manly Flying Fish’
won 1500m at 1924 Olympics. Subdivision
where streets named after Australian
swimmers.
A road shown on undated old street map
of the Shire running easterly off Acacia
Road just south of the Sutherland-Cronulla
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Reference

CL

CL

CL

Internet

Australia’s Maritime
History

Internet

Internet

Microfiche plan in Local
History file c 1939- 46

Street Name

Suburb

Chelmsford
Avenue
8/11/1911

Cronulla

Cherana
Place
5/6/1968
Cherrywood
Grove
10/12/1991
Chester
Street
5/6/1962

Kareela

Chester
Street (DISC)
Circa 1884

Sutherland

Chestnut
Street
5/5/1967
Chipilly
Avenue
9/3/1921

Loftus

Chisholm
Road
(1992)

Kurnell

Menai
Sylvania

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Railway Line - there does not appear to be
any registered plan confirming such a road
(around Best Street).

Reference
Watson 1944

In group of streets (with Warwick,
Oakham, Durham) named after towns
which are chief towns of English Counties.
Is chief town Cheshire County
[updated 27/4/2017]
Name shown on 1884 survey plan as the
part of The Boulevarde and The
Boulevarde (now Sumner Street) between
Glencoe Street and Kurrajong Street
(excluding railway corridor)
Type of tree. A number of streets in area
named after plants.

Wikipedia

Named by W Ainsworth (local resident,
Shire President 1919-21) after WW1 battle
field near the Somme – battle August
1918.
Part of the “Cronulla to Kurnell” road
constructed around 1937 which ran
through what is now the centre of the oil
refinery to Polo Street, the remnant part of
which was not named officially until 1992
Probably named after Caroline Chisholm

Pg 29 Engadine 18252001 by R Seville

Cunningham. M C, A
description of the
Tugumbir Dialect of
Chaun was recorded in 1944 as an
Banjalang,
Uni
Aboriginal language word of the south-east
Queensland, 1969
of Queensland, being derived from an
earlier word collected in 1913 in the lands
of Wangerriburra people. Chaun with
meaning “country, place” is described as a
contraction of “chagun” (Watson). A 1969
listinh has “chagun” with the meaning of
“earth”, as in ground in the Tulumbir
language of Banjalang (Cunningham).
Named after State Governor (1909-1913), A Short Authentic History
Rt Hon Frederic John Napier Thesiger, 3rd of Cronulla
& Macquarie Book of
Baron (later 1st Viscount) Chelmsford,
Events
Lord Chelmsford. He visited Cronulla with
Lady Chelmsford November 1912 to lay
stone for extension of School of Arts
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
www.alldownunder.com
yacht (Overall winner 1959) as are the
other streets in this subdivision.
Named after species of tree in line with
theme of subdivision.
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LPI historic plan

Australian Dictionary of
Biography Vol 1
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Christina
Place
5/6/1968
Christopher
Place
7/7/1967

Kareela

Chritchet
Street (DISC)
10/1/1939

Bundeena

Woolooware

Chritchet
Street (DISC)
Prior 1930

Waterfall

Chullora
Crescent
6/4/1962

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
(1808-1877) – philanthropist who helped
immigrants.
It is of note that the road runs off Sir
Joseph Banks Drive. The Australian five
dollar note issued up to 1991 had Banks
on the obverse and Chisholm on the
reserve.
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1946) as are most of
the other streets in this subdivision.
Road off Wren Place – thus likely named
after Christopher Wren English architect/
astronomer (1632 -1723). Most famous
building St Paul’s Cathedral, London.
Resumed as “Crown Branch Road” in
1914 connecting to an unnamed road
(possibly known locally as Meyrick Street)
in 1886 subdivision.
Renamed Bundeena Drive in 1963.
Sometimes spelt Critchett. Possibly named
after Richard Cornelius Critchett Walker
who was early settler north of river and
Principal Secretary to Colonial Secretary
1879-1903 and a National Park Trustee
1889.
Local name prior to naming of Warabin
Street In 1930. Also had other local names
of Leicester Street and Church Street.
Probably named after Richard Cornelius
Critchett Walker. He was Principal
Secretary to Colonial Secretary 1879-,
National Park Trustee 1889.
[updated 30/8/2019]
Chullora was described as a new Sydney
suburb when land was being sold at a
“Chullora Estate” opposite the new goods
railway line in 1917. (SMH). A listing in
1926/27 indicates that Chullora Junction
railway station was named: after name of
the adjacent estate. An Aboriginal word
meaning “Flour” (Irish). That agreed with a
recording of “Chullora” meaning “Flour”
made in 1834 by Government surveyor
James Larmer at “Brisbane Water and
Tuggera Beach Lakes” on the Central
Coast of NSW, north of Hawkesbury River
(Larmer).
An explanation put forward in a 2005
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Reference
Internet

www.alldownunder.com
Who Did What

CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1977

CL

Sydney Morning Herald,
24 Mar 1917 p.19
Irish, 1927.
Larmer, J., “Native
Vocabulary of
Miscellaneous New South
Wales Objects,” Journal of
the Royal Society of of
NSW, paper read 9
November 1898, Vol 32,
pp. 223-9
Steele, 2005

Street Name

Suburb

Church Street Woolooware
30/12/1913

Church Street Waterfall
(DISC)
Prior 1930
Churchill
Avenue
30/9/1946

Kirrawee

Clare Street
12/1/1882

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
thesis was that Chullora comes from
“dhulara” meaning “ash”, noted in the
Sydney region by William Dawes in 1790-1
and that: the same ‘powdery white’ word is
used for ‘frost’, ‘flour’ and the suburb
‘Chullora’ (Steele). It is of note that, in
1878, the words “duria or dirir” with the
meaning “dust (flour, etc.)” had been
recorded in a list supplied by John Rowley
who lived in the Sydney region. (Ridley)
The making of ‘flour’ by Aboriginal people
in various parts of Australia is described by
several authors (eg. Curr). Grass seeds
were collected and ground between two
stones hollowed out for the purpose, the
‘flour’ then made into ‘dough’ and baked
as ‘bread.’
Whilst a church was never built in street
there was a proposal to build one there
around 1912 with money (2500 pounds)
from Nathaniel Bull’s will. Instead because
land considered too far from Cronulla the
church (St Andrews Anglican) was built
closer to Cronulla.
Renamed as part Warabin Street in 1930.
Possibly had been church in street.
Also had other local names of Leicester
Street and Chritchett Street.
As first named 1946 likely that street was
named after Sir Winston Churchill. Prime
Minister of United Kingdom during Second
World War.
First named 1882 on DP registered by
James Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Could have been
misspelling of name of Clara Rice who
with parents and sisters had settled in area
in 1873. Their house adjoined street.
Also could be named after the old town of
Clare in Suffolk countryside with
a 13th century Augustinian Priory, and the
stone keep ruins of Clare Castle dating
back to William the Conqueror.
Clare Street has a junction with Mowbray
Street but does not seem to have any
connection, other than a mention in the
Magna Carta that Sir Roger de Mowbray,
1st Lord Mowbray was married to Rose de
Clare.
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Reference
Ridley, Rev W. “Australian
Languages and Traditions”
in Anthropological Institute
of Great Britain and Ireland
Vol 7 1878
Curr, 1886

A Short History of St
Andrews Anglican Church
Cronulla

CL

DP

Internet

Street Name
Clarence
Crescent
29/7/1964

Suburb
Sylvania
Waters

Claret Ash
Grove
23/9/1992
Clarke Place
7/4/1982

Menai

Classen
Street
8/10/1965

Sylvania

Clements
Parade
26/10/1928

Kirrawee

Menai

Clerke Place
10/5/2006

Kurnell

Cleveland
Place
20/8/1971

Bonnet Bay

Cliff Haven
Place
18/5/1966

Yowie Bay

Clifford Road
1/2/1913

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Clarence River is in north
eastern NSW – flows through Grafton and
Maclean. River named after Duke of
Clarence (1765-1837) who became King
William IV.
Named after species of tree in line with
theme of subdivision.

Reference

Named after Ron (Ronald William) Clarke
(born 1937) distance runner. In group of
streets named after Australian athletes.
In group with Leichhardt, Gilbert, Roma etc
streets would be named after Adolph (or
Adolf) Classen who was Ludwig
Leichhardt’s Deputy on last (1848)
expedition to inland Australia. He was
German and Leichhardt’s brother in law.
John Findlater Clements was surveyor on
subdivision plan in 1928 so likely named
after him. He has stood for election to
Council in 1924 but was unsuccessful.
Owners who lodged plan on which street
was named were Kenneth Charles Craig
and Philip Aubrey Holman, so no apparent
connection.
(private road). In line with areas theme of
sea explorers/ navigators named after
Charles Clerke. He completed his 2nd
circumnavigation of world with Cook on
Endeavour, on Cook’s 3rd voyage he
commandeered the Discovery and took
over command of expedition when Cook
killed at Hawaii. He died near end of
voyage. Named 2005.
Named after 22nd and 24th US President
Grover Cleveland (1885–89, 1893-97)
That Bonnet Bay street names be those of
US presidents was recommended by
Deputy Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to
by Parkes Development and Council
Named after sandstone house built circa
1932 by stonemason Roy Ellis (still exists
at 16 Wonga Road)
Name would mean a place of safety or
refuge on a cliff.
May have been named after Major
General Sir Henry Hugh Clifford VC
KCMG CB (12 September 1826 – 12 April

BDCA
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Randwick Council website

Internet

DP
Kirkby Index
CL

Council file records

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Echoes from the Bay
LEP 2015 – Heritage list

Internet

Street Name

Clio Street
13/2/1882

Clothier Road
31/7/1996

Clough
Avenue
Prior 1922

Clovelly
Street (DISC)
1886

Suburb

Sutherland

Menai

Illawong

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
1883) who was an English recipient of the
Victoria Cross.
He served in South Africa against the
Gaikas and then against the Boers. He
took part in the Crimean war, where he
received the appointment of aide-de-camp
to Sir George Brown, commanding the
light division, and was present at Alma and
Inkerman, and for his gallantry in the latter
battle was decorated with the Victoria
cross, by leading one of the charges,
killing one of the enemy with his sword,
disabling another and saving the life of a
soldier (5 November 1854).
Is in same subdivision as Raglan Road,
also apparently named after a Crimean
War personality.
Originally an unnamed Crown Road dating
from around 1855 which extended
westerly to the original location of Sylvania
Road. The part west of Kiora Road was
closed in 1913 so that area could be resubdivided – the southern half of
Blackwood Street in located on the closed
road.
[updated 10/2/2020]
Clio in Greek mythology was the Greek
muse of History, daughter of the god Zeus
and Mnemosyne, the goddess of memory
(Duyker & Internet).
Clio Street was included in the 1882
subdivision of the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
There are some other streets in the Estate
apparently named from mythology (Vesta,
Minerva and later Scylla and Carina).
I G Clothier was early settler in area. Land
was east of Old Illawarra Road near
Gerald St on early maps
He was a vet and farmer.
On 1992 pioneer settlers list
Unnamed Crown Road circa1896. Named
sometime between 1896 and 1922 while
area was part of the Municipality of
Hurstville.
Charles Clough was a Hurstville Council
alderman 1894-1900.
[updated 30/5/2017]
A map in 1886 indicates that it was
intended to name a road west of
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Reference

CL

Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
Internet
Council file records

Parish maps
1930 Sands directory
Council file records
CL

The History of Hurstville
Council Elections
Street Names in Early
Sutherland by Fred

Street Name

Clubb
Crescent
14/10/1948
Clubb Lane
18/2/2005
Clyde
Avenue
28/5/1920

Coachwood
Crescent
30/4/1984
Coast
Avenue
10/10/1906
Cobargo
Road
25/6/1966

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Sutherland Railway Station as “Clovelly
Street” however when the subdivision plan
of the “second subdivision of Sutherland
Township” was lodged in 1887 it was
changed to Robertson Street.

“Clovelly” was the name of the long-time
residence at Watsons Bay of Sir John
Robertson KCMG, the first chairman of the
trustees of the National Park, and on five
occasions was Premier of NSW including
late 1885 to early 1886.
Miranda
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1948 by owner Elma J
Clubb, so probably named after her.
Miranda
Unnamed Lane from 1916 to 2005
Lane off Clubb Crescent
Cronulla
[updated 19/10/2017]
Originally a dead-end street off the
southern side of Lewis Street, it was
continued through to Allison Road on land
purchased by Sutherland Shire Council in
July and November 1930.
Agnes Avenue on the northern side of
Lewis Street was renamed as a
continuation of Clyde Avenue on 8/4/1932.
Likely named after Clyde, an inner western
suburb of Sydney near Parramatta, which
was named after River Clyde in Scotland.
(Many of the residents in Cronulla area
had come from around Parramatta).
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs.
Includes parts of former Crown roads –
Nurrung Road and Belinda Road.
Cronulla
Possibly relates to location being near the
coast.
Gymea Bay

Reference
Midgley Suth Shire Hist
Soc Bulletin Feb 1986

ADB online

CL
CL
CL
Council file records
GG 8/4/1932

CL
DP

[updated 10/7/2019]
As Cobargo Road is in a group of streets
named after South Coast locations
(Huskisson, Nowra, etc), it would be
named after the town of Cobargo near
Bega.
“Cobargo” was a pastoral property in that
area operating under that name by 1843
(SMH). In 1904 Cobargo was recorded in
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Council file records
Sydney Morning Herald, 3
Feb 1843 p.3
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
7, Aug 1904

Street Name

Suburb

Cockcroft
Place
(naming date
unknown)

Lucas
Heights

Collicott
Place
10/7/1992
Collins Place
22/3/1972

Barden
Ridge

Columbine
Close
5/4/1973

Loftus

Colwyn Close
23/4/2004

Menai

Combara
Avenue
2/10/1958

Caringbah

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
that region as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “grandfather” (Science of Man).
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Sir John Douglas Cockcroft (1897-1967)
who won 1951 Physics Nobel Prize for
research on transmutation of atomic
nuclei. In 1933 he produced artificial
radioactivity.
Named after John Thomas Collicott (17981840) Hobart Postmaster 1822-40 (area
has Australian Pioneers theme)
Believed to be named after the Collins
family who moved to Anzac Avenue,
Engadine on Anzac Day 1931, and were
long-term residents. Daughter Edith
“Dorrie” Collins, who used to ligh the gas
street lamps in Engadine, celebrated her
100th birday on 11 January 2016 as a
resident of John Paul Village, Heathcote.
As number of streets in area named after
plants probably named after common
name of genus Aquilegia a flowering
herbaceous perennial plant
Seaside borough in North Wales, town is
Colwyn Bay. Theme of naming streets in
area is names of Welsh locations.
[updated 10/7/2019]
Noted in Council records as named after a
town south of Coonamble in central NSW.
“Combara” was the name of a pastoral
property in that area occupied by 1857
(Maitland Mercury).
Recorded in 1886 as “Kombara” meaning
both “yesterday” or “tomorrow” in the
Aboriginal language of the Wailwun people
in the region around Brewarrina and
Barwon River. It was noted in that entry
that: it will be noticed that yesterday and
tomorrow are expressed by the same
word. (Curr). When from 1903 it was the
name of a Railway station (Rail web site),
the spelling as “Combara” was used, as
was the dual meaning stated as: an
Aboriginal word meaning a day away as
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Reference
www.ansto.gov.au

CR (No ROC found)
ADB Online
St George & Sutherland
Shire Leader 20/1/2016

Wikipedia

Wikipedia

Council file records
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 19 Feb 1857
p.3
Curr, 1886
https://www.nswrail.net/loc
ations/show.php?name=N
SW:Combara
Irish, 1927.
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Tomorrow” or “Yesterday” (Irish).

Reference

Later listings abbreviate the meaning to
“tomorrow” only (McCarthy). That was
apparently the source of the Council file
record of “combara” meaning “tomorrow.”
NOTE: a similar dual meaning was
recorded for “coombah” — see entry for
Coombah Avenue.
Commons
Point Road
(DISC)
Prior 1889

Cowarra
Road (DISC)

Taren Point

Caringbah

[updated 21/5/2020]
Commons Point Road was the name of
the road later incorporated into Taren
Point Road (Daily Telegraph).

Historical information in
The name derives from the former name of Council file records
Taren Point, known officially as Commons
Point, with variations of Cummins Point
and Comyns Point.
[updated 31/5/2019]
Cowarra Road was the reported name of
the road built in 1887-8 in the HoltSutherland Estate within a previously
unnamed Crown road reserve (Telegraph
& SMH).

Circa 1887-8

The Daily Telegraph, 2
January 1889, p.7

Daily Telegraph, 4 Jan.
1889, p.5 and Sydney
Morning Herald , 6 June
1889, p.3

For further information see Cawarra Road
Cummins
Point Road
(DISC)
Comyns
Point Road
(DISC)
Como
Crescent
(DISC)
circa May
1887

Taren Point

see Commons Point Road

Taren Point

see Commons Point Road

Jannali /
Sutherland

[uodated 24/4/2017]
Como Crescent was the name of the road
along the eastern side of the railway line
on the 1887 auction plan of Queen’s
Jubilee Estate (now part of Jannali). The
plan indicated a road continuing north to
the Como Railway Station and the whole
area serviced from that railway station was
known as Como at the time ― this would
appear to be the reason for the street
name.
However, when the survey plan of the
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National Library historical
plan collection

LPI historical plan

Street Name

Suburb

Como Parade Como &
25/8/1913
Jannali

Como Parade Jannali
(DISC)
15/2/1888

Name Source/ meaning
subdivision was lodged the following year,
the name shown on that road was “Como
Parade”, and there was no road
continuimg north.

Reference

Nonetheless, the name “Como Crescent”
appears to have still been in use until in
NSW Government Gazette No 99 of 25
July 1930 folio 2969, Sutherland Shire
Council notified that approval had been
given ‘to alter the name of those portions
of Waterford-parade and Como-parade,
between George’s River road and the
Grand-parade, to ”Jannali-avenue”’.

GG

The locality name Como came from its
resemblance to Lake Como in Itally,
according to the manager of the HoltSutherland Estate who selected the name.
[updated 24/4/2017]
Road along generally western side of the
Illaewarra Railway from the original
location fo Como Railway southerly to
Bindea Street. No action was ever taken to
extend the road further soutn to a road of
the same name in the Queens Jubillee
Township (which is now part of Jannali
Avenue).

Origin of Suburb Name.

LPI Historic plans
See entry fot Como
Crescent (DISC)

Name relates the area serviced at that
Origin of Suburb Name.
time by Como Railway Station. The locality
name Como came from its resemblance to
Lake Como in Itally, according to the
manager of the Holt-Sutherland Estate
who selected the name.
[uipdated 24/4/2017]
NOT THE ROAD CURRENTLY WITH
THIS NAME (see separate entry)
Was originally named as “Como Crescent” National Library historical
in the 1887 auction plan of Queen’s
plan collection
Jubilee Estate (now part of Jannali).
However, when the survey plan of the
subdivision was lodged the following year,
the name shown on that road was “Como
Parade”.

LPI historical plan

Nonetheless, the name “Como Crescent”
appears to have still been in use until in
NSW Government Gazette No 99 of 25

GG
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Street Name

Como Road
10/1/1911

Suburb

Oyster Bay

Name Source/ meaning
July 1930 folio 2969, Sutherland Shire
Council notified that approval had been
given ‘to alter the name of those portions
of Waterford-parade and Como-parade,
between George’s River road and the
Grand-parade, to ”Jannali-avenue”’.

Reference

The name of the locality Como came from
its resemblance to Lake Como in Itally,
according to the manager of the HoltSutherland Estate who selected the name.
[updated 24/4/2017]
At the time road was named it was within
the area known as Como, being the area
accessed from Como Railway Station.

Origin of Suburb Name

SH of OB (LW)

Origin of Suburb Name

Como Street
(DISC)
circa 1886

Sutherland

The name of the locaity came from its
resemblance to Lake Como in Itally,
according to the manager of the HoltSutherland Estate who selected the name.
[updated 24/4/2017]
Proposed name in 1886 for road on
SSHS Bulletin Feb 1986
western side of railway at Sutherland
Township which became East Parade
when final subdivision plan lodged in 1887.
Possibly considered that the road would
continue along railway line towards Como.
(along Waterford Parade)

Condon
Street
5/9/1952

Caringbah

Conifer Place Engadine
5/2/1968
Conjola Place Gymea Bay
25/6/1966

Como came from its resemblance to Lake Origin of Suburb name
Como in Itally, according to the manager
of the Holt-Sutherland Estate who selected
the name.
Subdivision in which street was named
CL
was lodged in 1951 by Henry George
Condon, so most likely named after him.
Is also name of outback NSW town as are Council file records
nearby Curban Lane and Combara Street.
Botanical name for pine trees and like
[updated 10/7/2019]
In group of streets named after South
Council file records.
Coast places (Huskisson, Nowra, etc) so is
Cambage, R.H., “Captain
named after Lake Conjola near Nowra.
Cook's Pigeon House, and
Early South Coast
When Surveyor Thomas Florance was
Exploration” in Ulladulla
surveying that area in 1828, he noted the
and Milton Times, 26 Aug
Aboriginal language name of the estuary,
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Street Name

Suburb

Connell Road
10/1/1911

Oyster Bay

Connels
Road
21/3/1930

Cronulla

Connor Place
28/8/1981

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
with a ‘dry bar’ at its entrance as
Cundjuhrong, later shown as Cunjurong
(Cambage). By early 1837, Conjola River
was being used in Government notices
however in 1840 the locality was being
shown as Congola, including Lake
Congola (Gazette), which lasted until 1877
when it changed to Conjola (GNB).
There is no definite recording of a local
meaning for Conjola or any of its previous
spellings. The supposition is that it was
“believed” to be from an Aboriginal
language word “kongoola,” suggested as
the name of a freshwater fish which lived
in the lake (Internet). It is of note that a
listing published in 1926, recorded
“Kongoola” as a South Australian word
meaning “river fish,” (Daily News) however
this may have been a corruption of an
1879 recording of “Kongoola” in southeastern South Australia with meaning
“river crayfish” (Wyatt) which agreed with
other recordings as Kongola; Koongoola;
koongooloo, all meaning “crayfish”
recorded from 1844 to 1886 in southern
Queensland thence along the Darling
River to the Murray River (Curr).
John Connell early landholder in area.
He owned land in Shire including Kurnell
and Sylvania from 1821 to his death 1849.
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Named after early owner of area where
street is - John Connell Jnr. (Name
misspelt). Formerly named Beach Road.
In early 1915, Council decided to alter the
name of Beach Road to that of the Shire
pioneer John Connell, but did receive a
request from ex-Councillor McAlister to
name it “Riviera” after the “Riviera Estate”
where it was located. The Council was
also to look at an appropriate word with
meaning “slope to the sea.” Council then
decided not to alter name.
Name Beach Road still in 1930 Sands
directory. Renamed to Connels Road in
1930.
Paddy Connor was an escaped convict
who reached Fiji in 1800 along with 26
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Reference
1916, p.8
NSW Govt. Gazettes, 25
Jan 1837, p.77 & 25 Nov
1840, p.1257
Geographical Names
Board web site

http://maps.travelmate.com
.au/Places/Places.asp?To
wnName=Lake+Conjola

The Daily News (Perth), 16
Dec 1926 p.9

Wyatt, 1879.
4 entries at various
locations, in Curr, 1886
SH of OB (LW)
Sutherland Shire- a history
to 1939
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1988
St George Call 15/5/1915
p.3 and 29/5/1915 p.6

Gaz 21/3/1930
Australia’s Maritime
History

Street Name

Conway
Street
3/10/1990
Cooinda
Street
7/2/1964

Suburb

Menai
Yarrawarrah

Name Source/ meaning
others who were gradually killed off and
eaten by the cannibal natives. Connor
managed to survive until 1840 by being
attached to the torture staff of the king of
Rewa and exerted a terrible influence
among the natives until his patron died.
Area has name of Australian historical
nautical significance
Another later significant person was
Charles Yelverton O’Connor, West
Australian Colony’s Engineer-in-Chief, who
was instrumental in the building of the
Fremantle Harbour.
In line with theme of naming streets in
area after places in Wales probably named
after river and town in North Wales
[updated 10/7/2019]
“Cooinda” was a rural property occupied
by 1858 at Belfast (later Port Fairy) on the
south-western coast of Victoria (Argus). A
Mebourne newspaper in 1906 listed
“cooinda” as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “your nose” and mentions also
that “kooinda” means “day or sunlight,”
both of which apparently come from an
earlier source (Australasian). Possibly
“Cooinda” is derived from “cong’atha”
meaning “nose” recorded in Victoria in
1851 (Bunce), however no earlier source
for “kooinda” has been found.
“Cooinda” is also the name of a stilloperating pastoral property in central
Queensland occupied prior to 1896. In
1890, a Queensland newspaper had
published a listing composed by a person
who had worked extensively with the
Queensland Aboriginal people: that list
including “cooinda” meaning “a possum”
(Meston).
In 1949, a book with an emphasis of South
Australian Aboriginal language words
included the entry “Cooinda” meaning
“happy place” (Cooper). No earlier source
has been found for that meaning or for
another of “a peaceful meeting place” an
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Reference

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/81
Council file records
Internet

Internet

The Argus, 21 Dec 1858
p.4
The Australasian, 9 Jun
1906, p.35
Bunce, 1859
Meston A., in The
Queenslander, 16 Aug
1890 p.299
Cooper, 1949
Various Internet sites

Street Name

Suburb

Cook Road
10/1/1911
Cook Street
5/11/1909

Oyster Bay

Cook Street
18/1/1918

Cronulla

Cook Street
11/10/1882

Cook Street
19/7/1929

Coolabah
Place
8/7/1957

Caringbah
South

Kurnell

Sutherland

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
unreferenced meaning found on other web
sites relating to house and community
sites.
Named after Captain James Cook
Other streets in same subdivision (Want
and Wentworth) appear to be related to
the Holt-Sutherland Estate shareholders.
Possibly named after Captain James
Cook. No known relationship with P J
Cooper and another who lodged the
subdivision.
Probably named after Captain James
Cook. Nearby street named after famous
explorers.
Subdivision in which street named was
lodged by A Schell, so no apparent
relation.
Named after Captain James Cook. Roads
in subdivision named after famous seafaring explorers.
Part included in Captain Cook Drive in
1954
Unmade part within Kamay Botany Bay
National Park officially closed in 1963
Part within oil refinery closed in 1964,
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1929 as Cook’s Estate by
Robert William Cook, who was a coach
proprietor of Sutherland in early 1900’s.
He was Shire Councillor 1906-11, 191420, 1922-32, Shire President 1916 & 1928.
[updated 10/7/2019]
Coolabah is a eucalypt tree (Eucalyptus
coolabah) common in many areas of
Australia near watercourses and in places
subject to occasional inundation. Also
identified in a similar type of location as
“coolibah” (Eucalyptus microtheca)
(Inernet).
An 1860 recording of “coolabah” related to
cattle runs in western Queensland
(Moreton Bay Courier) and in 1874
referred to a watercourse off the
Castlereagh River in northern NSW
(Armidale Express).
Coolabah is apparently derived from an
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Reference

SH of OB (LW)

CL
CL
DP

CL
Suth Shire Some Early
Residents
Council website
Wikipedia and other web
sites.
The Moreton Bay Courier,
15 Nov 1860 p.2
The Armidale Express and
New England General
Advertiser, 7 Feb 1874 p.2
Ridley, 1866
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal language word first found in an
1866 publication as a Kamilaroi language
word “kulaba” meaning “box tree” (Ridley).
Later there are several listings of
Aboriginal language words starting from
1899 which have various spellings as
coolabah, coolibah, coolabark, coolarbar
and Koolabar generally have the meaning
as a tree of types: “box,” “black box ,”
“flooded box ,” “stunted box” or “black
oak” (see: Anthropological Survey;
Science of Man; Thorpe; Endacott;
Cooper; McCarthy).

Coolangatta
Avenue
9/4/1958

Burraneer

A recent study suggests that coolabah
may have come from “gulabaa” in the
Yuwaalayaay language of North-West
NSW/ South-West Queensland, which is
possibly derived from “gula” (tree fork) and
“-baa” (place of, time of) (Gamilaraay etc.
Dictionary).
[updated 10/7/2019]
Coolangatta Avenue appears to have been
named after an historic house built in 1910
on the spot now occupied by the cul-desac of that street. The house was moved
to Bundeena in 1957 and now known as
“Bundeena House” (SSHS). It is also the
name of a heritage-listed house at 93
Dolans Road (LEP).
Coolangatta was first recorded as the
name of a pastoral property on the
northern shore of the Shoalhaven River. A
1929 newspaper article of the history of
that area indicates that an original
European settler in the area, Alexander
Berry, spelled it in three different ways
(Coolungatta, Cullengatty, and
Coolangatta) in 1822 and 1823, and
Surveyor James McBrien spelled it
Coolungatta in 1824 (Meston).
In 1866, Coolangatta is described as a
lofty peak rising 1000 feet above sea level
. . . the estate and residence of Messrs.
Berry lying at its feet (Whitworth). In 1896,
it was included in an article on “The
Aboriginal names of places” as
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Reference
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
4 May 1900; Vol 3 No 10
Nov 1900; Vol 6 No 5 Jun
1903; Vol 10 No 12 Apr
1909
Endacott, 1924
Thorpe, 1927
Cooper, 1949
McCarthy, 1952
“Gamilaraay-YuwaalaraayYuwaalayaay Dictionary”
https://www.dnathan.com/c
lient/GY/GYDEX/index.htm
l

“The Origins of Bundeena
House” in Sutherland Shire
Historical Society Bulletin,
November 2011.
Heritage listings in
Sutherland Shire Local
Environment Plans for
2006 and 2015.
A Meston article in The
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 Feb 1929, p.16
Whitworth, 1866
Thornton - Sydney
Morning Herald (NSW :
1842 - 1954), Saturday 28
March 1896, page 7

Science of Man Vol 3 No 6
21/7/1900 & Vol 6 No 5

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
'Coolangatta' signifies the highest land
(Thornton).
A listing in1900 also points to Coolangatta
as a mountain or hill in that location
although there is again a spelling variation:
“Coorangatta. A mountain near
Coolangatta” (Science of Man). In 1903
Coolangatta is attributed as an Aboriginal
language word with meanings of “Elbow
hill, or a large hill; a good lookout (Science of man). That last meaning
seems to have been taken up in a later
recording of Coolangatta meaning “a
splendid view” (Endacott).

Reference
22/6/1903
Endacott, 1924
Organ, 1993
Shoalhaven City Council
web site, with particular
reference to minutes of its
Aboriginal Advisory
Committee -https://www.shoalhaven.ns
w.gov.au

The property and later town of Coolangatta
may however have been known by a
different local Aboriginal language word. A
1993 study lists a reference in 1902 to
“Djullubung” as the “native name of
Coolangatta”, and other references to
Coolangatta in 1898 as “Dhunumbagang”,
and in 1900 as “Jellumbagong”. (Organ)

Coolgardie
Place
3/8/1965

Sutherland

The matter of the spelling of the Aboriginal
language name of the mountain near the
Shoalhaven River has now been clarified.
The local Aboriginal community, to which
the area including the mountain is
spiritually and culturally significant, know it
as “Cullinghutti.” That name has been
acknowledged by the Shoalhaven City
Council and the National Parks and
Wildlife Service, and in 2016 a decision
was made to include Cullinghutti as the
Aboriginal language name for Coolangatta
on Council Place Name signs
(Shoalhaven City Council)
[updated 10/7/2019]
Coolgardie Place is in a group of streets
named after Western Australian
places/people.
Founded as a gold-mining town with
various names, the name Coolgardie was
gazetted in 1893.
In 1904, the Colonial Secretary’s Office of
Western Australia provided two brief
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Council file records
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
1, Feb 1904
Reed, 1977
http://www.aussietowns.co
m.au/town/coolgardie-wa

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
explanations: (1) “Coolgardie - Goodardie.
Namor hole” and (2) “Coolgardi. - Named
after boy that found water hole” (Science
of Man). That second meaning was
repeated in a 1977 publication (Reed).
Later investigations by local authorities
and historical bodies published on the
Internet have apparently ignored that
explanation. A summary follows of all the
suggestions:
“golgardi” spelt by Europeans as
Coolgardie from either (1) name given to a
prominent waterhole in the area; or (2) the
Aboriginal language name for the district

Reference
http://www.kalgoorliehistor
y.org.au/towns/Coolgardie
https://www.coolgardie.wa.
gov.au/documents/1499/sh
ire-of-coolgardieinforrmation-directory
http://www.outbackfamilyhi
story.com.au/records/recor
d.php?record_id=117&tow
n=Coolgardie
http://www.wanowandthen.
com/Coolgardie.html

“coolcardie” meaning “a rockhole
surrounded by mulga trees”—
unreferenced to “koolgoor” said to mean
“mulga trees”.
“koolgoor-biddie,” a Wangkathaa language
word meaning “the mulga tree in the
hollow”.
“cholla-garda,” the name of a local type of
tree.
“cookardie” the Aboriginal language name
for “the rocky pool at the end of a low
ridge”
"coorgardie", the Aboriginal language
name for a large Bungarra (monitor) lizard.

Coolidge
Crescent
16/10/1980

Bonnet Bay

Coolum

Yowie Bay

None of the explanations provided has any
reference to the source for that
information. Therefore, the meaning of
“Coolgardie” must be regarded as
unconfirmed.
Named after 30th US President Calvin
Natures Doorstep The
Coolidge (1923-29) That Bonnet Bay
Bonnet Bay Story by C
street names be those of US presidents
Burgess
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
[updated 10/7/2019]
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Street Name
Place
12/10/1972

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Coolum Place was likely named after
Coolum Beach on the Sunshine Coast of
Queensland.
Release of pastoral properties in that
Sunshine Coast area was in 1871, with
one being named as “Mount Coolum”
(Maryborough Chronicle) Coolum was
recorded in 1904 as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “mountain”
(Science of Man).

Reference
Maryborough Chronicle,
Wide bay and Burnett
Advertiser, 12 Oct 1871
p.2
Science of Man a, Vol 7
No 5, Jun 1904
Watson, 1944

In 1944, it was recorded that Coolum
came from the language of the local Kabi
Aboriginal people and likely had
connections with a Dreamtime legend: A
mountain near the Maroochy River. The
name is derived from gulu'm or kulu'm,
meaning “without” or “wanting” or “blunt.”
This mountain is peakless, or without a
head, i.e., head or top wanting. The name
is probably derived from a local aboriginal
legend that Mount Ninderry and Mount
Coolum once fought and the former
knocked the latter's head into the sea,
where it became Majimba, or Old Woman,
Island (Watson).
Coombah
Place
24/5/1973

Engadine

[Updated 10/7/2019]
There are five theories of the origin of
“Coombah,” four of which definitely relate
to Aboriginal language words.

Sydney Mail, 5 Oct 1932
p.2

Canberra Times, 19 Sept
1. “Coombah” was the Aboriginal language 1993, p.2
name for Cooma, a town in the southern
Bennett, 1929
lands of NSW dating from 1849. The
meaning of the Aboriginal word is believed
Enright, 1900
to be “open country” (Sydney Mail) and is
attributed to the Ngarigo Aboriginal people
Australian Town and
(Canberra Times).
Country Journal, 30 Mar
2. “Coombah” was an Aboriginal language 1878 p.15
word of the Gringal Aboriginal people in a
listing collected by 1873 in the Port
Stevens area of the Central Coast of
NSW: it had the dual meanings of
“yesterday” and “tomorrow” (Bennett). In
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Mitchell, Felix F, “Back to
Cooma” Celebrations,
Sydney 1926
The Brisbane Courier, 22

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
1900, “koom-ba” with single meaning of
“tomorrow” was attributed in the same
region to the Kuttung people (Enright)
NOTE: a similar dual meaning was
recorded for “combara” — see entry for
Combara Avenue.

Reference
Sept 1880 p.3
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
6, July 1900 & Vol 10 No
1, May 1908

3. A pastoral property named “Coombah”
was operating by 1878 (Town and
Country) at Lake Coombah, about halfway
between Broken Hill and Wentworth in the
Darling River region of western NSW. The
meaning of the Aboriginal word, from the
location, is believed to be “big lake,”
although this is assumed because it has
been recorded as an alternative meaning
(but with reservations) for Theory 1
(Mitchell).
4. A pastoral property named “Coombah”
was operating by 1880 in the south-east
area of Queensland. No reference to a
meaning has been found (Brisbane
Courier).

Coombs
Road (DISC)
13/5/1932

Coonabarabran Place
1/4/1968

Grays Point

Caringbah
South

5. A listing in 1900 had “coombah” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “baby
boy.” In 1908, it was clarified that the word
had been collected in the Copmanhurst
administrative division in the North-East
area of NSW (Science of Man).
[updated 20/9/2017]
Unnamed road 1927 to 1932
Named after William Thomas Coombes,
an early ‘weekender’ resident from 1914,
retired to area 1956.
Alternate “Coombes Road”
Renamed as southernmost part of North
West Arm Road (south of unnamed creek
– now Kyogle Creek) in 1947.
[updated 10/7/2019]
Coonabarabran is a town in easterncentral New South Wales. It lies along the
Castlereagh River. Whilst it is generally
accepted that the name derives from the
local Aboriginal language, the meaning of
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CL
Grays Point Story
SSHS Bulletin Aug 1983
CL

http://monumentaustralia.o
rg.au/themes/culture/com
munity/display/102768-50years-of-service-bycoonabarabran-rotary-club

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the name has been subject of several
interpretations.
During 1836-1837 a pastoral property
named Cooleburebarun was established in
that area. After it changed hands in 1843,
the name was altered to Coolabarabyan.
By 1849 it had again altered to
Coonabarabran, and the village of
Coonabarabran was proclaimed on part of
the original property in 1860, (Monuments
Aust) however it appeared in official
records as spelt “Conabarrabran” and, for
many years, notices appeared with either
of those spellings (Gazette).
The Coonabaraban railway station opened
in 1917 (NSW rail web site). A 1926-7
listing that the station was named after
local pastoral holdings and was an
Aboriginal word meaning “an inquisitive
person” (Irish).
In early 1928, there was a proposal to
change the name of Coonabarabran, as it
[was] considered to be too long . . . it has
been pointed out that Coonabarabran is an
anglicised form of Coora-bara-bri,
Aboriginal words meaning water, dirt and
plenty of abundance respectively . . . it
[was] suggested that ‘bara’ (dirt) should be
omitted, and the name changed to
Coonabri (Dubbo Dispatch). Nothing came
of that proposal.
Several published listings in newspapers
and books over the following years stayed
with the meaning of Coonanbarabran
being an Aboriginal language word
meaning “an inquisitive person” (eg. Tyrell;
McCarthy; and others).
After the Geographical Names Board was
established in 1966, it took action to
remove the spelling variation, in 1967
making “Coonabarabran” the official place
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Reference
NSW Govt Gazette 25 Nov
1858 p.1999
https://www.nswrail.net/loc
ations/show.php?name=N
SW:Coonabarabran
Irish, 1926-7
Dubbo Dispatch and
Wellington Independent,
24 Feb 1928 p.5
Tyrrell, 1933 & 1953
McCarthy, 1952
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 4
Aug 1967 p.2854 & 18
Sept 1992 p.6869
Appleton, 1992.
Reed, 1977
Geographical Names
Board web site
“Gamilaraay-YuwaalaraayYuwaalayaay Dictionary”
Koch & Hercus 2009

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
name spelling (Gazette). In 1992, a further
notification defined the boundaries of the
town, parish and land district, (Gazette)
and provided the following information
concerning the origin of the name:

Reference

Probably derived from Kamilaroi
'gunbaraaybaa' meaning 'shit'. A meaning
recorded earlier, 'peculiar odour', was
presumably a bowdlerisation. (Appleton;
1992).
AND ALSO
Coonabarabran - Aboriginal (From Place
Names of N.S.W. their origins & Meanings
by A.W. Reed) Inquisitive person. In the
form Coolabarabran it was the name of a
station owned by James Weston in 1848.
The local contraction is 'The Bran' (GNB).
The meaning of the word ‘gunbaraaybaa’
is apparently confirmable as a combination
of three entries in a ”GamilaraayYuwaalaraay-Yuwaalayaay Dictionary”:
Guna, a noun meaning “faeces, shit”
-baraay, a suffix meaning “with, having”
-baa, a suffix meaning “place of, time of”
(Dictionary).
A 2009 study indicates Coonabarabran as
a place name “gunabarabin” in the
Gamilaraay [Kamilaroi] language (Koch &
Hercus). This is also apparently
confirmable as a combination of two
entries in a ”Gamilaraay-YuwaalaraayYuwaalayaay Dictionary”:
Guna, a noun meaning “faeces, shit”
Barabin, a noun meaning “semen”
(Dictionary)

Coonong
Road
9/10/1913

Gymea &
Gymea Bay

From the above, it appears there is some
uncertainty what 'Coonabarabran' means
in the language of the local Kamilaroi
people.
[updated 10/7/2019]
Coonong road is part of a Crown road
dating from 1856 which originally ran from
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Council file records
NSW - Ko-nung (Threlkeld

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Box Road southerly to the bank of North
West Arm. In 1882, the section from Box
Road to Forest Road was closed and
incorporated into subdivisions of the HoltSutherland Estate. It remained unnamed
until 1913 when the remaining section
from Forest Road to North West Arm was
named as Coonong Road.
Coonong is an Aboriginal language word
recorded throughout Australia in the 1800s
in a number of closely-related spellings,
having meanings of “faeces” and/or
“excrement” (see refs. in next column).
There is one listing in Victoria in 1867 of
“coonong” with an apparently allied
meaning of “belly” (Barry). It is unlikely that
any of those recordings were considered
in naming of this road.

Reference
1834)
WA – Ko-nang (Grey
1839)
Vic – Conong, Gonong &
Goonong (Bunce 1856)
Qld & Vic – koonong (Curr
1886)
Barry, 1867
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903
NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
July 1848 p.888
Royal Australian Historical
Society’s Journal, Vol 1 No
2, Sept 1896.

One possibility as a source was the
meaning of “pine tree” for “coonong” or
“koorong” recorded as Aboriginal language
Council file records
word(s) in north-eastern NSW in 1900
(Anthropological Survey). There is a
general theme of common tree names in
early Holt-Sutherland subdivisions.

Cooper
Street
1/11/1918

Coopernook
Avenue
17/4/1924

Engadine

Gymea Bay

Likeliest source for Coonong related to the
area around a pastoral property named
“Coonong” operating from 1848 near
Urana in southern NSW (Gazette). When
recorded in that area in 1896 as an
Aboriginal language word, “coonong” had
the meaning of “dirty water”
(Anthropological Journal). That is the
meaning listed by Council.
Unnamed Crown road 1903 to 1918
Original owner of land was Thomas
Rowland Cooper.
Said to be named after Francis Seymour
Cooper early settler, brother of Thomas
Cooper. Brothers ran horse & cart ‘bus’.
[updated 10/7/2019]
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1924 by Arthur Cooper & Ernest
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CL
CL
Suth Shire – some Early
Residents pg 66
Council file records
Sutherland Shire Historical

Street Name

Coora Road
11/11/1889

Suburb

Yowie Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Warman, who had already named Warcoo
Avenue in an adjoining subdivision after
themselves and Vernon Avenue after
Cooper’s son. Therefore, likely also named
after Arthur Cooper, with the second part
being descriptive as a “nook” can be “a
secluded or sheltered place or retreat”.
Arthur Cooper had been a Sutherland
Shire Councillor from January 1914 to
December 1916 before forming a
partnership to develop the land.

Reference
Society Bulletin, May 1984
Council file records
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
6, July 1900 & Vol 10 No
1, May 1908
Threlkeld, 1834

NOTE: A later Council file list indicates
that “coopernook” meaning “elbow” had
been used as a street name. However,
there appears to be no reason for
consideration that it applies to Coopernook
Avenue, other than coincidental.
Coopernook has also been found as (1)
name of a town on the NSW North Coast;
(2) An Aboriginal language word from the
north-east region of NSW (same general
area) of “coopernook” meaning “an elbow”
(Science of Man); (3) An Aboriginal word
from the Manning River area (same
general area) “coopernook” meaning
“mosquito” (Threlkeld).
[updated 10/7/2019]
Coora (also spelt Koora) is a word
Grey, 1839
recorded from several Aboriginal
Moore, 1842
languages in various parts of Australia.
In 1839, it was listed in south-western
Western Australia as “Go-ra, a species of
kangaroo, called by the Europeans the
brush kangaroo” (Grey). In 1842, in the
same area spelt “Gurh-ra” it was
“Macropus coeruleus – Kangaroo blue;
brush, or silver grey” (Moore). Over the
years the spelling altered and by 1903, the
West Australian Aboriginal language word
was “Coora – brush kangaroo” (Science of
man).
It is of note that there are many early
recordings of Aboriginal language words
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Science of Man, Vol 6 No
9, October 1903
Brough Smyth, 1878
Curr, 1886
Adelaide City Council
website https://www.cityofadelaide.
com.au/
Williams, 1840
Science of Man, Vol 3 No

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
with meaning “kangaroo” with several spelt 6, July 1900
“koora” or longer words beginning “koora .
. .” appearing, for example, in Victoria
(1878) (Brough Smythe) and in western
Queensland (1886) (Curr).
In 1886, in Central Queensland, the same
author (Curr) also recorded “coora”
meaning “behind” and “coo-ra” dark;
“koora” as meaning “black” and “dark,” and
in the Hawkesbury River/Broken Bay area
of NSW “koora” meaning “plenty.”
In 1878, “coora” had been listed as an
Aboriginal language word in Victoria
meaning “magpie” (Brough Smythe).
Possibly also is an 1889 listing by
Adelaide City’s Street-Naming Committee
of “Coora” meaning “Large blue gum”
(Adelaide City Council website), which
appeared to be derived from the local
Kaurna Aboriginal language word “Cur-ra”
meaning “gum tree (large)” recorded in
1839 (Williams).

Cooriengah
Heights Road

Engadine

Unlikely due to the recording date of 1900
was “coora” indicated as a West Australian
word from the Gascoyne River area
meaning “eyes” (Science of Man).
[updated 10/7/2019]
Cooriengah Heights Road was created as
an unnamed road in Crown subdivisions
released in the area in 1932 (Gazette)
shortly before NSW Premier John Thomas
Lang was dismissed from office (Internet).
The road was apparently locally known as
“Lang Road” (Council record) presumably
in honour of the ex-Premier until being
formally named as Cooriengah Heights
Road in 1941 (Gazette).
No record has been found of a whole
Aboriginal word “cooriengah,” however it is
likely a compounded word from Aboriginal
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
Mar 1932 p. 957
Wikipedia and other sites
on J. Lang
Correspondence by Town
Clerk David Kirkby
6/6/1958
NSW Govt. Gazette of 10
Oct 1941 p.3640
“A sketch Map of
Heathcote Creek and
Yarrawarra Heights etc,”

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
language sources. Myles Dunphy, who
had association with the area dating from
the 1930s is known to have allocated
many names in the bushland areas at the
southern part of the Shire which were later
accepted and adopted. Dunphy used
Aboriginal language words, sometimes
compounded from two words, but did not
have regard for using words from the local
area. “Cooriengah Heights” appears on a
map in 1959, which was a later version of
the map of the area produced in 1940 by
Dunphy which, with reasonable certainly,
would have contained that name (Sketch
Map). That is the likely source of the name
which was given the following year (1941)
to the road along the “Cooriengah Heights”
ridge.

Reference
updated version 1959
Science of Man, Vol 2 No
6, July 1899; Vol 5 No 10,
Nov 1902; Vol 3 No 6, July
1900; Vol 7 No 1, Feb
1904
Threlkeld, 1827

Dunphy was also known to have obtained
names from issues of the “Science of Man”
publication. The first part of the name
“coorie” or “coori” appears in four issues
as an Aboriginal language name in various
parts of Australia with, in each case, a
different attributed meaning: “coorie”
meaning “man” (NSW at Roland Plains,
Wilson River) in 1899; “coorie” meaning
“woman without children” – a relationship
within the Pilbarra [Pilbara] Aboriginal
people (Western Australia) – in 1902;
“coori” meaning “flowers” (coastal NSW) in
1900; “coori” meaning “rainbow” (Western
Australia) in 1904 (Science of Man).
The ending “ngah” was recorded in 1827
as an Aboriginal language expression
meaning “it is” (Threlkeld).
It is possible that Dunphy was attempting a
descriptive phrase using unrelated
Aboriginal words
Copeland
Road

Engadine /
Heathcote

Named after Henry Copeland (1839-1904)
MLA 1877-1900, Secretary of Public
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www.parliament.nsw.gov.a
u

Street Name
22/3/1886

Suburb

Coral Road
11/6/1909

Woolooware
& Burraneer

Coral Tree
Place
Circa 1983
Corbett Place
15/3/1989

Sylvania

Cordeaux
Crescent
9/9/1966

Sylvania
Waters

Corea Road
(DISC)
19/6/1912
Corea Lane
22/4/2005
Corea Street
12/1/1882

Miranda &
Sylvania

Coreen
Avenue
13/9/1957

Barden
Ridge

Miranda
Miranda &
Sylvania

Loftus

Name Source/ meaning
Works 1883, Secretary Lands 1886 -87,
1891-94, in line with theme of naming
streets in area after government ministers
at time area subdivided.
In line with theme with naming streets in
subdivision after trees (Jackaranda,
Oleander). Name derived from ‘coral tree’
Private road. Named after type of flowering
tree – botanical name erythrina. Also
called flame tree.
Area has Australian pioneers theme so
probably named after Arthur Brownlow
Corbett (1877-1970) engineer and
administrator.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Cordeaux River is south
west of Sydney and is a tributary of the
Nepean / Hawkesbury River system. River
named after William Cordeaux (17921839) a land commissioner.
Holt Road to Garnet Road
Renamed as part of Corea Street in 1961
(see Corea Street for origin)
Lane off Corea Street
Unnamed Lane 1965 to 2005
Part between Holt Road and Garnet Road
renamed from Corea Road in 1961.
Name first registered on 1882 DP by
James Murphy manager/director Holt
Sutherland Estate Co.
Corea is old alternate spelling of Korea so
name possibly after ‘exotic‘ foreign
location as other north-south streets in
subdivision have similar location names
[updated 10/7/2019]
First mention of “Coreen” is the name of a
pastoral property dating from around the
1840s/early 1850s in southern NSW in
what is now the Riverina district (SMH).
The name possibly relates to an Aboriginal
language word recorded in that area in
1896 of “goreen” meaning “charcoal”
(Anthropological Journal)
Council nonetheless lists the meaning as
“last of the hills.” That reflects the first
recording found in 1906 of an Aboriginal
language word “coreen” meaning “Last of
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Reference

ADB online

www.wapedia.mobi/en/Cor
deaux_ River
Australian Dictionary of
Biography Vol 1
CL
CL
CL
DP

Sydney Morning Herald,
15 Jul 1951 p.4
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2, Sept 1896
Council file records
Science of Man, Vol 8 No
5, Sept 1906
McCarthy, 1952

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the hills: plains beyond, West” (Science of
Man). Unfortunately, there was, neither in
that 1906 list nor in later publications
adopting the word and meaning, any
indication of the location where it was
recorded (eg. McCarthy).

Corella Road
3/3/1886

Kirrawee

[updated 10/7/2019]
Corella is either of two large Australian
parrots, the little corella, Cacatua
sanguinea, and the long-billed corella,
Cacatua. Tenuirostris (One Big Garden).
First of the above species is found in
Western Australia, South Australia,
Northern Territory and northern
Queensland, whilst the second is in the
woodlands and forests of south-east
Australia (Internet).
Whilst corella was being used in Sydney
for a species of parrot at an earlier time
(Bell’s), a search of Aboriginal language
words found no source prior to the naming
of the road in 1886. That search came to
the same conclusion as set out in the
following extract from a 2013 publication:

Reference

One Big Garden:
“Aboriginal Words in the
English Language”
Wikipedia and other
Internet sites
Bell’s Life in Sydney and
Sporting Reviewer, 23 Dec
1848, p.3
Fraser, I. and Gray, J,
Australian Bird Names: a
complete guide, CSIRO
Publishing, Collingwood
Victoria, 2013
Science of Man, Vol. 8 No.
4, July 1906

“Corella’ is doubtless from an Australian
indigenous language, but it is unclear
McCarthy, 1952
which language. The Australian National
Dictionary suggested garala from
Council file records
Wiradjuri; the Australian Oxford agreed but
suggested the root word is garila; the
Macquarie was more circumspect, not
suggesting a language group but offering
caralla as the origin. The Macquarie
Dictionary’s Aboriginal Words (Thieberger
and McGregor 1994) listed four words for
corella, none of them anything like that. It’s
doubtful that this one will be resolved”
(Fraser & Gray)
The reference to a Wiradjuri source was
first noted in 1906: “Corella and Gallah —
Large parrots” (Woradgery Tongue)
(Science of Man), However, a 1952
publication seems certain that it camefrom
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Street Name

Corinth Road
20/8/1967

Suburb

Heathcote

Cormorant
Street
28/8/1970

Grays Point

Coronation
Avenue
19/7/1940

Cronulla

Coronation
Street (DISC)
9/7/1911

Cronulla

Coronulla
Road

Caringbah
to Cronulla

Circa 1887

Costens
Point Road
(Fire Trail)

Royal
National
Park

Cottesloe
Street
16/3/2012

Greenhills
Beach

Name Source/ meaning
Western Australia: “Korella” or “Corella”
meaning “Long-billed White Cockatoo of
Western Australia” (McCarthy).
Council lists “corella” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “white cockatoo”.
[updated 17/2/2020]
Named after ancient city state in Greece,
known to the Greeks as Kórinthos.
In group of streets with names linked to
Classic Roman / Greek places/ myths
Previously was part of Grays Point Road
from 1926 until renamed in 1970. Named
after sea bird - in group of streets named
after species of birds – known colloquially
as “the Aviary”. Council memo 28/11/1969
“ being the name of a bird frequenting the
area”
Part between Nicholson Parade and
Trevellyan Street formerly Coronation
Street from 1911 to1940. Part between
Trevellyan Street and Richmount Street
formerly Sylvia Street from 1906 to1940.
Street then had same name for full length.
First named July 1911 so would be
commemorating the Coronation of King
George V on 22/6/1911.
Would be named to commemorate
Coronation of King George V on
22/6/1911.
Renamed as Coronation Avenue in 1940.
[updated 8/1/2020]
Coronulla Road was the name used in
construction records when the road next
named as “Cronulla Beach Road” was
being built in the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
For further information see entry for
Cronulla Beach Road.
Named after 1st owner of area William
Costens an immigrant Dutch seaman. In
1870 he received a 40 ac grant on
foreshores Gooseberry Bay, Port Hacking.
Land became part RNP in 1970’s. Not a
public road.
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Named after Cottesloe Beach in Perth,
Western Australia. Theme of subdivision is
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Reference

Intenet
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
CL
Grays Point Story

CL

CL
The Daily Telegraph, 4 Jan
1889, p.5

CL
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078

Street Name

Suburb

Cottonwood
Grove
23/9/1992

Menai

Couranga
Street
11/4/1930

Lilli Pilli

Name Source/ meaning
famous Australian beaches.
Species of tree – Theme of subdivision is
streets named after tree species.
[updated 10/7/2019]
Couranga Street was opened in a 1924
name but remained unnamed until 1930
(Gazette)
Couranga is the Aboriginal language name
for Eucalyptus saligna, known as the
Sydney blue gum, which is a large
Australian hardwood (flowering) tree
common along the New South Wales
seaboard and into Queensland (Internet).

Reference
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
April 1930 p.1594
Wikipedia
Maiden, 1889.
National Parks and Wildlife
Service walking trails map.

A sample of its timber was displayed at the Geographical Names
Board web site
Paris Exhibition in 1855 and the London
Exhibition of 1862. It came from Brisbane
Water NSW and “bore the Aboriginal name
of ‘Couranga,’ and was also called ‘Blue
Gum’ of the coast districts (Maiden).

Court Lane
3/10/2003

Engadine

Court Place
29/3/1983

Menai

Cowan Street
14/9/1972

Oyster Bay

Note: Couranga Track is a walking trail in
the Royal National Park (NPWS) and is
also the name of three geographical
features in the Royal National Park –
Couranga Brook, Couranga Flat and
Couranga Ridge (GNB).
Unnamed 1959 to 2003
Name suggested by community member
as this lane leads to Engadine Court retail
complex.
Named after Margaret Court (nee Smith)
tennis player. Born 1942. Won 62 Grand
Slam titles. First Australian woman to win
Wimbledon (1963), 2nd women in world to
win tennis grand slam in same year
(1970). In a subdivision where streets
named after Australian tennis players.
[updated 10/7/2019]
Cowan Street was opened in a Council
subdivision. It overlooked Oyster Bay and
this was likely the reason for selection of a
name from a Council listing of Aboriginal
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CL
Council file records
Internet,
www.tennis.com.au

Council file records
Steele, 2005
Attenbrow, V. “Aboriginal
placenames around

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
language words: “cowan” meaning “big
water.”
Several different meanings have been
assigned to the Aboriginal language word
“cowan.” Whilst it is nowadays the name of
an area on the southern shores of the
Hawkesbury River, research has indicated
that the word may have originated at Port
Jackson in the early days of the colony. An
early landholder Lt. General Ross had a
farm named Cow-wan at what is now
Balmain, and a sketch map in 1790 by Lt.
Dawes shows Kowang on a point of land
in Port Jackson which could be East
Balmain (Steele, also Attenbrow). Another
reference to the Ross farm “cow-wan”
indicates it relates to the Aboriginal
language word “guwan” (Troy). The link of
Cowan with water appears likely as there
are a number of instances in Aboriginal
languages recorded throughout Australia
of water-related words which bear a
resemblance to “cowan” *.

Reference
Port Jackson and Botany
Bay, New South Wales,
Australia. Sources and
uncertainties”
Troy, 1993
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
8, Sep 1899
Budawa Aboriginal
Signage Group
Dictionary of Sydney Cowan

Nonetheless, an 1899 listing of Aboriginal
words in the Brsbane Water and
Newcastle area has “cowan” with the
meaning of “uncle.”
No confirmation has been found of other
meanings for “cowan” attributed to the
language of the Guringgai Aboriginal
people in the Sydney area, which as well
as “big water” and “uncle” also records a
meaning of “mountain” (Budawa) and
there is another reference which has the
meanings “opposite” or “other side”
(Dictionary of Sydney)

Cowper

Barden

* These are too numerous to individually
reference, but many begin with “k” which is
used in many vocabularies in preference
to “c”
Named after Archdeacon William Cowper
CR, Australian Dictionary
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Street Name
Place
8/4/1987
Cowra Place
10/11/1964

Suburb
Ridge
Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
(1778-1858) (area has Australian Pioneers
theme)
[updated 10/7/2019]
Due to its location above the Hungry Point
Headland it is likely that the name reflects
the claim that “cowra” is an Aboriginal
language word for “rocks” which is the
meaning attributed to the name of the
large town of Cowra in the central west of
NSW.

Reference
Of Biography Vol 1

Early records indicate a pastoral property
named “Coura Curruck” west of Bathurst
was advertised in a sale of Crown Land in
1838 (Gazette). Possibly a shortened
version, Coura Rocks, also known as
Cowra Rocks, was the original name of the
town dating from 1843 when a public
pound was opened (Gazette). By 1847,
postal service simply went to Cowra
(Gzette). The pastoral property by then
known as “Coura Rocks” (Squatters and
Selectors) altered over the next few years
to “Cowra Rocks” (Whitworth).

Whitworth, 1866

In 1900, a list of place names with their
Aboriginal language meanings was
supplied by the local District Registrar
including “cowra” meaning “rocks”
(Science of Man) That information was
repeated in a number of subsequent
publications and web sites through to
recent times.
However, in 1910 in an area to the south
of Cowra, “cowra” was given the meaning
of “white down of any bird” in the Weri-ari
or Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language (Science of Man). This would
appear to agree generally with information
from another area to the east.
Cowra Creek is a creek running into the
Bredbo River in the Monaro Region of
NSW. In 1848 it is shown as Coura Creek
in a Crown land notice (Gazette). In 1907,
“cowra” was recorded as meaning “down
of an eaglehawk” in the Gandangara
language of the Southern Highlands of
NSW (Science of Man). Further recordings
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NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
Jan 1838 p.21; 24 Oct
1843 p.1386; 13 Aug 1847,
p.852
“Squatters & Selectors Landholders 1848”

Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
12, Jan 1900; Vol 11 No 9,
Jan 1910
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
Sep 1848, p.138
Science of Man, Vol 9 No
6, June 1907.
Organ, 1990

Street Name

Suburb

Cox Place
7/6/1963

Gymea

Craig Street
7/10/1919

Woolooware

Craigholm
Street
16/6/1927

Sylvania

Crammond
Avenue
25/9/1920
Crammond
Boulevarde
19/3/1924

Bundeena
Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
between 1910 and 1930 in the Illawarra
and South Coast area have “cowra”
meaning “feathers,” and “Cowra - gowarra
– Kyarra” meaning “the White Cockatoo”
(Organ).
Among streets named after important early
colonists (eg Governor Macquarie) so
probably named after William Cox (17641837) military officer & road builder who
built first road over Blue Mountains in 1814
Origin of name not determined
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by F Fretus, so no apparent
relation.
In subdivision with Bonnie View Street.
Not known if related to Craig which is of
Celtic origin and means Rock.(possibly
high rocky place?)
Origin of name not determined
In subdivision with Harley Street and
Tedman Street, lodged by Edward W
Hyndman and Oscar Harley Walton.
Harley Street is probably named after
second name of Walton, and Tedman is a
concocted name from Ted = Edward and
second part of Hyndman, hence Ted-man,
but no link found to Craigholm.
Craig is of Celtic origin and means Rock.
Holm(e) is from Old Saxon and means Hill,
or Old English/Norse meaning Sea or
Island
Hence name probably means rocky hill or
rocky island.
Possibly could come from Craigholme, a
mansion in Darling Point built for NSW
Surveyor-General Thomas Mitchell in
1856, designed by Colony Architect
Edmund Blacket, the name of which
comes from Mitchell’s Scottish
background.
Named after one of the joint owners of
land at time of subdivision Rose Hannah
Crammond
One of 2 owners at time of 1924 original
subdivision was Rose Hannah Crammond
so likely named after her. She was
probably related to Charles Crammond,
Estate agent of Petersham & later Shire.
He lived at Gunnamatta Bay
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Reference

Internet

CL

CL

Internet

Internet

Title information
DP
Sutherland Shire – A
History to 1939

Street Name
Cranberry
Street
30/5/1930

Suburb
Loftus

Crane Street
13/9/2016

Greenhills
Beach

Cremin Close
18/3/2016

Menai

Cremona
Road
29/3/1888

Como

Crescent
Road
11/11/1904
Crest Place

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Unnamed Crown Road from 1903 to 1930.
Name of plant evergreen shrub/ vine with
edible berries. In group of streets named
after plants.
Unnamed Lane 1959 to 1969
Name means “brook frequented by cranes
or herons”. There is a village of Cranbrook
in Kent UK.
Adjoining block of flats is “Cranbrook
Court” built around the same time as lane
was named, but not known which named
after which.
House named ‘Cranbrook’ at 16-20
Cranbrook Place built by Alfred Bignell c
1895 as country house for Robert Fowler
MLA, merchant and pottery manufacturer
– his town house at Camperdown was also
called “Cranbrook’. See also Fowler Rd.
Robert Fowler purchased land 1892
House later owned by Sir James Joynton
Smith, Lord Mayor of Sydney
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Cranes are large, long-legged and longnecked birds that fly with necks
outstretched, not pulled back. Cranes live
on all continents except Antarctica and
South America. Most species of cranes
are at the least classified as threatened, if
not critically endangered.
Streets in this subdivision are named after
bird species
Named after Eric Cremin (15/6/1914 –
20/2/1973), with thirteen championship
wins and credited with establishing the
Hong Kong tournament that led to the
establishment of similar tournaments
throughout South East Asia and Japan.
Theme of streets in locality is
sportsmen/women and, in particular area,
golfers
Named after Cremona in Lombardy, Italy
(near Milan) by James Murphy - manager,
director, major shareholder of Holt
Sutherland Estate who named Como and
8 original streets after locations in Italy.
Name possibly relates to shape of road
resembling a crescent.

Cranbrook
Lane
21/3/1969

Cronulla

Cranbrook
Place
29/1/1970

Illawong

Engadine

In group of streets with name theme
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Reference
CL

CL
Internet site for Cranbrook
UK, CC

LEP 2006
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
Sutherland Shire – a
history to 1939
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1989
& Feb 1993
Council file records
Wikipedia
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2

Council file records
Wikipedia

Como Public School 188485, 1921-1988- A History
of Two Schools
DP
DP

Street Name
17/12/1962

Suburb

Cronulla
Beach Road
(DISC)
14/3/1890

Caringbah
to Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
relating to mountains (mountain, sierra,
alpine, peak).
[Updated 29/7/2019]
Cronulla Beach Road began as an
unnamed access track, shown on an 1868
sketch, running generally east-west across
the Thomas Holt’s Sutherland Estate from
another track (which became later Port
Hacking Road) through to near Cronulla
Beach from where it diverted northwards
into the Kurnell Peninsula (Walker).
In 1887-88 its route was surveyed and the
road constructed from Port Hacking Road
to Cronulla Beach, being shown at that
time as “Coronulla Road” (The Daily
Telegraph). It became a popular route for
visitors to Cronulla Beach to the extent
that permission was granted in 1890 for
Thomas Holt to erect a public gate across
“Cronulla Beach Road,” That gate was on
a line of fencing around the eastern side of
what was later Woolooware Road (kept
closed to prevent stock straying).
(Gazette).
The road was then included as the eastern
section of a road extending from the
Illawarra Railway Line at Sutherland
through to Cronulla Beach, created as a
parish (or public) road in 1891 when the
entire length was re-named “The
Woronora Road” (Gazette).
When the area around what was later
Caringbah was subdivided in June 1893,
the name shown on the plan was
“Kurranulla Road.” In March 1904, it was
shown on further subdivision plans as
“Kurranulla Beach Road.”
An old street guide which may date as late
as 1917-18, although the publisher and
date are unknown, still showed the road as
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Reference

Walker, R.C., “Report on
the Sutherland Estate”, 14
April 1868.
The Daily Telegraph, 4 Jan
1889, p.5
NSW Govt Gazette of 14
Mar 1890 p.2311
NSW Govt Gazette, 1
Sep1891, p.7000
Council file records
NSW Govt Gazette, of 20
Oct 1916, p.6272
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Cronulla Beach Road.

Reference

The name of the road was finally fixed
when on 20 October 1916 it was re-named
“Banksia Road”, from Port Hacking Road
(at Willarong Road) to east of Yathong
Road from where it became part of
“Kingsway” through to Cronulla Beach
(Gazette). See also entry for “Banksia
Road” and “Kingsway.”

Cronulla
Bicentennial
Mall
aka
Cronulla
Plaza
Feb 1989

Cronulla

Cronulla
Street
circa 1904
and
13/6/1952

Cronulla

For further information concerning the
name “Cronulla,” see “Origin of Suburbs”
on Council’s web site.
Part of the road which is still officially
named Cronulla Street.
As part of the Bicentenary celebrations in
1988 part of Cronulla Street was closed to
vehicular traffic and a pedestrian mall was
constructed along Cronulla Street from
Kingsway to Purley Place which opened in
February 1989.
Originally named as the Cronulla
Bicentennial Mall, it later became known
as Cronulla Plaza, which is how it is
currently described.
[updated 29/7/2019]
When resumed as a Government road in
1895 it was described as “Road from the
Woronora Road” (Gazette). (Woronora
Road was the name at that time for what is
now Kingsway).
On the plan of the “Village of Gunnamatta”
proclaimed in November 1899, the
southerly extension of the Government
Road was named “Curranulla Street”
(Gazette and Dept of Lands plan).
A lease plan dated 14 October 1901 does
however shows the whole road as named
“Kurranulla Street”
The name “Cronulla Street” is first found
on a lease plan dated 15 December 1902.
By February 1906 it had apparently been
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Council file records

NSW Govt. Gazette of 12
Jul 1895, p.4492
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
Nov 1899 p.8893 and
Dept. of Lands Village Map
Record copies of plans in
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 13
Jun 1952 p.2008
Council file records
http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutCouncil/About-SutherlandShire/About-SutherlandShire

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
decided that the name was “Curranulla
Street” and that name was used on all
subdivision plans until the Dept of Main
Roads officially renamed it to “Cronulla
Street” in 1952 (Gazette).

Reference

The section between Kingsway and Purley
Place was developed as a pedestrian mall,
the Cronulla Bicentenary Mall, opened in
1989, known now as Cronulla Plaza,
although its official name remains as
Cronulla Street.

Crookwell
Avenue
14/9/1923

Cross Road
7/12/1903

Cross Street
28/4/1921

Miranda

Burraneer

Miranda

Croston Road Engadine
20/3/1969
Croydon
Cronulla
Lane
25/3/2011
(possibly in
use earlier)
Croydon

Cronulla

For further information concerning the
name “Cronulla,” see “Origin of Suburb
names” on Council’s web site.
[Updated 10/7/2019]
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by Charles Victor Paddison
and H Farrelly, so no known relation.

Council file records

Name possibly relates to town of
Crookwell in southern NSW, which was
named in 1860 after its location on the
Crookwell River. The river is suggested to
have been named in 1828 as “Crook-ell”
from an English place name of Crookhall
(GNB)

Geographical Names
Board website (also other
Internet sites on history of
Crookwell)

Named by Mr Manor.
In 1930 Sands directory shown as Cross
Street
In same subdivision as Gunnamatta Road,
road crosses between Woolooware Road
and Gunnamatta Road
Likely so named as is street crossing
between Calliope Street and Bay View
(now Park View) Street
Name of village in Lancashire – village
name means cross town.
Lane off Croydon Street which was
unnamed in 1921,when it came off Zinna
Street, before that street was renamed as
Croydon Street the same year. Was
shown as Croydon Lane on plan in 1965,
however naming was uncertain, so lane
was officially named in 2011.
Original name for part north of Kingsway.

Leader 9/3/1989 p 22 (LW)
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CL

Wikipedia
CC

CL

Street Name
Road (DISC)
9/4/1908

Suburb

Croydon
Street
15/12/1909

Cronulla

Crusade
Place
22/11/1961

Woolooware

Crystal Road
(DISC)
12/1/1882
Crystal Street
Mid 1950s

Cudal Place
13/6/1957

Sylvania

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
Was commonly referred to as Croydon
Street for many years which was
confirmed when renamed in 2011
The section between Kingsway and Purley
Place is part of the original road, which
then turned west across part of what is
now Purley Place and railway line to Searl
Road just south of the railway.
In 1921, Zinna Street was extended
northerly to join Croydon Street, and was
renamed as part of Croydon Street, which
then ran from Kingsway to Waratah Street.
The east-west section of Croydon Street
became known as Searl Street.
When the railway split Croydon Street, the
part between the railway and Waratah
Street was renamed in 1946 as Tonkin
Street and the diversion road on the
eastern side of the railway became part of
Croydon Street.
The part north of Kingsway named as
Croydon Road in 1908 had been known as
Croydon Street for many years and was
finally renamed as part of Croydon Street
in 2011
Probably named after Croydon in England
as near / in same subdivision as Gosport
St which is name of town near Croydon.
Likely source of name is that the surveyor
who did subdivision (in 1961) had his
office in ‘Crusade House’ at the corner of
Willarong Rd & Kingsway Caringbah at
time of subdivision.
Was original name of Crystal Street used
up to the mid-1950s, when Crystal Street
came into common use.
Probably named in line with gemstone
theme in subdivision (Ruby, Garnet Sts)
Originally Crystal Road as shown in 1882
DP registered by James Murphy manager
of Holt Sutherland Estate Co.
Probably named in line with gemstone
theme in subdivision (Ruby, Garnet Sts)
[updated 29/7/2019]
Cudal is a town in the central west of
NSW. The first land sales in the area were
in 1861 (Gazette), with the town
established in 1867 (Internet).
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Reference

CL

CL

CL
CL

CL

DP

CL

DP

NSW Govt. Gazette of 31
Dec 1861 p.2821.
http://www.aussietowns.co

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Cudal” is included in some listings of
Aboriginal language words with the
meaning “flat” but no indication of where
the word was recorded (eg. McCarthy).
It would appear to be related to
“guddalguddal” meaning “even, smooth”
recorded recorded around 1837 or a little
later by Archdeacon Gunther as a word in
the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Threlkeld &
Fraser).
In 1902, a Wirraih’Yarree [Wiradjuri]
language word “good’dthal” meaning
“smooth” from central NSW could also be
considered: “dthal” is an actioning word
meaning to “altering, alternate; something
done in or by living or being” so the
possible sense is that something was
being smoothed out [or evened or
flattened?] (Science of Man).

Cudgee Road Gymea Bay
6/3/1959

Council has “cudal” listed as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “flat”.
[updated 29/7/2019]
“Cudgee” (later Cadgee) was a large
pastoral property in the Monaro Region of
NSW (about 13km south-west of Bodalla)
occupied from 1845 (Gazette). Thomas
Holt, who afterwards had the large land
holdings in what is now Sutherland Shire,
owned “Cudgee” for a short time in
1851/52 (Holt).
Cudgee was recorded in 1904 as an
Aboriginal language word in that region:
“cudgee (now known as cadgee)” meaning
“very good” (Science of Man).
A later listing in 1952 shows the meaning
as “very good place” (McCarthy), which is
the probable source of that meaning in the
Council record of “cudgee.”
Cudgee is also a rural village in western
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Reference
m.au/town/cudal-nsw
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Science of Man, Vol 5 No
5, June 1902 & Vol 5 No
10 Nov 1902.
Council file records

NSW Govt Gazette of 18
Nov 1845 p.1298
Holt, 1972
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
7, Aug 1904
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records
Saxton, 1907
Brough Smyth, 1878.

Street Name

Suburb

Culburra
Road
21/11/1947

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
Victoria dating from around 1862, situated
on the Princes Highway 15 km north-east
of Warrnambool. That name is believed to
be derived from an Aboriginal language
word “Cud-ya-wa-da” meaning “skin of
kangaroo” (Saxton), recorded in Victoria in
1878 (Brough Smyth).
[updated 29/7/2019]
Culburra Road possibly takes its name
from the town of Culburra Beach on the
southern coast of NSW (Google maps). Of
note is the proximity to Wingello Road,
earlier named after the NSW southern
highlands town of Wingello, some 60km
inland from Culburra Beach (see entry for
Wingello Road).
Culburra Beach was renamed from
Wheelers Point in 1910 by a land
developer using a borrowed Aboriginal
language word meaning “sand” (Internet)
“Culba” was recorded in 1851, but
certainly known earlier, as the alternate
[Aboriginal language] name of the
Maranoa River in southern Queensland
which ran through sandy country (Ewan’s).
In 1875, a vocabulary of the Yuckaburra
Aboriginal language of from the area
around the Cape River in northern
Queensland south-west of Townsville,
included entries not only for “culba”
meaning “sand” but also “culbara”
meaning “a sandy watercourse” (Brisbane
Courier).
The spelling as “culburra” had appeared
by 1879 as a house name in Brisbane
(Brisbane Courier). In 1880, the postal
authorities decided to use ‘Culburra” as
the new name for the township of
Mulgrave on the Lower Burdekin River in
northern Queensland near Townsville –
that name change was later reversed (The
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Reference

History Culburra Beach
from
https://www.culburrabeach.
org.au/history/
Ewan’s, 1851
Brisbane Courier, 20
Feb1875, p.3 & 9 Jul 1879,
p.4
The Queenslander, 1 May
1880, p.551 & 26 Jun
1880, p.807
Curr, 1886
Manning, 2012

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Queenslander).

Reference

A major reference work in 1886 includes
“culba” and “culbara” and the meanings of
“sand” and “a sandy watercourse” from
around the Cape River as shown in the
1875 vocabulary, but also has entries from
around the Burdekin River of “culburra”
meaning “great many”; also “plenty”; as
well as “culburra” meaning “sand.” Another
entry in the same area has “kulburra”
meaning “four” (apparently the largest
number counted) (Curr).

Culgoa Place
4/10/1983

Sylvania
Waters

In South Australia a railway siding (1908)
and later town (1914) were named
“Culburra,” said to be an Aboriginal
language word meaning “plenty of sand,”
an apparent combination of the meanings
recorded in 1886 (Manning).
[updated 29/7/2019]
Culgoa Place follows the theme in the
suburb of Sylvania Waters of streets
named after Australian rivers. The Culgoa
River is described by the Geographical
names Board as “A watercourse about 268
km long. Leaving Balonne River in
Queensland about 101 km NE of
Goodooga (NSW) and flows generally SW
by W to where it meets the Barwon River
and then becomes the Darling River”
(GNB) It follows a meandering course
including through the Culgoa Floodplain
straddling the NSW Queensland border;
and was known to formerly spill out across
the floodplain around every three years
after significant periods of rain into its
catchment (Internet).
Recorded in 1875 as an Aboriginal
language word of the Kamilaroi people, the
attributed meaning in English was: “Kulgoa
(Culgoa)” meaning “running through or
returning” (Ridley).
Another authority on the Kamilaroi
language gave more information in 1911
when he compared the Culgoa River with
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Geographical Names
Board web site
Various Internet sites
which include brief
references to Culgoa River
Ridley, 1875
Greenway, Rev C.C
“Aboriginal Place Names in
the County of Benarba –
Kamilari Tribe” in
Science of Man, Vol 13 No
4, Aug 1911
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
the Narran River: Culgoa [English]
Coolgoa [Kamilari (Kamilaroi)] Name of a
river: far off, going a long way around and
then rejoining.
Nerang or Noorang: small or nearer to, as
opposed to Coolgoa; not going so far
round. The Aboriginal name of the river
now called Narran. Both of these rivers are
in Queensland to the north-west of the
Kamilari district, but are well known to
them (Greenway).
Later authors quote either of the abovereferenced meanings, without further
clarification.

Cullen Lane
Maianbar
(date of name
uncertain)

Cullen Street
15/9/1926

Maianbar

Culmara
Place
8/9/1972

Engadine

Council has the Aboriginal language word
“Culgoa” with the abbreviated meaning of
“running through.”
Lane dating from same subdivision as
Cullen Street, no record of official naming,
but has been commonly used for many
years. Is in two parts, the western part is
along the boundary of the Royal National
Park and accessed by a track through the
National Park. This track and western part
of Cullen Lane is known locally as The
Reserve (Road).
Nathaniel & William Moncur Wallis sold the
property which lane is now located to John
Cullen in April 1886
Nathaniel & William Moncur Wallis sold the
property which lane is now located to John
Cullen in April 1886
[updated 29/7/2019]
“Culmara” is found in lists of Aboriginal
language names of “possible house
names” with attributed meaning of “ferns”
(Internet).
This would appear to confirm that it a
shortened version of “culmaran” meaning
“ferns” recorded in the Wodenbong area of
north-eastern NSW in 1900 (Science of
Man).
The Geographical Names Board in its
listing for “Culmaran Creek” contains the
reference that “culmaran” comes from
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CL

Maianbar (Maianbar
Progress Assoc
publication)
Maianbar (Maianbar
Progress Assoc
publication)
eg. “Aboriginal House
Names”
http://www.housenameheri
tage.com/hnh_wsc_aborigi
nal.asp
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
7, Aug 1900
Geographical Names
Board web site

Street Name

Suburb

Cumbee
Lane
11/4/1930

Caringbah
South

Curaliga
Road (DISC)

Caringbah
South

Curban Lane
18/2/2005

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
“galma:ra:n” meaning “bracken, fern” in the
Aboriginal language of the Gidhabal
people of south-east Queensland and
north-east NSW (GNB).
[updated 29/7/2019]
Cumbee Lane was opened in a 1928
subdivision but remained unnamed until
1930 (Gazette).

Reference

The likeliest source of the name is in an
Aboriginal Dreamtime legend recorded in
1896 which includes the Aboriginal
language word “comeboo” meaning a
“stone tomahawk” (Parker). The same
author in a later work in 1905 has a
different spelling of “cumbee” with the
same meaning of “stone tomahawk” and
attributes it to the Euahlayi Aboriginal
people recorded in north-western NSW on
the Narran River (Parker).

NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
Apr 1930 p.1594

The other possible source is a recording in
the 1850s of “yambee or cumbee” as
Aboriginal language words from southern
Queensland meaning “camp” (Bunce). It is
of note that when included in lists later
published in newspapers that both
“yambee” and “cumbee” were given the
meaning of “rest” (Observer).
N-S road Caringbah to Burraneer Bay
Roads west of Port Hacking Road –
Subdivision did not proceed and no street
exists now in this location. Origin of name
not determined
[updated 29/7/2019]
Curban Lane off Mansfield Ave was
opened in 1920 but remained unnamed
until 2005, assigned the name of the NSW
outback town on the Castlereagh River
near Gilgandra. The town of Curban was
named after a pastoral property of the
same name in that area dating from 1848
(Gazette).
In 1904 “curban” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word with meaning
“jammed between two trees” (Science of
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Council file records incl
Council min 1169 17 Jun
1929

Parker, 1896
Parker, 1905
Bunce, 1856
Observer, 26 Sep 1908,
p.40 and similar lists.

1912 subdivision plan

Council file records & NSW
Govt. Gazette of 18 Feb
2005 pp. 454-5
NSW Govt. Gazette of 21
Sept 1848 p.1248
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, July 1904
https://www.nswrail.net/loc
ations/show.php?name=N

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Man). It is of note that this was listed
shortly after Curban Railway Station
opened in 1903 (closed 1974). A later
description states that the probable
location of the railway station was “a pair
of large trees” (NSW Rail website).

Reference
SW:Curban
Irish, 1927
Dixon, 1929

In 1926/1927, the dual meanings of
Curban for the railway station were listed
as an Aboriginal [language] word meaning
“jammed between two trees”; also means
“a large crack in the ground” (Irish). No
earlier record has been found which
directly confirms the latter meaning for
“curban,” other than a possible connection
to an Aboriginal language expression in
the same general area (around Walgett) of
“Currah baranghi” meaning “cracks in
black soil” (Dixon).

Curie Street
(naming date
unknown)

Lucas
Heights

Curlew Lane
(DISC)

Caringbah
South

Curlew Close
7/9/1987
Currah Road
24/6/1915

Woronora
Heights
Como

Curranulla
Lane
12/5/2006

Cronulla

All subsequent recordings apparently rely
on the meanings listed for the former
railway station.
Private road in ANSTO site. Named after
Marie and Pierre Curie who discovered
radioactivity and won 1903 Nobel Prize.
Marie also won 1911 Nobel Prize for
Chemistry. All streets on site named after
scientists.
Drainage Reserve from Saunders Bay
Road to Gannons Road south of Nemesia
Ave is. Type of bird. Name of pathway
along drainage reserve not a public road.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of birds.
In 1930 Sands misspelt as Curran. In 1913
subdivision with other streets having
aboriginal names. Meaning appears to be
‘water spring’.
[updated 29/7/2019]
Curranulla Lane, which was opened in
1930 but remained unnamed until 2006,
commemorates the former name of
Cronulla Street off which it runs.
Curranulla Street was renamed Cronulla
Street by the Dept. of Main Roads in 1952.
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www.ansto.gov.au

On 1939-46 micro fiche
map (library)
CL

www.mybaby.net.au
Council file records
http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutCouncil/About-SutherlandShire/About-SutherlandShire

Street Name

Suburb

Curranulla
Street
(DISC)
25/11/1899

Cronulla

Currawang
Place
11/3/1974

Como

Name Source/ meaning
For further information on the word
“curranulla” see entry for “Cronulla Street”
and refer also “Cronulla,” in “Origin of
Suburb names” on Council’s web site.
[updated 29/7/2019]
Now Cronulla Street - for further
information on the word “curranulla” see
entry for “Cronulla Street” and refer also
“Cronulla,” in “Origin of Suburb names” on
Council’s web site.
[updated 29/7/2019]
Currawang is an Aboriginal language
word, and also a common name for the
plant species Acacia doratoxylon.
J.H. Maiden, in works from 1888 to 190910, detailed information about many plants
species, included “currawang” which he
stated was “found in all the Australian
Colonies except Tasmania and Western
Australia.” Following are several
summaries extracted from his
observations:
(1) The subspecies name doratoxylon was
derived from the Ancient Greek doratomeaning "spear" and -xylon meaning
"wood."
(2) Alan Cunningham, who in 1817 named
the species which he sighted in country
about half way between the present-day
towns of Cowra and Forbes, had stated
that the name came “from the
circumstance of this tree being the wood of
which the natives in the western country
make their spears.”
(3) “Currawang” (“spear-wood) of the
Aboriginal people of the interior districts
was a name [that] has come to be
frequently used by the colonists.
(4) An alternate spelling “Caariwan” was
also noted.
(5) A NSW South Coast district plant
Maiden named as “Coast Myall,” also
known as “Mountain Brigalow” and
“Boree,” was exhibited at the Paris
Exhibition of 1855 and at the London
Exhibition of 1862, and according to the
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Reference

Council file records
http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutCouncil/About-SutherlandShire/About-SutherlandShire
Maiden, 1888
Maiden, 1889
Maiden, 1909-10
Science of Man, Vol 4 No
9, Oct 1901
Several internet sites
found including
“currawong” as an
alternate name for the tree
species, generally with
little or no reference to the
source.
Sunday Times, 29 Oct
1922, p.3
Reed, 1977

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
late Sir William Macarthur, the aboriginal
name for this tree in the Counties of
Cumberland and Camden was
"Kaarreewan." Maiden follows with the
comment: The name has some
resemblance to that "Caariwan" or
"Currawang" given to Acacia doratoxylon,
and they are probably the same (Maiden).

Reference

In 1901, “curra-wang” was recorded at
Wyalong NSW as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “a scrub tree” (Science of
Man).
A number of more recent works and
Internet sites have the name of the tree as
“currawong.” Also, which appears
confusing, “currawang” alternates with
“currawong” as being a kind of magpie.
For example, a newpaper article in 1922
entitled “The Currawang” discusses the
black or pied bell magpie and indicates
that the Aboriginal people gave it the name
currawang, or currawong, that being their
idea of the call. (Sunday Times) . A book
of Aboriginal words and their meanings
published in 1977 includes a listing of
Currawang with meaning of “bell or pied
magpie, donkey bird, crow shrike” (Reed).

Curtis
Avenue
28/6/1918

Taren Point

On balance it would appear that
“currawang” is more appropriate as a word
for the tree, whilst “currawong” is more
appropriate for the name of the bird.
On one early subdivision advertisement
Undated subdivision
shown as Reynolds Avenue
advertisement
Subdivision in which street was named
Trove 21/11/1914
was lodged as the Taren City Estate by
the Taren Point Land Company Ltd, whose
first directors were F L Alexander and
Erskine S Smith, who named other streets
in subdivisions after themselves. It is of
note that Louis A Curtis who surveyed
many of the subdivisions of the HoltSutherland Estate was not the surveyor for
the subdivision.
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Street Name

Suburb

Curtis Street
2/7/1915

Caringbah

Cussen Way
(Private
Road)
Circa 2007

Kurnell

Cuthbert
Place
26/3/1979

Menai

Cutler Road
24/2/1967

Engadine

Cygnet Place
2/5/1980

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
It would nonetheless be possible that the
street was named after Louis A Curtis, due
to his long association with the HoltSutherland Estate — Curtis Avenue comes
off Holt Road. Also if F L Alexander was
Frank Lee Alexander, registered surveyor,
it would make sense, as he was the Hon.
Treasurer of the Institute of Surveyors at
the same time that Louis A Curtis was Vice
President and then President of that
Association.
Named after Robert Curtis, the father of
Louis A Curtis who surveyed this
subdivision in 1910.
Originally ran from President Avenue to
Flide Street until split by railway, when a
short diversion road on the south side of
the railway (which included part of Gardere
Street) was named as part of Curtis Street
in 1941. The included part of Gardere
Street was officially renamed as part of
Curtis Street in 1954.
Section north of railway remained as part
of Curtis Street until renamed as part of
Gardere Street in1954.
Private Road shown in UBD Street
directory – this name has not been
approved as does not conform to naming
theme for the area.
Cussen is the name of the directors of the
company that lodged the subdivision.
Named after Betty Cuthbert k/a “The
Golden Girl” (born 1938) a champion
sprinter. In a group of streets named after
Australian athletes.
In group of 3 streets named after
Australian Victoria’s Cross recipients.
Lieutenant (later Sir) Arthur Roden Cutler
(1916-2002) won VC for action in Lebanon
in 1941. Later NSW Governor (1966-1981)
The name of William Dampier’s ship
‘Cygnet’ in which explored the coastline of
Western Australia in 1688 and 1699.
or possibly named after barque Cygnet,
fifth ship to sail to South Australian
settlement in 1836. Also carried out
coastal surveys.
or General Steam Navigation Co ship
‘Cygnet’ built 1883
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Reference

CL
CL

CL
UBD, CL

BDCA

www.anzacday.org.au

Australia’s Maritime
History.
Wikipedia

Internet

Street Name
Cypress
Close
3/6/1986
Daintree Way
20/10/1997

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Theme of area is historical nautical
significance.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs

Reference

Menai

Internet

Dalley Road
22/3/1886

Heathcote

Dalman
Place
14/4/1965

Sylvania

Dalpura
Place
15/6/1995

Dalrymple
Place
21/5/1992

(private road) Possibly named after
Daintree River in Qld which was named
after Richard Daintree an explorer and
photographer, he was later Government
Geologist for North Queensland & Agent
General in London.
As other roads in same subdivision have
tree related names, could also be named
after Daintree Rainforest.
Named after William Bede Dalley (18311888) MLA 1856-60, 1862-64, MLC 187073, 1875-80, 1883-88 Solicitor General
1858-59, Attorney General 1875-77, 188385 in line with theme of naming streets in
area after NSW politicians at time area
subdivided.
[updated 29/8/2019]
Dalman was recorded with meaning “place
of plenty” as a word from the Wiradhuri
(Wiradjuri) language of Central NSW
collected by Archdeacon Gunther from
around 1837 on (Threlkeld & Fraser)

Bangor

www.parliament.nsw.gov.a
u

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Council file records

Dalman Avenue is listed in Council records
with the meaning “place of plenty.”
[updated 29/8/2019]
Dalpura meaning “calm” is a Diyari
language word from North-East South
Australia (Austin). It had been recorded in
1949 with meanings of “calm” or “quiet”
(Cooper).

Barden
Ridge

CL

Dalpura Place is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “Dalpura” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “calm or quiet”.
George Augustus Frederick Elphinstone
Dalrymple (1826-1876) was a Queensland
explorer, pastoralist, politician, public
servant. Area has Australian pioneers
theme.
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Austin, 1978
Cooper, 1949
Council file records

CR (no ROC listed) & ADB
Online

Street Name
Dalton
Avenue
(naming date
unknown)
Dalziel Street
13/10/1967

Suburb
Lucas
Heights

Dameeli
Avenue
11/7/1957

Kirrawee

Yarrawarrah

Name Source/ meaning
Private road in ANSTO site. Named after
John Dalton (1766-1844) English scientist
who developed atomic theory of matter
and first periodic table.
In group of 3 streets named for Australian
Victoria’s Cross recipients. Private Henry
Dalziel (1893-1965) won VC for action at
Hamel Wood, France in July 1918.
[updated 29/8/2019]
Dameeli was an Aboriginal language word
recorded in the Hawkesbury area north of
Sydney by Watkin Tench in the early days
of the Colony of NSW. Tench in his
“Journal to Hawkesbury” has the
description: When they salute any one
they call him ‘dameeli’, or namesake, a
term which not only implies courtesy and
good-will, but a certain degree of affection
in the speaker (Tench).

Reference
www.ansto.gov.au

www.anzacday.org.au

Watkin Tench, 1793
Council file records

Dameeli is listed in Council records as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“namesake.” Also noted is that a letter was
sent to the subdivider advising of the
Aboriginal language word and its meaning.
Dampier
Street
11/10/1882

Kurnell

Dandarbong
Avenue
1/11/1977

Bangor

Named after explorer William Dampier
(1652-1715). Streets in area named after
explorers who saw or explored Pacific
Ocean.
[updated 29/8/2019]
Dandarbong with spelling “Dandarbang”
meaning “very pretty” was recorded as a
word from the Wiradhuri (Wiradjuri)
language of Central NSW collected by
Archdeacon Gunther from around 1837 on
(Threlkeld & Fraser)
Dandarbong was a later spelling still
attributed to the Wiradjuri language.
(McCarthy).
Dandarbong Avenue is in an area where
street names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
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DP
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Dantun Road
(DISC)
5/9/1946

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
Council records “Dandarbong” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “very
pretty”.
[updated 29/8/2019]
Now Alkaringa Road.
Dantun meaning “blue mountain lorikeet”
was an Aboriginal language word of the
Wurunjeria people whose traditional land
were Melbourne and its surrounds in
Victoria. It was a totem name for a star in
the Southern Cross (Howitt).

Daphne
Street
13/2/1913
Dapto Place
21/12/1982

Caringbah
South
Bangor

Reference

Council file records
Howitt, 1904
https://www.hbw.com/speci
es/rainbow-lorikeettrichoglossus-moluccanus

“Blue mountain lorikeet” is a common
name for the bird species Trichoglossus
moluccanus also known as the Rainbow
Lorikeet which is found in the Torres Strait,
and the eastern and southern parts of
Australia (Internet).
Name of flowering plant. In group of 3
streets named after plants (Heather,
Maple)
[updated 29/8/2019]
An article published by the Illawarra
Historical Society in 1976 gives a complete
history of Dapto, now a suburb of
Wollongong, indicating that: “There is
more than one school of thought on the
derivation and meaning of the name.”
Following is a summary of the findings:
1. The earliest known use of the name of
Dapto is in the instructions to Surveyor
Knapp in 1829 to mark out the veterans’
grants on Dapto
Creek (ie. a northern branch of Mullet
Creek) (McDonald).
2. From an 1893 newspaper article
(Illawarra Mercury) that the local Aboriginal
language word for the lands towards West
Dapto was “Dabpeto [Dab-pe-to],”
corrupted to “Dapto”; and from an earlier
1885 publication (Australian Town and
Country Journal) that Dapto was an
Aboriginal language word meaning “water,
plenty” which led to an observation that
this meaning 'does not apply to flood
waters, but to the many never-failing
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McDonald, W. G., (1976),
Nineteenth-Century Dapto,
Illawarra Historical Society,
Wollongong
Illawarra Mercury, 1 Aug
1893, p.4
Australian Town and
Country Journal, 27 Jun
1885, p.20
Illawarra Historical Society
Bulletin (March, 1975)
South Coast Times 1957
(unconfirmed)
“Back to Dapto Week” in
1931
Charter Night programme

Street Name

Darangan
Close
After 1971 &
25/3/2011

Suburb

Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
streams of beautiful fresh waters that flow
through that part of the district.
3. That it was not an Aboriginal language
word but referred to 1840 report of a
person who had cut off his toe with a
hatchet (Illawarra Historical).
4. A 1957 explanation from an
“unspecified” source that it referred to the
nickname of “an old aborigine in the district
with a permanently injured foot (South
Coast Times).
5. A 1931 article referring to an old
aborigine in the district nicknamed
“Dab-toe”, because “he had webbed feet
like a duck” (Back to Dapto).
6. An undated story which attributes it to a
visit to a local farm by an inquisitive local
Aboriginal tribal chief dabbed his toe into a
basin of butter, and hence nicknamed
“dab-toe” (Dapto Rotary).

Reference
of the Dapto Rotary Club
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Listings by various authors (eg. McCarthy)
appear to favour the meaning of “lame
native chief” and that is the meaning
recorded by Council. Dapto Place in a
group of streets that have names derived
from Aboriginal language words beginning
with ‘D’.
[updated 29/8/2019]
“Darangan” was recorded in 1842 as an
Aboriginal language word in the southwest of Western Australia as “Darang-an”
meaning “to spill; let water fall” (Moore)
which derived from an earlier listing in
1839 of “Da-rang-e-noo – to spill, to let
water fall” (Grey). Also listed in 1845 as
“Darong-an” meaning “to spill” (Brady).
Darangan Close is part of the former route
of Princes Highway, which followed the
line of the 1834 road to Illawarra. Council
records indicate that it was named after
the highway was straightened along the
western side of the Illawarra railway line in
1971, and a report by the Development
Committee in 1975 recorded: Darangan
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Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839
Brady, 1845.
Council file records
including Development
Committee Minute of 30
Jul 1875
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
Mar 2011 p.2385-6

Street Name

Darbal
Avenue
(DISC)
23/5/1958

Suburb

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
Close – Darangan is Aboriginal [language
word] for “to spill, let water fall.” The
Waterfall Progress Association (letter
9/6/2003) also had the meaning as “water
falling”.
After it was found in 2011 that the street
had not been formally named, it was
adopted by notice in the NSW Government
Gazette.
[updated 29/8/2019]
Was originally part of Belgrave Esplanade
renamed Darbal Ave in1958, but then
renamed as Marra Place 1971.

Darling Place
17/6/1963

Sylvania
Waters

Darly Street
31/10/1956

Miranda

Darook Park
Avenue
(DISC)
13/3/1918

Cronulla

Reference

“Darbal” was recorded in 1842 as an
Aboriginal language word of the southwest of Western Australia with the
meaning of “an estuary”, with the
explanation that it referred particularly to a
tract of country sighted by Grey “which
looked like a dried-up lake or estuary” in
the vicinity of Shark Bay, Western
Australia (Moore). Grey had recorded it in
1839 as “Der-bal – an estuary” (Grey)
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Named after Darling River
in western NSW which named after
Lieutenant General Sir Ralph Darling
(1775- 1858) who was NSW Governor
1825-1831
[updated 29/8/2019]
Darly was recorded in 1933 as Aboriginal
language word from Western Australia
meaning “a large hill,” but had no further
indication of the source of that meaning
and no earlier record has been found
(Tyrell).

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 23
May1958 p.1588 &19 Mar
1971 p.947
Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839

Place Names of Australia
AW Reed
Australian Dictionary of
Biography Vol 1

Tyrrell, J.R., Australian
Aboriginal Place Names
and their Meanings, 1933

[updated 29/8/2019]
Name of southern part of road on
registered subdivision plan, which
conflicted with sale plan which named it
and the access road off Nicholson Parade
as Darook Park Road.
It was renamed as part of Darook Park
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
Mar 2011 p.2385

Street Name

Suburb

Darook Park
Road
1/1/1918

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
Road in 2011 (Gazette)
[updated 29/8/2019]
Named after Darook Park at its southern
end, which park is presumed to be named
after the Darug language group of
Aboriginal people (also spelt Dharug
/Dharuk/ Daruk / Darook), whose lands
occupy most of the central and western
parts of the Sydney basin, including the
Parramatta area.

Reference
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
Mar 2011 p.2385
http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutCouncil/About-SutherlandShire/About-SutherlandShire

An anomaly occurred when the original
subdivision plan named the southern
section of the road as Darook Park
Avenue and left another part unnamed,
which was corrected in 2011 by renaming
both sections as part of Darook Park Road
(Gazette).

Darryl Place
24/12/1958

Gymea Bay

Darwin Place
15/5/1986

Barden
Ridge

Dashwoods
Track (DISC)

Kirrawee,
Gymea &
Grays Point

For further information on Darook Park see
“Origin of Place Names A-K” on Council’s
web site.
Likely a boy’s name as subdivided with
Susan, Peter and Kathryn Streets –
possibly family names of developer.
Plan in which name was first used was
lodged by C J O’Neill Pty Ltd.
Other street in subdivision named Kanning
Avenue, no apparent link.
South eastern part originally proposed to
be Jabiru Street in line with theme of that
part of subdivision – adjoins Brolga Pl
Area has Australian pioneers theme.
Possibly named after Charles Robert
Darwin (1809-1882) naturalist who visited
Australia on ‘Beagle’ in 1836.
[updated 20/9/2017]
Road now known as North West Arm
Road. Bob Dashwood, from New Zealand,
is reputed to be the first person to build a
hut in 1911 on land at Grays Point near an
unnamed creek (now Kyogle Creek) where
there was a flat area. He constructed his
own access track which in 1911-12 which
he maintained until 1918, when it was
surveyed in 1919 as a right-of-way within
subdivisions of the Holt-Sutherland Estate
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DP
CL

Australian Dictionary of
Biography vol 1
SSHS Bulletin Aug 1977,
Feb 1980 & Feb 1982

CL

Street Name
Davey Street
26/2/1935

David
Avenue
18/12/1922

Suburb
Jannali

Caringbah
South

David Road
20/10/1916

Barden
Ridge

Davidson
Road
24/8/1979

Menai

Davis Place
10/8/1994

Menai

Dawes Place
26/8/1986

Barden
Ridge

Dawson
Place
1/8/1994

Menai

Deadmans
Creek Bridge
1942

Sandy Point

Name Source/ meaning
In large Holt Estate subdivision where
about half streets named after local
residents (Loves, Carvers) probably
named after a local resident.
Possibly Herbert Charles Davey of nearby
Wattle Road, Jannali. Died January 1930
at age 62.
Name of owner at time of subdivision
(1922) was D T MacCormick and on
adjoining DP his first name is shown as
David. He was a local real estate agent in
1929. Street probably named after him.
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged by David Shackel in 1916 and it is
probably named after him. Along with his
two brothers, Walter Frederick Shackel
and Alfred Shackel, the land they owned
from c1897 to 1916, was developed into
the Woronora River Estates, the Woronora
River Frontage blocks of which are still
colloquially known as “Shackels Estate”.
Named after Australian cricket all rounder
Alan Keith Davidson (b 1929). Played in
Tests 1953-63. In group of streets named
after Australian cricketers.
Street naming theme in area is local early
pioneers. Dorothy Davis was an early
settler in area.
The Davis family settled in area 1902.
Lived in Lucas Heights area
A Mrs E Davis was farmer in area 1931
Possibly named after Lieutenant William
Dawes (1762-1836) officer of marines,
scientist, and astronomer. Was on first
fleet. Area has Australian pioneers theme
Street naming theme for area is local
pioneers. John Henry and Emily Dawson
moved to Menai 1898. They had a mixed
farm (mostly poultry) of 23 acres between
Menai Rd, Mona Rd and Mina Rd. Dawson
Place is on their land. Emily involved in
founding School of Arts and
Congregational Church.
John Dawson settled in area June 1897
Bridge over Deadmans Creek in
Heathcote Road, at the north-western
Shire boundary.
The name Deadmans Creek dates back to
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Reference

LW
DP
1929 Sands Directory
CL

Internet

Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Council file records
EHC minutes 27/7/1992
1931 Sands directory
Internet

Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents pgs 32-33

Council file records
CL
Sandy Point Secrets

Street Name

Suburb

Deakin Place
21/10/1966

Kirrawee

Dean Street
17/11/1923

Caringbah
South

Dean Walk
25/3/2011
Deeban Walk
23/9/1955

Caringbah
South
Cronulla

Delagoa
Place
5/9/1957

Caringbah

Delia Parade
14/3/1962

Engadine

Delta Place

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
at least 1831. An attempt was made
around 1920 to call it Sandy Creek (the
name Deadman being “unsuitable” in
advertisements for sale of the land in the
area). In 1925, it was being called Tudera
Creek, the Aboriginal word for “the place of
many dead” or “the place of many killed”,
but the name Deadmans Creek was
reinstated due to its historical background.
Probably named after Alfred Deakin
Australia’s 2nd Prime Minister. Previously
Victorian politician.
Origin of name not determined.
In 1922 subdivision with Alice & Binney
Streets.
Owner at time of subdivision was Arthur
Woolley Taylor (wife Mona Millicent
Raymond), so no apparent relationship.
Themes in area seem to be male and
female first names and personages from
the First World War.
Pathway off Dean Street. Unnamed from
1923 to 2011
Unnamed pathway between 1932 and
1955.
Deeban is one spelling of the Aboriginal
name for Port Hacking
From de Lagoa, Portuguese meaning ‘of
the lagoon’.
Probably related to Delagoa Bay on the
southeast coast of Mozambique, notorious
for involvement in the slave trade, but then
a popular tourist destination until the
1970s. Now historic as the bay was
renamed Maputo Bay in 1976.
Origin of name not determined.
Originally proposed to be “Albertha Street”
but changed to Delia Parade at
developer’s request. In same subdivision
as Perry Crescent.
Delia is a feminine given name, either
taken from an epithet of the Greek moon
goddess Artemis or else representing a
short form of Adelia, Bedelia, Cordelia or
Odelia.
Possibly name related to the subdividers
of the land, Land Brokers Incorporated Pty
Ltd.
Means ‘mouth of river’. In line with nearby
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Reference

CC
CL
Council D list
Internet

Council file records
Wikipedia

CL

Street Name
6/10/1977

Suburb

Denbigh
Place
30/7/1991
Denman
Avenue
30/3/1912

Menai

Dents Place
1/7/1963

Derby Place
19/2/1974

Caringbah &
Woolooware
& Cronulla

Gymea Bay

Yarrawarrah

Dernancourt
Avenue
7/10/1925

Engadine

Derribong
Crescent
1/11/1977

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
earlier subdivision with river theme where
streets named after rivers.
Named after town in North Wales in line
with theme of naming streets in area after
locations in Wales.
Originally the part between Wills Road and
Franklin Road, which later was included in
a diversion road along the northern side of
the Sutherland-Cronulla Railway joining all
the roads cut off by the railway corridor.
The diversion also included the existing
road reserve of Fry Street off the western
side of Woolooware Road, which was
renamed as part of Denman Avenue in
1941 and incorporated, where crossing
them, parts of Glassop Street, Wills Road,
Harnleigh Avenue, Yathong Road,
Nullaburra Road, Kitchener Street,
Woolooware Road, Cawarra Road,
Banksia Road, Wallumatta Road, Dolans
Road & Hughes Street.
Named after Rt Hon Thomas Denman, 3rd
Earl Denman (1874-1954), 5th Governor
General of Australia (1911-14)
[Updated 6/2/2018]
Dents Creek was named at the time that
Crown Land subdivisions in that area were
being advertised for sale by auction. The
first mention found of the name is in 1867,
although there are earlier references to an
unnamed creek in that location.

Reference

An erroneous reference is that it is named
after Fred Dent who was involved in
drilling for coal seams in in vicinity of
Dents Creek in 1880’s.
Named after Western Australian town – in
group of streets named after WA locations.
Town named in 1883 after Edward Henry
Stanley, Lord Derby (1826-1893),
Secretary of State for Colonies 1882-1885.
Named by W Ainsworth Shire President
1919-21 and local resident after WW1
battlefield in Somme area. Battle was in
early 1918.
[updated 29/8/2019]

Suth Shire Hist. Soc.
Bulletin Nov 1977 & 88
(LW) and several other
publications.

Derribong was a pastoral property on the
Bogan River in central NSW dating from

The Australian, 17 June
1847, p.4
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Internet
CL

Australian Dictionary of
Biography online

Govt Gazette of 28.3.1867

www.landgate.wa.gov.au
Pg 29 Engadine 18252001 by R Seville

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
around 1847 (The Australian).
In 1904, Aboriginal language words were
recorded in the Dubbo District as
Derribong meaning “old man”; Derribong
meaning “grey-headed man” and
Derrybong meaning “grey from age.” Also
recorded the same year at Dandaloo
District west of Dubbo was Derribong
meaning “green trees” (Science of Man).

Derrilin Close
17/4/1997

Derwent
Street (DISC)
7/9/1914

Deviation
Road for
tramway
between
Kareena
Road Miranda
Road
(DISC)
6/9/1911
Devlin Place
21/12/1987

Bangor

Miranda

Menai

Council file records

Derribong Avenue is in an area where
street names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “Derribong” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “green
trees”.
[updated 29/8/2019]
Derrilin is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “Shooting or falling stars,”
recorded in 1901 in the Hill End District
north of Bathurst NSW. (Science of Man)

Woronora

Reference
Science of Man and
journal of the Royal
Anthropological Society of
Australasia, Vol 7 No 3,
April 1904; Vol 7 No 4,
May 1904; & Vol 7 No 6,
July 1904

Science of Man and
journal of the Royal
Anthropological Society of
Australasia, Vol 4 No 10,
Nov 1901.

Derrilin Avenue is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “Derriling” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“shooting or falling stars”.
Became part of Prince Edward Park Road
in1948.
In line with theme in area (eg Severn. Tay,
Liffey Streets) named after English rivers
would have been named after River
Derwent in North East England. Name
origin is Welsh word Derw meaning Oak
Named as Malvern Road in1929

Council file records

Named after Bruce William Devlin (born
1937) – professional golfer, commentator

Internet
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CL
Wikipedia

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Dewberry
Close
4/10/1991
Dianella
Street
6/7/1916

Menai

Dianthus
Place
11/6/1963

Jannali

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
and golf course designer. Won Australian,
French, NZ opens, 3 PGA titles. In group
of streets named after Australian golfers.
Dewberries are a trailing type of
blackberry. In subdivision were streets
named after trees and other plants.
Named after a drought resistant plant also
known as Paroo Lily, Blueberry Lily, Blue
Flax Lily. Plant named after Diana (Roman
goddess of the hunt) and ‘ella’ (suffix
meaning ‘small’)
[updated 10/2/2020]
“Dianthus” is a botanical name for the
genus of flowering perennials including
carnations and pinks.

Reference

Internet
www.abulk.com.au

www.abc.net.au
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

Dianthus derives, from Greek dios,
genitive of ‘Zeus’ and anthos ‘flower’
(Duyker). [ie. “the flower of Zeus”]
Dibbs Lane

Heathcote

Dibbs Road
(DISC)
22/3/1886

Heathcote

Di Gama
Street (DISC)
11/10/1882

Kurnell

Dilga Close
5/2/1980

Bangor

Unnamed lane from 1886 to 2004
Named after NSW politician at time area
subdivided (1887) in line with theme of
naming streets in area after public
servants/ ministers. Sir George Richard
Dibbs (1834-1904) was MLA 1874-77,
1882-1895, Colonial Treasurer 1883-1885,
Premier 1885, 1889, 1891-94.
Road closed in 1982 so area could be
resubdivided. Parts of Banjo Street, Henry
Kendall Close and Patterson Road now lie
over parts of the closed road.
Named after NSW minister around time
area subdivided (1887) in line with theme
of streets in area. Sir George Richard
Dibbs (1834-1904) was MLA 1874-77,
1882-1895, Premier 1885, 1889, 1891-94.
From Torres Street to southern boundary
of Village of Kurnell (about 500 metres)
Renamed as part of Captain Cook Drive
in1954.
Named after Vasco Di Gama, explorer.
Streets in area named after explorers who
saw or explored Pacific Ocean.
[updated 29/8/2019]
“Dilga” was the name of a pastoral
property in the Wellington region of NSW
occupied in 1845 (Gazette). This was in
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CL
Council file records
www.parliament.nsw.gov.a
u

CL

CL

DP

NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
Nov 1945 p.1296
Gunther, Archdeacon, in

Street Name

Dilkara Court
15/4/1999

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
the same area where, from 1837 on,
Archdeacon Gunther had recorded
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] language words,
including “dilgar” meaning ‘a splinter of
wood’ (Gunther). A 1904 listing in that
same area was more descriptive, with
“dilga” being an Aboriginal language word
meaning “A tree broken off leaving
a number of splinters” (Science of Man)
Dilga Close is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “Dilga” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “splinter of wood”.
[updated 29/8/2019]
The first mention found of “Dilkara” is a
steamship of that name launched in 1902
for the South Australian-based Adelaide
Steamship Company (Gympie Times).
Whilst it appeared to be an Aboriginal
language name, it was not recorded with
that spelling in any vocabularies prior to
that time – the closest being an 1874
listing “dilkera” meaning “edge [or] shore”
in the language of the Dieyerie [Diyari or
Diery] Aboriginal people of an area around
Coopers Creek in north-east South
Australia (Gason).
A reference work in 1949 records “dulkara”
as an Aboriginal language word meaning
“rainbow”. Likely that came from an earlier
source, but no details were supplied.
(Cooper). Another author (who did not list
it originally) included “dilkara” with the
same meaning of “rainbow,” in his revised
9th edition with additions published from
1955 to 1963, however also did not
provide any reference to the source
(Endacott).
Dilkara Court is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records, possibly sourced from the
1955-63 publication, has “dilkera” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
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Reference
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, July 1904.
Council file records

Gympie Times and Mary
River Mining Gazette, 26
Apr 1902, p.2
Gason, 1874
Cooper, 1949
Endacott, 1924, enlarged
9th edition, 1955-63.
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Dillon Close
23/5/1988

Barden
Ridge

Dillwynnia
Grove
6/9/1927

Heathcote

Dindima
Place
8/2/1980

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
“rainbow”.
Possibly named after Peter Dillon (17881847) adventurer, South Seas explorer
and trader. Area has Australian pioneers
theme
Named after native plant “dillwynia”. Street
name is misspelt as botanical name has
only one “n”. Road was constructed by
Heathcote Hall Estate Ltd c 1927.
[updated 29/8/2019]
“Dindima” is a Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri]
language word with meaning “the
Pleiades” recorded by Archdeacon
Gunther around Wellington NSW from
1837 on (Gunther).

Reference
ADB online

Pg 71-2 From Bottle Forest
to Heathcote – Sutherland
Shire’s first settlement
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
The various accounts of
the seven sisters are
available on the internet
and also in several
published books and
magazines.

The Pleiades is a group of stars in the
constellation Taurus of 5 bright stars and 2
less bright. They are identified in
Aboriginal Dreamtime legends from
throughout Australia (several published
versions of which vary considerably in their
Council file records
recounting) but all relate to 7 sisters living
in the sky (Internet).

Dinjerra
Close
15/6/1995

Bangor

Didema Place is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “didema” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “Pleiades”..
[updated 30/8/2019]
Parker, 1896
“Dinjerra” is an Aboriginal language word
first mentioned in 1896 in a Dreamtime
legend recorded around the Narran River
in northern NSW, as “dinjerrah” (Parker).
Apparently this text of the legend may
have possibly been misread by a later
author to record that “dinjerra” had the
meaning “west” (Reed).
A 2003 linguistic report from the Australian
National University reported: “dinjerra
'west' likely sourced from AW Reed
(1965:62), in turn likely a misinterpretation
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Reed, 1977
http://www.anu.edu.au/ling
uistics/nash/papers/2013sci-names-addenda.html
“GamilaraayYuwaalaraayYuwaalayaay Dictionary”
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
of what is probably a placename
Dhindirrina published as "... as she blew
from Dinjerrah the west ..." page 18 K.
Langloh Parker's More Australian
legendary tales.” (ANU web site). That
explanation was that the legend potentially
referred to the wind coming from Dinjerrah
that lay to the west.

Reference

“Dhindirrina” is the name of a waterhole on
the Narran River in the language of
Yuwaalayaay people, possibly based on
“dhindi” meaning “fishing spear.”
(Gamilaraay etc. Dictionary).

Diosma Place Engadine
1/9/1960
Discovery
Oyster Bay
Place
14/3/1978
Dixon Close
Illawong
12/1/1981

Dobell Road
22/11/1976

Engadine

Dodson
Avenue
11/10/1917

Cronulla

Dolans Road
28/5/1889

Woolooware
& Burraneer

Dinjerra Close is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records, possibly sourced from the
publication by Reed, has “dinjerra” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “west”.
Pink flowering shrub
Possibly named after 2nd ship on Cooks
voyage, captained by Charles Clerke
Probably named after Adam Dixon,
commander of convict ship ‘John’ (1837)
Possibly named after Robert Dixon (18061858) surveyor and explorer.
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
Named after Sir William Dobell –
prominent Australian artist. ( Newspaper
extract “Seer” 28//11/1970)
Originally called Dodsons Ave on 1917
plan, but name was not shown on further
plans until 1923, when it was shown as
Dodson Avenue. Named after early settler
– Mr Dodson who owned land when
subdivided in 1917
[updated 26/4/2017]
Dolans Road is first shown on a
subdivision known as “Dolan’s Estate” of
land for auction 25 May 1889 after the
death of the owner Dominick Dolan in
1888. That plan also contained a road
named “Dominic Street”.
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Internet
Australian Dictionary of
Biography Vol 1
File RD000/5 pt 1
CL

LPI historical plans
Lawrence, A Pictorial
History of Sutherland
Shire, p.95

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Dominick Dolan was the son of Partick
Dolan who had owned the land to the
west. At the time of the “Dolans’s Estate”
subdivision, the land owned by Partick
Dolan’s had passed on to Rose A Dolan
(by then Mrs T Stanley). Whilst the name
of Dolans Road is presumed named after
Patrick Dolan in some historical writings, it
would appear that it was named after
Dominick Dolan.

Lawrence, A Pictorial
History of Sutherland
Shire, p.9
LPI historical plans

By August 1908, Dolans Road had been
extended northwards from Burraneer Bay
Road to Carrabella Road (in part now
included within Captain Cook Drive)

LPI historical plans

After being split by the SutherlandGG
Cronulla railway corridor in late 1937, the
road was divided in 1947 into Dolans Road
North/South. The original name was
reinstated in 2005.

Dolans Road
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware

Dolans Road
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware
& Burraneer

Dominic Lane
25/3/2011

Burraneer

Dominic
Street
28/5/1889
Donna Place
3/3/1964

Burraneer
Miranda

Part of Dolans Road is within Woolooware
Golf Course, but has never been formally
closed.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway in 1937. Those names
were never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway in 1937. Those names
were never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Unnamed Lane off Dominic Street near
Woolooware Road from 1955 to 2011.
It did have a completely unofficial local
name for some years (see Googly Manor
Lane)
Named after Dominick Dolan who bought
land at head of Burraneer Bay in 1865
Female first name. In group of streets
bearing first names (Jean, Doris etc) all
with same owner when subdivided so
possibly named after members of his
family. Note that Graham Avenue through
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GG

GG

CC

Echoes from the Bay

Street Name

Suburb

Doris Avenue
2/11/1962

Miranda

Dorrigo Close
1/11/1977

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
the subdivision is not a first name, but the
name of the owner D P Graham when first
part of the street was dedicated in 1927.
Female first name. In group of streets
bearing first names (Jean, Doris etc) all
with same owner when subdivided so
possibly named after members of his
family. Note that Graham Avenue through
the subdivision is not a first name, but the
name of the owner D P Graham when first
part of the street was dedicated in 1927.
[updated 30/8/2019]
The Dorrigo Plateau, including the town of
Dorrigo is located in the Northern
Tablelands of NSW west of Coffs Harbour.
Historical research indicates that timber
cutting began in the area in the 1840s
(The Dorrigo Story), with a timber mill and
settlement in the area by 1871 (Aust.
Town & Country). By 1866, waterways in
the area had been named as “Don Dorrigo
River” and “Don Dorrigo Creek”
(Whitworth). For many years, there had
been a legend of a Spanish origin for the
name, however, supported by recent
research by a local historian, that story has
been discounted (The Dorrigo Story).

Reference

“The Dorrigo Story”
https://www.dorrigo.com/o
ur-community/aboutdorrigo/
Australian Town and
Country Journal, 25 March
1871 p.11
Whitworth, 1866
Meston A., “Aboriginal
Names” in Sydney
Morning Herald, 25 Feb
1922, page 7
Council file records

In 1922, an authority of Aboriginal
languages had already dismissed the
Spanish connection for the name and
advised that it was instead a “corruption of
‘Dondorrigo’, or, more correctly,
‘Dandarrigo,’ the old Clarence [Aboriginal
people’s] name of the stringy bark”
(Meston).

Dorset Road
23/10/1963

Heathcote

Dorrigo Close is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “dorrigo” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “stringy bark
tree.”
Named after English County of Dorset
(adjoins Kent St which has similar origin
and was subdivided same year)
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DP

Street Name
Dotterel
Place
6/6/1985
Douglas
Place
22/4/1966

Suburb
Woronora
Heights

Dove Close
4/3/1987
Doveleys
Road
23/6/1933

Woronora
Heights
Como

Dover Place
25/9/1964
Dover Street
(DISC)
1924

Engadine

Downes
Close
21/5/1981

Illawong

Miranda

Caringbah

Doyle Street
15/1/2002

Barden
Ridge

Drake
Avenue
18/12/1929

Caringbah

Driscoll Place
9/12/1988

Barden
Ridge

Name Source/ meaning
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of Australian
birds.
A Mr William Douglas was Miranda
resident in 1890’s.
Owner at time of subdivision (1965) was
Kenneth Douglas Slip so may be named
after him. Same subdivision as Jonathan
Place and Graham Ave. Note that Graham
Avenue through the subdivision is not a
first name, but the name of the owner D P
Graham when first part of the street was
dedicated. in 1927.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of birds.
Origin of name not determined.
Unnamed road from 1916 to 1933. Would
appear that Mr Doveley would have been
a local resident, but no record found.
Adjoins Cardiff St so probably named after
town of Dover on English coast.
Off eastern side of Willarong Road just
south of Crescent Road. Possibly this was
the road which became Beauford Avenue
in 1926
Possibly named after FWA Downes who
was first Member of Legislative Assembly
for Shire in 1904 -1913.
Area has theme of Australian historical
maritime significance, only references
found were to a Captain Downes of the
‘Thompson’ in 1834 and a Captain
Downes who was the Marine
Superintendent of the Australian United
Steam Navigation Co Ltd (est 1887) who
died in 1906.
Named after Cyrus Matthew Doyle (17931855) pastoralist who had land in
Hawkesbury and Maitland areas (area has
Australian Pioneers theme)
Named after Sir Francis Drake – admiral
and explorer.
Near Frobisher St (Sir Martin Frobisher
served under Sir Francis Drake)
Area has theme of British Admirals and
Officers.
Probably named after Cornelius Driscoll
(1782-1847) banker, magistrate, public
servant, politician in Tasmania (1832-47).
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Reference
List from Birds Australia
website in Council records
Echoes from the Bay
DP

CL

1924 Wilsons Street
directory
From Sails to Atoms

Internet

Allocated by
correspondence 24/8/2000
Council file records
ADB
Sticks and Stones
Internet

Council 7/12/1987 Council
file records
ADB online

Street Name

Suburb

Drummond
Road
27/4/1927
Drysdale
Place
5/4/1966

Oyster Bay

Dubarda
Street
29/1/1958

Engadine

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
In same subdivision as Garling & Elliston
places which are also named after
magistrates in colonial times. Theme of
area is Australian pioneers.
Named after James Drummond, 16th Earl
of Perth

Reference

SH of OB (LW)

Probably named after distinguished
Australian artist George Russell Drysdale.
Is near Kendall Place (named after Henry
Kendall) and subdivided around the same
time,
[updated 30/8/2019]
Dubarda is an Aboriginal language word of
the Noongar people of the south-west of
Western Australia who used its Banksia
nectar as a food source (Internet).

https://anthropologyfromth
eshed.com/project/theconsumption-of-banksianectar-in-traditionalnoongar-society/

Dubarda was recorded in 1842 as “The
Moore, 1842
flower of a species of Banksia which grows
Grey, 1839
on the low grounds and comes into flower
the latest of all these trees” (Moore), which
Council file records
derives from an earlier listings in 1839 of
“Doo-bar-da – a species of mungyte” and
“Mun-gyte, the flower of the Banksia”
(Grey).

Dubbo Place
13/3/1981

Bangor

Council lists “dubarda” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “flower of the
banksia tree.”
[updated 30/8/2019]
Dubbo is a large city in central NSW
which, according the Geographical Names
Board: was named by Robert Venour
Dulhunty, in 1833, Aboriginal word
meaning 'red earth'; may be after
Aboriginal servant; also roof of homestead
resembled ceremonial headgear-native
word - Thubbo or Dubbo. P. 38. (Infor.
from Dubbo - 100 years of Local
Government). The web site entry also
references a couple of publications which
have listed the Aboriginal word with
attributed meanings (GNB web site).
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Geographical Names
Board web site web site
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2, Sept 1896
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
2, Mar 1900; Vol. 4 No. 10,
Nov 1901); Vol. 6 No. 2,

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
A number of different meanings have been
found for Aboriginal language words
“dubbo,” “thubbo” and “tubbo.”
“Dubo-gialog” meaning the “Dubbo tribe”
was recorded from Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri]
Aboriginal language in the Wellington area
by Archdeacon Gunther in the years from
around 1837 on – the suffix from “gialong”
meaning “name of a native tribe”
(Gunther).
In 1896 from around Narranderra in
southern NSW: “dubbo” meaning “foggy”;
and “dubbo & tubbo” both meaning “water
grass” (Aust. Anthropological Journal).
In 1903 listed in words used at Casino in
north-eastern NSW by the Kogung
Aboriginal people: “dubbo” meaning “boy”
(Science of Man).
In 1904, it was noted that the word “dubbo”
(English) “tubbo” (Aboriginal) “applies to
any covering for the head.” From 1896 to
1910, generally from the Wiradjuri
Aboriginal language, there are a number of
explanations: (1896) “tubbo” meaning
“scull cap made from eagle’s breast”;
(1900) “dubbo/thubbo” – “a head
covering”; (1901) “dubbo” – “a native skull
cap”; (1904) – “dubbo/tubbo” – “The skin
of the breast of an eagle hawk, the
feathers plucked off, and the down left on,
and made into a skull cap”; (1904) “dubbo”
– White cover for the head made of white
clay obtained on the Macquarie River;
(1904) “dubbo” – “Covering for the head
woven from opossum fur ”; (1904) “dubbo”
– “A band worn round the fore head by
[Aboriginals], an ornament ”; (1907)
“Mirool thubbo” – “A covering for the head
made of pipeclay; worn for mourning”
[from ‘thubbo” – “head covering”]; (1910)
“Thubbo/Dubbo” – “a covering for the
head.” (Aust. Anthropological Journal &
Science of Man)
Large deposits of red ochre were known in
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Reference
Mar 1903; Vol. 7 No. 3,
Apr 1904; Vol. 7 No. 4,
May 1904; Vol. 7 No. 5,
Jun 1904; Vol. 7 No. 6, Jul
1904; Vol. 9 No. 6, Jun
1907; Vol. 11 No. 9, Jan
1910
The Dubbo Liberal and
Macquarie Advocate, 16
Mar 1943, p.2
A number of Internet sites
give the origin of Dubbo”
as “red earth” or “red
ochre”
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name

Dube Avenue
(DISC)

Suburb

Kirrawee

Dudley
Avenue
11/6/1909

Caringbah
South

Dudley Street
28/8/1930

Kirrawee

Dulin Close
3/12/1998

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
the Dubbo area (Dubbo Liberal &
Macquarie Advocate), which could be the
reason of several historical references that
the Aboriginal language word for Dubbo
has also been accepted as having
meanings of either “red ochre” or “red soil”
(internet), also included in some other
listings of Aboriginal language words and
meanings (eg. McCarthy).
Dubbo Place is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “dubbo” as an Aboriginal
language word with several different
meanings (as detailed above).
Originally intended but not approved for
street named Dameeli Avenue.
Developer asked for Dube Av after family
who had farm where street is – request
refused as Council policy to use Aboriginal
words. Mr Dube had worked for Council
and family home still at eastern corner of
street and President Ave.
Named after 4th Governor General of
Australia (1908-1911) Rt Hon William
Humble Ward, 2nd Earl of Dudley (18671954). In same subdivision as Northcote
Street named after 3rd Governor General.
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1930 by JH Webster and OH
Walton who also lodged a nearby
subdivision containing "Tea Gardens
Avenue". Dudley is a suburb of Newcastle
and Tea Gardens is near Newcastle
[updated 30/8/2019]

Council File records &
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1978
Long term resident of
street
Australian Dictionary of
Biography online

CL

Ridley, 1866
“Dulin” is an Aboriginal language word first
Watson, 1944
recorded in 1866 as “dullin” meaning
“mussel (large and beautiful) in the
Council file records
language of the Turrubul people around
the Brisbane River in Queensland (Ridley).
In 1944, the meaning was more
descriptive: “dul’in” – “a sea-shell, the
nacre of which was used for personal
adornment” in the language of the
Yugarabul people whose territory was the
basins of the Brisbane and Caboolture
Rivers, including the site of the city of
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Street Name

Suburb

Duleras Road
(DISC)

Menai

Dulwa Road
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
Brisbane. An additional entry for “dul’in” in
the same work had the meaning of
“necklace, woman’s, of pearl-shell,” — in
the language of the Kabi people whose
territory was north of Brisbane around the
Mary and Burrum Rivers (Watson).

Dulin Close is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “dulin” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “sea shell.”
Closed road shown in UBD street directory UBD, CL
– incorrect name, was formerly “Dulwa
Road”
[updated 30/8/2019]
Council file records
A Crown Road opened around 1920 bur
remained unnamed until 1930 (Gazette). It NSW Government Gazette
of 30 May 1930 pp.2112ran westerly off Alfords Point Road
2113
(approximately opposite Blaxland Drive).
Road never built as anything more than a
NSW Government Gazette
track and was closed in 1988 (Gazette).
of 5 Aug 1988 p.4187
“Dulwa” meaning “oak” was recorded in
1904 as an Aboriginal language names of
the Ngunawal people of the area to the
north and north-west of Canberra
(Mathews). In 2004, a place name
determination in the ACT recorded “dulwa”
as a Ngunawal word meaning “casuarina
trees” (ACT legislation).

Dumbarton
Place
28/5/1965

Engadine

Dunbar Place
5/7/1984

Illawong

Reference

Probably named after town in Scotland
near Glasgow. Several nearby streets
named after Scottish towns (incl. Kelton,
Kilmarnock). Origin “Dun Breatann”
meaning fortress of the Britons.
Probably named after ship ‘Dunbar’ sunk
off South Head Sydney Harbour
20/8/1857. File says named after supply
ship.
Also ‘Phoebe Dunbar’ was a passenger
ship (1856) and ‘Dunbar Castle’ another
passenger ship in 1871, 1872 and 1877.
The ‘Duncan Dunbar’ was wrecked on way
to Australia in 1865.
Area theme - Australian Historical nautical
significance
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Mathews, “The Wiradyuri
and, Other Languages of
New South Wales,” 1904
“Public Place Names
(Belconnen) Determination
2004 (No 1)”
www.legislation.act.gov.au
Wikipedia

Australia’s Maritime
History
Council file records
Australia’s Maritime
History

Street Name
Dunbil Court
4/12/1998

Suburb
Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 30/8/2019]

Reference
Barry, 1867

“Dun-bil” meaning “thick cloud” was
recorded in 1867 in western Victoria as an
Aboriginal language word of the area
around Mount Talbot (Barry).

Brough Smyth, 1878
Council file records

Also in western Victoria in the Balmoral
district, “dunbil” meaning “sky” was
recorded in 1878 as an Aboriginal
language word around Glenelg (Brough
Smyth).

Duncan Lane

Cronulla

Duncomb
Place
8/11/2011

Menai

Dundee
Street
28/2/1967

Engadine

Dundra Close
1/11/1977

Bangor

Dunbil Court is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “dunbil” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “sky.”
Off western side north of Northies Hotel.
Possibly an old name for Nerang Lane
Formerly a part of the original route of
Menai Road, before it was diverted to the
south of Menai Park (Parc Menai). Named
after David Duncomb original grantee of
Portion 62 on 31/12/1840, naming theme
for the area is Pioneer Family names.
Probably named after City of Dundee in
Scotland as a number of nearby streets
also named after Scottish towns (Kelton,
Kilmarnock, Dumbarton etc)
[updated 30/8/2019]

On HEC Robinson map
circa 1947
CC

Wikipedia

Council file records
Dundra Close is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “dundra” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “small waterfall.”
It is of note that no record can be found of
“dundra” in any known vocabulary of
Aboriginal languages. It may be an
abbreviation of “dundundra” (with the
possible belief that removing the repeated
part “dun” minimised the meaning of the
word).
“Dundundra” was a pastoral station in the
Southern Highlands of NSW near Bombala
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
Sep 1848 p.1394
Science of Man, Vol. 7 No.
7, Aug 1904
Thorpe, 1927

Street Name

Suburb

Dune Walk
(Private)
4/11/2016

Woolooware

Duneba
Avenue
10/3/1959

Kirrawee

Dungog
Place
26/9/1980

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
from 1848, but had formerly been known
as “Chain-of-ponds,” (Gazette) which may
be a clue to its renaming with the
Aboriginal language word “dundundra”
subsequently recorded in 1904 in that area
as meaning “rapid or waterfall” (Science of
Man). Later listings of “dundundra” (eg.
Thorpe) have only the meaning of
“waterfall,” without any reference to the
source of the word.
Private road running south to north on the Council file records
western side of 471 Captain Cook Drive
parallel to Solander Fields. Origin of name
not stated but likely to be related to sanf
dunes which formerly covered much of
nearby Kurnell Peninsuila.
[updated 30/8/2019]
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
“Duneba” is an Aboriginal language word
2, Mar 1901
meaning ‘wattles, all kinds’ of the Wiraiari
[Wiradjuri] people, recorded, apparently, in Council file records
central NSW in 1901. (Science of Man)
Council lists as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “wattles.”
[updated 30/8/2019]
Dungog is a town in the Hunter Valley
Region of NSW, north of Newcastle. A
village was founded after the area was
surveyed in 1829 by George Boyle White,
(Williams) and was formally named
Dungog in 1833 as location for a court of
petty sessions (Gazette). According to an
account dating from 1839, Surveyor White
had allocated “dungog” from the Aboriginal
language name “dungok,” “tungog” or
“tunkok” of the local Gringai people for the
“thinly wooded hill (or hills)” at the northern
end of the village site (Sydney Mail). Later
listings of Aboriginal language words
abbreviated the meaning of “dungog or
tunkok” to “clear hill(s)” (eg. Thorpe).
Dungog Place is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
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Williams, M. (2011). “Ah,
Dungog: A Brief Survey of
its Charming Houses &
Historic Buildings. Dungog,
N.S.W.”: Dungog Historical
Society. Retrieved from
https://coalriver.files.wordp
ress.com/2008/02/ahdungog.pdf
NSW Govt. Gazette of 24
Dec 1833 p.535
The Sydney Mail and New
South Wales Advertiser,
12 Jan 1895, p.99
Thorpe, 1927
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Dunkeld
Close
5/2/1980
Dunlea Road
16/10/1972

Burraneer
Engadine

Dunmore
Place
8/4/1987

Barden
Ridge

Dunoon
Place
8/2/1980

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Council records “dungog” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “bare or clear hill.”
Probably named after town in Perthshire,
Scotland or town in Victoria named after
Scottish town.
Named after Father Thomas Vincent
Dunlea (b 1894 – d 1970) who founded
Boys Town 1939, was first parish priest at
Engadine. He also introduced Alcoholics
Anonymous to Australia.
Site of road was where Boy’s Towns
poultry farm had been (letter 1972).
Streets in area named after Australian
pioneers. Probably named after John
Dunmore Lang (1799-1878) – NSW
clergyman, politician, educationalist ,
historian
[updated 30/8/2019]
Dunoon is a small village in north-east
NSW north of Lismore. A pastoral property
named “Dunoon” was operating in that
area by 1879 and the village was being
developed by 1882 (Northern Star).

Reference

Internet

Council file records
ADB Online

Northern Star, 6 Sep 1879,
p.2 & 22 Apr 1882, p.2
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
4, May 1903
Council file records

In 1903, “Dunoon” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “a
ridge” of the Waibra people in that area
(Science of Man).

Dunstan
Place
24/2/1967

Engadine

Dunumbral
Street (DISC)

Grays Point

Dunoon Place is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
Council records “dungog” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a ridge.”
One in group of 3 streets named after
Australian Victoria’s Cross recipients.
Corporal William Dunstan (1895-1957)
won VC for action at Gallipoli 1915.
[updated 30/8/2019]
Now Noyana Avenue
Dunumbral near Lightning Ridge in
northern NSW on the Narran River was
operating as a pastoral property by 1874.
Whilst is possibly of Aboriginal language
origin, no record has been found of that
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www.anzacday.org.au

Council file records
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 9 Apr 1874, p.1

Street Name

Suburb

Dunwell
Avenue
6/5/1960
Duraba Place
8/6/1970

Loftus
Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
word.
Original owner of land Algernon Henry
Dunwell who in 1960 lodged the
subdivision in which street was named.
[updated 30/8/2019]
“Duraba” is the Aboriginal Language name
of Hakea recurva, a plant species of southwest Western Australia, also known by the
common names of “reminder” and
“waitabit” (de Gray-Mullewa). No
information has been found as to when the
name was first recorded
“Duraba” was the name of a former
pastoral property dating back to at least
1876 on the Richmond River in north-east
NSW (Express and Telegraph) and also is
the name of a large pastoral property near
Gunnedah recorded as early as 1906
(NSW Police Gazette) and still operating
(various newspapers and Internet). No
information has been found for the source
of those property names.

Dural
Crescent
4/12/1970

Engadine

Reference
CL

“De Grey – Mullewa
Stock_Route Trail booklet”
https://library.cgg.wa.gov.a
u/
The Express and
Telegraph, 27 May 1876,
p.2
New South Wales Police
Gazette and Weekly
Record of Crime, 21 Nov
1906, p.391,
Newspaper articles and
recent “real estate” notices
on Internet

[Updated 30/8/2019]
Council file records
Dural Crescent is in an area of Crown land
subdivisions where, with adjoining streets
(Gamut, Gamenya, Mendos), the theme
was “various varieties of wheat grown in
northern regions of the State” (confirmed
by Council 19 September 1969).“Dural”
was a variety of Durum wheat developed
in 1979 (Dept Primary Industries).
A possible early connection with an
Aboriginal language word for “flour” was
the words “duria or dirir” with the meaning
“dust (flour, etc.)” which had been
recorded in 1878 in a list supplied by John
Rowley who lived in the Sydney region.
(Ridley)
Nonetheless, the word “dural” meaning “a
hollow tree set on fire on the bottom and
smoke coming out at the top” was
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“Crop-Guide-NSW-DurumWheat-Production” Department of Primary
Industries, 2008
Ridley, 1878
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Listing of “Origin of Suburb
& Street Names,” The Hills
Shire Council (accessed 6
Aug 2019)

Street Name

Suburb

Durbar
Avenue
6/6/1912

Kirrawee

Durham
Place
11/10/1962

Sylvania

Duri Close
1/11/1979

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
recorded as a word from the Wiradhuri
(Wiradjuri) language of Central NSW
collected by Archdeacon Gunther from
around 1837 on (Gunther)

Reference

Dural is also the name of a Sydney
suburb. According to the local The Hills
Shire Council the origin of the suburb
name is “believed to have derived from an
Aboriginal [language] word 'Dooral Dooral',
which means 'a smoking hollow tree' or
'burning log'. An 1817 map by the surveyor
James Meehan shows that the name was
originally spelled as Dooral.”
Likely named after the Indian Durbar
Wikipedia
(Indian word meaning ceremonial
gathering) held in 1911 to celebrate the
coronation of King George V and Queen
Mary as Emperor and Empress of India.
Originally was to be Rae Place. In group of
Wikipedia
streets (with Warwick, Oakham) named
after chief towns of English Counties. Is
chief town of Durham County.
[updated 30/8/2019]
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 20
The Duri Ranges near Tamworth in
Sept 1848 p.1231 & 4 Jul
northern NSW had been named by 1848
1849 p.1002.
when pastoral properties in that area were
Irish, C.A., “names of
being released, with one property named
Railway Stations in New
“Duri” in 1849 (Gazettes). A town of Duri
South Wales, with their
grew up around the Duri railway station
opened in 1879 (closed 1985) named after meaning and origin” in
Royal Australian Historical
the mountains (Irish).
Society Journal and
In 1903, “duri or nuri” was recorded in that Proceedings, Vol 13 Part
region as an Aboriginal language word
2, 1927.
meaning “to crawl along” and also as “duri”
Science of Man and
meaning “crawling snake in grass”
journal of the Royal
(Science of Man). Later authors (eg.
Thorpe) simply listed “duri” as meaning “to Anthropological Society of
Australasia, Vol 6 No 6,
crawl,” which is the meaning recorded in
Council records. Duri Close is in a group of July 1903 & Vol 6 No 7,
Aug 1903
streets with the theme of Aboriginal
language words starting with “D.”
Thorpe, 1927
There are earlier listings of other meanings
Council file records
for the Aboriginal word “duri.” In 1866 it
had been recorded as a Dippil language
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Street Name

Dwyer Street
3/7/1953

Dyinda Place
19/12/1957

Suburb

Gymea

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
word from around Moreton Bay,
Queensland, meaning “scrub (jungle)”
(Ridley), whilst in 1899 around the
Warrego River, Queensland, it was
recorded as meaning “to know” (Mathew).
In another 1903 listing from Wodenbong in
far north-east NSW it meant “[a] man” in
the language of the Noowidal people
(Science of man).
Previously Pine Street renamed in1953.
Possibly named after Frederick Adrian
Dwyer who worked for Shire Council 190729 mostly as overseer. Supervised
building of many early Shire roads.
[updated 30/8/2019]

Mathew, Eaglehawk and
Crow: 1899
Science of Man, Vol 6 No
3, Apr 1903
CL
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents
Grey, 1839

Dyinda is Aboriginal language word which
was recorded in south-west Western
Australia in 1839 as “Dyin-da” with the
meaning “a species of opossum, parts of
the fur of which are worn by the natives in
the hair as an ornament” (Grey). An
addition to the final listing by the same
author in 1840 also recorded “Dyin-da”
with a secondary meaning of “a plume”
attributed specifically to the Aboriginal
language at The Vasse River area (near
Busseltown) (Grey).

East Parade
25/7/1887

Reference
Ridley, 1866

Sutherland

No explanation is given for “plume”
however it may relate to the use of
plumage (feathers) for ornamentation, a
practice noted in other areas of Australia.
Advice from Sutherland Shire Historical
Society in 2001
"We have several members who have
lived in the Sutherland area for sixty
years and longer and they have
agreed that East Parade was possibly
so named because it was East of the
Woronora River.
No member had any knowledge of a
family called "East" ever living in the
vicinity.
We have also discussed this matter
with Ms Helen McDonald, of Local
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Grey, 1840

SSHS

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Studies, Sutherland Library and her
research has not shown the origin of
the name.

Reference

The majority of our members were of
the opinion that the name should
remain as it is - as local residents are
very familiar with the location and are
not worried about it being north/south".

Easton
Avenue

Sylvania

Eaton Street
(DISC)
Ebon Street
(DISC)

Sutherland

Ebony Row
23/9/1992

Loftus

Menai

The other possible explanation was that it
was the road on the east side of that
township subdivision.

CL

East Parade replaced part of a southern
road from Horse Rock Point Sylvania to
Sutherland, which then turned southwards
to Loftus and Engadine where it joined the
Old Illawarra Road. This road was known
variously as Main (or Main South) South
Road, New Illawarra Road, or the Sydney
Road.
When split by the railway in 1885, a level
crossing was placed in the route of the old
road and the road down the western side
of the railway, apparently known as Como
Street until incorporated into the
subdivision of the western part of
Sutherland township when it became East
Parade, as far as the then boundary of the
National Park. It was later extended
northwards in 1914 to join The Grand
Parade.
Name of a number of towns and villages in
United Kingdom. In an area where a
number of street are named after UK
towns and villages.
Name discontinued – an alternate spelling
for Eton St on some old plans
Appears in Wilson’s Street Directory 1934
as road along the southern boundary of
Woronora Cemetery – appears to be a
mapping error as Gregory’s Street
Directory of same year clearly shows it as
First Avenue, Loftus.
Word means ‘made of ebony, black in
color’
In line with theme of subdivision named
after species of tree.

Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
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CL

Wikipedia

1934 Wilson’s directory

Wikipedia

Street Name
Echo Street
(DISC)

Suburb
Sylvania

Eckersley
Road (DISC)
30/5/1930

Waterfall &
Heathcote &
Holsworthy

Eden Place
25/3/1958

Caringbah
South

Edgecliff
Place
17/4/1962

Engadine

Edinburgh
Close
24/5/1955

Woolooware

Name Source/ meaning
Off eastern side Evelyn St near Endeavour
St. Possibly name given to track from
Evelyn Street to Belgrave Esplanade
dedicated in 1956 as extension to Evelyn
Street
Surveyed and cleared around 1903. Ran
from the 1843 Old Illawarra Road (now
Princes Highway) south of Village of
Heathcote through to New Illawarra Road
(now within Holsworthy Firing Range) near
the Eckersley settlement (also now within
Holsworthy Firing Range).
The part within Holsworthy was acquired
by the Commonwealth Government in
1913 which effectively revoked its
designation as a public road for the part
west of Woronora River.
When named in 1930 was simply
described as “Government-road, between
portions 442/444”, but this is taken as
describing the location of the residue of
the road from Princes Highway to
Woronora River.
Much of the named road is within
Heathcote National Park but some of the
eastern end between Princes Highway and
Mirang Road still gives access to private
properties.
The name reflects that it gives access to
“Eckersley”, being the Parish of Eckersley,
Which was possibly named after
Lieutenant Nathaniel Eckersley (1779 –
1837) who served with Duke of Wellington
in Peninsular Wars, and/or the former
settlement at Eckersley.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1958 by Alfred Charles
Eden, so likely named after owner.
Eden is also a town on the NSW south
coast.
Name reflects streets location on edge of
Woronora River valley escarpment.
Includes part of Ferntree Road renamed
as part of Edgecliff Place in 2004.
Road off Edinburgh Crescent. Subdivision
in which street was named was lodged by
Taylor Woodrow (Australia) Pty Ltd, the
same company that lodged the subdivision
which named Edinburgh Crescent.
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Reference
On HEC Robinson map c
1946-48

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1989
Wikipedia
CL
Council File records

CL

CL & Internet

Street Name
Edinburgh
Crescent
1/12/1953

Suburb
Woolooware

Edward
Avenue
21/2/1921

Miranda

Edward
Street
30/5/1930

Sylvania

Edward
Parade
(DISC)
2/11/1923

Sylvania

Edwards
Drive (DISC)
Edwards
Place
16/2/1996

Burraneer

Edwards
Road (DISC)
27/9/1993

Barden
Ridge

Edwin
Avenue

Caringbah

Barden
Ridge

Name Source/ meaning
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in December 1953 by Taylor
Woodrow (Australia) Pty Ltd, an
international company which originated in
England. The release of the subdivision
was coincident with the Royal Visit of
Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Phillip,
Duke of Edinburgh in early 1954, so
possibly was named in honour of the Duke
of Edinburgh.
Otherwise, may have been named after
city in Scotland.
Street named in 1921 so probably named
after Prince Edward (later King Edward
VIII) who visited Australia in 1920. In same
subdivision as Renown Street. HMS
Renown was name of ship in which Prince
Edward came to Australia.
When subdivided in 1929 adjoined George
Street (renamed Rocklea Crescent in
1954) so probably named after King
Edward VII (King of England 1901-10).
Nearby streets also have a royal
connection.
No apparent connection to the Marchants
and Walkers who lodged the Southbridge
Estate in which the streets were named.
In 1923 Royal View Estate subdivision
where other streets Albert & Henry so
probably named after Queen Victoria’s son
Prince Edward who became King Edward
VII 1901-1910.
Renamed Macfarlane Parade in 1953.
Proposed name for street named as
Portview Place
Name changed from Edwards Road, due
to being a cul-de-sac rather than a through
road.
Possibly named after Larriane Edwards
an early settler in the Menai area
Council minutes 1992 indicate was named
after local pioneer
Name changed to Edwards Place in 1996.
Possibly named after Larraine Edwards an
early settler in Menai area as 1992 Council
minutes indicate named after local
pioneer.
Was actually built in 1929. Was in
approximate location of Binalong Avenue
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Reference
CL & Internet

DP
National Library of
Australia website

CL

CL
CL
Reflections- Menai
Congregational Church
Council file records
CL

CL. On 1939-46 map on
microfiche Library Local

Street Name
(DISC)

Suburb

Egret Place
6/6/1985

Woronora
Heights

Eighth
Avenue
26/2/1935
Eighth
Avenue
1/12/1923
Einstein
Avenue
(naming date
unknown)
Eisenhower
Place
27/4/1973

Jannali

Elder Place
24/5/1984
Electra Street
29/8/1967
Elizabeth
Place
22/6/1917

Elizabeth
Crescent
(DISC)

Name Source/ meaning
south of railway line. Was proposed in
1929 “Yowie Bay Park Estate” subdivision
but marked ‘excluded from plan’ on plan
when it was finally registered in 1943 (due
to construction of Sutherland-Cronulla
railway).
Plan lodged by Wyee Limited, so no
apparent relation
The new streets originally intended on the
plan were Edwin Avenue, Winifred Avenue
and Wyndham Avenue, so possibly named
after an Edwin Wyndham.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of Australian
birds.
Eighth street in subdivision

Unnamed Crown Road from around 1903
to 1923.
Eighth street in subdivision
Lucas
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Heights
Albert Einstein (1879-1955) who
developed theories of relativity and won
1921 Nobel Prize for Physics
Bonnet Bay Named after 34th US President Dwight
David Eisenhower (1953 -61).That Bonnet
Bay street names be those of US
presidents was recommended by Deputy
Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to by
Parkes Development and Council
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Heathcote
Princess from Greek mythology. In group
of streets with names linked to Classic
Roman / Greek places/ myths
Cronulla
Owners when street subdivided were
Elizabeth Tiddsley & E Harnett so probably
named after Elizabeth Tiddsley – she was
probably related to Albert Tiddsley who
owned Hotham Poultry farm at Gymea at
that time – it was the biggest poultry farm
in shire.
Grays Point Proposed name after Elizabeth May
Parrott a pioneer of the district for a sharp
bend in North West Arm Road at Savilles
Creek which would have been excised by
a proposal in 1952 to straighten the route
of North West Arm Road - proposal did not

Reference
History collection
DP

List from Birds Australia
website in Council records

Loftus
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www.ansto.gov.au

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Internet
DP
Sutherland Shire a History
to 1939
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
proceed
Elkhorn Place Alfords Point Name of type of plant– in subdivision
15/12/1986
where streets named after trees & plants
Ella Avenue
Barden
Named after Ella brothers who were
Council file records
16/1/2004
Ridge
Aboriginal rugby union players who
represented Australia. Theme in 2003
subdivision (by Gandangara Aboriginal
Land Corp.) - aboriginal sports persons
Ellery Place
Dolans Bay
Origin of name not determined. Does not
5/7/1971
appear to have a relation to owner at time
of subdivision (David Richard Pty Ltd).
If named for an historical figure, possibly
Robert Lewis John Ellery (1827-1908), first
superintendant of the Melbourne
Observatory
Ellesmere
Gymea Bay Lane off Ellesmere Road
Unnamed Lane from 1929 to 2004.
Lane
12/11/2004
Ellesmere
Gymea Bay Unnamed Road in Holt-Sutherland Estate
CL
Road
from 1910 to 1913.
9/10/1913
Possibly named after town in Shropshire,
Internet
England. UK villages and towns a common
theme in Holt-Sutherland subdivisions.
‘Mere’ means lake that is broad in relation
to its depth.
Part renamed as part of Marina Crescent
in 1962.
Elliott Road
Menai
Named after Herb (Herbert James) Elliott
BDCA
26/3/1979
(born 1938) athlete. In a group of streets
named after Australian athletes.
Ellis Street
Sylvania
Possibly named after Frederick Samuel
Gateway to the South –
11/6/1908
Ellis Holt (Thomas Holt’s 2nd son). Or Ellis First Stop Sylvania D F
family who lived in one of Holt houses near Salt
Sutherland House in 1880’s. Or Ellis was
Thomas Holt’s wife’s maiden name.
Elliston Place Barden
Possibly named after William Gore Elliston Council 7/12/1987 Council
9/12/1988
Ridge
(1798- 1872) schoolmaster and
file records
newspaper editor in Hobart. Also Mayor of ADB Online
Hobart, MLC and a magistrate. In same
subdivision as Garling and Driscoll Places
who were also early magistrates.
Elm Place
Woolooware In line with theme in adjacent earlier
14/8/1964
& Burraneer subdivision of tree names (jacaranda,
oleander etc) so named after tree species.
Elouera Road Cronulla
[updated 30/8/2019]
1/6/1916
Flinders, M., A Voyage to
The word “Elouera” is thought to be a
Terra Australis, London,
variation of “Alowrie”, the place name
1814, pp.97-101
recorded by Bass and Flinders when they
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
visited the Lake Illawarra area in 1796:
This part is called Alowrie; by the natives,
and is very low and sandy near the sides
of the rivulet (Flinders).
In 1893, in an article written for an
Exposition in Chicago USA it was stated:
“Elouera” is what Illawarra is derived from,
and means fine country (Hill & Thornton).
In 1896, in further explanation, it was
reported: The district name, “Illawarra,” as
expressed by the natives, should be
pronounced “Elouera,” which means a
pleasant place. (Thornton)
In 1899, “Elouera” was described as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “a
good camping ground near seaside”
(Anthropological Survey) with a further
comment added to meaning in 1900 “. . .
on account of there being plenty of food,“
(Science of Man). Various later listings
from 1901 on reverted to the meaning “a
pleasant place” (Science of Man & others)
Council records “Elouera” as an Aboriginal
language name meaning “pleasant place.”

Eltham Place
12/9/1960

Heathcote

Elwyn Street
(DISC)

Kirrawee

Originally to be called “Govett Road,”
(following an area theme of early
explorers) it was, however, named as
“Elouera Road” on the 1916 subdivision
plans, being the section of road from
opposite the north-west corner of
Dunningham Park through to Hume Road.
In 1922 it was extended to Bate Bay Road
(Gazette) and in 1962 the part of Mitchell
Road along the western side of
Dunningham Park was renamed as part of
Elouera Road on a subdivision plan. The
final section connecting from Bate Bay
Road to Captain Cook Drive was opened
in 1967 (Gazette).
In same 1960 subdivision as Woodford
Crescent – both are Old English towns
which are now part of the City of Greater
London. Origin – anglo saxon “Eald Ham”
meaning old home.
Intended name not used. Street was
instead named Moona Road.
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Reference
Hill & Thornton, “Notes on
the Aborigines of New
South Wales, by the Hon.
Richard Hill M.L.C. and
Hon. George Thornton
M.L.C.” 1893.
Thornton. “Centenary of
Illawarra: Aboriginal names
of Places” in Illawarra
Mercury, 24 Mar 1896, p.2
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey,18991903.
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
6, July 1900; Vol 4 No 10,
Nov 1901
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 7
Jul 1922 p.3708
Council file records

Wikipedia

CL
Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Emerald
Place
20/11/1969

Grays Point

Emerson
Place
11/2/1986

Menai

Empire Place
16/2/1982

Illawong

Endeavour
Road
25/11/1977
Endeavour
Street
21/11/1913

Caringbah

Enderby
Place
26/5/1988

Barden
Ridge

Engadine
Avenue
6/2/1918
(DISC)

Engadine

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
Word is of Welsh / Gaelic origin meaning
“white, fair, holy’. Is form of name of 6th
Century Irish saint.
Likely to have been named after the
mining town of Emerald in Queensland as
it comes off Inglewood Road, likely named
after a Victorian town (or other areas in
Australia of that name) with strong mining
tradition.
Named after Roy Emerson (born 1936),
Australian tennis player. In winning Davis
Cup teams 1959-62, 64-67. Won 11 Davis
Cup matches & 12 Grand Slam Singles
Championships. In group of streets named
after Australian tennis stars.
Possibly passenger ship ‘Empire’ (1853) or
passenger ship ‘Eastern Empire’ (1862)
A ship named ‘Empire’ was wrecked at
Port Phillip in 1894.
Altogether there were 232 ships built at
various times which included the word
Empire.
There was a series of ships in the service
of the British Government, the names of
which were all prefixed with ‘Empire,’
mostly used during World War II.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance .
Named after Captain James Cook’s ship
the Endeavour during his 1770 voyage to
South Pacific and Australia.
Named after Captain James Cook’s ship
the Endeavour during his 1770 voyage to
South Pacific and Australia. In same
subdivision as extension of Pembroke St
(Earl of Pembroke was Endeavour’s
previous name)
Named after Australian pioneer Samuel
Enderby Junior (1756-1829) trader and
involved in shipping and whaling (area has
Australian Pioneers theme)

Reference

Internet

Internet
Australia’s Maritime
History
Internet

Australian Dictionary of
Biography 1788 -1850
(LW)
Council 7/12/1987 Council
file records

[updated 26/4/2017]
A section of the road now named as
Fairview Avenue.
The road was originally shown as
“Woronora Road” on an 1888 notification
of a Crown land auction
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GG

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

It was renamed as “Engadine Avenue” in
1918. It adjoined the “Engadine Estate”,
the property of former Shire Councillor
Charles McAlister

Council Minute 112 of 6
February 1918 & GG

Extended as an unnamed Crown road in
1933 – that road then labeled “Fairview
Street (late Engadine Av.)” in 1941.

LPI Historical plans

Shown as “Faiview Avenue” on subdivision Council Minute 172 of 3
plans in 1945 & 1949, however renaming
March 1958
not confirmed until 1958, when noted “that LW
was the name by which it was locally
known”

Engadine
Avenue
1/11/1918

Engadine

Engadine is named after the Engadine
Origin of Suburb Name
district in Switzerland, which had similar
hills and valleys and many wildflowers.
Pioneering landholder Charles McAlister
and his wife Christina had bought land in
the Village of Heathcote, on the southwest side of Old Illawarra Road (now
Woronora Road) at a Crown land auction
on 7 May 1887 (advertised NSW
Government Gazette No 87 of 14 February
1887 folios 1055-6). Following a trip to
Europe from which they returned in 1910,
and during which they had seen that Swiss
district, the McAlisters renamed their
property the Engadine Estate.
[updated 26/4/2017]
Unnamed Crown Road from 1903 to
LPI historic plans
around 1927 (but could have been named
ealier). The first time the name has been
found is on a subdivision of land owned by
Christina McAlister in 1927, also shown on
oher subdivisions further along the road in
the next two years.
As the 1927 subdivision also has a road
named McAlister Avenue, it is likely that
Engadine Avenue was named after the
McAlister’s “Engadine Estate”, as was an
earlier road of that name on the other side
of Woronora Road.
Engadine is named after the Engadine
district in Switzerland, which had similar
hills and valleys and many wildflowers.
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Origin of Suburb Name

Street Name

Suburb

Engadine
Place
16/4/1948

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Pioneering landholder Charles McAlister
and his wife Christina had bought land in
the Village of Heathcote, on the southwest side of Old Illawarra Road (now
Woronora Road) at a Crown land auction
on 7 May 1887 (advertised NSW
Government Gazette No 87 of 14 February
1887 folios 1055-6). Following a trip to
Europe from which they returned in 1910,
and during which they had seen that Swiss
district, the McAlisters renamed their
property the Engadine Estate.
[Updated 26/4/2017]
When lane was resumed in NSW
GG
Government Gazette No 45 of of
16/4/1969, it states it is “the road known as
Engadine-place” being the name shown on Council file records
plan given Council Certificate of 5/5/1947.
As is close to Engadine Railway Station
would appear to be named for its locality.

English
Street
29/6/1916

Woolooware

Engadine is named after the Engadine
Origin of Suburb Name
district in Switzerland, which had similar
hills and valleys and many wildflowers.
Pioneering landholder Charles McAlister
and his wife Christina had bought land in
the Village of Heathcote, on the southwest side of Old Illawarra Road (now
Woronora Road) at a Crown land auction
on 7 May 1887 (advertised NSW
Government Gazette No 87 of 14 February
1887 folios 1055-6). Following a trip to
Europe from which they returned in 1910,
and during which they had seen that Swiss
district, the McAlisters renamed their
property the Engadine Estate.
Subdivision in which street was named
CL
was lodged in 1916 by Charles Fry of part
of the land purchased by Arthur Rickard &
Co in 1914 from the Holt-Sutherland
Estate. Probably is a patriotic gesture as it
was named during WW1.
It would seem to be a pure coincidence
CL
that, many years later in 1949, the owners
and subdividers of "Midlawn" on the northwest corner of English St/Dolans Rd were
J R & H M English, particularly as the 1916
subdivision had a reserve strip to prevent
the owners of that property gaining access
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Street Name

Suburb

Epacris
Avenue
11/6/1909

Caringbah

Erang
Avenue
10/4/1957

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
to the new street.
Council selected name 1909. Type of
indigenous flora.
Part at Intersection Saunders Bay Road
renamed as part of Parthenia Street in
2011
[updated 30/8/2019

Reference
St George Call 10 April
1909 pg 1

McCarthy, 1952
A 1952 publication lists “erang” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “valley”
from the Port Jackson (Sydney Region)
Aboriginal people (McCarthy). A study of
the Sydney [Aboriginal] language in 1993
indicates that the source would appear to
be a 1798 noting by David Collins, but
indicates that the word for “valley” was
“yarang” from “e-rang (Troy/Collins).

Troy,1993
Collins, D. [1798]
published in 2 vols.
Sydney: 1975
Council file records
Curr, 1886

Council, likely from the 1952 publication,
has “erang” as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “valley.”
Other recordings of “erang” mainly refer to
facial features: “erang” meaning “beard”
was listed in 1886 from the Mooloola
[Mooloolah] Aboriginal people in the area
between Brisbane and Gympie in
Queensland (Curr); whilst a 1900 listing
indicates three meanings for “erang” as
“gum,” “mouth” and “teeth” from the
Warrathara [Wiradjuri] people of central
NSW (Science of Man).

Eric Street
27/4/1937

Bundeena

Erskine Road
16/5/1916

Caringbah

A 1903 recording in Western Australia has
“erang” as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “stone knife” (Clement).
Named after George Eric Reginald Mobbs,
commonly known as “Eric”, the brother of
Neil (Neal) Drayton Mobbs who jointly
owner the land with their mother Rosa
(Rosey) Ellen Jane Mobbs at time of
subdivision. The alternate spellings of
Neil/Neal and Rosa/Rosey appear
variously used in relioable source
documents. The Mobbs family members
were Parramatta auctioneers and land
developers who had large land hldings in
Bundeena.
Probably named after Erskine Samuel
Smith who was Director of Taren Point
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Science of Man, Vol 3 No
10, Nov 1900
Clement, 1903.

The Bundeena Book
Auction notice
CL

Street Name
Esperance
Place
30/4/1980

Essington
Crescent
8/10/1965

Ethell Road
30/5/1893
Eton Lane
3/10/1986
Eton Street
13/2/1882

Eton Street
(DISC)
Circa 1884
Eton Street
North (DISC)
3/10/1947
Eton Street
South (DISC)
3/10/1947
Eucalyptus
Street

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Land Company – which was owner when
subdivided in 1914.
Yarrawarrah Named after West Australian town – in
group of streets named after WA locations.
Town named after French frigate
L’Esperance. Under Captain Kermandec it
sheltered in bay during exploration of West
coast of Australia and search for lost
explorer La Perouse.
Sylvania
As in group of streets with Leichhardt,
Gilbert etc streets would be named after
Port Essington early settlement near
Darwin abandoned 1849 which was
named after Vice Admiral Sir William
Essington by explorer Phillip Parker King.
Ludwig Leichhardt’s 1844 -45 expedition
ended at Port Essington.
Kirrawee
Named after real estate agent/valuer firm
Piercy, Ethell & Marshall which subdivided
and sold the land in 1893.
Sutherland
Unnamed Lane off Eton Street from 1885
to 1986
Sutherland
Name first registered 1882 by James
Murphy manager/ director Holt Sutherland
Estate Co. probably named after location
/school in England. A number of streets in
the Holt-Sutherland Estate are named
after UK towns and villages
1947 to 2005 parts called Eton Street
North/ South.
Incorrectly shown as Eaton Street on
some old plans
Sutherland
[updated 27/4/2017]
Name shown on 1884 survey plan as the
part of Belmont Street between The Grand
Parade (now Acton Street) and Moira
Street (now Gailes Street)
Sutherland
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Sutherland
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Alfords Point [updated 10/2/2020]
Eucalyptus Street is in an area where the
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Reference

Sheppard

Internet

CL

LPI historic plan

CL

CL

Council file records

Street Name
6/6/1984

Eucla Place
13/4/1966

Suburb

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
street names have a theme of tree and
plant names. “Eucalyptus” is the botanical
name for the genus of mostly Australian
trees commonly known as gum trees or
eucalypts.

Reference
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

“Eucalpytus” is a modern Latin word,
derived from Greek eu ‘well’
and kaluptos ‘covered’, because the
unopened flower is protected by a cap.
[updated 30/8/2019]
Eucla is the easternmost settlement in
Western Australia. It is situated close to
the Western Australian/South Australian
border on the edge of the Nullarbor Plain,
and north of the Great Australian Bight
(Internet). The name was apparently
known by 1867. Land was set aside in
1873, although the town site of Eucla was
not gazetted until 1885. (Internet and
South Australian Register)
The name “eucla” is acknowledged as
derived from an Aboriginal language word,
however there are several theories as to
which word and the associated meaning of
the word.
Theory 1:
In 1888, it was recorded that Aboriginal
language word “eucla” referred to a
favourite camping-place called yirkla or
yirgella by the local Yirkla Meening people,
a term which signifies morning star, the
morning star as it rises over the sandhills
being a noticeable object, at the spot
(Curr). A similar word “yinculyer” is listed
with the meaning “referring to the rising of
the planet Venus” (Internet). A 1904 listing
simply has “Eucla” meaning “stars”
(Science of Man)
Theory 2:
In 1908, “Eucla” was described as a
corruption of the aboriginal word Yirculyer
(pronounced eirculeer), which means “a
point,” and is the native name of a bluff a
few miles east of Eucla. The township is
really Chiniala [meaning] “a hill”, Eucla
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Internet: listing of Western
Australia Town and Place
Names.
South Australian Register,
8 Jan 1867, p.3
Curr, 1886
Internet: listing of Western
Australia Town and Place
Names.
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
2, Mar 1904
Observer, 4 July 1908, p.
48
Manning, G.H., A
Compendium of the Place
Names of South Australia,
S.A., 2012
“Australia for Everyone”
website
http://australiaforeveryone.
com.au/wa_outback.htm

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
being near sandhills (Observer).

Reference

Theory 3:
In 2012: Eucla - A corruption of the
Aboriginal ‘jirkila’ meaning ‘rattle of flints’,
from the flint boulders on the sea shore
derived from the Miocene cliffs. (Manning)

Eugenia
Street
14/7/1964
Eurabalong
Road
25/10/1906

Loftus
Burraneer

Theory 4:
(Unconfirmed) At around this locality, in
1841 Explorer Edward John Eyre recorded
sighting the rise of the planet Venus; 'yer',
meaning bright, and 'coloya', meaning fire,
are said to be those used by the
Aborigines who accompanied the explorer
to describe the event they witnessed in the
night sky, and it believed this is how the
locality's name was derived (Australia for
Everyone).
Named after genus of mostly American
evergreen trees. Most streets in area
named after plants.
[updated 30/8/2019]
Eurabalong was a pastoral property on the
Darling River west of Condoblin NSW,
dating from 1847 and originally named
“Eurebolong” (Gazette). When the property
transferred to a new pastoralist in 1870, it
became “Eurabalong” (Gazette) by which
the area was known at least to around the
end of the century, (Braidwood Dispatch)
with the name occasionally used as for a
local school until around 1935 (Education
journal).

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 28
May 1847, p.578 & 24 Jan
1870, p.172
The Braidwood Dispatch
and mining Journal, 1 Sep
1897, p.2
Education: journal of the
NSW Public School
Teachers Federation, Vol
16 No 11, Sept 1935

In 1868, a post office was established with
the name “Euabalong,” (Gazette). That
spelling of the name was retained when
the site for a Village of Euabalong and
surrounding areas was proclaimed in
1873, (Gazette) with that spelling retained
since that time.

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 31
Dec 1867, p.3667 & 1 Jul
1873, p.1843

No whole word “eurabalong” has been
found in any lists of Aboriginal language
words but could be inferred from a
construction as “euraba-long.”

Euraba Artists &
Papermakers http://www.idaia.com.au/en
/art-centres/euraba/

Recorded in one source, only as a

Internet - Wikipedia
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One Big Garden:
“Aboriginal Words in the
English Language”

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
possibility is that “euraba” relates to
Eucalyptus glubulus subspecies bicostata,
a tree found in Victoria and NSW and
known as “eurabbie” (one big garden).

Reference
Science of Man, Vol 8 No
5, Sep 1906

Of note, also, is an Aboriginal fine arts
organisation “Euraba Artists &
Papermakers” founded in 1988 and owned
and operated by the Goomeroi people of
Toomelah and Boggabilla in northern
NSW. “Euraba” in the language of the
Goomeroi means “place of healing” from
the medicinal plant “eura” and “ba”
meaning “place” (Euraba).
“Eurah” is one of the common names of
Eremphila bignoniflora, also known as
“Bignonia emu bush; creek wilga;
dogwood; gooramurra; kurumbini and river
argee,” which is endemic throughout
mainland Australia. The oils extracted from
it are used by Aboriginal people as a bush
medicine (Internet).

Euroa Place
9/2/1973

Engadine

The suffix “-long” is a known Aboriginal
language suffix meaning “plain,” (Science
of Man) which is likely as “Eurabalong” is
on the floodplain of the Darling River.
[updated 30/9/2019]
On 30 March 1972, Council advised the
then Department of Lands that new roads
in Crown subdivisions off Kingswood
Road, Engadine had been allocated
Aboriginal language words in their names.
One of these was Euroa Place.
Euroa is a Victorian town which attained
historical significance from its bank being
robbed by the Kelly gang of bushrangers
on 11 December 1878 (Martin).
Land in the township was being sold in
1851 (Gazette), after being surveyed in
1849. A history of Euroa recounted by a
resident who moved to the town in 1853,
indicated that the name “Euroa” originated
from an Aboriginal language word “YeraO” meaning “joyful” (Deboos)
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Council file records
Martin A.E., Place Names
in Victoria and Tasmania,
Sydney, 1944
NSW Govt. Gazette of 26
Mar 1851, p.533
Deboos, C.L., “Early
History of Euroa”
Euroa Advertiser, 2 Oct
1908, p.2
VICNAMES http://wiki.prov.vic.gov.au/i
ndex.php/Euroa
Endacott, 1924, rev’d ed
1959.

Street Name

Suburb

Evans Street
29/7/1920

Como

Evelyn Street
11/6/1908

Sylvania

Ewos Parade
Circa 1904

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
The Victorian Government VICNAMES
Historic Names Register records two
entries for “Euroa”: (1) Traditional Name:
Yerao - meaning 'joyful' and (2) Traditional
Name: Eurawa or Urowa - meaning 'push,
shake, thrust'
A 1959 listing which provides no reference
to where the word and meaning was
collected — and therefore regarded as
unlikely — is “euroa” meaning “white gum
tree” (Endacott).
Origin of name not determined
Owner when land subdivided was Lilian
Hooper and nothing to indicate any
relationship. (Various members of Hooper
family had purchased much of the land in
this area from the Holt-Sutherland Estate).
The Holt-Sutherland Estate was still
involved at time the auction plans were
drawn up, so may have selected the
name.
Possibly named after George William
Evans (1780-1852) surveyor & explorer.
Part called Evelyn Street North GG 51 of
16/5/1958
Name possibly a corruption of the name
Helvellyn, the barque in which Holt and his
wife travelled to Australia from England in
1842. The other new street name in the
same subdivision is Ellis which was his
wife’s maiden name.
Helvellyn is a mountain in the English Lake
District and the third-highest peak in
England.
Originally an unnamed road circa 1895 in
the Crown Subdivisions of the Cronulla
peninsula, which became locally known as
Ocean Road.
It was later named after the first four letters
of name E.W.O’Sullivan (then NSW
Minister for Public Works).
Apparently the name suggested to Mr
O’Sullivan was Ewos Avenue, but he
agreed as long as it was changed from
Avenue to Parade.
Originally included part of Gerrale Street
between Nicholson Parade and Elizabeth
Place until that section was renamed
in1916.
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Reference

Internet

An Energetic Colonist

Wikipedia
CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p375
(LW)
Cridland

CL

Street Name
Excelsior
Road
10/4/1913

Suburb
Cronulla

Exmouth
Place
30/4/1980

Yarrawarrah

Eyre Place
22/1/1962

Kirrawee

F6 Freeway
1948

Taren Point
& Miranda &
Gymea &
Kirrawee &
Royal
National
Park &
Heathcote
and
Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
In Excelsior Estate subdivision.
Subdivision advertisement shows J
Andrew’s “Excelsior“ boatshed at water
end of road
Named after Exmouth a town in Western
Australia. In group of streets named after
WA locations. Town named by Captain
Phillip P. King when surveying coastline in
1818, after Edward Pellew, First Viscount
Exmouth (1757-1833). He had
distinguished himself in the Royal Navy
1776 -1816. During the Napoleonic Wars,
he was Commander in Charge in India, the
North Sea and Mediterranean.
Named after explorer Edward John Eyre
(1815-1901) who was also State Governor
of South Australia. Adjoining streets are
Wylie (named after aboriginal who
accompanied Eyre) and Scott Pl (E B
Scott was Eyre’s assistant)
The 1948 Cumberland County Council
Planning Scheme envisaged a county road
(expressway/motorway) corridor from
Captain Cook Bridge at Taren Point
through the suburbs of Sutherland Shire to
the Royal National Park at Kirrawee, then
through the Royal National Park, touching
the eastern edge of Heathcote (where it
was planned to connect to Heathcote
Road), then to Waterfall and then towards
Wollongong.
Although much of the privately-owned land
has been acquired over the years, only
two sections of the F6 have actually been
built — the section between Captain Cook
Bridge and Holt Road, known as Taren
Point Road, and the start of the former
tollway, now motorway, to Wollongong just
inside the southern boundary of the Shire.
This latter section was known for many
years as F6 Southern Freeway but was
officially renamed by Roads and Maritime
Services as Princes Motorway in 2013.
The section of the original route from
Farnell Avenue to Waterfall was
abandoned some years ago.
In early 2003 there was a “Direction that
the Roads and Traffic Authority not to
construct any freeway or motorway on the
proposed F6 corridor between St Peters
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Reference
1913 subdivision
advertisement

www.exmouth.nsw.gov.au

Who Did What
ADB

Street Name

Suburb

Fairs Avenue
30/12/1913
Fairview
Avenue
1/10/1945

Woolooware
Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
and The Royal National Park and not
construct any road or transport
development of any type between The
Royal National Park and southern side of
Gymea Station to preserve that section as
far as possible for open space.” However
the Government later reinstated the
intention that the corridor would remain for
the proposed expressway.
Named after owner at time of subdivision – CL
Richard Edward Fairs
[updated 26/4/2017]
The road was originally shown as
GG
“Woronora Road” in a notice of an 1886
auction of Crown land
It was renamed as “Engadine Avenue” in
1918.

Council Minute 112 of 6
February 1918 & GG

Extended as an unnamed Crown road in
1933 – that road then labeled “Fairview
Street (late Engadine Av.”) in 1941.

LPI Historical plans

Shown as “Faiview Avenue” on subdivision Council Minute 172 of 3
plans in 1945 & 1949, however renaming
March 1958
not confirmed until 1958, when noted “that LW
was the name by which it was locally
known”
Road was further extended as “Fairview
Avenue” in 1979.

Fairview
Road (DISC)
1/10/1948
Fairview
Street
8/5/1841
(DISC)

Falmar Place

Engadine
Engadine

Woronora

Being on top of a ridge it had a fair view of
the surrounding country.
Renamed as Kingswood Road in 1949
Being on top of a ridge it had a fair view of
the surrounding country.
[updated 26/4/2017]
“Engadine Avenue” extended as an
unnamed Crown road in 1933 – that road
then labeled “Fairview Street (late
Engadine Av.)” in 1941.
Shown as “Faiview Avenue” on subdivision
plans in 1945 & 1949, however renaming
not confirmed until 1958, when noted “that
was the name by which it was locally
known”
On original list for Woronora Heights was
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LPI historical plans

CL

LPI Historical plans

Council Minute 172 of 3
March 1958
LW
List from Birds Australia

Street Name
25/3/1985

Suburb
Heights

Farnell
Avenue
1890

Royal
National
Park

Farrer Place
21/2/1967

Oyster Bay

Fauna Place
25/7/1967

Kirrawee

Fawkner
Place
23/11/1987

Barden
Ridge

Fenton
Avenue
18/12/1929

Caringbah

Fentons Lane
(DISC)
Circa 1904

Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
to be Fulmar Place so Falmar may be
misspelling of Fulmar a type of seabird
from petrel family. Theme for area is
Australian birds.
The new main entrance road built in 1890
into the National (later Royal National)
Park, replacing Lady Rawson Avenue to
its north, which was the former entry road
through to Audley. It joined back to that
original road to Audley around the end of
the railway spur line.
Named after James Squire Farnell a
member of the first Trust of the National
Park appointed 1879. First native born
Premier of NSW. Son Arthur was National
Park ranger 1904-1942 (except war
service 1915-18).
James Squire Farnell was politician 18601888, Premier 1877-1882, NSW Secretary
of Lands 1883. One of his 13 children son Frank was also a politician and a
Trustee of National Park from 1888 to
1929, Chairman 1907-1929.
One source says named in 1915 after
Frank Farnell not James
Named after William James Farrer (18451906) – Scientist who developed disease
resistant wheat
Probably so named due to its proximity to
Flora Street (which subdivided much
earlier). Means – animal life
Named after John Pascoe Fawkner (17921869) a pioneer in Hobart and one of
founding fathers of Melbourne. Settled
Port Phillip. Area has Australian Pioneers
theme.
Streets in subdivision (Drake, Frobisher)
appear to have theme of historical nautical
persons. Edward Fenton (died 1603) was
English navigator who sailed in Sir Martin
Frobisher’s 2nd & 3rd expeditions to
discovery North West Passage.
Area has theme of British Admirals and
Officers.
[Upated 22/9/2017]
During an investigation of naming of lanes
in Waterfall, a local resident expressed
opinion that one of the lanes had been
known as Fenton Lane.
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Reference
website in Council records
Wikipedia
History of the Royal
National Park
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
Sutherland Shire – Some
Early Residents - Botany
Bay Family History Society

www.rmyc-port
hacking.com.au
A Brief History of
Sutherland Shire – Shire
Studies No 1
SH of OB (LW)
Mementos of Oyster Bay

CL
ADB online
Australian Encyclopedia

Wikipedia

Sticks and Stones.
CR

Street Name

Fentons
Track (DISC)
Ferguson
Close
6/1/1979

Suburb

Waterfall
Menai

Fermi Street
(naming date
unknown)

Lucas
Heights

Fermo Road
11/4/1969

Engadine

Fern Circuit
East
10/12/1991
Fern Circuit
West
8/1/1993
Fernhill Place
6/6/1983

Menai

Fernleigh
Road
27/2/1905

Caringbah
South

Ferntree
Road

Engadine

Menai
Grays Point

Name Source/ meaning
Samuel Fenton, a railway employee in
1904 purchased land (at corner of roads
later named Princes Highway and
Bundarra Street) and had a dairy in
1912/16. On north side of property was an
unnamed lane which at the time ran
straight through to the Illawarra Road
(Princes Highway), but later diverted. (now
Nanardine Lane).
Included on Council road construction and
maintenance records in 1910 as “Fenton’s
Lane.” In the 1914 list work was done on
“Fenton’s Track” after a complaint from
Mrs. Fention of Waterfall
[Updated 22/9/2017]
See Fentons Lane
Indicated as named after Adair Ferguson
rower listed in Australia’s sporting greats
More likely named after June Ferguson
(1928-) athlete (Silver medalist at 1948
Olympics) as other streets in vicinity
named after athletes.
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Enrico Fermi (1901-1954) who worked on
development of first nuclear reactor. Won
1938 Physics Noble prize for work on
induced radioactivity.
Possibly name of City in northern Italy. In
an area of Crown subdivisions where
street names are from random locations
around the world.
Named after species of plants in line with
theme of subdivision where streets named
after trees / plants.
Named after species of plants in line with
theme of subdivision where streets named
after trees / plants.
Named after street in Hurlstone Park
where owner at time of subdivision, Dave
Conyard, had once lived.
Named after Fernleigh House which was
built by Charles York circa 1873.
House originally called York House.
Fernleigh House is located at 44-46
Fernleigh Road and listed as a heritage
item.
In 2 parts — Part between Ridge Road
and Woronora Road and part west of
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Reference
LPI historic title records
Sands directories

CL
St George Call 4/4/1914
p.7

Menai Dept Unit 30/5/1979
Council file records
www.womenaustralia.info

www.ansto.gov.au
Wikipedia

Wikipedia

Grays Point Story
A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
LEP 2015 – heritage list
CL

Street Name
22/3/1886

Suburb

Ferrier Drive
21/12/1987

Menai

Fiddick Place
7/7/1994

Menai

Fiddlewood
Grove
8/1/1993

Menai

Field Place
4/12/1981

Illawong

Fifth Avenue
24/4/1933
Fifth Avenue
1/12/1923

Jannali

Fillmore
Road
22/5/1968

Bonnet Bay

Finch Place
12/3/1985

Woronora
Heights

Fire Trail

Woronora
Heights &
Woronora
Gymea Bay

First Avenue
7/2/1918
First Avenue
24/4/1933
First Avenue
1/12/1923
First Avenue
East (DISC)
26/2/1935

Loftus

Jannali
Loftus
Jannali

Name Source/ meaning
Ridge Road, excluding the section which
was renamed Edgecliff Place in 2004.
Named after Jim Ferrier (1915-1986)
golfer. Moved to US in 1944. Won 2
Australian Opens, 4 Australian amateur
titles. In group of streets named after
Australian golfers.
Thomas Fiddick was early Menai settler,
who ran cattle on farm adjoining
Popplewells.
On Pioneer settlers list 1992
In line with theme of subdivision named
after species of tree. Botanical name
Citharexylum spinosum - it is a West
Indian native tree.
Possibly Captain Field of the trading
vessel ‘Sylph’ who lived on Lord Howe
Island and died when the vessel foundered
during a voyage to Sydney in 1873.
In area of Australian historical nautical
significance.
Fifth street in subdivision
Unnamed Crown Road from around 1903
to 1923. Includes part of former Fourth
Avenue renamed in 2011.
Fifth street in subdivision
Named after 13th US President Millard
Fillmore (1850-53) That Bonnet Bay street
names be those of US presidents was
recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk Jim
Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of Australian
birds.
Emergency services road dedicated in
2004 between Bundanoon Road and The
Crescent — not a public road
Shown as 1st Avenue on subdivision plan.
First street in subdivision.
First street in subdivision. Includes First
Avenue East renamed in 2011.
Unnamed Crown Road from around 1903
to 1923.
First street in subdivision.
Renamed as part of First Avenue in 2011
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Reference
Internet

Council file records
Burkes Backyard website
Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records
History of Lowe Howe
Island: 1788-1988

CL

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

List from Birds Australia
website in Council records

CL

CL

Street Name
Fitzroy Place
18/1/1966

Suburb
Sylvania
Waters

Five Mile
Forest Road
(DISC)

Lucas
Heights

Flagstaff
Street
11/4/1969

Engadine

Flat Rock
Road
30/8/1966
Fletcher
Avenue
19/11/1957

Gymea Bay

Fletcher
Road (DISC)
22/3/1886

Flide Street
2/7/1915

Miranda

Heathcote

Caringbah

Flinders
Road
13/1/1908

Cronulla &
Woolooware

Flint Place
4/5/1982

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
Named after Fitzroy River in central
Queensland (mouth near Rockhampton)
which was named after NSW Governor
(1846-1855) Sir Charles Augustus Fitzroy
(Qld then part of NSW). One of 35 streets
in area named after Australian rivers.
Includes lane at southern end which was
unnamed until 2011
Old local name for road now named as
Little Forest Road

Reference
The Macquarie Book Of
Events
& www.wapedia.mobi

CL
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Feb 1978

In a Crown subdivision with Boala Pl and
Almada St, which seems to be random
place names from different continents.
Flagstaff is city in Arizona, United States.
Named after geological feature nearby
Named after Councillor Norman James
Fletcher. Councillor 1920 -28.
Named at May 1957 Development
Committee. Report says Fletcher family
had long association with shire
Streets named after politicians / public
servants at time area subdivided (1887) probably named after James Fletcher
(1834-1891) MLA 1880-91, Minister for
Mines 1886, Secretary for Public Works
1889. Road off western side of Garvan
Road closed in 1982.
Louis Albert Curtis (died Waverley 1940)
married Ada Marion Flide in 1884.
In the same subdivision as Curtis St &
Gardere St, which were named after the
parents of Louis A Curtis.
Harley Flide attended the funeral of Mrs
Curtis in 1912, and Bessie
Flide was the partner of Louis A Curtis in a
large land subdivision at Como in 1933.
As in group of 7 streets named after
explorers probably named after explorer
Matthew Flinders (1774-1814) who with
George Bass explored East Coast 179798, circumnavigated 1798-99.
A Captain Flint of the ‘Friendship’ (circa
1935) and later the ‘Alfred’ (circa 1838)
and ‘Lady McNaughton’ (circa 1840) was
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Mrs B Fletcher (LW).
Councillor list on SSC
website
Council file records

Australian Dictionary of
Biography online
CL
Mundia (Ancestry Search)
CL
SMH 12/4/1912
CL
www.asap.unimelb.edu.au

Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Flora Lane
(DISC)
Circa 1918

Flora Street
13/2/1882

Flora Street
27/2/1927
Flora Street
West (DISC)
1/10/1937
Florence
Parade
(DISC)
1903

Sutherland /
Kirrawee

Oyster Bay
Sutherland
Royal
National
Park

Name Source/ meaning
involved in coastal trading and passenger
ship between England and Australia.
Possibly also the ‘City of Flint’ a freighter
involved in the rescue of passengers from
the ’Athenia’ in 1939, first passenger liner
sunk in the Second World War. The ‘City
of Flint’ was later torpedoed itself and sunk
in 1943.
In area with theme of names of historical
nautical significance.
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Name appears in Council road
maintenance list in 1918. Possibly
unnamed laneway from Eton Street to
Carricks Lane (also mentioned in same
lists) – widened to form extension to Flora
Street in 1918-19. Possibly also known as
Little Flora Street in road maintenance lists
1908-1912
[Updated 1/7/2020
Name first registered 1882 by James
Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Meaning – plant life
– originally the part between Eton Street
and Acacia Road.
Part between Acacia Road and Bath Road
was renamed from Hawthorne Road in
1922.
Part between Old Princes Highway and
Eton Street was originally unnamed lane
(known by local names of Carrick’s Lane
and Leather Lane, possibly also Little
Flora Street or Flora Lane). Widened
1918-19, after which it assumed the name
Flora Street.
Part west of railway line originally named
Illawarra Road in 1887 was renamed as
Flora Street in 1922 became Flora Street
West in 1937 & Adelong St 1986.
Meaning – plant life. So named due to
abundance of wild flowers in area
See Flora Street. Renamed as Adelong
Street in 1968.
A track from Grays Point to Royal National
Park Station - does not appear to have
ever been officially named.
Now fire trail from Angle Road to RNP
visitors centre.
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Reference
Internet

CL

St George Call 5/7/1919
p.6

CL
DP
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1969

St George Call 5/7/1919
p.6

Mementos of Oyster Bay

Council file records
Australian Dictionary of
Biography online
History of Royal National
Park

Street Name

Suburb

Florey Place
10/5/1988

Barden
Ridge

Florida Street
12/1/1882

Sylvania

Foch Avenue
17/11/1919

Gymea

Forbes Creek
Bridge

Woronora

Forbes Creek
Road
2/4/2001

Engadine

Forbes
Crescent
21/8/1962

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Two theories on name, the second of
which seems most likely:
(1) Named after Florence Alice Rawson
wife of NSW Governor 1902-1909 Sir
Harry Holdsworth Rawson. She died 1905.
Western end connected to Lady Rawson
Avenue.
(2) Florence Parade was built in 1886
from the [railway] station to Flagstaff Hill, a
high rocky prominence. Named in honour
of Trustee G. F Want’s wife, and was later
extended to Grays Point as a fire trail
Named after scientist Howard Walter
Florey (1898-1968) who was head of team
which developed penicillin during WW2.
Street naming theme in area is Australian
pioneers.
Name first registered by James Murphy
manager/director of Holt Sutherland Estate
Co. Apparent theme in subdivision of
naming north-south streets after ‘exotic’
foreign locations so likely named after
Florida in USA.
Possibly named after Ferdinand Foch
(1851-1929) WWI Marshal of France. In
line with time of subdivision – street first
registered 1919 / surveyed 1918.
Bridge over Forbes Creek in Prince
Edward Park Road. Original footbridge
prior 1909 destroyed in February 1911 and
rebuilt. Bridge rebuilt for vehicular traffic in
1929.
Unnamed Crown Reserved Road first
named on a Departmental Plan – no
record of formal naming.
Two theories on name:
(1) Named after Forbes Creek which
possibly named after Sir Francis Forbes
(1784-1841), NSW 1st Chief Justice 182434
(2) Named after Forbes Creek: believed to
honour F.E. Forbes who operated sawpits
with convict labour at Holsworthy from
1832.
As near Armidale Place and Tamworth
Place possibly named after town of Forbes
in central NSW. Town believed to be
named after Sir Francis Forbes (17841841), NSW 1st Chief Justice 1824-34.
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Reference

www.abc.net.au

DP

CL

CL
ADB online
Sydney Travellers Guide

Forbes Council website
ADB online
Sydney Travellers Guide

Street Name

Suburb

Forbes Street
(DISC)

Kirrawee

Forby Street
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Kurnell

Fore Road
(DISC)

Caringbah

Foreman
Place
7/6/1994

Barden
Ridge

Foreshore
Boulevard
(Private)
4/11/2016

Woolooware

Forest Glen
Way
6/5/1993
Forest Road
3/3/1886

Menai

Forest Road
(DISC)

Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea &
Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
Alternatively could be named after nearby
Forbes Creek: believed to honour F.E.
Forbes who operated sawpits with convict
labour at Holsworthy from 1832.
Name discontinued — name noted in old
Council records but location not
determined
Street at Towra Point running southerly
from Towra Beach Road created in 1915
subdivision but never built – now part of
Towra Point nature reserve.
Named after Forby Sutherland – sailor on
Endeavour who died whilst ship in Botany
Bay and was buried at Kurnell.

Reference

[updated 2/3/2017]
Off north side Carabella Road and south of
Ulster Street/Road. It was a dead-end
“bush road.” All tracks in that area
disappeared when Captain Cook Drive
was constructed in the 1950s.
Origin of name not determined
Named from Australian pioneers list
However may be named after local
pioneersWinifred, Roy and Betty Foreman were
early settlers in the area.
Mr S Foreman Menai farmer 1930
On pioneer settlers list 1992
Formerly part of Old Illawarra Rd
Private road over 471 Captain Cook Drive,
Woolooware. The private road links
Captain Cook Drive with the foreshore of
Woolooware Bay. Also a Boulevarde is
described as a wide paved road with
ornamented with trees, which is what the
developers propose.
In area where most street named after
plants.

1924 Wilson’s Street
Directory
SSHS Journal Jan1969

CL
CL

Environment and Health
Com 177 27/7/1992 (LW)
Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
1930 Sands dir
Council file records
Council file records

On 1882 Holt Sutherland Estate Co
CL
subdivision map shown as Forest Street.
From 1886 subdivision plan onwards is
Forest Road.
As in early years the area was thick bush
name probably reflects such.
Part in Gymea renamed as Rulwalla Place
to confirm existing situation.
Part of Old Illawarra Road
CL
Almost certainly a mistake, name assumed
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Street Name

Suburb

Forest Road
12/9/1888

Heathcote

Forest Street
(DISC)
13/2/1882

Sutherland
& Kirrawee

Forestgrove
Drive
10/12/1991
Formosa
Street
12/1/1882

Menai &
Bangor

Forum Drive
1/12/1977

Heathcote

Sylvania

Foster Street
16/1/2004

Barden
Ridge

Fourth
Avenue
24/4/1933
Fourth
Avenue
1/12/1923
Foveaux
Place
18/9/1986

Jannali
Loftus
Barden
Ridge

Name Source/ meaning
from Forest Road on northern side of
Georges River which leads to Old Illawarra
Road on south side after ferry crossing.
One of earliest streets in area when area
known as Bottle Forest – probably a match
with the other road in the subdivision
(originally named Park Street) as both led
to the National Park.
As shown on 1882 Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision (between Eton Street and
Acacia Road). Plans from 1886 onwards
show the name as Forest Road.
In subdivision where street are named
after tree species
Name first registered 1882 by James
Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Apparent theme of
naming north south streets in subdivision
after ‘exotic’ foreign locations. So likely
named after island of Formosa off China.
[updated 17/2/2020]
Forum Drive is in two sections, originally
intended to join, but had problems with
required land swap of Crown land and
Heathcote National Park land.
Most of northern section was formerly a
Crown Road known as Stephen Road from
1933 to 1977.
Forum Drive honours the Forum romanum,
once the centre of Roman life: a
marketplace, a processional space and a
venue for debates, judicial proceedings
and even gladiatorial contests (Duyker). In
group of streets with names linked to
Classic Roman / Greek places/ myths.
Named after aboriginal women’s cricket
(vigaro) player. Theme in 2003 subdivision
(by Gandangara Aboriginal, Land Corp.)
was aboriginal sports persons.
Fourth street in subdivision. Part renamed
as Fifth Avenue in 2011.
Unnamed Crown Road from around 1903
to 1923.
Fourth street in subdivision
Named after Major Joseph Foveaux –
soldier and administrator in NSW Corps –
at 1 time he was largest land and stock
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Reference

DP
CL

CL

Council file records
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

File 95/3170

CR (No ROC listed) /
Australian Dictionary of
Biography

Street Name

Suburb

Fowler Road
30/6/1909

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
owner in NSW (area has Australian
Pioneers theme)
Originally an Unnamed Crown Road circa
1887, extended to its full original route by
1940, at which time it ran (in today’s
terms) from Griffins Point, following its
current route to Illawong Village Shopping
Centre; thence through the shopping
centre car park to Hobart Place; thence
south-westerly along Hobart Place and
through to the start of Osprey Drive; and
thence along the north-west section of
Osprey Drive and along Osprey Lane,
where it ended.
Road first named 1909, while it was within
the Municipality of Hurstville Named after
Robert Fowler MLA who built his country
house ‘Cranbrook’ at Illawong c 1894. He
was director of Fowler Pottery.
It has had a number of changes (including
small areas of widening and re-alignment).
The major alterations were:
(1) The part at Griffins Point was closed in
1989 and became part of the Crown
bushland reserve.
(2) The part at the western end of Illawong
Village shopping centre was closed in
1987. The remainder of Fowler Road
within that shopping centre is used as part
of the car park. There is an adopted name
(ROC 3/8/1992) for section of Fowler Rd in
Illawong Village shopping centre car park,
which is Illawong Village Close, however
that name has not been gazetted as a
renaming and thus remains a local name.
(3) Part was renamed as Hobart Place in
2011 to confirm use of that name since
1983. It included a small area of unmade
road opposite the end of Osprey Drive.
(4) Part was renamed Osprey Drive in
2011 to confirm use of that name since
1982.
(5) Part was renamed Osprey Lane in
2006.
(6) Part originally named Austin Street
(between Illawong Village and start of
current Austin Street). That section had
been an unnamed Crown road from
around 1896 to circa 1909 when named as
Austin Street while the area was part of
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Reference
CL

Sutherland Shire – a
History to 1939

Street Name

Suburb

Fowler Street
20/8/1920

Woolooware
& Cronulla

Fowler Street
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Cronulla

Fowler Street
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware

Frances
Place
24/9/1962

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
the Municipality of Hurstville. The name
was further changed to Old Illawarra Road
around 1985 after the deviation road (see
below) was constructed. Although it locally
became known as Fowler Road, it was not
officially renamed until 2013.
(7) Deviation road (between Austin Street
and Osprey Drive) constructed around
1985, Originally designated as “Proposed
Town Distributor.” A number of street
names in the area were unofficially altered
from late 1983 on, and it appears that after
a section of Old Illawarra Road was
renamed as Old Ferry Road that the name
Old Illawarra Road was attached to the
deviation road and continued as far as
Illawong Village shopping centre. Although
it locally became known as Fowler Road, it
was not officially renamed until 2013.
(8) Deviation road (between Osprey Drive
and Barker Close) constructed around
1980, originally unnamed but became
known as Old Illawarra Road after Old
Ferry Road was renamed. Part of this
deviation incorporated part of Gaga Road.
Although it locally became known as
Fowler Road, it was not officially renamed
until 2013, including the renaming of the
part of Gaga Road.
(9) Old Illawarra Road (between Barker
Close and roundabout at start of
Brushwood Drive). Although it locally
became known as Fowler Road, it was not
officially renamed until 2013.
From 1947 till 2005 parts named Fowler
Street North/South. Named after original
owner of estate Mr Fowler
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Origin of name not determined.
Would appear to be a first name coming
off a first name, with no cognizance of the
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Reference

CL
CL

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Frangipani
Place

Caringbah
South
15/1/1981
Cronulla

Franklin
Road
13/1/1908

Frederick
Road
30/11/1911

Taren Point

Frederick
Street
3/6/1916

Miranda

Freeman
Road
22/3/1886

Heathcote

Fremantle
Place
30/4/1980

Yarrawarrah

Freya Street
5/6/1968

Kareela

Friendship
Place
9/2/1983

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
reason why Edward Avenue was so
named.
Named after flowering tree.

Reference

As in group of streets named after
explorers probably named after John
Franklin (1786-1847) Arctic explorer who
died searching for “North West Passage”
and was also previously LieutenantGovernor of Van Diemens Land
(Tasmania)
Was named after Frederick Charles
Sidney Holt (son of Thomas Holt).
Or Frederick Samuel Ellis Holt. Other
street in same subdivision is Holt Road.
Subdivision lodged by T S Holt and
another.
Probably named after Frederick Matson
who owned land at time of subdivision in
1916. He was a member of the Matson
family who ran Matson’s Pleasure
Grounds from 1904 till c 1913 in the area
now Camellia Gardens and Matson
Crescent. They had boat shed at end of
Wonga Rd 1894 till c 1914 and also ran
Audley boatshed and had boat building
business in Kareena Rd till 1964.
In line with theme of naming streets after
politicians and senior public servants when
area subdivided in 1886 probably named
after Stephen Freeman was the Under
Secretary of Lands in 1880’s.
Named after WA City of Fremantle which
was named after Captain Charles Howe
Fremantle (1800-69) captain of first ship
bringing settlers to Swan River in 1829. He
claimed whole of West coast in name of
King of England. In group of streets named
after Western Australian locations.
Named after yacht Freya which was in
Australia’s first Admiral’s Cup team in
1965. Also won Sydney Hobart yacht race
1963 - 65. In subdivision where streets
named after Sydney Hobart winning
yachts.
Ships named “Friendship’ –
Captain Cook’s first command in 1755.
First Fleet convict transport ship which

www.asap.unimelb.edu.au
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Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Jan 1977

Echoes from the Bay
Faces of the Shire

CL

Place Names of Aust. A W
Reed
Sheppard

www.cyca.com.au
www.alldownunder.com

Internet
Australia’s Maritime

Street Name

Suburb

Frobisher
Avenue
18/12/1929

North
Caringbah

Fry Street
(DISC)
8/7/1912

Woolooware

Gabo Place
11/9/1970

Gymea

Name Source/ meaning
was scuttled near Borneo by Lieutenant
Shortland in 1788 when scurvy broke out
while it was being used to survey sea
routes through the Coral Sea.
Also name of convict ship to Sydney in
1800 and 1818,
Also name of schooner wrecked at
Twofold Bay in 1835 and schooner
wrecked in New Hebrides in 1892
Theme of area- names of historical
nautical significance
Named after Sir Martin Frobisher (15351594) an English explorer who led an
expedition in search of North West
passage and who served under Sir Francis
Drake and helped defeat Spanish Armada
(Drake St adjoins & in same subdivision)
Area has theme of British Admirals and
Officers.
Road off western side of Woolooware
Road which was renamed as part of
Denman Avenue in 1941.
Charles Fry was Joint Secretary of
Cronulla Progress Association 1908.
He did not own the land in which Fry
Street was created. It had been purchased
by Terrick Alfred Hamilton in 1911 from the
Holt-Sutherland Estate and subdivided in
1912 by the Intercolonial Investment, Land
and Building Company.
[updated 14/10/2019]
Likely named after Gabo Island, which is
located off Cape Howe just south of the
border between New South Wales and
Victoria.
The generally accepted origin of “gabo” is
that it was recorded as the Aboriginal
language name for the island by the
surveyor of the States common boundary
line around 1842 who asked for that
information from an Aboriginal language
interpreter. Apparently misunderstanding
the question, the reply was “ga” [Cape]
“bo” [Howe] (SMH, 1846 and Evening
News, 1880).
Cape Howe was the European name of
the coastal headland which had been
bestowed by Lieutenant (Captain) James
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Reference
History

The First Twelve Years &
Internet
Australia’s Maritime
History

Sticks and Stones
Internet

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 2007
CL

Sydney Morning Herald, 3
Jun 1846, p.2
Evening News, 19 October
1880, p.2
Wikipedia – referencing
Cook’s account in
Exploration of East Coast
of Australia

Street Name

Suburb

Gaga Road
30/5/1930

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
Cook when he passed it on 20 April 1770,
honouring Admiral Earl Howe, the then
treasurer of the British Royal Navy
(Internet).
[updated 14/10/2019]
Gaga Road was an unnamed Crown road
circa 1920 until 1930 (gazette). Originally
continued south-easterly along what is
now Fowler Road through to Osprey Drive,
becoming part of the diversion road built
around 1980. That section was officially
renamed as part of Fowler Road in 2011
(Gazette).
Gaga (Ga-ga) meaning “Yamstick” was
recorded around 1900 spoken on the
coast of NSW in the Tharumba [Dhurga/
Thurga] language between the
Shoalhaven River and Ulladulla, inland to
the Great Dividing Range. (Mathews)

Reference

Council file records and
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp. 2112-2113 &
25 Mar 2011 p.2386
Mathews, 1901-2
https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/ya
m%20stick
Barry, 1867,

A yamstick was a hardwood stick three or
four feet in length with edged or pointed
ends used by the Aboriginal women of
Australia for digging for roots or bulbs
(Dictionary)
“Gaga” was also listed in 1867 with the
meaning of “niece” as an Aboriginal
language word in the Lower Goulburn
River area of Victoria (Barry).
Gailes Street
9/5/1986

Galga Street
9/5/1986

Sutherland

Sutherland

From 1882 until 1986 was part of Moira
Street. Extends from Toronto Parade to
unmade road midway between Glencoe
Street and Auburn Street.
Named after Queensland suburb south
west of Brisbane. Suburb name chosen in
1925 on recommendation of local resident
who had come from near West Gailes Golf
Course in Ayrshire Scotland.
ROC 25/11/1985 that street names for
renaming parts of streets split by railway
etc be “of towns and places using the post
code directory as a reference.
Means ‘overgrown with bog – myrth”
(Scottish). Name of location in Scotland.
[updated 14/10/2019]
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CL

www.ipswich.qld.gov.au

Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Gallipoli Lane
12/11/2004

Engadine

Gambier
Avenue
7/10/1969

Sandy Point

Gamburra
Street (DISC)
30/5/1930

Unknown
possibly
Bonnet Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Galga Street is named after a small town
north east of Adelaide in South Australia in
accordance with Council decision on 25
November1985 that street names for
renaming parts of streets split by railway,
etc. be “of towns and places using the post
code directory as a reference.” It was
formerly part of Moira Street (1882 to
1937) and Moira Street West (1937 to
1986) (NSW Gazette).
The town of Galga in South Australia was
proclaimed in 1916 (SA Gazette), the
name being taken from an Aboriginal
language word meaning “hungry” (Martin)
and derives from “galga” meaning “empty;
hungry” in the Wiradhuri (Wiradjuri)
language of Central NSW collected by
Archdeacon Gunther from around 1837 on
(Threlkeld & Fraser).
Unnamed Crown Lane from 1976 to 2004.
Name suggested by local resident to fit in
with road naming theme in area ie. named
after war battle fields. Named after WWI
battlefield in Turkey.
[updated 14/10/2019]
Possibly named after town of Mount
Gambier in South Australia.
Mount Gambier was named after Admiral
James Gambier (1756-1833), an admiral
of the Royal Navy and a Lord of the
Admiralty. A ship named Admiral Gambier
transported convicts to Australia in 1808
and 1811.
[updated 14/10/2019]
In 1930, Council gazetted names to all
roads in the Shire which had not been
formally named to that time. Whilst
Gamburra Street is included, no record
has been found of its location other than
as recorded in the gazette notice as ‘Road
– Holt Sutherland Estate (Western)’
(Gazette).
Possibly may have been related to a Holt
Sutherland subdivision in 1916 known as
Hummers Point subdivision, much later re-
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Reference
NSW Govt. Gazette of 9
May 1986 p.2100
South Australian Govt,
Gazette of 10 February
1916
Martin, 1943
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

CL
Works Committee WKS
067-05 Council file records
Internet

NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3
Council file records
Mathews, 1904
Meston, 1896

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
subdivided into the Bonnet Bay
development. The subdivision did contain
a 66 feet wide access reservation.
Hummers Point was located generally
where Lakewood City Reserve is
nowadays.

Reference

“Gamburra” was recorded in 1904 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“flowers” in the Wiradyuri [Wiradjuri]
language on the Lachlan, Macquarie, and
Murrumbidgee rivers in central NSW
(Mathews).

Gamenya
Place
4/12/1970

Engadine

“Gamburra” had previously been recorded
in 1896 in northern Queensland as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“crocodile” (Meston).
[updated 30/8/2019]

Gamut Road
4/12/1970

Engadine

Gamenya Road is in an area of Crown
Council file records
land subdivisions where, with adjoining
streets (Dural, Gamut, Mendos), the theme
was “various varieties of wheat grown in
northern regions of the State” (confirmed
by Council 19 September 1969).
[updated 30/8/2019]
www.publish.csiro.au

Gannet Place
2/5/1985

Woronora
Heights

Gannon
Street
1/5/1923

Kurnell

Gannons
Road
18/9/1908

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

Gamut Road is in an area of Crown land
subdivisions where, with adjoining streets
(Dural, Gamenya, Mendos), the theme
was “various varieties of wheat grown in
northern regions of the State” (confirmed
by Council 19 September 1969).
Named after type of sea bird. In
subdivision where streets are types of
Australian birds.
Possibly named after Alfred Edward
Gannon early Shire landholder.
Subdivision in which name first used was
lodged by Arthur Donavon Swan, who
subdivided land in many areas of the
Shire. He named the subdivision “Key of
Kurnell Estate,” so no apparent
relationship.
Unnamed Crown Road from around 1855
to 1908.
Named after Alfred Edward Gannon early
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Council file records

List from Birds Australia
website in Council records

CL

CL
Local Studies file–Gannon

Street Name

Suburb

Gannons
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Caringbah

Gannons
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

Garbala
Road
19/3/1958

Gymea

Gardenia
Street
17/4/1912

Cronulla

Gardere
Street
2/7/1915

Caringbah

Garfield
Avenue
22/5/1968

Bonnet Bay

Garie Road

Royal

Name Source/ meaning
landholder
William Gannon owned Fernleigh near
Gannons Rd 1888-1905.
1947 to 2005 parts were called Gannons
Road North/ South
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
[updated 14/10/2019]
“Garbala” was listed in south-west
Western Australia in 1842 as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “the afternoon;
the evening; towards sunset” (Moore). In
1839 in that same area, it had previously
been recorded as “gar-ba-la” meaning
“between three and four in the afternoon”
(Grey).
Name of flowering shrub. Several nearby
streets also named after flowering plants
(rose, boronia). Name may relate to owner
of northern half of subdivision when
created – Clarice Garde.
Named after Mrs Robert Curtis (nee
Gardere), the mother of Louis A Curtis,
who surveyed this subdivision in 1910.
The road was diverted along the northern
side of the Sutherland-Cronulla Railway,
the diversion named as part of Gardere
Street in 1941. The section of Curtis Street
on north side of railway was renamed and
included in Gardere Street in 1954.
A small section of Gardere Street cut off
and on the southern side of the railway
was named as part of Curtis Street in
1954.
Named after 20th US president James
Abram Garfield (1881). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
[updated 14/10/2019]
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Reference
family (LW) / A Short
Authentic History of
Cronulla, Suth Shire Hist
Soc Bulletin Nov 2006
CL
CL

CL

Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839

DP
CL
CL

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Street Name
1879-1884

Suburb
National
Park

Garling Place
9/12/1988

Barden
Ridge

Garnet Road
12/1/1882

Miranda,
Gymea,
Kareela,
Kirrawee

Garvan Road
22/3/1886

Heathcote

Gascoyne
Place
16/3/1887

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
Road leading to Garie and Garie Beach,
For explanation of name and location of
Garie see “Origin of Place Names A-K” on
Councils web site.
As in same subdivision as Driscoll and
Elliston Places which named after colonial
magistrates probably named after
Frederick Garling (1775-1848) crown
solicitor, magistrate, NSW deputy judge
advocate, crown prosecutor
Near /in same subdivision as Ruby and
Crystal Sts so likely gemstones theme.
Name first registered 1882 by James
Murphy manager/director Holt Sutherland
Estate Co. and road eventually extended
from Acacia Road to Port Hacking Road,
except for break at Crown reserve which
became Kareela Reserve.
Part was closed in 1975 so that it could be
included in the subdivision around Mulga
Place. The part west of that subdivision to
Acacia Road has never been constructed
but remains part of Garnet Road. The
residue of Garnet Road in the subdivision
was renamed as part of Mulga Place in
2011.
The part crossed by Tea Tree Place was
renamed as Tea Tree Place in 2011.
The part from Port Hacking Road westerly
to an unmade section crossed by a
stormwater channel was renamed Bowral
Avenue in 2007 as it was not directly
connected to the remainder of Garnet
Road.
In line with theme of naming streets in
area after politicians around time area
subdivided named after James Patrick
Garvan (1843-96) MLA 1880-94, Justice
Minister 1886-87, Treasurer 1894.
Possibly named after Royal Australian
Navy Frigate 1943-66.
Also possibly named after Captain John
Gascoyne of the Royal Navy, a committee
member of the London-based Western
Australian Missionary Society and a
member of the London Association for the
Protection of the Interests of the Colony.
The Gascoyne River, longest river in
Western Australia was named by explorer
George Grey in 1838 after Captain John
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Reference

Council 7/12/1987
(File MD2/22/3-6)
ADB online

CL

www.parliament.nsw.gov.a
u
CR/Australian
Encyclopedia – Naval
Defence
Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Gatenby
Place
16/11/1988

Barden
Ridge

Geebung
Lane
3/10/2003

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Gascoyne.
Theme of area - names of historical
nautical significance
Tasmanian pioneer /farmer / flour miller
Andrew Gatenby (1771-1848) (area has
Australian Pioneers theme)

Reference

ADB 1788-1850 (LW)
,Council min 408,
18/4/1988 Council file
records

[updated 14/10/2019]
A lane opened in a 1953 subdivision. It
remained unnamed until 2003 when it was
a name suggested by Council’s natural
Areas Manager as a plant native to the
area, as many streets in that area had
been named after native flora.
According to a study of Aboriginal
language words which were borrowed into
common usage, “geebung” came from the
Dharuk language spoken in an area
around Sydney first recorded in 1790 (no
source provided) (ANU).
In 1898, several references were listed
indicating the use of “geebung” or similar
words in various areas of Australia:
Geebung, or Geebong, n. aboriginal
name for the fruit of various species of the
tree Persoonia, and also for the tree itself,
part of the natural order group Proteaceae.
1827. P. Cunningham, 'Two Years in New
South Wales,' vol. I. p. 221: "The jibbong is
another tasteless fruit, as well as the five
corners, much relished by children."
1847. L. Leichhardt, 'Overland Expedition,
p. 478: "We gathered and ate a great
quantity of gibong (the ripe fruit of
Persoonia falcata)."
1852. G. C. Mundy, 'Our Antipodes,' c. vi,
p.176, 3rd edition, 1855: "The geebung, a
native plum, very woolly and tasteless."
1885. R. M. Praed, 'Australian Life,' p. 113:
"We gathered the wild raspberries, and
mingling them with geebongs and scrub
berries, set forth a dessert."
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Council file records
Australia National
University website:
https://slll.cass.anu.
edu.au/centres/and
c/borrowings-australianaboriginal- languages
Morris, 1898
Mitchell, J.F.H., 1904
Wikipedia - item for
Geebung.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
1885. Rolf Boldrewood, 'Robbery under
Arms,' p. 255: "You won't turn a five-corner
into a quince, or a geebung into an
orange."
1889. J. M. Maiden, 'Useful Native Plants,'
p. 584: "A 'geebung' (the name given to
the fruits of Persoonias, and hence to the
trees themselves)."
(Dictionary Austral English)

Geelong
Road
11/4/1969

Engadine

In 1904, “geebung” was listed as an
Aboriginal language word of the
Woradgery [Wiradjiri] people being the fruit
“Snot-gollian” (Mitchell) which was a
reference to the common name for the fruit
in Western Australia and South Australia
of “snottygobbles.” (Internet)
[updated 14/10/2019]
Geelong Road was named in a Crown
Council file records
land subdivision likely after the City of
VICNAMES is the Victorian
Geelong in Victoria.
Register of Geographic
Names. It also lists as a
There are several theories of a meaning
source:
for the Aboriginal language word
O'Callaghan, T., Names of
“geelong,” which are summarised on
Victorian Railways
VICNAMES.
Stations, with their origins
and meanings,
“Hamilton Hume and William Hovell
travelled overland from north of the Murray Government Printer,
Melbourne, 1918
River and reached the vicinity of Geelong
in 1824. They recorded the Aboriginal
name for the area with the spelling
'Jillong', and the name was adopted in
1837 by Governor Bourke . . . from the
native name of the hill upon which the
town was built. 'Geelong' means the place
on the cliff. Westgarth, p. 58. Sutherland,
vol. 2, p. 149, gives the meaning as 'white
sea bird or curlew.' J. F. H. Mitchell, p. 20,
says it means 'swampy plains, resort of
native companions [brolgas]’''
A further entry on VICNAMES of more
recent research indicates Geelong as a
Wathawurrung language word from the
“Traditional Name: Djilang / Djalang” and
refers to "the bay or inlet to Kohria” [ie.
Corio Bay], thereby asserting it was
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Street Name

Suburb

Geneva
Place

Engadine

Genista
Street
25/10/1963

Loftus

Name Source/ meaning
formerly recorded incorrectly.
Named after second largest city in
Switzerland. In Crown land subdivisions
which appear to be named after random
locations around the world.
[updated 10/2/2020]
“Genista” is the botanical name for the
shrubs known as “broom’. Genista Street
is in an area with a theme of plant names.

Reference

https://weeds.brisbane.qld.
gov.au/weeds/montpellierbroom

“Genista” species were not nativeto
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Australia, but exotic introduced plants such Classical heritage”
as Genista monspessulana (common
names broom, canary broom, Cape
broom, common broom, French broom,
Madeira broom, Montpellier broom, soft
broom) are now widespread (internet).

Genoa Street
29/3/1888

Como

Geoffrey
Crescent
27/12/1961

Loftus

George
Street
16/2/1914

Yowie Bay

George
Street
(DISC)
30/5/1930
Georges
River Bridge
1923

Sylvania

Sylvania

The word “genista” derives from Latin with
meaning “broom Plant” (Duyker)
Named after Genoa in Italy by James
Murphy – manager/director of Holt Sutherland Estate Co who named Como
after Lake Como in Italy. He also named
the 8 original streets after locations in Italy.
Origin of name not determined.
In subdivision with Pare Avenue and
Logan Street. Land subdivided by
Goodacre Developments. Possibly name
connected to that company.
Street was named in subdivision lodged by
owners Arthur and Agnes Toyer, and was
likely named after George Toyer, the
father of Arthur Toyer who purchased Lots
42-44 DP7113 on 14th January 1914 from
the Holt-Sutherland Estate
As adjoined Edward St likely named after
King George V, English King 1910-36.
(Edward VII his father King 1901-10)
Renamed Rocklea Crescent in 1954.
Name of bridge in Princes Highway
constructed under the Georges River
Bridge Act 1923, using loan funds raised
by Sutherland Shire Council. It was
opened in 1929 and joins Horse Rock
Point in Sutherland Shire with Tom Uglys
Point.
Often referred to as "Tom Uglys Bridge",
even by Shire Clerk David Kirkby.
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Como Public School 188485 , 1921-1988 A History
of Two Schools

CL
Information supplied by Mr
Gordon Tench, Shire
Resident.
Wikipedia
CL
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Georges
River
Crescent
22/2/1911

Oyster Bay

Georges
River Road
29/9/1920

Jannali/
Oyster Bay

Gerald Road
30/5/1930

Menai

Geraldton

Yarrawarrah

Name Source/ meaning
The newer bridge to its east opened in
1987 was named Tom Uglys Bridge
Named after river, the name of which
apparently first recorded by Matthew
Flinders in describing the voyages of the
Tom Thumb up the river in 1795.
Possibly named in honour of King George
111, there is also a version that it was
named after Lieutenant (later Captain &
Major) George Johnston, reputedly the first
man from the First Fleet to step ashore in
Port Jackson who was granted property
(Georges Hall) at junction of Georges
River & Prospect Creek. It would seem
that this connection may be tenuous as
Johnston probably didn’t move to
Bankstown until after the voyage of the
Tom Thumb.
See Georges River Crescent for notes on
origin of name.
Parts renamed in 1937 to Box Rd (east of
railway line) & Mitchell Ave (west of
railway line)
Unnamed Crown road from around 1906
to 1930, which originally ran off Old
Illawarra Road generally westerly to just
north of the east end of Walsh Close.
This is much earlier than the general
naming theme of the area (Australian
Historical nautical significance). It was
named in a list of many previously
unnamed roads in the Shire including
Barry, Bruce and Belinda Roads, all of
which seem to be random person names.
A new section of Gerald Road, from Jervis
Drive to Roebuck Place in 1980, replaced
the connection to Old Illawarra Road which
was closed to traffic in 1985 and closed
completely in 1988 for resubdivision.
Another new section in 1983 along the
south-east boundary of Menai High
replaced the former right-angled dog-leg
(closed at same time and now part of
subdivision south of that section).
The section to the east of its intersection
with Blaxland Drive was incorporated into
Blaxland Drive to just past Tennant Place
and the remainder closed in 1982 and
resubdivided.
Named after Geraldton in WA which was
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Reference
Haworth – University of
New England, paper on
first voyages in Georges
River

Sandy Point Secrets – L
Singleman
Council pamphlet re place
names

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records
CL

Place Names of Aust A W

Street Name
Place
19/2/1976

Suburb

Gerrale
Street
Circa 1899

Cronulla

Getyunga
Avenue
27/2/1923

Oyster Bay

Gibb Street
(DISC)
23/12/1916

Miranda

Gibbs Street
3/4/1916

Miranda

Gibson Street
17/1/1979

Yarrawarrah

Giddings
Avenue
20/12/1913

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
named after WA Governor Charles
FitzGerald in 1850. In group of streets
named after Western Australian towns.
Originally the section in front of Cronulla
Park (Surf Road to Nicholson Parade).
Extended north (to Ocean Grove Avenue)
in 1904.
Part north (of Ocean Grove Avenue) was
originally named Glaisher Street, renamed
as part of Gerrale Street in 1922, to avoid
confusion with Glaisher Parade.
Part of Ewos Parade (from Nicholson
Parade to Elizabeth Place) renamed as
part of Gerrale Street in 1916.
Gerrale is the Aboriginal name for the Lilli
Pilli
Named after first house in area
Later was name of subdivision/estate.
Name = Get younger. Advertisement for
Estate claimed it would ‘rejuvenate you.’
Road leads into Juvenis (Latin for young)
Avenue.
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1916 by James Gibb & Henry
John Bourne, who purchased the land
from the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Renamed Hood Street in1941, probably to
avoid confusion with Gibbs St

Reference
Reed

Name after John Gibbs, who purchased
the land in 1916, being most of the
subdivision of the land which had been
approved in 1915, including the street
bearing his name.
In group of streets named after Western
Australian locations so named after
Gibson desert in Western Australia which
named after Alfred Gibson explorer who
died on Ernest Giles 1874 expedition. Or
named after town of Gibson which named
after Gibson Soak a reliable permanent
water source first recorded by surveyor
A.W.Canning in 1896, and named after
"Billy Gibson" who came across the soak
while searching for stock.
Giddings family (Albert and Agnes)
opened store (1895) and first post office
(1906) at Cronulla (Gerrale St), operated
horse coaches from Sutherland rail station
to Cronulla till 1911.

CL
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CL

SMH 6/6/1890
Short History of Oyster
Bay
Mementos of Oyster Bay
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 2001
CL

Internet
www.landgate.wa.gov.au

Pg 12 &17 From Sails to
Atoms and Suth Shire –
Some Early Residents
Suth Shire Hist Soc

Street Name

Giddings
Lane (DISC)
Circa 1910

Gidji Road
19/10/1955

Suburb

Cronulla

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
Son Lance set up real estate agency and
was one of the auctioneers selling land in
subdivision in 1915.
The family owned the land which included
Giddings Ave. They owned land from
Waratah St to Gerrale St
[Updated 21/9/2017]
When the Village of Gunnamatta (later
Cronulla) was proclaimed in 1899 it
included an unnamed laneway alongside
the land purchased by the Giddings in
1895. This was included in Council road
maintenance lists 1910-1920 as “Giddings
Lane.” In 1927 part of that lane was closed
and the remainder was widened to form an
extension to Nicholson Parade from
Waratah Street to Gerrale Street.
[updated 14/10/2019]
“Gidji” was recorded in 1845 as an
Aboriginal language word in the vicinity of
Perth and the adjacent districts of Western
Australia meaning “a spear,” specified as
“native spear furnished with a wooden
barb and pointed like a needle” (Brady). It
had previously been recorded in that
south-western part of Western Australia as
“gidye” in 1833 (Lyon) and “gid-jee” in
1840 (Grey) also meaning “a spear.” In
1879, in the language of the Whajook
people just east of Perth “gidgee” and
“geegee” have the meaning “war spear”
(Curr).
A 1952 publication has “gidji” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“stinking wattle tree” but does not give any
reference to the source of that word and
meaning (McCarthy). It has however been
traced to the plant species Acacia
cambagei, known as “gidgee” and “stinking
wattle” which gives off an unpleasant
odour at the approach of rain (One Big
Garden). In 1906, “gidgee” was recorded
as meaning “timber” in the Woradgery
[Wiradgiri] language of NSW and southern
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Reference
Bulletin Feb 1998
CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1988

CL

Brady, 1845
Lyon, 1833.
Grey, 1840
Curr, 1886
McCarthy, 1952
One Big Garden website
“Aboriginal Words in the
English Language”
Science of Man, Vol 8 No
4, July 1906
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Parker, 1905
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Gilbert Street
8/10/1965

Sylvania

Gilders Lane
(DISC)
circa 1912

Cronulla

Giles Road
(DISC)

Cronulla

Giles Street
16/9/1977

Yarrawarrah

Gilgandra
Street (DISC)

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Queensland (Science of Man). An earlier
recording has “gidya” meaning “a small
tree” in the Wiradhuri (Wiradjuri) language
of Central NSW collected by Archdeacon
Gunther from around 1837 on (Threlkeld &
Fraser). “Gidya” was also recorded in 1905
as meaning “an acacia” in the language of
the Euahlayi people of northern NSW
(Parker).
It appears that Council accepted the
unreferenced 1952 recording and listed
“gidji” with the meaning “wattle tree” as
that particular spelling and meaning have
not been found elsewhere.
Same 1966 subdivision as Leichhardt &
Roma Streets. John Gilbert (1810-45) was
one of men accompanying Ludwig
Leichhardt on his 1844-45 expedition to
Northern Territory. Killed by natives near
Gulf of Carpentaria. (Their expedition
traveled via Roma area)
Local name for unnamed lane opened in
1912, named as Surf Lane in 1969
Named after William Alfred Gilders who
owned land in area (incl. where Cronulla
Cinema is)
Name for proposed road in Cronulla area
(location not determined) but not used.
Likely either relates to H Giles 1 of 3
builders in Cronulla in 1929 Sands
directory or Ernest Giles explorer.
Named after lake and point in Western
Australia which were named after Ernest
Giles (1835-1897) explorer. In group of
streets named after Western Australian
locations.
[updated 14/10/2019]
The name proposed for a road in
Caringbah South, but was not used. The
location of this road has not been
determined.
Gilgandra is a town in central NSW. The
name was recorded in 1903 to be of
Aboriginal language origin as “Garlginda or
Carlginndra, now altered to Gilgandra.
[Meaning] a long water hole, So called
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DP
ADB Online

CL
Council File records
CL

Internet

Council file records
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
4, May 1904

Street Name

Suburb

Gillham
Avenue
25/3/2011

Caringbah
South

Gillham Road
(DISC)
15/5/1957

Caringbah
South

Gillwinga
Avenue
19/6/1956

Caringbah
South

Gilmore
Avenue
29/7/1931

Gipps Lane
18/1/2005

Kirrawee

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
from the large natural waterhole in the
Castlereagh [River] at this place” (Science
of Man).
Named after Gordon Gillham who owned
land in Caringbah off Telopea Avenue
where Gillham Ave is situated.
Was shown as Gillham Road on
subdivision which was lodged by Nancy
Joan Gillham & Charles Vass Forshaw in
1957.
Commonly known as Gillham Avenue over
many years, it was changed to that name
in 2011.
Named after Gordon Gillham who owned
land in Caringbah off Telopea Avenue
where Gillham Ave is situated.
Was shown as Gillham Road on
subdivision which was lodged by Nancy
Joan Gillham & Charles Vass Forshaw in
1957.
Commonly known as Gillham Avenue over
many years, it was changed to that name
in 2011.
[updated 14/10/2019]

Reference

“Gillwinga” was recorded in 1903 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “cedar
tree” around and to the north of the
Bellinger River on the far north coast of
NSW (Science of Man). This word and
meaning were in 1952 attributed to the
language of the Kumbainggiri people
(McCarthy).

Science of Man, Vol 6 No
1, February 1903 & vol 6
No 4, May 1903

In 2008 at Grafton on the Clarence River
in the same region, a local meaning for
“gillwinga” was stated to be “home of the
wattle” (Daily Examiner).
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1931 by AM Gilmore as
"Gilmores Orchard Estate"
Gilmore family were early residents of
area. They had an orchard between
Acacia Rd and Kenneth Ave adjoining
Gilmore Ave.
Unnamed Lane from 1963 until 2005
Named after Sir George Gipps (17911847), 9th NSW Governor (1838-46) (near
Bligh St which named after Governor
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Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin July 2005
CL

CL
CL

McCarthy, 1952
The Daily Examiner, 28
May 2008

CL
Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
Aug 1988 & Feb 2006
(LW)
CL
Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Girraween
Avenue
13/2/1924

Como

Girrilang
Road
22/8/1916

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
Bligh)
[updated 14/10/2019]
Recorded in 1896 in an Aboriginal
Dreamtime story “The Borah of Byamee,”
of the Noonganburrah people in the region
around the Narran River in northern NSW
and southern Queensland, the Aboriginal
language word “girrahween” has the
meaning of “place of flowers” (Parker).
Some later authors (eg. McCarthy) spell it
as “girraween” with the same meaning, but
did not reference the source.
Council also lists it as “girraween” with
meaning “place of flowers.”
[updated 14/10/2019]
“Girrilang” meaning “star” was listed as in
1952 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Wiradjuri people of central and central
south NSW (McCarthy).
It was recorded in 1896 from around
Dubbo as “girralong” and in 1897 as
“geralong” along the Macquarie and
Lachlan Rivers, both with the same
meaning of “stars.” An 1897 listing “girilar”
meaning “star” was attributed to a Wilcan
dialect at Walgett in central north NSW
(Anthropological Journal). In 1900 it was
“gerralong” meaning “star” at the
Macquarie and Castlereagh Rivers
(Science of Man).

Glade Place
6/6/1979

Engadine

Glaisher
Parade
29/11/1912

Cronulla

Glaisher
Street (DISC)

Cronulla

Reference
Parker, 1896
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

McCarthy, 1952
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 2, September
1896, Vol 1 No 4, March
1897 & Vol 1 No 5, April
1897
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
4, May 1900
Council file records

Council records list “girrilang” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “star.”
In 1979 subdivision with Bracken Close so
likely named after natural feature –means
an open space in a forest. Nearby is Valley
View Crescent and area overlooks a
bushland valley
Named in 1912 in Glaisher Point Estate
DP
Wikipedia
subdivision after Glaisher Point which is
possibly named after James Glaisher
(1809-1903) English meteorologist or his
son James Whitbread Lee Glaisher (18481928) mathematician.
Renamed as part of Gerrale Street in1922 CL
- to avoid confusion with Glaisher Parade.
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Street Name
29/5/1907

Suburb

Glandore
Street
21/10/1913

Woolooware

Glassop
Street
8/4/1915

Caringbah

Glen-Ayr
Avenue
20/2/1970

Yowie Bay

Glenbower
Road (DISC)
4/10/1912

Cronulla

Glencoe
Street
13/2/1882

Sutherland
& Kirrawee

Glencoe
Street North
(DISC)

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
Named after Glaisher Point which is
possibly named after James Glaisher
(1809-1903) English meteorologist or his
son James Whitbread Lee Glaisher (18481928) mathematician.
In subdivision (DP7331) where streets
named after Castles. Glandore is a name
of former castle in County Cork Ireland
built by Normans in 1215. Origin Irish
either “Cuan D’Or” – harbour of the gold or
"Cuan Daire" harbour of oak.
Named in 1915 at same time as Kitchener
Street. Area has theme of British Admirals
and Officers. Possibly is misspelt and
should have been Glossop.
John Collings Taswell Glossop (1871–
1934) was the Commander of the
light cruiser, H.M.A.S. Sydney, which on 9
November 1914 destroyed the German
light cruiser Emden.
Named after Glen Ayrlie, the waterfront
holiday home built by Dr Kenneth Goodhall
Hearne on the property in the early
1900s.Name possibly derives from Airlie in
Scotland.
Name discontinued. Was off south eastern
side of Burraneer Bay Rd approximately
where now Cronulla Public School. Street
was created in 1912 subdivision of
“Glenbower Estate” – subdivision plan
shows large house existing on lot 6 which
was probably house street named after,
Glenbower is a village in Ireland. Its name
comes from “glean-bodhar” or “Deafening
Glen.”
The land was purchased for Cronulla
Public School in 1922 and the road was
abandoned.
1947 till 2005 parts were named Glencoe
Street North/ South
Name first registered 1882 by James
Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Possibly named
after village of Glencoe in Scotland, scene
of a massacre of the MacDonald Clan by
Campbells in 1692.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
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Reference
Wikipedia
DP, Internet

CL
Sticks and Stones
Internet

Echoes from the Bay

CL
Dep. Plan

CL
DP

Wikipedia
CL

Street Name
3/10/1947

Suburb

Glencoe
Street South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Kirrawee &
Sutherland

Glendale
Place
11/7/1978

Jannali

Glenelg
Street
9/5/1986

Sutherland

Glenfern
Place
12/6/1983

Gymea Bay

Glenhaven
Place
23/10/1980

Oyster Bay

Glenora
Road
24/5/1974

Yarrawarrah

Name Source/ meaning
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Glen & dale – both words mean valley.
Glendale is the name of a valley in
Northumberland UK, and a suburb of
Newcastle since the mid 1950s
From 1882 to 1937 was part of Moira
Street. From 1937 to 1986 part of Moira
Street West. Extends from unmade road
between Vermont & Kurrajong Streets to
Jannali Avenue.
Named after South Australian town which
was named after Lord Glenelg 1778 -1866
- UK politician, Secretary of State for
Colonies 1835-39.
ROC 25/11/1985 that street names for
renaming parts of streets split by railway
etc be “of towns and places using the post
code directory as a reference’
Glenfern is a town in Northern Ireland.
Glenfern is also a mansion built in
Melbourne in 1857 and enlarged in 1876.
Possibly also refers to street overlooking
valley containing Coonong Creek
Bushland Reserve.
Generally name would mean a place of
safety or refuge in a valley and could refer
to its location in a low area.
The name could have origins in place
names in the UK, and is the name of a
Sydney Suburb in The Hills Shire.
[updated 14/10/2019]
From around the 1830s there are mentions
of “Glenora” as a place and property name
in Tasmania and later in the mainland
states of Australia. No indication has been
found of origin of the name although it
likely relates to places and historic
buildings in Scotland UK (various
newpapers).
In 1921, a compilation of NSW Aboriginal
language words and their meanings,
included an entry for “glenora” meaning
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Reference
CL

www.placenames.sa.gov.a
u
Council file records

National Library Trove
newspaper collection
Thorpe, 1921

Street Name

Suburb

Glenview
Place
15/1/1964
Goburra
Road
(after 1954)

Engadine
Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
“eagle” (Thorpe) No reference was
provided to confirm the source of that word
and meaning and no previous recording
has been found of “glenora” as an
Aboriginal language word in NSW or
elsewhere.
Glen = valley. Street has view into valley.
[updated 14/10/2019]
A reserved Crown Road dating from
around 1954 shown coming off Eckersley
Road. It was never constructed and in
2003 became part of Heathcote National
Park (Gazette)

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 14
March p.4157
Empire, 24 December
1860, p.8

In 1860 a previously unpublished poem by
Henry Kendall contained the lines:
Morris, 1898
"And wild goburras laughed aloud
Their merry morning songs." – a footnote
advised that goburra was “Aboriginal name
of the laughing Jackass” (Empire).
This (and references to “goburra” in other
documents) was explained in 1898:
“Goburra” is a variant of Kookaburra, the
aboriginal language word for the bird
called the Laughing Jackass. Kookaburra
is how the word now survives in English,
and is the name by which the bird is
generally called in Sydney. (Morris)
Goldfinch
Place
23/7/1975
Golding
Avenue
(DISC)

Grays Point

Goobarah
Road
20/6/1907

Burraneer

Caringbah
South

Named after species of bird. In group of
streets named after birds – colloquially
known as “The Aviary”.
Original proposed name for Kungar Road.
Mr Golding was owner at time of 1966
subdivision. Council policy at that time was
that streets not be named after owners but
be given Aboriginal names
Whilst “goobarah” appears to be an
Aboriginal language word, no definite
confirmatory reference source has been
located. Also no place or property has
been found using that word as its name.
The meaning of “goobarah” therefore
remains as undetermined.
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Grays Point Story
CL
DP
Council info
CL

Street Name
Goodacre
Avenue
7/2/1962
Godwit Lane
(DISC)

Suburb
Miranda

Golf Course
Road
(Private)

Miranda

Goodwin
Street
1/12/1953

Woolooware

Googly
Manor Lane
(DISC)

Burraneer

Goolagong
Place
17/9/1986

Menai

Goondah
Road
9/2/1973

Engadine

Greenhills
Beach

Name Source/ meaning
Owner at time of 1962 subdivision was
“Goodacre Developments Pty/ Ltd’ so
probably named after company.
A name proposed by the developer, but
not accepted for a street in Shearwater
Landing Estate where streets were to be
named after migratory birds which
frequented the Kurnell Peninsula.
The godwits are a group of large, longbilled, long-legged and strongly migratory
waders.
A private access road to Sylvania 3 Par
Golf Course off Belgrave Esplanade next
to Forshaw Field and Sylvania Waters
Tennis Centre.
Former owners John Mellor Goodwin &
Olive Goodwin in late 1952 sold to Taylor
Woodrow (Aust) Pty Ltd who named the
street in their subdivision, possibly in
respect for John Goodwin who died
(March 1953) shortly after the land was
sold and before subdivision plan was
lodged.
Now Dominic Lane since 2011.
Unofficial name for lane behind
Woolooware Rd shops, off Dominic St.
When subdivided (1954) owner was Arthur
Mailey. Probably Arthur Albert Mailey who
was an Australian test cricketer in the
1920’s (b1886-d1967) known for his
‘googly’ bowling.
Named after Evonne Goolagong Cawley,
(born 1951) Australian aboriginal tennis
player, winner of 14 Grand Slam titles. In
subdivision where streets named after
Australian tennis players
[updated 14/10/2019]
On 30 March 1972, Council advised the
then Department of Lands that new roads
in Crown subdivisions off Kingswood
Road, Engadine had been allocated
Aboriginal language words in their names.
One of these was Goondah Road.
“Goondah” was recorded in the Obley
district of NSW (south of Dubbo, west of
Wellington) in 1904 as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “storm or rain”
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Reference
CL
Council file records
Wikipedia

Internet

Information supplied by
local architect Wayne
Bentley

www.tennis.com.au

Council file records
Science of Man, Vol. 7
No.6, July 1904
Curr, 1886

Street Name

Goorgool
Road
30/5/1930

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
(Science of Man). An earlier listing in 1886
has “goonda” meaning “rain” in the
Wiiratheri [Wiradjuri] language around
Bathurst, NSW (Curr).
Also appearing in the 1886 publication are
other instances of “goonda.” In central
Queensland at Cornish and Towerhill
Creeks (north of Longreach) it was
recorded as meaning “dark” and “night” in
the language of the Tateburra people. In
south-east Queensland around the
Dawson River in the meaning was given
as “star” in the language of the Wakka
Wakka people. In south-west Western
Australia around Bunbury, the meaning
was “milk” in the language of the Noongar
people (Curr).
[updated 14/10/2019]
Originally a Crown road opened around
1910 which remained unnamed from c
1910 until 1930 (Gazette). That road
originally ran east-west from within what is
now Akuna Avenue Oval to what is now
the centre of Bangor Bypass.
In 1977, the eastern end was closed
(Gazette) and Goorgool Road was
extended north east and north to join to
Menai Road.

Reference

Council file records and
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp. 2112-2113 &
18 Mar 1977 pp. 1069-70
& 7 Apr 1978 pp.1155-6 &
18 June 1982 p.2778 & 25
Mar 2011 pp. 2385-6
Mathews, 1901-2

https://www.hornsby.nsw.g
ov.au/_resources/documen
In 1975 an area at the north-west corner of ts/environment/idigenoustrees/Fact-sheetGoorgool Road and (then) Burrumburra
Corymbia-gummifera-RedRoad was dedicated to allow for the
Bloodwood.pdf
realignment of those roads in preparation
for the opposite side to be partly closed in
1978 (Gazette) and included in a new
subdivision.
In 1982 the end of the Goorgool Road was
closed west of (then) Burrumburra Road
and became part of Akuna Avenue Oval
(Gazette).
In 2011, Burrumburra Road running north
to Menai Road off the western end of
Goorgool Road, was renamed as and
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
became part of Goorgool Road (Gazette).

Reference

“Goor-gool” is an Aboriginal language
word meaning “Bloodwood,” a species of
tree, recorded in 1901 from the Thoor’ga
(or Thur’-ga) language spoken along the
coast of NSW from Bermagui northerly to
Jervis Bay (Mathews).

Gooriwa
Place
20/12/1962

Engadine

Gorada
Avenue
6/6/1958

Kirrawee

Gordon
Street
6/7/1916

Caringbah

Gore Avenue
17/6/1963

Kirrawee

Gore Lane
27/10/1966

Kirrawee

Gorse Close
13/9/1963

Loftus

Red Bloodwood is the common name for
Corymbia gummifera (formerly Eucalyptus
gummifera) found in Coastal NSW
extending from Victoria into Queensland.
(Internet)
[updated 14/10/2019]
“Gooriwa” was recorded in 1904 near Hill
End, NSW (north of Bathurst) as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “big
rocks” (Science of Man).

Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, July 1904 & Vol 3 No 6,
July 1900.

Of note is a similar word “Goora-wan”
which had been recorded in 1900 near
Scone, NSW as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “large stones in water”
(Science of Man).
[Updated 14/10/2019]
“Gorada” was listed in south-west Western Moore, 1842
Australia in 1842 as an Aboriginal
Grey, 1839
language word meaning “little, short”
(Moore). It had earlier in 1839 in that same
area been recorded as “Go-re-a-da”
meaning “short, stunted” (Grey).
Named in 1916 so possibly named after
General Gordon of Boer War – as many
streets named during WWI had war related
origin. Originally intended to be called
Boronia Street.
Named after William Gore (1765 -1845),
File 95/2721
NSW Provost Marshall from 1806 to 1808,
1812-1817. He traveled to NSW with Bligh.
Near streets with Gov Bligh theme
(Hunter, Kemp, Putland)
Named after William Gore (1765 -1845),
File 95/2721
NSW Provost Marshall 1806-08, 1812-17.
He traveled to NSW with Bligh. Near
streets with Gov Bligh theme (Hunter,
Kemp, Putland)
Named after type of plant. In area where
streets named after plants,
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Street Name
Gort Lane
25/3/2011

Suburb
Engadine

Gort Road
8/9/1967

Engadine

Gosby
Avenue
31/1/1956

Miranda

Goshawk
Crescent
23/10/1989
Gosport
Road
9/4/1908

Gosport
Street
25/3/2011

Woronora
Heights
Cronullla

Cronulla

Goulburn
Peninsula
18/1/1968

Sylvania
Waters

Gould Place
26/5/1982

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
Unnamed Labe off Gort Road from 1968 to
2011.
Named after location of Scotland. In
subdivision /group of streets (with Lochiel,
Braeside etc) also named after Scottish
locations.
Unnamed Crown Road around 1932 to
1967. Originally ran through to Forbes
Creek.
Historic location of Scotland. In subdivision
/group of streets (with Lochiel, Braeside
etc) also named after Scottish locations
and named at same time. Derived from
area around Perth and Kinross which was
the family seat of the Gort(hie) clan.
In 1975 the north-western end of the road
was closed and partly became Crown
Reserve with the remainder included in a
new subdivision.
Probably named after William Gosby, who
purchased the land from the HoltSutherland Estate in 1928.
Subdivision in which street was named
lodged in 1956 by John Stephen Gosby.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of birds.
Probably named after town of Gosport UK
as adjoins Croydon St and Gosport and
Croydon are neighboring UK towns.
Had been locally known as Gosport Street
for many years and that was confirmed by
renaming it as Gosport Street in 2011.
Probably named after town of Gosport UK
as adjoins Croydon St and Gosport and
Croydon are neighboring UK towns.
Renamed from Gosport Road to Gosport
Street in 2011 in confirmation that it has
locally been known by that name for many
years.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. River rises near Mudgee
and joins Hunter River near Denman. The
river was named after Henry Goulburn UK
Secretary of the State for Colonies c 18181824
Named after swimmer Shane Gould (born
1956) who won 3 Gold medals at age 15
at 1972 Olympics. She held every freestyle
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Reference
CC

CL
CL

CL

CL

www.wapedia.mobi
Internet

Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Government
Road (DISC)

All Suburbs

Govett Road
(DISC)

Cronulla

Gow Avenue
28/1/1959

Port
Hacking

Gowrie Street
29/11/1912

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
record from 100 m to 1500 m at one time.
Subdivision where streets named after
Australian swimmers.
An unnamed Crown Road. All roads
termed as “Government Road” on
registered plans or in the NSW
Government Gazette (eg. Wattle Road at
Jannali) have now been named. Most of
these roads were boundary roads in
original subdivisions of Crown Land.
Originally intended name for Elouera
Road.
Related to adjoining Mitchell Road as was
to be named after William Romaine Govett
(1807-1848) explorer and surveyor of Blue
Mountains who worked under SurveyorGeneral Thomas Mitchell. In group of
streets named after explorers.
Govetts Leap in the Blue Mountains was
named after him by Mitchell.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1959 by F M W Gow & C
Lord, so possibly named after one of those
owners, or after Robert Gow, the previous
owner of the land.
[updated 14/10/2019]
“Gowrie” is indicated in Council records as
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“down of an eaglehawk,” however the
street had been named much earlier than
that listing. There are other potential
sources.
Sometime prior to 1835 a ‘well-known farm
called “Gowrie”’ was established at
Maitland NSW (The Sydney Times). The
likely source of the name was Scottish,
after the locality of Gowrie in Perthshire,
Scotland (based on other names in that
area).
Also, from around 1840, a pastoral
property named “Gowrie” was operating on
the Darling Downs in Queensland (around
Toowoomba). (SMH & Brisbane Courier)
Settled by recently arrived immigrants from
UK, likely also named after Gowrie in
Scotland.
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Reference

CL

Council file records

Council file records
The Sydney Times, 14
February 1835, p.1
Sydney Morning Herald,
11 October 1845, p.2 &
The Brisbane Courier, 18
July 1865, p.2
https://www.queensland
countrylife.com.au/story
6368646/g gowrie-stationsold
Geographical Names
Board website
www.gnb.nsw.gov.au
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, July 1904
McCarthy, 1952

Street Name

Grafton
Street
13/2/1882

Suburb

Sutherland
& Kirrawee

Graham
Avenue
7/7/1927

Miranda

Graham
Street
8/7/1940
Grandview
Parade
7/7/1926

Bundeena
Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
In 1864, another pastoral property named
“Gowrie” commenced operations on the
Warrego River (around Charleville,
Queensland) (Queensland Country Life).
Source of name not determined.
Around 1870-71, a pastoral property south
of Tamworth, NSW was named “Gowrie,”
indicated to be “a name of Scottish origin”
(GNB)
In 1904, a listing of place names of
Aboriginal language words in the Walgett
area police district of northern NSW
included “gowrie” as meaning “down off
[sic] an eagle hawk” (Science of Man). A
later listing in 1949 has “gowrie; gauri”
meaning “down of an eagle-hawk”
(McCarthy) but gives no reference to the
source, and “gauri” has not been found
elsewhere, other than in the names of two
pastoral properties on the Lower Darling
River operating prior to 1859 named “Nelia
Gauri” and Milia Gauri,” of which names no
further information has been found (SMH).
Name first registered on 1882 DP by
James Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Probably named
after NSW town of Grafton (named in
1851) which named after English Duke of
Grafton, a former prime minister of the UK.
or else named directly after the Duke.
May also be related to the village of
Grafton Regis in Northhamptonshire (the
main village in the estate of the Duke of
Grafton) or Grafton Manor, which is
prominent in British history, due to the
activities of its various residents.
[Updated 14/2/2017]
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1927 by Mrs Dulcie Phillis
Graham
Was part of “Graham’s Estate” in 1940
subdivision. One of owners was Leslie
William Graham likely named after him.
Originally an unnamed lane off the
northern side of Water Street near
Burraneer Bay from 1920 until 1926 when
it was extended back around to again join
Water Street and named at the same time.
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Reference
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 April 1859, p.3

DP
www.nswrail.net
Internet

Historical Land Records

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Grant Place
17/6/1969

Bonnet Bay

Gray Lane
31/10/1986
Gray Street
6/4/1885

Sutherland

Grays Point
Road
26/7/1923

Grays Point

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
A further section was added on the
southern side of Water Street as an
unnamed lane in 1956 until named as part
of Grandview Parade in 1957.
Adjoins / has views of Burraneer Bay.
Named after Ulysses Simpson Grant 18th
US President (1869 – 1877). That Bonnet
Bay street names be those of US
presidents was recommended by Deputy
Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to by
Parkes Development and Council.
Lane parallel to Gray Street. It was
unnamed from 1885 to 1986
Named after Samuel William Gray of
Kiama, who held large tracts of land in the
Shire including 70 acres where Sutherland
township was established.
[updated 26/4/2017]
Road so named as is road to Grays Point.
Originally a track through the HoltSutherland Estate land as an extension of
Florence Parade, which led from National
Park Railway Station, the first section “built
in 1886 from the station to Flagstaff Hill . . .
and was later extended to Grays Point . . .”
A lease plan for the Estate in September
1913 shows a road I chain (20.12m) wide
labeled “From Railway - Road in Public
use to the Point”. It ran in today’s terms
from the intersection of Angle Road &
Budyan Lane along Grays Point Road. A
subdision of the Estate surveyed in
February 1913 shows that unnamed road
continuing along, again in today’s terms,
further along Grays Point Road,
Peninsular Road and the original route of
Mansion Point Road.
Another (at the time unconnected) road is
first shown on a plan of “Grays Point, Port
Hacking, 11 Choice Water frontage
Blocks” for sale by auction on 4 February
1902, where it is shown as a “Right of
Way”off the end of a Crown Road (now
Budyan Road). That “right of way” is
shown on a later resubdivision in August
1910 as an unnamed “Lane” and also has
an addition extending futher south alomost
to the point.
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Reference

Nature’s Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 88 p 367 (LW)
CL

Carrick, History of Rpyal
National Park
LPI historic plans

LPI historic plans

LPI historic plans

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Grays Point Road was first named in 1923
when a subdivision plan shows the name
on a road replacing the former “Right of
Way” between the eastern end of an
unnamed road (now Cormorant Street) to
its intersection with Mansion Point Road.
Road. The unnamed road (now Cormorant
Street) was shown as part of Grays Point
Road on a subdivision plan in 1928.

LPI historic plans

In May 1930, the name Grays Point Road
was notified to all the section of that road
previously unnamed, being in today’s term
from Angle Road to Swallow Rock Drive
and then southerly to Cormorant Street,
and alsoall the lanes south of Mansion
Point Road. This route ignored the actual
route of the road which did not go down
the future Swallow Rock Drive, but turned
southerly some 60 metres further west
along a lot of land provided in the 1928
subdivision plan to the eastern end of
future Cormorant Street. That situation
was not rectified until 1970 when the
diversion was recognized and the previous
route renamed as Swallow Rock Drive and
Cormorant Street.

GG

The actual reason for the name Grays
Point has never been determined,
however over the years two theories have
emerged, the first of which is the most
likely origin of the name.
THEORY 1: named after Samuel William
Gray

Origin of Place Name

That location later known as Grays Point
was owned by Samuel William Gray from
1 July 1878 to 8 March 1889. It passed
through the hands of a couple other
owners, before being advertised for private
auction on 4 February 1902 as a
subdivision of 11 choice water frontage
blocks, Gray’s Point, Port Hacking
(Sydney Morning Herald, 28 December
1901, p.15). No previous mention has
been found of the name Grays Point.
THEORY 2: named after National Park
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!930 aerial photo –
Sutherland Shirte Council

GG

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Ranger John Gray (Jack "Spike" Gray)

Reference

As far as can be ascertained this comes
from oral or family history and is based on
Gray’s 30-year long service record at the
National Park (1898 to 1928). He lived
mainly at a cottage at Gundamaian, where
his ashes at his request were buried at
Point Danger on the opposite side of Port
Hacking from Grays Point (various refs in
Carrick, History of Royal National Park
1879-2013).
What seems to cast doubt on that
possibility is that John Gray only moved
from his initial work as a labourer at
Audley to the cottage at Gundamaian
(then called “Deer Park”) in 1899, only a
maximum of 2 years before the auction
plan referenced above referred to the
location of Gray’s Point on the opposite
side of Port Hacking.
Grays Road
(DISC)
20/12/1917

Gymea Bay

[updated 26/4/2017]
This road was originally created to provide
access to Holt-Sutherland Estate Leases
and was most likely in place by 1906-7,
although the earliest plan found showing
the road and its name was in 1915, which
has an indication to the earlier lease
subdivision (details not found).

LPI Historic plans and titles

No infotmation found regarding the name
of the road.
Green Point
Road

Oyster Bay

Green Street
30/3/1912

Cronulla

Renamed as Molong Road in 1962.
Name first registered 1903 / surveyed
1901. Is road to Green Point which was so
named in 1860’s when part of Holt farm.
Relates to green appearance of area.
Origin of name not established. It was in
the same subdivision which named
Denman Avenue, but there is no apparent
connection to Governor-General Denman.
The subdivision was named the Kurranulla
Estate and lodged by the Intercolonial
Land Investment and Building Company,
so again no apparent connection.
It was NOT named after Green family who
had dairy in area 1919 on as street was
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DP
1868 Holt Estate report

Street Name

Suburb

Greendale
Road (DISC)
22/1/1894

Caringbah

Greenhaven
Road
16/5/1975

Grays Point

Greenhills
Street
16/3/2012

Greenhills
Beach

Greenway
Street
23/4/1965

Gymea

Greig Place
16/5/1973

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
named in 1912 DP well before Green
family arrived in area. A Mr Walter Green
in 1916 Sands as greengrocer in Cronulla
and later newspaper reports indicate that
several persons named Green were
resident in the Shire around the time the
road was named, but again no positive
connection.
Named in Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision in same subdivision as
Woodside Road, so there was a
countryside theme. Name means ‘green
valley.’
It was renamed as Yathong Rd in 1908.
[updated 17/10/2019]
Part of Angle Road, which was part of land
for road purchased for $1000 from Holt
Sutherland Co in 1968, being road dating
back to 1919, and part of a boundary road
around the National Park dating from
1879. Unnamed until 1930 when it became
Angle Road. The east-west section of
Angle Road was diverted as a Crown
Road in February 1974 from its right
angled bend to meet North-West Arm
Road further to the north (Gazette).
Declared a pubic road in May 1974
(Gazette). The section of Angle Road and
the diversion were renamed as
Greenhaven Road in May 1975 (Gazette).
The name would mean a place of safety or
refuge in a “green” area and could refer to
its location adjacent to the Royal National
Park.
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Named after the area with adjacent surfing
beach which had been known locally as
Green Hills for many years and after which
the suburb was named. Theme of
subdivision is famous Australian beaches.
Named after Francis Greenway (17771837), convict architect. In group of streets
named after persons of early Colonial
significance.
One of 4 streets named after classic
composers. Name is misspelt. Edvard
Hagerup Grieg (1843-1907) Norwegian
composer who wrote music for Peer Gynt.
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Reference
1916 Sands
The Leader

CL

Devt Com Minutes 669 –
21/12/74 & 93 – 17/3/75
NSW Govt Gazettes of 15
February 1974 p.529; of
24/5/1974 p.1973:
16/5/1975 p.1942

CL
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2
ADB online

Who Did What

Street Name
Grenville
Avenue
18/12/1929

Suburb
Caringbah

Grevillea
Grove
4/7/1929

Heathcote

Grey Teal
Lane
24/11/2016

Greenhills
Beach

Greygum
Place
13/11/1998

Gymea Bay

Griffin Parade Illawong
13/2/1914

Grosvenor
Crescent
16/12/1920

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
Streets in subdivision (Drake, Raleigh etc)
have theme of historical nautical persons.
Sir Richard Grenville (1542-91)
Elizabethan soldier, sailor and explorer
was cousin of Sir Walter Raleigh & Sir
Francis Drake. Involved in defense against
Spanish Armada. Vice admiral of fleet
1591.
Named as a result of a competition
conducted by Heathcote Hall Estate. 6
entrants submitted this name which is
species of Australian plants and one £1
(one pound) each as shared first prize. 2
adjacent streets also named after plants.
The grey teal is a small, slender duck with
largely greyish to greyish-brown plumage.
The grey teal is the most abundant and
widespread duck species in Australia.
Streets in this subdivision are named after
bird species.
[updated 10/2/2020]
Name suggested by local residents. Name
is species native tree.
Road dating from around 1856. Was part
of Sylvania Road/Sylvania Road South
until 1998, when the isolated parts of that
road were renamed (see also Casuarina
Road and Matong Place)
Probably named after John George Griffin
Hurstville alderman 1891-1900, Mayor of
Hurstville 1893-4. Illawong was part of
Hurstville Council till 1920’s. Nearby
Sproule & Thompson Sts also names of
Hurstville mayors. Likely to have been
named around 1909, however name first
appears on a registered plan in 1914.
The route of the road has changed slightly
over the years with areas removed and
added to accommodate adjoining
subdivisions around 1973 and 1980.
Origin of name not determined.
Subdivision in which road was named
lodged by W J Garrett, so no apparent
connection.
Possible origin - Grosvenor is family name
of Duke of Westminster, whose Mayfair
property in London includes Grosvenor
Square.
Several street names originating just after
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Reference
Sticks and Stones
Wikipedia

Propeller 9/9/1927 pg 2
(LW)

Council file records
http://www.arkive.org/

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 13
November 1998 p.8891

Hurstville Council website
& The History of Hurstville
Council Elections
CL

Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Grosvenor
Street
29/6/1886
Grout Place
7/4/1962

Bundeena

Grove
Avenue
(DISC)

Kirrawee

Gundain
Lane
16/7/1965
Gundain
Road
8/11/1962

Kirrawee

Gundamaian
Road
Circa 1906

Royal
National
Park

Gundawarra
Street
11/4/1930

Lilli Pilli

Menai

Kirrawee

Gunnamatta
Road
7/12/1903

Cronulla

Gunnamatta
Bay Road
(DISC)
1901

Caringbah
South &
Burraneer &
Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
the First World War displayed British
patriotism and this could be an example.
Name first registered 1886 DP. Area has
English Beach names theme

Reference

Named after Wally Grout Australian test
cricket wicket keeper. In a group of streets
named after Australian cricketers.
Name discontinued. In 1931 Wilson’s
Street directory approximately in location
where Johnston Avenue is now located.
Origin of name not determined.
[updated 14/10/2019]
For origin of “gundain” see entry for
Gundain Road,
[updated 14/10/2019]
“Gundain” was an Aboriginal language
word meaning “this one, this way” in the
Wiradhuri (Wiradjuri) language of Central
NSW collected by Archdeacon Gunther
from around 1837 on (Threlkeld & Fraser).
[updated 14/10/2019]
For explanation of Aboriginal language
word “gundamaian” refer to “Origin of
Place names A-K” on Council’s web site.
[updated 14/10/2019]
Gundawarra Street was a road in a 1924
subdivision which remained unnamed until
1930 (Gazette).

Internet

DP

1931 Wilsons Directory

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3
The Brisbane Courier, 8
August 1891, p.5

Gundawarra Station was a pastoral
property in northern Queensland
established by 1891 (Brisbane Courier). It Curr, 1886
derived its name from the Aboriginal
language word in the same region of
“gundaworra” meaning “a woomera or
throwing stick” recorded in 1886 at
Western River, a tributary of the
Diamantina River (Curr).
[updated 14/10/2019]
For explanation of Aboriginal language
word “gunnamatta” refer to “Origin of Place
names A-K” on Council’s web site.
[Updated 14/10/2019]]
For explanation of Aboriginal language
Council File records
word “gunnamatta” refer to “Origin of Place
St George Call, 5 July
names A-K” on Council’s web site.
1919 p.6
This road was surveyed as a Crown Road
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
around 1855 between Yowie (Ewey) Bay
and the north-south road later named as
Woolooware Road. A subdivision plan in
1889 showed it named Guanamatta Bay
Road but that spelling was corrected to
Gunnamatta Bay Road in 1901 however
by 1904 it been re-named as Burraneer
Bay Road.

Reference

Possibly by a misunderstanding in 1907, a
subdivision by surveyor Halloran showed
Burraneer Bay Road diverted along what
is now Saunders Bay Road and reverted
to the name Gunnamatta Bay Road for the
road going eastwards.

Gunnamatta
Lane (DISC)
Prior 1918

Gunyah
Street
30/5/1930

Cronulla

This led to a situation in the next
subdivision in 1909 where Burraneer Bay
Road was reinstated for the east-west
road and the “diversion” of Burraneer Bay
Road indicated as “(Halloran’s) Burraneer
Bay Road”. The situation was finally
resolved in 1918 when Halloran’s road
was renamed from Burraneer Bay Road to
Saunders Bay Road (St George Call).
[updated 19/10/2019]
For explanation of Aboriginal language
Council file records
word “gunnamatta” refer to “Origin of Place
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
names A-K” on Council’s web site.
June1954 p.1911
This was a Crown Lane in the Village of
Gunnamatta proclaimed in 1899, but
remained unnamed until 1918 when it first
appeared on a subdivision plan.

Cronulla

It was renamed Beach Park Avenue in
1954 (Gazette).
[updated 19/10/2019]
Opened as a Crown Road in 1899, it
remained unnamed until 1930 (Gazette).
“Gunyah” derives from the language of
local Aboriginal people during the first
years of the European settlement at Port
Jackson from 1788. Since then it has
become used throughout Australia as
“gunya” or “gunyah” referring to any type
of shelter used or constructed by
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3
Troy, J. The Sydney
Language, Canberra 1993,
included in Macquarie
Aboriginal Words,
Macquarie Uni, 1994.

Street Name

Suburb

Gurrier
Avenue
16/9/1948

Miranda

Gwawley
Parade
circa 1947

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal people. The Macquarie
Dictionary lists it as “gunya” meaning
“dwelling made by people” (Troy)
Named after Lucy Ida Gurrier-Jones, who
purchased the land from the HoltSutherland Estate in 1937, and in 1948
lodged the subdivision in which the street
was named. She lived near corner
Wandella Rd & Kingsway ( 2 blocks NW of
Gurrier Ave) c 1940
[updated 19/10/2019]
Unnamed Road in a 1915 subdivision to
around 1947, when houses began to be
built on the estate.

Reference

CL

Echoes From the Bay ( pg
188)
Council file records

Named for its proximity to Gwawley Bay
which prior to the Sylvania Waters
development extended to just north of the
1915 subdivision.

Gwydir Street
20/12/1962

Engadine

For information of the origin of the word
“gwawley” see “Gwawley Bay” in “Origins
of Place Names A-K” on Council web site.
[updated 19/10/2019]
Gwydir Street if located in an area where
several streets have Aboriginal language
words in their names. There are two
theories as to the origin of the name.
Firstly, if named directly from the Gwydir
River, historical records indicate that when
sighted by the explorer Allan Cunningham
on 21 May 1827, he thought it to be the
Peel River, but later he named it in honour
of his patron Lord Gwydir, whose title
relates to a location in Wales, UK (Lee).
Secondly, in 1875 in a vocabulary of the
Kamilaroi people of central to northern
NSW, the Rev William Ridley included
“Guida (Gwydir) — place or river of red
(banks).” Later authors (eg. Thorpe) simply
indicated “gwydir” as an Aboriginal
language word with meanings that appear
to derive from the Ridley listing, although it
was not referenced.
Of note is the comment made by the
Australian Electoral Commission in 2001
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Lee, I., Early Explorers in
Australia: from the LogBooks and Journals with
maps and illustration,
London, 1925
Ridley, 1875
Thorpe, 1927
https://www.aec.gov,au/
Elections/federal_elections
l/2001/Profiles/gwydir.htm

Street Name

Suburb

Gymea Road
(DISC)
Circa 1921

Gymea Bay

Gymea Bay
Road
20/10/1916

Gymea &
Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
about the now former Division of Gwydir
created in 1900: “Named after the Gwydir
River which was named by Allan
Cunningham in 1827 after Lord Gwydir.
Coincidentally 'Gwydir' is also an
Aboriginal name meaning 'river with red
banks'.”
[updated 20/10/2019]
See also entry for Gymea Bay Road.

Reference

Shown on 1921 plan as an alternative
name for recorded name of Milburn Road
between Gymea Bay Road and Ellesmere
Road. Could have been indicative of some
confusion about the name of that road
which was resolved in 1934 when it was
named Gymea Bay Road (Gazette).

NSW Govt. Gazette of 2
March 1934 p.1102

In 1931 Wilson’s Street Directory was
shown as Gymea Avenue.
[updated 14/10/2019]
For explanation of the Aboriginal language
word “gymea” refer to “Origin of Suburbs”
on Council’s web site
Previously known as part of Milburn Road,
a request was considered by Council in
late 1913 to alter the name to Gymea Bay
Road, which was agreed to, however the
formal name change for the section
southerly from Kingsway was not notified
until late 1916 (Gazette).

Council file records

1931 Wilson’s Street
directory

St George Call 22/11/1913
p.6
NSW Govt. Gazette of 20
October 1916 p.6272
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 2
March 1934 p.1102
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
October 1947 p.2338

In 1928-9, there was apparently some
NSW Govt. Gazette of 24
confusion as to the southern extent of the
route of Gymea Bay Road as a subdivision February 2006 p.1000
plan showed it replacing the name of part
of Sylvania Road (now Casuarina Road) in
front of Gymea Bay shops. This was
revised in 1934 when the section between
Gymea Bay Road and Ellesmere Road
(still recorded as Milburn Road) was
included in Gymea Bay Road and the
name of the part of Sylvania Road
reinstated (Gazette).
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Street Name

Suburb

Gymea Bay
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Gymea Bay
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Hacking
River
Crescent
(DISC)

Gymea &
Gymea Bay

Grays Point

Hahn Street
(naming date
unknown)

Lucas
Heights

Hakea Road

Yarrawarrah

Hakea Street
13/11/1964

Yarrawarrah

Hale Street
(DISC)

Sutherland

Hall Drive

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
In 1947 the section north of the railway
was named “Gymea Bay Road North”, with
that south of the railway as “Gymea Bay
Road South” (Gazette). The name
returned to Gymea Bay Road for its entire
length in 2006 (Gazette).
[updated 14/10/2019]
Renamed in 1947 because split by
Cronulla-Sutherland railway (Gazette).
Those names were never successfully
used for house addresses and were
regazetted to the original names in 2006.
[updated 14/10/2019]
Renamed in 1947 because split by
Cronulla-Sutherland railway (Gazette).
Those names were never successfully
used for house addresses and were
regazetted to the original names in 2006
Intended name for street which became
Moyran Parade
Named after river which named after
Henry Hacking who arrived as a
Quartermaster on Sirius in 1st fleet and
was an explorer and harbour pilot. Said to
have been first to sight inlet c 1796 when
hunting kangaroos.
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Otto Hahn (1879-1968) who won Nobel
Prize for Chemistry in 1944 for discovery
of fission of heavy nuclei
Name shown on Crown subdivision plan in
1974. Appears to be an error as road had
already been named as Hakea Street
Named after genus of Australian flowering
shrubs/ small trees.
Originally part of a Crown Road circa 1934
which then continued south-west through
what is now Yarrawarrah Public School
and Old Bush Road Oval and known as
Smith Street, and which was closed in
1968. Road was extended to cul-de-sac in
1974 (but shown as Hakea Road on plan)
Name discontinued. Appears in Wilson’s
Street Directory 1931 approximately
between Sutherland Oval No 1 and The
Grand Parade Tennis Courts.
Origin of name not determined.
Whilst street is in 2 subdivisions where the
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Reference

NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
October 1947 p.2338
NSW Govt. Gazette of 24
February 2006 p.1000
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
October 1947 p.2338
NSW Govt. Gazette of 24
February 2006 p.1000
CL
Echoes of the Bay.
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire M
Hutton-Neve
www.ansto.gov.au

CL
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
CL

1931 Wilsons Street
Directory

Dennis Daly – long time

Street Name
30/1/1972

Suburb

Hamelin
Place
17/3/1981

Illawong

Hammersley
Road
9/9/1969

Grays Point

Hampshire
Street
30/8/1911

Cronulla

Hampton
Road
9/6/1970

Sylvania
Waters

Harbour
Street
14/1/1909
Harding
Place
6/4/1967

Cronulla
Bonnet Bay

Name Source/ meaning
other streets are named after Australian
athletes and cricketers this street is
claimed to be named after Jim Hall a long
serving Council Committee clerk at time
area was subdivided. This claim supported
by search which found no significant
Australian athlete/cricketer found with this
name.
Road was extended several times up to
1983 as area was progressively
subdivided.
Named after French explorer Jacques
Felix Emmanuel Hamelin (1768-1839),
sailed 1800-03 on scientific exploration of
South Seas and charting Western
Australian coast. Second in command to
Nicholas Baudin. Area theme - names of
historical nautical significance
[updated 19/3/2020]
As adjoins Pilbara Place likely it was
named after Hammersley Range in the
Pilbara Region of northern Western
Australia. Range named 1861 by Francis
Gregory explorer, mineral surveyor who
named it after Edward Hamersley who
backed his expedition.

Reference
Council officer

Wikipedia, Australian
Navigators

Wikipedia

“Hammersley” is a common misspelling of
“Hamersley”.
In same subdivision as Portsmouth Street.
Portsmouth is located in the county of
Hampshire and is the birthplace of Lydia
Mary Moore, the second wife of John
Atkinson (early Councillor, quarry owner).
The subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by Lydia Mary Atkinson, who
owned the land. Adjoining Richmount
Street was named after John Atkinson’s
birthplace.
Not named after an Australian river as are
other streets in area. Likely named after
location in UK near Belgrave, as this road
comes off Belgrave Esplanade.
Probably so named as has view to
Harbour / bay
Named after 29th US president Warren
Gamaliel Harding (1921-1923) That
Bonnet Bay street names be those of US
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Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Street Name

Suburb

Harlech
Close
3/10/1990
Harley Street
16/6/1927

Menai

Harnleigh
Avenue
3/3/1915

Woolooware

Sylvania

Harnleigh
Avenue North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware

Harnleigh
Avenue
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware

Harper Way
6/5/1993

Menai

Harrier Place
12/3/1985

Woronora
Heights

Harris Street
15/1/1912

Burraneer &
Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
presidents was recommended by Deputy
Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to by
Parkes Development and Council
Name of castle (built 1283) and village in
Wales – in line with theme of naming
streets in area after locations in Wales.
In subdivision with Tedman Parade and
Craigholm Street, lodged by Edward W
Hyndman and Oscar Harley Walton.
Probably named after the second name of
Oscar Harley Walton.
1947-2005 parts known as Harnleigh
Avenue North / South.
A verbal history reference indicates that
the area near Woolooware Golf course in
which avenue situated was in early years
owned by Sydney solicitor Mr Harnleigh.
It would appear that the person being
referred to was actually Harold Laurence
Hensleigh Harnett, who was the son of
Laurence Joseph Harnett and Ellen
Catherine Mary Hensleigh of Cronulla. H L
Hensleigh Harnett did own land in that
area, and it would thus appear that
Harnleigh is a concocted word being the
first part of his father’s name and the
second part of his mother’s name.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
On Pioneer settlers list 1992.
Probably named after AG Harper Shire
Councillor 1949-56, Shire President 1954
and a Member Royal National Park Trust
or his family.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of Australian
birds.
Likely named after Reginald William
Sydney Harris who at the time was an
Alderman on the Sydney City Council
(later a Sutherland Shire Councillor 1922
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Reference

Encyclopedia Britannica
Australia online
CL

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin

CL

CL

CL

Council file records
Kirkby Index

List from Birds Australia
website in Council records
DP
Echoes from The Bay
Council website – List of
Councillors

Street Name

Suburb

Harrison
Avenue
22/12/1981

Bonnet Bay

Harrow Street Sylvania
12/1/1882

Harte Street
(DISC)

Miranda

Hartog Place
28/12/1979

Illawong

Harvard Lane
31/10/1986

Sutherland

Harvey Place
8/1/1981

Menai

Hassett
Close
24/8/1979

Menai

Hastings
Place
21/2/1964

Sylvania
Waters

Name Source/ meaning
and 1925-1928). The land was bought
from Holt Estate in 1911 by Colin Purser
and John Hill (who was also a Councillor).
John Hill and Reginald William Sydney
Harris were both appointed as trustees of
the Cronulla School of Arts in January
1912 and RWS Harris is noted as living in
Cronulla in 1913.
Named after either /both William Henry
Harrison (9th US President–1841) and/ or
Benjamin Harrison (23rd US President
1889-1893). That Bonnet Bay street
names be those of US presidents was
recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk Jim
Hall & agreed to by Parkes Development
and Council
Name first registered in 1882 DP by
James Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Would be named
after town of Harrow in England as number
of other streets in subdivision named after
UK towns.
A track from Wyralla Road to Forest Road
in the 1930s & 1940s, however no road
was ever created.
Origin of name not determined
Named after Dirk Hartog (1582-1631),
Dutch sailor and explorer commander of
2nd European expedition to land on
Australian soil.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Unnamed lane from 1887 to 1986. As
adjoins Oxford St and Cambridge Lane
would be named after Harvard University
in USA.
Named after Robert Neil Harvey (born
1928) cricketer (batsman). Test player (79
tests) 1947 to 1963. In group of streets
named after Australian cricketers
Named after Arthur Lindsay Hassett
(1913-1993) Victorian / Australian cricketer
(batsman) 1930-54 .In group of streets
named after Australian cricketers
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Hastings River is on NSW
North Coast near Port Macquarie. The
river was first charted in 1818, after its
discovery by John Oxley who named the
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Reference
CL

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

1934 Gregory’s Directory

Wikipedia

CL

www.premier.cricketvictori
a.com.au
www.premier.cricketvictori
a.com.au
www.wapedia.mobi

Street Name

Suburb

Hatton Place
8/10/1986

Barden
Ridge

Havannah
Place
19/12/1988

Illawong

Havelock
Avenue
21/3/1962

Engadine

Havelock
Street (DISC)

Sylvania &
Sylvania
Waters

Hawkesbury
Esplanade
27/6/1967

Hawthorne
Road (DISC)
3/3/1886

Sylvania
Waters

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
river for the then Governor-General of
India, Francis Rawdon-Hastings, 1st
Marquis of Hastings.
Origin of name not determined
Australian Pioneers theme
Possibly Elizabeth McKenzie Hatton
(1871-1944), Missionary and Social
Worker with Aborigines.
Or Harold Heneage Finch-Hatton (18561904), Imperial Federationalist and
Secretary of the Pacific Telegraph
Company which worked on the formation
of a telegraph line from Vancouver to
Australia.
Probably named after HMS Havannah
(1811-1860’s) Royal Navy frigate & later
training ship. In line with theme of areanames of historical nautical significance
Possibly named after Sir Arthur Elibank
Havelock (1844-1908) Governor of
Tasmania 1901-1904. Or Sir Henry
Havelock (1795-1857) British soldier and
hero of Indian mutiny
On 1934 street map ran from eastern side
of Port Hacking Road to edge Gwawley
Bay just north Box Rd.
There is no evidence that a road was ever
constructed in that location.
Possibly named after Sir Arthur Elibank
Havelock (1844-1908) Governor of
Tasmania 1901-04 or Sir Henry Havelock
(1795 -1857) British soldier and hero of
Indian mutiny.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. The river flows to the west
and north of Sydney.
The Hawkesbury River was named by
Governor Phillip in June 1789, after
Charles Jenkinson, 1st Earl of Liverpool,
who at that time was Baron Hawkesbury.
Originally between Oak Road and Bath
Road, extended to Acacia Road in 1905.
All renamed as part of Flora Street in1922.
Name first registered in 1886 DP by
James Murphy, manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Possibly named
after alternative spelling of the plant type –
hawthorn.
Also possibly named after one of several
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Reference

Council File records

Wikipedia

ADB online
Internet
1934 Gregory’s street
directory
A
DB online
Internet

www.wapedia.mobi/en/Riv
ers_of_New_South_Wales
CL
DP

Street Name

Suburb

Hawthorn
Street
5/5/1967
Hay Avenue
Prior 1959

Loftus
Caringbah

Hay Lane
After 1964

Caringbah

Hayden
Place
4/5/1970

Engadine

Hayes Place
6/4/1967

Bonnet Bay

Haymet
Street
27/8/1947

Kirrawee

Hazel Lane
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Hazel Place
7/2/1941
Heath Lane
(DISC)

Burraneer
Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
villages named Hawthorn in the UK.
In an area where roads are named after
either plants or UK place names
Name of plant type. In area where streets
named after plants.

Reference

Avenue and lane first shown as unnamed
road on 1925 DP. Road was not named
when railway corridor was resumed in
1937, but was known as Hay Avenue by
1959.
May have had a local name of Orama
Avenue around 1925. (see Orama
Avenue)
Lane first shown as unnamed road on
1925 DP and widened in 1964, at which
time still unnamed. Date at which name
came into use has not been found.
One of 4 streets in area named after
classic composers. (and 1 of 2 misspelt).
Franz Josef Haydn (1732-1809) Austrian
composer known as ‘the father of the
symphony’.
Named after 19th US President Rutherford
Birchard Hayes 1877 -1881. That Bonnet
Bay street names be those of US
presidents was recommended by Deputy
Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to by
Parkes Development and Council
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1947 by J J Haymet
Mr F I Haymet had a market garden at the
corner of President Ave and Oak Rd
Unnamed Lane from 1924 to 1930.
Renamed as Hazel Place in 1941.
There is no record of any one named
Hazel connected to the property. When
Sutherland Shire Council named a
significant number of previously unnamed
streets in 1930, apparently random names
were selected in several instances, and
this would seem to be one of them.
Formerly Hazel Lane, renamed as Hazel
Place in 1941.
Local name for lane between Princes
Highway and Engadine Public School in
Heathcote shopping centre. Also had a
local sign calling it Petticoat Lane. Was
renamed as Byrnes Lane in 2005

CL
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Council file records

CL

Who did What.

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

CL
1930 Sands directory

CL

CL
Pg 97 From Bottle Forest
to Heathcote Sutherland
Shire’s first settlement.

Street Name
Heath Lane
3/12/1979

Suburb
Heathcote

Heath Place
14/4/1982
Heathcote
Road
1939-41

Heathcote
Engadine &
Heathcote &
Lucas
Heights &
Holsworthy
& Menai

Name Source/ meaning
Unnamed between 1973 and 1979.
Lane between Veno Street and Oliver
Street named Environment & Planning
Committee 389-3/12/79. Name likely
relates to being in Heathcote.
This lane was opened in 1973 and
replaced a previous unnamed Crown lane
opened in 1886, which had been parallel
to and around 9 metres away to the northwest of the current lane. That older lane
had been closed in 1964 when it was
resumed as part of the school.
Name appears to simply refer to the road
being in Heathcote.
[updated 1/5/2017]
Military roads from Liverpool to the Artillery
Camp at Heathcote had been planned as
early as 1911 but the road which became
Heathcote Road was not formalised until
the Department of Main Roads, at the
request of the Army authorities,
constructed a military road in 1939-41
through Commonwealth and Crown land to
access the military area at Holsworthy.

Reference
Library card index

A newspaper notice in March 1946
advised that the “Heathcote-Liverpool
road” was now “available to the public”,
and it had “an excellent bituminous
surface, easy grades is 15.5 miles long,
and provides a direct route from the south
coast for those living between Liverpool
and Parramatta.”. A newspaper article
later the same year names it as
“Heathcote-road”
Most of the public road reserve for
Heathcote Road between Princes Highway
and Heathcote National Park was
dedicated in 1943. Parts of the road
between Deadmans Creek and Lucas
Heights on Commonwealth land were
dedicated on a road plan in April 1962 with
the those parts on Crown Land dedicated
in September 1962, to a point about 2 km
north-west of New Illawarra Road ― from
there to the bridge over Woronora River
boundaries are shown on a plan registered
in July 1980, but no dedication of the road
reserve has been found. The remainder of
the road through Heathcote National Park

The Sun, 28 March 1946,
p.5
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Kirkby Papers, Sutherland
Library

(The Sun 9 May 1946,
p.6).
GG notices and LPI hisric
plans

Street Name

Suburb

Heathcote
Road Bridge
1939-41
Heathcote
Street (DISC)
20/3/1886

Engadine/
Heathcote/
Holsworthy
Heathcote

Heather
Street
13/2/1913
Heather
Street
30/5/1930
Hector Street
6/7/1922 or
earlier

Caringbah
Loftus
Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
is a constructed road only and has never
had any boundaries mapped.

Reference

Although the name dates back to the
proclamation of the Parish of Heathcote in
1835, however a definite source for the
name “Heathcote” has not been
confirmed. One reference states: the
Parish of Heathcote was probably named
after a fellow-officer who served with
[Surveyor-General Thomas] Mitchell in the
Peninsular Wars Campaign 1809-1914;
but which one is not known, as there were
two senior officers of that name, viz.
Deputy Asst. Quarter-Master-General
Ralph
Heathcote
(mentioned
in
despathes); and Asst. Surgeon Godfrey
Heathcote, who also served throughout
the campaign (Hutton-Neve, Bygone Days
of Sutherland Shire, p.19). This could
possibly accord with Mitchell’s naming of
the adjoining Parish of Eckersley which
was also possibly named after someone
who served with him in the Peninsular
War. However, it would seem that, lacking
verification, the origin of the name
remains in doubt.
Bridge over Woronora River near Kolora
Weir built in conjunction with the
construction of Heathcote Road.
On 1886 subdivision map through Village
of Heathcote between Short Street and
Veno Street. Renamed Princes Highway
in1921.
For origin of name refer to Heathcote
Road.
Type of low growing plant. In group of
streets ( Daphne, Maple) named after
plants.
Unnamed street from around 1903 to
1930. Name of type of plant. In area where
streets named after plants.
Unnamed street from around 1896 to
1922, when the name first appeared on a
subdivision plan, although street may have
been named as early as 1909, when it was
in the Municipality of Hurstville. Likely to
be named after Hector Wearne, Assistant
Clerk of Hurstville until appointed as Clerk

Origin of Suburb and Place
Name
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CL
CL

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
of Bexley when that area split from
Hurstville in 1900. Hector Wearne was the
son of T A E Wearne, the Clerk of
Hurstville in the late 1800s (after whom
Wearne Bay is most likely named)
Helena Street Kirrawee
Unnamed 1856 to 1930. Originally
30/5/1930
extended from Illawarra Road (Princes
Highway) to the boundary of the National
Park. The section between Illawarra Road
and Forest Road was closed in 1882 to
allow for resubdivision of the HoltSutherland Estate. (Moved about 35
metres west and became Acacia Road).
Officially named in 1930 by Council as a
previously unnamed road, however the
name apparently existed in a 1924
directory, but extended further south and
east.
The origin of the name has not been
determined, but there were a number of
apparently random person’s first names
used in 1930. It is feasible that the name
used in the street directory was seen and
used as the name of the street.
Henry
Sylvania
In 1923 Royal View Estate subdivision with
Avenue
Albert and Edward Streets so likely named
2/11/1923
after one of the King Henrys
Henry
Heathcote
Named after Australian poet Henry
Kendall Close
Kendall. One of a group of streets named
11/7/1983
after Australian poets.
Heritage
Illawong
No ships, persons or locations found which
Drive
have the name Heritage. The road is
29/10/1981
approximately in the centre of the various
streets with theme of names of Australian
historical nautical significance.
Origin may simply be that it signifies the
theme of Australian naval heritage.
Heron Place
Grays Point Named after species of bird. In group of
27/9/1968
streets named after birds colloquially
known as “The Aviary”
Hibiscus
Alfords Point Named of genus of warm climate flowering
Close
plants (mostly shrubs)
7/6/1985
Hickory Close Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
6/2/1987
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Higgerson
Engadine
Unnamed and unmade Crown road from
Avenue
around 1932.The road was not built until
2/9/1949
1948.
Named after John Higgerson early (1885Sutherland Shire Council | Spatial Services Team| July 2020 | gis@ssc.nsw.gov.au

Reference

CL

DP

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records

Grays Point Story

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p374
(LW)

Street Name

Suburb

High Street
21/4/1914

Caringbah

High Street
8/10/1918

Gymea

High Street
8/1/1918

Cronulla

Higherdale
Avenue
25/8/1955
Highpoint
Place
13/4/1967
Highview
Crescent
27/4/1927
Hill Street
24/12/1909

Miranda
Como
Oyster Bay
Woolooware
& Cronulla

Hilloak Way
4/10/1991

Menai

Hinkler
Avenue
23/10/1928

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
1905) resident of Heathcote and later
Engadine. He was also a National Park
ranger.
He had been a jockey. One of the horses
he won on was Veno (see Veno St)
Part of Hilltop Estate. In same subdivision
as Vista Street. Name reflects that street is
elevated.
In same subdivision as Bonnie View
Street. Name reflects that street is
elevated
Name is intended to indicate that the street
is on an elevated location. Although not at
the highest point in the area it does have
views across Woolooware Bay as does
next street to the south (Riverview
Avenue)
Meaning higher valley. Is not on the
highest point but was on a hillside with
views towards Georges River.
Name reflects that is a high point. It is not
on the highest point in the area, but does
have views across Woronora River.
Name reflects location – is high with views.
Not on the highest point in the area but
had good views to north, east and south.
Subdivision which created street (originally
between Woolooware Road and Trickett
Street, later extended to Connels Road)
was lodged in 1909 by Rose Hill, who
purchased the land from the HoltSutherland Estate.
Reputedly named after Rose Hill’s
husband, John Hill, councillor on
temporary Council 1906 and 1906 -1922.
Shire president 1918.
He was a boat builder at Cronulla.
Family lived in large house on corner Hill
St & Woolooware Road from 1893.
Named after species of tree in line with
Subdivisions theme of naming streets after
trees/ plants.
As subdivided c 1928 possibly named after
aviator Bert Hinkler (1892-1933) who in
1928 was first person to fly solo from
Britain to Australia.
An extension of the street was constructed
to Ewey Creek in 1929, but was deleted
from the subdivision plan when it was
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Reference
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents
CL
CL
CL
CL

CL
CL
CL
CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p375
(LW)
Sutherland Shire – a
History to 1939
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1987

Local History collection
Internet
Microfiche map ( 1939-46)
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Hoad Place
(DISC)

Menai

Hobart Place
2/11/1983

Illawong

Holland
Street
(after 1911)

Cronulla

Hollings
Crescent
14/7/1966

Heathcote

Holly Street
222/6/1960
Holmlea
Place
21/11/1969

Caringbah
South
Engadine

Holt Road
19/6/1912

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
finally lodged in 1943 (due to construction
of Sutherland-Cronulla railway)
Whilst shown in UBD directory street does
not exist. Possibly a dummy street
designed to deter copyright infringements.
Named after RAN ships – Hobart I was a
cruiser / Hobart II was a destroyer. Ships
named after Hobart in Tasmania which
named after Robert Hobart Secretary of
State for War and the Colonies when
Hobart settled.
a German-Austrian Line ship named
‘Hobart’ built in 1912 was seized by
Australia in 1914 and renamed ‘Baram’.
The steamer ‘City of Hobart’ sank on a
voyage from Newcastle to Melbourne in
1876.
Theme of area names of historical
nautical significance
Subdivision which created street was
lodged in 1911 by L de Vries, who may
have come from Holland, or been of Dutch
descent. De Vries is one of the most
common Dutch surnames.
The street is not named in the subdivision
and no information has been found as to
when the name was first used.
Origin of name not determined.
Named in 1966 subdivision, owner Millard
Developments Pty Ltd. As no Mr Holling or
Hollings of late 19th century has been
found in a government position, does not
appear to follow theme for area of naming
streets after politicians / senior public
servants c 1886 when area originally
subdivided.
Possibly a name connected to Millard
Developments.
In line with adjoining streets ( jacaranda,
oleander etc) named after species of trees
Name relates to property of Charles
McAlister, an early settler in the area.
Holmlea (originally Sunbeam Cottage,
later renamed “Engadine Estate”)
“Holm Lea” means “inland island pasture”
(Norwegian) and is also the name of a
town in Scotland.
Named after Thomas Holt early
landholder. Road was first shown on early
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Reference

CR/ Australian
Encyclopedia – Naval
Defense
Wajnryb
Australia’s Maritime
History

CL & Internet

CL

Engadine

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1988 p408

Street Name

Suburb

Holt Road
30/11/1911

Taren Point

Holts Point
Place
18/2/1977

Sylvania

Homer Place
23/4/1960

Caringbah
South

Honeyeater
Place
12/3/1985
Honeysuckle
Street
24/4/1933
Hood Street
3/10/1941

Woronora
Heights
Jannali
Miranda

Hoopers
Road (DISC)
Circa 1920

Como

Hoover Place
5/1/1971

Bonnet Bay

Hopkins Lane
(DISC)

Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
plans of Holt-Sutherland Estate in 1882
but was not named. First plan to show
name was another Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision in 1912.
Named after Thomas Holt early landholder
or more likely after his son Frederick Holt
as is same subdivision as Frederick Street
Named after Thomas Holt early
landholder.
1978 council resolved to name street
‘because the point was known as Holt’s
Point at turn of century and so shown on
maps’.
Originally a Right-of-Way in the
resubdivision of Holt’s Sutherland House
property in 1924, it was declared a public
road to Holts Point in 1939.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1959 by Louise Pauline
Homer, so likely named after the owner
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of Australian
birds.
Common name for a type of banksias

Reference
(LW)
CL

Formerly Gibb Street renamed as Hood St
in 1941- probably to avoid confusion with
nearby Gibbs Street. Given timing of
naming likely that it was named after HMS
Hood which was sunk in Denmark Straits
by German ships Bismarck & Prinz Eugen
on 24 May 1941.
Name on Council road maintenance
records for 1920. At the time the Hoopers,
who owned a large area of land on the
western side of the railway at Como were
preparing subdivision plan of their land.
Likely a temporary name until the
subdivision plans lodged in 1921.
Named after 31st US President Herbert
Clark Hoover (1929 -1933). That Bonnet
Bay street names be those of US
presidents was recommended by Deputy
Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to by
Parkes Development and Council
Originally intended name in 2003 for lane
later named Tharawal Lane.
The name Hopkins Lane was chosen after

CL
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Council file records
CL

CL
List from Birds Australia
website in Council records

HMS Hood Association
website

CL

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Hopman
Avenue
29/3/1983

Menai

Horderns
Lane
30/5/1930

Bundeena

Hornby
Avenue
18/12/1953

Sutherland

Horning
Street
16/2/1922

Kurnell

Horns
Avenue
6/8/1937

Gymea Bay

Horsfields
Path

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
a local community member (not related to
the family) nominated it to acknowledge
the Hopkins families' contribution to the
area. The Hopkins family have a long
history in the local area dating back to
1870.
Named after tennis coach Harry Hopman
(1906-1985). Non playing Davis Cup
captain 1938-1969 guiding Australia to 15
wins. Won 7 Grand Slams. Played Davis
Cup 1928, 30, 32, 38-39. Subdivision
where streets named after tennis players.
Unnamed Road from 1923 to 1930
Parallel to Horderns Beach. Named after
Samuel Hordern who owned the land.from
1874 to 1885. One of the members of the
Hordern family who were wealthy
merchants and graziers, including their
founding member Anthony Hordern of the
famed department store in Sydney from
1823 on, later owned by Samuel Hordern..
Probably named after the owner M Anne
Hornby who subdivided the land in 1951
and again in 1953 when the road was
opened and named
Named after early landowner in Kurnell.
1968 Kurnell Progress Association asked
Council to change name. Council refused
as named after early landowners.
Street was originally named Second
Avenue on subdivision in 1926 and the
naming created an additional Second
Avenue in the same area as the original
Second Avenue just to the north dating
from 1918
The matter was resolved when this
additional Second Avenue was renamed
Horns Avenue in 1937.
Probably named after Horne family who
lived nearby in 1930’s
AC Horne boat proprietor in Gymea in
1929.
Possibly also has a local name of Rufus
Avenue.
[Updated 20/9/2017]
Name included in Council road
maintenance list from 1910
Arthur Horsfield was owner of land to
south until subdivided in 1913. Path
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Reference

www.tennis.com.au

CL

CL

Council file records letter
7/8/1968 and Leader
18/9/1968 pg 33
CL

Grays Point Story
1929 Sands directory

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Hotham Road Gymea &
12/1/1882
Kirrawee

Houston
Street
29/1/1918

Gymea &
Miranda

Hovea Place
8/4/1973
Howie
Avenue
7/7/1948

Grays Point
Woolooware

Hughes
Street
4/4/1917

Woolooware

Hughes
Street North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware

Name Source/ meaning
named as “Arthur Walk” in 2011
Originally named in 1882 by James
Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. as part of the HoltSutherland Estate and ran from The
Boulevarde to Forest Road. Name was
said to be a concession to Jack Want, as
was nearby Manchester Road.
(John Henry Want barrister, politician,
National Park trustee and NSW attorney
general owned land in vicinity (pre 1905),
was also partner in Holt –Sutherland
Estate Land Co.)
Probably named after town of Hotham
Yorkshire UK as in same subdivision as
Milburn & Manchester Roads (UK towns)
The section between President Avenue
and Forest Road was renamed as part of
North-West Arm Road in1947.
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1919 by Ralph Liddle Houston, a
developer who purchased the land from
the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Name of Australian shrub sized wildflower
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1948 by R G F Howie & W
Howie.
William Howie was builder and involved in
Cronulla Methodist & Presbyterian
churches 1916 till late 1920’s.
Would have been named in honour of
William Morris “Billy” Hughes, seventh
prime minister of Australia from 1915 to
1923.
Subdivision was lodged by Charles Fry as
part of Castlewood Extension Estates Nos
1 & 2.
1947-2005 parts known as Hughes St
North/South.
The northern end cut off by the Sutherland
Cronulla railway, and renamed Hughes
Street North in 1947, effectively became
part of Denman Avenue.
Redundant renaming when split by
Cronulla-Sutherland railway in 1947. In
effect this part of Hughes Street had been
used as part of Denman Avenue since
1940.
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Reference
CL
DP
A History of Port Hacking,
Cronulla & Sutherland
Shire

Wikipedia

CL

www.florabase.calm.wa.go
v.au
CL
Sutherland Shire – a
History to 1939
CL

CL

Street Name
Hughes
Street South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Suburb
Woolooware

Humberstone
Avenue
28/11/1957

Gymea /
Miranda

Hume Road
13/1/1908

Cronulla

Hunter Road

Burraneer

Hunter Street
1/7/1890

Heathcote

Hunter Street
30/5/1930

Kirrawee

Huntingdale
Avenue
16/10/1961

Miranda

Huon Place
14/5/1980

Illawong

Huskisson
Street
22/12/1966

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Named after maiden name of Lucy
Thacker (nee Humberstone) wife of
Edward Thacker who was a Shire
Councillor and involved in Miranda School
of Arts and Co–Operative Society. Street
on what was part of Thacker farm.
In group of streets named after explorers
so probably named after Hamilton Hume
(1797-1873) who with W Hovell explored
Sydney – Melbourne 1824-5.
Off South side of Shell Road. This may
have been the private road into the
property “Heather Brae,” but no evidence
found of a “Hunter” connected to that
property.
Name first registered 1890 Same
subdivision as Blacket St (Colonial
architect) so may be named after Henry
Hunter (1832-92) architect– but he mostly
worked in Tasmania/Qld.
Named GG 65 of 30/5/1930.
Named after Governor John Hunter (1737
-1821) 2nd NSW Governor (1795–1800)
(adjoins Bligh St).
In subdivision with The Knoll and Manor
Hill - all three are names of major golf
courses. So is named after Huntingdale
Golf Course which is in Melbourne.
Named after Huon a Destroyer (1915-28)
which was stationed at Hobart. Also name
of navy base in Hobart. Probably named
after Huon River in Tasmania which was
named after Huon de Kermadec, ship
captain on Bruni D’Entrecasteaux voyage
of exploration.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
In group of streets named after South
Coast locations (Conjola, Nowra, etc) so
would be named after Huskisson near
Nowra. Town named after British
statesman William Huskisson (1770-1830).
He was Secretary for Colonies 1827-28
and was first person to be killed in a
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Reference
CL

Sutherland Shire – Some
Early Residents – Botany
Bay Family History Society

www.asap.unimelb.edu.au

1918 Wilsons Street
Directory

DP
DP 95/2525 & ADB Online

CL
Internet

CR/ Australian
Encyclopedia – Naval
Defense
Wajnryb

Search.com

Street Name

Suburb

Hyams Street
15/10/2012

Greenhills
Beach

Hyde Close
8/2/1984

Illawong

Hyndman
Parade
19/2/1913

Woolooware

Ibis Place
2/1/1969

Grays Point

Ilkinia Place
2/6/1964

Engadine

Illaroo Street
14/10/1977

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
railway accident.
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Named after Hyams Beach on the shores
of Jervis Bay NSW. Theme of subdivision
is famous Australian beaches.
Possibly named after Captain Hyde,
commander in 1838 of the ‘Bombay’ a
vessel of the East India Company who
became a naval officer and draughtsman.
His drawing of the screw-steamship ‘Argo’
was displayed by the Victorian Fine Arts
Society at Melbourne in 1853. In 1854, he
was honoured by the composition of the
“Song to Captain Hyde”, a fanciful ballad
about Hyde sailing in the Argo.
Or possibly named after Sir George
Francis Hyde (1872-1937) Royal navy
officer who also served in Australian navy.
Head of RAN 1931-37.
Area theme - names of historical nautical
significance
Named after Edward Walter Hyndman
(1871- 1937), who was Councillor 19061920, Shire President 1911-15. He had a
poultry farm at Miranda from around 1904,
and was involved in Miranda School of
Arts and Progress Assoc.
Name of waterbird. In group of streets
named after birds, colloquially known by
locals as “The Aviary”
[updated 11/11/2019]
Ilkinia was recorded in 1899 as an
Aboriginal language word for sacred
ceremonial designs which are emblematic
of the various totems of the Arunta
[Arrernte] people of Central Australia
(Spencer & Gillen).
[updated 11/11/2019]
“Illaroo” was the name of a pastoral
property dating from 1835 at the
Shoalhaven River on the south coast of
NSW (Gazette).

Reference
Wikipedia
CL
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2
Internet

ADB online

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p375
(LW) & Suth Shire Some
Early Resident pg 73-4
Grays Point Story
Spencer & Gillen, 1899

NSW Govt Gazette of 14
October 1835, p.713

F. McCaffrey, manuscript
notebooks, early 1900s.
“Illaroo” was listed in the early 1900s as an Reproduced in Organ
Aboriginal language word meaning “Bad
(1990)
water, salty water” in the Illawarra area
(McCaffrey).
Morton, P.H., “New Light:
Aboriginal Place Names”
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Street Name

Illawarra or
National Park
Road (DISC)
12/1/1882

Suburb

Sylvania &
Kareela &
Gymea &
Kirrawee &
Sutherland
& Loftus &
Royal
National
Park &
Yarrawarrah
& Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
In 1929, “Illaroo” was described as a
composite word in the Wodi Wodi
language of the Thurrawal [Dharawal]
people whose territory stretched from
Botany Bay to Jervis Bay, from “illa”
meaning “near the sea” and “roo” meaning
“track”: hence “illaroo” meaning “track near
the sea” (Morton).
Council records “illaroo” as an Aboriginal
language word with the meaning “track
near the sea.
[updated 11/11/2019]
The name “Illawarra or National Park
Road” first appeared on the subdivision
plans of the Holt Sutherland Estate in
1882, but was indicative of a road which
had been constructed much earlier.
(see Parkinson’s Road)
The road ran from Horse Rock Point at
Sylvania to the intersection with Old
Illawarra Road (Woronora Road) at
Engadine.
The Illawarra or National Park Road
though the Holt-Sutherland Estate did not
vary to any great degree from the original
line of the road, but it began to alter once it
reached the Township of Sutherland
where it was split by the railway.
A level crossing was placed over the
railway line and the route then went
southwards along East Parade, west along
Illawarra Road (now Adelong Street), and
then south along the Boulevard (now
Linden Street) and Loftus Avenue to
another level crossing at the Loftus
Junction station where it crossed to the
eastern side of the railway (at what is now
Pitt Street). The road then split, with a
branch going towards Audley (original
route of Lady Rawson Avenue) and the
Illawarra Road continuing southwards until
it crossed back to the western side of the
railway over a bridge. The route then
swung around the area later occupied by
the Sydney Water reservoir back to the
western side of the railway. It then went
south to the northern end of what is now
Old Princes Highway which it followed
through Engadine Town Centre until it met
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Reference
in Sydney Morning Herald,
16 February 1929, p.16
Council file records

Internet, CL , Aust
Museum
CL
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire

Street Name

Illawarra
Road (DISC)

Suburb

Heathcote &
Waterfall &
Royal
National
Park

Name Source/ meaning
the Old Illawarra Road (now Woronora
Road).
The section between what is now the
western end of Kingsway though to the
railway at Sutherland was renamed as
Kingsway in 1916, before being later
included in the name Princes Highway.
Much of the route of the Illawarra or
National Park Road became part of the
Princes Highway, when that road was
named in 1921.
For meaning of “Illawarra” see entry for
Old Illawarra Road.
[updated 11/11/2019]
See Illawarra or National Park Road for
section from Horse Rock Point to Old
Illawarra Road.
From Engadine it followed the route
southerly along what is now Woronora
Road and Princes Highway to Heathcote
where it, before the railway was
constructed, ran straight through to where
now Bottle Forest Road intersects with
Wilson Parade on the eastern side of the
railway. From there it angled south-west
and another straight stretch back to the
current Princes Highway on the western
side of the railway. A diversion road was
constructed down the western side of the
railway to join the part cut off by the
railway and this part of the road was then
shown on the Lands Department plans of
the Village of Heathcote as “Heathcote
Street” from Bottle Creek to Short Street.
From Short Street it continued along the
current route of Princes Highway to just
north of Kurlan Street where it continued
straight into the National Park and then
arched back to join the original route along
the part now named Koobidya Street.
Again a diversion road was constructed
down the western side of the railway when
it split the road.
It then continued down to the Village of
Waterfall. A part of the road was later
renamed as Darangan Close when the
Princes Highway was diverted along the
western side of the railway.
At Waterfall before the railway was
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Reference

Street Name

Illawarra
Road (DISC)
25/7/1887

Illawong
Avenue
17/5/1956

Suburb

Sutherland

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
constructed the road continued past
Darangan Street in a generally straight line
until it arched back to around about where
McKell Avenue now heads off into the
Royal National Park and then snaked its
way towards Wollongong to the west of the
current highway & expressway.
After the railway was constructed, a bridge
was built across the railway, more or less
where the bridge to McKell Avenue is
today and a diversion road built down the
eastern side of the railway, which originally
then crossed the railway in a level crossing
more or less where McKell Avenue heads
off into the Royal National Park to rejoin
the original road. Later a bridge was built
just north of the level crossing to perform
the crossing. Those latter crossings were
abandoned once the Princes Highway was
continued down the western side of the
railway.
For meaning of “Illawarra” see entry for
Old Illawarra Road.
[updated 1/7/2020]
Previously (c 1886) was known locally as
Railway Street. After being Illawarra Road,
became part of Flora Street in 1922, Flora
Street West in 1937 and Adelong Street in
1986
For meaning of “Illawarra” see entry for
Old Illawarra Road.
[updated 2/5/2017]
Does not refer to Suburb of Illawong
(named later in 1960).
The word “Illawong” has been used as a
place name in various parts of Australia,
and was the name of a pastoral property in
Jugiong NSW in 1869 (Wagga Advertiser).
This was in the area where “Illawong” was
recorded in 1899 as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “oak tree”
(Anthropological Society survey).
In 1900-1902 “Illawong” was said to be the
Aboriginal Language word for the site of
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Street Names in Early
Sutherland Suth Shire Hist
Soc Bulletin Feb 1986
Aust Museum

Wagga Wagga Advertiser
and Riverine Reporter, 27
October 1869, p2 &
(location) Goulburn Herald,
25 September 1899, p.3
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 February 1929, p.16
Billy Buthong,

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the NSW south coast town of Berry
(Buthong).
It appears to be a composite Aboriginal
language word. The first part of the word,
“illa-“, was noted in 1929 with the meaning
“near the sea,” in the Wodi Wodi language
of the Thurrawal [Dharawal] people whose
territory stretched from Botany Bay to
Jervis Bay (SMH). No specific meaning
has been found for the suffix “-wong.”
Later listings of “Illawong” gave no
reference to the source of the meaning
provided.

Reference
Shoalhaven, 1900 and
1902. Reproduced in
Organ (1990)
The Sun, 15 December
1940, p.6
Newcastle Morning Herald
and Miners’ Advocate, 23
December 1950, p2
Sugden, 1950-55.
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

In 1940 it was described as “peaceful
waters“ (The Sun).
In 1950, the description was: “Illawong, an
Aboriginal [language] name meaning
distant view of waters” (Newcastle Morning
Herald).
This was shortened to “view of the water”
in other publications in the early 1950s
(Sugden, also McCarthy).

Illawong
Village Close
3/8/1992

Illuta Place
16/1/1974

Illawong

Engadine

Council records “Illawong” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “view of the
water.”
[updated 11/11/2019]
Adopted name (ROC 3/8/1992) for section
of Fowler Rd in Illawong Village shopping
centre car park. The name has not been
gazetted, therefore remains as a local
name.
For “illawong” refer to Origin of Suburb
Names on Council’s web site.
[updated 11/11/2019]
“Illuta” was recorded in 1897 as an
Spencer & Gillen 1897
Aboriginal language word of the Arunta
https://www.bushheritage.o
[Arrernte] people of the Central Australia
rg.au/species/bettongs
region of Northern Territory south of Alice
Springs for an important Aboriginal totem
of ceremonial significance, identified with a
person of traditional association with “a
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Street Name

Suburb

Ilma Avenue
1/11/1916

Kangaroo
Point

Iluka Place
22/6/1965

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
rat” (Spencer & Gillen).

Reference

Illuta has been identified as the Burrowing
Bettong (Bettongia lesueur), also known
as “rat kangaroo,” a small, thick-set,
kangaroo-like animal and the only
macropod to construct and permanently
shelter in burrows (but now extinct on the
Australian mainland) (Internet).
[updated 11/11/2019]
Subdivision advertisement
Created in 1916 Pope’s Estate subdivision & Internet
lodged by John Alfred Pope in 1916, which
also had Allan Street. Family tree records
indicate that Mr Pope had a son named
Alan [sic] and a daughter named Ilma.
[updated 11/11/2019]
Iluka was reported in 1863 as the name of
a town laid out near the North Head of the
Clarence River (SMH).
It has been suggested that “iluka” was
probably from an Aboriginal language
word “yiluga” of the local Djangati people
but no meaning was recorded
(Appleton'1992 - reference by GNB).

Sydney Morning Herald,
17 December 1863, p.3
Place names on
Geographical Names
Board website
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903.

In 1899 the local police at Maclean,
advised that most long-term local residents
Thorpe, 1921
interviewed had no knowledge of a
meaning of “iluka,” however one person
Council file records
with a good knowledge of the local
Aboriginal language indicated that it meant
“near the sea” (Anthropological Society
survey).

Ilumba Place
10/12/1974

Bangor

All subsequent listings found (eg Thorpe),
and Council file records, have accepted
that “iluka” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “near the sea” without any further
explanation
[updated 11/11/2019]
“Ilumba”(or ilwempe), common name
“ghost gum” was recorded sometime
between 1877 and 1893 as an Aboriginal
language word of the Arunta [Arrernte]
people of Central Australia in the
MacDonnell Ranges of Central Australia
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Clarke, 2008
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
Section XII, 2H, 1

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
near Alice Springs (Clarke, also Adelaide
Uni).

Reference
Maiden, 1889
Strehlow, 1909

Imlay Place
18/8/1988

Barden
Ridge

Immarna
Avenue
19/5/1955

Lilli Pilli

Inderi Place
31/5/1973

Grays Point

It was later catalogued as Eucalyptus
tesseralis, tree with white bark (lime-wood)
(Maiden, also Strehlow).
Named after 3 Imlay brothers who were
Place Names of Aust, CR /
Council 7/12/1987
pioneers of the Bega District and in
Tasmania. Peter -naval surgeon, George – Council file records
pastoralist and holder of a Naval Post,
Alexander – army medical officer. Area
has Australian Pioneers theme
[updated 11/11/2019]
Council file records
“Immarna” was the name of a house on
The Argus, 14 June 1916,
the property prior to the 1955 subdivision.
p.12
The earliest recording found for “immarna” “Route information –
Tarcoola to Cook”
with meaning “camp or dwelling place”
https://www.comrails.com
was in a 1916 newspaper article, listed
amongst other words as “a native name
Cooper, 1949
suitable for a farm.” (Argus). No word of
that spelling has been found in any earlier National Museum
Aboriginal language vocabularies.
Australia, “Defining
moments: Trans-Australian
“Immarna” has appeared in several
Railway”
subsequent publications as an Aboriginal
https://www.nma.gov.au/
language word meaning “camp,” (eg,
Cooper, 1949) however no reference was
given as to the locality from which that
information was sourced.
Immarna is also a locality in South
Australia near the border with Western
Australia. A railway station on the Trans
Australian Railway constructed in 1917
was named as “Immarna” on 30
September 1921, however the reason for
the name was not indicated (Internet). It is
of note, possibly co-incidentally, that
Ooldea to the west of Immarna was a
significant meeting place and settlement of
Aboriginal people at a water source on the
traditional lands of the Kokatha people
(National Museum).
[updated 11/11/2019]
Inderi Place was named in Sutherland
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Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Shire Council land development
subdivision in 1973, however the reason or
meaning for the name has not been
determined.

Reference
The Courier, 25 February
1862, p.3
Cooper, 1949

Two possible sources have been found:
“Inderi” was the name of a pastoral
property near Springsure in central
Queensland dating from 1862 (The
Courier).
“Inderi” was recorded in 1949 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“rustling” in a listing of mainly South
Australian words, but the source of that
information was not provided. (Cooper).

Inelgah Road
24/6/1915

Ingalara
Avenue
23/1/1913

Como

Cronulla

No other record has been found of “inderi”
as an Aboriginal language word or
otherwise.
[updated 11/11/2019]
Inelgah Road is in a subdivision where
other roads have Aboriginal language
words in their names, however no
recording has been found of “inelgar” in
any known Aboriginal language
vocabularies.

Council file records

The source of “inelgah” has not been
determined.
[updated 11/11/2019]
The first mention found of “Ingalara” is the
name of a creek near Michelago in the
Monaro Region of NSW in 1866 (Gazette).
An alternate spelling of “ingelara” has also
been found in that area for the creek and a
residence (Manaro Mercury).
A newspaper correspondent living in
nearby Cooma indicated in 1885 that
“ingalara” was as one of a number of
Aboriginal language names of places in
that region (The Australasian). However,
in 1925 another newspaper correspondent
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 1
February 1866 p.332
The Manaro Mercury and
Cooma and Bombala
Advertiser, 12 July 1873,
p.2 & 25 November 1876,
p.4
The Australasian, 28
March 1885, p.7
The Argus, 21 January
1925, p.6

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
could find no meaning for “ingalara”
(Argus)
It is of note that neither “ingalara” nor
“ingelara” appear in any known Aboriginal
language vocabularies.

Reference
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette No 31
of 25 March 2011 p.2385-6

The name has no apparent relationship to
the owners of the land and the subdivision
“Tokio Estate” in which the street was
opened in 1913, east of Ewos Parade
(Council).

Ingara
Avenue
21/3/1958

Miranda

Over the years part of Burns Street, west
of Ewos Parade, also became known as
Ingalara Avenue, and it was eventually
formally renamed in 2011 (Gazette)..
[updated 11/11/2019]
Street was intended to be named Jolly
Council file records
Avenue (after name of owner at time of
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
subdivision) but was changed to Ingara
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Avenue to agree with Council’s preference Threlkeld & Fraser, An
for Aboriginal language words. Council
Australian Language,
records list an Aboriginal language word
Sydney, 1892
“ingar” meaning “crayfish” (adding suffix
“a” would likely have the meaning of “place Brady, 1845.
of crayfish”).
Chatfield, W., in Brisbane
“Ingar” meaning “a lobster or crayfish” was Courier , 20 February
1875, p.3
recorded in the Wiradhuri (Wiradjuri)
language of Central NSW collected by
Curr, 1886
Archdeacon Gunther from around 1837 on
(Gunther).
Science of Man, Vol. 14
No. 2, March 1913
There are several other recordings of
“ingar” and “ingara” as Aboriginal language
Cooper, 1949
words:
“ingar” meaning “parched” in1845 in a
vocabulary of Aboriginal language words
in most common use in the vicinity of Perth
and adjoining districts in Western Australia
(Brady)
“ingar” meaning “smoke” was listed in
1875 in a vocabulary of the Yuckaburra
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University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
Section XII, 2F, 21; XII, 2F,
14; and XII, 2F, 18

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal language, spoken by tribes on
the Cape River, Kennedy District,
Queensland (Chatfield).

Reference

“Ingara” meaning “a baby” listed in 1886 in
the Gudang Aboriginal language of Cape
York in northern Queensland (Curr).
“Ingara” (or “Ingarda”) recorded in 1913 as
the name of Aboriginal tribal group on the
West Australian coast between the
Gascoyne and the Wooramel Rivers,
(Science of Man), likely previously listed in
1886 as “inparra” (Curr).
“Ingara” was recorded in 1949 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “long
way” in a listing of mainly South Australian
words, but did not reference any location
as the source of the word. (Cooper).
“Ingara” meaning “west” in a listing from
early-mid 1900s from the Aboriginal
people around Lake Disappointment in
central Western Australia (Adelaide Uni).
“Ingara” meaning “black” in a listing from
early-mid 1900s from the Aboriginal
people in the Murchison District of centralwest of Western Australia (Adelaide Uni).

Inglebar
Close
14/10/1977

Bangor

“Ingarra” meaning “bark (used for making
huts)” in a listing from early-mid 1900s
from the Aboriginal people in the Murrum
& Mt Magnet areas of central-west of
Western Australia (Adelaide Uni).
[updated 11/11/2019]
“Inglebar” [Ingleba, Inglebah] was a
pastoral property in operation by 1839 in
the New England region of NSW near
Walcha (Sydney Herald).
Another pastoral property named
“Inglebar” in Central NSW commenced in
1845 about midway between Warren and
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The Sydney Herald, 1
March 1839, p.3
NSW Govt. Gazette, 18
November 1845, p.1296
Science of Man, Vol 14 No
2, March 1913
Science of Man,Vol 3 No

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Quambone (Gazette).

Reference
10, November 1900.

The name would appear to relate to a
1913 recording of an Aboriginal language
word “Ingle-bah” or “Ingal-bah” meaning a
place where there was a native well (from
“eengil - a well: and “bah – place of”)
(Science of Man).

The Lone Hand, Vol 1 No
6, 1 May 1914
Thorpe, 1927

Note: a previous recording of “eengil” in
1900 around Dubbo in the Aboriginal
language of the Wiraiari [Wiradjuri] people
indicated a different meaning of “sick or ill,”
which does not seem to be part of
“inglebar” (Science of Man).

Inglewood
Road
20/11/1969

Ingrid Road
1/5/1969

Grays Point

In 1914, a magazine article placed an
alternative meaning on “Inglebar” as an
Aboriginal language word being: “a
corruption of the word ‘eengilbah,’ which
means a place where there was an ‘eengil’
(waterhole) containing crayfish” (The Lone
Hand). That would likely be the source of
later listings of “inglebar” with meaning
“crayfish hole(s)” (Thorpe 1927)
Named in same subdivision as Emerald
Place. As Emerald in Queensland is a
mining town, it would indicate that this
street was possibly named after Inglewood
in Victoria near Bendigo, which was an
important gold mining centre in the 1850s
and 1860s which was named after
Inglewood Forest in England.

Or after Inglewood, a suburb of Perth in
Western Australia, named after either the
Norwegian barque Inglewood, or the
Inglewood Gold Rush region of California.
Kareela
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1952) as are most
other streets in subdivision.
Kareela
In same subdivision as Argyle St, Perth St
and Stirling Ave so would be named after
town of Inverness in Scotland.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs

Inverness
Place
7/8/1963
Ironbark
Close
25/10/1984
Ironbark Lane Heathcote

Unnamed lane from 1888 to 2004
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Wajnryb

www.alldownunder.com

CL

Street Name
10/12/2004

Suburb

Irrubel Road
3/12/1909

Caringbah

Irwine Road
27/2/1905

Caringbah
South

Ischia Street
29/11/1912

Cronulla

Island Way
ca 6/6/2005

Taren Point

Jabiru Place
12/3/1985

Woronora
Heights

Jabiru Street
(DISC)
1971

Jacana

Gymea Bay

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
Theme in East Heathcote of naming after
trees /plants lane named after significant
stands of ironbark trees in area.
[updated 11/11/2019]
“Irrubel” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “opossum” [possum] recorded in
1886 in the Hawkesbury River and Broken
Bay area (Curr).
Irwine has its origins in Old English and is
a variant of Irwin. It means “Boar friend.” It
was first used as an ancient Scottish
family name in the Scottish/English
borderlands.
Who the road was named after has not
been determined
Probably named after “Ischia” Mr A T
Fleay’s cottage at South Cronulla.
Name of volcanic island off Italian coast.
Private road in Woolooware Shores
Retirement Village. Along with Bay Way
and Pacific Parade are simply water
related names.
[updated 25/11/2019]
Jabiru Place is in area where the theme of
street names is Australian birds. Jabiru
(Ephippiorhynchus asiaticus), common
name “Black-necked Stork” is a bird
species of northern areas of Australia
(Internet). The name “jabiru” is a Brazilian
word (Morris).
The bird name written as “djabiru” has
entered into an Aboriginal language to
describe the Aboriginal totem of a longbilled crane in Northern Territory
(Anthropological display). The Marrkula
people of Arnhem Land have a creation
story of the origin of the Jabiru [djabiru]
and the Emu (Australian Museum).
[updated 25/11/2019]
Original proposed name on subdivision
plan but crossed out and replaced with
Darryl Place. Was in line with theme for
area – adjoined Brolga Place.
For further information on “jabiru” see item
for Jabiru Place
Originally named Park Road – renamed in
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Reference
Council file records

Curr, 1886

A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla
Wikipedia

List from Birds Australia
website in Council records
Morris, 1898
Displayed at
Anthropological Research
Museum, Perth, Western
Australia, 30 March 1978
“Indigenous Australia:
Stories,” Australian
Museum website, 2004

Council file records

Pgs 89-90 From Bottle

Street Name
Grove
15/7/1955

Suburb

Jacaranda
Road
17/10/1969

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

Jackaranda
Road
11/6/1909

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

Jack Lane
11/3/2005

Heathcote

Jackson
Avenue
3/4/1916

Miranda

Jackson
Close
26/3/1979
Jacobs Close
18/10/1994

Menai

Jaeger Place
7/9/1987
Jamberoo
Place
28/10/1976

Woronora
Heights
Bangor

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
1955 due to similar name of nearby
Parkes St. Named after a bird which
scampers over water lilies. Name was
suggested by Heathcote Heights
Protection Committee.
In 1969 spelling changed from Jackaranda
to Jacaranda
Named after genus South American trees
- in line with ’tree’ theme in subdivision
(Oleander, Coral (tree) etc)
Named after genus South American trees
- in line with ’tree’ theme in subdivision
(Oleander, Coral (tree) etc)
Renamed as Jacaranda Road in 1969
Unnamed Lane from 1886 until 2005.
Named after Jack Lane who had the
general store on the Princes Highway at
Heathcote 1952 to 1966.
Originally proposed to be Whitton Lane but
residents suggested Jack Lane. He had
owned Heathcote’s only store for many
years on land adjoining lane. He died 2003
aged 92 & lived in area for over 50 years.
He was WWII veteran and POW on Burma
Railway. Assisted many community groups
and families in need.
The street was created and named when
the land was subdivided in 1915. A special
block containing an original residence on
the land was transferred to Miss Jessie
Lena Jackson (spinster), who is mentioned
as living there on the corner of Urunga
Parade and Jackson Avenue for some
years thereafter. She was probably a
member of the Jackson family who were
poultry farmers in the area for many years.
Named after Marjorie Jackson – Nelson
(born 1931) sprinter. In a group of streets
named after Australian athletes.
Possibly named after F Jacobs an early
resident of the Menai area.
F Jacobs was a dairyman
On pioneer settlers list 1992
(see also Barker Close)
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of birds.
[updated 25/11/2019]
Jamberoo is a town inland from Kiama on
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Reference
Forest to Heathcote
Sutherland Shire’s first
settlement
(LW)
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
From Bottle Forest to
Heathcote Suth Shire’s
First Settlement p96-7. CL
Council file records

CL
and Kavanagh, “Echoes
from the Bay”

1930 Sands Directory

BDCA
Reflections- Menai
Congregational Church
1930 Sands dir.
Council file records

The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the South Coast of NSW. European
occupation of the area dates from the early
nineteenth century and Jamberoo was a
well-established locality by 1838 (Sydney
Gazette), with the private village of
Jamberoo laid out in 1841 (Internet).
A settler’s diary from 1852-1854 indicates
an Aboriginal language source of
“Jamberoo” (Thompson) from “Jangaroo”
which from a later recording meant
“pheasant’s ground” (Queen Rosey).
Another resident of the area sometime
between 1910 and 1930 listed “Jamberoo”
as “A black tradition - a cluster of Stars”
(McCaffrey), likely meaning that there was
a creation story concerning one of the
constellations in the sky.

Reference
Advertiser, 30 April 1839,
p.4
History of Jamberoo on
Wikipedia.
Thompson, Queen Rosey,
and McCaffrey, are
sources referenced in
Organ, M., A Documentary
History of the Illawarra &
South Coast Aborigines
1770-1850, Wollongong
Uni, 1990
Morton, P.H., “New Light:
Aboriginal Place Names”
in Sydney Morning Herald,
16 February 1929, p.16

McCarthy, 1952
In1929, “Jamberoo” was described as a
composite word in the Wodi Wodi
Reed, 1967
language of the Thurrawal [Dharawal]
people whose territory stretched from
Botany Bay to Jervis Bay, from “jambaroo.” No meaning was given for “jamba”
but “roo” had the meaning “track” (Morton).
A search of known vocabularies for that
area failed to find any meaning for
“jamba,” although it did occur in Aboriginal
languages in the far north of Australia,
without any apparent connection.
Later compilers of lists of Aboriginal
language words, lacking any reference
other than being from NSW, have
apparently taken the 1929 listing as simply
meaning “track” (McCarthy, also Reed).
James Close
31/8/1998

Menai

James Cook
Island
122/1971
Jamison
Place

Sylvania
Waters
Barden
Ridge

As adjoins Yeo Place which is named after
James Yeo it is also probably named after
him. He was local pioneer / poultry farmer
who was former owner of land.
Named after Captain James Cook
Named after Australian pioneer Sir John
Jamison – physician, explorer, land owner
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Australian Dictionary of
Biography 1788 -1850 /

Street Name
23/5/1988

Suburb

Janalli
Crescent
(DISC)
24/4/1933

Jannali

Jane Place
13/12/1962

Heathcote

Jannali
Avenue
25/7/1930

Jannali &
Sutherland

Jannali
Crescent
25/3/2011

Japonica
Place
14/7/1964
Jarrah Close
24/5/1984

Jannali

Loftus

Name Source/ meaning
and constitutional reformer. Also founder
of Bank of NSW. Had farms at Georges
River and South Creek. Street name
theme in area is Australian pioneers.
[updated 25/11/2019]
Intended to be named after its location in
suburb of Jannali, but spelt incorrectly on
subdivision plan. Error corrected in 2011
(see entry for Jannali Crescent).
Origin of name not determined.
Subdivided by Taylor Woodrow (Australia)
Pty Ltd and appears was previously owned
by C G Bauman and F C Lumb, so no
obvious connection
[updated 25/11/2019]
Formerly Waterford Parade (1882 to 1930)
and Como Parade (1888 to 1930). In
1930, Sutherland Shire Council notified
that approval had been given “to alter the
name of those portions of Waterfordparade and Como-parade, between
George’s River road and the Grandparade, to ‘Jannali-avenue’” (Gazette).
For information on “Jannali” see “Origin of
Suburb Names” on Council’s web site
[updated 2/5/2017]
Street named for its location in the suburb
of Jannali, although inadvertently spelt
“Janalli” on 1933 subdivision plan. That
error was corrected in 2011 (Gazette).

Reference
CR/ Council 7/12/1987
Council file records

Council file records

Council file records

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
July 1930 p.2969

NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6

For information on “Jannali” see “Origin of
Suburb Names” on Council’s web site
Name of type of tree. In area where streets
named after plants.

Alfords Point [updated 25/11/2019]
Jarrah (Eucalyptus marginata) is a tree
which grows in the south-west of Western
Australia. Its durable properties made its
timber popular for construction work from
the early days of “Swan River Settlement”
(a colony was founded in 1829) (Internet).
Jarrah is the anglicised form of an
Aboriginal word of the Noongar people
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Various websites have
histories of European
settlement in Western
Australia.
https://www.noongarcultur
e.org.au/noongar/
Grey, 1839

Street Name

Suburb

Jasmine
Place
16/9/1964

Sylvania

Jason Street
15/2/1967

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
whose country covers the entire southwestern portion of Western Australia
(Noongar website).
It was first recorded in 1839 as an
Aboriginal language word “djar-rail,
mahogany-tree, a species of eucalyptus”
(Grey) and in 1842 as “djarryl . . .
Eucalyptus robusta [sic]; mahogany-tree”
(Moore). In 1843, in newspaper
correspondence regarding the
commencement of a timber trade, a Mr
C.D. Ridley of Perth stated: I propose to
introduce it not as a mahogany, which it is
not . . .it is proposed to give it the name by
which it is known by the Aborigines, viz.:
“Jarrah” (Inquirer).
Probably named after type of flowering
plant or possibly a female first name.
Subdivision lodged by A. Locik Pty Ltd, so
no apparent connection.
[updated 10/2/2020]
Jason Street was opened in the same
subdivision as Argo Place.

Reference
Moore, 1842
Inquirer, 12 April 1843, p.5

Council file records
Internet

Jean Avenue
8/5/1963

Miranda

Jeenga Place
16/5/1965

Sylvania

Jason was the legendary hero of Greek
legend who, as recounted in Homer’s
Odyssey, commissioned the Argo Navis
(commonly referred to as the Argo) in
which he and the Argonauts set out on the
quest for the “Golden Fleece”.
Female first name. In group of streets
bearing first names (Doris etc) all with
same owner when subdivided so possibly
named after members of his family. Note
that Graham Avenue through the
subdivision is not a first name, but the
name of the owner D P Graham when first
part of the street was dedicated. in 1927.
[updated 25/11/2019]
“Jeen-ga” was recorded in 1900 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “sweet”
in the Thoorga or Thurga [Dhurga]
language spoken along the coast of NSW
from Bermagui northerly to Jervis Bay
(Mathews).
Unlikely to have come from “jeenga”
meaning “devil, evil spirit or ghost”
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Mathews, 1900
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2C, 1

Street Name

Suburb

Jefferson
Crescent
13/10/1966

Bonnet Bay

Jeffrey Street
31/7/1959

Kurnell

Jellicoe
Street
24/5/1916

Caringbah
South

Jellingal
Road
2/6/1964

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
around the early 1900s in the Norseman
area of southern Western Australia
(Adelaide Uni).
Named after Thomas Jefferson 3rd US
President -1801-1809. That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
Named after local resident. Letter in 1959
from local resident says Jeffrey family only
weekend residents. Council file indicates
street was known locally by this name.
Named after Admiral John Rush worth, 1st
Earl Jellicoe (1859-1935) Admiral and 1st
Sea Lord in WWI, Governor General of
New Zealand 1920-24.
[updated 25/11/2019
Jellingal Road was opened as a Crown
Road around 1959. No record has been
found of how it was named. First seen as
subsidiary information on a 1964
subdivision.

Reference

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Council file records

The Great War – J
Mowbray

Council file records
Website: “The Howitt and
Fison Papers”

The squatters' directory,
road
guide, and key to the
“Jellingal” was recorded in the 1850s as an
squatting map of Victoria,
Aboriginal language word meaning “a
Melbourne, 1865 (prev.
small tributary” [ie. a creek] in “Gippsland
publ.1859)
Vocabularies and Place Names [in area of]
Snowy River” by W.T. Dawson, District
Surveyor, and J.H.W. Pettit, Surveyor (see Fison & Howitt, 1880
Howitt and Fison Papers).
Kenyon, 1930
Likely this was at or was close to the
location of a pastoral property named
“Gellingal” operating prior to 1865
(Squatter’s Directory), located near the
Buchan River in the Snowy Mountains
region of Eastern Gippsland, Victoria
(Fison & Howitt).

Jennings
Road
22/3/1886

Heathcote

A later compiler of Aboriginal language
names and meanings in 1930 lists it as
“Jellingal – Creek” with location simply as
eastern Australia (Kenyon).
In line with theme in area named after
NSW politician around time area
subdivided (1887) named after Sir Patrick
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ADB online

Street Name

Suburb

Jenola Lane
26/7/1955

Woolooware

Jensen Place
24/2/1967

Engadine

Jerrara Street
7/6/1963

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Alfred Jennings (1831-1897) MLC 186770, 1890-97, MLA 1870-72, 1880-1887.
Colonial Secretary 1885, Premier 1886-87
In early 1950’s Mr Reginald Norman
Dallimore (Councillor 1941-50) named his
house Jenola. When land subdivided and
lane named it adopted house name.
Source is 2 letters from each of his
daughters first names (Joy, Elva, Norma)
One in group of 3 streets named after
Australian Victoria’s Cross recipients.
Private Joergen Christian Jensen (18911922) - VC for action France April 1917
[updated 25/11/2019]
Jerrara is an Aboriginal language word
linked to two separate locations in NSW,
both of which has a watercourse known as
Jerrara Creek. It is possible that meanings
for Jerrara attributed to the first location
could apply to the second.
Location 1
Jerrara Creek, just inland from Kiama on
the NSW South Coast is mentioned in the
surveys conducted by Surveyor-General
Thomas Mitchell in 1834 where he “ran a
line along Jerrara Creek and up
Saddleback Mountain” (Jervis). Sometime
between 1910 and 1930, a local historian
recorded “jerrara” as an Aboriginal
language word in the Illawarra area,
obtained from an earlier source, with
meaning of “a place of scrubs” (also,
“scrubby place”) (McCaffrey). That
meaning is likely related to Mitchell’s 1834
‘Map of Illawarra’ which recorded:
“Tureeree, or Long Bush - extends along
the northern spurs of the Saddleback
Range, south-west of Kiama and south of
Jerrara” (Jervis).
In 1900, in a list of words for locations
mostly “on the eastern side of the Great
Dividing Range,” “Jerrara” was listed as
the Aboriginal language name for a sheep
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Reference

Council website of
Councillor names
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin No 21 Oct 1971
www.anzacday.org.au

Jervis, 1942
“Francis McCaffrey
Papers”, Wollongong
University Archives,
transcribed by Organ,
1990
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
7, August 1900
Morton, P.H., “New Light:
Aboriginal Place Names”
in Sydney Morning Herald,
16 February 1929, p.16
NSW Govt. Gazette 10
September 1834 p.629 &
18 November 1835, p.819
Whitworth, 1866
Thorpe, 1927
McCarthy, 1952

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
station, with the meaning given as “the
place where the eels lie down or sleep”
(Science of Man).

Reference

In1929, “jerrara” was described as a word
in the Wodi Wodi language of the
Thurrawal [Dharawal] people whose
territory stretched from Botany Bay to
Jervis Bay, from “ja-rera” meaning “water
falling” (Morton).
Location 2
In 1834, Crown land was advertised
bordering Jerrara Creek at Bungonia on
the Southern Tablelands of NSW, with a
property at Jerrara near Bungonia
advertised in 1835 (Gazettes).
Whilst there are no specific meanings
referring to “Jerrara” near Bungonia, a
couple from the Location 1 may be
related:
The Jerrara Creek at Bungonia includes
the “Jerrara chain of ponds” (Gazette,
1835) [possibly a resting place for eels?]
and the creek flows through “a deep gully,
having a vertical precipice of 1400 feet in
height” (Whitworth) [possibly water
falling?].

Jervis Drive
21/8/1980

Illawong

Later compilations of Aboriginal language
words and their meanings in 1927
(Thorpe) and 1952 (McCarthy) have only
“jerrara” meaning “haunt of [the] eels,” but
gave no indication of the location where
that was recorded.
Originally included section between Old
Illawarra Road and Gerald Road which
was renamed Oriana Drive 1986.
Possibly Commonwealth Government Line
ship ‘Jervis Bay’ built in 1922 as a
passenger ship
Possibly named after Royal Navy Admiral
Sir John Jervis, 1st Earl of St Vincent
(1735-1823) after whom Jervis Bay
named.
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CL
www.ag.gov.au
Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Jibbon Lane
11/3/2005

Cronulla

Jibbon Street
16/2/1909

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
Or HMS Jervis, Royal Navy destroyer
1937-1954.
Theme of area- names of historical
nautical significance
[updated 25/11/2019]
Land for a lane off Jibbon Street may have
been set aside as early as 1919, but it was
not confirmed as a lane until 1972,
remaining unnamed until 2005 (Gazette).
For information on “Jibbon” see item for
Jibbon Beach, etc, in “Origin of Place
Names A-K” on Council’s web site.
[updated 25/11/2019]
Jibbon Street had a view across Port
Hacking towards Jibbon Beach at
Bundeena, and to Jibbon Point [or Head]
now known as “Port Hacking Head” and
that was a likely source of the name.

Reference

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
March 2005 p.759

Council file records
The Sydney Mail and NSW
Advertiser, 23 November
1904, p.1311

There is also a possibility it was named
after a house in that area. Mr Edward
Thorne, owner of the land prior to
subdivision, had a cottage named
“Gibbon” according to a 1904 newspaper
article, which also refers to “Gibbon Point”
on the opposite shore. Gibbon would
appear to be a misspelling of “Jibbon”
(Sydney Mail).

Jibbon Road
(DISC)

Royal
National
Park

For information on “Jibbon” see item for
Jibbon Beach, etc, in “Origin of Place
Names A-K” on Council’s web site.
[updated 25/11/2019]
Jibbon Road was the name for an old road
from Audley to Jibbon (Jibbon was the
general name for the area at the south
headland of Port Hackling, now in the
National Park), probably upgraded from a
former informal road by the National Park
Trustees in 1887 (Carrick).
A description of the road in 1891 indicated:
from Jibbon there is a rough track just
negotiable by a buggy, but without much to
spare, to “Simpson’s”, a well-known and
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Carrick, History of Royal
National Park, 1817-2017,
p.26
Sydney Morning Herald,
25 March 1891, p.3

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
most comfortable retreat much patronised
by the craft, and by jaded townsfolk from
Sydney and its suburbs. From Simpson’s it
turns south, climbing the uplands and after
a course of some five or six miles crosses
the South-west Arm. If you get safe to this
crossing, the remainder of the way to
Audley is tolerable enough, the track
having been well and distinctly cut over
pleasant heath-covered downs opened up
by some thousands of the unemployed
(SMH).
That description would indicate that
Bundeena Road, renamed as Bundeena
Drive in 1963 (the road off Sir Bertram
Stevens Drive to Bundeena, resumed from
National Park in 1952), would probably
have generally followed the route of part of
former Jibbon Road.

Jinatong
Street
28/10/1959

Miranda

For information on “Jibbon” see item for
Jibbon Beach, etc, in “Origin of Place
Names A-K” on Council’s web site.
[updated 25/11/2019]
Jinatong was listed in 1842, inland from
Perth in Western Australia, as an
Aboriginal language word “jinatong”
meaning “young grass” (Moore). It had
been previously recorded in 1839 as “jeetoo” or “jo wain” both with that same
meaning (Grey).

Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839
Mackenzie, 1845
https://www.noongarcultur
e.org.au/noongar/

The meaning would appear to refer to the
new growth of grass after an area had
been cleared by fire, as indicated by a
listing in 1845 of “Jinatong” meaning
“young grass, just springing up after
burning” (Mackenzie)

Jingara Place
26/6/1963

Sylvania

Most likely a word spoken by the Noongar
people whose country covers the entire
south-western portion of Western Australia
(Noongar website).
[updated 25/11/2019]
“Jingara” or “Jingera” is identified in early
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 25

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
reports as being in the “Moneroo” [Monaro]
district of NSW (Gazette). This agrees
somewhat with the current location of
“Jingera” which lies south of Captains Flat
and north-east of Bredbo (Google maps).
Those early reports as far back as 1838
dealt mainly with stolen horses and cattle
being taken to Jingera. By the early 1860s
an infamous band of outlaws known as the
“Jingera Mob” were known to be in that
area. (Canberra Times).
The first mention with spelling “Jingara” in
1859 concerned the capture of a wanted
person in “the neighbourhood of Jingara,
the stronghold of the cattle-stealers”
(Empire).
In 1904, “jingara” was recorded an
Aboriginal language word: “Jingara. A
huge mountain, supposed to be haunted
by a hairy man or Yahoo.” The next entry
listed was: “Jingerah. Steep mountain
difficult to acsend [sic]” (Science of Man)
The first 1904 entry seems to be a retelling
of a story that was published in 1881 that
people had sighted “at Jingera a wild man,
covered with hair . . . this monster . . . [or] .
. . animal is said to be very like a large
baboon . . . and resembles a man of
unusual height and proportions” (The
Bulletin). In 1886, a similar tale was told
under the heading of “The Jingera Yahoo”
of similar sightings at Bredbo and Jingera
(Queanbeyan Age).
The second 1904 entry appears to relate
to “Big Jingera Mountain” described as “a
mountain mass that has Egan Peaks at its
summit. About 5 km E [east] of Burragate”
(inland from Eden on the south coast of
NSW) (GNB).
No confirmation has been found of how a
possible combination of the above came to
be described by 1967 as an Aboriginal
language word “Jingara” from NSW
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Reference
April 1838, p.329 and later
notices.
“Downfall of the Jingera
Mob,” article in Canberra
Times of 26 October 2012.
Empire, 16 July 1859, p.3
Science of Man, Vol. 7 No.
7, August 1904
“Place names” on
Geographical Names
Board website.
The Bulletin, Vol 6 No 71,
4 June 1881
Queanbeyan Age, 24
August 1886, p.2
Reed, 1967

Street Name

Suburb

Jiri Place
4/6/1964

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
meaning “a large mountain believed to be
inhabited by a fabulous creature
yaramayhawho with a cavernous mouth
which preyed on unsuspecting tribesmen/
women” (Reed).
[updated 25/11/2019]
“Jiri” was listed in 1842, inland from Perth
in Western Australia, as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “estrilda” [or]
“spotted finch” (Moore). Most likely a word
spoken by the Noongar people whose
country covers the entire south-western
portion of Western Australia (Noongar
website).

Reference

Moore, 1842
https://www.noongarcultur
e.org.au/noongar/
Wikipedia and other web
sites

University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Estrilda” is a species of finch found mainly ref: XII, 2F 11b & XII 2F,
in Africa (Internet)
11a

There are a number of later recordings of
“jiri” and its emphasised form “jiri-jiri,” as
Aboriginal language words:

Austin, 1992

“Jiri” meaning “prickly seed or thorn” (early
1900s) in the mid-west area of Western
Australia around Lake Way (south of
Wiluna) (Adelaide Uni).

Dixon, 1991

“Jiri” meaning “quill of echidna” (1992) in
the Waaiyangga language of northwestern Western Australia around
Gascoyne (Austin).
“Jiri” meaning [a type of] “paperbark tree”
(1980) in the Ritharngu language of the
Yolgnu people of Arnhem Land in Northern
Territory (Heath).
“Jiri” has two different meanings in the
Yidiny language around Cairns in northern
Queensland of (1) “daybreak” and (2)
“Grevillea glauca, cobbler's peg, Used for
spear handles” (1991). In the same area,
“Jirijiri” has the meaning of small locust”
(Dixon).
“Jiri-jiri” was recorded in the early 1900s
as an Aboriginal language word meaning
Sutherland Shire Council | Spatial Services Team| July 2020 | gis@ssc.nsw.gov.au

Heath, 1980

University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
Ref: XII 2D, 3 & XII 2A, 1a

Street Name

Suburb

Joan Holland
Bridge
1993

Royal
National
Park

Joffre Street
29/3/1919

Gymea Bay

John Street
(DISC)
20/6/1912

Burraneer

Name Source/ meaning
“Flycatcher (wagtail)” in the Carnarvon
area on the northern west coast Western
Australia, and as “blue wren” and “warbler”
around Israelite Bay midway along the
south coast of Western Australia (Adelaide
Uni).
Named after a long-term resident and onetime president of the Bundeena Progress
Association, who campaigned for the
building of this bridge in McKell Avenue
over Port Hacking River, completed in
1993.
As named in 1919 from 1916 survey was
probably named after Joseph Jacques
Cesaire Joffre (1852-1931), French field
marshal who commanded Allied Troops in
France in WW1.
[Updated 12/4/2019]
John Street was the name of street in the
1912 subdivision of “Nat Bull’s Homestead
Estate.” No information has been found
regarding any Bull family connection with a
person named John.
A coincidence perhaps is a whimsical
connection with “John Bull,” a national
personification of Great Britain and
England in particular.

John Street
30/12/1910

Cronulla

John Street was renamed Bulls Avenue
West in 1930 to remove confusion with
nearby John Street in Cronulla.
Subdivision which created street was
lodged in 1910 by a “J. Sale”, a property
owner at Cronulla, identified as John Sale,
an alderman and mayor of Kogarah
Council and chief inspector of accounts at
the Railways Department. The land had
originally been purchased by Robert V
Sale and Ernest J Sale
Leader 21/7/2009 claimed was named
after John Stroud believed to be one of
longest serving lifesavers in world who
was brother of Phyllis Stroud (Miss
Cronulla 1927). However Leader says
Stroud family moved to area in 1913 which
makes claim unlikely but Kirkby index says
a Frank Stroud present at 1907 formation
of Cronulla Life Saving Club. Not named
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Reference

CL

CL, Internet

Council file records of
subdivision and various
published histories
The St George Call, 30
Mar 1912, p.5
NSW Govt Gazette of 21
Mar1930 p.1278

CL & Internet

Leader 21/7/2009 pg 1
article re 104th birthday of
Phyllis Stroud
Kirkby Index
Wentworth Courier
22/07/09

Street Name

Suburb

John Davey
Avenue
1/8/1930
John Forrest
Avenue
3/8/1965

Cronulla

Johnson
Avenue
(DISC)
Johnson
Close
17/6/1981

Caringbah

Johnston
Avenue
20/9/1960

Kirrawee

Jolly Avenue
(DISC)

Miranda

Jonathan
Place
22/4/1966

Miranda

Sutherland

Bonnet Bay

Name Source/ meaning
after John Stroud as he was not born till
September 1912.

Reference

It is of note that the land occupied by the
CL
Strouds was probably to the west of, but
not including John Street. The land
bounded by Coronation Street, Trevellyan
Street and Nicholson Parade was
subdivided by W F J Stroud in 1910, being
the land originally purchased by Thomas N
Williams.
Named after John Greig Davey an original CL
owner in area.
Sir John Forrest (1847-1918) surveyor,
explorer, politician in Western Australia. In
group of streets named after Western
Australian places/ people.
An intended name in Caringbah (location
not recorded), which was not used. Origin
of name not determined.
Named after either /both Andrew Johnson
(17th US President 1865-1869) or Lyndon
Baines Johnson (36th US President 19631969). That Bonnet Bay street names be
those of US presidents was recommended
by Deputy Shire Clerk Jim Hall , agreed to
by Parkes Development and Council
Named after George Bain Johnston a first
fleet lieutenant and early settler. He was in
charge of NSW regiment and was the
officer who arrested Gov. Bligh. In same
1962 subdivision as Bligh Street, Putland
Place, and Kemp St all of which relate to
early years of NSW Colony and Governor
Bligh / Rum Rebellion. Was previously
Grove Avenue.
Originally to be named after Alexander
Stewart Jolly, who purchased the land
from the Holt-Sutherland Estate in
1922. Named Ingara Avenue due to
Council’s preference for Aboriginal names.
Origin of name not determined.
Male first name. In group of streets
bearing first names (Doris etc) all with
same owner when subdivided so possibly
named after members of his family. Note
that Graham Avenue through the
subdivision is not a first name, but the
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ADB online

CL
Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

The Book of Sydney
Suburbs
Council file records

CL

Street Name
Jones Street
19/9/1961
Jonquil
Place
3/6/1986
Jowyn Place
1/5/1959

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
name of the owner D P Graham when first
part of the street was dedicated. in 1927.
Engadine
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1961 by R G Jones, so
likely named after the owner.
Alfords Point Name of type of plant – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & plants
Gymea

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Judd Street
18/1/1910

Cronulla

Jukes Close
24/1/1991

Barden
Ridge

Junction
Road
22/3/1886

Heathcote

Junction
Street
15/3/1910
Junction
Street (DISC)

Miranda
Cronulla

CL

[updated 25/11/2019]
“Jowyn” was listed in 1842, inland from
Perth in Western Australia, as an
Aboriginal language word “jow-yn” with
meanings “Short hair on the body; fur of
animals” (Moore). It had been previously
recorded in 1839 as “jee-too” or “jo wain”
with those same meanings (Grey).

Judd’s Road
(DISC)

Reference

Recorded also in early 1900s around the
town of York (about 100 km inland from
Perth) as jowin, jowin [jowyn?] meaning
“down (short hair)” spoken by the Noongar
people whose country covers the entire
south-western portion of Western Australia
(Adelaide Uni & Noongar website).
On 1902 map Attunga Road shown as
Judd’s Road (in 1904 St George Call
called Yowie Bay Road). Named after
William George Judd – Councillor / 1st
Shire President (1906) who had a holiday
house at Yowie Bay.
Named after William George Judd (1847 1929), first Shire President (1906-1910),
Councillor 1906-14. President Ave named
in his honour.
Named after Joseph Jukes – geologist.
Circa 1840 he made several geological
excursions in Sydney / Wollongong area.
Area has Australian Pioneers theme.
Crown Road circa 1886 off Dalley Road
which intersected with the road known as
Railway Parade (now Willandra Parade).
No other reason found for name of this
road.
Part of ‘Junction Estate” ie. at junction of
Kingsway and Port Hacking Road.
[Updated 22/7/2017]
Intended name for new road in Golf Links
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Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2B,11
https://www.noongarcultur
e.org.au/noongar/

Echoes From The Bay

Cronulla Public School
Golden Jubilee 1925-1975
Council Min 361 of
8/5/1989 Council file
records & Australian
Dictionary of Biography

CL

Street Name
Circa 1921

Suburb

June Place
13/1/1949

Gymea Bay

Juniper Place
4/5/1965
Juvenis
Avenue
27/2/1923
Kalang Lane
16/5/1958

Sylvania
Oyster Bay
Yowie Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Estate subdivision. At Council meeting
13/7/1921, it was agreed that Junction
Street would be called Souter Avenue,
was instead named Links Avenue.
Origin of name not determined
Subdivision lodged in 1949 by Inter-Urban
Securities Pty Ltd, so no apparent
connection. Perhaps a name of a person
connected to that company.
Name of type of coniferous tree. Berries
used to make gin.
Latin for ‘young.’ Definite link with the road
it adjoins Getyunga (get younger) Road.
[updated 9/12/2019]
Kalang Lane was opened in 1939 but not
named until 1958 (Gazettes).
“Kalang” was recorded in 1826 as a name
apparently used in the Colony of NSW by
that time: the elegant sassafras or kalang:
the bark of this tree has a spicy aromatic
taste, and is much esteemed in the Colony
as a stomachic and purifier of the blood
(Atkinson). That it was an Aboriginal
language word was confirmed in early
1827 when it was stated that the “kalang,
or sassafras” retained its “native
appellation” (Cunningham).
This was likely sassafras (Doryphora
sassafras) as it was noted in 1912 that
“Aborigines, also the country people, make
a tea from the bark, which they drink as a
tonic” (Petrie).
Nonetheless, several published lists of
Aboriginal language words and meanings
indicate the meaning of “kalang” as
“beautiful” (Thorpe and others).
“Kulangoor,” (from kalang meaning “good”
and gnur meaning “like”) was the name of
a pastoral property on the Maroochy
Plains in Queensland in the 1890s,(Place
Names SE Queensland) and appears
related to the recording in 1910 of an
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Reference
St George Call 15/7/1921

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
www.ancestry.com.au

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 10
November 1939 p.5306 &
16 May 1958 p.1520.
Atkinson, 1826
Cunningham, 1827.
Petrie J, quoted in
Williams, C., Medicinal
Plants in Australia Volume
1; Bush Pharmacy, Dural
NSW, 2010.
Thorpe, 1921
“Place Names of SouthEast Queensland” on
https://www.piulapublicatio
ns.com/
Mathew, 1910
Matthew J. in The Sun, 26
February 1913, p.7
Council file records
Brough Smyth, 1878.
Sydney Moring Herald, 3
July 1889, p.7

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal language word “kalangur”
meaning variously “good,” “capital,”
“splendid,” “first-rate,” “fine” in recounting
of a traditional Aboriginal tale about the
dugong and the porcupine (Mathew) —
however in 1913 the same author did
indicate an abbreviated form: “The only
Queensland word known to the Aborigines
from Brisbane to Gladstone meaning
‘good,’ beautiful’ and everything that is
nice is ‘Kalang’ with variants” (The Sun).

Reference
NSW Geographical Names
Board website

Council apparently accepted one of the
later versions with a record of “kalang”
meaning “beautiful.”
There are nonetheless other versions:
“Kalang,” an Aboriginal language name
meaning “snake” listed in the Lake Tyers
area of Victoria in 1878 (Brough Smyth).
“Kalang,” the name of a Javanese race
(SMH).

Kalgoorlie
Place
3/8/1965

Sutherland

Also Kalang is name of a town and name
of river, Kalang River, in northern NSW
between Bellingen and Nambucca (GNB
place names) – no source given for name.
[updated 9/12/2019]
Kalgoorlie Place is in a group of streets
named after Western Australian places
and people.
The town of Kalgoorlie was named by the
Western Australian State Government and
gazetted on 4 September 1894. Kalgoorlie
(sometimes spelled Kalgurli) is an
Aboriginal language word in origin, the
precise meaning of which has not been
confirmed. Various sources give the
meaning as either the phrase for a dog
chasing a kangaroo, the name of a local
shrub (Galgurli) or the name of the edible
silky pear (Kulgoolah) (Eastern Goldfields
Historical Society).
Karlkurla or Kulgooluh, meaning 'place of
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Council file records
Eastern Goldfields
Historical Society at
http://www.kalgoorliehistor
y.org.au/towns/Kalgoorlie.
https://www.definitions.net/
definition/WANGAI
Atlas of Living Australia at
https://bie.ala.org.au/speci
es/http://id.biodiversity.org.
au/node/apni/2891836
Science of Man, Vol 7 No

Street Name

Kalkada
Avenue
16/3/1959

Kalmia Place
25/2/1964
Kaloona
Place
20/5/1965

Suburb

Gymea Bay

Miranda
Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
the silky pears' is an Aboriginal language
word of the local Wangkatha, [Wongatha,
Wongi, Wangai] people (Internet). It is one
of the Aboriginal language names of the
plant species Marsdenia australis,
commonly known as the bush banana,
silky pear or green vine (Atlas of Living
Australia).
Nonetheless, when included in a listing by
Western Australian government officers in
1904, the meaning of the Aboriginal
language place name “kalgoorlii [sic]” was
given as “Three lines in shape of fork”
(Science of Man), interpreted by a later
author in 1955 as “Kalgoorlie” meaning
“three parallel tracks” (Endacott).
[updated 9/12/2019]
“Kalkada” was listed in south-west
Western Australia in 1842 as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “the mullet-fish”
(Moore). It had earlier in 1839 in that same
area been recorded as “Kal-kar-da”
meaning “a species of fish, the mullet”
(Grey).
“Kalkada” meaning “mullet (fish)” is an
Aboriginal word of the Noongar people
whose country covers the entire southwestern portion of Western Australia
(Whitehurst).
Name of species of evergreen shrubs in
heath family
[updated 9/12/2019]
“Kaloona” was the name of a large
pastoral property in the far north of NSW
operating by the late 1860s (Sydney Mail,
also Moree Gwydir Examiner).
In 1916, there was a mention in a
newspaper article of “Kaloona, the Spurwing Plover” (The Queenslander), which
appeared to refer a story in a 1914 book
recounting an Aboriginal creation story of
the origin of the spur-winged plover known
as Kaloona in the local Aboriginal
language — the author lived his early life
in northern NSW near Casino and
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Reference
1, February 1904
Endacott, 1955

Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839
Whitehurstkaloona, 1997

www.britannica.com.au
The Sydney Mail and New
South Wales Advertiser,
25 September 1875 p.391
Moree Gwydir Examiner
and General Advertiser, 4
December 1924 p.2
The Queenslander, 23
September 1916, p.46.
Sorenson, 1914
Sydney Mail, 6 October

Street Name

Suburb

Kalvin Street
(DISC)

Kirrawee

Kambalda
Place
24/5/1974

Yarrawarrah

Kamira Road
11/5/1891

Lilli Pilli

Name Source/ meaning
apparently adapted stories told to him by a
local Aboriginal woman (Sorenson). This
tale, in abridged form, was later published
in 1926 (Sydney Mail) and 1930 (The
Queenslander).

Reference
1926, p.8
The Queenslander, 10
April 1930, p.56

https://australianmuseum.n
et.au/learn/animals/birds/m
The masked lapwing (Vanellus miles), also asked-lapwing/
known as the masked plover and often
called the spur-winged plover or just plover
is found particularly in the northern and
eastern parts of Australia (Internet).
Discontinued. Ran south off Forest Road
1934 Gregory’s Street
approximately where now eastern end of
Directory
Mundakal Ave. Origin of name not known,
but appears to be a male first name.
[updated 9/12/2019]
Named after Western Australian town near Council file records
Kalgoorlie. In a group of streets named
Western Australian Govt.
after Western Australian locations.
Gazette, 10 December
The site for the town was notified in 1897
1897
(WA Gazette) and named after an
WA Geographic Names:
Aboriginal language word suggested by
https://www0.landgate.wa.
the Government surveyor Mr. W. Rowley
gov.au/maps-and“as it sounded like a pleasant name” (WA
imagery/wa-geographicGeographic Names) likely from the
names/nameGalaagu [Kalarko, Kallaargu] people as it
history/historical-townwas their traditional territory at that time
names
(Internet).
The meaning of “Kambalda” was not
recorded and remains unknown.
[updated 9/12/2019]
Although it has been suggested that
“kamira” derives from an Aboriginal
language word, it appears unlikely. Due to
the date at which the road was named
there are two theories, both of which can
be seen in the origins of other streets in
Sutherland Shire opened in the late
nineteenth century, ie, (1) personages in
classical literature, and (2) taken from the
names of pastoral properties elsewhere in
eastern Australia.
(1) In Greek mythology, Kamira was a
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https://www.nullarbornet.co
m.au/towns/kambalda.html
Internet – Wikipedia
NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
November 1845, p.1294
Greaves, W.A.B
(surveyor), “Greek Place
Names: Parishes on the
Clarence,” Speech at
Grafton Municipal Jubilee,
July 1909
Dawson, 1935

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
daughter of Danaus, who was worshipped
on the Greek island of Rhodes. The
ancient city of Camirus or Kamiros on
Rhodes was named after her (Internet –
Wikipedia).

Reference
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
6, July 1900

(2) Allowing for a common transliteration of
“c” and “k,” it could come from a property
named “Camira” on the Clarence River in
northern NSW operating from 1845. The
first licensee of Camira pastoral station
was Francis Marsh. (Gazette).

The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903

Captain Francis Marsh fought in the Greek
War of Independence (1821 – 1832) and
this seems to be the source of his use of
the name “Camira”. A provided translation
was that the Greek word “camira” meant “a
house with a domed roof” (Greaves).

Kamira: Pina Yanirlipa
Ngurrarakurra –
Documntary Film
1986

In 1935, Robert Leycester Dawson who
had some years previously (in 1922) listed
Aboriginal Language words and meanings
in that area, provided further information
on the name of Camira pastoral station.
He indicated that “Camira Cattle Station”
was “Boo-roo-gin-bah,” meaning “place of
wind or a windy place” in the local
Aboriginal Language (Dawson).
Mr Dawson’s listing points to an apparent
misunderstanding which occurred in 1900
in the Casino region where the local
authorities listed “Camira,” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “wind”
(Science of Man), with that meaning
repeated by later authors (eg. McCarthy).
Another indication that “camira” as an
Aboriginal language word connected to
“kamira” was recorded after the street was
named and is therefore unlikely to be the
source. “Camira” meaning “reeds for dilly
bags” was listed in September 1900 in the
Richmond & Tweed Rivers District of
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McCarthy, 1952

Council file records

Western Desert Land
Claim Report No. 38,
Canberra, 1991

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
northern NSW (Anthropological Survey).

Reference

Council apparently accepted one of the
later versions with a record of “camira”
meaning “wind.”

Kanandah
Road
22/10/1963

Kanangur
Avenue
28/11/1957

Kangaroo
Point Road
2/11/1900

Engadine

Gymea

Kangaroo
Point

Although it would not have been a source
of the street name, “Kamira” is an
Aboriginal out-station 250 km into the
Tanami Desert, in the traditional lands of
Warlpiri Aboriginal people. The Tanami
Desert is situated in the Northern Territory
and Western Australia. It is linked to the
important Aboriginal tradition of “The Rain
Dreaming” where the Aboriginal ancestors
manifested themselves in many different
forms: as rain water, flood waters, black
and white rain clouds, hailstones, rainbow
serpents and in human form (Film, also
Land Claim).
[updated 9/12/2019]
Kanandah Road is a Crown Road opened
in 1945 but not shown named until 1963.
“Kanandah” was recorded in 1900 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “land
where the sun sets,” with no specific
information as to the location where the
word was collected, other than generally in
Eastern Australia (Science of Man). It
appears to be a term for any land lying far
off in a westerly direction.
[updated 9/12/2019]
“Kanangur” was listed in south-west
Western Australia in 1842 as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “adorned, shining”
(Moore). It had earlier in 1840 in that same
area been recorded as “Kan-an-gur”
meaning “adorned, shining, clean,
glittering” (Grey).
“Kanangur” meaning “adorned” was
accepted by Council on 19 August 1957.
[updated 9/12/2019]
This road appears on plan registered 28
March 1900, (surveyed 1891) as “Road 1
chain wide to Kangaroo Point.” First listed
as Kangaroo Point Rd on a subdivision
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Council file records
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
7, August 1900

Moore, 1842
Grey, 1840
Development Committee
19/8/1957 Council file
records

Council file records

Street Name

Kannan
Place
20/3/1963

Kanning
Avenue
24/12/1958

Kanoona
Street
24/11/1949

Suburb

Kirrawee

Gymea Bay

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
plan later in 1900.
For information on Kangaroo Point see
“Origin of Suburbs” on Council’s web site..
[updated 9/12/2019]
“Kannan” meaning “shallow, not deep” was
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Gunther).

Reference

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892

Brough Smyth, 1878
“Kan-nan” (or “kon-nung”) was described
in 1878 as an Aboriginal language word in
Victoria for a stick about seven feet in
length used by Aboriginal women to collect
food or use as a weapon (Brough Smyth).
[updated 9/12/2019]
“Kanning” was listed in south-west
Moore, 1842
Western Australia in 1842 as an Aboriginal
Grey, 1839
language word meaning “the south”
(Moore). It had earlier in 1839 in that same McCarthy, 1952
area been recorded as “Kun-nung”
meaning “the south” (Grey).
Collins, compilation
University of Sydney, 2003
A 1952 listing of “Kanning” being an
Aboriginal language word meaning “cave” Council file records
in the Sydney Region (McCarthy) has
been traced to “Can-ning” meaning “a
cave” recorded in 1798 by David Collins.
Council has “Kanning” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “cave”.
[updated 9/12/2019]
“Kanoona” was an alternate spelling of
“Canoona” (Geelong Adviser). Canoona is
a locality north-west of Rockhampton in
Queenland, originally a pastoral property
in that area operating from the early
1850s, which was the scene of the first
gold rush in the north of Australia in 1858
(Bird).
Kanoona is also a locality near Bega in the
south coast area of NSW where a pastoral
property was operating by 1865 (SMH).
A “Canoona Road” was listed as a road
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Geelong Adviser, 16
September 1862, p.2
Bird, J.T.S., The Early
History of Rockhampton,
Rockhampton 1904
Sydney Morning Herald, 2
January 1865, p.1
The Daily Telegraph, 4
January 1889, pp. 5-6
Council file records

Street Name

Kara Karook
Street
11/4/1930

Suburb

Maianbar

Name Source/ meaning
being constructed in the Holt-Sutherland
Estate in 1887 (Daily Telegraph).
However, there is no specific location
mentioned and that road name did not
appear on the subsequent plans of roads
in the Estate.
Neither “kanoona” nor “canoona” have
been found in any listing of Aboriginal
language words.
[updated 9/12/2019]
Unnamed Crown reserved road from 1858
to early 1930. Although named by Council
as “Karakarook Street” in 1930 (Gazette),
the name did not appear on subdivision
plans until 1958, being shown as
Government Road on all previous plans,
and generally shown as “Kara Karook
Street” since then.

Reference

NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
April 1930 p.1594
Council file records
Bunce, 1856.
Mathew, 1899

Appears to be derived from an Aboriginal
language word “karkarook” meaning
“sand” recorded in Victoria in 1856
(Bunce). The street is located in the “Sand
Spit Estate” at Maianbar near the sand spit
in Port Hacking known as “Deeban Spit.”
A spelling as “Karakarook” in 1898 is a
name in Aboriginal culture and beliefs
related in a traditional Aboriginal tale from
the Yarra and Western Port Aborigines in
Victoria: “Karakarook, a female, was the
only one who could produce fire, and she
is now the seven stars (the Pleiades
presumably)” (Mathew).
Karakarook
Street (DISC)
11/4/1930

Karamarra
Road
24/1/1962

Maianbar

Engadine

[updated 9/12/2019]
Was the original spelling of the street
name of a previously unnamed road in
1930 (Gazette).
The index maps by others used by Council
had the name shown as Kara Karook
Street and that spelling was accepted.
[updated 9/12/2019]
Karamarra Road was an unnamed Crown
Road from 1932 until 1962, when name
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
April 1930 p.1594
Council file records

Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
first appeared on subdivision plans.
“Karamarra” meaning “water” was
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Gunther).

Karangi
Place
2/12/1986

Illawong

Council has “karamarra” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“water”.
[updated 9/12/2019]
In an area with theme of Australian naval
history. HMAS Karangi was a Bar-class
boom defence vessel operated by the
Royal Australian Navy during World War II.
“Karangi” was recorded in 1856 by the
Rev. William Ridley as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a duck” in the
Kamilaroi [Gamilaraay, Gomeroi] language
of northern NSW (Ridley). It was defined
further in 1899 as “black duck” in the same
language (Mathew).

Karda Place
17/10/1958

Gymea

The northern part of Karanji Place had
been opened as a Crown Road around
1896 and named as part of Kinsella Street
from around `1909, until renamed as part
of Karangi Place in 2011 (Gazette).
[updated 9/12/2019]
First recorded as Kar-da in 1839 (Grey),
then as Karda in 1842 (Moore), both listing
it as an Aboriginal language word of southwest Western Australia with the meaning
“a part or portion, generally half.”
Vocabularies of Western Australian
Aboriginal language collected in the early
1900s provide additional meanings for
“karda” as “between” and “middle”
(Adelaide Uni).
Council accepted on 6 January 1958 that
“karda” was an Aboriginal language word
meaning “part or portion”.
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Reference
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Council file records

Council records
referencing “Australian
Encyclopaedia Naval
Defence”
Ridley, 1856
Mathew, 1899
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6

Grey, 1839
Moore, 1842
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Native Vocabularies” ref:
XII 2B 14 & 15
Works Committee
6/1/1958 in Council file
records
Moore, 1842

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Of note is that the 1842 listing had a
second meaning listed for “karda” of “A
very large species of lizard,” and had other
entries for “kardar” meaning “a large black
lizard” and “kardara” meaning “Long-tailed
tree Iguana” (Moore). A revised version of
the 1839 list published in 1840 had an
additional entry of “Kar-dar” meaning “a
species of Iguana” (Grey).
Vocabularies of Western Australian
Aboriginal language collected in the early
1900s confirm additional meanings for
“karda” and “karda”as “iguana (generic),”
“long-tailed iguana” and “lizard” (Adelaide
Uni). A Noongar Word list includes “karda”
with the meaning “Goanna (as in lizard)”
(Noongar Word List). The territory of the
Noongar people covers the entire southwestern portion of Western Australia.

Reference
Grey, 1840
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
various research material
by Daisy Bates and others
Noongar Word List at
https://www.noongarcultur
e.org.au/glossary/noongarword-list/
Whitehurst R, Noongar
Dictionary, Perth, 1997
Moore, 1842
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
various research material
by Daisy Bates and others

A Noongar Dictionary in 1997 does not list
the above meanings but has “karda”
meaning “hills” (Whitehurst)
Other meanings can be found for “karda”
as Aboriginal language words elsewhere in
Western Australia, South Australia, and
Northern Territory, including “father,” “jaw,”
“gum of tree,” “handle of board for
throwing spear;” perspiration,“ “scrub” or
“wooded country” and “leave” [as in going
away] (Adelaide Uni).

Kareena
Road
1/6/1893

Miranda &
Caringbah

“Karda” also combines with other
Aboriginal language words providing
further multiplicity of subsidiary meanings
(Adelaide Uni & other sources).
[updated 9/12/2019]
As several early Holt-Sutherland street
names derive from the names of large
pastoral properties in NSW and
Queensland, “Kareena” may have come
from “Careena” operating in central
Queensland near Aramac by 1878 (Town
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Council file records
Australian Town and
Country Journal, 9
February 1878 p.41
Sutherland Shire Historical

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
and Country Journal). No other likely
source has been found.

Reference
Society Bulletin, Vol 9 No
1, February 2006

Of note is a 2007 article by a long-term
resident of Sutherland Shire who spelt it
“Careena” when listing early road names
of the Holt-Sutherland Estate (SSHS
Bulletin).

University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2A 1a & XII 2F 22

A search of all known records failed to
reveal any meaning of “Careena” or
“Kareena” other than two Aboriginal
language words in Western Australia
which were not listed until well after the
street was named with and the meanings
of “to stand” and of “gum of the blackboy
tree” appear unrelated to that street name
(Adelaide Uni).

Kareena
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Miranda &
Caringbah

Kareena
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Miranda

Karimbla
Road
2/9/1892

Miranda

Between1947 and 2005, the section of the
road north of the Sutherland-Cronulla rail
line was known as Kareena Road North,
and south of the rail line as Kareena Road
South (Gazettes).
[updated 9/12/2019]
Renamed in 1947 because split by
Cronulla-Sutherland railway. Those names
were never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005 (Gazettes).
[updated 9/12/2019]
Renamed in 1947 because split by
Cronulla-Sutherland railway. Those names
were never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005 (Gazettes).
[updated 9/12/2019]
A “Karimbela Road” was listed as a road
being constructed in the Holt-Sutherland
Estate in 1887 (Daily Telegraph). The
specific location was not mentioned,
however “Karimbla Road” was shown on a
subsequent plan of subdivision in 1892,
with the same name applied to an
extension of that road in 1941 alongside
the railway corridor east of Kareena Road.
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NSW Govt. Gazettes of 3
October 1947 p.2338 & 4
November 2005 p.9352

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 3
October 1947 p.2338 & 4
November 2005 p.9352

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 3
October 1947 p.2338 & 4
November 2005 p.9352

The Daily Telegraph, 28
December 1888, p. 5
Council file records.
The Sydney Herald, Mon 1
March 1841, p.4
Sydney Morning Herald, 1
January 1887, p.15, also
16 February 1887, p.15

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Karimbla” may have come from the name
of a large pastoral property west of the
Blue Mountains. It is of note that that
property and a parish were both shown as
“Karimbla” in newspaper advertisements in
1841 and 1887 (Sydney Herald & Sydney
Morning Herald). However, those were in
error, as the correct spelling should have
been “Kanimbla.”

Reference
Dalziell, H.C., Some
History of the Parishes of
Harley, Kanimbla and
Ganbenang, Nepean and
District Historical Society,
3 June 1949
Sydney Mail, 5 November
1913, p.10

The pastoral property referred to was
originally granted in 1824 and from 1875
enlarged by purchase of adjoining grants.
Including leased areas of Crown land, by
the 1880s it covered practically the whole
of the Megalong Valley, but at that time the
Government withdrew the Crown land so
that it could be applied for by new settlers
(Dalziel).

Karnu Place
2/2/1967

Kareela

According to a 1913 newspaper report, the
manager of the property from around 1875
was told by a local Aboriginal leader that
“Kanimbla” owed its name to the
Aboriginal tale of two great tribal leaders of
the Gundungurra [Gandangara] people
named Kanim and Bula (or Boola) who,
after quarrelling, fought in that valley by
throwing stones at each other and their
people called the site thereafter “KanimBula,” a name shortened by Europeans to
“Kanimbla” (Sydney Mail).
[updated 9/12/2019]
“Karnu” was recorded in 1840 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“broom” or “brush” along the Murray River
in South Australia from Wellington (near
Lake Alexandrina) to The Rufus (near
Blanchetown) (Moorhouse).
Again in 1840, “Karnu” meaning
“mountain” was listed as an Aboriginal
language word in the area around
Adelaide in South Australia (Teichelmann
& Schurmann).
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Moorhouse, 1840
Teichelmann, &
Schurmann, 1840
Taplin, 1873.
Macquarie Aboriginal
words, 1994

Street Name

Karoola
Crescent
3/4/1949

Suburb

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
“Karnu” meaning “hill” was recorded in
1873 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Narrinyeri [Ngarrindjeri] people, whose
territory was on the shores of Encounter
Bay and the lakes Alexandrina, Albert, and
Coorong, extending along the Murray
River in South Australia (Taplin).
The Maquarie Dictionary of Aboriginal
Words in 1994 listed “karnu” meaning
“stone, rock” in the Paakantyi language of
south-western NSW and south-eastern
South Australia.
[updated 9/12/2019]
Karoola is a locality in Tasmania north of
Launceston in the Pipers River Valley. It
likely derives its name from a recording in
1859 when “Wattra Karoola” was listed as
the Aboriginal language place name of
“Piper’s River.” There were no
explanations of the meaning of either
“wattra” ot “karoola” in the vocabulary
included in the document (Milligan).
In 1885, a list was drawn up by
Leventhorpe Hall, Chief Draftsman of the
Tasmanian Surveys Office to be applied to
any new towns, parishes, railway stations
and schools. One of the Aboriginal
language words in that list was “Karoola”
meaning “fresh water,” and that was
applied when the former locality name of
“Turners Marsh Lower” was changed to
Karoola in 1900 (Names of Towns, also
Place Names Tasmania),

Karree Place
20/10/1966

Heathcote

[updated 9/12/2019]
“Karree” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “by and by” [ie. before long or
eventually] recorded in 1886 around
Streaky Bay on the south coast of South
Australia (Curr).
“Karree” was also recorded in the early
1900s in two areas of Western Australia —
west of Menzies in central Western
Australia with meaning “gum of blackboy
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Reference

Milligan, 1859
“Names of Towns” at
http://www.ourtasmania.co
m.au/visitorsguide/tasnames-towns.html
Tasmanian Place Names
at
https://www.placenames.ta
s.gov.au/

Curr, 1886
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2F 19 & XII 2F 22

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
tree” and near Murchison in north-west
Western Australia with meanings of “to
stand”, “stop” and “halt” (Adelaide Uni).
Those meanings are considered unrelated
to that street name.

Karri Place
20/11/1985

Alfords Point [updated 9/12/2019]
Karri Place is in a subdivision with a theme
of tree/plant names. “Karri” is Eucalyptus
diversicolor, a tree from the south-western
area of Western Australia mentioned in
1866-67 as a usable timber (Mueller). In
1898, “Karri” or “Kari” was recorded as a
West Australian Aboriginal language word
for Eucalyptus diversicolor (Morris).

Reference

Council file records
Mueller, 1867
Morris, 1898
Moore, 1842

Works Committee
In 1842, in the same area of south-western 6/1/1958 in Council file
records
Western Australia, “Karri” had been listed
as an Aboriginal language word meaning
Curr, 1886
“crab” (Moore). That was the same
University of Adelaide:
meaning recorded in Council records in
Institutional
Repository: ref
1958 for “karri”.
XII 2D 16
In 1886, “Karri” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word in a number of
locations throughout Queensland, used to
calculate time where “sun” was the
equivalent of “a day.” The various meaning
given were “sun”, ”light,” “day” and “today”
(Curr).

Karuah Place
13/1/1966

Engadine

In the early 1920s, “karri” was also
recorded in northern Western Australia
near Roebourne as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “arise” (Adelaide
Uni).
[updated 9/12/2019]
Karuah is a town on the Karuah River near
Port Stephens. The river which had been
originally named Clyde River by Governor
Macquarie (Aussie Towns) had been
renamed as Karuah River by 1828 (even
though shown as “Keruah” at that time)
(The Australian) but reported as “Karuah”
by 1835 (The Literary News) and remained
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Aussie Towns at
https://www.aussietowns.c
om.au/town/karuah-nsw
The Australian, 3
September 1828, p.2
The Literary News, 13
January 1835

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
spelt that way since. The town was known
as Sawyers Point until renamed in 1907
through representations by the local
Progress Association (Dungog Chronicle).

Reference
Dungog Chronicle:
Durham and Gloucester
Advertiser, 22 November
1907, p.8

As indicated in several sources, there
appears to be some doubt that ‘Karuah”
was a word in the local Aboriginal
language.

The Lone Hand, Vol 1 No
3, 2 february 1914

The first mention found was in a magazine
listing in 1914 compiled from information
“available in the Public Library”, but gave
no reference for the listing that “Karuah
[came] from “kahrui” the “native plum tree”
(The Lone Hand). That may have been
assumed from a 1911 entry in the Science
of Man magazine attributed to the
Venerable Archdeacon Greenway as a
Kamilaroi language word in the County of
Benarba in the far north of NSW, entered
as “Krui” (English) “Kahrui” (Aboriginal)
meaning “a kind of wild plum tree”
(Science of Man).

Kathleen
Street (DISC)
Circa 1920

Miranda?

Kathryn
Place
30/1/1961

Gymea Bay

Kawana
Place
6/6/1975

Bangor

Of note are several subsequent
publications (eg Thorpe) that list “Karuah”
as an Aboriginal language word meaning
“native plum tree” without any reference to
the source of that information.
[Updated 21/9/2017]
Street name included in Council road
construction and maintenance list. No
other mention found.
Likely from girls name as subdivided with
Susan, Peter and Darryl Streets – possibly
family names of developer
Plan in which name was first used was
lodged by C J O’Neill Pty Ltd.
[updated 7/1/2020]
Kawana Place is in an area where street
names are derived from Aboriginal
language words commencing with “D.”
“Kawana” receives a number on mentions
in newspapers from 1841 on as a Maori
word pronunciation of the English word
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Science of Man, Vol 13 No
4, August 1911
Thorpe, 1927

CL

Council file records
The Courier (Hobart), 26
February 1841, p. 2
Maori Messenger (New

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Governor” (The Courier, also Maori
Messenger) due to the Governor of the
Colony of NSW being the British
representative for affairs in New Zealand
(Colonial Times). The word had entered
the Maori vocabulary much earlier (Maori
Lesson Sheets).
“Kawana” on the Paroo River is mentioned
in 1872 (Empire). The Paroo River flows
from South west Queensland into northern
NSW. This locality was possibly recorded
in 1903 in far northern NSW as an
Aboriginal language word “Gurana”
meaning “wild flowers” (Science of Man).
That would seem to accord with a
Queensland Place Name entry of
“Kawana, an Aboriginal [language] word,
of unidentified dialect, meaning wild
flowers” (Sunshine Coast Place Names).
“Kawana” meaning “flowers” was the name
given to a Queensland railway station
north of Rockhampton in 1912 (Brisbane
Courier).

Keats Place
7/2/1979

Keele Street
13/2/1924

Heathcote

Como

That was disputed in 1916 by A. Meston,
an authority on Aboriginal languages, who,
without providing any location as the
source, stated that “kawana (kawahna)”
had the meaning of “death” (Meston).
Nonetheless, the meaning of “native
flowers” has prevailed (Martin).
John Keats (1795- 1821), English
Romantic poet. One of 12 streets in area
named after famous poets.
Development Control Unit resolved 1978
roads in area to be named after poets.
Possibly named after village in
Staffordshire UK the name of which is
Anglo Saxon word meaning ‘cow hill’
More likely named after Thomas William
Keele, government engineer in The Public
Works Department who was a prime
mover for many years for a dam at
Woronora to serve Sutherland Shire. At
the end of 1923. Mr Keele was appointed
as a representative to the Metropolitan
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Reference
Zealand), 1 January 1842
Colonial Times (Hobart),
12 November 1844, p.3
Included in Maori Lesson
Sheets, 1834
Empire, 10 January 1872,
p.2
Science of Man, Vol 6 No
7, August 1903
Sunshine Coast Place
Names at
https://heritage.sunshineco
ast.qld.gov.au/Places/Plac
e-Name-Origins
The Brisbane Courier, 13
December 1912, p.8
Meston, A. in The Brisbane
Courier, 22 September,
1916, p.6
Martin, A.E., Place Names
in Queensland, New
Zealand and the Pacific,
Sydney 1944

Internet
Council file records
Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Kelly Street
8/10/1965

Sylvania

Kelsall Place
15/3/1985

Barden
Ridge

Kelso Street
28/5/1965

Engadine

Kelton Place
4/12/1984

Engadine

Kemp
Avenue
28/6/1962

Kirrawee

Kendall Place
24/9/1965

Kareela

Kenna Place
18/10/1968

Gymea

Kennedy
Crescent
20/8/1968

Bonnet Bay

Kenneth
Avenue
29/3/1917

Kirrawee

Kent Place
28/3/1962

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
Water and Sewerage Board at the time
when preliminary work for the dam was
proceeding.
As in group with Leichhardt, Gilbert,
streets would be named after Kelly a
Moreton Bay (Brisbane) labourer on
Ludwig Leichhardt's last (1848) expedition
to inland Australia.
Named after Roger Kelsall (1793-1861) –
Soldier and Engineer. Was in charge
mapping branch of Ordinance Dept. in
Tasmania also construction of buildings
including church & barracks at Port Arthur.
Area has Australian Pioneers theme
As several nearby streets named after
Scottish towns (Dumbarton, Kilmarnock)
likely it is named after town of Kelso in The
Borders area of Scotland.
In line with theme for area named after
Scottish location named after parish of
Kelton in Galloway, Scotland
Named after Anthony Fenn Kemp (17731868), who was captain in charge of
government stores and a merchant. He
was involved in arrest of Gov Bligh. In
same 1962 subdivision as Bligh Street,
Putland Place, and Johnston Street all of
which relate to time of Governor Bligh.
Possibly named after Henry Kendall
Australian poet as adjoins Bellbird Av and
one of Henry Kendall’s most famous
poems is “ Bellbirds”
Probably named after Private Edward
Kenna (1919-) who won Victoria’s Cross
for action at Wewak PNG in WWII.
Named after 35th US President John
Fitzgerald Kennedy (1961 -1963). That
Bonnet Bay street names be those of US
presidents was recommended by Deputy
Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to by
Parkes Development and Council
Origin of name not determined.
The subdivision in which road was named
was lodged by Charles Palmer, who had
bought the land from the Holt-Sutherland
Estate in 1916, so no connection, unless it
was the name of a family member.
Named after English County (adjoins
Dorset St which has similar origin and was
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Reference

Internet

CR (No ROC listed)
ADB Online

DU 22/8/1984
A Book of Sydney Suburbs
& ADB Online

Internet

www.anzacday.org.au
Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

CL

DP

Street Name
Kentia Place
20/11/1985
Kerr Avenue
25/9/1920
Kershaw
Road
9/9/2010

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
subdivided same year)
Alfords Point Name of species of palm tree. In
subdivision where streets named after
trees/ plants.
Bundeena
Named after Estate owner Laura Kerr

Reference

Menai

Council Records

Kerslake
Grove
23/9/1993

Menai

Kestrel Place
21/9/1989
Kewol Place
3/12/1973

Woronora
Heights
Port
Hacking

Kiah Place
13/9/1974

Miranda

Named after Henry Kershaw
(1940-1961). The 1959 NSW open winner
& one of most gifted golfers in Australia.
Road naming theme for area is Australian
golfers.
Jean , George and Marion Kerslake were
early settlers in area
Kerslake family in 1925 purchased land on
Old Illawarra Rd, ran market garden.
Family still owns land north of Fowler Rd.
On pioneer settlers list 1992

Title records

Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Illawong : A Place in
History
Council file records
Type of bird, a falcon. In subdivision where List from Birds Australia
streets named after Australian birds.
website in Council records
[updated 7/1/2020]
“Kewol” is an Aboriginal language word
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
meaning “deep water” recorded in 1904 in 5, June 1904
the Coomera District south of Brisbane in
Queensland (Science of Man).
[updated 7/1/2020]
“Kiah” was the name assigned to the
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 9
Parish of Kiah adjoining Twofold Bay
April 1844, p.537 & 1
where land was advertised for sale in 1844 February 1848, p.158
(Gazette). The land was taken up by
Benjamin Boyd, who by 1848 ran a
A Sketch of the Romantic
pastoral property named “Kiar” [sic]
Career of Benjamin Boyd,
(Gazette) and established the historic
Eden NSW, 1928
Boyd Town and also the “Kiah River
Whaling Station” at the mouth of Kiah
Mathew, 1899
River (also known as Towamba River)
Article by G.F. Moore in
which flowed into Twofold Bay at Boyd
Town (Benjamin Boyd). Kiah is nowadays The Perth Gazette and
a locality in that area.
Western Australian
Journal, 21 May 1836,
p.696
The parish name was likely recorded by
the Government surveyor from a local
Aboriginal language. However, no
meaning was given until 1904 when
recorded in the same general area as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“beautiful place.”
Although unlikely as source for street
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
name, other Aboriginal language wordss
found are:

Reference

“Kiah” meaning “mother” listed in 1899
from around the Warrego River in northern
NSW (Matthew).

Kiama Street
17/10/1967

Miranda

“Kiah!” an exclamation meaning “yes”
recorded in 1836 near the western coast of
Western Australia (Moore).
[updated 7/1/2020]
Likely named after the town on south coast Morton, P.H. “New Light:
of southern NSW.
Aboriginal Place Names” in
Sydney Morning Herald,
“Kiama” has other several spellings as
16 February 1929, p.16
Aboriginal language words and several
Meston, A. “Aboriginal
attributed meanings:
Names” in Sydney Morning
A 1929 article indicates an early source as Herald, 25 February 1922,
[George] Bass in 1797 of “Kaimi” meaning p.7
“a mysterious spirit (Morton). This seems
to be related to an earlier article in 1922,
Kiama Library at
that ‘at Illawarra the name of the Creator,
https://www.kiama.nsw.gov
Biamee of the Kamilaroi, was “Kiahma”’
.au › library
(Meston)
The Kiama Library notes: “Kiama - name
The Lone Hand, Vol 1 No
of the father spirit of Eastern NSW
6, may 1914
(Kiahma or Baiame) Biame is very well
known in many stories, which could mean Sydney Morning Herald, 9
it was a very special place” (Kiama
October 2008
Library).
Thornton. G., in “Notes on
the Aborigines of New
Additional meanings given by the Kiama
South Wales” for the
Library were: “where the seas roar” and
World’s Columbian
“fish caught from rocks”. Those appear to
Exposition, Chicago, 1893.
agree with a 1914 publication which
indicates two meanings for Kiama: from (a)
“kierama,” “the place where the sea makes Thornton, G. “The
a noise”; (b) “kiaremia,” “fish in plenty
Aboriginal Names of
there” (The Lone Hand). The first of these Places” in Sydney Morning
appears to relate to the “Kiama Blow
Herald, 28 March 1896,
p.7
Hole”: “allegedly known as 'Khanterintee'
(meaning 'mysterious noise') by the local
Aborigines. The first European to sight the Organ, 1990
blowhole was George Bass who wrote of
the 'tremendous noise' this 'subterraneous Science of Man, Vol 3 No
7, August 1900
passage' produced when he anchored
offshore in December, 1797” (SMH)
October 9, 2008).
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Street Name

Kiara Close
3/5/1978

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
“Kiaremia,” is first mentioned by the Hon.
George Thornton in 1892 where he
indicates that: ‘Kiama should be “Kiari
Mai,” signifying a fertile district’. However,
Thornton apparently later revised the
meaning and in 1896 suggested: “Kiama
should be 'Kiaremia,' the meaning of which
is that fish may be caught from the rocks
there” (Thornton).
In a list supplied by an Aboriginal woman,
Queen Rosey and other local Aboriginal
people in 1898 and 1900, in the late
nineteenth century, “Kiama” came from the
Aboriginal language word “Kyarinya”
named “after the broad leafed figtree”
(Organ). This can be compared with a
1900 recording of “Kiarama” meaning the
“place where a fig tree grew near Kiama”
(Science of Man).
[updated 7/1/2020]
Kiara Close is in an area where street
Council file records
names are derived from Aboriginal
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
language words commencing with “D”.
7, August 1900
“Kiara” meaning “white cockatoo” was
McCarthy, 1952
recorded in 1900 as an Aboriginal
language word around Woolgoolga near
Council file records
Coffs Harbour on the far north coast of
NSW (Science of Man) within the territory
of the Badjelang [Bundjalung] people,
Queenslander, 25 January
whose territory encompassed the North
1934, p.13
East Coast of NSW and the Southern
Curr, 1886-7
Eastern coast of Queensland (McCarthy).
Council records list “Kiara” with the
meaning “white cockatoo”.
Of note is “Kiarar” meaning “cockatoo” in
the Yugararpul language of south -eastern
Queensland recorded around Boonah,
south-west of Brisbane (Queenslander).
An unlikely source of the street name is
“Kiara” meaning “an old man” recorded in
1886-7 at the Barcoo River in far southwest of Queensland (Curr).

Kidds Lane
(DISC)

Oyster Bay?

[Updated 20/9/2017]
A road by this name was included in
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Council Records

Street Name
Circa 1908

Suburb

Kieran Street

Cronulla

Kiewa Place
28/7/1967

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
Council road maintenance reports
between 1908 and 1916, but did not give a
location.
Mr George Anderson Charles Kidd had a
plant nursery in the vicinity of Oyster
Creek at Carvers Road around that time,
but nothing found to confirm that he is the
“Kidd” after whom the lane was named.
Off West side Nicholson Parade south of
Stacey Street.
Kieran is a male name Celtic ‘dark
skinned’ or Irish ‘black or dark’.
Does not appear this road ever existed
[updated 7/1/2020]
First record found of “kiewa” was “Kiewa
Street” in Albury NSW in the town layout
surveyed in 1848, (Historical Society) with
land offered for sale in 1850 (Gazette).
In 1858, a Government report referred to
the “Thar-a-mirttong-” Aboriginal people
who lived ‘on the banks of the “Kiewa” or
Little river.’ (Select Committee). That river
flowed from the highlands area of northeast Victoria generally northerly joining the
Murray River near Albury. A 1909 article
indicated that “the Dhudhuroa [Aboriginal
language] was spoken by the
Dyinningmiddhang tribe on the Mitta Mitta
and Kiewa rivers, and along the Murray
valley from Albury to Jingellic” (Mathews).
In 1878, “Kiewa” was explained as an
Aboriginal language word for the Victorian
Place Name “Little River” and was derived
from “cy-a-nun-a” meaning “sweet”, and
“wher-ra” meaning “water” (Brough Smyth)
Later compilers of Aboriginal language
words and their meanings have taken
“kiewa” to mean “sweet water” (eg. Argus).

Kilborn Place
6/11/1979

Menai

Kilby Place
6/1/1982

Illawong

Named after athlete Pamela Kilborn (born
1939) (listed in Australia’s sporting greats)
Competed in 1968 Olympics, won 4
Commonwealth Games Gold medals.
In area with streets named after athletes.
William Kilby was a convict with the First
Fleet, but did not appear to be of any
significance to nautical history.
Area has theme of Australian historical
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Reference
Various newspaper reports

1918 Wilson’s Street
Directory

Albury & District Timeline,
Albury and District
Historical Society
NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
October 1850, p.1597
“1858-9 Victoria: Report of
the Select Committee of
the Legislative Council on
the Aborigines,” Melbourne
1859
Mathews, 1909.
Brough Smyth, 1878.
“Aboriginal Geographical
Names” in Argus, 17 June
1905, p.4

Menai Dept Unit 30/5/1979
Council file records (LW)
BDCA
Menai Dept Unit 23/3/81
Council file reference (LW)

Street Name

Suburb

Kilmarnock
Road
28/2/1967
Kimbar Place
24/5/1974

Engadine
Yarrawarrah

Kimberley
Place
28/10/1971

Gymea Bay

Kincumber
Place
6/11/1970

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
nautical significance .
Name of town in Ayrshire Scotland.
Several nearby streets (Dumbarton,
Felton) named after Scottish locations.
[updated 7/1/2020]
“Kimbar” was included in a 1914
publication as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “bark hut”, however no
reference was provided as to the source of
that information (Watkin).
A search of all known publications failed to
find any earlier recording of “kimbar”.
Possibly named after the Kimberley region
in Western Australia which was named
after Kimberley diamond fields in South
Africa which in turn was named after Lord
Kimberley, Secretary of State for Colonies
when area named in 1873.
Otherwise may be a person’s first name.
Just to the west there are several streets
named in that way.
Subdivision in which street named was
lodged by Treloar Realty Pty Ltd, so no
apparent connection, unless a name of a
person connected to that company
[updated 7/1/2020]
“Kincumber” likely comes from the name of
an area near Gosford on the NSW Central
Coast.
Whilst there are differing versions of the
meaning of “Kincumber,” it does derive
from an Aboriginal language word for that
place name. In 1789, Governor Phillip had
visited the area and according to the report
a friendly Aborigine has pointed to that
location with his spear ‘and said something
that sounded like “Kingcoimba”’
(Swancott).
In 1829 there is a reference to King
Coimba Creek. Felton Matthew, the
surveyor, mentions Kingcumber Creek in
1832, and shortly after it become
Kincumber. A report to the Colonial
Secretary on 20 July 1835 refers to it as
“Kincumber”, which is the name then
mapped (Jervis).
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Reference
Wikipedia

Watkin, Rev E.I.,
Australian Native Words
and Their Meanings,
Melbourne, 1914

Wikipedia

Swancott, C., The
Brisbane Water Story,
Brisbane Water Historical
Society, 1953
Jervis, J. “Brisbane Water
District: A Century of
History” in Royal Australian
Historical Society Jornal
and Proceedings, Vol 34,
Part 6, 1948.
Gosford Times and Wyong
District Advocate, 15
September 1932, p. 3 & 23
November 1933, p.13
“A History of Kincumber” at
http://vivid.blob.core.windo
ws.net/gosford/Community
/a-history-of-kincumber--_fact-sheet.pdf

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
In 1932-3, it was suggested that
“Kincumber” was a local Aboriginal
language name for “a resting place,” as it
was “supposed to have abounded with fish
and bird life, and it was to this spot that the
aged of the tribes were sent to spend their
last days in the midst of plenty. Kincumber
was the burying ground of the various
tribes” (Gosford Times).

Reference
Wikipedia
The Lone Hand, Vol 1 No,
6, May 1914
Threlkeld & Fraser, 1892

The Gosford City Library, without providing
any source details, indicates: “Kincumber”
is an aboriginal word, with several possible
meanings. “Towards the rising sun”
appears to be the most popular possible
meaning, followed by “To tomorrow” . . .
The Kincumber District was home to the
Guringai tribe, whose country stretched
from the north side of Sydney Harbour,
north through Pittwater and Brisbane
Water, to the southern end of Lake
Macquarie (History of Kincumber).
An unreferenced explanation in Wikipedia
suggests that: “kincumba” was a Kuringai
[Aboriginal] people word for an Aboriginal
meeting place on a flat rock area on the
highest part of Kincumba mountain “first to
receive the morning sun as it broke over
the eastern horizon,” so it was “towards
the rising sun” and also the first sign of the
next day “to tomorrow” (Wikipedia).

Kindilan
Place
19/10/1965

Miranda

King Street
20/3/1886

Heathcote

Another meaning given for “Kincumber”
first published in 1914 was “belonging to
an old man,” partly derived from “kicom”
(The Lone Hand). “Kicom” meaning “old
man” was recorded in 1892 in the Minyung
Aboriginal language spoken at Byron Bay
and on the Brunswick River on the far
north coast of NSW (Threlkeld and
Fraser).
[updated 7/1/2020]
“Kindilan” meaning “joyful, merry,
Curr, 1886-7
laughing” was recorded around the 1850s
as an Aboriginal Language word in the
Port Macquarie area of New South Wales,
likely from the Biripi people (Curr).
Theme of naming streets in area is after
www.parliament.nsw.gov.a
NSW politicians of time area subdivided so u
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Street Name

Suburb

King Street
15/9/1926

Maianbar

Kingfisher
Crescent
27/9/1968
Kingsbury
Place
19/2/1968

Grays Point

Kings Way
(DISC)

Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea &
Miranda &
Caringbah &
Caringbah
South &
Woolooware
& Cronulla
Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea &
Miranda &
Caringbah &
Caringbah
South &
Woolooware
& Cronulla

Kingsway
20/10/1916

Jannali

Name Source/ meaning
is probably named after Philip Gidley King
(1817-1904) MLC 1880-1904
Leslie Victor King was owner who
subdivided area in1926. He was Shire
Councillor 1922-28.
Named after species of bird. In group of
streets named after birds known
colloquially as “The Aviary”
Named after Private Bruce Steel
Kingsbury (1918- 42) of 2nd /14 Battalion
who was awarded Australian Victoria
Cross posthumously after battle on
Kokoda Trail in Papua August 1942.
Erroneous version of name, which
appeared on some plans – has always
been one word

[updated 4/1/2019]
Named to honour the King George V in a
major road through the centre of
Sutherland Shire from Sutherland to
Cronulla. King George V reigned from 6
May 1910 to 20 January 1936 under the
title “King of the United Kingdom and the
British Dominions and Emperor of India,’
which included Australia.

Reference
Maianbar (Maianbar
Progress Assoc
publication)
Grays Point Story
The Leader Approx Feb
1967 (LW) & www.
Anzacday.org.au

Internet

When first notified as a gazetted road
NSW Govt Gazette of 20
name change in 1916, it replaced the
October 1916 p.6272
names of several roads from Sutherland to
Cronulla:
(1) Illawarra Road (Eton Street to Belmont
Street
(2) The Grand Parade (Belmont Street to
Acacia Road)
(3) Illawarra Road (Acacia Road to present
intersection of Princes Highway/Kingsway)
(4) Malvern Road (intersection Princes
Highway/Kingsway to Kareena Road)
(5) Port Hacking Road (Kareena Road to
President Avenue)
(6) Woronora Road (President Avenue to
Banksia Road)
(7) Kurranulla Beach Road (Banksia Road
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Street Name

Suburb

Kingswood
Road
18/2/1949

Engadine

Kinnane’s
Road (DISC)
Circa 1930s
Kinross Place
2/11/1966

Kinsella
Street
Circa 1909

Grays Point
Engadine

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
to South Pacific Ocean (Bate Bay)
The Sutherland / Kirrawee section of
Kingsway was renamed as part of Princes
Highway in 1921.
At the eastern end between Gerrale
Street/Elouera Road and the ocean, the
official name remains Kingsway, although
it also has an Urban Place geographical
name of Peryman Square (since 2004).
Origin of name not determined
Kingswood is a place name in several
areas of the United Kingdom and is a
suburb name in western Sydney named
after the family of Governor Philip King,
who owned land in the area which was
originally heavily forested, and it is also the
name of a suburb of Tamworth.
The road has been progressively extended
along a ridge line which was originally
heavily forested, but there does not appear
to be a direct relation to a “Kingswood,”
unless it could be conjectured that it led
into a “majestic forest.”
Formerly it was named Fairview Street –
Being on top of a ridge it had a fair view of
the surrounding country, and it is reported
that Botany Bay could be seen from that
road.
Early, unofficial name, for Mansion Point
Road circa 1930s. Named after Bert
Kinnane who was early resident in area.
Possibly named after town of Kinross in
Scotland although it is quite a distance
from the area in Engadine where streets
are named for Scottish locations.
It is a suburb in northern Perth WA (which
has definite Scottish connections), and
there is a Kinross State Forest near
Orange NSW and other uses of the name
in NSW and Victoria..
Subdivision lodged by Alan James
Thomas so no apparent relation.
[updated 9/12/2019)
Unnamed Crown Road circa 1896 to circa
1909
Although all gazettals and plans refer to
Kinsella Street, it should have originally
been spelt Kinsela after Henry Kinsela,
who was an owner of land in that area in
late 1800s, and amongst those
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Reference

Pg 98 Engadine 18252001 by R Seville

Grays Point Story
Wikipedia

CL
CL

Street Name

Kiora Lane
circa 1993

Suburb

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
landowners who were successful in having
the area declared part of Hurstville
Municipality. A successful funeral director
and land speculator, he had a large estate
“Kinsel Grove” at Bexley and participated
in several community bodies and
committees in the Hurstville Municipality,
at which time many of the roads in this
area were named.
He also owned a property at Dolans Bay,
where he built the house ‘The Terraces’
around 1889. Although his name is spelt
Kinsela, at least one reference incorrectly
spells his name Kinsella.
All indications are that the road was
named well before Mr E P Kinsella was
MLA for part of Shire 1930-32.
In 2011, part of Kinsella Street was
renamed as part of Karangi Place
(Gazette).
[updated 7/1/2020]
Opened initially in 1920 as an unnamed
east-west lane off Kiora Road, extended
north-west in 1955 and in 1954-5 northsouth to railway line. Most of the northsouth section closed in 1990’s due to
Westfield Miranda (Miranda Fair)
expansion.

Reference

Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire

From Sails to Atoms

NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6

Council file records.
NSW Govt. Gazette of 8
April 1993 p.1654.

No record of a name prior to 1993, when
“Kiora Lane” commenced being shown on
plans and in gazette notices.

Kiora Road
11/11/1889

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

For information on “Kiora” see entry for
Kiora Road.
[updated 7/1/2020]
Kiora Road was opened and named in
three major Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivisions in 1889, 1893 & 1896. The
section south of Clifford Road replaced an
unnamed and unmade Crown Road
provided in 1855 about 40 metres to the
west which was subsequently closed.

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 3
October 1947 p.2338 & 4
November 2005 p.9352

Kiora Homestead Heritage Places and Items
Between 1947 and 2005, the section of the – NSW Dept of Planning,
road north of the Sutherland-Cronulla rail
Industry and Environment
line was known as Kiora Road North, and
Aboriginal Cultural
south of the rail line as Kiora Road South
(Gazettes).
Heritage
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
The likely source of the name is a pastoral
property near Moruya on the NSW south
coast. “Kiora Homestead” has a heritage
house named “Kiora”, built in 1832-33 on
land granted in 1831 (Heritage Places). In
1833, “Kiyora” and in 1842, “Kiora” were
recorded as variations of the name of the
local Aboriginal people (Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage, also Wesson).
Of note is a misspelling in some
publications as “Kia-ora”, which is a Maori
greeting and not related (eg. Midgley)

Kiora Road
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Kiora Road
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Kiparra Street Engadine
2/6/1964

Kippax Place
3/3/1982

Menai

Kirk Crescent

Kirrawee

[updated 7/1/2020]
Parts of Kiora Road were renamed in 1947
because split by Cronulla-Sutherland
railway. Those names were never
successfully used for house addresses
and were regazetted to the original names
in 2005.
[updated 7/1/2020]
Parts of Kiora Road were renamed in 1947
because split by Cronulla-Sutherland
railway. Those names were never
successfully used for house addresses
and were regazetted to the original names
in 2005.
[updated 7/1/2020]
“Kiparra” is an Aboriginal language word
recorded in 1900 in the Port Macquarie
area of New South Wales, likely from the
Biripi people (Science of Man).
It has the same meaning as a word
recorded the same area in 1838 of “KebGebah” meaning “sacred ground”, being
the site where a “Gaboora” or “initiation of
youth of various [Aboriginal] tribes into the
rights of manhood” ceremony was
conducted (Australasian Anthropological
Journal).
Named after Australian cricketer Alan
Falconer Kippax (1897-1972), batsman.
Test player 1924-34. In subdivision where
streets named after Australian cricketers
Origin of named not determined. Does not
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Reference
https://moruya.nsw.au/abor
iginal-cultural-heritage/
Wesson, S.C., The
Aborigines of Eastern
Victoria and Far SouthEastern New South Wales,
1830 to 1910: An Historical
Geography, Monash
University, 2002
Midgley, F., Illustrated
History of the Sutherland
Shire: Birthplace of a
Nation, Sutherland Shire
Historical Society, 1986
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
October 1947 p.2338
NSW Govt. Gazette of 24
February 2006 p.1000
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
October 1947 p.2338
NSW Govt. Gazette of 24
February 2006 p.1000
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
7, August 1900 & Vol 3 No
9, October 1900.
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 4, March 1897.

Internet

Street Name
10/12/1956

Suburb

Kirkby Place
5/7/1962

Miranda

Kirkwood
Road
25/1/1923

Cronulla

Kirrawee
Avenue
19/3/1948

Kirrawee

Kitchener
Street
8/4/1915
Kittani Street
30/8/1962

Kiwong
Street
28/2/1920

Caringbah

Kirrawee

Yowie Bay

Name Source/ meaning
have any relation to local theme of early
NSW Governors and their families and
associates (which is a few years later).
Subdivision in which street is named was
lodged by Leslie Vivian Jewkes, so no
apparent relationship.
Kirk as either a male name or part of a
place name is Scandinavian in origin and
means ‘Church.’
Named after David R Kirkby (1899-1970)
MBE Shire Clerk 1929 to 1963. He also
wrote shire history “From Sails to Atoms”.
Land in which street was named was
subdivided by Sutherland Shire Council.
In Golf Links estate 1921. Named after
Joseph Henry Kirkwood (1897-1970),
professional golfer who won Australian
Open in 1920.
[updated 7/1/2020]
Kirrawee Avenue was named for its
location in the Suburb of Kirrawee.
For further information on “kirrawee” see
“Origin of Suburbs” on Council’s web site.
Likely named after Field Marshall Horatio
Herbert Kitchener (1850-1916) noted for
his army career in Egypt and in WWI.
Area has theme of British Admirals and
Officers.
[updated 7/1/2019]
“Kittani” was recorded in 1903 in the New
England region of NSW as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “Big mountain
with plenty scrub about’ (Science of Man).
In 1930, the “big mountain” was identified
as Mount Mitchell (south of Glen Innes)
and, although not attributed to specific
Aboriginal language, it was stated that
“Kittani should be ‘Kittahn’” (MacPherson).
[updated 7/1/2020]
“Kiwong” does not appear with that
spelling in any known reference works
prior to the naming of the Kiwong Street.
It likely derives from an alternate spelling
of the name of a pastoral property and/or
an Aboriginal language word. Pastoral
properties in the latter part of the
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Reference

Faces of the Shire
Sutherland Shire – A
History
ADB Online

Place Names of Aust,
Randwick Council website
Sticks and Stones
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
6, July 1903.
MacPherson, Dr. J., in
Royal Australian Historical
Society Journal and
Proceedings, Vol 16 Part
2, 1930.

Sydney Morning Herald,
29 May 1856, p.8
The Goulburn Herald and
Chronicle, 16 January
1878. P.2
The Hillston Spectator and

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
nineteenth century up to the early 1900s in
various parts of central NSW had names
of “Keewong,” “Keywong” and “Kywong”
(various publications) and there was a
Parish of Keewong which, nowadays, lies
on the southern boundary of the Australian
Capital Territory (Queanbeyan Age).
First mention of a possible Aboriginal
language word was recorded around
Cobar in northern NSW in the years from
1875 on (but not published until 1907), in a
list which included: “keewong” meaning
“bathing place” and also “giamong”
meaning “moon” (Science of Man).

Reference
Lachlan River Advertiser,
15 September 1900, p.10
NSW Govt. Gazette of 23
February 1904, p.1574
Queanbeyan Age, 17 May
1876, p.1
Science of Man, Vol 9 No
2, February 1907 & Vol 2
No 10, November 1899
Enright, W J., “The
Language, Weapons and
Manufactures of the
Aborigines of Port
Stephens, NSW,” 5 Sept
1900, in Journal and
Proceedings of the Royal
Society of New South
Wales for 1900

The second of these (“giamong”) may
relate to the mention in 1899 of “keewong”
meaning “where the moon camped” at
Murrumbong (south of Wellington in
central NSW) as an Aboriginal language
word of the Wongibone, a division of the
Waradgery [Wiradjuri] people (Science of
Man). “Kee-wong” meaning “moon” also
Science of Man, Vol 4 No
appears in 1900 as an Aboriginal language 11, December 1901
word of the Kutthung people around Port
Council file records
Stephens on the NSW central coast
(Enright).
McCarthy, 1952
In 1901, “kywong” meaning “resting or
camping place” was listed as an Aboriginal
language word, but no indication was
given of the location where it was recorded
(Science of Man).

Koala Road
11/4/1930

Lilli Pilli

Council records have both “kiwong”
meaning “bathing place” and “kywong”
meaning “resting place,” as Aboriginal
language words, both of which appear in a
much later compilation published in 1952
(McCarthy).
[updated 8/1/2020]
A road opened in a 1912 subdivision, it
remained unnamed until 1930, when it
became “Koala Street” (Gazette), however
it would seem that it was incorrectly
recorded as “Koala Road” and that name
has been used since then.

Council File records
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
April 1930 p.1594
Barrett, C., Koala: The
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Koala” [Phascolarctos cinereus meaning
“poached bear”] (Barrett) is generally
referred to as “a native bear” and is the
Anglicised version of an Aboriginal
language word, first recorded in 1798 near
Bargo in NSW as “Cullawine” in the
language of the local Aboriginal people
(Monuments Australia).
In 1803 an animal found “southward of
Botany Bay” was “called by the natives
colloo or coola” (Brown) and later in that
same year a newspaper article described
a native animal held in the house in
Sydney which “feeds chiefly on gum
leaves” was “called by the natives, a
Koalah” (Sydney Gazette).
In 1875, “kula” meaning “bear” was again
recorded as an Aboriginal language word,
“spoken from the mouth of the George’s
River, Botany Bay, and for about fifty miles
to the south-west” obtained from “Mr John
Rowley, formerly resident at Cook’s River”
(Ridley).

Koala Street
(DISC)
11/4/1930

Lilli Pilli

Koba Road
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Menai

In the Illawarra and surrounds, the
traditional lands of the Dharawal speaking
people, a word for ‘koala’ is
‘kurrilwa’ (Mathews)
[updated 3/5/2019]
Originally intended name for Koala Road –
see that entry for further information
[updated 8/1/2020]
Crown Road opened around 1896 but not
named as Koba Road until 1930 (Gazette).
The road closed and its name
discontinued when land was resumed in
1978 for Menai High School (Gazette).
“Koba” was recorded in 1901-2 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“stringybark” [tree] in the Thoorga
language spoken by Aboriginal people
along the coast of New South Wales from
Bermagui northerly to Jervis Bay
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Reference
Story of the Native Bear,
1939
Monuments Australia
website:
monumentaustralia.org.au
Robert Brown in letter
dated 16 September 1803
to Joseph Banks, quoted in
Steele, J M, Thesis “The
Aboriginal Language of
Sydney,” Macquarie Uni,
2005
The Sydney gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 9 October
1803, p.3
Ridley, 1875
RH Mathews in
“Languages of the
Kamilaroi and other
Aboriginal tribes of New
South Wales”. (1903) p
277.
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
Apr 1930 p.1594
Council file records
NSW Government
Gazettes of 30 May 1930
pp.2112-2113 & 15
December 1978 p.5217
Mathews, 1901-2
Macquarie Aboriginal
Words, 1994
University of Adelaide:

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Mathews).
The Macquarie Dictionary of Aboriginal
Words has an entry for “koba” meaning
“coal” in the Nyungar language of southwest Western Australia. “Koba” was also
recorded in the early 1900s at various
locations in that same general area with
meanings of “cinder”, “charcoal”, and
“black paint” (Adelaide Uni).

Reference
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2B, 11; XII 2B, 27; XII
2D, 8
Threlkeld, 1834
Curr, 1886-7

Other listings found were:
An 1834 listing “ko-ba” used in conjunction
with other words with the general meaning
of “belonging to [something]” as an
Awabakal word, spoken around Lake
Macquarie (near Newcastle NSW)
(Threlkeld).

Kobada
Place
26/6/1963

Sylvania

In 1886-7, “koba” meaning “good” was
recorded around Moree in northern NSW,
and “koba meaning “big” in south-west
Queensland around Thargominda (Curr).
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kobada” meaning “place of a hill” was
recorded in 1875 as an Aboriginal
language word of the Kamilaroi people of
northern NSW and Southern Queensland.
The listing and meaning included a
secondary reference to “Cobbedah”
(Ridley).
“Cobbedah” was a pastoral property in the
New England region of NSW in operation
by 1855 when part of the property was
included in land reserved for a settlement
also known as “Cobbedah” (north of
Barraba) (Gazette).
“Kobada” is a locality south of Captains
Flat in the highlands of the Monaro region.
No record has been found of that name in
that area prior to the proclamation of a
proposed Village of Kobada in 1930
(Gazette).
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Ridley, 1875.
NSW Govt. Gazette of 7
August 1855 p.2112
NSW Govt. Gazette of 28
November 1930 p.4771

Street Name
Kodala Way
6/6/1975

Suburb
Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 8/1/2020]
Kodala Way is located in an area where
street names are generally taken from
Aboriginal language words beginning with
“K”. Council records indicate that the
name was advised as meaning “eucalypt.”

Reference
Council file records
Karmakar, K.G., The
Silenced Drums: A Review
of Tribal Economic
Development, New Delhi.
2002

A search of all known publications failed to
locate any Australian Aboriginal language
word with that spelling.

Koel Place
5/7/1988
Konda Place
6/6/1975

Woronora
Heights
Bangor

“Kodala” was found to be a location in
India and was a common name in that
country for the plant species Sterculia
villosa (Karmakar).
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where most streets are types of birds.
[updated 8/1/2020]
Konda Place is located in an area where
street names are generally taken from
Aboriginal language words beginning with
“K”.
“Konda” was recorded in1866 in northern
Queensland as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “cabbage tree” (Thozet). A
later work in 1923 confirms "kondo," or
"konda," as “cabbage tree” in the
Aboriginal language around Rockhampton
(Maiden).

Council file records
Thozet, 1866.
Maiden, 1923
Curr, 1886-7
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2B, 11
Cary 1898.

In 1886-7, “Konda” was listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “war
spear” around Charters Towers in northern
Queensland (Curr).
In the early 1900s, “konda” was recorded
with meaning of “a cave” around York,
east of Perth, in Western Australia
(Adelaide Uni).

Konrads

Menai

Unlikely is the first mention found is an
1840 recording (published 1898) in the
language of the Aboriginal people around
Geelong and Colac in Victoria of “konda”
meaning “sorrow” (Cary).
Named after Ilsa and Jon (John) Konrads
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BDCA

Street Name
Place
22/4/1980

Suburb

Koobidya
Street
30/5/1930

Waterfall

Kookaburra
Place
3/1/1969

Grays Point

Name Source/ meaning
Australian brother and sister champion
swimmers. They were Latvians who
immigrated to Australia in 1949. In
subdivision where streets named after
Australian swimming champions.
[updated 8/1/2020]
Was originally part of the Sydney to
Illawarra Road on a sweeping bend cut off
by the railway and became disused when
new route of what is now Princes Highway
was built on near western side of railway.
This short (small) section of road was
renamed as Koobidya Street in 1930
(Gazette).
“Koo-bid-ya” meaning “small” was
recorded in 1900 from the Thoorga
language spoken by Aboriginal people
along the coast of New South Wales from
Bermagui northerly to Jervis Bay
(Mathews).
[updated 8/1/2020]
Kookaburra Place is in a group of streets
named after birds colloquially known as
“The Aviary”.
The Kookaburra (Dacelo novaeguineae) is
the largest of the Australian Kingfishers
and was known to the early European
colonists as the “laughing jackass.” In
1798 north of Sydney it was recorded with
an Aboriginal language word “Go-gan-negine, Bird named by us the Laughing JackAss” (Collins). An 1828 vocabulary of
Aboriginal language words listed
“Laughing Jackass — Goggaga” (SouthAsian Register).
In 1837, the Australian Museum
catalogued it as “the Laughing Jackass of
the Colonists” in “Cook’s River, Botany
Bay” being “Gobera, or Gogobera of the
Aborigines” (Aust. Museum).
Whilst several references have been found
that the word “kookaburra” [or
“kookooburra”] is attributed to the Wiradjuri
language of central NSW, and closely
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Reference

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3
Mathews, 1900

Council file records
Collins, D. [1798],
The South-Asian Register,
No 2, January 1828.
The Australian Museum,
Sydney 1837
“Goo-goor-gaga, the
Kookaburra” at
https://www.kullillaart.com.
au/dreamtime-stories/
RH Mathews in
“Languages of the
Kamilaroi and other
Aboriginal tribes of New
South Wales”, (1903) p
277.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
resembles the sound made by the bird, no
definite early confirmation has been found.

Reference

“Goo-goor-gaga, the Kookaburra” appears
in some Aboriginal accounts of the
creation of the sun and morning star where
Goo-goor-gaga agreed that as the morning
star faded and the day dawned, every
morning would he laugh his loudest to
awaken all the sleepers before sunrise
(Internet).

Koongulla
Road (DISC)

Barden
Ridge

Koonya
Circuit
2/3/1990

Caringbah

In the Illawarra and surrounds, the
traditional lands of the Dharawal speaking
people, a word for ‘kookaburra’ is ‘kugara’
(RH Mathews, 1903
Name discontinued
Alternate spelling for Boongulla Road. Ran
from Old Illawarra Road opposite Barden
Road to Little Forest Road. Part closed
1955. Section through The Ridge Sports
complex closed 2000.
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Koonya” is an Aboriginal language word
from Tasmania and the street name was
likely been sourced from the following:
“Koonya” was recorded in 1866 as the
name of a Tasmanian Aboriginal woman
who was “a native of Sorrell” (Milligan).
When a convict outpost, “Cascade
Probation Station”, on the Tasman
Peninsula was shut down around 1877 it
was renamed “Koonya”, after the name of
the Aboriginal woman, however no other
meaning was given for that word (The
Mercury). Sorrell was a locality not far from
Koonya.

CL

Milligan, 1859
The Mercury, 15 August
1931, p.10
Tasmanian News, 6
August 1887, p.3
Advocate, 26 August 1932
p.8
The Daily News, 30
December 1926, p.6
Evening News, 25 January
1898, p.6

In 1877 a steamer named “Koonya” owned Taraba: Tasmanian
Aboriginal Stories, Hobart,
by a Hobart company was launched
DECCD, 1997.
(Tasmanian News). An article in 1932
about the SS Koonya indicated that the
Curr, 1886-7
name of the SS Koonya was a Tasmanian
“native word” meaning “seagull”
Mathews, 1900.
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Advocate). That meaning may have been
taken from an earlier compilation of
“Australian native words” in 1926 which
gave no reference to source of that
information or the locality from which it
came (The Daily News).
The SS Koonya entered in the records of
Sutherland Shire history when it was
wrecked on Cronulla Beach in 1898
(Evening News).
Also suggested as a meaning for “koonya”
was “black swan” which was included in
“The Tasmanian Aboriginal Story, Koonya
- The Black Swans” not published until
1997, said to be a traditional Aboriginal
people’s story of how the black swan was
created (Taraba).
No earlier confirmation has been found of
“koonya” meaning “black swan”, but it
bears a similarity to “koon-yoo” meaning
“swan” recorded in 1886-7 between Jervis
Bay and Mount Dromedary on the south
coast of NSW (Curr), which in 1900, was
noted as being from the Thoorga
Aboriginal language (Mathews).
“Kooyak” meaning “swan” was also
recorded in 1886-7 in the Monaro region of
the NSW southern highlands and around
Omeo in the Snowy Mountains area of
north-east Victoria (Curr).
In the Illawarra and surrounds, the
traditional lands of the Dharawal speaking
people, a word for ‘black swan’ is
‘gunyung’ (RH Mathews, 1903)

Kooraban
Street

Waterfall

Unlikely is a recording of “koonya”
meaning “mosquito” in the north-west of
Western Australia in the early 1900s
(Adelaide Uni).
[updated 8/1/2020]
A Crown Road opened around 1904 but
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Reference
RH Mathews in
“Languages of the
Kamilaroi and other
Aboriginal tribes of New
South Wales”, (1903) p
277.
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2D 13)

Street Name
30/5/1930

Koorabar
Road
30/5/1930

Koorabel
Avenue
4/5/1954

Suburb

Bangor

Gymea

Name Source/ meaning
not named as Kooraban Street until 1930
(Gazette). Some file records show that it
was also known by a local name of “Bridge
Street.”

Reference
Council file records

“Koor'-a-ban” meaning “native bear”
[koala] was recorded in 1900 from the
Thoorga language spoken by Aboriginal
people along the coast of New South
Wales from Bermagui northerly to Jervis
Bay (Mathews).

Mathews, 1900

According to Waterfall Progress
Association in letter 9 June 2003,
“kooraban” was an aboriginal language
word meaning ‘spring constantly running.’
That was apparently incorrectly derived
from a 1959 compilation of Aboriginal
language words and meanings, which
listed “coorabin” meaning “spring
constantly running” without providing any
source for that meaning (Endacott). That
particular meaning has not been found in
any known previous publication. Two
confirmable meanings found for “coorabin”
were “curlew” (Science of Man) and
“barking frog lizard” (Smith’s Weekly).
[updated 8/1/2020]
A Crown Road opened around 1914 but
not named as Koorabar Street until 1930
(Gazette).
“Koor'-a-bar” meaning “white box” [tree]
was recorded in 1900 from the Thoorga
language spoken by Aboriginal people
along the coast of New South Wales from
Bermagui northerly to Jervis Bay
(Mathews).
[updated 8/1/2020]
The subdivision which contains Koorabel
Avenue was surveyed and lodged by
“Koorabel Pty Ltd”, a company registered
on 16 March 1954 (Dun’s).
Koorabel would appear to be a variation
on the spelling of “coorabel’ (also
“coorabell” and “coorabelle”) recorded in
north-eastern NSW and south-west
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May1930 pp.2112-3

Endacott, 1955-63.
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
4, May 1900
Smith’s Weekly, 21 May
1927 p.19

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May1930 pp.2112-3
Mathews, 1900

Council file records
Dun’s Gazette for New
South Wales, Vol 91 No
13, March 1954.
Sydney Morning Herald,
21 November 1867, p6;
Morning Bulletin, 24

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Queensland in the latter part of the
nineteenth century as a place and property
name, also Coorabelle as a parish name
(various newspapers).
An entry in the Geographical Names
Board place names register for “coorabell”
indicated that, in 1983, the Richmond
Tweed Regional Library & Richmond River
Historical Society concluded that it was an
Aboriginal word derived from the language
of the Bundjalung people, a language that
was spoken in an area that included the
north-east corner of New South Wales and
the south-eastern corner of Queensland,
being: “'Goorabil', or more correctly
'Goorangbil' for hoop pine trees” (GNB).
That agreed with a 1901 recording in
north-eastern NSW of an Aboriginal
language word “goora-bil” meaning “place
of the tall pine tree” from the root “goori or
goora” meaning “the pine tree” (Science of
Man).

Koorong
Place
27/1/1976

Bangor

The earliest reference found of spelling as
“Koorabel” was the name of a pastoral
property at Wellington in Central NSW
operating in 1905 (Gazette).
[updated 8/1/2020]
Koorong Place is located in an area where
street names are generally taken from
Aboriginal language words beginning with
“K”. Council records list “koorong” with the
meaning “pine tree”.
“Koorong” was recorded in 1858 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “boat”
in the vicinity of Melbourne in Victoria
(Select Committee). An 1878 listing from
the same general area recorded both
“boat” and “canoe.” (Brough Smyth).
In 1900, around Grafton in north-east
NSW, “Coorong or Koorong” was recorded
as an Aboriginal language word meaning
“pine” (Anthropological Society). A 1903
listing of Aboriginal words used at Ballina
on the far north coast of NSW of “koorong”
meaning “pine tree” was used by
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Reference
October 1893, p.6 & 27
July 1894, p.5; Northern
Star, 24 January 1894, p.2;
Clarence and Richmond
Examiner, 8 October 1895,
p.4
NSW Geographical Names
Board website
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
11, December 1901
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
August 1905 p.5750.

Council file records
“1858-9 Victoria: Report of
the Select Committee of
the Legislative Council on
the Aborigines,” Melbourne
1859
Brough Smyth, 1878.
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey –18991903
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
2, March 1903

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal people ‘who called themselves
“Bugguls”’ (Science of Man).

Koorooma
Lane (DISC)
11/4/1930

Sylvania

[updated 8/1/2020]
An unnamed lane in a 1928 subdivision,
which Council decided to name in 1929,
confirmed in 1930 as “Koorooma Lane”
(Gazette). Assigned meaning by Council
was an Aboriginal language word meaning
“kangaroo.” Street name was altered to
Koorooma Place in 1964 (Gazette).
No Aboriginal language word with exact
spelling “koorooma” has been found in any
known reference works. However,
“koorooman” meaning “kangaroo” was
listed in 1856 in south-central Queensland
(Bunce) and in 1887 at Fraser Island off
the southern coast of Queensland and to
the south- west within southern
Queensland (Curr). A 1922 listing of
“koorooman” meaning “Kangaroo (big,
grey, plain kangaroo)” was recorded
around the Richmond River in far northeast NSW (Dawson).
“Koorooman” was also the name of a
parish in South Gippsland Victoria by
1881, but the source of the name was not
found (Warrugal Gardian).

Koorooma
Place
25/9/1964

Sylvania

Korokan
Road
11/4/1961

Lilli Pilli

A place name of “Koorooma” was the site
in 1862-3 as a “canal and shipping place
at Koorooma, Langhorne's Creek” on the
northern shore of Lake Alexandrina in
southern South Australia, but no
subsequent mention has been found
(various newspapers).
[updated 8/1/20201]
Formerly Koorooma Lane, which was
renamed in 1964 (Gazette). For further
information see that entry.
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Korokan” is likely an alternate spelling of
“korokon”, recorded in Council records as
an Aboriginal language word meaning “to
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Reference

Council file records.
Council Minute No 1169 of
17 July 1929.
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 11
April 1930 p.1594 & 25
September 1964 p.3064
Bunce 1856.
Curr, 1886-7
Dawson, 1935
Warrugal Guardian and
Buin Buin and Narracan
Shire Advocate, 5 May
1881, p.3
South Australian Register,
17 November 1862, p.3, &
25 March 1863, p.3; South
Australian Weekly
Chronicle, 15 November
1862, p.7; Adelaide
Observer, 31 January
1863, p.7

NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
Sept 1964 p.3064
Council file records
Threlkeld, 1834

Street Name

Kotara Place
21/6/1961

Kudilla Street
15/9/1964

Kula Place
6/6/1975

Suburb

Miranda

Engadine

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
roar, as the sea.”
“Korokon” was first recorded in 1834 as
“ko-ro-kon” meaning “to roar, as the wind
or sea” as an Awabakal word, spoken
around Lake Macquarie (near Newcastle
NSW) (Threlkeld).
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kotara” is an Aboriginal Language word
meaning “a club or a waddy” recorded in
1892 as an Awabakal word, spoken
around Lake Macquarie (near Newcastle
NSW) (Threlkeld). It was previously listed
in 1834 in the same language as “ko-tir-ra”
meaning “a cudgel or waddy” (Threlkeld).
Council lists “kotara” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “club”.
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kudilla” comes from an Aboriginal
language word recorded in 1840 as
“kudlilla” meaning “rainy season” or
“winter” in the region around Adelaide in
South Australia. (Teichelmann &
Schurmann).

Reference

Threlkeld, 1892
Threlkeld, 1834
Council file records

Teichelmann &
Schurmann, 1840
Kenyon, 1930, also 2nd
ed. 1951 & 1975 & 1981

A later compiler of Aboriginal language
words listed it incorrectly as “kudilla”
meaning “winter” without referencing the
source, other than it came from South
Australia (Kenyon). That listing was
apparently used for the spelling of the
street name.
[updated 8/1/2020]
Kula Place is located in an area where
street names are generally taken from
Aboriginal language words beginning with
“K”. Council recorded a meaning for “kula”
as “bloodwood tree”, apparently taken
from a compilation of Aboriginal words
which gave no indication of the source of
that information (Reed). Possibly it relates
to a South Australian reference that “kula”
means “eucalyptus” (Manning).
Of note is that Council also records
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Council file records
Reed, 1965, 1967, 1977
Manning, 2012” McCarthy, 1952
Monuments Australia
website:
monumentaustralia.org.au
Rowley J listed in Ridley,
1875

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Kulawin” as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “big native bear” from the
Darkinung people of the Sydney Region
(McCarthy), derived from the first
recording in 1798 near Bargo in NSW as
“Cullawine” in the language of the local
Aboriginal people (Monuments Australia).
“Kula” was recorded in 1875 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “bear”
[ie. native bear, koala] in the “language of
the Aborigines of Georges River,
Cowpasture and Appin, that is, from
Botany Bay, 50 miles to the south-west”
(Rowley). In the same area in 1803 an
animal found “southward of Botany Bay”
was “called by the natives colloo or coola”
(Brown).

Kulinia Street
11/8/1965

Engadine

Unlikely as a source are a number of
recordings of meanings for “kula” in
Aboriginal languages of South Australia,
Northern Territory and Western Australia,
these included “back” or “backbone”;
“flea”; “spear”; “close up” or “nearby”
(Adelaide Uni); “burn” [as injury] or “cook”
(Breen); “west” (Mathews)
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kulinia” is an Aboriginal language word
recorded with the meaning “fire stick” in
two compilations of Aboriginal language
words, one in 1949 of mainly South
Australian words (Cooper) and another
which indicates that it is from Central
Australia and may have been recorded as
early as 1930 (Kenyon). Neither supply
any reference to source of the information
and no other record has been found of
“kulinia” in any other known vocabularies
of Aboriginal language words.
A fire stick was used in Central Australia
for setting fire to burn off areas of
grassland and scrub to promote new
growth (Monroe) and was also used in
initiation ceremonies of the Arunta people
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Reference
Robert Brown in letter
dated 16 September 1803
to Joseph Banks, quoted in
Steele, 2005
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2A 5; XII 2B 2; XII 2F
21; XII 2F 9b
Breen2004
Mathews, 1900

Cooper, 1949
Kenyon, J, 1930, also 2nd
ed. 1951 & 1975 & 1981
Monroe, M.H. “Fire Stick
Farmers” in Australia; The
Land Where Time Began
https://austhrutime.com/fire
-stick_farmers.htm
Spencer & Gillen, 1897

Street Name

Suburb

Kulli Place
9/2/1973

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
of central Australia (Spencer & Gillen)
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kulli” is an Aboriginal language word
recorded at different times in a number of
locations with various meanings.

Reference

In 1850 in the Awabakal language around
Lake Macquarie, NSW: “kulli” meaning “of
his own power” (Threlkeld).

Mathews, 1898

In 1886-7, “kulli” meaning “tame dog” was
listed both in northern NSW along the
lower reaches of the Paroo and Warrego
Rivers and in western NSW around
Weinteriga on the Darling River (Curr).
In 1898, ‘kulli” meaning “water” in the
Ngeumba language around the Barwon,
Darling and Bogan Rivers in northern
NSW (Mathews)

Thelkeld, 1850
Curr, 1886-7

Science of Man, Vol 3 No
3, April 1900
Mathews, 1903.
Cleland, J.B. & Harvey
Johnston, T., “Notes on
Native Names and Uses of
Plants in the Musgrave
Ranges Region” in
Oceania, Vol 8 No 2,
December 1937 & Vol 8
No 3, March 1938

In 1900, “Kulli” was recorded as the
Aboriginal language name for Watsons
Bay in Port Jackson (Science of Man).
In 1903, “kulli” meaning “rain” in the
Kamilaroi language of northern NSW and
southern Queensland (Mathews)

Kumbardang
Avenue
15/12/1958

Miranda

Kummera
Street
30/5/1930

Waterfall

In 1938, koli or kulli was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word for the tree
species Callitris glauca R. Br., koli or kulli
(P). in the Musgrave Ranges, which
straddles the borders of South Australia,
Western Australia and Northern Territory.
(Cleland & Johnston).
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kumbardang” was listed in south-west
Western Australia in 1842 as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “night” (Moore). It
had earlier in 1839 in that same area been
recorded as “Koom bar dung” meaning
“night” (Grey).
[updated 8/1/2020]
A crown Road opened around 1904 but
not named as Kummera Street until 1930
(Gazette).
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Moore, 1842
Grey, 1839

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp. 2112-2113

Street Name

Suburb

Kumulla
Road
27/10/1911

Miranda &
Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
“Kum-mer-a” meaning “old man” was
recorded in 1900 from the Thoorga
language spoken by Aboriginal people
along the coast of New South Wales from
Bermagui northerly to Jervis Bay
(Mathews).
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kumulla” was the name of a new ferry
added to the fleet of Sydney Harbour
ferries in 1902 (Australian Star). Sydney
Ferries Ltd. had a tradition of naming its
ferries with Aboriginal language words
beginning with the letter “K” (Daily
Telegraph). At its launch “kumulla” was
said to be an Aboriginal language word
meaning “catch me” (Evening News).
However, no explanation was given as to
the source of that information.
“Kunmulla” was recorded in 1873 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “catch
hold” of the Kamilaroi people of northern
NSW. In the same record “kummilli”
meaning “catch” was recorded in the
Wailwun language spoken around the
Barwon River in northern NSW (Ridley).

Kundul Place
27/2/1976

Engadine

Later compilers of lists of Aboriginal words
include “kamulla” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “catch me” (eg.
McCarthy). The spelling reflects incorrect
reporting in several newspaper article of
the boat name spelt “kamulla” with that
meaning (eg. Sporting Globe). Council
records also record “kamulla” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “catch
me”.
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kundul” was indicated in 1912 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “the
place of the wild carrot” from “koon” which
is “wild carrot” and “dool” a general affix in
NSW meaning “place of” (Wentworth
Bucknell).

Reference
Mathews, 1900

Australian Star, 8 August
1902, p.6
Daily Telegraph, 25
September 1926, p.22
Evening News, 16 January
1903, p.7
Ridley, 1878
McCarthy, 1952
Sporting Globe, 19
January 1952 p.7
Council file records

Wentworth Bucknell. W., in
Sydney Moring Herald, 6
December 1912, p.7
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
7, August 1900

“Kundul” had been recorded in 1900 as the Council file records
Aboriginal language name for
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
“Cundletown,” a town on the north coast of Petrie, 1902
NSW near Taree, which is “where the wild
carrot grows in the Taree District” (Science Curr, 1886-7
of Man).
A number of recordings and compilations
of Aboriginal names indicate earlier
reference to “kundul” or “kundull” as
relating to Kurnell. For further information
see Kurnell in “Origin of Suburbs” on
Council’s web site.

Kungar Road
12/6/1956

Caringbah
South

It is of note that in Queensland in the midnineteenth century in a description of the
canoe-making techniques of Aboriginal
people, it was stated that “A canoe was
called ‘kundul’ after the bark it was made
from” (Petrie). In 1886-7, recorded in far
north-east NSW and south-east
Queensland the Aboriginal language word
for “canoe” was “koon-dool” (Curr).
[updated 8/1/2020]
Originally proposed to be named Golding
Avenue after name of owner at time of
subdivision, however changed due to
Council’s preference for Aboriginal street
names.

Council file records
Moore, 1842
Grey, 1840

“Kungar” was listed in south-west Western
Australia in 1842 as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “perspiration”
(Moore). It had earlier in 1840 in that same
area been recorded as “Koon-gar”
meaning “perspiration” (Grey).
Kuri Street
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Loftus

[updated 8/1/2020]
Opened as a Crown Road around 1903, it
was named as “Kuri Street” in 1930
(Gazette). However, all subsequent survey
plans showed the name as “Kurri Street”.
To confirm the spelling in use, the street
was renamed as Kurri Street in 2011
(Gazette)
“Kuri” appears in a number of Aboriginal
language vocabularies with different

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
March 2011 PP.2385-6
Lizzie Malone vocabulary
listed in Ridley, 1878
Threlkeld, 1892
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
attributed meanings.
In 1878, ‘kuri” meaning “ear” was listed in
the Wodi Wodi language spoken in the
Illawarra Area (Lizzie Malone).
In 1892, “kuri” was recorded in the
Awabakal language around Lake
Macquarie as meaning “man” or “mankind”
(Threlkeld). Anglicised to “koori”, it has
entered the general Australian language
as meaning an Aboriginal person.

Reference
Besold,
2012, rev’d 2013
Various other source
references
Macquarie Aboriginal
Words, 1994

“Kuri” was also the name of an Aboriginal
language group now Dharug, the Sydney
language(s), Darkinyung, the Hunter
River-Lake Macquarie languages,
Gathang and Birrbay” (Besold).
Following is a summary of other instances
found of “kuri”. These are unlikely sources
for the street name and the references are
too numerous to separately reference.
“Kuri” is used in a number of Aboriginal
languages to refer to family members.
Instances have been found of “kuri”
meaning “young woman”; “husband”;
“wife”; “spouse”.
Other meanings of “kuri” refer to dances
and places where corroborees were held,
including: “a circle”; “compass”; “dance”;
“corroboree”; “round” and possibly related
“turn” and “turn around”.
There are also meanings given of: “river”,
“neck” or “voice”; “hair”; “day”; “creek”;
“pretence”; “elbow”.

Kurlan Street
30/5/1930

Waterfall

Macquarie Aboriginal Words also gives a
meaning of “to go” in the Nyungar
language of south-west Western Australia.
[updated 8/1/2020]
Originally a Crown Road created around
1903 to provide access to Crown leases
for surface coal mining but not named as
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Council file records
NSW Government

Street Name

Kurnell Road
13/1/1908

Kurrajong
Street
13/2/1882

Suburb

Cronulla

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
Kurlan Street until 1930 (Gazette).
Included within the extension of Heathcote
National Park in 2003 (Gazette).

Reference
Gazettes of 30 May 1930
pp.2112-2113 & 14 March
2003 p.4157

“Kur-lan” meaning “locust” was recorded in
1900 from the Thoorga language spoken
by Aboriginal people along the coast of
New South Wales from Bermagui northerly
to Jervis Bay (Mathews).
[updated 8/1/2020]
Kurnell Road is the remainder of the road
which originally ran from Kurranulla Beach
Road (now Kingsway) to Bate Bay Road
(now part of Captain Cook Drive) and at
the time was part the original road from
Cronulla to Kurnell. Was interrupted by
extensions to Cronulla Golf Course which
closed the northern end of the road in
1969 (Gazette).

Mathews, 1900

For information on word “Kurnell”, see
entry in “Origin of Suburbs” on Council’s
web site..
[updated 8/1/2020]
One of a number of roads in early HoltSutherland Estate subdivisions named
from common tree species.
The Kurrajong [Brachychiton polulneum,
alt populneus] (also known by common
names koorajong, kurrujong, currajong,
corryjong, curryjung) was recorded in the
Colony of New South Wales as an
Aboriginal language word for a tree which
had bark that could be made into line and
ropes (Internet). In a vocabulary compiled
by John Hunter, published in 1793, the
Aboriginal language word “curra-duin” is
listed with meaning “a fishing line”
(Hunter).

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 16
May1969 p.1802

Council file records
Various Internet sites
record details of the tree
species
Hunter, 1793
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 19 March 1829,
p.1
Catalogue of the Victorian
Exhibition 1861,
Melbourne, 1861

By 1829, “Curryjong” [now Kurrajong] was One Big Garden (Internet
a locality near Windsor NSW (Sydney
site)
Gazette), suggested as named after trees
in that area. In 1861, a catalogue of
exhibited tree lists “Curryong” sp
Brachychiton polulneum as “scattered over
rocky localities along rivers towards the
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Street Name

Kurramatta
Lane (DISC)
30/5/1930

Suburb

Cronulla

Kurramatta
Place
7/6/1957

Cronulla

Kurranulla
Beach Road
(DISC)
4/3/1904

Cronulla –
Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
east and north-east frontiers [of the Colony
of NSW]. The fibre of the bark can be
converted into cordage” (Catlogue)
Of note [although source not supplied] is
the Aboriginal language word “garajung” of
the Dharug people of the Sydney Region
“which applied to the tree from whose bark
fishing lines were generally made” (One
Big Garden).
[updated 8/1/2020]
Lane opened in 1919 “Kurramatta Estate”
subdivision was named “Kurramatta Lane”
in 1930 (Gazette). Renamed as
“Kurramatta Place” in 1957.
The Name of “Kurramatta Estate” was
likely a composite word from its location at
Kurranulla (Cronulla) and Gunnamatta
(Gunnamatta Bay).
[updated 8/1/2020]
Formerly Kurramatta Lane, renamed in
1957 as adjoining residents wanted
‘classier’ name.
See also entry for Kurramatta Lane.
[updated 8/1/2020]
For detailed information see entry for
“Cronulla Beach Road”. See also
“Kurranulla Road” for meaning of
“kurranulla”.

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3 & 7
June 1957 p.1801

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 7
June 1957 p.1801

Council file records

“Kurranulla Beach Road” was the name
from 1904 to 1916 for: (1) the road
renamed in 1916 as “Banksia Road”, and
(2) part of road renamed as “Kingsway” in
1916 which extended from Banksia Road
to Cronulla Beach.
Kurranulla
Road (DISC)
31/5/1893

Caringbah

[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kurranulla Road” was the name shown on
subdivision plans of the Holt-Sutherland
Estate in 1893 after previously being
referred to as “Coronulla Road” whilst
being constructed in 1887. In 1904 the
name changed again to “Kurranulla Beach
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Council file records.
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Road” (see entry under that name).

Reference

The use of “kurranulla” in the street name
appears to be an historical confusion that
the Aboriginal language word “kurranulla”
was interchangeable with the similar word
“cronulla”. In 1900 “Kurranulla” was
recorded by the Anthropological
Association of Australasia in the Liverpool
police district as an Aboriginal word
meaning “a small pink coloured sea shell”
(Anthropological Society).
For detailed information on changes in
street name see entry for “Cronulla Beach
Road.”

Kurranulla
Street (DISC)
14/10/1901

Cronulla

For further information on “Cronulla” in
“Origin of Suburbs” on Council’s web site.
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kurranulla” was the alternate spelling
from 1901 to 1906 of “Curranulla” in
Curranulla Street (see entry under that
name). See also entry for Cronulla Street.
By Feb 1906 it had apparently been
decided that the name was “Curranulla
Street” and that name was used on
subdivision plans after that time until the
street was renamed as Cronulla Street in
1952.

Kurrewa
Place
26/7/1972

Kareela

In 1900 “Kurranulla” was recorded by the
Anthropological Association of Australasia
in the Liverpool police district as an
Aboriginal word meaning “a small pink
coloured sea shell” (Anthropological
Society).
[updated 8/1/2020]
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht Kurrewa IV (line honours 1954, 56,
57 and 1960) as are other streets in this
subdivision. The yacht Kurrewa IV was
previously named Morna. (see also Morna
Place) (see various Internet sites).
Several references to the name of the
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Council file records
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey –18991903

Internet, Wikipedia & other
sites
“Livingston Family”
https://archival.collections.
slsa.sa.gov.au/prg/PRG95
9_Livingstonfamily_seriesli
st.pdf

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
yacht indicate that it is an Aboriginal
Mathews, 1898
language word meaning “fast swimming
Blake & Reid, 2002
fish” but lack any information as to the
source of that meaning (“Livingston
Family” and several other Internet sites).
“Kurrewa” with that meaning was not found
in any known Aboriginal language
vocabularies.
“Kurrewa” was recorded in 1898, as an
Aboriginal language word in south-eastern
Australia meaning the star constellation
“milky way” (Mathews).

Kurri Street
25/3/2011

Loftus

“Kurrewa” was also historically recorded,
along with variable spellings, as a word
meaning a “leg” or “thigh” from the
Dhudhuroa language of Dyinningmiddhang
people of north-eastern Victoria (Blake &
Reid)
[updated 8/1/2020]
Unnamed Crown Road from 1903 to 1930
when it was named as Kuri Street.
However, all subsequent survey plans
showed the name as Kurri Street. To
confirm the spelling in use, the street was
renamed as Kurri Street in 2011
(Gazettes).
As with “kuri” it appears in a number of
Aboriginal language vocabularies with
different attributed meanings.
In 1843, “kurri” meaning “shin” was
recorded in the south-east of South
Australia (Meyer).
In 1886-7, “kurri” was listed several times
through from north-east South Australia to
many parts of Queensland and along the
coast of NSW. Meanings given were: “no”
around the Barcoo River and at
Thornborough in northern Queensland;
“sun” around the Upper Thompson River,
Cape River, Gilbert River and Burkedin
River in central to northern Queensland;
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3 & 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6
Meyer, 1843
Curr, 1886-7
Threlkeld, 1892
Hercus, 1986
“Yabaroo”, 1899
Austin, 1992
Hansen 1992
Macquarie Aboriginal
words, 1994

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“hair of the head” around Gympie in southeast Queensland; “snake” around and
south of Jervis Bay on the southern coast
of NSW (Curr).
One particular meaning in1886-7 is
“blackfellow” [male Aboriginal person]
recorded around the Hunter River near
Newcastle NSW (Curr), which could
equate to the 1892 recording of “kuri” in
the Awabakal language around Lake
Macquarie as meaning “man” or “mankind”
(Threlkeld). Anglicised to “koori”, it has
entered the general Australian language
as meaning an Aboriginal person.
“Kurri” is nonetheless recorded separately
in the Awabakal language as meaning
“first” [of something], with intensive “kurri
kurri” meaning “the very first; the
beginning” (Threlkeld).
In south-west NSW and north-west
Victoria in 1926 as a Wemba-Wemba
language word meaning “cross cousin,
male or female” (Hercus).
Other meanings have been recorded in
1899 at Roebourne in north-west Western
Australia as “Strong drink, salt water,
bitter, etc” (Yabaroo); in 1992 in southern
Pilbara region of Western Australia as
“snake” (Austin); and in 1992 around the
border of Northern Territory and Western
Australia as a relationship term in the
Pintupi Aboriginal language for “spouse or
mate” (Hansen).
KurriThe Macquarie Aboriginal Words also
lists meanings of: “play” or “corroboree” in
the Kaurna language of south-eastern
South Australia; also “mussel” in the Diyari
language of north-west South Australia
(Macquarie).
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Reference

Street Name
Kurwin Street
19/11/1965

Kyogle Place
2/11/1965

Suburb
Engadine

Grays Point

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 8/1/2020]
“Kurwin” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “dance” recorded in 1900 from
the Dhauhurtwurru language of southwestern Victoria (Mathews).
[updated 8/1/2020]
Likely named after town of Kyogle in northeastern NSW.
Apart from a 1951 article suggesting the
name came from England in 1828, actually
confusing it with “Knoyle” in Wiltshire UK
(Kyogle Examiner), most references
indicate “Kyogle” came from an Aboriginal
language word “Kaiou-gal” meaning “egg
of the bush turkey or bustard” or “native
companion” [ie. Brolga Grus rubicunda] of
the local Bundjalung people (GNB). An
authority on Aboriginal languages
suggested an additional meaning of “white
cockatoo” (Meston).

Reference
Mathews, 1900 & 1904
.

Council file records
The Kyogle Examiner, 12
October 1951, p.1
Geographical Names
Board website place name
and several other websites
on the subject of naming of
Kyogle.
Meston, A., in Sydney
Morning Herald, 25
February 1922, p.7
“Kings of the Turf: a
History of the AJC Derby
From 1861 to 1977”

The first mention of “Kyogle” relates to a
racehorse bred in the vicinity of presenthttps://kingsoftheturf.com/
day Kyogle by Alexander Mackellar, who
had purchased properties in that area in
1843. The racehorse “Kyogle” was entered
in a major race in March 1860 and was
named by Mackellar after a pastoral
property “he owned at the time” (Kings of
the Turf). According to historical records,
the location of the property purchased by
Alexander Mackellar had been named
“Kaiou-gal” (GNB), so Kyogle was an
apparently an Anglicised version of that
name.
La Boheme
Avenue
12/4/1928

Caringbah
South

La Trobe
Close
23/5/1988

Barden
Ridge

La Boheme was the name of the Alfred
Echoes From the Bay
Wunderlich family home in this location (he
was youngest brother of the family which
made pressed metal ceilings, tiles at
Redfern). Was singer in Philharmonic
Society and house named after the opera
La Boheme by Puccini..
Charles La Trobe (1801-1875) was
Council 7/12/1987 Council
superintendent (1839-1851) and
file records
Lieutenant Governor (1851-54) of Victoria.
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Street Name

Suburb

Lachlan
Avenue
1/4/1963

Sylvania
Waters

Lady
Carrington
Drive
1916

Royal
National
Park

Lady Rawson
Avenue
(DISC)
1903

Royal
National
Park

Name Source/ meaning
Area has Australian pioneers theme.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. River runs through Forbes
and Cowra in south western NSW. The
European discoverer of the Lachlan River
in 1815 was Acting-Surveyor George
William Evans, who named the river after
Lachlan Macquarie, the Governor of the
colony of NSW.
Constructed began in 1883 and by 1886 a
track had been cleared from Audley
closely following Hacking River for 13.7
kms south to the National Park boundary,
where it met the track from Otford.
In1916 it was named Lay Carrington Drive
in honour of Lady Cecilia Carrington, wife
of Baron Carrington who was NSW
Governor 1885-90. By that time, it had
continued up towards Garie where it met
the Old Coast Road and then continued
using parts of older roads right through to
Otford. The Drive was closed to vehicular
traffic in 1987 and is now a walking/cycling
track.
Prior to building of the Illawarra railway a
National Park Road was built in 1879 into
the National Park, which came off the Main
South Road at Loftus (just north of where
the branch railway —now tramway) — line
crosses the highway) then south-easterly
towards Audley. After the railway was
completed, a branch road southerly from
Sutherland on the east of the railway
(known as Mullens Road) joined into it.
The National Park road was named in
1904, after Lady Florence Alice Rawson,
who was the wife of the State Governor,
Sir Harry Holdsworth Rawson (1902 till her
death 1905).
On some maps, Lady Rawson Avenue
was shown as including the north-south
section from Sutherland
The part through the National Park
became disused as a vehicular access
when Farnell Avenue replaced it as the
main entry road. For some years was a
track from Princes Highway to Royal
National Park Station, just to north east of
railway/now tramway line.
The historical significance of the name
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Reference
www/wapedia.mobi

Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire & History
of Royal National Park

Pre 1946 map on
microfiche – Local History
collection
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents pg 49
L Burgess Council officer
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
History of Royal National
Park.
Evening News Saturday 24
December 1904 p.2
The Sydney Morning
Herald Saturday 24
December 1904 p.9
The Sydney Mail and New
South Wales Advertiser
Wednesday 28 December
1904 p.1624
The Sydney Mail and New
South Wales Advertiser of
Wednesday 28 December
1904 p.1651

Street Name

Suburb

Lady
Wakehurst
Drive
1945
Laguna
Street
24/11/1949

Royal
National
Park

Lalor
Crescent
12/8/1963

Engadine

Lambeth
Place
24/9/1982

Illawong

Lancashire
Place
1/4/1969
Landor Road
25/3/1988

Gymea

Caringbah
South

Barden
Ridge

Name Source/ meaning
was suggested as a name for the old route
of Princes Highway, after that road was
diverted to the east of Waratah Park. That
road has been unofficially known as
Rawson Avenue for some years, but the
name has not yet been officially adopted.
Named after wife of NSW Governor Baron
Wakehurst (1937-1946). The road was
opened in 1945 at which time it was
named after Lady Wakehurst.
An Italian word meaning ‘lagoon,’ as in
Laguna Venuta in Venice (Venetian
Lagoon). It is a locality near Wollombi
NSW dating from around 1823, but nothing
to indicate it is of Aboriginal origin. There
is also a Laguna Bay at Noosa in
Queensland, likely to have an overseas
origin. (cf. Noosa derived from Nusa,
Indonesian for “island”)
Named after Peter Lalor who led miners at
Eureka Stockade and later was Victorian
politician & Speaker of Legislative
Assembly Adjoins Tinakill Street which is
named after Tinakill in Ireland which is
Peter Lalor’s birthplace.
The Imperial War Museum is located in
Lambeth Road, London UK, and right
opposite also is 100 Lambeth Road,
known as “Captain Bligh House,” the home
of Captain William Bligh after he returned
from the ill-fated voyage on which the
“mutiny of the Bounty” took place. When
Bligh died in 1817 he was buried at St
Mary’s Church, Lambeth.
There was also an ‘Empire Lambeth,’ one
of a series of ships in the service of the
British Government, the names of which
were all prefixed with Empire, mostly used
during World War II.
Named in the same subdivision as Osprey
Drive.
As adjoins Manchester Road and
Manchester City is in Lancashire UK
probably named after that English County.
There are two Landor Roads, originally
intended to join as additional sections
were added during subdivisions in the
area, but not all the intervening
subdivisions to create the road have
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Reference

Internet

Internet

Internet

Australian Dictionary of
Biography 1788-1850 (LW)
Council 7/12/1987 Council
file records (LW)

Street Name

Suburb

Landy Close
26/3/1979

Menai

Lang Road
(DISC)
Prior 1941

Engadine

Langer
Avenue
13/2/1913

Caringbah
South

Lantana
Road
30/5/1930

Engadine

Lapwing
Street
29/11/2016

Greenhills
Beach

Lara Close
10/9/1981

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
occurred.
Named after Edward Wilson Landor –
solicitor, writer and pioneer from Western
Australia (area has Australian Pioneers
theme)
Named after John Landy athlete (born
1930) was 1 mile record holder. From
2001 to 2006 was Governor of Victoria. In
subdivision where streets named after
Australian athletes.
Former name of Cooriengah Heights Road
Shire Clerk David Kirkby letter 6/6/1958 to
Engadine ALP said “as far as the writer is
aware the road may have been known as
Lang Road as one of the roads in the
subdivision was locally called that name”
Would have been named after Labor
politician / NSW Premier Jack (John) Lang
[updated 13/2/2017]
Charles William Langer purchased land in
this area in March 1912 and January 1913,
prior to it being subdivided.
Unnamed Crown Road (between Cambrai
Avenue and Achilles Road) from around
1912 until 1930. Road extended (to
Jellingal Road) in 1932
Name of imported hedge.
[Updated 27/11/2017]
The masked lapwing also known as
the masked plover and often called
the spur-winged plover or just plover in its
native range, is a large, common and
conspicuous bird native to Australia.
Streets in this subdivision are named after
bird species
[updated 9/1/2020]
Lara Close is in an area where most
streets have names of historical nautical
significance. There have been many
vessels named “Lara” from 1875 on, but
none seem to have been historically
significant (Internet).

Reference

BDCA

Engadine 1825-2001
Council File records

Historic Land Records

CL

Council file records
Wikipedia
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2

https://www.shipindex.org/
ships/lara
Lists of Convicts on First
Fleet
Barry, 1867

There was a convict named Flora Lara in
the First Fleet, but this does not seem
significant (Internet).

Mathew, 1899

It is unlikely that the street name came

University of Adelaide:
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Mathews, 1900

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
from an Aboriginal language word,
however that word occurs in a number of
languages with different attributed
meanings:

Reference
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2F 11a & XII 2F 11b

In 1866, “lara” meaning [bird] “nest” was
recorded in the Bewa language around
Lake Kindmarah [Hindmarsh] in western
Victoria (Barry).

Martin 1944

Cooper, 1949

Douglas, 1959

In 1899, “lara” meaning “creek” in the
Macdonnell Ranges North Australia and
Central Australia (Mathew).
In 1900, “lara” meaning “large flat rock” in
the language of the Anewan [Anaiwan]
people in the southern part of the New
England Tableland region of NSW
(Mathews).
In early 1900s, “lara“ meaning a “hair stick”
around Wiluna in Central Western
Australia and in the Kimberley District of
northern Western Australia. (Adelaide
Uni).

Larkspur
Place
8/7/1975
Larool Place
15/3/1967

Heathcote

Laurel Grove
10/11/1991

Menai

Engadine

There are other meanings given in later
compilations which give no reference to
the source of the information: “Milky Way
(Stars) — literally a creek” (Cooper); “hut
on stony ground” (Martin) and “a type of
sacred stick” (Douglas).
Type of flowering annual plant. In area
where most streets named after plants.
[updated 9/1/2020]
“Larool” was recorded in 1886-7 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“laughing jackass” [kookaburra] of the
Unalla people on the Cobourg Peninsula
on the north coast of Northern Territory
(Curr).
[updated 10/2/2020]
Laurel Grove is an area where the street
name have a theme of names of trees and
shrubs.
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Curr 1886-7

Council file records
Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Laurel” is mainly the description of exotic
plants, but is applied to Australian plants
such as the Tasmanian shrub or small tree
Anopterus glandulosus and eastern
Australia Cryptocarya glaucescens, both
known by common name “native laurel”.

“Laurel” is derived from the Latin laurus
(Duyker). (for the laurel or bay tree)
Laurel Road
Dolans Bay
Shown on 1924 Wilson’s street directory
(DISC)
near intersection Port Hacking Road &
Turriell Point Road. – no evidence of a
road in that vicinity.
Laurence
Bundeena
Possibly named after Mr Chris Lawrence,
Avenue
thought to be the first person to build a
10/1/1939
cottage on the hill between Horderns
Beach and Simpsons Hotel.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by Princelands & Batlow
Lands and others, so no apparent
relationship.
Laurina
Yarrawarrah Unnamed Crown Road between Old Bush
Avenue
Road and Cardiff Street from around 1934
17/7/1959
until 1959. Road extended to Porter Road
in 1965
Council advised resident in 1959 that
street named after Hakea Laurina =
pincushion flower
Lavender
Alfords Point Name of type of scented plant. In
Place
subdivision where streets named after
3/6/1986
trees & shrubs
Laver Avenue Menai
Named after Rod (Rodney George) Laver
29/3/1983
(born 1938) left handed tennis player
known as ‘Rockhampton Rocket’. Only
tennis player to win Grand Slam twice
(1962 as amateur, 1969 as professional).
In Davis Cup team 1958-62, 1973. One of
group of streets named after Australian
tennis players.
Lawrence
Lucas
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Crescent
Heights
Ernest Orlando Lawrence (1901-1958)
(naming date
inventor of cyclotron. Won 1939 Nobel
unknown)
Prize for Physics.
Lawson
Barden
Named after William Lawson (1774-1850)
Place
Ridge
explorer and pastoralist who participated in
6/2/1986
first successful crossing of Blue Mountains
in 1813. Area has Australian pioneer’s
theme.
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Reference
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

The Bundeena Book

CL

CL

Council file records

Internet – BDCA
Wikipedia.

www.ansto.gov.au

Australian Dictionary of
Biography / CR ( No ROC
listed)

Street Name
Laycock
Avenue
24/6/1927

Layden
Avenue
2/10/1956

Suburb
Cronulla

Engadine

League
Street (DISC)

Miranda

Leather Lane
(DISC)
Around 1918

Sutherland

Leavesden
Place
17/7/1974

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
Originally a lane in the Village of
Gunnamatta in 1899 (later Village of
Cronulla) and was locally named Post
Office Avenue from around 1907 until
renamed and widened as Laycock Avenue
Elias Pearson Laycock and John Connell
Laycock inherited large areas of land
within what is now Sutherland Shire from
their grandfather John Connell senior.
Elias was well known as a champion
sculler. Street named after Elias Laycock.
Two other nearby streets are names of
other champion scullers – Trickett &
Searle. A further nearby street named after
another champion sculler Bill Beach was
later renamed Connels Road
Named after Layden family. Mr S Layden
arrived with his parents in 1917. He and
his wife lived on corner Engadine Avenue
and highway. Mrs Layden Snr was
unceasing worker in Engadine’s First
Congregational Church
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1956 by B D B Pty Ltd over
land owned by WP & EP Layden
Willock Avenue was originally to be known
as League Street, because of involvement
of Miranda RSL in acquiring the land.
An ex-soldier and local businessman
George Willock obtained 24 house sites in
street for housing for ex-serviceman –
street named after him
Originally an unnamed lane dating from
1885 between Railway Parade (old
Princes Highway) and Eton Street. Around
1918 had been named Leather Lane as a
large quantity of leather was dumped
there, possibly from blacksmith’s shop run
by Hallett up to 1918 then by Bennett
Leather Lane was also known as Carrick’s
Lane, before it was widened and named
as part of Flora Street
Possibly named after village in
Hertfordshire UK, which at that time was
the site of the Rolls Royce aircraft engine
assembly plant on the former RAF
Leavesden airfield. Owner at time of
subdivision was Treloar Realty, so no
apparent connection.
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Reference
CL
Echoes from the Bay
The Cronulla Story
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents

Engadine – an Outline
History

CL
CL

CL
SSHS Bulletin Oct 1974

CL
Internet

Street Name
Leawarra
Street
15/9/1964

Suburb
Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 9/1/2020]
Leawarra was listed in four compilations of
Aboriginal language words with the
meaning of “arising.” None of those
provided any reference to the source of
that information and no previous entry of
“Leawarra” as an Aboriginal word was
found in any known publications of
Aboriginal language vocabularies.

Reference
Kenyon, 1930, also 2nd
ed. 1951 & 1975 & 1981
Cooper, 1949
Endacott, 1924, and 195563.
Roberts, 2010

Three of the compilations simply list
“leawarra” meaning “arising” (Kenyon;
Cooper; Endacott). The fourth published in
2010 with items dating from 1980 includes
a general location of ‘Northern Australia”
(Roberts).

Lee Place
6/5/1982

Illawong

Lehane Plaza
25/1/1955

Dolans Bay

Leicester

Waterfall

Requires further confirmatory
documentation of “Leawarra” as an
Aboriginal language word with the
attributed meaning.
Possibly either John Henry Alexander Lee
(1853-1927 – sailor, military engineer or
Benjamin Lee (1825-1917) - chairman
Hunter River New Steam Navigation Co
1861-1874 (also politician, magistrate). In
line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance .
Possibly a generic term referring to the
leeward side of ships.
There was a ship named ‘Lee’ built by the
Royal Mail Line in 1841, but it had a short
service in West Indies before wrecked in
1848, so no significance
Named after Johanna Lehane – owner of
land prior to subdivision.
The Lehane family owned the land which
is now Sutherland Hospital. Thomas
Lehane was one of the original 1906
Councillors and was a Councillor until
1925. He was born 1867 at Miranda – son
of Johanna. Family owned land at
Sutherland, Cronulla, and Miranda.
Thomas moved to area in 1868.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1955 by Delia Bridget
Lehane.
Local name prior to be named as Warabin
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Adb.online

CL
Echoes from the Bay
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents
SSHSB May 1989
CL

CL

Street Name
Street (DISC)
Prior 1930

Leichhardt
Crescent
9/3/1966

Lemongum
Place
6/2/1987
Lenna Place
5/1/1973

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Street in 1930. Road had other local
names of Church Street and Chritchet
Street.
Probably named after city of Leicester in
East Midlands UK. City name means
‘camp on River Legro’
Sylvania
Named after Friedrich Wilhelm Ludwig
Leichhardt (1813 -48) explorer, scientist
and geologist. In subdivision with Gilbert,
Essington Sts which relate to Leichhardt’s
expeditions. Leichhardt was the godfather
of Thomas Holt’s son Frederick.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Jannali

Lennox Place
5/12/1986

Barden
Ridge

Leonay
Street
9/5/1986

Sutherland
/Woronora

Leopold Lane
4/6/2004

Jannali

Letter Box
Lane
Leumeah

Illawong
Cronulla

[updated 9/1/2020]
“Lenna” was recorded in 1859 on the
central east coast of Tasmania between
Oyster Bay and Pittwater, as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “house” or “place”
(Milligan).
Named after David Lennox (1788-1873) –
bridge builder. Area has Australian
pioneers street naming theme.
Originally part of Waratah Street in 1882
Holt-Sutherland Estate subdivision and its
extension west (to Prince Edward Park
Road) in 1920, renamed as Waratah
Street West in 1937.
Renamed Leonay Street in 1986 in
accordance with ROC 25/11/1985 that
street names for renaming parts of streets
split by railway etc be “of towns and places
using the post code directory as a
reference’
Named after NSW suburb on eastern edge
of Blue Mountains which was named in
1973 after a vineyard which had been on
the site from 1917 to c 1960 which had
been established by Leo Buring.
Unnamed lane from 1958 until 2004
Lane named after one of Queen Victoria’s
children in line with earlier theme for
nearby area. Leopold George Duncan,
Duke of Albany was Queen Victoria’s 8th
child.
Private ROW. Name relates to row of
letterboxes at start of lane.
[updated 10/1/2020]
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Reference

Wikipedia
Wikipedia & Wajnryb

Milligan, 1859

Australian Dictionary of
Biography / CR ( No ROC
Listed)
CL

Council file records

www.penrithcity.nsw.gov.a
u

CL
Council file records

Street Name
Street
6/1/1913

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
In 1911 there is a mention of a house
named “Leumeah” at Cronulla (SMH),
which by 1912 was the residence of
Reginald William Sydney Harris (later
Sutherland Shire Councillor) (The Sun)
who was the owner of land when Leumeah
Street was opened in his subdivision in
1913.

Reference
Sydney Morning Herald,
14 June 1911, p.19
The Sun, 27 November
1912, p.7
Council file records
Campbelltown City website

According to historical records, “Leumeah”
was the name of the estate of John Warby
transported as a convict in 1792 and ten
years later was appointed as a constable
to protect the famous wild cattle of the
Cow Pastures. In this role he forged a
close friendship with the Tharawals
[Dharawal Aboriginal people], particularly
the hunters Boodbury and Bundle, and
when he was granted 260 acres (104ha)
on Bow Bowing Creek in 1816, Warby
named his estate after the Aboriginal
phrase for "Here I Rest" (Campbelltown
City Council).
Lewis Street
9/12/1904

Cronulla

Liffey Place
21/8/1969

Woronora

Lilac Street
30/5/1930

Loftus

Lilli Pilli Point
Road
26/3/1904

Lilli Pilli

In three adjoining subdivisions where
roads are named after the owners. E
Lewis was landowner of southern half of
street and the adjoining land.
Named after Liffey River in Ireland – which
is the main river through Dublin. In group
of streets near Woronora River named
after rivers in British Isles (Tay, Severn,
Thames, Mersey)
Unnamed Crown road from around 1903
to 1930.
Type of flowering plant. In group of streets
named after plants.
[updated 9/1/2020]
A Crown Road opened around 1855, but
not named until “Lilli Pilly Point Road”
appeared on a subdivision plan in 1891.
Name was first shown as “Lilli Pilli Point
Road” on a 1904 subdivision plan.
For more information on “Lilli Pilli” see
“Origin of Suburbs” on Council’s web site.
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CL

Wikipedia

CL

Council file records

Street Name
Lilli Pilly Point
Road (DISC)
11/5/1891

Suburb
Lilli Pilli

Lincoln
Crescent
7/2/1966

Bonnet Bay

Linden Street
13/2/1882

Sutherland

Lindsay
Street
3/5/1922

Caringbah
South

Lindsay
Gordon Place
11/7/1983

Heathcote

Lindum Road
circa 1962

Kurnell

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 9/1/2020]
Former name of “Lilli Pilli Point Road” from
1891 to 1904.
See item for Lilli Pilli Point Road.”
Named after 16th US President Abraham
Lincoln (1861 -1865). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council. First road in
subdivision.
Genus of deciduous northern hemisphere
trees also called Tilia or Lime Trees.
Originally the section between The
Boulevard (now Sunbury Street) and the
Grand Parade on Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision in 1882.
The section south of The Grand Parade to
Loftus Avenue was originally made up of
two adjacent half-chain wide (10.06m)
roads, the western half being within the
National Park (later Woronora Cemetery)
and the eastern half in the Township of
Sutherland. The western half, known as
The Trust Road was noted as a “½ chain
promised to be dedicated as road by the
N. P. Trustees.” The full width of one chain
was named as The Boulevarde. That
section was renamed Linden Street in
1937.
The final section of Linden Street, north of
Sunbury Street was added in 1955.
Possibly named after Norman Lindsay, a
painter and book illustrator, who produced
a series of propaganda posters for the
Allies in First World War.
Subdivision was lodged by D MacCormick,
so no apparent relationship, however he
subdivided several estates in that area
with street names that appeared to be
names of persons.
One of group of 12 streets named after
famous Australian poets. Adam Lindsay
Gordon (1833-1870) – poet and horseman
– most famous works ‘Bush Ballads and
Galloping Rhymes’
Possibly named after Roman name for
town of Lincoln in UK.
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Reference
Council file records

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
Street Names in Early
Sutherland by F Midgley in
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Feb 1986

ADB online

Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Lindwall
Close
24/8/1979

Menai

Link Circuit
7/2/2000

Menai

Links Avenue
1/8/1930

Cronulla

Lisbon Street
12/1/1882

Sylvania

Little Flora
Street (DISC)

Sutherland

Little Forest
Road
circa 1985

Lucas
Heights

Little Gymea
Bay Road
(DISC)

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Also possibly after a locality 12 km northeast of central Brisbane, named after an
early house built by an Englishman, also
name of its railway station opened in 1889.
May have been a random selection off the
map or by postcode, as no definite
indication of its origin has been found.
Named after Raymond (Ray) Russell
Lindwall (1921- 1996) cricketer who played
in 61 tests from 1946-1960. In group of
streets named after cricketers.
Letter to Landcom confirming name – said
was to be Ling Circuit. M Ling was early
pioneer. His land West Menai North of
Popplewell land and west of Mayman land.
Probably so named due to proximity to
Cronulla Golf Links and on land that was
formerly the original golf course. Later
included former Souter Avenue when that
street was renamed to Links Avenue in
1961.
First named in 1882 by James Murphy
manager/director of Holt Sutherland Estate
Co. North-south streets in that subdivision
have names of ‘exotic’ foreign locations –
so named after Lisbon in Portugal.
[Updated 20/9/2017]
Name appears in Council road
maintenance lists 1908-1912. An unnamed
laneway from Eton Street to Railway
Parade (later [Old] Princes Highway.
Includes parts known locally Carricks Lane
(also mentioned in same lists) and Leather
Lane – widened to form extension to Flora
Street in 1918-19. Possibly also known as
Flora Lane in road maintenance list 1918.
Unnamed Crown Road circa 1901 to circa
1985.
Road leading to area of 700 ac granted to
David Duncomb in 1827.
Old local name was ‘Five Mile Forest
Road”. Area was source of timber for
Cronulla Tramway and other early Shire
projects.
[updated 7/6/2017]
Name formerly used by local residents for
the road to Gymea Bay Tidal Baths.
This is an unnamed access road through
Gymea Bay Baths Reserve.
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Reference

Internet

Council file records

CL

DP

CL

St George Call 5/7/1919
p.6
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Feb 1978

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1996

Street Name
Little Tern
Street
(DISC)

Suburb
Greenhills
Beach

Little Turriell
Bay Road
26/5/1919

Lilli Pilli

Liverpool
Street
29/6/1886
Llanberis
Drive
21/12/1993

Bundeena

Lobelia Place
24/11/1959
Lochiel Road
8/9/1967

Gymea

Loch Lomond
Crescent
29/8/1960

Burraneer

Lochness
Place
2/5/1980
Locksley
Street
21/10/1913

Engadine

Loftus
Avenue
1/12/1923

Loftus &
Sutherland

Menai

Engadine

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
A name proposed by the developer, but
not accepted for a street in Shearwater
Landing Estate where streets were to be
named after migratory birds which
frequented the Kurnell Peninsula.
The little tern is a seabird
[updated 9/1/2020]
A Crown Road opened around 1855 but
not named until 1919 when name first
appeared on a subdivision plan.
For more information on “Turriell” see
“Little Turriell Bay” in “Origin of Place
Names L-Z” on Council’s web site.
Part of Yarmouth Estate – streets in this
estate in most cases were named after
English beaches.
Village in North Wales – Area has Welsh
links (Bangor & Menai Welsh locations,
original settler Owen Jones Welsh)
Is village in Snowdonia National Park
Name of species of flowering shrub /
groundcover.
Historic location in Scotland, being the
lands of the Cameron clan. In group of
streets (with Braeside, Gort etc) also
named after Scottish locations.
Named after historic house at No.3.
Derived originally from Loch Lomond in
Scotland, which is the largest inland
stretch of water in the UK. A name known
world-wide through traditional Scottish
song “The Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomond”
Loch in Scottish Highlands. Number of
streets in area named after Scottish
locations.
In subdivision where streets named after
castles. Locksley is castle in England near
Nottingham. Made famous in Adventures
of Robin Hood.
Named after Lord Augustus William
Frederick Spencer Loftus, Baron Loftus –
Governor of NSW 1879-1885.
Formerly known as Illawarra Road, being
the Crown Road circa 1903, which, after
construction of the railway line, replaced
the former route of the Illawarra Road
through the then National Park from
Sutherland to Loftus Junction.
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Reference
Council file records
Wikipedia

Council file records

The Bundeena Book
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Vol 11 No 2 May
2008
Internet

LEP 2006 – Heritage list
LEP 2015 – Heritage List

Wikipedia
DP

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988/ A
Pictorial History of
Sutherland Shire

Street Name

Suburb

Loftus Lane
4/6/2004

Loftus

Loftus Street
29/6/1886

Bundeena

Logan Street
27/12/1961

Loftus

Lola Place
2/11/1962

Lomandra
Place
16/1/1997

Long Close
29/3/1983

Name Source/ meaning
It followed the western side of the railway
through to Engadine, however the part
through what is now Yarrawarrah became
disused after the Princes Highway down
the eastern side of the railway, looping
back to the western side came into use.
Unnamed lane from 1958 to 2004.
Lane off Loftus Avenue. Named after
suburb which is named after Lord
Augustus William Frederick Spencer
Loftus, Baron Loftus. He was NSW
Governor 1879-1885.
Named after Lord Augustus William
Frederick Spencer Loftus, Baron Loftus.
He was NSW Governor 1879-1885.

Reference

CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p 374
(LW) / A Pictorial History of
Sutherland Shire

Origin of name not determined.
In subdivision with Pare Avenue and
Geoffrey Crescent. Land subdivided by
Goodacre Developments. Possibly names
connected to that company.
Possible (probably unlikely) source of
name - in 1909-1913 a Mr Logan was
Postmaster at Sutherland
Miranda
Female name. In group of streets bearing
DP
names (Jean, Doris etc) all with same
owner when subdivided so possibly named
after members of his family. Female first
name. In group of streets bearing first
names (Doris etc) all with same owner
when subdivided so possibly named after
members of his family. Note that Graham
Avenue through the subdivision is not a
first name, but the name of the owner D P
Graham when first part of the street was
dedicated in 1927.
Alfords Point Name of type of tufted grass / mat rush –
Internet, CC
in subdivision where streets named after
trees & shrubs. Since 2011 name includes
previously unnamed sections of a Crown
Road dating from 1933.
The remainder of that Crown Road which
went a little distance south of Lomandra
Place before swinging back through its culde-sac and along the pathway back to
Brushwood Drive was closed in 1990 and
1996 to allow for re-subdivision.
Menai
Named after Australian tennis player
Internet
Thelma Long. Subdivision where streets
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Street Name

Suburb

Loraine
Avenue
8/9/1953

Caringbah
South

Lord Place
5/8/1987

Barden
Ridge

Loretta
Avenue
29/3/1888

Como

Lorikeet
Close
28/8/2000
Louden
Avenue
circa 1909
Louise Street
15/2/1888

Woronora
Heights

Loves
Avenue
26/2/1935

Oyster Bay

Lowan Place
6/6/1985

Woronora
Heights

Illawong
Jannali

Name Source/ meaning
named after Australian tennis champions.
Origin of name not determined.
Loraine is a French name associated with
the French province of Lorraine.
Subdivision lodged by Craigton Robert
Potts, so no apparent relationship.
In an area where several streets may have
been named with male and female first
names.
Named after Simeon Lord (c1770-1840) –
entrepreneur, Transported 1791, became
trader, boat builder, magistrate and
established number of factories. Owned
land in St George area (Area has
Australian pioneers theme)
In 1930 Sands spelt Lorretto Avenue (but
spelt Loretta on 1888 subdivision plan)
Named after Loretta in Italy by James
Murphy manager, director, shareholder of
Holt Sutherland Estate who named suburb
and 8 original streets after places in Italy.
Named after the native bird.
In group of streets named after birds.

Reference

Alexander Louden was Hurstville Council
Alderman 1896-99. Named whilst Illawong
was part of Hurstville Council until 1922.
In Queens Jubilee Estate subdivision
where streets names are names of
members of Queen Victoria’s family.
Named after her daughter Louise Caroline
Alberta.
Named after Mr Robert and Mrs Rose
Love local identities / early local residents

The History of Hurstville
Council Elections

[updated 9/1/2020]
Lowan Place is in an area where streets
were named after Australian birds.
“Lowan” was recorded in 1898 as an
Aboriginal language word of the Mallee
District of north-west Victoria for the
species Leipoa ocellate, known in that
area by the common names “mallee fowl”,
“mallee hen” and “mallee bird” (Morris).
“Lowan” had been previously described in
the 1840s or early 1850s near the Murray
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Australian Dictionary of
Biography /CR (No ROC
listed)
1000 Famous Australians
Sands directory
Como Public School 188485 1921-1988 A History of
Two Schools
Email Julie Baker Council
employee 10/2/2000 (LW)

Short History of Oyster
Bay (LW)&
Oyster Bay Public School
50th Anniversary
Council file records, name
from Birds Australia web
site
Morris, 1898
Curr, 1883
Curr, 1886-7

Street Name

Suburb

Lowana
Avenue
31/10/1958

Kirrawee

Lower
Washington
Drive
5/6/1967

Bonnet Bay

Lowry Place
16/10/1986
Lucas Street
26/9/1908

Woronora
Heights
Cronulla

Lugano
Avenue
18/6/1912

Burraneer

Name Source/ meaning
River as a Bangerang language word for a
“bird with her peculiar nest” [a large dirt
mound in which it laid its eggs] (Curr). In
1886-7, the same author listed “lowan” as
a Bangerang language word meaning
“scrub turkey” (Curr).
[updated 9/1/2020]
“Lowana” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word from the south-east of
Tasmania at and around Brune [Bruny]
Island, first in 1828 as “louana” (Roberts)
and then in 1859 as “lowanna” both
meaning “woman.” The spelling as
“lowana” also appears in the 1859 listing
as “lowana keetanna” meaning “girl”
(Milligan).
“Lowana” meaning “a girl” was recorded by
Council on 7 July 1958, likely from a later
published compilation of Aboriginal
language words (eg. Thorpe).
Named after George Washington 1st US
president (1789-1797). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council.
Washington Drive splits in this section with
the name reflecting a lower (lower
elevation) half of the road.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where street named after Australian birds
Named after an original settler – Mr Lucas
Two of the owners at the time of the
original subdivision were Ebenezer
Benjamin Lucas and Samuel Lucas – both
builders from Parramatta.
[Updated 12/4/2019]
Nathaniel Bull was a well-known local
identity in Sutherland Shire and had
leased from the Holt-Sutherland Estate the
land containing his property known as
“Burraneer,” which, after his death, was
involved in the subdivision of “Nat Bull’s
Homestead Estate” which contained
Lugano Avenue.
The subdivision was lodged in 1912 by
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Reference

Roberts, R.A., in The
Hobart Town Courier, 3
May 1828 p.4
Milligan, 1859
Council file records incl.
Development Committee
Minute 591 of 7 July 1958
Thorpe, 1921

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

List from Birds Australia
website in Council records
A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla

Council file records of
subdivision and various
published histories
The St George Call, 30
Mar 1912, p.5
P W Berne obituary in The
Sydney Morning Herald,
30 Nov 1921, p.16

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Percy Whitton Berne, Lewis Daniel Bull,
Nathaniel George Bull and Anthony
Hordern Bull, after they had secured titles
by paying out the Holt-Sutherland leases.
Mr Berne was a solicitor and partner in a
Sydney law firm, whilst the others were
sons of the late Nathaniel George
Frederick Bull. The land held by Berne as
a separate title was between the land held
by the brothers and Lugano Avenue was
on Berne’s land.
Nathaniel Bull had died on 7 November
1911, whilst residing at “Lugano,” the
home of his recently-deceased sister
(Hannah Maria Neale, died March 1911)
and his late brother-in-law (John Thomas
Neale, died 1897). That residence in
Macleay Street, Potts Point, in Sydney,
had been acquired on a long-term lease by
Neale in 1875, who changed its name to
“Lugano.”

Reference
Family Tree of Nathaniel
Bull (Internet)
Evening News 9 Nov.1911
p.6 (N G Bull))
The Daily Telegraph 22
Mar. 1911, p.8 (H M
Neale)
“Jenner House” [formerly
“Lugano”] - NSW Dept of
Environment & Heritage
website
Including Information
supplied by Peter and
Creo Moore, members of
the Sutherland Shire
Historical Society

It is possible therefore that the street was
named for the strong connection of
Nathaniel Bull’s family with the residence
“Lugano” at Potts Point.

Lunar
Avenue
5/2/1970

Heathcote

Lynch
Avenue
12/10/1922

Caringbah
South

Lyne Lane
10/12/2004

Heathcote

There is also a coincidence that “Berne” is
another spelling of Bern, the capital of
Switzerland, the country where “Lake
Lugano” is situated.
Named in the same subdivision as
‘Surveyor Street’ so likely named after
‘Lunar Surveyor’ – 7 unmanned space
ships to moon in 1960’s. First to make
‘soft’ landing on Moon
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1922 by Frederick Lynch, who
purchased the land from the HoltSutherland Estate.
Mr Frederick William Lynch of Turriell Bay
Port Hacking died May 1927 aged 53
Unnamed Lane from circa 1886 to 2004
Named after Sir William John Lyne (18441913) MLA 1880-1901, Secretary Public
Works 1185, 1886-87, 1891-94, NSW
Premier 1899-1901, in line with theme of
naming streets in area after NSW
Government Ministers around the time the
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Internet

CL

Propeller 27/5/1927
CL
Council file records
www.parliament.nsw.gov.a
u

Street Name

Suburb

Mabel Street
(DISC)

Caringbah
South

Mac’s Track
(DISC)
McAlister
Avenue
16/12/1922

Cronulla

McAlister
Avenue
10/6/1927

Engadine

Macarthur
Street
30/11/1966

Sylvania

Macartney
Street
5/9/1922

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
area was first subdivided.
An originally intended name, but did not
proceed, therefore name discontinued.
(location not recorded)
Early, unofficial name for Alfords Point
Road. So named as was track used for
wood cutting by the MacFarlane family
McAlister Avenue was originally an
unnamed lane in the “McAlister’s surf
Beach Estate” subdivided by Charles
McAlister in 1914. Charles McAlister was
an original (1906-14) Sutherland Shire
Councillor, and Charles & Christina
McAlister were the first settlers in
Engadine and later lived at Cronulla.
The street was named when it was
widened and extended westerly in 1922
into the adjacent “Ocean Beach Estate”
also subdivided by Charles McAlister.
Named after Charles and Christina
McAlister the first settlers in Engadine,
when Charles McAlister and Jack Lane
subdivided adjoining portions of the land
as the “Five Ways Estate” (The reference
being to the intersection of Banksia
Avenue, Engadine Avenue and Princes
(now Old Princes) Highway) — the
subdivision plan shows a weatherboard
cottage located on the estate at that
intersection, which was probably the home
of Jack Lane, who owned that section of
the land. Charles McAlister was Shire
Councillor 1906-14.
In a set of four adjoining subdivisions with
Camden Street, Onslow Place and Merino
Place. Relates to Macarthur-Onslow
historic property near Camden/Menangle
where Macarthur-Onslow family bred
Merino sheep.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by Charles Victor Paddison,
who developed several subdivisions
throughout the Shire, but no apparent
relationship.
Possibly named after Charles George
Macartney (aka The Governor-General),
Australian test cricketer from 1907 to
1926, considered to be one of the best
cricketers ever to play for Australia, and a
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Reference
CL
SSHS Bulletin Oct 1973
A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p374
(LW)
CL

CL

Wisden

Street Name

Suburb

McAuley
Close
11/7/1983
McCabe
Place
26/3/1979
McCubbens
Lane
11/10/1963

Heathcote

McDonald
Street
9/4/1913

Cronulla

McDonald
Street
circa 1909

Menai
Sutherland

Illawong

MacFarlane
Parade
3/7/1953

Sylvania

MacFarlane
Road (DISC)
6/5/1930

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
national sporting hero
Otherwise may be related to a person of
that name of some note in the First World
War, as a number of street were named in
that manner during and after that war.
As in group of streets named after poets
probably named after poet and academic
James Phillip McAuley (1917-1976).
Named after Stanley Joseph ‘Napper’
McCabe (1910-1968) cricketer. In group of
streets named after Australian cricketers.
[updated 4/10/2019]
A Mr J McCubben had “Mac’s store” on
Princes Highway Sutherland.
His grocery store was on corner of lane
and Princes Highway [now Old Princes
Highway].
Unnamed lane from 1885 to 1963 when
the name was added to a subdivision plan
of adjoining land to aid in identification of
the location.
When subdivided (1913) one of owners
was Herbert Leslie McDonald but was
originally purchased from Holt Estate in
1908 by William Arthur McDonald. Part of
street was relocated southwards in 1993.
On 1915 subdivision advertisement a
house on north side of street is shown as
‘Macdonalds’ house
Originally an Unnamed Crown Road circa
1896 which was named around 1909 when
Illawong was part of Hurstville Council
which it was until 1922.
Probably named after Angus Alexander
McDonald Hurstville Council alderman
1897-98.
Formerly Edward Parade, renamed in
1953
First Sutherland Shire Clerk was John W
MacFarlane (1906 till 1928). He was toll
master Georges River Bridge (Tom Uglys)
1928-1936 and had a poultry farm at
Miranda.
Renamed Barraran Street almost
immediately afterwards on 30/5/1930.
Possibly named after first Sutherland Shire
Clerk John W MacFarlane (1906 till 1928).
He was toll master Georges River Bridge
(Tom Uglys) 1928-1936 and had a poultry
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Reference

ADB online
Internet
1930 Sands directory
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1988

CL

1915 subdivision
advertisement
CL, 1934 Gregory’s
Directory,
The History of Hurstville
Council Elections

Pg 22 From Sails to Atoms
Suth Shire Some Early
Residents
CL
Pg 22 From Sails to Atoms
Suth Shire Some Early
residents

Street Name

Suburb

McGill Place
22/4/1980

Menai

McGovett
Place
31/8/1998
Macintyre
Crescent
17/5/1955

Menai

Mackay
Street
10/7/1970

Caringbah

Sylvania
Waters

McKell
Avenue
1945

Royal
National
Park

McKenzie
Place
8/1/1981

Menai

Mackin Close
27/7/1993

Barden
Ridge

McKinley
Avenue
22/12/1981

Bonnet Bay

Macleay
Place
29/7/1964

Sylvania
Waters

Name Source/ meaning
farm at Miranda.
Named after Linda McGill (born 1945) 1st
woman to swim English Channel. Won
Gold medals at Commonwealth Games
and at 1964 Olympics. In group of streets
named after Australian swimmers.
On pioneer settlers list 1992
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. The Macintyre river is in
central northern NSW and forms central
part of the NSW – Queensland border.
Named after Donald Mackay shire resident
and noted explorer.
He donated land to Caringbah RSL for its
clubhouse and RSL asked Council to
name a section of the adjacent street after
him. He lived 1870 -1958. Explored Sturts
Stony Desert 1898, parts Papua 1908, 4
expeditions WA/ Central Australia + 3
aerial surveys in 1930’s.
Renamed from Cawarra Road South
(originally Cawarra Road) in 1970
Originally called Waterfall Road.
Reconstructed and on reopening in 1945
was named as “The McKell Avenue” after
Sir William McKell, Premier of NSW 19411947.
Named after Graham McKenzie (born
Perth 1941) fast bowler. In Australian team
1961-71. In group of streets named after
Australian cricketers.
A Mr William J Mackin lived at Menai and
was involved in Progress Association
1920. From 1921 he ran horse coach and
mail service to Peakhurst. On pioneer
settlers list 1992
Named after 25th US president William
McKinley (1897-1901). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council.
Named after Macleay River northern NSW.
Rises near Armidale, flows to sea near
Kempsey. One of 35 streets in area
named after Australian rivers.
Major Archibald Clunes Innes, sent the
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Reference
Internet

Council file records

Wikipedia
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1988 p408
(LW)
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin 1980

CL
CL
History of Royal National
Park
Internet

Propellor 11/6/1920 & 21
Council file records
Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

www/wapedia.mobi

Street Name

Suburb

Macmahon
Place
12/9/1995

Menai

McPherson
Place
18/11/1985

Illawong

Macquarie
Street
21/8/1962

Gymea

Madeira
Street
12/1/1882

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
first government gang of Australian red
cedar cutters to work there in 1827. Later
was named Macleay River in honour of
Innes’s father-in-law, Alexander McLeay,
scientist and colonial secretary of NSW.
Fred and Dennis Macmahon were early
settlers in area
Macmahon family purchased land on
Alfords Point Rd in 1920’s. Land was on
east side Alfords Point Rd opposite
Belinda St. On 1992 Pioneer settlers list.
Named after McPherson family which
owned 14 ½ ac bounded by Fowler Road
Thompson Avenue and Griffin Parade,
within which the road was dedicated in a
later subdivision
Named after Governor Lachlan Macquarie
(1762-1824), Governor 1810-1822. In
group of streets named after persons of
colonial historical significance.
[updated 3/9/2018]
Madeira Street is one of the north-south
aligned streets in the first subdivision of
the Holt-Sutherland Estate in 1882 termed
the “Townlet of Sylvania.” Those northsouth street names appear to be random
selections of place names around the
World by the management of the HoltSutherland Estate.

Reference

Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Illawong: A Place in
History & File Parish maps
Council file records
CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin July 1976

CL

It has been noted and advised by a Shire
Advised by Dr Edward
resident that Madeira, a Portuguese island Duyker
group off the west coast of Africa, was also
the first foreign port of call of the
Endeavour during the voyage of
Lieutenant (known as Captain) James
Cook and his crew.

Madison
Place

Bonnet Bay

On the 1882 subdivision, Madeira Street
extended from Georges River southerly to
Melrose Avenue. In 1892, the section on
the southern side of the Illawarra or
National Park Road (now Princes
Highway) to Melrose Avenue was
incorporated into and became part of Port
Hacking Road.
Named after James Madison 4th US
President (1809-17). That Bonnet Bay
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DP

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C

Street Name
13/10/1966

Suburb

Magellan
Way
10/9/2012

Kurnell

Magnolia
Street
27/11/1961
Mahogany
Close
6/7/1985
Mahonga
Street (DISC)

Kirrawee

Maianbar
Road
12/7/1990

Maidora
Road (DISC)
Maidoro
Road (DISC)
22/4/1911

Main Road
(DISC)
Main
Illawarra
Road (DISC)

Name Source/ meaning
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
Private road in community subdivision.
Named after Ferdinand Magellan,
Portuguese explorer who organized the
Spanish expedition to the East Indies that
resulted in the first circumnavigation of the
Earth.
In area where streets named after famous
maritime explorers
Name of species of flowering tree

Reference
Burgess

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy

Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Grays Point

Royal
National
Park &
Maianbar

Cronulla
Cronulla

Originally intended name in proposed
subdivision in December 1929, which did
not proceed. Possibly named after a
property near Jerilderie in Victoria which
Dan Morgan the bushranger robbed and
shot people at in 1860’s.
[updated 9/1/2020]

CL

Originally a track to Maianbar constructed
by local residents in the 1940s, and
remained a temporary local access until
1990 when the route was surveyed and
declared a public road (Gazette).

Council file records

Internet

NSW Govt. Gazette of
14/9/1990 p.8270

For further information see “Maianbar” in
“Origin of Sububs” on Council’s web site.
See Maidoro Road
Unnamed Road from circa 1903 to 1911
CL
Possibly a concocted name as owner was
Dorothy May Board. No other origin found
for that name
Named Maidoro 1911, changed to Maidora
1912. Part of Maidora Estate subdivision.
On 1938 plan says correct spelling is
Maidoro.
Renamed to Windsor Road in 1942.
See Illawarra or National Park Road
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
See Illawarra or National Park Road
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Street Name
Main South
Road (DISC)
Main Sydney
and
Wollongong
Road (DISC)
Maitland
Place
31/5/1984

Suburb

Makora
Street (DISC)
11/4/1930

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
See Illawarra or National Park Road

Reference

See Illawarra or National Park Road

Kirrawee

( private road) In same Dept of Housing
subdivision as Singleton Place so would
be named after Hunter Valley town of
Maitland which is named after either
James Maitland 8th Earl of Lauderdale or
after General Frederick Maitland who
accepted Napoleon’s surrender
[updated 9/1/2020]
A road created in a registered plan
(DP8523) in 1916, although not named on
that plan and was never constructed. It
was intended as a subdivisional road
linking Miranda and Karimbla Roads.
“Mokora Street” was assigned by Council
in 1929 to the proposed road, confirmed in
1930 (Gazette). In 1947 the road was
abandoned and the area bounded by
Miranda Road, Karimbla Road, Anzac
Street and President Avenue fully
subdivided as residential lots.

Malibu Street
1/9/1965

Bundeena

Mallard
Street
7/9/1967
Malvern
Road (DISC)
12/1/1882

Woronora
Heights
Gymea &
Miranda

“Makora” was first recorded in 1834 as
“ma-ro-kro” meaning “a fish” or “fishes”
[sic] as an Awabakal word, spoken around
Lake Macquarie (near Newcastle NSW)
(Threlkeld). In 1899 it was listed as
“makora” meaning “fish” (Mathew).
Named by subdividers of “Pacific Waters
Estate” - names in subdivision are of
famous overseas beaches
Named after type of bird- a migratory wild
duck. In subdivision where most streets
are types of birds.
The original Malvern Road ran from
Illawarra Road (later Princes Highway) to
Port Hacking Road.
It was renamed as part of Kingsway in
1916.
Name first registered in 1882 DP by
James Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co.
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Newcastle Council library
website

Council file records
including Council Min 1169
17 July 1929
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
April 1930 p.1594
Threlkeld, 1834
Mathew, 1899

The Bundeena Book
Wikipedia
CL
Echoes From the Bay –
The Yowie Bay Story

Street Name

Suburb

Malvern
Road
15/2/1929

Miranda

Manchester
Road
12/1/1882

Gymea

Manchester
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Manchester
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Mandur Place Caringbah
3/5/1962
South

Name Source/ meaning
As in same subdivision as Bath &
Manchester etc named after English towns
probably named after town of Malvern in
Worcestershire. Means ‘bare hill’ in
Ancient British.
Second use of the name Malvern Road
was renaming of Deviation road between
Kareena Road and Miranda Road which
was a road on land originally acquired for
a layby for the Sutherland Cronulla
Tramway, and lies to the south of the
original road.(now Kingsway)
Name has same origin as original Malvern
Road probably named after town of
Malvern in Worcestershire. Means ‘bare
hill’ in Ancient British.
Name first registered 1882 by Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. Said to be named
by James Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co. ‘as a concession to
Jack Want.’
(John Henry Want barrister, politician,
National Park trustee and NSW attorney
general owned land in vicinity (pre 1905),
was also partner in Holt –Sutherland
Estate Land Co.)
Probably named after town in England as
other streets N-S streets in subdivision
also named after English towns (Bath etc).
1947 to 2005 parts known as Manchester
Road North / South.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
[updated 9/1/2020]
“Mandur” meaning “quiet or undisturbed;
not meddled with” was recorded around
1837 or a little later by Archdeacon
Gunther as a word in the Wiradhuri
[Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language of central
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Reference

CL

A History of Port Hacking,
Cronulla & Sutherland
Shire

CL
CL

CL

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser in
Threlkeld & Fraser, 1892
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2B 11 & XII 2B 27

Street Name

Suburb

Mangrove
Lane
21/12/1970

Taren Point

Mangrove
Road (DISC)
30/5/1930

Kurnell

Manilla Place
9/7/1971

Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
NSW.

Reference

Unlikely source is “mandur” meaning “age
of puberty” or “girl” or “virgin” recorded in
the early 1920s as an Aboriginal language
word around York to the east of Perth in
Western Australia (Adelaide Uni).
Area had been mangroves in past.
Council file records
Development Committee 21/12/1970 that
‘a name with some significance to the area
be allocated, Mangrove Lane being
suggested”
Unnamed Road 1910 to 1930
CL
Extended from Towra Point Road to Towra
Beach Road.
Now Part of Towra Point Nature Reserve.
By inference included reserved road on
DP5945. Shown as Public Road (acquired)
on DP8444 lodged in1915.
Name probably related to mangroves in
area
[updated 9/1/2020]
Council file records
Manilla Place is in an area where streets
are named after NSW rural towns derived
NSW Govt. Gazette of 13
from Aboriginal language words. Manilla is June 1838 p.465
located at the junction of the Namoi and
Boileau, J. “Thematic
Manilla Rivers in the New England region
History of Nundle, Manilla
of northern NSW.
and Barraba”, Tamworth
“Manilla” was the name of a pastoral
Regional Council,
property in that area operating by 1838
February 2007
(Gazette). “Manilla” was apparently an
Anglicised version of “Manellae”, the name NSW Govt. Gazette of 1
September 1854 p.1915
of the Aboriginal people of the area: their
name assigned as the name of the river — Ridley, 1875
changed from the 1827 name of “Buddles
Creek”. Over a few years “Manellae River” Ray, 1897
became “Manilla River” (Boileau). The
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
village of Manilla established in the early
4, May 1899
1850s had its name formerly adopted with
the naming of Manilla post office in 1854
(Gazette).
In 1875, a listing of Aboriginal language
words of the Kamilaroi people indicated
that “Manilla” (River) or “Munila” had the
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
meaning of “round about” with further
explanation “this river makes almost a
circle, and returns to the Upper Namoi”
(Ridley).

Reference

Manilla could therefore have derived from
either the name of the river and/or the
name of the Aboriginal people who had
lived around it.
Unlikely are other recordings of an
Aboriginal language word “manilla”:
In 1890-93 around Wyndham in north-west
of Western Australia “manilla” meaning
“nose” in both the Aboriginal languages of
the Walki and Munmulla people (Ray).

Mannikin
Drive
7/9/1987
Manning
Street
27/4/1927
Manooka
Place
18/10/1967

Woronora
Heights
Oyster Bay
Kareela

In 1899 in far west Queensland “manilla”
meaning [the number] “two” in the
language of the Wallawarra people around
Moonah Creek (Science of Man).
Named after type of small bird from finch
family. In subdivision where most streets
are types of birds.
Named after Mrs Manning a local identity.
She lived in Oyster Bay Road and had a
dress making business in Redfern
[updated 9/1/2020]
Manooka” meaning “hill” was an Aboriginal
language word recorded in 1872-4 around
the Roper River in the north of Northern
Territory (Curr).

Manor Hill
Road
16/10/1961

Miranda

Mansfield
Avenue
27/3/1920

Caringbah

“Manooka” also recorded in the Kalgoorlie
region of Western Australia in 1904 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “to
catch” (Science of Man).
In subdivision with Huntingdale Street and
The Knoll – all three are names of major
golf courses. Manor Hill Golf Course is in
Florida.
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1920 by Louisa Mansfield, who
purchased the land from the HoltSutherland Estate.
Reputedly named after SE (Steve)
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Wikipedia
Short History of Oyster
Bay(LW)
Mementos of Oyster Bay
Curr, 1886-7
Science of Man, Vol. 7 No.
1, February 1904

Internet
CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc

Street Name

Suburb

Mansfield
Lane
18/2/2005
Mansion
Point Road
25/7/1923

Caringbah
Grays Point

Maple Street
13/2/1913

Caringbah

Marga Road
5/11/1959

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Mansfield who built Highfields Store on
corner Port Hacking Road and Kingsway.
He was first postmaster for area
Unnamed Lane from 1920 to 2005.
Lane off Mansfield Avenue

Reference
Bulletin Nov 1988 p408
(LW)
Pg31 From Sails to Atoms
CL

Originally ran from Grays Point Road to
the (at that time) unnamed east-west road
which ran to Mansion Point, later named
as Peninsular Road in 1930.
It would appear that the access road in this
area had earlier been known locally as
Kinnane’s Road, after an early resident of
that area.
In a rather confusing name change
gazetted in 1969, it appeared that above
particular section of east-west road was to
remain as Peninsular Road, whilst the
remainder of Peninsular Road was to be
partially closed, with the remainder
renamed to Mansion Point Road.
What happened in fact was the reverse,
with Mansion Point Road name being
applied to the part of Peninsular Road out
to Mansion Point, and the rest of
Peninsular Road, less the closed section,
(plus a joining section back to Mansion
Point Road) remaining as Peninsular
Road.
The reason for that name unclear as was
never a mansion on point, only a boatshed
run by Con Gherig in early 1910s.
Although one early resident describes his
bush house as a “mansion” that he built
out of bush poles and wheat sacks made
of dripping and lime, it would seem more
likely that it could have been related to the
type of subdivision in the area offering
large blocks (of a size that mansions were
built on at Burraneer), even though no
permanent residents lived there in the
early 1900s.
Named after type of tree. In group of 3
streets (with Heather, Daphne) named
after plants.
[updated 9/1/2020]

CL

“Marga” meaning “a native shield” was
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
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DP
Grays Point Story

CL

Grays Point Story

Pictorial History of
Sutherland Shire

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser in
Threlkeld & Fraser, 1892

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW.
“Marga” had also been recorded in 1833 in
the south-west of Western Australia as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “arm”
(Lyon). Several other listings from 1839
onwards in that same area specify
particular parts of an arm and include
“bough of a tree” (Grey [and others]).

Reference
Lyon, 1833
Grey, 1839
Ray, 1897
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2B 29, XII 2E 8, XII 2F
9b & XII 2F 19

Over the years, several other meanings for Hughes-Hallett, D.,
Indigenous history of the
“marga” were recorded in Western
Swan and Canning rivers,
Australia:
2010
In 1890-93 around Wyndham in north-west
Curr, 1886-7
of Western Australia “marga” meaning
“slowly – with care” [ ie. to move or act
Donahue, 2007
cautiously] in the Aboriginal languages of
the Walki, Munmulla people and
Nowilnowilanna (Ray).
From the early 1900s in various other
areas of Western Australia “marga” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning:
“finger”; “beetle”; “water”; “hair” (Adelaide
Uni); and “tree” (Hughes-Hallett).
In 1886-7 around Gympie in south-east
Queensland, “marga” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “big” (Curr).

Margaret
Lane
16/7/2004

Sylvania

Margaret
Street (DISC)
Marina
Crescent

Kirrawee
Gymea Bay

In the late nineteenth century around
Townsville in Queensland: “marga”
meaning “games” or “chant” in the
Wulguru Aboriginal language (Donohue).
Unnamed lane from 1981 to 2004
Named after Margaret Connell daughter of
John Connell 2nd man to be granted land
in Shire. She married Thomas Laycock
and was mother of Elias and John Connell
Laycock.
Intended name for subdivision road, but
not used. Location not recorded
The western end of Ellesmere Road for
470 feet from Coonong Road was
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CL
Council File records

CL
Council file records

Street Name
24/8/1962

Suburb

Marine
Esplanade
1/8/1930
Mariner Road
2/3/1982

Cronulla

Marion Street
21/9/1920

Gymea

Marlee Road
4/12/1970

Illawong

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
renamed Marina Rd and linked to new
road in new subdivision. There was a
proposal at that time to build marina near
Swallow Rock Reserve.
In 2011 an unnamed lane dating from
1962 & 1974 at southern end joining to the
unmade section of Molong Road was
included in Marina Crescent
Name describes location of street along
ocean frontage.

Reference
Grays Point Story

Convict transport ship 1816, 1825, 1827.
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance.
Also may be a general term for a seafarer
as roads which come off this road are
named Sand and Shore.
Mr Frank Marien editor of “Truth”
newspaper owned large house where the
Trade Union Club now stands. His father
Robert Marien had large orchard on north
side of Kingsway between Manchester and
Sylvania Roads. Street named after
Robert but misspelt.
Nonetheless: the land where the Trade
Union Club now stands is recorded on title
as purchased by Mary Marian (wife of
Robert Marian) from the Holt-Sutherland
Estate in 1914 and a later subdivision of
that land in 1923 was lodged by Mary
Marian, who is shown on the face of the
plan as M. Marian, but shows the block on
the corner as occupied by F. Marion, but
this was corrected in subdivision lodged in
1930 by Mary Marien and Francis Marien
[updated 9/1/2020]

Website ‘convicts to
Australia’

“Marlee” is a locality on Dingo Creek,
north-west of Wingham in the Manning
River region of north-east NSW. The land
was being sold as rural properties in 1855
(Gazette). In 1900, “marlee” was recorded
in that region as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “the elder tree.” Council has
“marlee” listed with the meaning “elder
tree” (Science of Man).
“Marlee” was also listed in 1886-7 as an
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Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Feb 2006
& Nov 1988

CL

NSW Govt. Gazette of 20
February 1855 p.460
Council file records
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
9, October 1900
Curr, 1886-7
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2E, 2

Street Name

Marley Street
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Suburb

Royal
National
Park

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal language word meaning “swan”
in the languages of both the Toode-nunjer
and the Natinjero peoples to the east and
north-east of Perth in Western Australia
(Curr).
An additional meaning for “marlee”
meaning “tall grass” was recorded in the
early 1900s in the language of the
Warranarree people of the Kimberley
Region in the north-west of Western
Australia (Adelaide Uni).
[updated 7/5/2019]
The road was not mentioned but was
located between Portions 1/2 and 3/4 at
Marley Beach in land sales in 1847,
however it remained unnamed until 1930
and was undeveloped when included in
Royal National Park in 1955.
Unsubstantiated are statements in some
web sites that “marley” is a local Aboriginal
language word. This is an assumption
from the possibility that it was recorded by
Surveyor Robert Dixon in 1827 as one of a
number of names obtained locally.

Reference

NSW Govt. Gazette of 26
Feb1847 pp.239-243; 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3; 21
Jan 1955 p.142 & Gaz No
55 of 3 June1955 p.1519
Mitchell 1827 Survey plan
held at State Library NSW,
and Mitchell-approved
plans at National Library
Trove collection

Unfortunately, Dixon’s notes have not
been located and his original survey plan
is unreadable in that area. What can be
verified is that the plans of the Parish of
Wattamolla and Hundred of Woronora
approved by Surveyor-General Thomas
Mitchell on 27 March 1835 (likely prepared
some time earlier) included the place
name “Marley Beach.”

Marlo Road
1/6/1916

Cronulla

The only possible explanation found for
“Marley” being derived from a local
Aboriginal language source is the similarity
in sound with the latter part of nearby
“Watta-Mowlee” (Wattamolla) recorded by
Matthew Finders in 1797, however no
confirmation of that has been found.
[updated 9/1/2020]
Marlo Road was opened in the Beach Park Council file records
Estate in 1916 as one of four streets
containing Aboriginal language words. The Moorhouse, 1840
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
particular meaning of “marlo” is uncertain.

Reference
Greenway, 1878

“Marlo” meaning “the ear” was recorded as
an Aboriginal language word of the
Narrinyera people around the lower
reaches of the Murray River in South
Australia in 1846 (Moorhouse). The only
other vocabulary listing found in 1878 with
exact spelling “marlo” had the meaning
“Tired, slow, knocked-up” in the Kamilaroi
language of central NSW (Greenway).

Bairnsdale Advertiser and
Tambo and Omeo
Chronicle, 23 October
1888, p.2

In 1888, “Marlo” is described as “a gently
rising bluff at the mouth of the Snowy
River, which surrounds the base, very
wide, shallow and muddy. On the opposite
side there are sandbanks, beginning low
and flat and gradually rising as they stretch
away up the Ninety Mile Beach” [on the
south-east coast of Victoria]. The
description also commented that “marlo”
was “an Anglicised native name” which
sounded like “murril-ur” in the Aboriginal
language of the area (Bairnsdale
Advertiser). In 1889 a township of Marlo
was declared in that location on 18
February 1889. Unconfirmed opinion is
that Marlo is an Aboriginal language word
from "Marloo" meaning white clay is
suggestive of the Marlo Bluff, whilst
"Murloo" meaning "muddy banks"
reportedly used by the local indigenous
people(Internet -Wikimili).

University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2D, 3,7,11, 12 & 13; XII
2F, 6 & 22

As no clear indication has been found for
the meaning of “marlo” in Marlo Road,
Cronulla, it possibly relies on a word
shortened for agreement with Bando
Street in same subdivision.
In 1886-7, “Marloo” meaning “kangaroo”
was recorded as an Aboriginal language
word of the Muliarra people around the
Upper Sandford River in the north-west of
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Internet -Wikimili https://wikimili.com/en/Marl
o%2C_Victoria
Curr, 1886-7

Sydney Mail, 29 October
1924, pp.19 & 43

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Western Australia (Curr).

Reference

Again in 1886-7 “Marloo” meaning
“opossum” [possum] was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word of the Ominee
people around the Warburton River in the
north-east of South Australia (Curr).
Other meanings for “marloo” listed in the
early 1900s are Aboriginal language words
meaning “shadow” or “shade”; “camp” or
native hut”; shallow water”; “many” and
“nose-stick” from various areas in the
western part of Australia (Adelaide Uni).

Marlock
Place
17/9/1986
Marooba
Place
24/3/1970

Another meaning of “marloo” meaning
“thunder” is unlikely, as the earliest
publication found was in 1924 in an
Aboriginal creation story of the kookaburra
in the Hastings River region of the north
cost of NSW (Sydney Mail (NSW : 1912 1938), Wednesday 29 October 1924,
pages 19 & 43).
Alfords Point Name of small leafy native tree /shrub. In
subdivision where names are those of
trees/ plants.
Engadine
[updated 9/1/2020]
“Marooba” was a pastoral property
occupied by 1876 between Hillston and
Cobar in central NSW (Gazette, also The
Australasian). In 1903, at Mount Hope in
the same area, “marooba” was recorded
as an Aboriginal language word [Wiradjuri
people] thought to be a name given to the
quarrion or cockatoo parrot, or to the place
where they bred or watered” (Science of
Man).
“Marooba” as a Waradgery [Wiradjuri]
word had previously been recorded in
1899 some distance to the east at
Murrumbong near Yeovil with the meaning
“like Thunder” (Science of Man).
Council recorded “marooba” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
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Internet

NSW Govt Gazette of 12
September 1876 p.3604
The Australasian, 16
March 1878 p.15
Science of Man, Vol. 5 No.
12, January 1903 & Vol. 2
No. 10, November 1899
Council file records
Thorpe, 1921

Street Name

Suburb

Maroopna
Road
10/7/1929

Yowie Bay

Marra Place
19/3/1971

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
“thunder” likely derived from a later
compilation of Aboriginal words and
meanings (eg. Thorpe).
[updated 9/1/2020]
As far back as 1875, “Maroopna” was
used as the alternate spelling for the name
of the village of Mooroopna, located on
the opposite of the Goulburn River from
Shepparton in the central north of Victoria
(Oven & Murray Advertiser). The village
had developed in the early 1860s and
been subdivided for sale by 1866 (Bendigo
Advertiser).

Reference

Ovens and Murray
Advertiser, 15 May 1875,
p.3
Bendigo Advertiser, 8
March 1866, p.4
Brough Smyth, 1878.
“Maroopna” in Wikipedia

In 1878, “mooroopna” was recorded as an
Aboriginal Language word meaning “deep
waterhole” (Brough Smyth). Unattributed
information explained that it was a word of
the Kaieltheban people who originally lived
in that area and referred to “a very deep
part of the Goulburn River behind the old
Mooroopna Hall” (Wikipedia).
[updated 9/1/2020]
Marra Place was first named as part of
Belgrave Esplanade in 1908, then as
“Darbal Avenue” in 1958 (Gazette) until renamed as Marra Place in 1971 (Gazette).
“Marra” and closely allied “mara” are
Aboriginal language words which were
recorded in many parts of Australia with
many different attributed meanings dating
back to Matthew Flinders in 1802 and
1803 at the Gulf of Carpentaria when he
recorded “marra” as an Aboriginal word
meaning “hair” at Caledon Bay in what is
now East Arnhem Land in Northern
Territory (Curr).
The greatest number of recordings are of
both “marra” and “mara” are for a meaning
of “hand”. That was first found listed in
south-west Western Australia in 1833 as
“mara” meaning “the hand, the fingers”
(Lyon).
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 23
May 1958 p.1588 & 19
March 1971 p.947
Curr, 1886-7
Lyon, 1833
Macquarie Aboriginal
words, 1994
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII (several entries)
Barry, 1867
Teichelmann, C.G. &
Schurmann, C.W.,
Outlines of a Grammar,
Vocabulary and
Phraseology of the
Aboriginal Language of

Street Name

Marsden
Road
25/3/2011

Suburb

Barden
Ridge

Marsh
Avenue
13/8/1948

Cronulla

Marshall
Road
30/5/1893

Kirrawee

Marston
Avenue

Sylvania

Martin Street
20/3/1886

Heathcote

Mary Lane

Bundeena

Mary Street

Bundeena

Name Source/ meaning
Following is a list of various other
meanings for “marra” found in the
Macquarie Aboriginal Words, Adelaide
University Repository lists, and works by
various authors which include vocabularies
of Aboriginal language words: Aboriginal
man and Aboriginal people; ant; black
duck; bring me; cloud; fish; get red; good;
large quantity; leg; new; now; paw; point;
stone; sky; to take or seize; uncle, wind;
young offspring of animals (see
references).
The particular meaning “marra” used in
Marra Place has not been determined.
Previously Barden Lane. About 1986 when
parts began to be shown as Marsden
Road, but it was not officially renamed until
2011.
Named after Samuel Marsden, chaplain,
missionary and farmer.(area has
Australian Pioneers theme)
Previously named Bay View Street.
Possibly renamed as tribute to Mr Keith
Walter Herbert Marsh, who had been Chief
Electrical Engineer of Sutherland Shire
Council for nearly 22 years (June 1926 to
January1948), who had died suddenly on
27 January 1948.
Probably named (with Ethell St) after real
estate agent/ valuer firm Piercy, Ethell &
Marshall which subdivided and sold the
land in 1893.
Original proposed name for Barjadda Ave.
Would have been changed due to Council
policy re using Aboriginal names.
Theme of subdivision names of senior
public servants/ politicians circa mid
1880’s. Named after Sir James Martin
(1820-1886) politician and chief justice.
Attorney General 1856, 1857-58, 1866-68.
Premier 1870-72. Martin Place in Sydney
is also named after him.
Unofficial Name for unnamed lane
between Mary Street and Loftus Street.
Classified as a pathway and therefore not
named.
Street was part of 1939 subdivision with
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Reference
South Australia, Adelaide
1840
Strehlow, C., Carl
Strehlow’s 1909
Comparative Heritage
Dictionary, ANU 2018
And several other works

CL

Australian Dictionary of
Biography/ CR
CL

CL

CL

DP

Street Name
8/7/1940

Suburb

Mary Street
15/2/1888

Jannali

Mary Gilmore
Place
12/3/1985

Heathcote

Masefield
Place
11/5/1965

Burraneer

Mason Place
31/1/1991

Barden
Ridge

Mathers
Place
13/4/1995
Mathews
Place
6/11/1979

Menai

Matong Place
17/7/1970

Gymea Bay

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
Graham Street in “Graham’s Estate” – as
Graham Street named after one of owners
Leslie William Graham, Mary Street was
probably named after one of his family or
that of other owner Herbert William Hall
In ‘Queens Jubilee ‘Estate where street
names are names of members of Queen
Victoria’s family. Three of her children
have Mary as second or third name.
One of group of 12 streets named after
famous poets. Dame Mary Jean Gilmore
(1865-1962) poet & journalist – her image
is on the $10 note
Origin of name not determined
Possibly named after John Masefield
(1878-1967), poet laureate. As well as his
ballads and poems, he is noted for a book
about Gallipoli and other heroic stories of
the British Army written during the First
World War.
Street naming theme for area is Australian
pioneers. In ADB online 3 Masons listed –
(1) Martin Mason surgeon, magistrate,
commander (2) Francis Conway Mason
(1843-1915) politician (3) Thomas Mason
(1800-1888) police magistrate.
On pioneer settlers list 1992

Reference

Named after Marlene Mathews athlete –
as in subdivision named after athletes.
Also advised was named after Leigh
Matthews a footballer (listed in Australia’s
sporting greats)—however that is unlikely,
particularly as his name is spelt differently.
[updated 16/4/2020]
The first section of Matong Place running
northerly off Vernon Avenue was formerly
part of the Crown Road originally opened
in 1856 and known as Sylvania Road from
1882 and then Sylvania Road South from
1947. In 2012 it was renamed as part of
Matong Place (Gazette).

Internet

It is possible that “matong” derives from
“mattong” meaning “brave” recorded in
1790-1 by William Dawes as an Aboriginal
language word of the Sydney area
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ADB online

ADB Online

Council file records

Menai Dept Unit 30/5/1979
File MD 2/20/3/2 (LW)

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 14
September 2012 p.3948
Dawes, 1790-1791
The Sydney Herald, 8
January 1838, p.3
Curr, 1886-7

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Dawes).

Reference

“Matong” was a pastoral property on the
Snowy River in the Monaro Region of
south-east NSW operating by 1838
(Sydney Herald).

Matson
Crescent
28/4/1921

Matthew
Flinders
Place
1/4/1963
Mawarra
Avenue
24/10/1955

Miranda

Burraneer

Miranda

In 1886-7, “matong” meaning “strong” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
on the south coast of NSW between Jervis
Bay and Mount Dromedary (Curr).
Named after Frederick Matson.
The Matson Family ran Matson’s Pleasure
Grounds from 1904 until around 1913 in
the area which is now E G Waterhouse
Camellia Gardens and Kareena Park.
Frederick Matson purchased that land and
other large areas in that vicinity from the
Holt-Sutherland Estate in 1919 and in
1921, together with Arthur Wigram Allen
subdivided the estate in which Matson
Crescent was created and named.
The Matson family had a long association
with the Shire. Frederick Matson owned a
large boatshed on Yowie Bay in the 1880s,
and the family ran a boatshed at the end of
Wonga Road from 1894 to around 1914.
They also ran the Audley boatshed and
had boat building business in Kareena Rd
till 1964.
Named after Matthew Finders who, along
with George Bass, explored Port Hacking.

Echoes from the Bay
CL

Faces of the Shire
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1988 p
408(LW)

[updated 9/1/2020]
The first mention found of “mawarra” was
in a newspaper article in 1926 of
Aboriginal language words and attributed
meanings which stated: “A pleasant place:
Elouera, Mawarra,” without any reference
to the source of that information (SMH). It
is feasible that was a typesetting error and
“Mawarra” should have been “Illawarra”.
Of note is a previous publication in 1921
which listed “Illawarra, Elouera” as
meaning “a pleasant place” (Thorpe)
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Sydney Morning Herald,
25 March 1926, p.13
Thorpe, 1921
Tyrell, 1930
Breen, G, “Warluwarra
Dictionary”, 2015 on
http://central.batchelor.edu
.au/warluwarra-dictionary/

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Nonetheless, a 1930 compilation of
Aboriginal language words, also without
any reference to the source, also records
both “elouera” and “mawarra” with the
same meaning of “a pleasant place”
(Tyrell). The author was known to have
compiled his entries from material found in
libraries and in published books containing
Aboriginal words and attributed meanings.
Later newspaper and magazine articles
with the same information seem to have
accepted that 1930 compilation.

Reference

From the above, it appears there is some
doubt that “mawarra” means “a pleasant
place.

Maxwell
Close
22/4/1985

May Place
23/5/1983

Mayman Row
14/4/1993

Illawong

Illawong

Menai

A much later entry from 2015 lists
“Mawarra” as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “shoulder joint” of the Warluwarra
people of north-west Western Australia
(Breen).
George Maxwell was the third lieutenant of
the ‘Sirius’, who became deranged and
was sent back to England in 1791, but
died on the voyage.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Also possibly passenger ship ‘Peter
Maxwell’ (1858)
There was also Baines and MacKay ship
‘Maxwell’ built in 1858 possibly the ‘Peter
Maxwell’ referred to above.
Specific origin of name not determined.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance.
Only ship known to be named May was
built for the British Maritime Trust in 1890
but sank off England in 1897, no apparent
significance.
Dorrio Mayman was an early settler in
Menai area.
In 1930/31 3 Maymans (W, J, Mrs E) were
poultry farmers at Menai.
In 1899 Mathew and Elizabeth Mayman
took up land at Bangor.
Their land was on east side of Old
Illawarra Rd, North & South Mina Road
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Internet

Council file records
Internet

Internet

Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District9
1930/31 Sands directories
Suth Shire Some Early
Residents & Council file
records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
In 1981 William (born 1902), Frank (b
1906), Harry (b 1904) still living in Shire in
1980s

Mayville
Street (DISC)
Circa 1920

Miranda

Meadow
Place
19/12/1963

Miranda

Meckiff Close
8/1/1981

Menai

Medika Place
16/7/1965

Kirrawee

Meehan
Place
18/4/1966

Kirrawee

Meekatharra
Place
30/4/1980

Yarrawarrah

[Updated 21/9/2017]
Included in Council road construction and
maintenance list. No other mention found.
“Mayville” was the name of a property in
Port Hacking Road, Miranda
Origin of name not determined.
Area was market gardens not meadows.
Adjoining area is named after famous golf
courses and although several golf courses
have Meadow or Meadows in their name,
no direct relationship has been found.
Named after Ian Meckiff cricketer (bowler),
later commentator. In group of streets
named after Australian cricketer.
[updated 10/1/2020]
Medika” ia an Aboriginal language word
meaning “flower” or “blossom” recorded in
1840 in the south-east of South Australia
(Teichelmann & Schurmann).
Named after early surveyor. Probably
James Meehan who was surveyor and
settler at Governor Bligh’s time. Is near
several streets with Bligh theme.
[updated 10/1/2020’
Meekatharra in central Western Australia
was declared a township in December
1903 and was named after the nearby
“Meekatharra Spring” which had been
shown on maps since 1885. The origin of
the name “Meekatharra” was generally
accepted as a Yamatji Aboriginal word
meaning “little water” or “place of little
water”, which may be related to the low
rainfall in that area (WA State Library).
A possible alternate explanation of the
meaning, advised in early 1900s, was that
the spring had some magical significance
to the local Aboriginal people as only the
Aboriginal “doctors” were permitted to
drink the spring water (Adelaide Uni).
(NOTE: An Aboriginal “doctor” was
believed to have magical powers to cure
illnesses and in some areas could be
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Reference
SSHS Bulletin Nov 1989 ,
Parish Map
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1981
CL

Internet

Teichelmann &
Schurmann, 1840
The Book of Sydney
Suburbs
File 95/2721
Council file records
State Library of Western
Australia: “Outback Family
History – Meekatharra”
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2F 11

Street Name
Meitner Place
(naming date
unknown)
Melaleuca
Place
26/9/1984

Melaleuca
Lane (DISC)

Meldrum
Avenue
27/4/1960

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
involved in “bone pointing” to inflict
illnesses).
Lucas
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Heights
Lise Meitner (1878-1968) first person to
realize that nucleus of an atom could be
split into smaller parts.
Alfords Point Melaleuca Place is in an area with the
theme of trees and plants. Mealaleuca is
known by the common names of
Paperbark, Honey Myrtle and also some
types of tea-trees.

Heathcote

Miranda

Melrose
Avenue
12/1/1882

Sylvania

Melville Place
8/10/1986

Barden
Ridge

Reference
www.ansto.gov.au

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

“Melaleuca” is a modern Latin word
derivibg from the Greek melas meaning
“black” and leukos meaning “white”
(because of the fire-blackened white brak
of some species) (Duyker)
[updated 10/2/2020]
Proposed name for previously unnamed
lane off The Avenue. It was not accepted,
lane was instead named Bangalay Lane.
For further information om “melaleuca” see
entry for Melaleuca Place
Meldrum is a Scottish family name which
originated around Aberdeen.
Mr A V Meldrum was the chairman of the
NSW Cooperative Advancement Society,
a building company, which is likely to be
the “NSW Cooperative Community
Advancement” that lodged the subdivision.
Therefore probably named after Mr
Meldrum.
Name first registered 1882 by James
Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co..
Likely named after town of Melrose in
Scotland. Other east-west streets in
subdivision are also names of UK towns
(Pembroke, Snowden)
Extended through to Evelyn Street in 1913
Street naming theme in area is Australian
Pioneers. There are 5 Melville’s on ADB
Online – (1) 1st Viscount Melville Henry
Dundas (1742-1811) British politician /
secretary for Colonies 1794-1801. (2)
Francis Melville (1822-1857) bushranger,
(3) Gertrude Mary Melville (1884-1959)
NSW Labor politician, (4) Henry Melville
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Internet
SMH 5/2/1948
CL

DP
Internet

Council file records
ADB Online

Street Name

Suburb

Memmang
Place
29/3/1963

Kirrawee

Menai Road
30/5/1930

Menai &
Bangor &
Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
(1799-1873) journalist , publisher, author
(5) Ninian Melville (1843-1897) politician
[updated 10/1/2020]
“Memmang” meaning “very short” or “a
short fellow” was recorded around 1837 or
a little later by Archdeacon Gunther as a
word in the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Gunther).
The road is named for the same source as
the suburb of Menai, which was named
after Menai Strait in Wales. The first
permanent settler in the area, Owen
Jones, was Welsh and he named area
Bangor (city on north side of Menai Strait).
The postal authorities however demanded
a changed name around 1910 but
preserved the Welsh connection by
allowing Menai to be used..
The original part of the road (its western
end) which was to be Menai Road followed
a much different route to that which is
there today. The original unnamed Crown
road dating from 1896 started at the same
place as the current road where it
intersects with Old Illawarra Road and
follows the north side of the current road to
the western boundary of the service
station at the corner of Menai Road and
Allison Crescent; from there it went
through the service station in a line joining
to Duncomb Place (which is part of the
original road); thence along that road and
its prolongation through Menai Town
Centre across Allison Crescent and along
an unmade road (again part of the original
route) to the south-eastern end of Mona
Road; from there it turned at right-angles
and followed a route adjacent to the northeast side of McGovett Place and along
Allison Crescent to the current Allison
Crescent/Menai Road intersection; and
from there it followed the northern side of
the current Menai Road to opposite Anzac
Road.
From there in the early days a track went
across country to Woronora River opposite
to Prince Edward Park, the last part being
a steep descent down “Billy Goat Hill” to
Prices boatshed, where water transport
was available to row to the other side of
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Reference

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser in
Threlkeld & Fraser, 1892

CL

Diamond Jubilee Menai
Congregational Church

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the river, and then follow a track up to
Sutherland.
The intersection with Old Illawarra Road
moved further to the south after the Menai
Public School site was dedicated in 1901
(now Church next to Ambulance Station).
This unnamed road now used as access to
Menai Central Shopping Centre, even
though the northern half was closed in
1984 and the ambulance station boundary
extended over that area.
The remainder of the road from Menai (at
Anzac Road) to Woronora River was first
surveyed in August 1902, but it was not
until further Crown subdivisions were
released in 1914 that the route was
extended to what is nowadays No 51
Menai Road. The remaining section which
wound down to Woronora River (and now
cut by the Bangor By-pass) was acquired
in 1917, connecting to the original bridge
over the Woronora River which opened for
traffic in December 1912. The road itself
remained a rough track until the clearing
and forming of the road was completed in
April 1917.
At the time of completion of the road it was
noted that at the right-angled bend at the
southern end of Mona Road “caused a
sharp descent at the bottom of which was
one of the heads of Still Creek which
necessitated the construction of a culvert
[and] in close proximity to it was an elbow
bend around which was a steep descent”.
Part of the adjoining property was
therefore transferred to Council by the
property owner (Nicolson) in September
1920 so that a bypass could be made
around the bend, which opened the same
month. Again in current terms, this road
was just to the south-west of Allison
Crescent south-east to Rosewood Row
and then easterly back to the original road.
At the time the road remained officially
unnamed but known locally as Bridge
Road after the Woronora Bridge was
constructed.
The road was finally named in 1930, along
with many other previously unnamed
roads in the Shire.
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Reference
CL

Diamond Jubilee Menai
Congregational Church

Suth Shire Some Early
Residents & First Sunday
School in Bangor-Menai

Street Name

Suburb

Mendeleef
Avenue
(naming date
unknown)
Mendos
Place
4/12/1970

Lucas
Heights

Mentone
Avenue
31/3/1914

Cronulla

Mercedes
Place
22/12/1970

Kareela

Merino Place
30/11/1966

Sylvania

Merredin
Close
6/9/1985

Yarrawarrah

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
The major change to the route occurred
when a bypass was constructed from Old
Illawarra Road in an arc along the
southern side of Menai Park (now Parc
Menai) to the eastern intersection of
Allison Crescent and Menai Road in a new
road corridor acquired between 1981 and
1989.
Some parts of the original route of Menai
Road still exist, but the only the section
along the north-western side of Parc
Menai has been renamed, becoming
Duncomb Place in 2011.
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Dimitri Ivanovich Mendeleef (also spelt
Mendeleev) (1834-1907), Russian chemist
who developed periodic table.
[updated 30/8/2019]
Mendos Place is in an area of Crown land
subdivisions where, with adjoining streets
(Dural, Gamut, Gamenya), the theme was
“various varieties of wheat grown in
northern regions of the State” (confirmed
by Council 19 September 1969).
Name of Mediterranean resort on the
French Riviera, with the Alps in the
background. Named in 1913 subdivision
by Charles McAlister, who had probably
visited that region whilst in Switzerland. He
named Engadine after a Swiss location
and naming the street after Mentone would
likely relate with his Estate Name of
“McAlister’s Surf Beach Estate”
Named after Mercedes III yacht in
Australia’s winning Admiral’s Cup team
1967. Most streets in subdivision named
after Sydney-Hobart Race winning yachts
Name of type of fine wool sheep. In a set
of four adjoining subdivisions with Camden
Street, Macarthur Street and Onslow
Place. Relates to Macarthur-Onslow
historic property near Camden/Menangle
where Macarthur-Onslow family bred
Merino sheep.
From Aboriginal word meaning ‘timber’.
Named after town of Merredin in Western
Australia. Merredin is an Aboriginal name
which means "the place of merritts", a
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Reference
CL

CL

Chronicle of the 20th
Century & Wikipedia
www.publish.csiro.au
Council file records

www.findarticles.com

Place Names of Aust. A W
Reed
www.landgate.wa.gov.au

Street Name

Suburb

Merriwa
Place
22/5/1974

Yarrawarrah

Mersey
Street
7/9/1914

Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
locally abundant tree, the trunks of which
were used for making spears. In group of
streets named after Western Australian
locations.
[updated 10/1/2020]
Merriwa is a rural town on the Merriwa
River at the western end of the Upper
Hunter District in NSW (Aussie Towns).
The site for the town was proclaimed in
1840 (Gazette).
In 1900, “Merriwa” was recorded as an
Aboriginal Language word of the Kamilaroi
people which was “the name of a rich flat
at the junction of the Goulburn and
Merriwa Creeks with high hills at the back.
In former days it was a favourite
camping ground of the Aborigines
on account of the good fishing holes and
great quantities of seed on the grass which
they gathered and made into a kind of
bread” (Science of Man).
[updated 9/3/2020]
In 1908, a road reserve was acquired
which started at Moira Street (now Galga
Street) about half way between Linden
Street and Oakwood Street and ran
northerly for a short distance to what is
now River Road which it followed down to
Woronora River (Gazette). A proposed
land sale plan prepared around 1911 titled
“Woronora Heights Estate” shows that
road as “Minia Road” — apparently an
incorrect spelling of “Menai Road.” The
section from Moira (Galga) Street to
Woronora River (at the bridge) was
renamed as River Road around 1953.
The short northerly section off Moira
(Galga) Street was closed in 1970 in
conjunction with the realignment fo River
Road (Gazette).
The “Woronora Heights Estate” sudivision
did not procede but shows a road named
“Mersey Street” off Minia (Menai) Road
(now River Road) south-easterly and then
south-westerly to past Waratah Street.
That road and road name were confirmed
on a subdivision plan registered in 1914,
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Reference

Aussi Towns
https://www.aussietowns.c
om.au/town/merriwa-nsw
NSW Govt. Gazette of 22
January 1840, p.70
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
9, October, 1900

NSW Govt. Gazette of 5
February 1908 p.675
“Woronora Heights Estate”
plan in Local Studies Area,
Sutherland Library.
NSW Govt. Gazette of 6
February 1970 p.1603
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 5
March 1948 p.560
Council file records

Street Name

Merton Street
13/2/1882

Suburb

Sutherland

Merton Street
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Sutherland

Merton Street
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Sutherland

Meta Street
5/3/1930

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
which showed the road extending through
to Woronora River. Most of the road was
renamed as part of Prince Edward Park
Road in 1948 (Gazette), however, a short
section of the road between Prince
Edward Park Road and Woronora River
still retains the name.
Named after Mersey River in UK. In group
of streets near Woronora River named
after UK rivers (Tay, Severn, Thames, and
Mersey).
1947 to 2005 parts were known as Merton
Street North / South.
Name first registered in 1882 DP by
James Murphy manager/director of Holt
Sutherland Estate Co.
Likely named after the (former) village of
Merton (now London Borough of Merton).
Merton is notable as the last home of
Admiral Horatio Nelson, who had a country
estate Merton Place House. Also there is a
connection with Midshipman Isaac Smith,
reputed to be the first of Captain Cook’s
party to step onto land at Kurnell. Smith’s
last residence was at his inherited property
at Merton Abbey where he lived in the
Gatehouse,
Unlikely to be named after Merton College
at Oxford University. Oxford Street is
nearby but it was not named until 1887, 5
years later.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
[Updated 10/1/2020]
“Meta” is an Aboriginal language word with
various meanings.
In 1886-7, “meta” meaning “ground”
recorded in the language of the Ominee
people around the Warburton River in
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Reference

CL
DP
Various Internet sites

CL

CL

Curr, 1886-7
Ritz, 1909
Macquarie Aboriginal
words, 1994

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
north-east South Australia (Curr).

Reference
Hughes-Hallett, 2010

Again in 1886-7, “meta” meaning “dark”
around Mackay on the central east coast
of Queensland (Curr)

Sydney Morning Herald,
18 July 1971, p.3

And again 1886-7, “meta” meaning “one”
[numeral] was recorded Wentworth in the
Riverina Region of NSW in the language
of the Kemendok [Kureinji or Keramin]
people (Curr).
In 1909, “meta” meaning “rope or sinew
(used for fastening movable things)” was
recorded at Tasmania in 1909 (Ritz).
The Macquarie Aboriginal Words records
“meta” meaning “house in the Meriam Mir
[Miriam Mer] Language of the Eastern
Islands of the Torres Strait (Macquarie).
In 2010, “meta” meaning “leg” was listed in
the language of the Noongar people of
south-west Western Australia (HughesHallett).
Unlikely as a source was “Meta” which
meant “no” [negative] in 1869, when it was
recorded around the coastal area of northwest Western Australia east of Port
Walcott (SMH).
Meyrick
Street (DISC)

Bundeena

Mianga
Avenue
21/7/1959

Engadine

Michael

Heathcote

Possibly a local name for an unnamed
Road off west side of Liverpool Street
dating from 1886 which was named as
Chritchett Street in 1939 .
[updated 14/1/2020]
In the early days of the Colony of New
South Wales in a vocabulary of Aboriginal
words and meanings from Port Jackson
and surrounding areas compiled by John
Hunter and published in 1793, “My-ang-a”
is recorded as meaning “A fly” (Hunter).
Council lists “mianga” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a fly”.
Named after construction worker killed
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1934 Gregory’s Directory

Hunter, 1793
Council file records

www.unionsafe.labor.net.a

Street Name
Boland
Bridge
27/2/2004
Mikarie Place
16/7/1965

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
during (re-)construction of bridge in Wilson
Parade over the railway line.

Kirrawee

Milba Road
13/4/1959

Caringbah

[Updated 14/1/2020]
“Mikarie” meaning “deep” was recorded in
1865 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Dieyerie [Dieri] people, in the far north
of South Australia to the east of Lake Eyre
((Gason).
[Updated 2/4/2019]

Reference
u

Gason, 1874

Tench, 1793
Milba was one of a number of names of
Aboriginal women in the Port Jackson area Council file records
recorded by Watkin Tench in the early
days of the Colony of New South Wales
(Tench).

Milburn Road
12/1/1882

Milford Road
16/9/1913

Gymea

Miranda

Milba is listed by Council as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “name of woman.”
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Name first registered in 1882 DP of
subdivision of Holt-Sutherland Estate.. As
in same subdivision as Manchester and
Hotham Roads (both English towns)
probably named after town of Milburn in
Cumbria UK.
Originally ran between The Boulevarde
and Forest Road, in 1913 extended south
and south-east to Sylvania Road (now
Greygum Place/Casuarina Road) and in
1916 further extended east to Ellesmere
Road.
A request was considered by the Council
in late 1913 to alter the name of Milburn
Road to Gymea Bay Road, which was
agreed to.
All of the section south of Kingsway to
Sylvania Road was renamed as Gymea
Bay Road in 1916, with the Sylvania Road
to Ellesmere Road section renamed as
Gymea Bay Road in 1934.
This left the existing Milburn Road
between The Boulevarde and Kingsway.
First named in “Five Ways Estate”
subdivision DP 1913 (Council approval
1912). Area bounded by Boulevarde,
Kareena Rd & Port Hacking Road was
known as “Milford’
Possibly name originates from the Village
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CL
DP
Wikipedia

St George Call 22/11/1913
p.6
CL

DP
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1969

Street Name

Suburb

Miller Place
26/3/1979

Menai

Milner
Avenue
5/8/1948

Kirrawee

Mimosa
Street
6/9/1955

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
of Milford in Surrey UK.
Named after Keith Ross ‘Nugget’ Miller
(1919 -2004) cricketer (and WWII fighter
pilot). In group of streets named after
Australian cricketers.
Possibly name relates to Milner’s Nursery
which was in area. Lily Milner’s father an
ironworker could not find work and decided
to become a poultry farmer on 3 ac at
Suth. Also sold passion fruit.
Mr Fred Milner was first assistant to Shire
Clerk Mr McFarlane
Milner family (3 brothers – Fred, Harry,
and Robert) lived in area from pre WW1.
Lily Milner & family moved to Shire 1896
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1948 by H S Milner
[updated 14/1/2020]]
“Mimosa” appears to have been selected
in accordance with the general theme of
plant species being used in street names
in the area known locally as East
Heathcote which is bordered on the north,
east and south by the Royal National Park.
The Australian National Botanic Gardens
website indicates that “Mimosa Bush”
acacia farnesiana is included in Acacia sp
(commonly known as Wattles), and notes
that it was “believed to have been
introduced to Australia before European
settlement . . . from Central America
(where it is native) via the Philippines.”
Another version of the origin of the plant
name “mimosa” is that it is apparently from
the Latin mimus ‘mime’ (because the plant
seemingly mimics the sensitivity of an
animal) + the feminine suffix –osa.
In 1910, “memoosa” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word of the Wiradjuri
people in the vicinity of Narrandera in
southern NSW, but simply appears to be
case where it reflected use of the
European word. The record continues
“now written Mimosa — place of the wattle
tree, a small brushy species peculiar to
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Reference
Internet

Suth Shire Some early
residents

Illustrated History of the
Suth Shire
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1989
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1981
CL
Australian National Botanic
Gardens website and other
Internet sites.
Science of Man, Vol 11 No
9, January, 1900.
McCarthy, 1952
Reed, 1967

Street Name

Mimulus
Place
26/6/1974
Mina Road
30/5/1930

Suburb

Caringbah
South
Menai

Name Source/ meaning
this district” (Science of Man). Subsequent
compilers of lists of Aboriginal words, who
did not provide any reference to the
source, failed to quote the entire context
when listing “Mimosa —a place of wattle
trees” (McCarthy, also Reed).
On balance, it appears that ‘mimosa’ is not
an Aboriginal word.
Type of flowering plant commonly known
as ‘creeping monkey flower’
[updated 14/1/2020]
Mina Road was an unnamed Crown road
from around 1896 until named in 1930
(Gazette). It originally had an intersection
with Mona Road until the eastern end of
Mina Road was closed by resumption in
1990 easterly from Allison Crescent so
that the area could be re-subdivided.
No confirmation has been found of the
source of “mina” — there are two
possibilities:
Mina could be consistent with naming of
other roads in the area in 1930 after
European forenames (others were Bruce,
Gerald, Belinda, Barry).
Otherwise “mina” is a word recorded in
several Aboriginal languages with a
number of different attributed meanings.
In 1874, “mina” meaning “what is” in the
Dieyerie [Diyari, Dieri] language to the east
of Lake Eyre in north-east South Australia.
This interrogative form also occurs in the
Wulguru language north-east Queensland
as “why, what for, what” (Donahue), and
1899 in Tasmania as “what” (Mathew)
In 1886-7, “mina” has meaning of “I’ and
“mother” around Tenterfield in the New
England area of northern NSW (Curr)
Again in 1886-7 “mina” means “fog” and
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Reference

Internet

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3 & 8
June1990 p.4715
Council file records
Gason, 1874
Donahue, 2007
Mathew, 1899
Curr, 1886-7
Macquarie Aboriginal
words, 1994

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“tongue” in Tasmania (Curr).

Reference

The Macquarie Aboriginal Words lists
“mina” meaning “edible gum” in the
Nyungar language in south-west Western
Australia and also “mina” meaning “soft
spinifex” in the Yindjibarndi language of
north-west Western Australia (Macquarie).

Mindar Street
25/8/1913

Minerva
Street
(DISC)
13/2/1882

Minerva
Street
9/9/1948

Como

Sutherland

Kirrawee

Some compilation lists include other
meanings but do not provide any
references and appear unlikely as a
source so these have been disregarded.
[updated 14/`1/2020]
“Mindar” was recorded in 1842 in the
south-west of Western Australia as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “grasstree leaves, of which that are dry and
withered and fit for burning are well suited
to make a very good traveller’s bed in the
bush” (Moore).
In 1866, “mindar” meaning “deadly black
snake” was listed as an Aboriginal
language word in the Pikumbul language
spoken on the MacIntyre River on the
border of NSW and Queensland (Ridley).
[updated 11/2/2020]
Minerva Street opened in an 1882 HoltSutherland Estate was an east-west road
extending from Eton Street to Acacia
Road. In 1937, part of the road was closed
for the Sutherland-Cronulla railway
corridor (Gazette). In 1986, the section
west of the railway was renamed Morley
Street and that to the east renamed
Aldgate Street (Gazette).
For further information, including part of
Minerva Street named in 1948, see entry
for Minerva Street, Kirrawee.
[updated 11/2/2020]
When opened in 1948, Minerva Street,
Kirrawee, to the east of Acacia Road, was
an extension of Minerva Street,
Sutherland. It became the only section of
Minerva Street when Minerva Street,
Sutherland was renamed partly as Morley
Street and partly as Aldgate Street in 1986
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Moore, 1842
Ridley, 1866

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
9 May 1986 p.2100

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 9
May 1986 p.2100
https://www.ancient.eu/Min
erva/

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Gazette).
Minerva was the Roman goddess of
wisdom, medicine, commerce, handicrafts,
poetry, the arts in general, and later of
war. She was in many ways similar to the
Greek goddess Athena. There are other
streets in the Holt-Sutherland Estate,
which appear to be drawn from mythology
(Vesta, Clio, Tara and later Scylla and
Carina) (Internet).

Minnamurra
Avenue
19/9/1961

Miranda

Also possibly from ships named after the
goddess. Minerva was the name of a
convict ship first arriving in 1800 and for
many years in the 1800s operated as a
transport bark between Australia and the
British Isles.
Also the name of a brig that sailed in the
1820s in the waters of Australia, New
Zealand and Pacific Island, wrecked then
repaired in 1825, but totally lost in 1829.
A schooner with same name was
registered in Launceston in 1839
A new brig with same name operated from
1840 along the East Coast.
An American Whaler of that name
operated in the area around 1857.
A ship of that name plied between London
and Australia in 1862.
[updated 14/1/2020]
The Minnamurra River flows into the
Tasman Sea (South Pacific Ocean) at
Kiama on the Illawarra Coast NSW. It was
named as “Minnamurra” by 1833 when the
first European settlers obtained land in that
area (Sydney Herald). This apparently
derived from an 1820 report by SurveyorGeneral John Oxley referring to “a small
salt water creek called by the Natives
Meme mora” in the District of Illawarra
(Organ).
In 1899, a list of place names provided
from the local police, was prefaced by an
indication that the Aboriginal language
words and meanings had been obtained
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Reference
Information regarding
ships named Minerva was
taken from a number of
Internet sites

The Sydney Herald, 11
March 1833, p.4
Organ, 1990 – references
HRA [Historical Records of
Australia], 1917, Series I,
volume X, p.254
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Organ, 1990

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
from “Rosie Johnston an old and very
intelligent half-caste woman living in camp
at Illawarra Lake. This woman is
thoroughly conversant with
the dialect which was spoken by the
aborigines between Wollongong on the
north & Shoalhaven river on the South &
her information may be accepted as
reliable.” In that listing was “Minnamurra or
Minna Murra (This is a River)” meaning
“Plenty of Fish” (Anthropological Society).

Reference

Rosie Johnston was more usually referred
to as Queen Rosie had also supplied
previously what appears to be a related
meaning that “Minnamurra” was the place
where “sharks come in.” (Organ).
Miranda
Road
2/7/1892

Miranda

[updated 27/2/2020]
For information on derivation of word
“Miranda” see Origin of Suburbs on
Council web site.
After the street was split by the
Sutherland-Cronulla railway corridor in
1937, the two sections were renamed as
Miranda Road North and Miranda Road
South in 1947. Those two names were
never successfully used forhouse
addresses and both section were reverted
to Miranda Road in 2006.

Miranda
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Miranda

Miranda
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Miranda

Mirang Place
27/2/1976

Engadine

[updated 27/2/2020]
Section of Miranda Road north of
Sutherland-Cronulla railway corridor
created in 1937. The name was never
successfully used for house addresses
and was reverted to the original name in
2006.
[updated 27/2/2020]
Section of Miranda Road south of
Sutherland-Cronulla railway corridor
created in 1937. The name was never
successfully used for house addresses
and was reverted to the original name in
2006.
[updated 14/1/2020]
The first mention found of “mirang” was
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Council’’s web page
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448; 3
October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 p.1000

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448; 3
October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 p.1000
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448; 3
October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 p.1000
The Sydney Herald, 2

Street Name

Mirang Road
circa 1930s

Mirbelia
Place
12/11/1973

Suburb

Waterfall &
Heathcote
National
Park

Caringbah

Mirbleu
Street
1923

Cronulla

Mirrabook
Place
29/6/1977

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
the name of a rural property in central
NSW in 1838 (Sydney Herald), which
appears could have been located near the
source of the Bogan River near Parkes,
where in 1886-7 an Aboriginal language
word “mirang” meaning “camp” was
recorded (Curr).

Reference
November 1838, p.3
Curr, 1886-7
Moore, 1842

Unlikely as a source of the street name
was an Aboriginal language word recorded
in 1842 in the south-west of Western
Australia as “miring” meaning “to cry; to
grieve; to lament” (Moore).
[updated 14/1/2020]
Mirang Road is nowadays a dirt track/ fire
Council file records
trail leading to Mirang Gully and Pool and
now mostly within Heathcote National Park
but also provides access to properties
excluded from that National Park. It was
originally the access road for the
construction and future maintenance of the
Woronora pipeline. The pipeline was built
from around 1936 until finally completed in
1941.The names Mirang Gully and Mirang
Pool were likely names provided by Myles
Dunphy who was known to have named
many natural features in that area around
the 1930s.
For more information on “mirang” see
entry for Mirang Place
Type of Australian native flowering plant –
“mirbelia speciosa’ type of native pea.
Plant named after Charles Francois de
Mirbel a French botanist.
That named after plant mentioned in
31/5/1973 minute
Proposed street in 1923 between Hume
Road and Wanda Reserve. Replaced in
1930 subdivision by extension of Mitchell
Avenue and Marine Esplanade. Meaning ‘
blue sea’
[updated 14/1/2020]
“Mirrabook” appears in a 1977 compilation
of Aboriginal language words and place
names as meaning “constellation of the
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Internet

RD000/5 pt 1

Reed, 1977
Curr, 1886-7

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Southern Cross” (Reed).

Reference
Cooper, 1949

This is obviously a shortened version of
“mirrabooka” meaning “southern cross”
recorded in 1886-7 at Bourke and the
Darling River in northern NSW. (Curr).

McCarthy, 1952
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
6, July, 1904

Several other compilations of Aboriginal
language words have “Mirrabooka”
meaning “southern cross.”
No confirmation has been found of one
listing of “Mirrabooka” as “a whirling flight”
in a compilation which does not supply the
source of that information” (Cooper).

Mirral Road
11/11/1904

Caringbah
South & Lilli
Pilli

Another compilation has incorrectly
assigned a meaning of “Mirrabooka” as
“dead dog” (McCarthy). This has been
traced to a 1904 recording of “merribooka”
with that attributed meaning (Science of
Man).
[updated 14/1/2020]
“Mirral” is an Aboriginal language word
Ridley, 1875
meaning “crested pigeon”, supplied in
Threlkeld & Fraser 1892
1875 by John Rowley from the “language
of the Aborigines of George’s River,
Cowpasture and Appin, that is from Botany
Bay, 50 miles to the south-west” (Ridley).
Unlikely as source is the 1850-57
recording of “mirral” meaning “desolate;
unproductive; barren; poor” from the
Awabakal language spoken around Lake
Macquarie (near Newcastle NSW)
(Threlkeld).

Mistletoe
Street
30/5/1930

Loftus

Mitchell
Avenue
24/9/1937

Jannali

Unnamed Crown Road from around 1904
to 1930.
Named after plant which grows on trees –
in group of streets named after plants.
Unnamed Crown Road 1856 to 1888
In 1888 subdivision plan of Queen’s
Jubilee Township Jannali it was named as
part of Georges River Road (extended to
Soldiers Road in 1923). Section west of
railway line renamed Mitchell Avenue in
1937.
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CL

CL
Sutherland Shire A History
to 1939

Street Name

Suburb

Mitchell Road
13/1/1908

Cronulla

Miyal Place
2/1/1961

Moani
Avenue
13/4/1959

Engadine

Gymea

Name Source/ meaning
Named after WA Mitchell (headmaster of
Haberfield Public School) who bought 12
blocks in area when first subdivided.
In group of streets named after explorers
therefore probably named after Thomas
Livingston Mitchell (1792-1855) NSW
Surveyor General (1828-1855), led
expeditions 1831-33 and 1845-6.
On Parkside estate subdivision advert
circa 1915 it is shown incorrectly shown as
Mitchell Street.
Originally ran from Kurranulla Beach Road
(Kingsway) to Hume Road.
In 1930 & 1944 was extended north of
Hume Road to Wanda Reserve
Part on west side of Dunningham Park
renamed as Elouera Road in 1962.
[updated 14/1/2020]
In the early days of the Colony of New
South Wales in a vocabulary of Aboriginal
words and meanings from Port Jackson
and surrounding areas compiled by John
Hunter and published in 1798, “Mi-yal” is
recorded as meaning “A stranger”
(Collins).

Reference
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1988 & Oct
1976
CL
www.asap.unimelb.edu.au

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 2007

Collins, D. [1798].
Council file records

Council lists “miyal” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a stranger”.
[updated 22/1/2020]
“Moani” was first recorded in 1834 as “Moa-ne” for an Aboriginal language word
meaning “the proper name for the animal,
called kangaroo” of the Awabakal people
around Lake Macquarie on the mid-north
coast of NSW (Threlkeld). When a revised
edition was included in a later work in
1892, it was shown “moani” meaning “the
kangaroo” (Threlkeld).
Council lists “moani” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “kangaroo”.
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Threlkeld, 1834
Threlkeld, 1892
Council file records

Street Name
Moira Street
13/2/1882

Suburb
Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 9/3/2020

Reference

Moira Street nowadays is the road from
midway between Glencoe & Auburn
Streets through to Acacia Road.

Council file records

Originally, in an 1882 Holt-Sutherland
Estate subdivision, it extended from
Oakwood Street to Acacia Road even
though split by the railway.
Around 1911, a proposed land sale of a
“Woronora Heights Estate” included an
extension of Moira Street westerly off
Oakwood Street and then southerly to an
intersection with Waratah Street. That
subdivision never proceded and the
proposed roads abandoned when the next
subdivision plan was registered in 1920.
In 1937, the part west of the railway line
was renamed Moira Street West. In 1986,
it was again renamed partly as Galga
Street and partly as Glenelg Street
(Gazettes).
Also in 1986, the part on the eastern side
of the railway from Toronto Parade to an
unmade section midway between Glencoe
Street and Auburn Street was renamed as
Gailes Street (Gazette).
There are two theories as the source of
the word “moira”.
Firstly, there are a number of streets in the
Holt-Sutherland Estate which appear to be
connected with mythological beings
(Vesta, Clio, Minerva and Scylla). Moira
(Fate) was the deity who assigns every
person the thread of their future life
(Internet).
Secondly, it may relate to the name of a
pastoral property or location with a name
derived from an Aboriginal language.
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“Woronora Heights Estate”
plan in Local Studies Area,
Sutherland Library.
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 1
October1937 p.4042 & 9
May 1986 p.2100
Internet sites on mythology
Sydney Morning Herald,
28 December 1846, p.2
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
September 1848, p.1365
The Age, 26 January 1871,
p.2
Curr, 1886-7
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
12, January 1900
Placenames Australia
Newsletter, December
2018: referencing Ian D.
Clark and Toby Heydon,
Dictionary of Aboriginal
placenames of
Victoria. Melbourne: VACL,
2002
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
9, October 1903

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Moira Station was operating by 1846
around Moira Lake on the River Murray
(south of Deniliquin) (SMH & Gazette).

Reference

In 1871, “moira” meaning “a reedy swamp”
was recorded (The Age) as a Yorta Yorta
language word likely of the Bangerang
tribe, one of the sections of which lived on
the Moira country, on the River Murray
(Curr). In 1900, “moira” was recorded as
an Aboriginal language word meaning “a
lake” (Science of Man). A more recent
publication includes “sea” as an additional
meaning (Placenames Australia).

Moira Street
West (DISC)
1/10/1937

Mokera
Avenue
10/12/1971

Sutherland

Kirrawee

“Moira” was also recorded in 1903 as an
Aboriginal language word in Western
Australia meaning “ring-tail opossum
[possum]” (Science of Man).
[updated 22/1/2020]
Section of Moira Street on west side of
railway renamed as Moira Street West in
1937. Renamed again in 1986 partly as
Galga Street and partly as Glenelg Street
(Gazettes).
[updated 22/1/2020]
Originally named as part of Peebles
Avenue in 1966. However, when the
proposal to join the two parts of Peebles
Avenue did not proceed, this part was
renamed in 1971 to Mokera Avenue
(Gazette).

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 1
October1937 p.4042 & 9
May 1986 p.2100
NSW Govt. Gazette of 10
December 1971 p.4818
Kenyon, 1930, also 2nd
ed. 1951 & 1975 & 1981
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 2 July 1853,
p.4

“Mokera” was recorded by 1951 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “water”
in a compilation of Aboriginal language
words which did not provide any reference Milligan, 1859
to the source for that information (Kenyon).
In 1853, there was a reference to a “Mount Ritz, 1909
Mokera” in the Warrumbungle Ranges
area of NSW (south of Coonabarabran)
near which there was “a waterfall over
basalt, at the head of one of the sources of
the Castlereagh [River]” (Maitland
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Street Name

Molong Road
3/8/1962

Suburb

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Mercury).

Reference

“Mokera” would appear to be a variation of
the Aboriginal language word “Mookaria”
meaning “water” recorded by the
Tasmanian Assistant Surveyor-General in
1826 in the Oyster Bay region of Tasmania
(Milligan). In 1909, “Mokena” was recorded
in the east of Tasmania as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “water” noting
also that “moka” meant “water” (Ritz).
[updated 22/1/2020]
Originally a Holt-Sutherland Estate access Council file records
road dating from around 1906 and known
as “Gray’s Road” until renamed as Molong NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
August 1962 p.2293
Road in 1962 (Gazette).
Molong is a country town north-west of
Orange NSW, in an area referred to by
Captain Charles Sturt who visited the
locality in 1828: “at Moulong Plains, a
military station intermediate between
Bathurst and Wellington valley . . .” (GNB).

Geographical Names
Board website –
referencing McDonald,
D.L., They Came to a
Valley: Wellington 18171967, Wellington Historical
Society, 1968

“Molong” is generally accepted as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “all
rocks” recorded in 1904 (Science of Man).

Science of Man, Vol. 7 No.
6, July 1904

Unlikely as a source are earlier recordings
of “molong” as an Aboriginal language
word:

Barry, 1867
Curr, 1886-7

In 1867, “molong” meaning “mouth” in the
language of the Wannikin (Mount Rouse
area) Aboriginal people of south-west
Victoria (Barry).
In 1886-7, “molong” as a term for an
Aboriginal person (also “koori”) around the
lower Macleay River in north-east NSW
(Curr).

Mona Road
30/5/1930

Menai

Again in 1886-7, “molong” meaning “hair of
the head” at Halifax Bay near Townsville
Queensland (Curr).
[updated 22/1/2020]
Mona Road is a Crown Road opened
Council file records
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
around 1896 but not named until 1930
(Gazette).

Reference
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-2113

This road was named long before the
theme of street names from Welsh
locations in part of the suburb of Menai
came into vogue. Therefore unlikely
named after Mona Island in Wales, unless
some connection was made with the
original name of the area as Bangor after
Bangor in Wales, named by Owen Jones,
born in Wales, the first settler in the area
(SSHS).

Sutherland Shire Historical
Society Bulletin Vol 11 No
2 May 2008

Otherwise there are two theories as to a
possible source.

Council file records
Barry, 1867
Mathew, 1899
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref
XII 2B 32

Most of the old roads in the Menai area not
named until 1930 appeared random male
or female fore-names or of Aboriginal
language origin.
Apparently random fore-names also
assigned to streets, at same time as Mona
Road, included Bruce, Gerald, Belinda,
and Barry.
All Aboriginal language words found
appear unlikely:
In 1867, “mona” meaning “belly” in the
lower Goulburn River area in Victoria
(Barry).
In 1899, “mona” meaning “mouth” and
“lips” in northern Tasmania (Mathew).
Also in 1899, “hand” and “finger” in the
language of the Lal Lal people of Victoria
(Mathew).
In early 1900s, “mud” or “stuck fast” in the
York district, west of Perth, Western
Australia (Adelaide Uni).
Mona
Street(DISC)

Caringbah

[updated 22/1/2020]
Appears to be a road that was never
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1934 Gregory’s Street

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
officially created even though it was shown directory
in a 1934 street directory. It was shown off
Council file records
the eastern end of the road known at the
time as The Boulevarde (which is now part
of Captain Cook Drive).
There was a track leading to, and then
along, the waterfront showing on aerial
photographs of the time. Approximately
where nowadays Endeavour Road comes
off Captain Cook Drive.

Monash
Road
21/12/1987

Menai

Monomeeth
Place
13/8/1965

Miranda

Monro
Avenue
12/2/1918

Kirrawee

For some information on possible sources
of “mona” see entry for “Mona Road”.
Probably named after Lieutenant General
Sir John Monash (1865-1931) Australian
military commander during WWI. Theme
for area is names of great Australians.
Road extended in 2010 through new
subdivision at north end of Menai.
[updated 22/1/2020]
“Monomeeth” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word in 1856 in
Victoria with a multitude of meanings
having the general implication of
promoting some type of good feeling.
“Monomeeth” was listed in the same
reference work with all of the following
meanings: Agree, amity, appreciate,
approve, beauty, benevolence, bravo, well
done, charming, comely, commendation,
darling, a favourite, deserve, worthy,
endearment , fair, beautiful, famous,
fidelity, honesty, good, indulgent,
kindness, kind, benevolent, laud, to praise,
precious, costly, pretty, handsome,
properly, in a fit sense, pure, not sullied,
rapture, delight, rejoice, relish, right,
proper, satisfied, seemly, decent, serene,
splendid, spotless, pure, sweet, unmixed,
pure, unsoiled, pure, wholesome, good,
worthy, deserving, zest, to relish (Bunce).
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1918 by Hector Robert Monro,
who purchased the land fronting the
northern side of Princes Highway between
Oak Road and Bath Road from the HoltSutherland Estate in 1917. It probably
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ADB online
CR

Bunce, 1856

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Montague
Street
15/11/1980

Illawong

Montgomery
Street
21/2/1950

Miranda

Mookara
Place
3/3/1965

Port
Hacking

Name Source/ meaning
would not have been named after either of
the other two possible origins
(1) Possibly too early in career for Mr Cecil
Owen James (Joe) Monro (1883-1966) an
estate agent and publican was Councillor
1914-1941, 1943-53, Shire President
1917-18, 1922-27, 1939 and 1949-51.
Member of Legislative Assembly (1932-41,
1950-53).
(2) John Alexander Monro had large house
on Kingsway midway between Acacia
Road & Oak Road (on the opposite side of
the highway). He was manager Arthur
Yates Seeds.
Possibly refers to Montague Island, named
in 1790, by the master of the Second Fleet
ship ‘Surprize’, with the name Montagu,
after George Montagu-Dunk, 2nd Earl of
Halifax
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
As in Housing Commission subdivision
surveyed in 1947 was probably named
after Field Marshall Bernard Montgomery –
WW2 army commander.
[updated 22/1/220]
“Mookara” was recorded by 1953 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “water”
in a compilation of Aboriginal language
words which did not provide any reference
to the source for that information (Kenyon).
The earliest mention found of “Mookara”
was the name of a former pastoral
property in central east of South Australia
in the Flinders Ranges, operating before
1885 when it became a site for silver
mining (The Mercury). No attributed
meaning was found for the name of that
property or for “Mookara” located by 1913
south of the coastal town of Bowen in
Queensland (Bowen Independent).
Lacking any other likely source, “Mookara”
would appear to be a variation of the
Aboriginal language word “Mookaria”
meaning “water” recorded by the
Tasmanian Assistant Surveyor-General in
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Reference
Faces of the Shire

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Feb 2006

Tyrrell, 1930, 1933 & 1953
(rev’d ed.)
The Mercury, 17 October
1885, p.1
Bowen Independent, 15
February 1913, p.3 & 16
March 1915, p.2
Milligan, 1859

Street Name

Suburb

Mooki Street
8/5/1953

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
1826 in the Oyster Bay region of Tasmania
(Milligan).
[updated 22/1/2020]
“Mooki” comes from “Mooki River,” in
central NSW, the name of which was
known by 1837 when land for pastoral
properties was being allocated along that
river (Gazette).
In 1873, the Rev William Ridley described
an Aboriginal language word “Mukai” of
the Kamilaroi people as referring to the
Mooki River and meaning “rocky” (Ridley).
In 1875, he amended the description to
“Mukai (Mooki)” meaning “flinty” for “a river
which near its junction with the Namoi
[River] is dangerous for its soft mud, but
higher up runs over a rocky bed” (Ridley).

Reference

NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
January 1837, p.44.
Ridley, 1873
Ridley, 1875
Science of Man, Vol. 13
No. 9, January 1912
Martin, 1943

Whilst the meanings of “rocky” and/or
“flinty” [hard rocks] were accepted for
some years, a different interpretation was
recorded in 1912: “Mooki (English) (Name of a river. Mookoo means blind.
The Aborigines considered this a blind
river as it runs out to nothing — near its
junction with the Namoi it used to be very
dangerous for its soft mud — it had not
well-defined banks at the junction but
higher up it runs through or over a rocky
bed)” (Science of Man).

Moombara
Crescent
14/1/1958

Port
Hacking

The 1912 interpretation has led to later
misleading recording that “mooki” is an
Aboriginal language word meaning “blind”
without any reference to the source of that
information (eg. Martin).
[updated 22/1/2020]
“Moombara” is a heritage-listed residence
located at 17-19 Moombara Crescent
(LEP).
The residence was originally built as a
weekender on land purchased in 1881
from the Holt-Sutherland by Cornelius
Critchett Walker a trustee of the National
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Sutherland Shire Local
Environment Plan 2015
Council file records
Sutherland Shire Historical
Society Bulletin Vol 10 No

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Park [now Royal National Park] and
Principal Under Secretary in NSW
Government. It was purchased in 1903 by
solicitor Arthur Wigram Allen, who sold it in
1912 but re-purchased it in1918, where it
remained a family property until sold in
1949.

Reference
1 February 2007
Ridley, 1873, pp. 257-91.
Internet – Wikipedia

Located near a crossing place over
Deeban (Port Hacking) and used by
Aboriginal people over a long period, it
was suggested that Moombara meant “a
camping place” (SSHS).
It appears, nonetheless, that “moombara”
was derived from an Aboriginal language
word “mumbara” meaning “swamp oak”
recorded in 1873 in a list of Aboriginal
language words of the Wodi Wodi people
of the Illawarra area, provided by Lizzie
Malone of Aboriginal descent. (Ridley).

Moon Point
Road
30/5/1930

Illawong

Moona Road
8/4/1949

Kirrawee

“Swamp oak” is a common name for the
tree species Casuarina glauca (Internet).
Unnamed road from 1924 until 1930.
Near Moon Point headland between Great
Moon Bay & Little Moon Bay on Georges
River. Bays named to reflect their
crescent shape
[updated 22/1/2020]
Moona Road was originally to be two
streets named Alban Street and Elwyn
Street. However, those names were
rejected in favour of an Aboriginal
language word.
Council lists “moona” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “plenty” which
likely was taken from one of the published
compilations which did not provide a
reference to the source of that information
(eg. Thorpe). It has been traced to an
1886-7 listing of “moona” meaning “plenty”
from the Streaky Bay district on the southwest coast of South Australia (Curr).
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CL

Council file records
Thorpe, 1921
Curr, 1886-7
Hunter,
1793
Mathew, 1899
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
3, April 1899 & Vol. 5 No.
4, May1902
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository: ref

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
There are, nonetheless, a number of other
meanings recorded at various times for
“moona.”

Reference
XII 2A 6 & XII 2D 13 & XII
2E 3 & XII 2G 8b

In the early days of the Colony of New
South Wales in a vocabulary of Aboriginal
words and meanings from Port Jackson
and surrounding areas compiled by John
Hunter and published in 1793, “Bur-radoo” or “Moona” is recorded as meaning
“A louse” (Hunter).
Other meanings listed1886-7 for “moona”
were: “snake” around the Wilson and
Bulloo Rivers in the south-west corner of
Queensland; “hat” at Marachowie in the
Flinders Ranges in central east South
Australia; “yesterday” on the upper
Brisbane River in south-east Queensland
(Curr).
In 1899, “moona” meaning “sister” around
Cloncurry in western Queensland
(Mathew).
In 1899, “moona” meaning “chest” around
the Diamantina River in south-west
Queensland (Science of Man).
In 1902, ‘moona” recorded as the
Aboriginal language name for “the inside
of Jervis Bay” on the south coast of NSW
(Science of Man).

Moonah
Road
15/12/1986

In early 1900s, “moona” meaning “head
covering” in Central Australia; “found” or
“got” in Central Australia; “hornet” at
Roebourne in north-west Western
Australia; and “arm” at Fitzroy River in
northern Western Australia (Adelaide Uni).
Alfords Point [updated 22/1/2020]
Moonah Road is in an area where the
street name theme is tree species.
“Moonah” was recorded in 1859 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “gum
tree (Eucalyptus)” around Mount Royal,
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Council filr records
Milligan, 1859

Street Name

Suburb

Moonbi Place
1/5/1969

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
Bruny Island, Recherche Bay and the
south of Tasmania (Milligan).
[updated 22/1/2020]
This area of Kareela has a theme of
names of winners of Sydney Hobart Yacht
Race. “Moonbi” was the overall winner in
1955 (Internet).

Reference

Internet - Wikipedia
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

Council has “moonbi” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “ashes” Curr, 1886-7
likely sourced from a 1952 compilation
Geographical Names
which gives no reference to the source of
Board website
that information (McCarthy). This has,
however, been traced to the 1886-7
recording of “moondi” meaning “ashes” at
Port Macquarie NSW (Curr). The different
spelling places some doubt on that record.

Moore Street
25/7/1887

Sutherland

Moores Road
(DISC)

Royal
National
Park

Moray Place
31/7/1968

Sylvania

Moonbi is the name of a village north of
Tamworth in the New England region of
NSW settled around the 1850s (Internet).
The Geographical Names Board website
also uses the 1952 compilation for the
meaning of the name (GNB)..
Named after Charles Moore (1820 -1905),
one of 10 original trustees of the Royal
National Park. He was a botanist and
director of Sydney Botanical Gardens.
Previously had local name of William
Street
Name discontinued. Probably named after
Charles Moore (1820-1905) – an original
trustee of Royal National Park. He was a
botanist and director of Sydney Botanical
Gardens. Ran N-S from Grafton Street
(between Eton St and Merton St) parallel
to Rawson Ave through to Lady Rawson
Avenue.
[updated 22/1/2020]
Moray Place is on land reclaimed from
Oyster Bay and then subdivided, and its
name most likely comes from the moray
eel known be present in Australian coastal
waters (Internet).
Also possible is that it could relate to
Moray Firth, the largest firth in Scotland
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Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1988 p367
(LW)
& Feb 1986, ADB

On HEC Robinson map
circa 1940’s

Council file records
Internet — Wikipedia and
other sites
Brough Smyth, 1878.

Street Name

Morella Lane
(DISC)

Suburb

Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
(Internet).
It is unlikely that “moray” has derived from
an Aboriginal language word, but it was
recorded in 1878 with the meaning “the
root of a tree” in the western area of
Victoria (Brough Smyth).
[updated 22/1/2020]
Originally intended name for lane later
named Nanardine Lane.
“Morella” was recorded in 1886-7 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “hill”
along the Paroo River in the south-west of
Queensland and far west of NSW (Curr).

Moreton
Road
2/5/1980

Morley Street
9/5/1986

Illawong

Sutherland

The hill referred to was likely part of the
Morella Ridges, first noted by SurveyorGeneral Thomas Mitchell in 1846, who
described it as a place where the local
Aboriginal people collected fruit which they
called Moguile (Mitchell) — later “Moogil”
or “Mogila” (Maiden).
Moreton Bay in Queensland, Australia was
named by Captain Cook after Robert
Hinch, 14th Earl of Morton, was President
of the Royal Society (the spelling being an
error in the published account of Cook's
voyage).
There was a Howard Smith Ltd ship
named ‘Moreton’ built in 1882, but that is
an unlikely source of the name
It was probably named after the Australia
Commonwealth Line ‘Moreton Bay’, a
passenger ship built in 1921 which was
requisitioned by the Admiralty in August
1939 and converted to an armed merchant
cruiser, the ‘HMS Moreton’. After active
service from late 1939 to mid 1941, it
became a troopship until 1945, when it
was returned to its former owner and was
finally scrapped in 1957.
Street naming theme in area is names of
historical nautical significance.
Formerly part of Minerva Street dating
from 1882, which was renamed in 1986
because it was split by the SutherlandCronulla railway.
Named after suburb of Perth, Western
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Reference

Council file records
Curr, 1886-7
Mitchell, 1848.
Maiden, 1923

Internet

Internet
CR/ Australian
Encyclopedia – Naval
Defense

www.landgate.wa.gov.au

Street Name

Morna Place
10/12/1974

Suburb

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
Australian. The Perth suburb believed to be

Reference

named after Charles William Morley, who
farmed in the area during the 1860's & 1870’s.
ROC 25/11/1985 that names for parts of
streets split by railway etc be “of towns and
places using the post code directory as a

Council file records

reference”
[updated 22/1/2020]
This area of Kareela has a theme of
names of winners of Sydney Hobart Yacht
Race. “Morna” took line honours in 194748 (Internet). It was later renamed and
competed in the race as “Kurrawa IV” (see
also entry for Kurrewa Place).
“Morna” is first mentioned in 1834 as the
name “Morna Bay” (next to current “Morna
Point”) in land releases on the NSW coast
north of Newcastle (Gazette). The name
was likely taken from a United Kingdom
place name by European settlers.

Morris Close
7/6/1982

Menai

Morrison
Avenue
29/1/1959

Engadine

Mort Close
18/11/1987

Barden
Ridge

Moruya
Avenue
4/12/1969

Sylvania
Waters &
Taren Point

It is unlikely that “morna” came from an
Aboriginal language word of the north-east
of South Australia, where it was recorded
in 1886-7 as meaning “mouth” (Curr) and
in 1899 meaning “calf” (Mathew).
Named after Arthur Morris (born 1922)
Australian cricketer. In group of streets
named after Australian cricketers.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1959 by Edith Lydia
Morrison, who along with her husband
William, had settled on the land in the
early 1930s and raised a large family. It is
understood that the name refers to the
whole Morrison family
As streets in area named after early
Australian pioneers probably named after
Thomas Sutcliffe Mort (1816-1878) wool
broker, businessman. He financed
development of refrigeration for storing /
transporting meat.
[updated 22/1/2020]
Moruya Avenue is one of a number of
streets in that area named after an
Australian River. Moruya River is on the
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Internet — Wikipedia and
other sites
NSW Govt. Gazette of 8
January 1834 p.15
Curr, 1886-7
Mathew, 1899

Chronicle of the 20th
Century
Information supplied by
Mark Morrison, grandson
of original land owners

ADB Online

Council file records
Moruya History at
https://moruya.nsw.au/mor
uya-history/

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
NSW south coast.

Reference

Science of Man, Vol. 7 No.
Several compilations of Aboriginal
7, August 1904
language words indicate meanings for
“moruya” but all appear to be based on
NSW Govt. Gazette of 16
assumptions and are not confirmable as
February 1990 p.1269
no references were given to the source of
the information. It was best summarised by
a local history group:
Moruya is understood to be an Aboriginal
language word of the local Aboriginal
people, based on the report that surveyor
Thomas Florance in June 1828 surveyed
the coast from Batemans Bay to Moruya
and adopted Aboriginal language names
for several locations, including Moruya.
Moruya was recorded during the early
contact period as Moorooya [Flanagan
1833], Moriuaa [Flanagan 1837] and
Moyoru [Oldrey 1843] being the name of
an Aboriginal group occupying the
present-day Moruya area. Many Aboriginal
people today understand the term Moruya
as describing that part of the Moruya River
which was traditionally crossable by foot,
as recorded in a 1904 science journal
[Science of Man] article: “Cobowra now
called Moruya. A Petermom aboriginal
native of the Moruya district, who is now
75 years old, states the reason they called
where Moruya now stands [as] Cobowra,
was owing to the Moruya River being
crossable on foot where the bridge now
crosses the river on the main southern
road in Moruya. None of the old residents
recollect the native name of Moruya”
(Moruya History & Science of Man).

Mosman

Barden

It is of note that in 1990 the “Moruya Local
Aboriginal Land Council” officially changed
its name to the “Cobowra Local Aboriginal
Land Council” recognising the former
place name (Gazette).
Theme for street naming in area is early
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ADB Online

Street Name
Place
12//1988

Suburb
Ridge

Moseley
Street
(DISC)
Mount
Carmel Place
18/9/1969
Mountain
Street
17/12/1962
Mowbray
Street
12/1/1882

Kirrawee

Moyran
Parade
22/4/1958

Grays Point

Mulberry
Street
22/3/1966
Mulga Place

Engadine
Engadine
Sylvania

Loftus
Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Australian pioneers. Probably named after
either Archibald Mosman (1799-1863)
merchant & pastoralist (whom suburb of
Mosman named after) or his son Hugh
(1843 -1909) mine owner, member
Queensland Legislative Council.
An intended name for a street but not used CL
(location not recorded)
Probably name the owner of the land.
Mount Carmel is a coastal mountain range Wikipedia
in northern Israel near Haifa of historical
and religious significance.
In group of streets with naming theme
relating to mountains (peak, sierra, alpine)
First named in 1882 in Holt Sutherland
Estate Co.
Clare Street has a junction with Mowbray
Street but does not seem to have any
connection, other than a mention in the
Magna Carta that Sir Roger de Mowbray,
1st Lord Mowbray was married to Rose de
Clare.
Possibly named after Melton Mowbray, a
town in Leicestershire, the ancestral home
of Sir Roger de Mowbray.
[updated 22/2/2020]
Moyran Parade was originally to be named
“Hacking River Crescent” but this was
rejected due to Council’s policy of
preference for Aboriginal language words.

DP

“Moyran” was recorded in the south-west
of Western Australia in 1842 with the
meaning of “grandfather; grandmother;
grandchild” (Moore). It had previously
been recorded in 1839 in the same area
as “moyre-an” meaning “a grandfather”
(Grey).
Name of type of tree. In group of streets
named after plants.

Moore, 1842

[updated 5/2/2020]
When Mulga Place was first opened in
1975, a part of the street was within
Garnet Road, enclosed by an area that
had been closed to allow for the
subdivision (Gazette). In 2011, the part
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Council file records
including Development
Committee minutes 19
August 1957

Grey, 1839

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 26
September 1975 p.3952 &
25 March 2011 pp.2385-6

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
within Garnet Road was renamed as
Mulga Place (Gazette).
“Mulga” was described in 1899 as “the
name given to the various species of
Acacia (usually Acacia aneura) which
forms dense scrub in many parts of
Australia (Spencer). When that
terminology for “mulga” was first used has
not been established, but would appear to
be a generalised use of an Aboriginal
language word for the particular tree from
which weapons were made.
A report from 1841 indicates that “mulga”
was an Aboriginal implement of warfare
(Port Phillip Gazette).

Reference
Spencer & Gillen, 1899
Port Phillip Gazette of 4
September 1841, p.3
Gunther, Archdeacon,
“Grammar and Vocabulary
of the Aboriginal Dialect
called the Wirradhuri”: an
Appendix by J Fraser in
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Curr, 1886-7

Moore, 1842
Allowing for spelling variations, it would
Ridley, 1878
appear that “mulga” can be related to:
“marga” meaning “a native shield.”
Council file records
recorded around 1837 or a little later as a
word in the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Gunther).
“malka” meaning “shield used with clubs”
around the Goulburn River in northern
Victoria in the 1840s (Curr); “malga”
meaning “shield” around Gunbower (near
Eucha) on the south of the Murray River in
1886-7 (Curr); and “malga” meaning “a
species of spear-wood found in the hills” in
south-west Western Australia in 1842
(Moore).

“Mulga” was recorded in 1878 with the
meaning “boomerang-tree” in the language
of the Wailwun people along the Barwon
River downstream of its junction with the
Namoi River (at Walgett) in the central
north of NSW (Ridley).

Mullens Road
(DISC)

Sutherland

Mullins Lane
(DISC)

Sutherland

Council has “mulga” listed as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “shield”.
A road which ran south from Sutherland to
join the original road into the National Park
(possibly later the road known as Rawson
Avenue)).
Origin of name Mullens has not been
established
Unnamed Lane dating from 1887
Renamed Robertson Lane in 1986
A Fred Mullins owned a corner grocery at
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History of Royal National
Park

CL
Sutherland Shire – a

Street Name

Suburb

Mulyan Lane
25/3/2011

Como

Mulyan Street Como
25/8/1913

Name Source/ meaning
Sutherland in 1930’s
Frederick Adrean Mullins was Councillor
1937-41
[updated 5/2/2020]
Lane opened in 1956 off Mulyan Street. It
remained unnamed until it became Mulyan
Lane in 2011 (Gazette).
For information on Aboriginal language
word “mulyan” see entry for Mulyan Street.
[updated 5/2/2020]
“Mulyan” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “eaglehawk” and appears
(sometimes with slight alterations in
spelling) in many Aboriginal languages
through Australia and holds a special
place as a totem for many Aboriginal
groups (various works).
First recording of “mulyan” meaning
“eaglehawk” was by a Government
surveyor James Larmer in 1834 at “Yeo
Yeo and Narraburra” (near Temora in the
Riverina area of NSW), which he
submitted in 1853 to the SurveyorGeneral’s Department along with other
Aboriginal language words and meanings
he had recorded during his time as a
surveyor (Larmer).

Mundakal
Avenue
23/5/1958

Kirrawee

Muneela
Place
10/5/1972

Yowie Bay

The eaglehawk or wedge-tailed eagle
(Aquila audax) is found in all parts of
Australia where it is the largest bird of prey
(Internet).
[updated 5/2/2020]
“Mundakal” was recorded in 1842 as an
Aboriginal language word of south-west
Western Australia. The meaning and
explanation provided was: “mundakal”
meaning “in the bush”, as in the Aboriginal
phrase “Bal mundakal watto, he is gone
into the bush” (Moore).
[updated 5/2/2020]
“Muneela” with the meaning “round about”
was recorded in 1878 as an Aboriginal
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Reference
History to 1939
Council website list of
Councillors
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6

Many reference works in
the later part of the
nineteenth century indicate
the special regard of
Aboriginal people for the
“eaglehawk.”
Larmer, 1898
Internet – Wikipedia and
other web sites with details
of the eaglehawk.

Moore, 1842

Australian Town and
Country Journal, 7

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
language word for the place name “Manilla
(River)” (Town & Country).

Reference
September 1878, p.17
Ridley, 1875

This has been traced to an 1875 record of
Aboriginal language words of the Kamilaroi
people which indicated that “Manilla”
(River) or “Munila” had the meaning of
“round about” with further explanation “this
river makes almost a circle, and returns to
the Upper Namoi” (Ridley).
The town of Manilla is located at the
junction of the Namoi and Manilla Rivers in
the New England region of northern NSW.

Mungga
Street
30/5/1930

Waterfall

For additional information see listing for
“Manilla Place”.
[updated 5/2/2019]
A Crown Road opened around 1903 to
provide access to Crown leases for
surface coal mining, it was named as
Mungga Street in 1930 (Gazette). It was
included within the extension of Heathcote
National Park in 2003 (Gazette).
“Mungga” is a word with various meanings
in a number of listings of Aboriginal
language works in various locations and
some variations in spelling in many parts
of Australia.
Most likely the source is a 1903 recording
of “mungga” meaning “camp” in the
language of the Thurrawal [Dharawal]
people whose territory stretched
southwards of Botany Bay and Georges
River (Mathews).
In 1901-2, “Mung-ga” meaning “fern” was
recorded in the Thoorga [Dhurga]
language spoken along the southern coast
of NSW from Bermagui northerly to Jervis
Bay (Mathews).
Unlikely are listings found in a number of
reference works of “mungga” in southern
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3 & 14
March 2003 p.4157
Mathews, 1903.
Mathews, 1901-2

Street Name

Suburb

Munni Street
12/2/1913

Woolooware

Name Source/ meaning
Queensland and northern NSW and other
spellings (“moon-ga”, “munga”, “mung-a”,
“mungha”) in Western Australia
Queensland, NSW and Victoria, which
refer to various parts of the human body.
[updated 5/2/2020]
“Munni” is a word listed in several
Aboriginal languages with different
meanings:
Munni was the site of a pastoral property
on the Williams River in the Hunter region
of NSW (near Dungog) first occupied from
1828 (Gazette). A 1900 listing of the place
name recorded it as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a prickly vine”
(Anthropological Survey).
In 1886-7, “munni” meaning “kangaroo”
was recorded around the Albert and
Tweed Rivers in south-east Queensland
(Curr). In 1898, “munni” meaning
“padamelon” [pademelon – a small
wallaby] in the Thangatti [Dhangatti]
language in the Macleay Valley around
Kempsey on the north coast of NSW
(Mathews)
In 1886-7, “munni” meaning “fish” in the
Language of the Ngarrimowro people
around the Murray River near Yielima
(north-east of Echuca) (Curr)
In 1900, “munni” meaning “star” in the
former Kutting language (Enright) of the
Gringal people at Port Stephens on the
NSW central-north coast, also recorded in
1929 as meaning “stars” (Bennett).
In 1904, “munni” meaning “small lizard” in
the Dhauhurtwurru [Dhauwurd Wurrung]
language of south-west Victoria
(Mathews).
Unlikely as a source are meanings for
“munni” as “fat”; “sickness” and “run” found
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Reference

NSW Govt. Gazette of 9
August 1837 p.549
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Curr, 1886-7
Mathews, 1898
Enright, 1900.
Bennett, 1929
Mathews, 1904
Various publications – the
word “munni” is listed in
several other known
publications as an
Aboriginal language word.

Street Name

Suburb

Murchison
Street
11/6/1962

Sylvania

Murdock
Street
1/8/1930
Muronga
Place
8/11/1962

Cronulla
Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
in other published listings (Various
publications).
Possibly named to commemorate the
HMAS Murchison, which was
decommissioned in 1954, but remained
moored in Sydney Harbour until sold off to
a Japanese firm for scrap in 1961. The
Murchison was part of the Australian
shipbuilding program during the Second
World War and saw service with the
occupation forces in Japan, and later saw
service in the Korean War. It was named
after the Murchison River in Western
Australia which was named by Lieutenant
George Grey who explored area in 1839
after Roderick Impey Murchison then
President of Geographic Society of
London.
Alternatively could be named after town of
Murchison near Shepparton, Victoria
which named after Captain John
Murchison.
It is of note that both subdivision plans on
which Murchison Street first appears have
a definite indication that there was another
name on the plan which was changed to
Murchison.
Named after Thomas Murdoch (sic) an
original owner. As indicated his name was
misspelt on the subdivision plan.
[updated 5/2/2020]
“Muronga” is recorded by Council as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“bullroarer”, which was likely taken from a
1952 compilation (McCarthy) which
suggests that it was sourced from
“mooroonga” meaning “bullroarer”
recorded first in 1900 (Mathews) and then
attributed in 1908 to the language of the
Ngarrugu people, who formerly occupied
the country from Queanbeyan, via Cooma
and Bombala, to Delegate near the border
of Victoria in the southern highlands of
NSW (Mathews).
But it may have come from an earlier
source.
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Reference
www.navy.gov.au

www.murchison.wa.gov.au

www.greatershepparton.co
m
CL

Council file records
McCarthy, 1952
Mathews, 1900
Mathews, 1908
Organ, 1990
Ridley, 1875

Street Name

Murralin Lane
circa 1980

Murrami
Avenue
3/7/1959

Murray Island
2/11/1964

Suburb

Sylvania

Caringbah

Sylvania
Waters

Name Source/ meaning
It is of note that the “bullroarer” was
believed by the Aboriginal people of the
Illawarra/South Coast area of NSW to
mimic the sound of thunder (Organ).
“Murongal” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “thunder”, supplied in 1875 by
John Rowley from the “language of the
Aborigines of George’s River, Cowpasture
and Appin, that is from Botany Bay, 50
miles to the south-west” (Ridley).
[updated 5/2/2020]
“Murralin” was recorded by Council in
1963 as an Aboriginal Language word
meaning “climbing”, which was likely taken
from a 1952 compilation (McCarthy), which
suggested that it was sourced from a NSW
north coast language. It named a road up
a steep incline off Princes Highway which
had initially been opened as a private
right-of-way in 1955 and acquired for a
public road by the NSW Department of
Main Roads in 1961 to give access for
properties affected by the widening of the
highway (Gazette).
In 1900, “mur-ra-lin” meaning “climbing”
had been recorded in the former Kutting
language of the Gringai people at Port
Stephens on the NSW central-north coast
(Enright).
[updated 5/2/2020]
“Murrami” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “crayfish” recorded in 1886-7 in
the Riverina region of NSW, around
Yanko, Urana, Jerilderie and Billabong
(Curr).
Council also records “murrami” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“crayfish”.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Murray River is mostly on
NSW – Victorian border. In 1830 Captain
Charles Sturt reached the river , named it
Murray River in honour of the then British
Secretary of State for War and the
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Reference

Council file records see
Development Committee
minute No 164 of April
1963.
McCarthy, 1952
NSW Govt. Gazette of 14
April 1961 p.1103
Enright, 1900.

Curr, 1886-7
Council file records

www.wapedia.mobi

Street Name

Suburb

Murrumbidgee Avenue
26/3/1968

Sylvania
Waters

Name Source/ meaning
Colonies Sir George Murray.
[updated 5/2/2020]
Murrumbidgee Avenue is one of a number
of streets in that suburb named after an
Australian River — the Murrumbidgee
River in southern NSW.
The river was crossed or followed by early
European explorers from around 1821,
with its name already spelt as
“Murrumbidgee” by 1826 (Sydney
Gazette), although also recorded as
“Morumbidgee” by Charles Sturt in 1829
(Sturt).
Whilst accepting that Murrumbidgee is an
Aboriginal language word of the Wiradjuri
people, since 1886 the brief attributed
meanings provided for “Murrumbidgee” in
several published works do not adequately
describe its function as the name for the
meandering river subject to frequent
flooding across its large floodplain. Those
suggested meanings include: “big water”;
“ever flowing”; “plenty of water”; “big water
or river”; “big water, ever running” There
are also some other meanings where no
reference is given for the source of the
information and have not been found in
any other known reference publications:
“pretty river”; “track goes down here”; “very
good place”.
A “Wiradjuri Heritage Study” in the Wagga
Wagga area points to the ancient link
between the Wiradjuri and the
Murrumbidgee as “one Wiradjuri story tells
of the creation of the Murrumbidgee, when
a young women travels to its source and
prods a stick in a rock which causes the
river to flow for the first time, sweeping all
before it.”
As quoted in a 2012 “Aboriginal and
Historic Heritage Assessment”: “The
frequent floods of the Murrumbidgee
provided the local Aboriginal population
with an abundance of resources: as the
flood waters receded, they left the drying
pools stocked with freshwater mussels,
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Reference
Council file records
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 5 August 1826,
p.4
Sturt, C., Two Expeditions
into the Interior of
Southern Australia during
the Years 1828, 1829,
1830, 1831, London 1833
“Wiradjuri Heritage Study”
for Wiradjuri and
Associated Community of
Wagga Wagga; Wagga
Wagga City Council; and
NSW Heritage Office,
November 2002
“Aboriginal and Historic
Heritage Assessment”,
Wagga Wagga City
Council, November 2012
Baylis J.J., “Early History
of the Murrumbidgee” in
The Urana Independent
and Clear Hills Standard,
10 July 1914, p.6

Street Name

Suburb

Muston Lane
13/4/1951

Sutherland

Muttama
Avenue
31/10/1958

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
yabbies, fish and waterfowl as well as
aquatic plants.”
In 1914, a resident of the Wagga Wagga
area who was familiar with the local
Wiradjuri language, reported that
“Murrumbidgee” was a composite of
“murrum-” meaning “a flood or great
expanse of water” and “-bidgee” meaning
“plenty” (Baylis). Hence, “Murrumbidgee”
likely means — a river having at times a
vast expanse of floodwaters.
Unnamed Lane from 1885 to 1951
A and L Muston were early settlers in
Sutherland area.
Had a bakery on Princes Highway south of
Flora Street.
Albert & Les Muston ran bakery from 1914
[updated 5/2/2020]
Council in 1958 accepted “muttama” as a
suitable word for the street name but did
not record any meaning. In a later record,
apparently taken from a 1952 compilation
of Aboriginal words, Council listed
“Muttama” as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “like it”. The 1952 compilation
recorded “Muttama” with two meanings of
“like it” and “take it”, but did not provide
any reference to the source of either
meaning (McCarthy).
A search of all known reference
publications failed to find any confirmation
for a meaning of “like it”, therefore there is
possibly some doubt as to that part of the
record.
“Muttama” meaning “take it” was recorded
by a Government surveyor James Larmer
in 1834 at “Hunter’s River, Brisbane Water
and Newcastle” on the central coast of
NSW, which he submitted in 1853 to the
Surveyor-General’s Department along with
other Aboriginal language words and
meanings he had recorded during his time
as a surveyor (Larmer).
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Reference

Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Suth Shire - Some Early
Residents
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1987
Council file records
including Development
Committee Mininute No
591 of 7 July 1958
McCarthy, 1952
Larmer, 1898

Street Name
Mypolonga
Avenue
20/7/1960

Suburb
Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 5/2/2020]
Mypolonga is a settlement on the banks of
the Murray River north of Murray Bridge,
located on a large area of reclaimed land
formerly known by the local Aboriginal
people as “big one pfella Mobilong swamp”
[sic]. The reclaimed land was named by
the Government in 1909 as “Mypolonga”
for its proposed land release (Advertiser,
also Observer).

Reference

The town of Mypolonga, 18 km North-East
of Murray Bridge, was proclaimed on 1
July 1915, and “Mobilong” was the former
name of Murray Bridge (Manning).

“Aboriginal Nomenclature”
in South Australian
Register, 11 October 1893,
p.7

Advertiser, 9 January
1909, p.14
Observer, 16 January
1909, p.11
Manning, 2012
Cooper, 1949

The earliest reference to “Mypolonga” is
on a plan published in 1841 where it is
shown as “Mypoolonga.” In 1858 a place
in that locality was known as “Mopolong
Paddock” (Manning).
A 1949 compilation of Aboriginal language
words list “Mypolonga” meaning “cliff
lookout place”, but gives no reference to
the source of that information (Cooper). It
possibly could refer to “Myponga” a town
some distance to the west overlooking the
south-west shore of St Vincent Gulf. In that
area in 1893 “Myponga” had been listed as
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“high cliffs by the sea” (South Australian
Register).

Myrtle Street
30/5/1930

Loftus

One reference source nonetheless
suggested possible sources for
“mypolonga”: “It is a corruption of an
Aboriginal word maitpulanggu - ‘lookout
place upon a cliff’; the place, also, has a
meaning of surrender or laying down of
spears. Other records suggest it derives
from mupulawangk, where mupul is a soft
form of basket reed obtained there and
mypolong - ‘in the palm of your hand’”
(Manning).
Unnamed road from 1903 until 1930. Was
originally to be part of National Avenue,
but when named became Myrtle Street
Name of type of tree. In group of streets
named after plants.
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CL

Street Name
Myuna Place
7/9/1977

Suburb
Port
Hacking

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 5/2/2020]
“Myuna” [or “myoona”] appeared in several
newspaper articles from 1899 on as a
property name in various locations in
Eastern Australia, and in 1920 was listed
as an Aboriginal language word “myuna”
meaning “clear water” (Kyogle Examiner).
This would appear to be the source for
several compilations of Aboriginal
language words from 1921 on which
recorded the same information (Thorpe &
others).

Reference
The Kyogle Examiner, 20
November 1920, p.1
Thorpe, 1921
Curr, 1883
Brough Smyth, 1878.
Curr, 1886-7

Nonetheless, that 1920 listing appears to
have confused “myuna” with “wyuna”, the
latter recorded much earlier as an
Aboriginal language word with that
meaning of “clear water.”

Nabiac
Avenue
6/3/1959

Gymea Bay

“Wyuna” was, by 1841, the name of a
pastoral property on the Goulburn River in
northern Victoria, upriver from its junction
with the Murray River, the location shown
on a “Settlers Map” from 1848 (Curr). In
1878, a published list by the SurveyorGeneral of place names in Victoria
included “Wyuna” as an Aboriginal
language place name meaning “clear
water” (Brough Smyth). In 1886-7, Edward
Curr, who had settled on the property
adjoining Wyuna in 1841, recorded that
“Wyuna” was a plain on the Goulburn
River and “Wai-oo-na (commonly spelt
Wyuna)” was the name for that feature in
the language of the Bangerang people of
that area. (Curr).
[upated 2/3/2020]
“Nabiac” was recorded in 1834 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “long
narrow-leaved fig tree” in the Manning
River district around Taree on the north
coast of NSW (Threlkeld). In 1912,
“gnupiac” was suggested as the Aboriginal
language pronunciation (Science of Man).
When the post office and town of Nabiac
south of Taree was renamed from
“Clarkson’s Crossing” in 1894 (Gazette),
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Threlkeld, 1834
Science of Man, Vol. 14
No.1, December 1912
NSW Govt. Gazette, 15
May 1894, p.3161
Gilbert, L.A., The History of
Nabiac and District, 1924

Street Name

Suburb

Nagle Close
21/12/1987

Menai

Nallada Road
13/11/1964

Namara
Place
20/9/1963

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
the meaning of “nabiac” was taken as “wild
fig tree” (Gilbert).

Named after Kelvin “Kel” Nagle golfer
known as “Pymble Crusher”. He won 6
Australian PGA titles, 7 NZ Opens, 7 NZ
PGA’s + 1960 British Open.
Alfords Point [updated 2/3/2020]
Opened as a Crown Road around 1933, it
remained unnamed until 1964 (Gazette)
after Council selected an Aboriginal
language word from Queensland —
“nallada” meaning “grass” (Council
Committee).

Engadine

This was likely sourced from a composite
listing first recorded in 1930 of “nallada”
meaning “grass” which did not supply the
particular location where that information
was recorded (Kenyon).
[updated 1/3/2020]
“Namara” has been found in a 1909
Aboriginal language vocabulary of the
Luritja people of Central Australia, written
in German language and only recently
translated into English with meanings of
“father-in-law (father of husband); son’s
wife and brother’s son’s wife” (Strehlow).
Of note also was a 1907 record of use of
“namara” referring to personal pronouns “I”
and “we” in the adjoining lands of the
Arranda [Arrernte] people (Mathews).
Due to time of naming of the street,
“namara” was possibly derived from the
Aboriginal language word “namarra”
meaning “mother” recorded in 1878
around the Murray River (Brough Smyth).

Nambour
Road

Engadine

The only other reference found for
“namara” is a word recorded under
“Australian Words and Meanings”, but
specifically noted as a New Guinea word,
“namara” meaning “lightening” [sic]
(Science of Man).
[updated 2/3/2020]
“Nambour” was recorded sometime from
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Internet

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 13
November
Council Development
Committee Minute No. 462
of 21 September 1964
Tyrrell, 1930, 1933 & 1953

Strehlow, 2018
Mathews, 1907
Brough Smyth, 1878.
Science of Man, Vol. 3
No.1, February 1900

Street Name
4/2/1970

Nambucca
Avenue
(DISC)
[prior 1959]

Suburb

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
1837 on as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “tea tree bark” in the Maroochy
area of south-east Queensland (Petrie),
the traditional lands of the Kabi Kabi
people. “Tea Tree” in that region is the
species Melaleuca leucadendron, var.
Varidiflora, common name “red-flowered
tea tree” (Watson).

Reference
Petrie, 1904
Watson, 1944
“Nambour History”;
http://nambourtown.com.a
u/

According to histories of the area,
“Nambour” (or “Naamba”) was the name
derived from the same Aboriginal
language word of a pastoral property in
that area operating from 1870. The town
originally known as “Petrie’s Creek” was
named “Nambour” in 1891 after the name
of the pastoral property (Nambour History).
[updated 2/3/2020]
Originally intended name for street named Council file records
as Amitaf Avenue.
Likely was to be named after either the
town of Nambucca Heads or the
Nambucca River on the mid-north coast of
NSW.
“Nambucca” was noted in 1841 by
Surveyor Clement Hodgkinson as a local
Aboriginal language word when recording
the name of the river and other streams in
the area (Hodgkinson).
Two different meanings for “Nambucca”
have been listed, without any precise
reference to the source of that information:
Firstly: In 1900, “Nambucca” meaning
“crooked river” (Anthropological Survey).
An unreferenced account relates this to
Clement Hodgkinson asking two local
Ngamba men about the name of the area
and was told “Nyambagabaga” as “the
spot they were standing was a bend in the
river where a Ngamba giant was speared
in the leg in the Dreaming [legendary
story]” from “ngamba” the name of the
people and ‘baga baga” meaning “knee” –
this was interpreted as “Nambucca”
(Nambucca Heads).
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Hodgkinson, 1845
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey – a
series of handwritten/typed
responses from local
authorities to questionaries
in 1899-1903
“Nambucca Heads” at
https://www.town.com.au/t
own/nambucca-heads/
The Lone Hand, Vol.2,
No.9, 1 August 1914
Thorpe, 1927

Street Name

Suburb

Namoi Place
15/9/1963

Sylvania
Waters

Nanardine
Lane
3/10/2003

Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Secondly: “nambucca” — “from
“ngambugka,” meaning “at the entrance to
the water” (The Lone Hand), later as
“entrance to the sea” (Thorpe).
[updated 2/3/2020]
Named after Namoi River in northern
Council file records
NSW. One of several streets in that suburb
“Recent Information from
named after an Australian river.
Australia” in
Communications made to
In his explorations in 1832, Surveyorthe Royal Geographical
General Thomas Mitchell mentions “the
stream is well known to the natives by the Society, England, 1832.
name Nammoy” (Royal Geographical
Society). By 1837, a pastoral property had NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
been allocated at “Namoi River” (Gazette). January 1837, p.44
“Namoi” was recorded in 1875 as a place
name related to the Aboriginal language of
the Kamilaroi people: “Ngamai (Namoi)”
meaning “place of the ngamai tree” (a
variety of acacia); or from “ngamu”
meaning “breast” (the river curving like a
woman’s breast) (Ridley).
[updated 2/3/2020]
A Crown road opened in 1904, and
diverted at its eastern end in 1973, but not
named as Nanardine Lane until 2003
(Gazette). The name was suggested by
the local Progress Association to fit with
the Aboriginal language words theme for
streets in that area.
“Nanardine” was recorded in 1909 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “a
swallow [bird]” of the Warrathara
[Wiradjuri] people of central NSW (Science
of Man).

Napier Street
25/11/1966

Engadine

Naranga

Engadine

“Nanardine” meaning “swallow” was
selected as the name of a railway station
north of Parkes NSW opened 1914 and
closed in 1976 (NSW Rail), but remains
the place name of that locality (GNB).
As near Auckland St likely named after
City of Napier in NZ. City named c 1854
after Sir Charles Napier hero of battle of
Meeanee in India
[updated 2/3/2020]
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Ridley, 1875

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
October 2003 pp.10000-1
Science of Man, Vol. 11
No.1, May 1909
https://www.nswrail.net/loc
ations/show.php?name=N
SW:Nanardine
Geographical Names
Board website.

Wikipedia

Street Name
Avenue
20/9/1963

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“Naranga” was recorded by 1951 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “open”
in Northern Australia in a composite list
which does not provide any reference to
the source of that information (Kenyon).
No previous entry has been found in any
known publication to confirm that
information.
“Naranga” was recorded in the early 1900s
as an Aboriginal language word meaning
“hungry” in south-west Western Australia
around Busselton (Adelaide Uni). Of note
is the similar “narang” meaning “hungry”
recorded around Albury in southern NSW
in 1886-7 (Curr).
A later composite listing raises the
possibility that “naranga” comes from
earlier listings of “narang” meaning “little”
or “a small creek” (Reed).
“Narang” meaning “little” appears to have
some relation to “naraƞ“ [narang] meaning
“small” supplied by Mr John Rowley in
1878 in the Language of the Aborigines of
George's River, Cowpasture and Appin, that
is from the mouth of George's River, at
Botany Bay, and for about fifty miles to the
south-west (Ridley)

“Narang” meaning “small creek” was
recorded in 1900 in the Carcoar Region,
south-west of Bathurst NSW (Science of
Man).
Other early recordings of “narang” found
were:
“Narang” meaning “baby” in 1886-7 around
Omeo in north-east Victoria (Curr).
“Narang” meaning “slowly” in 1912 in the
Bland Region of central NSW (around
West Wyalong) (Science of Man).
“Narang” meaning “forest” in 1944 at
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Reference
Kenyon, 1930 &1951
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
Section XII 2B 13
Curr, 1886-7
Reed, 1977
Ridley, 1878
Science of Man, Vol. 2
No.12, January 1900 &
Vol. 11 No. 12, April 1910
& Vol. 13 No. 11, March
1912
Watson, 1944

Street Name

Suburb

Naranganah
Avenue
2/11/1970

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Fraser Island on the east coast of
Queensland (Watson).
[updated 2/3/2020]
Naranganah Avenue was opened in
Council file records
sections commencing at Flat Rock Road in
1970 and continuing generally westward to Curr, 1886-7
the cul-de-sac opened in 1985.
The name appears to be of Aboriginal
language origin, but has not been found
with that particular spelling in any known
reference work of Aboriginal languages.
Possibly, it was concatenated from other
Aboriginal language words with the suffix
“-nah” being a modifier – the meaning of
that suffix would depend on the particular
Aboriginal language of the first part of the
word.
See entry for “Naranga Avenue” for the
range of meanings of “narang” and
“naranga”.
It is unlikely “naranganah” derives from
“narangan” recorded in the Gippsland area
of Victoria in 1886-7, due to the attributed
meaning of “stupid” (Curr).

Narooma
Place
27/7/1967

Gymea Bay

The origin of the word “naranganah”
remains undetermined.
[updated 2/3/2020]
Narooma Place was likely named after the
town of Narooma on the south coast of
NSW, as it is in a group of streets named
after South Coast towns, which derive their
names from Aboriginal language words.
It would appear that “Narooma” was for
many years an alternate spelling of
“Noorooma,” the Lands Department name
for the parish in the south-east of NSW
adopted by 1855 (Gazette). A Government
notice in 1874 nonetheless spelt it
“Narooma” (Gazette).
A note on the history of the area indicates
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 1
February 1856, p.320 & 7
November 1874, p.3352
http://eurobodallacoast.co
m/historyheritage.html
“Plan shewing the survey
of the Village of
Noorooma” from surveys
of licensed surveyor
Potter, English Govt.
publication, 1885

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
that “Noorooma” was the name of a
pastoral property occupied in 1839
(Internet). The name was used for the
village surveyed in 1883 and mapped in
1885 (Map of Village). “Noorooma”
remained the name of the town until 1972
when the Geographical Names Board
discontinued that name in favour of
“Narooma” (Gazette).
In 1899, “narooma” meaning “rain” was
recorded in the language of the Barwidgee
people of the Upper Murray River
(Mathew). The headwaters of the Murray
River are inland to the west of Narooma.
“Nuruma” also meaning “rain” had also
been recorded earlier further down the
Murray River in the Dhudhuroa language
of the north-eastern Victoria (Blake and
Reid).

Reference
NSW Govt, Gazette of 7
July 1972 p.2791
Mathew, 1899
Blake & Reid, 2002
http://eurobodallacoast.co
m/historyheritage.html
Science of Man, Vol. 5 No.
12, January 1903 &Vol. 7
No.7, August 1904 & Vol. 2
No. 12, January 1900

No confirmation has been found to support
the suggestion that "noorooma" was a
Yuin word meaning "clear, blue water”
(Internet).
In 1903, “noorooma” was also recorded in
the general area around Narooma (and
elsewhere) as meaning “a sacred stone
used by the Kooragees” (Science of Man).
A Kooragee was the doctor of Aboriginal
people attributed to have power to cure
illnesses and also to cause illness (by
bone pointing).

Narraga
Place
14/11/1958

Gymea Bay

In 1904, in the Braidwood region (to the
north of Narooma), “Narooma or
Ngnarooma” was recorded with the
meaning “burrawong growing in the water”
(Science of Man). “Burrawong” was the
Aboriginal language word recorded in
1900 for “a kind of native palm” (Science
of Man).
[updated 2/3/2020]
“Narraga” is an Aboriginal language word
recorded with different meanings in
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Moore, 1842

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
various parts of Australia.

Reference
Nathan, 1848

“Narraga” meaning “dry; ripe — as seeds
or corn” in 1842 in south-western Western
Australia (Moore).

Curr, 1886-7

“Narraga” meaning “lightening” [sic] —
from context should be “lightning” — in
1848 from the “Wollongong or Five
Islands” Aboriginal people in the Illawarra
Region of NSW (Nathan).

Narran Place
(DISC)
3/7/1958

Caringbah

“Narraga” meaning “drink” in 1886-7 from
the Aboriginal people around Bathurst
NSW. (Curr).
[updated 2/3/2020]
Narran Place was dedicated in a shortlived subdivision. Three weeks after the
subdivision was registered the land was
acquired for Caringbah High on 25 July
1958. The road construction survived as
the internal entry road into the school.

Council file records
Tench, 1793
Brough Smyth, 1878.
Curr, 1886-7

Likely named after the Narran River in
northern NSW and southern Queensland.

Gunther, in Threlkeld &
Fraser, 1892

A number of records have been found of
an Aboriginal language word “Narran” in
different locations and with different
meanings:

Science of Man, Vol. 7
No.3, April 1904 & Vol. 7
No. 4, May 1904

In the early days of the Colony of NSW,
“Narran” meaning “forehead” was recorded
in 1793 around the Hawkesbury River
north of Sydney (Tench).
In 1878, “narran” meaning “moon” was
recorded as the Aboriginal language name
for Lake King in the East Gippsland
Region of Victoria (Brough Smyth),
In 1886-7, “narran” was listed with the
meaning “hungry” in the south of NSW
(Curr). This had been previously recorded
around 1837 or a little later as a word
“ngarran” meaning “hungry” in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
of central NSW (Gunther).

Reference

Also in 1886-7, “narran” meaning “light”
around the Namoi and Barwon Rivers in
northern NSW; “narran” meaning ”beard”
around the Dawson River in eastern
Queensland; “narran” meaning “lyrebird”
around the Macleay River on the north
coast of NSW (Curr).

Nathan Place
16/10/1972

Engadine

National
Avenue
1/12/1923

Loftus

National Park
Road (DISC)
Nattai Street
16/10/1970

Loftus

In 1904, “narran” meaning “a scrub”
(unspecified location) and “narran”
meaning “rocky point” in the Dubbo region
of NSW (Science of Man).
In subdivision with Dunlea Street so
DP
ADB Online
possibly named after George Nathan a
Jewish bookmaker who ran fundraising
carnivals at Sydney Sports Ground to raise
funds to help Father Dunlea run Boys
Town in early 1940’s.
Unnamed Crown Road from 1903 to 1923, CL
and originally intended to extend along the
road later renamed as Myrtle. Likely so
named as was part of ‘The Great National
Park Estate’ Subdivision 1923.
See Illawarra or National Park Road
[updated 2/3/2020]
Nattai Street was opened as a Crown
Road in 1945, but not named until 1970.
Likely named after Nattai River in the
southern highlands of NSW.
In 1802, Ensign Barrallier exploring about
45 miles west of the Nepean River “chose
a site for a depot at a place called Nattai
by natives” and recorded “the river still
known as the Nattai River” (Lee).
The original village of Nattai evolved in the
Burragorang Valley, but was flooded to
create Warragamba Dam in 1960. The
village was relocated to the top of Mount
Burragorang (Campbelltown-MacArthur
Advertiser).
A meaning for the Aboriginal language
word “Nattai” was not found prior to a
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 16
October 1970 p.4188
Lee, 1925
Campbelltown-MacArthur
Advertiser, 23 September
2015
Symonds in The Lone
Hand, Vol. 1 No. 9, August
1914
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

Street Name

Nea Street
Circa 1947
(DISC)

Suburb

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
composite listing in 1914, the author of
which indicated she had “consulted as
many authorities as were available in the
Public Library” but did not provide any
other reference. “Nattai” was given the
meaning “water” (Symonds).

Later composite list of Aboriginal language
words apparently accepted that 1914
record (eg. McCarthy). Council also
recorded “Nattai” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “water”.
[updated 9/3/2020]
Nea Street off the northern side of Kumulla On HEC Robinson map
circa 1947
Road was shown in a street directory
around 1947. No other record has been
www.nswrail.net
found of a street in that location.
Nea is a location near Breeza in the
Liverpool Plains area of north-east NSW,
at the site of a railway siding opened in
1911 and closed in 1966, named after the
Parish of Nea in that area.

Needlebrush
Close
24/5/1984
Neil Street
16/9/1938

Nelson Street
23/3/1966

Reference

Irish, 1927.
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
10, November 1900

“Nea” was recorded in 1900 with the
meaning of [woman’s] “breasts” as an
Aboriginal language word of the Wiraiari
[Wiradjuri] people (Science of Man).
Alfords Point Named after type of tree. In subdivision
where streets named after trees/ plants.
Bundeena

Engadine

Originally unnamed road dating from 1915, CL
then named Parkwood Street in 1930.
Renamed in 1938 after Neil (Neal) Drayton
Mobbs who jointly owner the land with his
mother Rosa (Rosey) Ellen Jane Mobbs at
time of subdivision. The alternate spellings
of Neil/Neal and Rosa/Rosey appear
variously used in relioable source
documents. The Mobbs family members
were Parramatta auctioneers and land
developers who had large land hldings in
Bundeena.
As near Trafalgar Street and (later named) Internet
Victory Street would be named after Lord
Horatio Nelson, 1st Viscount Nelson, who
commandeered British naval fleet at Battle
of Trafalgar against French/ Spanish fleet
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Street Name

Suburb

Nemesia
Avenue
21/1/1961
Nepean
Place
17/6/1963

Caringbah
South

Nerang Lane
Sometime
prior to 1993

Cronulla

Nerang Road
15/8/1918

Sylvania
Waters

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
October 1805
Genus of annuals, perennials and shrubs
Wikipedia
native to Africa. Several other streets in
area named after plants.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Nepean River is to west of
Sydney. Named to honour Evan Nepean
Under Secretary of State for the Home
Department c 1789 who had been involved
in organizing First Fleet.
[updated 9/3/2020]
Lane off Nerang Road was opened in
Council file records
1918 and remained unnamed when
widened in 1962. The name “Nerang
Lane” first appears on subdivision plans in
1993.
For information on “nerang” see entry for
Nerang Road.
[updated 9/3/2020]
“Nerang” is an Aboriginal language word
recorded at various times in eastern
Australia.

Braidwood and Its Setting".
New South Wales State
Heritage Register. Office of
Environment and Heritage

Surveyor James Larmer who surveyed
Braidwood in 1839 and later lived in that
town included “Nerang” meaning [the
number] “four” in a list of Aboriginal
language words of that area in 1853
(Braidwood, also Larmer).

Larmer, 1898

In 1865, a site for a township was selected
on a slope overlooking the Nerang River
(in what is now the Gold Coast Region of
Queensland), known as Nerang township
by 1876. (Nerang History). In 1900, to the
north at Wide Bay, “nerang” had been
recorded with the meaning “small” and in
1904 “nerang” meaning “little” was listed in
the Nerang area (Science of Man)

Science of Man, Vol. 3
No.4, May 1900; Vol 7
No.5, June 1904; Vol. 5
No.12, January 1903; Vol.
6 No.5, June 1903; Vol. 13
No.4, August 1911

A suggestion was also made that “Nerang”
meant “shovel nosed shark” (Nerang
history). That likely was later explained by
a 1944 recording of “ngir’ring” meaning
“shovel nosed shark” in the language of
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Nerang history https://www.goldcoast.qld.
gov.au/thegoldcoast/neran
g-history-2737.html

Watson, 1944
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol.1 No.1, August 1896
Curr, 1886-7

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the Yugumbir people of south-east
Queensland, whose territory included the
area around Nerang (Watson).

Reference

In 1903, “Nerang” was recorded in central
NSW as an Aboriginal language word with
the meaning “little” and later the same year
with the meaning “small, referring to a
man” in the language of the Kamilari
[Kamilaroi] people (Science of Man).
Another recording of “Nerang” also refers
to the Kamilari (Kamilaroi) people of NSW.
A 1911 listing attributed to earlier work by
Archdeacon Greenway indicates that
“Nerang” or “Noorong” meant “small or
nearer to” and was “the Aboriginal name of
the river now called Narran” [which flows
from southern Queensland into northern
NSW] (Science of Man).
Of note also is the 1896 recording of
“nerangi” meaning “short” in the language
Wooradjeri (Wiradjuri) in southern NSW
(Anthropological Journal).

Nerida Road
1/5/1969

Kareela

“Nerang” was also recorded in 1886-7 with
the meaning “mother” in south-west
Victoria (Curr).
[updated 9/3/2020]
Nerida Road is named after “Nerida”, the
overall winner of the Sydney-Hobart Yacht
Race in 1950. Streets in this part of the
suburb have a theme of yacht names from
the Sydney-Hobart Yacht Race.
“Nerida” was recorded in 1866 as a Dippil
Aboriginal language word meaning
“blossom” in south-east Queensland (to
the north and north-west of Brisbane)
(Ridley).
In 1944, “nerida” meaning “blossom” was
again recorded in the same general area
as being in the language of the Kabi
people (Watson).
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Australian National
Maritime Museum website
http://arhv.anmm.gov.au/o
bjects/121355
Council file records
Ridley, 1866
Watson, 1944

Street Name
Nevin Close
21/12/1993

Suburb
Menai

New Illawarra
Road (DISC)

New Illawarra
Road
3/7/1953

Barden
Ridge &
Lucas
Heights &
Holsworthy

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
In line with theme of naming streets in
area after Welsh locations probably named
after Nevin, a shipping port / town in
Caernarvonshire in North Wales
[updated 11/11/2019]
Bygone Days of
One of the names originally applied to the Sutherland Shire
road from Horse Rock Point at Sylvania to
Sutherland (which eventually became
Princes Highway) and then south to join
the Old Illawarra Road at Engadine (also
partly became Princes Highway)
See also Illawarra or National Park Road
For meaning of “Illawarra” see entry for
Old Illawarra Road.
[updated 11/11/2019]
CL
This is the original route of New Illawarra
Road, which came off Old Illawarra Road
at what is nowadays the north side of
Barden Ridge Oval, the start of which has
been recently closed to provide a site of a
rural fire station.
Originally an Unnamed Crown Road dating
from 1888, it ran generally south-west into
what later became Holdsworthy Army
Firing Range, to join, just outside the Shire
boundary, the Old Coach Road, a road
known as Old Illawarra Road from
Liverpool to Darkes Forest and on to
Wollongong, which passed through the
long-gone Eckersley settlement.
The road was officially named as New
Illawarra Road in 1953, by which time it
terminated at its intersection with
Heathcote Road, built in 1939-41 (the
remainder being a track within the
Holsworthy Army Firing Range)..
It was abandoned as a trafficable road
when the revised route of New Illawarra
Road was opened by the Department of
Main Roads in 1967
Much of the route still remains as an
unmade road, with part within ANSTO
incorporated into the current roads in that
establishment (but named as Old Illawarra
Road). Some parts of the original road are
within the road reserve of the revised route
of New Illawarra Road.
For meaning of “Illawarra” see entry for
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Street Name

Suburb

New Illawarra
Road
Named
between
1967 and
1980

Menai &
Barden
Ridge &
Lucas
Heights

Newcombe
Street
15/9/1926
Newland
Place
13/10/1967
Newtons
Lane (DISC)
Circa 1914
Nicholi Place
31/8/1967
Nicholls
Place
24/12/2010

Nicholson
Parade
Prior to 1904

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Old Illawarra Road.
[updated 11/11/2019]
CL
Unnamed Road when opened by
Department of Main Roads in 1967, and
was soon being referred to a New Illawarra
Road, certainly sometime before 1980
when the name was first shown on a
survey plan.
At that time, it started at Australia Road,
cut off a section of Old Illawarra Road
which became unused and continued
south-west to Heathcote Road.
In recent years, a motorway corridor has
been acquired which now has connected
the southern end of Alfords Point Road to
New Illawarra Road and, after initially
being considered for naming as Alfords
Point Road, has now been named as an
extension to New Illawarra Road.

For meaning of “Illawarra” see entry for
Old Illawarra Road.
Maianbar
In 1840 a George William Newcombe
purchased 30 acres of land on the
southern shore of Port Hacking at
Fisherman’s Bay. The street is named
after him.
Engadine
One of group of 3 streets named after
Australian Victoria’s Cross recipients.
Captain James Ernest Newland (18811949) won VC for action France April 1917
Cronulla
[Updated 20/9/2017]
Included in Council road maintenance lists
1914-1920, however the location has not
been established.
Alfords Point A type of eucalyptus tree known as
peppermint gum. In subdivision where
names are those of trees/ plants.
Barden
Named after Sir Douglas Nicholls
Ridge
prominent aboriginal sportsman, social
worker, minister and governor of SA.
Theme in 2010 second stage of
subdivision (by Gandangara Aboriginal,
Land Corp.) - aboriginal persons
Cronulla
[updated 21/9/2017[
Two possible origins for name.
Captain T Nicholson was Captain of
steamer Koonya which was shipwrecked
off Cronulla (Boat Harbour) in 1898.
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Echoes From the Bay &
Maianbar by Carrick,
Christie
www.anzacday.org.au

CL

Internet
Council Records, Internet

Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
Sutherland Shire – a

Street Name

Suburb

Nicolson
Circuit
7/7/1994

Menai

Nicolsons
Road (DISC)
1/9/1920

Menai

Nimbin Place
22/5/1974

Yarrawarrah

Name Source/ meaning
John Barnes (Jack) Nicholson was local
MLA circa 1894 – 1907.
He was MLA for Illawarra 1891-94,
Wollongong 1907-1917.
As adjoins Ewos Parade also named after
a politician it is more likely that is named
after J B Nicholson.
Unnamed Crown Road dating from 1895.
Name first appears on a survey in 1904
but appears to have been used previously.
The section of Nicholson Parade from
Waratah Street to Gerrale Street is partly a
lane created in the Village of Gunnamatta
(Cronulla) in 1899 known as “Giddings
Lane.” From 1927 this lane was replaced
and widened to form the extension to
Nicholson Parade
Named after Wilfred Nicolson – preacher ,
secretary & treasurer at Menai
Congregational Church and his family
Dulcie, Ethel, Joyce. The family was one
of the early market gardeners in area.
Wilfred Nicolson moved to area 1903.
Area has theme of pioneering settlers.
[Updated 21/9/2017]
A diversion road for the original route of
Menai Road at a sharp bend at southern
end of Mona Road. The new road reserve
acquired ran through the north-east corner
of Wilfred Nicholson’s land. It was closed
in 1992 along with part of Menai Road and
area subdivided.
Name included in 1920 Council list of road
construction and maintenance where it is
incorrectly spelt as “Nicholson’s”.
[updated 9/3/2020]
Nimbin is a town in the Northern Rivers
region of NSW. The locality was known as
Nimbin by 1881, with a village of Nimbin
laid out in 1903 and confirmed in 1906. It
became noticed in 1973 as the site for the
“Aquarius” counter-culture festival (Nimbin
local history).

Reference
History to 1939
NSW parliament website

Nimbin was recorded in 1900 in the
Richmond and Tweed River Districts on
NSW as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “little rocky peak; a pointed rock,

“Nimbin Local History” and
other websites.
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CL

Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
MD1/11/P1

CL

“Nimbin Local History”
http://www.nnsw.com.au/ni
mbin/history.html
Science of Man, Vol. 3
No.8, September 1900 &
Vol. 3 No.9, October 1900

Mathews, 1905

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
hill, or pinnacle” (Science of Man)

Reference

The meaning of “nimbin” is related to the
“Nimbin Rocks” to the south of the town,
now under the custodianship of the
Bundjalung nation and an important
sacred site of the local Wiyabal people. A
Nimbinjee people’s legendary story tells of
it as the home of Nyimbunji, a spirit man
who watched over the surrounding country
after the rocky formation was created in
the “dreamtime” by ancestral beings
settling there (Internet).

Nimoola
Road
9/2/1973

Engadine

Ninth Avenue
26/2/1935
Ninth Avenue
1/12/1923

Jannali

Ninth Avenue
North (DISC)
13/11/1964

Loftus

Ninth Avenue
South (DISC)
13/11/1964

Loftus

Loftus

Unlikely as a source was “nimbin” meaning
“navel” recorded in 1905 around the Paroo
River in south-west Queensland as an
Aboriginal language word of the Baddyeri
(Badjiri/Budjari/Badyidi) people (Mathews).
[updated 9/3/2020]
Council advised the Department of Lands
in 1972 that “Nimoola Road” had been
approved for use in a Crown Land
subdivision as having Aboriginal language
origin.

Council file records letter
dated 30 March 1972
Science of Man, Vol. 6
No.6, July 1903

“Nimoola” had been recorded in 1903 as
an Aboriginal language word meaning “a
steep incline” around Bundarra in the New
England Region of north-east NSW
(Science of Man).
Ninth street in subdivision
Unnamed Crown Road about 1903 to
1923.
Ninth street in subdivision. From 1964 till
2006 parts were known as Ninth Avenue
North/ South.
Renamed because of unmade section
which disconnected the two parts of the
road. Those names were never
successfully used for house addresses
and were regazetted to the original names
in 2006.
Renamed because of unmade section
which disconnected the two parts of the
road. Those names were never
successfully used for house addresses
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CL

CL

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Nioka Place
15/11/1957

Caringbah

Nirimba
Crescent
21/6/1961

Heathcote

Nixon Place
20/8/1971

Bonnet Bay

Noble Close
14/3/1980

Menai

Nolan
Avenue
9/10/1959

Engadine

Norfolk Place
13/11/1964

Miranda

Norseman
Place
19/2/1976

Yarrawarrah

Name Source/ meaning
and were regazetted to the original names
in 2006.
[updated 9/3/2020]
“Nioka” was recorded in 1900 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “a
green hill” (Science of Man). It had
previously been listed in 1899 as “niioka”
with the same meaning of “a green hill”
around Nowra on the NSW South Coast
(Anthropological survey).
Council also lists “nioka” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “green hill”.
[updated 9/3/2020]
“Nirimba” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “pelican” recorded in 1842 in
south-west of Western Australia with the
comment “it is singular that these birds are
seen frequently to come from the interior
across the York district” [ie. from east of
Perth] (Moore). It had been previously
recorded in that area in 1833 as
“nieremba” meaning “the pelican” (Lyon)
and in 1839 as “neer-im-ba” meaning “a
species of pelican” (Grey).
Named after Richard Milhous Nixon 37th
US President (1969 -1974). That Bonnet
Bay street names be those of US
presidents was recommended by Deputy
Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to by
Parkes Development and Council
Named after Montague Alfred “Monty”
Noble (1873-1940), cricketer and dentist.
Played in test 1898 to 1909. In
Subdivision where streets named after
Australian cricketers.
Named after Sergeant Nolan an early
resident of Engadine.
He was a retired police sergeant and the
family moved into the area pre 1912.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in by Frederick James Nolan
Unnamed lane from 1955 until 1964.
Possibly named to commemorate 50th
anniversary of Norfolk Island as an
Australian Territory.
Named after Western Australian town. In
group of streets named after WA locations.
Named by a gold prospector of Nordic
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Reference

Science of Man, Vol. 3
No.9, October 1900
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Council file records

Moore, 1842
Lyon, 1833.
Grey, 1839

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Internet

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p375
(LW) Pgs 24-7 Engadine
1825 – 2001
CL
DP
CL

Sheppard

Street Name

Suburb

North East
Crescent
North Lane
12/11/2004

Lilli Pilli

North Street
24/1/1941

Gymea

Northbrook
Place
27/9/1983

Illawong

Northcote
Avenue
28/10/1907

Caringbah
South

Northumberland Road
25/5/2001

Caringbah

North West
Arm Road
28/11/1947

Gymea &
Grays Point

Gymea

Name Source/ meaning
descent Lawrence (Laurie) Sinclair after
his horse Norseman.
Road runs in a generally north-east
direction off end of Kamira Road.
Lane off North Street. Unnamed lane from
1919, extended to full length in 1979, until
2004
Diversion road along north side of railway
to join ends of roads severed by the
railway corridor
Possibly named after ship Northbrook
which bought immigrants to NSW 1878,
79. In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Named after 3rd Governor General of
Australia 1904-1908. Rt Hon Henry
Stafford Northcote, 1st Baron Northcote of
Exeter (1846-1911).
Nearby is Dudley St named after 4th
Governor General.
Name of Ship of which Captain Cook was
master circa 1760 charting the Canadian
coastline.
A part off Parraweena Road previously
named Resolution Drive was renamed to
Northumberland Road in 2003.
[updated 20/9/2017]
Road generally parallel to the western
shore of North West Arm of Port Hacking.
Originally a track constructed by Bob
Dashwood in 1911 to 1918 (see
Dashwoods Track), later composed of a
surveyed right-of-way (from 1919), part of
unnamed road (later Serpentine Road)
and part of reserved road, the full extent of
which connected Forest Road with the
eastern end of the northern part of former
Angle Road (now replaced by Greenhaven
Road). A further 1919 right-of-way (also
part of Dashwoods Track) then continued
parallel to North West Arm to a creek
which entered North West Arm just to the
north of present-day Kyogle Place. In 1927
the route was extended by acquisition of a
road (later Coombes Road) from the creek
to the unnamed road which is now Grays
Point Road.
A section of Hotham Road from President
Avenue to Forest Road dating from 1882
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Reference

CL
Internet ‘ Passenger ships
arriving in Australia 183799’
Australian Dictionary of
Biography online

www.nla.gov.au
CL

CL
SSHS Bulletin Aug 1977,
Feb 1980 & Feb 1982

Street Name

Suburb

Norval Place
17/6/1986

Illawong

Nottingham
Place
27/6/1959

Yowie Bay

Novara
Crescent
29/3/1888

Jannali &
Como

Nowra Place
25/6/1966

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
was added in 1947 when the entire length
of the road was named as North West Arm
Road. The renaming included all of the
previously unnamed sections, the part of
Hotham Road, part named Serpentine
Road and part named Coombes Road.
[updated 9/3/2020]
Passenger ship UK to Tasmania 1832 .In
1835 took sheep and cattle to help
establish settlement in Victoria. In line with
theme of area- names of historical nautical
significance.
In 2011, a section of former route of
Sproule Road was renamed as part of
Norval Palace.
As adjoins Sherwood Avenue would be
named after town of Nottingham in
England. (Obvious relation to legend of
Robin Hood). Sherwood Avenue was
named some 5 years before and it is only
possible that it was named after Sherwood
Forest.
Named after location in Italy by James
Murphy manager, director, shareholder in
Holt Sutherland Estate who named suburb
and 8 original streets after places in Italy.
[updated 9/3/2020]
In a group of streets named after South
Coast locations (Huskisson, Conjola, etc.)
so would be named after town of Nowra.
A 2004 newspaper article indicated that
“Nowra” was apparently recorded as “nouwoo-ro” in 1821 and suggested meanings
of “black cockatoo” or “camping place”
(SMH). It was “Nowra” by 1836 in local
Nowra Creek (Sydney Gazette). The town
of Nowra was established in 1856
(Gazette).
An 1840 reference indicates that “nowra”
was a “hill near Shoalhaven River”
(Clarke). In 1899, “nowra” was recorded as
an Aboriginal language word at Nowra
meaning “Two (you and me) [sic]”
(Anthropological Survey). A local historian
in the period 1910 to 1930 recorded
“nowra” as derived from an Aboriginal
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Reference

New South Wales: History
and Resources, for
Centennial International
Exhibition, Melbourne,
1888
Council file records

Como Public School 188485, 1921-1988 A History of
Two Schools.
Council file records
Sydney Morning Herald, 8
February 2004.
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 2 July 1936,
p.4
NSW Govt. Gazette, 3
August 1852, p.1181
Clarke, 1840, and
McCaffrey, 1910-30,
referenced in Organ, 1990
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903

Street Name

Suburb

Nowranie
Road (DISC)

Woolooware

Name Source/ meaning
language word “gnowarra” meaning “the
black duck” (McCaffrey).
[updated 9/3/2020]
“Nowranie” was shown on 1908 plan but
crossed out by surveyor and replaced with
Carabella, which itself was then corrected
to Carrabella on the same plan.

18/9/1908

For further information see entry for
Carabella Road.

Reference

Council file records
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol.1 No.2, September
1896
Science of Man, Vol. 12
No.1, May 1910

“Nowranie” was a pastoral property
operating by 1855 in the Murrumbidgee
area of southern NSW. An alternate
spelling appears when recorded in 1896
as an Aboriginal language word “nouranie”
meaning “going for a bathe” in the
Narrandera area of southern NSW
(Anthropological Journal). In 1910, further
south in NSW at Tocumwal, “nouranie”
had a different meaning of “no water here”
(Science of Man).
Noyana
Avenue
22/4/1958

Grays Point

Nulgarra
Avenue
16/3/1959

Gymea Bay

[updated 9/3/2020]
Noyana Avenue was the name approved
Council file records
by Council in 1956 for the street originally
to be named Dunumbral Street. The name
“Noyana Avenue” was included in the
1958 subdivision plan.
The word “noyana” was said have the
meaning “kinsfolk,” however a search of all
known reference documents failed to
confirm that meaning
[updated 9/3/2020]
The Maitland Mercury and
“Nulgarra” is first mentioned as the name
Hunter River General
of a property in the Upper Hunter region of Advertiser, 22 February
NSW in 1851 (Mercury and Hunter River). 1851, p.3
In 1900, further west and north in NSW,
“nulgarra” was recorded in the
Wooratherie language of the Wiradjuri
Aboriginal people around the Macquarie
and Castlereagh Rivers with the meaning
“bright” (Science of Man).
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Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
4, May 1900
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Council also records “nulgarra” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“bright”.

Nullabor
Place
16/9/1977

Yarrawarrah

Nullaburra
Road
10/2/1909

Caringbah

From latin – nulla = no, arbor = tree.
Named after Nullabor Plain in Western
Australia - in subdivision where streets
named after WA locations.
[updated 12/5/2020]
“Nullaburra” was recorded in 1886-7 as an Curr, 1886-7
Aboriginal language word meaning “wood
duck” in the Hawkesbury River and Broken NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
Bay area on the central coast of NSW
(Curr).
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000
In 1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937,
the section of Nullaburra Road north of the
railway was renamed Nullaburra Street
North and to the south of the railway as
Nullaburra Street South. The street names
were never successfully used for street
addressing and they were reverted to the
former name of Nullaburra Road in 2006
(Gazettes).

Nullaburra
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Caringbah

Nullaburra
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Caringbah

[updated 12/5/2020]
Incorrectly designated as Nullaburra
Street, Nullaburra Road was renamed in
1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937.
The section of Nullaburra Road north of
the railway was renamed Nullaburra Street
North. The name was never successfully
used for house addresses and was
reverted to the original name in 2006,
which also allowed correction of “Street” to
“Road.”
[updated 12/5/2020]
Incorrectly designated as Nullaburra
Street, Nullaburra Road was renamed in
1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937.
The section of Nullaburra Road south of
the railway was renamed Nullaburra Street
South. The name was never successfully
used for house addresses and was
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Reference

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Street Name

Suburb

Numantia
Road
22/3/1886

Engadine /
Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
reverted to the original name in 2006,
which also allowed correction of “Street” to
“Road.”
[updated 17/2/2020]
Numantia Road is named after the
Celtiberian hill fortress (now Garray, near
Soria), in northern Spain, besieged by
Scipio Aemilianus Africanus in 133 BC and
burned by the defenders before they
surrendered.
“Numantia” was also the name of a
cottage built by Sir James Martin in 1877
at Faulconbridge in the Blue Mountains’,
named because he thought the
countryside there was similar to Numantia
in Spain. Numantia Road is not far from
Martin Street which was named after Sir
James Martin. Area has theme of roads
named after politicians and public servants
in late 1800s.

Nundah
Place
Circa 1973

Woronora

Numantia Road originally extended to
around where Rialto Place, Heathcote is
now located, but that section was closed in
1982 and included in subdivision
(Gazette).
[updated 9/3/2020]
Nundah Place is part of the road originally
named Prices Avenue in 1922. It became
a side road when a new road off Menai
Road was opened in 1970 creating a
diversion road through to the remainder of
Prices Avenue, which was then renamed
as Prices Circuit. The name Nundah Place
was allocated in 1973.
Nundah (now a suburb of Brisbane in
Queensland) is an Aboriginal language
word. It was originally a property dating
from1838, later described as ‘the
missionary station at Nundah. (Nundah
means "chain of waterholes.")’ (Petrie).
The missionary station closed in 1846
(History of Nundah).
It is of note that a previous recording
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Reference

Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”
Internet
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 8
October 1982 p.4714

Council file records
including Development
Committee Minute No. 514
of 3 September 1973
Petrie, 1904
History of Nundah
https://www.nundah.com/hi
story-of-nundah/
Petrie, C.C., in Science of
Man, Vol. 5 No.6, July
1902
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol.1 No.4, March 1897
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
6, July 1903

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
suppled in 1902 had indicated that
“Nundah” was an Aboriginal language
word meaning “the mouth” (Petrie). That
possibly reflects an 1897 recording of
slightly different spelling: “nundul” meaning
“mouth” from the Wilcan language around
Walgett in northern NSW (Anthropological
Journal).

Reference
Martin, 1943
Martin, 1944
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
7, August 1899

A 1903 listing from around Hillgrove in
north-eastern NSW gives “nundah” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “river
of good water” (Science of Man).
In 1943-4, listings of Place names give
additional Aboriginal word meanings for
“nundah” as “wood” in NSW and “north” in
Queensland, but gives no indication of the
particular locations or the sources for that
information (Martin).

Nurrung
Road (DISC)
30/5/1930

Recorded in 1899, but dating from 1869,
“nundah” was an Aboriginal language word
meaning “rock” in north-west Western
Australia to the east of Port Walcott
(Science of Man).
Alfords Point Opened as a Crown Road in 1924,
Council file records
Nurrung Road was not named until 1930
(Gazette). It ran easterly from Alfords Point
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
Road (now motorway) to around the
May 1930 pp.2112-3; 17
present-day cul-de-sac of Lavender Place.
June 1983 p.2749; 30
December 1983 p.6013; 5
In 1983, to facilitate subdivision of the
December 1986 p.5978
area, the western and eastern ends of
Nurrung Road were closed with the central
The Australian
section retained and in 1986 renamed as
Anthropological Society of
part of Coachwood Crescent (Gazettes).
Australasia Survey,1899“Nurrung” meaning “the long nosed shark” 1903
was recorded in 1900 as the Aboriginal
Queensland place names
language derivation of the place name
search on Queensland
“Nurrungby” or “Nurrungbah” in the
Government web site
Murwillumbah area around the eastern
www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/qld/
border of NSW and Queensland
(Anthropological Survey). Likely, those
Watson 1944
place name relate to “Nerang” in south-
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
east Queensland which has a similar
recorded Aboriginal language meaning of
“shovel-nose shark” (Queensland Place
Name), probably later related to a 1944
recording of “ngir’ring” meaning “shovel
nosed shark” in the language of the
Yugumbir people of south-east
Queensland, whose territory included the
area around Nerang (Watson).

Reference
Mathew, 1899
Mathews, 1904
Science of Man, Vol. 13
No.8, December 1911

In 1899, “nurrung” meaning “emu” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
around the Warrego River in southern
Queensland and northern NSW (Mathew).
In 1904, “nurrung” meaning “jew lizard”
was recorded from the Ngunawal
language in the country from Goulburn to
Yass and Burrowa, extending southerly to
Lake George and Goodradigbee
(Mathews).
In 1911, “nurrung” meaning “night” was
listed as an Aboriginal language word
around the Macquarie River in central
NSW (Science of Man).
Nyardo Place
23/5/1962

Jannali

[updated 9/3/2020]
“Nyardo” was recorded in early 1900s as
an Aboriginal language word meaning “left
arm” around Gingin, north of Perth
Western Australia (Adelaide Uni).
It had previously been recorded in southwest Western Australia in 1839 as “ngardo” meaning “left arm or side” (Grey) and
in 1842 as “n-yardo” meaning “arm (left)”
(Moore).

Nyinya
Avenue
22/8/1957

Gymea

[updated 9/3/2020]
“Nyinya” is an Aboriginal language word
which was found in both the west and east
of Australia.
“N-yin-ya” meaning “here; in this place”
was recorded in 1842 in the south-west of
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University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
Section XII 2B 17
Grey, 1839
Moore, 1842

Moore, 1842
Mathews, 1900
Mathews, 1901

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Western Australia (Moore).

Reference
Hercus, 1926

In 1900, “nyinya” meaning “this, near” and
“nyiinya” meaning “that near you” were
recorded on the south coast of New South
Wales, between the Shoalhaven River and
Ulladulla and reaching inland to the
Dividing Range, as words in the Tharumba
Aboriginal language, a local dialect of the
Thoorga language (Mathews). It combines
with other words in such expressions as
“yum nyinyawaia -- the man was here”
(Mathews),

Nymboida
Crescent
17/5/1965

Sylvania
Waters

In 1926, it was listed as “Nyinya/ninya”
meaning “this one right here” (ie. in close
proximity) in the Wembawemba Aboriginal
language further inland in northern Victoria
and southern NSW around the Murray,
Loddon and Campaspe Rivers as far west
as Swan Hill (Hercus).
[updated 9/3/2020]
Nymboida Crescent is one of streets in
Sylvania Waters named after an Australian
river. The Nymboida River flows into the
Clarence River in the Northern Rivers
Region of north-east NSW.
A pastoral property was first occupied
along the river the 1840s (Heritage Study).
It was originally named “Pandemonium”,
but the name had changed to
“Nymbwoidia” by 1847 prior to its sale in
1851 (SMH & Gazettes). By 1855 it was
“Nymboyde” (SMH).
The first mention found of a name of the
river was in 1856 as “the Nimboi”
(Armidale Express). By 1861 it was
“Nimboida River” (Clarence and Richmond
Examiner).
In 1869 the village of Nymboida, near the
Nimboida River was set up out of the
former pastoral property (Gazette).
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Council file records
“Former Ulmarra and
Nymboida Shires:
Community Based
Heritage Study” for
Clarence Valley Council,
May 2018
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 June 1847, p.3 and
NSW Govt Gazettes of 3
June 1848, p.705 & 9 July
1951, p.1070
Sydney Morning Herald,
31 May 1855, p.8.
The Armidale Express and
New England General
Advertiser, 24 May 1856,
p.2
Clarence and Richmond
Examiner and New
England Advertiser, 17

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
An article in 1900 indicates that the
Aboriginal people named “Nimboy” lived in
the area around Nymboida, but that “none
of the Aborigines here know the meaning
of it” (Science of Man).
It is of note that “Nymboida” is NOT
included in a comprehensive list of
Aboriginal [language] place names in the
area around the Nymboida River (Ryan).

Nyngan
Place
16/2/1955

Miranda

A Bundjalung- Yugambeh Dictionary does
include an Aboriginal language word
“Nyihmbuy” for the place name
“Nymbodia”.
[updated 9/3/2020]
The earliest reference of “Nyngan”, as
“nyingan” was recorded by SurveyorGeneral Thomas Mitchell in 1835 when he
wrote “Nyingan was a long pond of water”
and “We encamped at Nyingan, near a
large pond of water” (Mitchell).
It is of note that when Mitchell returned to
the area in 1846 that “at Nyingan . . . the
great ponds were sunken very low and
covered with aquatic weeds” (Mitchell). It
appears that Mitchell would have recorded
the word from the language of the
traditional inhabitants of the land, the
Ngiyambaa Aboriginal people (Historical
Towns Directory).
By 1847 land was being taken up at
“Ningan” (The Australian) and by 1850, a
pastoral property named “Nyingan” was
operating on the banks of the Bogan River
(Gazette). By 1865, the locality had
become “Nyngan” (Gazette). The Nyngan
town site was reserved in 1880 (Historical
Towns Directory).
In 1896, both “nyngan” and “yabbi” were
recorded as Aboriginal language words
meaning “crawfish” [crayfish] of the
Wooradjery [Wiradjuri] people of central
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Reference
September 1861, p.2
NSW Govt. Gazette of 16
Mar 1869 p.675
Science of Man, Vol. 3
No.9, October 1900
Ryan, 1963
“Bundjalung-Yugambeh
Dictionary”

Mitchell, 1839
Mitchell, 1848.
“Historical Towns
Directory”
www.heritageaustralia.com
.au
The Australian, 15 June
1847, p.4
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 19
June 1850. P.941 & 1
September 1865, p.1975
Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 1, August 1896
Science of Man, Vol. 5
No.12, January 1903 &
Vol. 7 No 4, May 1904
The Lone Hand, Vol. 1 No.
9, August 1914

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
NSW (Anthopological Journal).

Reference

In 1903, “Nyngan” was recorded as
meaning “a mussel” in both the languages
of the Wongibone [part of the Ngiyambaa]
people and of the Wiraiari [Wiradjuri]
people (Science of Man)
In 1904 in the Dubbo region, “Nyngan”
was listed with an alternate meaning of
“purple beetle” (Science of Man).

Nyrang Place
13/6/1957

Oak Road
12/1/1882

Kirrawee

Kirrawee

In 1914, a composite listing, which
indicated that “as many authorities as were
available in the Public Library were
consulted in the compilation of these lists,”
suggests that “Nyngan” was “derived from
“ngunnang,” meaning a place with many
water-courses, or small streams”, however
no confirmation has been found of an
Aboriginal language word “ngunnang” with
that meaning (The Lone Hand).
[updated 16/4/2020]
It is likely that “nyrang” derives from
Dawes, 1790-1791
“neerang” meaning “little” recorded in
1790-1 by William Dawes as an Aboriginal NSW Govt. Gazette, 20
February 1833, p.68
language word of the Sydney area
(Dawes).
Sydney Herald, 8 May
1837, p. 2
“Nyrang” came to notice as an addition to
the naming of pastoral properties
Science of Man, Vol. 12
operating from 1831 around Molong in
Central NSW, where they otherwise would No. 3, July 1910
have had duplicated names (Gazette). As
Council file records
reported in 1837, in relation to one of
those properties, “Boree Nyrang”, “nyrang”
was the Aboriginal language word for
“little” (Sydney Herald). In the same
general area, Reverend Greenway in
1845, or a little later, confirmed that
“nyrang” was a Kamilari [Kamilaroi]
language meaning “little” (Science of Man)
Council records have “nyrang” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “little”.
From 1947 to 2005 parts called Oak Road
North/South.
Named by James Murphy manager/
director of Holt Sutherland Estate Co. In
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CL

Street Name

Suburb

Oak Road
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Kirrawee

Oak Road
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Kirrawee

Oak Street
(DISC)
22/9/1908

Cronulla

Oakham
Street
5/6/1962

Sylvania

Oaks Street
7/4/1909

Cronulla

Oakwood
Street
13/2/1882

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
line with subdivision theme (eg Acacia
Road, Waratah Street) named after
species of tree.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Name of Oaks Street as it first appeared
on subdivision plans in 1908, a few
months later became Oaks Street.
The name occasionally was still shown as
Oak Street, eg. In 1930 Sands Directory.
In group of streets (with Warwick, Chester,
Durham) named after towns which are
chief towns of English Counties. Is chief
town of Rutland County.
Originally unnamed Crown road dating
from 1895 when area was released as
Crown subdivision.
Its name first appears as ‘Oak Street’ in
the first private subdivision in the area by
Edward Thorne in 1908. Mr Thorne
Secretary of Cronulla Progress
Association and owned a cottage named
“The Oaks” in that area.
The name “The Oaks” goes back further. It
was a local name (1891 & perhaps earlier)
for the northern headland of Port Hacking
— the name evidently taken from a
noticeable thicket of swamp oaks. “The
Oaks” gave its name to present day Oak
Park, originally named Oaks Park.
So the street could be named after the
nearby park, or possibly after Mr Thorne’s
house.
Oakwood Street was the western
boundary of the Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision in 1882 and would have
bordered an area which was in those days
fairly heavily forested, hence the name
would have reflected the location and also
one of the themes of street names in the
Estate, being various tree species — it
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Reference

CL

CL

CL:

Wikipedia

CL

A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla
SMH 25/3/1891

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Oakwood
Way
20/10/1997
O’Brien Place
8/10/1986

Menai

Ocean Place
9/6/1983

Illawong

Ocean Street
18/1/1910

Cronulla

Barden
Ridge

Ocean
Esplanade
(DISC)
circa 18951899

Cronulla

Ocean Road
(DISC)
circa 18951899

Cronulla

Ocean Grove

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
parallels Linden Street and originally
intersected Waratah Street (later renamed
as Sunbury Street).
Named by James Murphy, manager & a
director of the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Private Road in subdivision where street
names have a tree-related theme
Various persons on ADB online with this
surname. Area theme is Australian
Pioneers.
Probably named after convict ship ‘Ocean’
(1823).
Or Queensland Steam Shipping Company
‘Ocean’ built in 1874
Possibly named after British warship sunk
at Gallipoli.
Or possibly just a generic maritime
expression.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
In same subdivision as Sea View Street
and within ‘Green Hill Estate’. Name
reflects street overlooks the South Pacific
Ocean. Shows as Oceana St on 1913
Lands Dept map, but not on any registered
plans, so would appear to be a drafting
error. (Note: Lands Dept also
concatenated Sea View into Seaview
around same time)
The approximately 100 feet wide reserve
for access along the ocean shore between
Cronulla Park and Hungry Point provided
when the Lands Department subdivided
the Cronulla peninsula.
Name was later shortened to The
Esplanade.
Was not intended as a trafficable road, but
purely for pedestrian access.
When subdivided by the Lands
Department from 1895 to 1899, the roads
in the suburban lands (Gunnamatta)
portion of the Cronulla peninsula were not
named.
Ocean Road was the local name for the
road which became Ewos Parade around
1904 and simply reflected that it was a
road near the South Pacific Ocean.
[updated 19/9/2017]
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Reference

CL

Council file records
Internet

CL
www.lands.nsw.gov.au

CL

CL

CL

Street Name
Avenue
circa 1915

Ocean View
Street
12/2/1913

Odeon Place
31/5/1984

Suburb

Woolooware

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
Originally an unnamed lane 20 feet wide
along the northern boundary of Charles
McAlister’s Cronulla Beach Estate, also
known as Ocean Grove Estate, in 1906,
from Curranulla (Cronulla) Street to Ozone
Street. The street was widened to 44 feet
in 1907 between Curranulla Street and
Glaisher (Gerrale) Street, with the lane
from Glaisher Street to Ozone Street also
widened to 22 feet. The section between
Curranulla Street and Surf Lane was again
widened in 1930 to 60 feet, with that width
continued to Gerrale Street in 1932.
The first mention found of the name is in
1915 in a Council report of road
maintenance, the name coming from the
sundivision name “Ocean Grove Estate.”
(see also “Picture Show Road”)
In the mid 1970s, the western end of
Ocean Grove Avenue was closed to
vehicular traffic and became a short
section of pedestrian mall, which in 1988
was included with the development of the
Cronulla Bicentennial Mall (Cronulla
Plaza).
Due to location near beach possibly
named after town of Ocean Grove on
south coast of Victoria near Geelong.
Town near good surf beaches. The name
originated from the USA. A religious group
from Ocean Grove, New Jersey brough
the name to Australia when they first set
up a Methodist camp near Point Lonsdale
Victoria then moving to a permanent site
on the eastern side of the mouth of the
Barwon River overlooking Bass Strait in
1887.
Whilst it is a long way from the South
Pacific Ocean, it is located on the highest
point in the area and may well have had
distant views to the ocean at that time.
Alternatively could relate to Patrick Dolan
(early landowner in area) whose house
was called ‘Ocean View.’ Dolan’s land was
somewhat to the south of Ocean View
Street, and at a lower elevation, but it is
possibly he also had a distant view of the
ocean across Cronulla.
Named after stone theatre structure in
Athens built 161 AD. In group of streets
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Reference

Daily Telegraph 10/6/1916

CL

Internet

CL

Pg 8 of A Pictorial
History of Cronulla

Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Old Bush
Road
18/2/1949

Engadine &
Yarrawarrah

Old Coast
Road (DISC)
Old Ferry
Road
14/10/1983

Illawong

Old Illawarra
Road
22/3/1886,
but possibly
as early as
1864.

Menai/
Barden
Ridge/
Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
with names linked to Classic Roman /
Greek places/ myths
Name probably reflects that it was a dirt
road heading out into bushland.
First created as an unnamed Crown
boundary road for Crown portions in 1932,
but not named for another 16 years.
Possibly but not confirmed, the section
north of Hakea Street may have been
known as Old Illawong Road prior to 1965.
A walking track and later bridle path used
by Aborigines and early settlers. Not a
road. Ran from Taren Point to Illawarra.
Part of the road surveyed in 1843 by
Surveyor-General Thomas Mitchell and
built in 1843 by Surveyor Darke, which
became known as Old Illawarra Road.
During a series of subdivisions in Illawong
in the 1980s, the part leading from the old
Lugarno ferry/punt landing place in
Georges River to a diversion road, later
named Fowler Road, together with an
unnamed diversion to form a T-intersection
ah that diverted road, was renamed,
although no notification has been found for
the name change.
The name first appeared as subsidiary
information on a plan registered in October
1983, where the road name “Old Illawarra
Road” had the “Illawarra” crossed out and
replaced by “Ferry.”
Part of Old Ferry Road off Fowler Road
was some years later renamed as Barker
Close.
[updated 9/4//2020]
Follows route of 1843-1845 road to South
Coast that crossed Georges River at the
Lugarno ferry punt (north end Old Ferry
Road) and followed a generally southern
route to Wollongong.
The road had several descriptive names,
being shown on old maps as “Sir Thomas
Mitchell’s Line of Road to the Illawarra”
and other names such as the “Wollongong
Road”.
The first authenticated description of a
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Reference
CL

1993 heritage Study
quoting Cridland and 1893
Guide to National Park
CL

Council file records and
various histories of the
Shire including A Pictorial
History of Sutherland Shire
NSW Govt.Gazette of 11
March 1845 pp.269-276
NSW Govt.Gazette of 1
November 1918 p.5638
NSW Govt.Gazette of 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
name for the road appears in the NSW
Government Gazette in 1845 in relation to
a Crown land subdivision at Bottle Forest
(now the eastern part of Heathcote), which
describes it as “the new line of road to
Illawarra” and then for the remainder of the
gazettal as the “new Illawarra road”
(Gazette)
The whole road continued to be referred to
as the “Illawarra Road” until Surveyor
Parkinson in 1864 surveyed a new road
from Horse Rock Point, Georges River to
Engadine, joining the Illawarra Road at
what is now the intersection of Old Princes
Highway and Woronora Road.
This new (1864) road and its continuation
along the remainder of the (1843-45)
“Illawarra Road” took over the mantle of
the main road to Wollongong, especially
as Mitchell’s 1843-5 road was difficult to
use, particularly the crossing of Woronora
River at the Pass of Sabugal.
Accordingly, the “Old” Illawarra Road
(Mitchell’s road) from the Lugarno ferry
crossing to where it met the “New”
Illawarra Road (Parkinson’s Road) began
to be referred to as the “Old Illawarra
Road”. That was confirmed on the
Department of Lands plans and in the
release of land for auction of the Village of
Heathcote and its Suburban Lands in
1886, with the name “Old Illawarra Road”
appearing on and referring to the section
of road which is nowadays Woronora
Road (renamed in 1918) (Gazette).
Much of the Old Illawarra Road still utilises
the originally surveyed road, but there
have been some minor alterations in its
route, and renaming of some sections.
(1) Part of Old Illawarra Road (now Old
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Reference
NSW Govt.Gazette of 1
August 2003 p.7609
NSW Govt.Gazette of 3
October 2003 pp.10000-1
NSW Govt.Gazette of 14
March 2008 p.2392
Mitchell, W.H., "The
discovery and growth of
Greater Wollongong",
Illawarra Historical Society
Bulletin, August 1993, p.71
Sydney Morning Herald, 7
May 1890, p.4
Illawarra Mercury, 24
March 1896, p.2
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 February 1929, p.16
Geographical Names
Board website, referencing
Reed, A.W., Aboriginal
Words and Place Names,
Adelaide, 1977
Mitchell, W.H., "The
discovery and growth of
Greater Wollongong",
Illawarra Historical Society
Bulletin, August 1993, p.71

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Ferry Road and Barker Close) was
originally shown as 2 chains wide (from
Ocean Place to start of Barker Close) –
this was reduced to 1 chain (66 feet or
20.115 m) when the area was first
subdivided.
(2) The part of Old Illawarra Road from the
Lugarno ferry landing place to (and
including what is now Barker Place)
became known as Old Ferry Road when it
appeared on subdivision plans from
around 1983. Old Ferry Road was
confirmed by naming in 2011 (Gazette)
(3) The originally surveyed route ran
straight from what is now the start of
Barker Place to what is now the
roundabout at the intersection of Fowler
Road/Old Illawarra Road/Brushwood
Drive. When the area was first subdivided
this road instead arched southerly
between those two points. That section
eventually became known as Fowler Road
but was not officially renamed until 2003
(Gazette).
(4) The diversion road (from Barker Close
eastwards) incorporating parts of Gaga
Road and Austin Street through to
Illawong Village shopping centre was
renamed as part of Old Illawarra Road
around 1985 although no notification can
be found of that change. That road later
became known as part of Fowler Road,
but was not officially renamed as Fowler
Road until 2003 (Gazette).
(5) The route from the roundabout at the
intersection of Fowler Road/Old Illawarra
Road/Brushwood Drive to just past Oriana
Drive follows the original road, as widened
over the years.
(6) When the Alfords Point Road motorway
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Reference

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
was extended southerly from Brushwood
Drive, Old Illawarra Road was diverted by
curving across a bridge over the motorway
from just south of Oriana Drive, curving
back on the western side of the motorway
and running parallel to the motorway until
it re-joined its original route at the start of
Rosewall Drive. That diversion was
acquired in 2004 and 2008. The original
route south of Oriana Drive was
incorporated as an on-ramp to the
motorway.
(7) The route from Rosewall Drive to
Australia Road follows the original road, as
widened over the years.
(8) South of Australia Road the road
originally arched out to the west. It was
diverted more or less straight through
during 1986 to 1989, allowing for the
construction of New Illawarra Road, rejoining its original route just south of
Broughton Place. The arched section
became disused and has now largely been
incorporated into the New Illawarra Road
motorway. In 2003, the straight through
diversion was renamed as Banks Place
(Gazette).
(9) The route from Banks Place to David
Road follows the original road.
(10) The route south from David Road to
the original start of Thomas Mitchell Drive
follows the original road but was renamed
as part of Thomas Mitchell Drive in 2008
(Gazette).
(11) The remainder of Old Illawarra Road
past Thomas Mitchell Drive survives as a
track down to Woronora River to the Pass
of Sabugal where it forded the river.
(12) The section of Old Illawarra Road
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Reference

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
from the southern side of Woronora River
through to Old Princes Highway was
renamed as Woronora Road in 1918
(Gazette).

Meaning of Illawarra
The first recorded mention of an Aboriginal
language word was in the 1796 voyage of
Bass and Finders and the lad Martin,
where around present-day Lake Illawarra,
Flinders reported that local Aboriginal
people called the place “Alowrie” (Mitchell)
In 1890, the Hon. George Thornton
indicated that a number of place names
including “Illawarra” were “corruptions of
the true and original” but did not supply
any meaning for the word “Illawarra.”
(SMH). In 1896, however, he indicated that
“the district name “Illawarra” as expressed
by the natives, should be pronounced
“Elouera,” which means a pleasant place”
(Illawarra Mercury).
In 1929, P H Morton disagreed with
Thornton’s meaning for “Illawarra”. He
described it as a composite word in the
Wodi Wodi language of the Thurrawal
[Dharawal] people whose territory
stretched from Botany Bay to Jervis Bay,
from “illa” meaning “near the sea” and
“warra” meaning “high place”: hence
“illawarra” meaning “a high place near the
sea and not pleasant place”(SMH)
The Geographical Names Board web site
cites a book by A.W. Reed which is a
compilation (which did not adequately
reference its sources), stating that
“Illawarra” was “an adaptation of an
Aboriginal word Elouera, Eloura or Allowrie
variously translated as pleasant place near
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Reference

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
the sea, or, high place near the sea, or,
white clay mountain. Wurra or Warra
probably means mountain and Illa may be
white clay. (GNB).”

Reference

A reasoned explanation was provided in
1993, by William Henry Mitchell of the
Illawarra Historical Society: “The name
Illawarra has been translated to mean
"high place near the sea," but an old
aborigine I knew, translated it for me as
"from high place to the sea.” This gives an
excellent description of the terrain, and it is
on this translation that the Wollongong
Council's motto, "The City between the
Sea and the Mountain", is based”
(Mitchell).

Old Illawarra
Road
(naming date
unknown)

Old Illawong
Road (DISC)

Lucas
Heights

Yarrawarrah

From this it would appear that “Illawarra” is
an Aboriginal language word from the
Wodi Wodi language spoken by the
Dharawal people, which has the meaning
"from high place to the sea.” (ie. from the
Illawarra Range to the Tasman Sea [South
Pacific Ocean]).
[updated 9/4//2020]
Part of the original route of New Illawarra
Road within the ANSTO site. Apparently
named as Old Illawarra Road to
differentiate it from New Illawarra Road
along the frontage of ANSTO.
For meaning of “Illawarra” see other entry
for Old Illawarra Road.
[updated 9/4/2020]
A gazette notice in 1964 includes this
name, however no other reference can be
found for that name (Gazette). It was
identified from mapping as a road along a
ridge between two creeks, with a view
across to Sydney, which appears to refer
to the part of Old Bush Road north of
Hakea Street. Possibly a conflict was
noted with the use of Illawong, which had
become a suburb name in 1960.
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CL

Street Name

Suburb

Old Princes
Highway
6/2/1970

Engadine

Old Princes
Highway
Circa 1976

Sutherland

Old Taren
Point Road
19/3/1971

Taren Point

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
For meaning of “Illawong” see entry for
Illawong Avenue.
[updated 11/11/2019]
Part of the original route of the 1864
Illawarra Road, renamed as part of Princes
Highway in 1921. After the highway was
diverted along Railway Parade in 1967,
the road through Engadine shopping
centre from Railway Parade to Woronora
Road was renamed as Old Princes
Highway.
For origin of “Princes” see entry for
Princes Highway.
[updated 11/11/2019]
An unofficial but accepted name for the
section of Princes Highway into and
through Sutherland shopping centre that
ceased to be part of the route of Princes
Highway after it was diverted in 1976
along Acacia Road, then through to and
along the south-east side of Waratah Park.
Nominally the name Old Princes Highway
applies only to the section of the former
highway from Acacia Road to Park Street,
with the remainder south of that street
known unofficially but accepted as
Rawson Avenue
For origin of “Princes” see entry for
Princes Highway.
[updated 21/05/2020]
When the section of the F6 Motorway later
known as Taren Point Road was
constructed south of Captain Cook Bridge
in 1965, its corridor included part of Taren
Point Road between Holt Road and Smith
Street. To ensure continuity of the
remainder of Taren Point Road through to
Holt Road, a diversion road was
constructed joining the western end of
Smith Street to the remainder of Taren
Point Road.
In 1971 the remainder of Smith Street
(west of the Motorway) together with the
diversion road and the remainder of Taren
Point Road were renamed as Old Taren
Point Road (Gazette).
NOTE: a further diversion road
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 19
March 1971 p.947
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Old
Wollongong
Road (DISC)
Oldfield Place Menai
24/8/1979
Oleander
Parade
11/6/1909
Oliphant
Drive
(naming date
unknown)
Oliver Lane
10/12/2004
Oliver Street
20/3/1886

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South
Lucas
Heights
Heathcote
Heathcote

Oliver Road
(DISC)
20/3/1886
Olivers Road
(DISC)

Heathcote

Olivia Place
(Private)
20/6/2018

Illawong

Royal
National
Park

Name Source/ meaning
constructed north of Holt Road to the old
ferry ramp was not included in the
renaming and remains an unnamed road.

Reference

A search for the source and meaning of
the word “taren” has, to date, been
unsuccessful and it remains undetermined.
For further information see Taren Point in
“Origin of Suburb Names” on Council’s
web site.
An alternative name used at times for Old
CL
Illawarra Road (Mitchell’s 1843 road)
Named after cricket wicket keeper William
Albert ‘Bert’ Oldfield (1894-1976). In
Subdivision where streets named after
Australian cricketers.
Named after flowering tree as are several
other streets in subdivision (Jacaranda
etc)
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Sir Marcus Laurence Elwin Oliphant (1901
-2000) - was involved in Manhattan Project
and development of atomic bomb.
Unnamed Crown Lane from 1886 to 2004.
Lane off Oliver Street
Named in line with theme of naming
streets in area after government ministers /
senior public servants. Charles Nicholson
Jewel Oliver (1848-1920) was Inspector of
lands 1877, under Secretary of Lands
1880 on, Railway Commissioner 18881907.
Includes Oliver Road renamed in 1960
Oliver Road renamed Oliver Street in
1960.

Internet

Became Wattamolla Road
Possibly named after Charles Nicholson
Jewel Oliver (1848-1920), Inspector of
Lands 1877, Under Secretary of Lands
1880 on, Railway Commissioner 18881907
[updated 10/9/2018]
Private road within community plan
Named after a:60-ton schooner built by the
Lucas family in 1825 and named after
John Lucas' mother Olivia Gascoyne. The
family used to bring wheat from VDL [Van

CL
Australian Dictionary of
Biography online
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www.ansto.gov.au

Council file records
CL
Australian Dictionary of
Biography online.

CL
CL

Gaz No 68 of 6/7/2018 fol
4219
Information supplied by a
neighbour of the
development, also a
member of the Sutherland

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Diemens Land] to Sydney for his mills on
the Georges and Woronora River. The
schooner was wrecked in 1826 south of
Twofold Bay.

Reference
Historical Society

Omar Close
14/10/1983

Illawong

Name of Orient Steam Navigation Co ship
‘Omar’ built 1896.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance.
Possibly passenger ship ‘Omar Pasha’
(1856)
[updated 9/4/2020]

Australian National
maritime Museum website

Omaru (Oomaru) is a Maori language
word which occurs in place names on both
the South and North Islands of New
Zealand.

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/ke
yword/oamaru

Omaru
Avenue
13/2/1956

Miranda

The town of Omaru (Oomaru) on the east
coast of the South Island was laid out in
1858, and likely derives from “o” meaning
“place of” and “maru” the name of a
legendary Maori chief, hero or war god (nz
history of oamaru)).
The Omaru River in the north of the North
Island is recorded as meaning a place of
shelter (“o” — “place of “and “Maru” —
“shelter”) (Maori Place Names)
The only instance of “omaru” recorded as
an Australian Aboriginal language word
with meaning “beautiful view” was in a
composite listing in 1950-55, which has no
reference to the source of that information
(Sugden).

Ondine Place
29/9/1972

Kareela

O’Neill Road
24/8/1979

Menai

Several subsequent uses in Australia of
“omaru” (eg. as a street name) with that
meaning of “beautiful view” reference that
1950-55 composite listing as the source.
No earlier Australian location found which
was named “omaru” had any indication of
an Aboriginal language source or meaning
for that name (Internet).
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (line honours 1961, 68, Ondine II
1974). Streets in this subdivision named
after Sydney Hobart race winning yachts.
Named after Norman Clifford O’Neill
(1937-2008) cricket batsman (Tests 1958 65), later commentator. In group of streets
named after Australian cricketers
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Internet

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/cul
ture/maori-languageweek/1000-maori-placenames
Sugden, J.H., Aboriginal
Words and Their
Meanings, Sydney 195055.
Various Internet Sites

www.alldownunder.com

Internet

Street Name
Onslow Place
30/11/1966

Suburb
Sylvania

Ontario
Avenue
(DISC)
30/12/1913

Woolooware

Ontario Close
13/3/1984

Illawong

Opal Place
29/7/1965
Ophir Place
16/2/1982

Gymea

Orama
Avenue
(DISC)
Circa 1925

Illawong

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
In a set of four adjoining subdivisions with
Macarthur Street, Camden Street and
Merino Place. Relates to MacarthurOnslow historic property near
Camden/Menangle where MacarthurOnslow family bred Merino sheep.
Proposed name for western side of
Castlewood St. It was in the ‘Ontario
Estate‘ subdivision. As rest of Castlewood
St already existed, the name was changed
so whole street had same name
Ontario possibly named after the province
of Ontario in Canada which contains the
very British names of city of London
situated on the Thames River in Middlesex
County.
Could also possibly have been named
after a ship (see Ontario Close)
Named after a first fleet ship. Also a ship
with this name bought immigrants to NSW
in 1852, which was probably the ‘Ontario’’
wrecked in Port Phillip in November 1853.
There is also a record of a brig ‘Ontario’
which was wrecked off Mauritius in 1869’
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
Near but much later subdivision than Ruby
Rd. Likely follows gemstone theme.
There was a barque Ophir which in 1884
was involved in a sea rescue in 1884, but
that is unlikely source.
Probably named after Orient Line
merchant and passenger ship built 1891,
scrapped 1920 which acted as Royal yacht
bringing Duke and Duchess of York to
Australia for Federation celebrations 1901.
Was used as an armed merchantman in
First World War. Ophir is the name for the
land of gold in the Old Testament
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
[updated 9/4/2020]
On a 1928 Street map approximately
where Caringbah Railway Station is
nowadays. It ran from Kingsway to
Banksia Road and would appear to be an
unnamed street on subdivision plan
registered in March 1925.
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Reference

DP

Wikipedia

Website ’Passenger ships
arriving in Australian Ports
1837-1899’
Australia’s Maritime
History

DP
Australia’s Maritime
History
State Library of NSW
website

Council file records
including copy of street
map
“Place Names of South
Australia” in The Manning

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Orama was a pastoral property in South
Australia about 400 km north of Adelaide
dating from 1867 in the vicinity of Orama
Hill (Manning). In 1910, the name “Orama”
came to prominence when it was selected
by the Orient Line as the name of a new
Royal Mail Steamer which sailed between
England and Australia (Orient Line). At the
time it was advised to the Orient Line that
“orama” formerly “oorama” was an
Aboriginal language word but the meaning
had not been determined (Register).
Nonetheless, over the years, it was
suggested that “orama” derived from the
Aboriginal “oorama” meaning “rendezvous
of the magpie” (Manning).
In 1937, research into records from the
1860s revealed that a local pastoralist
eating lunch at the foot of the Orama Hill
observed around him rodents, the size of
rats, and asked anAboriginal boy
accompanying him what they were. The
reply was “’im oorama”. Further an entry in
an old notebook stated “the word
“orama” meant “rat” not “magpie” — thus
the meaning of “orama” would appear be
some type of marsupial rat (Advertiser).

Orana
Avenue
17/11/1955

Kirrawee

A further link to the word “Orama” was as
the name of a replacement and much
larger Royal Mail Steamer which sailed
from London on her maiden voyage in
November 1924, to arrive in Australia in
January 1925, just before the street was
opened (SMH).
[updated 9/4/2020]
“Orana” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word with the meaning “moon”
between 1838 and 1845 in three places in
the Cobourg Peninsula area and
surrounding islands of the central northern
coastline of Northern Territory (Earl).
“Orana” was also recorded in 1890-93 in
the East Kimberley Region in the
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Reference
Index of South Australian
History,
https://manning.collections.
slsa.sa.gov.au/pn/o/o2.htm

“Orient Line of Royal Mail
Steamers” in Trips from
Melbourne to the nearby
ranges, Victorian Govt.
Tourist Bureau, 1910
Register, 4 January 1911,
p.6
Advertiser, 7 October
1937, p.21
Sydney Morning Herald,
24 November 1924, p.10

Earl, 1853
Ray, 1897
Thorpe, 1921
Tyrrell, 1930 & 1933
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
northernmost area of Western Australia
adjoining the Northern Territory. In the
Aboriginal language of the Walki people
“orana” had the meaning of “all right”; the
Munmulla people had “orana wirra”
meaning “all right”; and the
Nowilnowilanna people had “orana” and
“nachi” meaning “all right (literally ‘good’)”
(Ray)

Reference

From 1921 on, several publications of
compiled lists of Aboriginal language
words included “orana” meaning
“welcome” without any reference to the
source of that information (Thorpe and
others). In an apparent misreading of the
first letter “crana” was also listed in 1921
and 1927 meaning “welcome” (Thorpe)
and in 1930-33 as “Krana” meaning
“welcome” (Tyrell).

Orchid Street
30/5/1930

Loftus

Ord Crescent
9/9/1966

Sylvania
Waters

Ordak
Avenue
14/11/1958

Gymea Bay

O’Reilly
Close
26/3/1979

Menai

Orford Place

Illawong

Council lists “orana” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “welcome”
apparently sourced from one of the
compilations.
Unnamed Crown road from 1903 until
1930.
Named after type of plant, in group of
streets named after plants.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian (in this case WA) river. River
named after Harry Ord Governor of
Western Australia 1877-1880.
[updated 9/4/2020]
“Ordak” is an Aboriginal language word of
the Nyungar people of south-west Western
Australia. “Ordak” was recorded in 1842 as
“a participle affixed to verbs, signifying to
intend; to purpose; as in “Ordak dtan”, to
intend to pierce; “Ordak-barrang”, to intend
to take (Moore).
Named after William (Bill) Joseph O’Reilly
(1905 -1992) - Australian cricketer and
later sports journalist – nickname “Tiger”.
In subdivision where streets named after
Australian cricketers.
Name of Orient Line ship ‘Orford’ built
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CL

Wikipedia

Moore, 1842

Internet

Wikipedia

Street Name
14/8/1980

Suburb

Oriana Drive
31/10/1986

Illawong

Orient
Avenue
Prior to 1920

Cronulla

Oriental
Avenue
(DISC)
Oriole Street
5/7/1988
Orion Street
23/1/1969

Cronulla

Orton Street
22/11/1989

Barden
Ridge

Ortona
Parade
29/3/1888

Como

Woronora
Heights
Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
1928 which was bombed and broached at
Marseilles in 1940 while evacuating troops
from France
Name of 4 Royal navy ships – sailing ships
1695-98, 1698-1745, 1749-1783.
Destroyer 1916-21.
Theme of area - names of historical
nautical significance
Originally part of Jervis Drive renamed in
1986
Probably named after Royal Navy
Dreadnought Destroyer HMS Oriana (1916
- 1921).
There were also 2 cruise ships with that
name, one built for British Maritime Trust
in 1902 and sold to Japan in 1914 as Java
Maru, the other built by Orient Line in
1960.
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
Unnamed road on subdivisions lodged in
1907 by S C Croker & G P Barbour. On
early map (1920) shown as Oriental
Avenue (possibly some relationship to
Springall’s Oriental Hotel at Cronulla
Beach). From 1923 on maps/plans as
“Orient”. Name possibly based on it being
at easterly i.e. “oriental” side of peninsula.
Also could be connected to the “Orient
Line”, a world-wide shipping company that
ran services to Australia starting in 1866.
Possibly the originally intended name for
Orient Avenue.

Reference

Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where streets are types of Australian birds.
Near streets with ‘star’ names (Sirius,
Andromeda, Canopus) so would be named
after the constellation ‘ Orion” aka “the
Hunter’
Named after Joseph Rennard Orton a
Wesleyan Methodist missionary (area has
Australian Pioneers theme)
In 1930 Sands misspelt as Oronoto
Parade but Ortona on original (1888)
subdivision.
Named after location in Italy by James
Murphy manager, director, shareholder of
Holt Sutherland Estate who named suburb

List from Birds Australia
website in Council records
Wikipedia
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CL
Wikipedia

Internet

CL

CL

Council Min 361 of
8/5/1989. File MD 2/24/4
DP/ Sands
Como Public School 18841885 1921-1988 A History
of Two Schools
DP

Street Name

Suburb

Osprey Drive
30/7/1982

Illawong

Osprey Lane
12/5/2006

Illawong

Otago Road
6/10/1915

Yowie Bay

Otway Place
15/11/1980

Illawong

Outlook
Circuit

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
and 8 streets after locations in Italy.
Osprey is a bird of prey and has been the
name of 5 Royal Navy ships bearing this
name.
HMS Osprey: (1) an 18-gun sloop
launched in 1797 and broken up in 1813
(2) a 12-gun brig launched in 1844 and
wrecked in 1846 (3) Vigilant-class wooden
screw gun vessel launched in 1856 and
wrecked in 1867 (4) an Osprey-class
composite screw sloop launched in 1876
and sold in 1890 and (5) a Gipsy-class
destroyer launched in 1897 and sold in
1919.
There was also a schooner ‘Osprey’
wrecked at Cape Otway in 1854
Theme of area – historical nautical
significance
Osprey Drive included part of the original
route of Fowler Road and also part of the
original route of Sproule Road. Although
shown as parts of Osprey Drive Iin1982
they were not officially renamed until 2013
Lane off Osprey Drive
Formerly residue of original route of
Fowler Road, renamed in 2006
Probably named after City in New
Zealand. City name is from Maori word
‘Otakou’ and means “place of red ochre.’
It is possible that the name was related to
a mistaken belief that nearby Kiora Road
derived from the Maori expression “Kia
Ora”
Possibly named after Adelaide Steamship
Co ship ‘Otway’ built in 1872
or Orient Line ship ‘Otway’ built 1909,
torpedoed and sunk off Scotland while
serving as an Armed Merchant Cruiser.
Possibly otherwise named after either
(1)Admiral Sir Robert Waller Otway a
Royal Navy officer in Napoleonic War (2)
submarines named after him (1st 1927-37,
2nd 1968- 94) or (3) Warrnambool Steam
Navigation Co steamship c 1873 (this
could be the Adelaide Steamship Co ship)
Theme of area – historical nautical
significance.
Private Road in strata subdivision Probably reflects that is located on high
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Reference
Wikipedia

CL

Wikipedia – List of New
Zealand place names and
their meanings

Wikipedia

State Library of NSW
website

Street Name
7/7/2000

Suburb

Ovid Lane
(DISC)

Sylvania

Owen Place
2/12/1982

Illawong

Owen Jones
Row
10/3/1993

Menai

Oxford Street
25/7/1887

Sutherland

Oxley
Avenue
30/6/1960

Jannali

Name Source/ meaning
ground with potential outlook/view,
particularly on the generally northern side
of the site.
Name shown on pathway running between
Albert Ave, MacFarlane Parade and Henry
Avenue at Sylvania. At the time this
pathway was the southerly termination of
the subdivision until the three roads were
extended to Box Road in 1948. Name
does not appear on any other maps or
plans
Ovid is English name for Roman poet
Publius Ovidius Naso (43BC – 17AD)
In same Landcom subdivision as Simon
Close and Walsh Close.
Possibly named after Richard Owen,
commander of convict ship Queen (1791)
The general theme of area is names of
historical nautical significance.
Owen Jones was an early local landholder
(1895), trustee of Menai School of Arts.
Also lamplighter at Menai, in front of his
store at corner Menai Road and Old
Illawarra Road
Owen and Julia Jones were early settlers
in area.
He named Bangor after Bangor in his
home country – Wales
[updated 30/5/2017]
Possibly linked to house on 6acres of land
known as “Oxford Retreat’ built in 1881 in
nearby Linden Street, Sutherland by
Charles Wigzell who ran Turkish baths at
Oxford Street in Sydney. He was involved
in building of church on corner Oxford and
Robertson Streets in 1887.

Reference

On 1886 map reproduced in SSHS Bulletin
it was shown as Robertson Street and
what is now Robertson Street shown as
Clovelly Street. The names were changed
on the plan of the “Second subdivision of
Sutherland Township”” registered 25 July
1887.
As adjoins Mitchell Road (which was not
named after Surveyor-General Sir Thomas
Mitchell), it was possibly named after
explorer, surveyor, naval officer John
Joseph William Molesworth Oxley (1785-

Street Names in Early
Sutherland Suth Shire Hist
Soc Bulletin Feb 1986
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Old street map of
Sutherland Shire circa
1930s

Internet

CL
Kirkby manuscript
Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents
Sutherland Shire - A
History to 1939 pg 21
Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Oxley Road
(DISC)

Cronulla

Oyster Bay
Lane
22/4/2005

Oyster Bay

Oyster Bay
Road
10/1/1911

Oyster Bay /
Como

Ozone
Avenue
27/4/1928

Cronulla

Ozone Street
25/6/1906
Pacific
Crescent
Circa 1929

Cronulla
Maianbar

Pacific
Parade
ca 6/6/2005

Taren Point

Pacific Street
23/10/1914

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
1828) who explored inland NSW (on the
mistaken belief that it continued a theme of
explorer surveyors).
A proposed name but not used. Probably
CL
Internet
named after explorer, surveyor, naval
officer John Joseph William Molesworth
Oxley (1785-1828) who explored inland
NSW. A number of other streets in North
Cronulla area named after explorers.
Lane off Oyster Bay Road. Unnamed from
1955 to 2005
Road from Como to Oyster Bay, hence
named after Bay, which itself was named
around 1840 and related to abundance of
oysters in the bay.
Ozone Avenue was opened in 1928 to
give vehicular access off the ‘dead-end’ of
Ozone Street outside the Cecil Hotel back
to Gerrale Street, including having part of
Cronulla Park Crown reserve revoked for
the new road – Owner of hotel was COJ
Monro (Councillor/ shire president).
Most of the road was closed in 1989 and
included in the redevelopment of the hotel
site, leaving only a narrow buffer
landscaping strip which still remains as
road.
Probably relates to ozone in sea air which
was considered to be good for the health.
Probably relates to ozone in sea air which
was considered to be good for the health.
Unnamed road in subdivision lodged in
1923. Name reflects that location has
views to Pacific Ocean
Likely named by Council in 1929 at the
same time as it named Kara Karook
Street, however the name did not appear
on subdivision plans until 1958.
Private road in Woolooware Shores
Retirement Village. Along with Bay Way
and Island Way are simply water related
names.
Possibly due to distant view to Pacific
Ocean.
In a subdivision lodged in 1923 by Charles
Victor Paddison called the “Bayside
Estate”, even though it was some distance
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Council pamphlet re place
names. CL
CL

Council file records

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Paddison
Avenue
17/1/1924

Gymea

Paddison
Avenue North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Paddison
Avenue
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Page Avenue
2/3/1982

Illawong

Palm Street
(DISC)
13/2/1913

Caringbah
South

Palm Lane
circa 1974

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
from the nearest water (Yowie Bay). He
was a major land developer at that time
and often seemed to use “real estate
speak” for the names of his estates and
their streets
1947-2005 parts were called Paddison
Avenue North / South.
Named after Charles Victor Paddison who
was the owner of the land prior to
subdivision of “Gloria View Estate” 1924
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Possibly Captain Robert Charles Page
who undertook Special Unit clandestine
operations in Second World War. In
December 1943 Page and 5 others
paddled into Singapore Harbour in
darkness and attached limpet mines which
destroyed or seriously damaged seven
ships.
A later mission to Singapore in September
1944 using a captured junk was
unsuccessful and Page was amongst
those captured and executed for
espionage
Street naming theme in area is names of
historical nautical significance .
Renamed as part of Cecil Street in 1974.
Ran from south end of Cecil Street to
Langer St on 1934 street map.
Are palm trees in area now and may have
been when area subdivided so they may
have been source of name. Also some of
streets named in same 1913 subdivision
had plant names (Maple, Daphne,
Heather)
Unnamed lane from 1909 until at least
1971. Possibly name came into use in
1974 when adjoining Palm Street was
renamed part of Cecil Street.
Are palm trees in area now and may have
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Reference

CL
DP
CL

CL

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Palmer Close
29/10/1981

Illawong

Palona
Crescent
17/12/1962

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
been when area subdivided so they are
possible source of name.
Possibly named after John Palmer, purser
on first fleet ship Sirius. 1790 appointed
NSW Commissary general. Later involved
in coastal trading, farming.
Or Captain Edwin Hanker Palmer, master
of the ‘Bridgewater’, which failed in an
attempt to rescue the crews of the
‘Porpoise’ and the ‘Cato’ wrecked on
Wreck Reef in 1804, and was almost
wrecked itself, before then continuing its
voyage to Bombay.
Theme in area - Australian historical
nautical significance
[updated 9/4/2020]
First recorded in 1866 as “palonga”
meaning “hawk” as an Aboriginal language
word of the Kamilaroi people of northeastern NSW from the central coast to
southern Queensland (Ridley).
In 1885-6, a shortened version of “palona”
meaning “hawk” was adopted for the name
of a creek in the National [now Royal
National] Park, listed in Annual Report of
the Park for 1885-1886 in a table headed:
‘Name of Brook in the language of the
Aborigines of Australia adopted’, and
derived from a later listing by Ridley
(Placenames, also Ridley).

Reference
Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records (LW)
Australian Encyclopedia
Australia’s Maritime
History

Ridley, 1866
Placenames Australia,
September 2015
Ridley, 1875
Science of Man, Vol 12 No
5, September 1910.
Australian Dictionary of
Biography, Vol 4, MUP,
1972
Council file records

A 1910 listing attributes ‘palona” meaning
“hawk” to the Rev. Archbishop Greenway
(Science of Man). Ridley had
acknowledged in his publications that
Greenway (who had lived around the
Barwon River from 1848 to 1854 and was
deeply interested in the people and their
language) had provided him with
“instruction in the Kamilaroi [language]”
(Ridley, also Greenway biography).

Pambula
Road
2/6/1964

Engadine

Council has “palona” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “hawk”.
[updated 9/4/2020]
Pambula is the name of a town on the far
https://www.panboola.com/
south coast of NSW on the northern side
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
of the Pambula River. The original
township was surveyed in 1843 and built
on the southern flats of the river, but
severe floods in 1851 and 1860 caused
the river to change course and the town
was moved to its present location on
higher ground.
Understood to come from an Aboriginal
language word “panboola” meaning “two
waters” or “meeting of the waters” of the
Thaua people of the Aboriginal Yuin nation
and related to the floodplain which was of
great spiritual connection as it provided an
abundance of seafood and shelter
(Panboola website).

Reference
history
Wesson, 2002.
The Bulletin, Vol 36 No
1832, 25 March 1915.
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 September 1844, p.3
The Lone Hand, Vol 1 No
9, August 1914.
Thorpe,
1927
Council file records

It was recorded by early settlers of the
area as “Panbula” in 1839 (Wesson). That
was the name in use in Government
records (The Bulletin). However, by 1844 it
was more familiarly known as “Pambula”
(SMH).
The first recording of “pambula” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “two
waters” was in a compilation list in 1914,
for which the author states “as many
authorities as were available in the Public
Library were consulted in the compilation”
(The Lone Hand) — however no earlier
record has been found. Later compilation
listings repeat that information without any
reference to the source (eg. Thorpe).

Panama
Close
30/7/1982

Illawong

Council records have “pambula” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “two
waters” likely obtained from one of the
compilations.
Probably passenger ship ‘Panama’ (1850),
which would have been the Pacific Mail
Steamship Co ship “Panama’ built in 1848.
A whaler ‘Panama’ foundered in 1858
Another ‘Panama’ was wrecked on Fraser
Island in 1864
In line with theme of area - names of
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Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Pandala
Place
6/4/1966

Woolooware

Name Source/ meaning
historical nautical significance.
[updated 9/4/2020]
“Pandala” was recorded in 1949 in a
compilation of Aboriginal language words,
mainly from South Australia, with the
meaning “star” without any reference to
the source of that information (Cooper). A
search of known documentation of
Aboriginal words failed to find any earlier
recording of that word with that meaning.

Reference
Cooper,
1949
Shu[r]mann, 1844
The South Australian
Advertiser, 11 November
1864, p.2

The next entry in that 1949 compilation
could, however, be significant as it
appears may be related — “Pandarra”
meaning “sky.”

Paneth Street
(naming date
unknown)
Panorama
Avenue
1/4/1942

Paperbark
Place
3/7/1984
Paraka Close
7/1/1981

“Pandarra” derived from an Aboriginal
language word “pandarri” meaning “sky,
heaven” recorded in 1844 in the Parnkalla
language of the Aboriginal people on the
western shores of Spencers Gulf in South
Australia (Shu[r]mann). “Pandarra” (later
“Pandurra”) was also the name of a large
pastoral property in the Gawler Ranges
area of South Australia operating by 1864
(SA Advertiser).
Lucas
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Heights
Friedrich Adolf Paneth (1887-1958) who
studied chemicals with radioactive
isotopes.
Woolooware Street named in 1942 subdivision of the
Panorama Estate – an estate that was first
released in 1917.
Woolooware House, built about 1910, was
formerly known as “Panorama” and was
the likely source of estate name
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Bangor

[updated 9/4/2020]
“Paraka” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “flower” recorded in 1842 from a
previous listing of words of the Aboriginal
people who lived around Circular Head in
north-west Tasmania.
Paraka Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
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www.ansto.gov.au

DP
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1992

“Aboriginal languages of
Tasmania” in the
Tasmanian Journal of
Natural Science,
Agriculture, Statistics, &c.,
Vol 1 No 4, Hobart 1842

Street Name

Pare Avenue
27/12/1961

Suburb

Loftus

Name Source/ meaning
language words starting with “P”. Council
records indicate acceptance of “paraka” as
an Aboriginal language word, however it
was likely taken from a much later
compilation which did not provide any
reference to the source (eg. Cooper).
[updated 9/4/2020]
Origin of street name not determined.

Reference
Council file records
Cooper, 1949

Council file records

In a subdivision with Geoffrey Crescent
Curr, 1886-7
Manning, 2012
and Logan Avenue. Land subdivided by
Goodacre Developments. Possibly a name
connected to that company.

Paringa
Place
4/11/1976

Bangor

Whilst unlikely used for the street name,
“pare” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word in 1886-7 with the meaning
of “water” around Mount Gambier in southeast South Australia (Curr). Nearby around
Rivoli Bay “pare” was later recorded with
meaning of “spring” (Manning).
[updated 9/4/2020]
“Paringa” is an Aboriginal language word
first recorded in the 1840s around the
Murray and Goulburn Rivers in northern
Victoria as meaning “a sort of club” in the
language of the Bangerang people (Curr).
The word is nonetheless more associated
with the name of a small town on the
Murray River near Renmark in South
Australia in an area first settled in 1887,
where the town of Paringa was laid out in
1917. Whilst the word “paringa” in that
area was accepted as an Aboriginal
language word, opinion was divided as to
the meaning — stated variously as “big
bend in the river” (Paringa, Riverland);
“land near the river”; “whirlpool” (River
Murray Towns) – the last being descriptive
of a large local waterhole (Martin).
Paringa Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “P”. Council
records indicate acceptance of “paringa”
as an Aboriginal language word, however
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Curr, 1886-7
“Paringa, Riverland, South
Australia near the Victorian
border”
http://www.murrayriver.co
m.au/paringa/
“River Murray Towns:
Paringa” https://www.samemory.sa.
gov.au
Martin, 1943
Council file records
Cooper, 1949

Street Name

Suburb

Paringa Walk
25/3/2011

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
it was likely taken from a much later
compilation with meaning “place at the
river” which did not provide any reference
to the source (eg. Cooper).
[updated 9/4/2020]
An unmade lane from 1976 until named as
Paringa Walk in 2011 (Gazette). It was
originally intended to connect Paringa
Place to Akuna Avenue, but now used as
a walkway.

Reference

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6

Paris Place
27/6/1967

Miranda

Park Avenue
(DISC)

Sutherland

For information on word “paringa” see
entry for Paringa Place.
Named after capital of France. Seine
Place (river in Paris) is in same 1967
subdivision.
A local name for Park Street

Park Lane
(DISC)
Park Lane
21/3/1958

Sutherland

A local name for Park Street

CL

Caringbah

CL

Park Place
21/3/1958

Caringbah

Park Road
15/9/1926

Maianbar

Park Road
(DISC)
12/8/1888

Heathcote

Lane which at the time it was opened on
subdivision plan lodged by Sutherland
Shire Council led to a reasonably large
park dating from 1920 “Tarenulla Estate”
on the southern side of the railway (now a
car park) behind the Caringbah shopping
centre.
The lane was continued westward over the
years and eventually named in 2005 right
through to President Lane. A service lane
off the west side of the original lane was
also named as part of Park Lane in 2005.
A pedestrian walkway and road between
Kingsway and Park Lane. It is now a small
pedestrian plaza.
When opened ran from the access reserve
along Fishermans Bay southerly to the
National (now Royal National) Park prior to
Maianbar Road becoming the access into
Maianbar.
Renamed as Jacana Grove Heathcote in
1955 due to confusion of having two
streets near each other with similar names
(Parkes St on west side of railway). At one
time was shown as Parr Avenue (which
was a misspelling).
Named originally because it led to the
National (now Royal National) Park.
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DP
CL

CL
CL

Pgs 89-90 From Bottle
Forest to Heathcote Sutherland Shires 1st
settlement , CL

Street Name
Park Street
6/2/1886

Suburb
Sutherland

Park Street
14/9/1943

Woronora

Parkes Street
20/3/1886

Heathcote

Parkinson’s
Road (DISC)
1864

Sylvania &
Kareela &
Gymea &
Kirrawee &
Sutherland
& Loftus &
Royal
National
Park &
Yarrawarrah
& Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Name relates to proximity to National Park
as, in 1886, the National Park was behind
the properties fronting the southern side of
the road.
The construction of the SutherlandCronulla Railway required the western end
of the street to be diverted along the northeast side of the railway corridor in 1941 to
a new intersection with Princes (now Old
Princes) Highway.
Partly an unnamed lane in 1922
subdivision and partly an unnamed Crown
road along the frontage of Woronora River
Public School created in 1941. The street
was first named on a subdivision plan in
1943, which also indicated a “new
footbridge” across Woronora River to
Prince Edward Park, which leaves little
doubt that the name refers to a street
leading to Prince Edward Park.
Part of the northern section of the road
was closed in 1955 and added to adjoining
school grounds.
Due to time of naming (on 1886 plan) and
proximity to what was then Robertson
Road very likely it was named after the Sir
Henry Parkes Premier of NSW 1872-83
and 1887-91 in Parkes-Robertson
Government of NSW.
An informal early name for Princes
Highway from Horse Rock Point to
Engadine, so called as was surveyed by
Surveyor Parkinson in 1864.
This line of road — which is virtually
Princes Highway and Old Princes Highway
as far as Sutherland was then known as
the “New Illawarra Road,” but soon
became known as the “Main South Road.”
Later it was also known both as the
“Sydney Road” and the “National Park
Road.” On subdivisions for the HoltSutherland Estate it is shown as “Illawarra
or National Park Road.” (Holt had given
permission for the road to cross his
estate). It swung southwards at Sutherland
(somewhat just west of East Parade and
Loftus Avenue through to around Nattai
Street) until it turned eastward to
intersection with a branch road going
towards Audley (road which has since
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Reference
CL

CL

Pgs 25, 33 From Bottle
Forest to Heathcote.
Sutherland Shire’s first
settlement
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin April 1973 & Jan
1975
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Parklands
Avenue
6/9/1955
Parkside
Avenue
29/10/1979
Park Station
Road (DISC)

Heathcote

Parkview
Street
28/4/1921

Miranda

Park View
Street (DISC)
28/4/1921
Parkwood
Drive

Miranda

Miranda
Grays Point

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
been abandoned, but became known as
“Lady Rawson Avenue”). Going then south
(through Royal National Park) it swung
back westwards and south (going around
the north and west of the reservoir later
built there). From there it generally
followed the present-day Princes Highway
to just before Porter Road, where it swung
eastwards in a loop though Royal National
Park, coming back to the north-western
end of Old Princes Highway at Engadine
and following that road (through Engadine
shopping centre) to Old Illawarra Road
(now Woronora Road).
In 1884 the Illawarra Railway cut the road
at Sutherland and the Engadine Ridge
requiring level crossings (at north end of
East Parade) and Loftus Junction (Pitt
Street) and a bridge (near the Sydney
Water Reservoir), together with diversion
roads along the railway. Some parts of the
road became abandoned and disused at
that time with further parts abandoned
when the Princes Highway was
straightened from Sutherland to Engadine
in the early 1980s.
Area subdivided and road created 1955
had been “Whiteman’s block’. Near edge
of Royal National Park.
Named for its location - it adjoins Seymour
Shaw Park.

Reference

From Bottle Forest to
Heathcote Sutherland
Shire’s first settlement

Became Warren Avenue. With Florence
CL
Parade it was route from Grays Point to
National Park Railway Station – hence the
name
Originally shown as Park View Street on
CL
subdivision plan, but became Parkview by
common usage. Adjoining Bay View Street
was renamed as part of Parkview Street in
1948.
So named as has view of Kareena Park/ E
G Waterhouse Camellia Garden which
were formerly Matson’s Pleasure Grounds.
See Parkview Street
CL
Named for its location. It leads into a
CL
wooded area and has a park on its eastern
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Street Name
22/4/1992

Suburb

Parkwood
Street (DISC)
30/5/1930

Bundeena

Parland
Close
5/7/1984

Illawong

Paroo
Avenue
27/6/1967

Sylvania
Waters

Parr Road
(DISC)

Heathcote

Parramatta
Lane
25/3/2011

Cronulla

Parramatta
Street
18/12/1906

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
side. For some years access to Parkwood
Drive was a temporary road through the
park, until the area to its west was
subdivided and provided full road access.
Originally unnamed road from 1915 until
1930. Renamed as Neil Street in 1938.
Probably named to reflect that it was near
the National (later Royal National) Park.
Named after supply and passenger ship
with a complement of settlers from the UK
in 1838 and 1849
Theme of area – Australian historical
nautical significance.
[Updated 9/4/2020]
Paroo Avenue is one of a number of
streets in this suburb named after an
Australian river. Paroo River is in southern
Queensland and western NSW. The name
of the river was associated in 1886-7 with
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“fish” (Curr).
“Paroo” was recorded in 1865 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “a
small bony flat fish” at Lake Hope in South
Australia from the language of the Dieyerie
(Dieri) people whose territory lay to the
east of Lake Eyre (Gason).
An early name (c WW2) for Jacana Grove
Heathcote.
(possibly a typo of Park as it was originally
Park Road)
[updated 9/4/2020]
A lane off Parramatta Street opened in
1911 but not named until 2011 (Gazette).
For information on word “Parramatta” see
entry for Parramatta Street.
[updated 9/4/2020]
According to Governor Phillip in 1790,
Parramatta was the Aboriginal language
word for the locality of Rose Hill
(Attenbrow) Hence on 2 June 1791 “the
name of the settlement, at the head of the
harbour (Rose Hill) was changed, by order
of the governor, to that of Parramatta, the
native name of it” (Tench, also Hunter).
In 1892, an explanation was given of the
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Reference

CL

Council file records

Council file records
Curr, 1886-7
Gason, 1874

From Bottle Forest to
Heathcote – Sutherland
Shire’s first settlement
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6

Attenbrow, (undated)
Tench, 1793
Hunter, 1793
Hill & Thornton, 1893
Larkin, M., Sutherland
Shire: A History to 1939,

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
meaning of the Aboriginal language word
“parramatta” that it was derived from
“parra,” an eel — “matta,” “this place,”
signifying “Eels here” (Thornton).

Reference
Jannali. NSW, 1998
Council file records

As it developed, Cronulla was “quite a
Parramatta Town: in fact they call their
streets Parramatta Street and other names
connected with Parramatta” and people
from western suburbs built
weekenders/holiday homes in area
(Larkin).

Parramore
Place (DISC)

Barden
Ridge

Parraweena
Road
17/12/1894

Caringbah &
Miranda

Also, the owner of property at time of
subdivision (1906) was George Davey who
signed the relevant documentation at
Parramatta so possibly lived there or
nearby.
William Thomas Parramore – public
servant. Name proposed for a road in the
Australia Road /Wardell Drive area but not
been used for any road. Theme in area is
early Australian pioneers.
[updated 9/4/2020]
Parraweena Road was first shown in 1894
on a Holt-Sutherland subdivision on the
southern side of that road.
“Parraweena Farm” of 175 acres owned by
Frederick Samuel Ellis Holt (Thomas Holt’s
son) is noted in a newspaper
advertisement in late 1899: it had a long
frontage to the northern side of
Parraweena Road. It is not known whether
the farm name came from the street name
or vice versa (Illawarra Mercury).

Parsons
Place
23/5/1988

Barden
Ridge

“Parraweena” was recorded in the
Liverpool Police District in 1899 as an
Aboriginal language name meaning
“Parrots camping place” (Anthropological
Survey).
Theme in area is early Australian pioneers
so could be named after one of Charles
Octavius Parsons (1799-1863) pastoralist,
Sir Herbert Angus Parsons (1872-19450
judge and politician or John Langdon
Parsons (1837-1903) politician.
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Council 7/12/1987 Council
file records

Council file records
Illawarra Mercury, 23 Dec
1899, p.3
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903

ADB online

Street Name
Parthenia
Street
5/11/1909

Suburb
Caringbah
South &
Dolans Bay

Partridge
Avenue
31/10/1956

Miranda

Partridges
Road (DISC)
Circa 1909

Sylvania

Parys Close
21/12/1993

Menai

Pascha Place
19/12/1972

Kareela

Patonga
Place
13/2/1969

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 13/2/2017]
Named after Parthenia Jane Cooper, who
was an owner of the land at time of
subdivision.
[Updated 22/9/2017]
WEG (Walter) Partridge was the manager
of the Miranda Co-operative Society for
many years and also had a market garden
from early 1900s near Gwawley Creek.
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Included in Council road maintenance list
for 1909. Mr Partidge had market garden
near Gwawley Creek off Formosa Street.
He had complained about a culvert in
Formosa Street in 1908 and in 1909
Council voted funds “to repair road leading
to Partridge’s property off Port Hacking
Road” (could refer to a part of Holt Road
alongside Gwawly Creek)
In line with theme of naming streets in
area after Welsh locations named after
Parys Mountain near Bangor on the Isle of
Anglesey in North Wales.
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1970) – possibly
spelt Pacha. Streets in subdivision named
after Sydney Hobart winning yachts.
[updated 9/4/2020)
“Patonga” is the name of a small town the
near the mouth of the Hawkesbury River in
the Central Coast region of NSW. Land
grants were made in that region from the
1820s (Heritage) and a “Patonga [or
Petonga] Creek” is mentioned in that area
in 1835 (Gazette) but the town of Petonga
did not develop until after subdivisions in
1916 (Heritage).
“Patonga” was recorded in that area in
1900 as an Aboriginal language word with
the meaning “a small wallaby” (Science of
Man).
Another suggested meaning of “patonga”
as an Aboriginal language word for
“oyster” (Aussie Towns). This is likely
explained in a magazine article in 1954:
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Reference
Historic Land Records
Echoes From the Bay &
Gateway to the South First Stop Sylvania

CL
St George Call 15/8/1908
p.4 and 24/4/1909 p.8

Internet
File MD 1/11/Pt 1
www.alldownunder.com

Heritage listing for
“Patonga Shop (former)” https://www.environment.n
sw.gov.au/heritageapp/Vie
wHeritageItem
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
November 1835 p.839
Science of Man, Vol 3 No
9, October 1900
Aussie Towns – Patonga
http://www.aussietowns.co
m.au/town/patonga-nsw
Walkabout, Vol 20 No 12,
December 1954
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“The little rock wallaby (named Patonga by
the Aborigines) which gave its name to
that village and its creek still abounds in
the locality. . . Patonga has good fishing
and oyster beds. Aboriginal middens along
the creek give evidence of the plentiful
food available to the first inhabitants”
(Walkabout).

Patterson
Road
7/2/1979

Heathcote

One of group 12 streets named after poets
(mostly Australian). Named after Andrew
Barton ‘Banjo’ Patterson (1864-1941) poet,
journalist, solicitor.
Development Control Unit resolution
23/8/1978 that roads in area be named
after poets.
Named after town in northern Italy. In
group of streets in original subdivision
(1888) all named after places in Italy,
James Murphy, manager and a director of
the Holt-Sutherland Estate
Unnamed lane from 1931 to 1968
Council resolved to rename July 1955
following request from Mrs D Cucksley
(nee Gilmore) daughter of late G Gilmore
who had orchard there since 1910
Private Road.
Named after type of fruit tree.

Pavia Road
29/3/1888

Como

Peach Tree
Lane
27/12/1968

Kirrawee

Peachtree
Way
20/10/1997
Peak Street
19/12/1967
Peebles
Avenue
6/10/1965

Menai

Peel Place
28/11/1968

Sylvania
Waters

Engadine
Kirrawee

Reference

ADB
Council file records
CL

CL
Council file records

Adjoins Sierra and Alpine Sts so name
relates to mountain ‘peak’
Two separate roads intended to join,
CL
however intervening subdivision did not
happen. Therefore one part was renamed www.visitbritain.com.au
Mokera Avenue in 1971. As adjoins streets
named after Scottish towns (Stirling Street,
Argyle Street) would be named after town
of Peebles in Scotland south of Edinburgh.
[updated 19/3/2020]
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river – Peel River in northern
NSW runs through Tamworth.
The Peel River was founf by Europeans in
1818 by John Oxley and named by Oxley
in honour of Sir Robert Peel, an important
British politician at the time of its discovery
by British settlers in Australia.
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Street Name
Pelican Place
22/11/1994
Pembroke
Street
12/1/1882

Penguin
Place
1/5/1985
Peninsular
Road
30/5/1930

Suburb
Woronora
Heights
Sylvania

Woronora
Heights
Grays Point

Name Source/ meaning
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where streets are types of Australian birds.
Likely named after former name of HMS
Endeavour –it was ‘Earl of Pembroke’.
This is supported by extension of
Pembroke St being in same subdivision as
creation of Endeavour St.
Was first named in 1882 DP by Holt
Sutherland Estate Co/ James Murphy.
Alternatively could be named after town of
Pembroke on west coast of UK, west of
London. Other E-W streets in subdivision
are UK towns (Melrose, Snowden)
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where streets are types of Australian birds.

Reference
List from Birds Australia
website
CR
DP

Google maps

List from Birds Australia
website in Council records

Originally an unnamed subdivision road
CL
dating from 1916 starting at its intersection
with Grays Point Road to the current start
of Bildera then east, continuing across
what is now subdivision and Mansion Point
Road to Port Hacking.
In a rather confusing name change
gazetted in 1969, it appeared that above
particular section of east-west road (now
Mansion Point Road) was to remain as
Peninsular Road, whilst the remainder of
Peninsular Road was to be partially
closed, and the remainder renamed to
Mansion Point Road.
What happened in fact was the reverse,
with Mansion Point Road name being
applied to the part of Peninsular Road out
to Mansion Point, and the rest of
Peninsular Road, less the closed section,
(plus a joining section back to Mansion
Point Road) remaining as Peninsular
Road.
The east-west section between Peninsular
Road and Mansion Point Road had been
closed in 1968 and a new north-south join
back to Mansion Point Road dedicated in
1969.
A further small change of name occurred
in 1970 when the route of Grays Point
Road, originally down what is now Swallow
Rock Drive was altered to the road more to
the east, necessitating a change of that
short section from Peninsular Road to
Grays Point Road.
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Street Name
Penmon
Close
30/7/1991

Suburb
Menai

Penprase
Lane
19/1/1962

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
In line with theme of naming streets in
area after locations in North Wales
probably named after Penmon a town in
Wales near Menai Strait.
Named after Penprase family who
operated a large general / hardware store
on north west corner Kiora Road &
Kingsway
Originally an unnamed lane dating from
1913 on both sides of Central Road later
extended to Wandella Road and to Kiora
Road.
Named after Beryl Penrose a former
Australian international tennis player who
won the Australian Open Singles in 1955,
Australian Open doubles in 1954 & 1955,
and the Australian Open mixed doubles in
1956. Theme of area is champion
Australian tennis players.
Name of type of tree. So named as adjoins
Oak Road, Birch Place – streets named
after trees.

Reference
Internet

Internet

Penrose
Place
12/4/1988

Menai

Peppercorn
Place
8/8/1975

Kirrawee

Peppermint
Grove
6/6/1975
Percival
Road
25/3/2011

Engadine

Named after type of tree also known as
wollybutt tree or Eucalyptus longifolia

Caringbah
South

Percival
Street (DISC)
13/2/1913
Peregrine
Drive
8/9/2016

Caringbah
South

[Updated 13/2/2017]
Named after a plant species as are other
streets in subdivision
Originally named as Percival Street in
1913 but known as Percival Road for
many years which was recognized by
officially renaming it in 2011
See Percival Road

Perina Close
7/1/1981

Bangor

Greenhills
Beach

[Updated 27/11/2017]
The peregrine falcon also known as the
peregrine is a widespread bird of prey.
Streets in this subdivision are named after
bird species
[updated 9/4/2020]
“Perina” was listed by 1859 in the south of
Tasmania as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “milt of fish” (ie. the soft roe of
fish used as food) (Milligan).
In 1904, “perina” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “a
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Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
Nov 1988 p 408 (LW)
CL

Wikipedia

CC

Council file records
Wikipedia
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2
Milligan, 1859
Science of Man, Vol 6 No
12, January 1904
Endacott, 1924, enlarged
9th edition, 1955-63

Street Name

Suburb

Perry
Crescent
14/3/1962

Engadine

Perth Street
29/10/1963

Kirrawee

Peru Place
28/10/1985

Illawong

Peryman
Square
28/5/2004

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
kingfisher” around Onslow in the Pilbara
Region of north-west of Western Australia
(Science of Man).

Reference

Perina Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “P”. Council
records indicate acceptance of “perina” as
an Aboriginal language word, however it
was likely taken from a much later
compilation with meaning “kingfisher”
which did not provide any reference to the
source (Endacott).
Origin of name not determined.
Named in same subdivision as Delia
Parade, therefore would be a male or
female given name. (Old English, a person
who lived or worked around a pear tree, or
short form of peregrine, Latin a traveler or
wanderer).
Possibly name related to the subdividers
CL
of the land, Land Brokers Incorporated Pty
Ltd., who specifically requested the name
of Delia Parade.
In same subdivision as Argyle Place,
Stirling Ave and Inverness Place so area
has Scottish theme. Perth is Scottish city
north of Edinburgh.
Possibly the three-masted sailing ship
7seavessels.com
“Peru” (later “Louisa Craig” and ”Raupo”)
launched 17/8/1876, made voyages to
Australia and New Zealand, in 1889 ran
aground on the Great Barrier Reef before
continuing to New Zealand, made further
voyages from London to Australia
(Freemantle) in 1894 and 1894.and
Adelaide in 1905. In 1907 whilst docked in
Sydney was renamed “Louisa Craig” in
honour of the mother of new owner Joseph
James Craig.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Part of Kingsway between Elouera
CL
Road/Gerrale Street and Bate Bay.
An application was made to rename the
section of road as “Peryman Place” –
however it was decided to instead apply to
the Geographical Names Board for
classification as urban place in view of its
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
redevelopment as a pedestrian plaza, with
the name “”Peryman Square”.
It still retains its former street name of
Kingsway.
Jim Peryman a member of North Cronulla
Surf Life Saving Club from 1940 to 1950.
He drowned in 1950 during a surf rescue.
Likely from boy’s name as subdivided with
Susan, Darryl and Kathryn Streets –
possibly family names of developer
Plan in which name was first used was
lodged by C J O’Neill Pty Ltd.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where streets are types of Australian birds.
Former local name of lane now named as
Byrnes Lane.

Peter Place
14/1/1966

Gymea Bay

Petrel Place
6/6/1985
Petticoat
Lane (DISC)

Woronora
Heights
Heathcote

Philip Street
12/7/1912

Cronulla

Phillip Street
27/4/1927
Phillip’s Lane
(DISC)
Prior 1962

Oyster Bay

Origin of name not determined.
With Thomas Street in subdivision lodged
by Arthur Charles Hobbs. Appears to be a
male first name but no known relationship.
In 1930 Sands spelt Phillip but Philip on
subdivision. Noted that it is the first name
of the surveyor of the subdivision, Philip
William Rugale, however that is unlikely
source of name.
Named after Governor Arthur Phillip

Sutherland

Was off Prince’s Highway

Phoenix
Place
8/2/1984

Illawong

Reference

Faces of the Shire

Pg 97 From Bottle Forest
to Heathcote Sutherland
Shire’s first settlement
CL

Short History of Oyster
Bay ( LW)
1930 Sands directory
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin 1974, Nov 1981

Now Boyle Lane. Earlier unofficial name
was Blacksmith’s Lane. Named after 2
brothers Charlie and Bill Phillips who had
blacksmith’s business on corner of lane.
The frigate ‘Phoenix’ in 1809 recaptured
Australia’s Maritime
the brig Harrington which had been taken
History
over by convicts.
Convict ship named Phoenix arrived in
Port Jackson in 1814 and others of that
name recorded arriving up to 1826.
The prison hulk the “Phoenix” was moored
in Lavender Bay (formerly Hulk Bay) from
1826 for 11 years, George Lavender was
the bosun of the Phoenix.
The steamer ‘Phoenix ‘was lost at
Clarence River in 1850, but recovered but
wrecked itself near the same place in 1852
A ship named Phoenix sailed to Botany
Bay in 1856.
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Street Name

Suburb

Pickworth
Place
21/12/1987

Menai

Picture Show
Street (DISC)
Circa 1912

Cronulla

Pierce Place
5/6/1967

Bonnet Bay

Pilbara Place
21/6/1974

Grays Point

Name Source/ meaning
An American ship ‘Phoenix’ was destroyed
by fire in Port Phillip in 1860
The British Royal Navy had from 1546 up
to 1942, seventeen vessels named
Phoenix
A wooden paddle steamer named the
Phoenix was built in Sydney in 1846 and
sailed between Sydney and the Clarence
River for five years until it was wrecked.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Named after Horace Henry Alfred ‘Ossie”
Pickworth (1918-1969) golfer. Won 4
Australian Opens, 1 Irish Opens. In group
of streets named after Australian golfers.
[updated 19/9/2017]
Unofficial local name for Ocean Grove
Avenue. Did not front the Cronulla Picture
Show in Gerrale Street, but used by
people coming from Curranulla (Cronulla)
Street to get to that picture theatre
Named after 14th US President Franklin
Pierce (1853-1857). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
[updated 9/4/2020]
As near Hammersley Road (see entry for
that name) likely that street name relates
to Pilbara region in northern Western
Australia.
The name “Pilbara” comes from Pilbara
Creek, a name first recorded in 1888 (with
alternative spellings of Pilburra and
Pilbarra) after gold was found in that creek
(The Daily News, also The West
Australian). The “Pilbara Goldfield” was
proclaimed in the Government Gazette 1
October 1888 (Pilbara Electorate).
The Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal
Language Centre indicates that the name
for the Pilbara region derives from the
Aboriginal word bilybara, meaning 'dry' in
the Nyamal and Banyjima languages
(Sharp & Thieberger).
No confirmation has been found of an
alternate suggestion that the fish species
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Reference

Daily Telegraph 17/7/1920

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Council file records
The Daily News, 31 July
1888, p.3
The West Australian, 3
August 1888, p.3
“About the Pilbara
Electorate” - Western
Australian Electoral
Commission
https://www.parliament.wa.
gov.au/
Sharp & Thieberger, 1992

Street Name

Suburb

Pilliga Place
21/1/1980

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
“Sea Mullet” (Mugil cephalus) found in that
area and referred to as Pilbarra is the
Aboriginal word source for “Pilbara”
(Pilbara Electorate).
[updated 9/4/2020]
“Piliga” (later “Pilliga”) was a pastoral
property on the southern side of the Namoi
River in the North-West of the New
England Region of NSW, operating by
1848 (Gazette). A town of Pillaga south of
the Namoi River was established by 1867
when a post office and mail route opened
(Postal Coach Routes).
A large “Pilliga Forest” to the south of the
town has since 2005 been reserved by the
NSW government for environmental
conservation (Pilliga Scrub).
Pilliga (Piliga) was recorded in 1875 as an
Aboriginal language word of the Kamilaroi
people of central NSW with the meaning
“head of scrub oak” from “bilagha” (where
“bila” meant “scrub oak” and “gna” meant
“head”) (Ridley). This was listed in a
number of later publications as “[place of]
swamp oaks” without any reference to the
source of that information (eg. The Lone
Hand, also Thorpe).
Of note is an 1899 recording in the nearby
area around Narrabri that “pilliga” was an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“pelican (bird)” (Anthropological Survey).

Reference

NSW Govt. Gazette of 20
September 1848 p.1240.
“Postal Coach Routes in
the Pilliga Forest”
Department of
Environment and Climate
Change and Water
NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service, Baradine,
Northern
Plains Region, May 2010
“Forests of the Pilliga
Scrub”
http://www.visitnarrabri.co
m.au
Ridley, 1875
The Lone Hand, Vol 1 No
9, August 1914.
Thorpe, 1927
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903

A further recording in 1904 in the far
Science of Man, Vol 7 No
south-west of Queensland at the Brighton
2,
March 1904
Downs pastoral property on the
Diamantina River lists “Pillinga or Pilliga”
as an language word of the Goa and Myalli Council file records
people with the meaning of “Big plains all
around” (Science of Man).
Pilliga Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “P”. Council
records indicate acceptance of “pilliga” as
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Street Name

Suburb

Pinaroo
Place
13/12/1965

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
an Aboriginal language word, however it
was likely taken from one of the later
compilations with meaning “swamp oaks”
which did not provide any reference to the
source.
[Updated 9/4/2020]
“Pinaroo” was recorded in 1865 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “old
man” at Lake Hope in South Australia from
the language of the Dieyerie (Dieri) people
whose territory lay to the east of Lake Eyre
(Gason).
In 1886-7, in the same general area
around Coopers Creek, the slightly
different spelling “Pinnaroo” was also
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “an old man” (Curr).
“Pinnaroo” was the name of a pastoral
property operating from 1868 on the
western side of the State boundary
between South Australia and Victoria (in
an easterly direction from Adelaide). The
town of Pinnaroo was proclaimed in that
area on 17 November 1904 (Manning).
Archive papers at the South Australian
Museum indicate that “Pinnaroo” could
derive from “pinaru”, a Ngarkat Aboriginal
people’s name for the district (Tindale).
Another suggestion is that “Pinnaroo” ‘is a
native word which, curiously, runs through
the vocabularies of nearly all the
[Aboriginal] tribes, north and south, and
the meaning of which is variously stated to
be “big men”, “big men in action”, “an old
man” or “great men”.’ Another source
suggests it is a corruption of the Aboriginal
language word “peintaru” meaning
‘limestone’ (Manning).
A 1949 compilation lists “Pinnaroo” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “resting
place” (Cooper). This has been traced to a
recording in 1840 of “Pinnarendi” meaning
“to stay; tarry; hesitate” spoken by the
Aboriginal people in and for some distance
around Adelaide (Teichelmann &
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Reference

Gason, 1874
Curr, 1886-7
Manning, 2012
Tindale, N. B. 1924-1936,
‘Research Data on
Aboriginal Tribes in
Australia Gathered by
Norman B. Tindale’, South
Australian Museum AA
338/1/29.
Cooper, 1949
Teichelmann &
Schurmann, 1840

Street Name

Suburb

Pindari
Avenue
10/12/1962

Loftus

Name Source/ meaning
Schurmann).
[updated 9/4/2020]
“Pindari” was the name of a pastoral
property operating from 1845 on the
Severn River and extending down Pindari
Creek in the New England region of NSW
(Gazette). Of note is that the property was
transferred in 1854 to Thomas Holt jnr.
(owner of the Holt-Sutherland Estate in
Sutherland Shire), however he disposed of
“Pindari” in 1856 (Gazettes).
By 1885 “Pindari” was starting to be split
up through Government action (Gazette).
In that same year it was noted that a
pastoral property named “Pindaroi” was
operating in the upper reaches of Pindari
Creek nearer to Inverell (Armidale
Express, also SMH).
In 1969, the name of the location on
Severn River was retained for the “Pindari
Dam” being constructed in that year
(Gazette).

Reference
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 18
November 1845 p.1294;
23 September 1854
p.2082; 11 February 1856
p.469; 5 August 1885
p.5053
The Armidale Express and
New England General
Advertiser, 17 April 1885,
p.3
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 February 1888, p.10
NSW Govt. Gazette, 30
May 1969, p.2045
Science of Man, Vol 6 No
6, July 1903
Curr, 1886-7

In 1903 around nearby Ashford, “Pindari”
was recorded as an Aboriginal language
name meaning “high ground” (Science of
Man).

Pindrie Street
31/3/1964

Yowie Bay

Pine Lane
8/1/1985

Engadine

Also, possible as a source is “pindari”
meaning “thunder” in the Aboriginal
language of the Eaw people recorded in
1886-7 in the Northampton region near
Geraldton on the central western coast of
Western Australia.
[Updated 9/4/2020]
“Pindrie” was recorded in 1865 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“grasshopper or locust” at Lake Hope in
South Australia from the language of the
Dieyerie (Dieri) people whose territory lay
to the east of Lake Eyre (Gason).
Origin of name not determined.
There is no obvious reason for naming, as
there were no pine trees in that location at
time of naming. Lane originally came off
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Gason, 1874

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Pine Street
(DISC)
21/9/1920
Pines Parade
4/5/1923
Pinnacle
Street
8/6/1923

Gymea

Pin Oak
Grove
17/5/1993
Pioneer Drive
31/8/1998

Menai

Pioneer Road
28/3/1913

Cronulla

Pippita Place
4/7/1979

Bangor

Gymea
Miranda

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
Mianga Avenue in McDonald’s restaurant
development however that entry was
closed in 1998 after the lane was extended
north-west to Caldarra Avenue.
Named due to pine trees in area
Renamed Dwyer Street in1953, possibly
due to confusion with nearby Pines Parade
Named due to pine trees in area (including
along Sylvania Road)
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by David Gilbert Ferguson.
Advertised as “The Summit Estate”, no
doubt because its elevation allowed
sweeping views of the surrounding areas.
The name of the street would obviously be
related to the Estate name, pinnacle being
a synonym for summit.
Named after type of tree – in subdivision
where all streets named after trees.

Reference

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Jan 1977
CL
SMH 5/2/1921

Central road through a subdivision where
streets named after local pioneering
settlers
Named in adjoining subdivisions lodged by CL
Rose Wilshire and Charles Fry
Possibly named after “Pioneer,“ the ferry
Illustrated History of the
that ran from Cronulla to Audley circa 1909 Sutherland Shire
– owned by W A Hodgkinson. Alternatively
named because adjoining streets (Windsor
& Wilshire Sts) are named after pioneer
settlers in area. Road originally ran from
Windsor Road to Wilshire Street, however
southern end never dedicated as a road
and later built on.
In 1930 Sands as Pioneer Street.
[updated 9/4/2020]
Threlkeld, 1834
“Pippita” meaning “a small hawk, so called
Council file records
from its cry” was recorded in 1834 as an
Awabakal language word, spoken around
McCarthy, 1952
Lake Macquarie (near Newcastle NSW)
(Threlkeld).
Pippita Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “P”. Council
records indicate acceptance of “pippita” as
an Aboriginal language word, however it
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
was likely taken from a later compilation
with meaning “small hawk” which did not
provide a specific reference to the source
(McCarthy).

Piriwal Close
29/4/1988

Bangor

[updated 9/4/2020]
Opened as a cul-de-sac off Pyree Street in
1986, it was named Piriwal Close in1988
(Gazette).
Recorded in 1834 as “Pi-ri-wul” meaning
“a chief, king, queen, superior, etc.” [of an
Aboriginal people] as an Awabakal
language word, spoken around Lake
Macquarie (near Newcastle NSW)
(Threlkeld). In 1892, from the same
source, the spelling had been altered to
“piriwal” with the meaning “a chief or king”
(Threlkeld & Fraser).

Piron Place
2/5/1985

Pitt Street
Prior to 1966

Pituri Place
15/12/1986

Piriwal Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “P”. Council
records indicate acceptance of “piriwal” as
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“leader” likely taken from a later
compilation which did not provide a
specific reference to the source
(McCarthy).
Woronora
In subdivision where most streets are
Heights
types of birds.
Probably misspelt and should be Prion
(Whalebird) a small petrel found in the
Southern Ocean
Loftus
Road circa 1882 joining the Illawarra
Road (Loftus Avenue) on the west side of
the railway line with the National Park
Road (now known as Rawson Avenue)
over a level crossing (closed in 1972).
Probably named after English politician
William Pitt (as is Pitt St Sydney, Pitt
Town).
Earliest reference found to the name was
in 1966, however it would appear the
name was in use before that time.
Alfords Point [updated 9/4/2020]
“Pituri” is the Aboriginal language name for
the plant Duboisia Hopwoodii found in
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Reference

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 29
April 1988 p.2467
Threlkeld, 1834
Threlkeld & Fraser, 1892
McCarthy, 1952

Wikipedia
Wajnryb
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire

CL

Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Plover Street
2/1/1969

Grays Point

Poinciana
Row
13/12/1993
Polk Place
13/10/1966

Menai

Pollard Place
11/11/1960

Sutherland

Polo Street
11/10/1882

Bonnet Bay

Kurnell

Name Source/ meaning
north-west New South Wales, western
parts of Queensland and the Northern
Territory. Pituri Place is in a suburb where
many streets are named after trees and
shrubs.
Recorded as “pitcherry” (1863); “pitury”
(1883); “pidgery” (1883); “pituri” (1890);
“pitchurie” (1890), it was generally
described as a Aboriginal language word
for a plant whose leaves were chewed
(including in dried form) by Aboriginal
people of Central Australia for its narcotic
effect. It was also used to stun animals
and fish to make capture easier (Morris).
Named after species of bird. In group of
streets named after birds – group known
colloquially as “The Aviary”
Flowering tree. In subdivision where
streets named after trees
Named after James Knox Polk 11th US
President (1845-1849). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
Street named in subdivision lodged by
Sutherland Shire Council and Camillo
Constructions Pty Ltd
Possibly named after Francis Claude
Calvin Pollard, Councillor 1948-53. Former
Councillor Pollard died in June 1960 just
before the subdivision was lodged in July
1960.
Probably named after Marco Polo in line
with theme of explorers who saw Pacific
Ocean.
Originally between Princes Parade (Prince
Charles Parade) and boundary of 1861
Crown Reserve (just before Sharn Street).
It was extended as a Crown reserved road
to the end of the Crown residential
subdivision in 1930 (that road was
regazetted as a public road in 1959). The
road was again extended to the Kurnell
Water Reservoir entry in 1953.
The part between Prince Charles Parade
and Cook Street was renamed as part of
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Reference
Morris, 1898

Grays Point Story

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Councillors list on website

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Poplar Place
27/11/1972
Popperwell
Drive
20/8/1996

Kirrawee

Porter Road
18/2/1949

Port Hacking
Road (DISC)
ca 1854

Menai

Engadine

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
Captain Cook Drive in1954.
Off Waratah Street, near Oak St so likely
follows theme of tree names.
Will Popplewell was early settler in area.
Name may be misspelling of their name.
Popperwell family lived in area 1890’s but
moved back to city later.
John and Will Popplewell of Bangor served
in WW1 in Gallipoli and France. John died
at Lone Pine, Gallipoli in August 1915.
Family settled Menai 1899.
On pioneer settlers list 1992
Len, son of William quoted in Leader says
name misspelled. Original list was correct
change happened in list adopted by
Council.
Originally an unnamed Crown Road circa
1935 off Caldarra Avenue to about Birok
Avenue, later extended in 1965 through to
and including an unnamed access road off
Princes Highway which had also been
provided around the mid 1930s.
As named just after World War 2 (name
advertised in 1948), most likely named
after someone who gave service during
that war. It may be purely coincidental but
the road was alongside the property of
Ronald Back, a seaman on the HMAS
Napier, who died on his way home from
the war in March 1945.
Shire Clerk Kirkby mentions two persons
named Porter: (1) Mr Alec Porter, who was
a volunteer on the clothes for refugees
programme in 1945 (2) F C Porter, of
Yowie Bay, a member the Regional
Advisory Panel on War Damage in 1942.
As there does not appear to be any other
local person named Porter mentioned in
relation to service in World War 2 (other
roads in area are named after local
servicemen), the road may have been
named after one of those gentlemen.
There is also a mention that Mrs Porter’s
cake shop in the shopping centre was the
National Emergency Services shelter
during the war however that would not
appear to be a likely source of the name.
[updated 16/1/2018]
Formerly simply “Government Road” in the
Village of Bottle Forest, it came off the
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Reference

Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Sutherland Shire – A
History to 1939
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Nov 1989
Council file records
Leader March 23 2000 pg
19
CL

Engadine 1825-2001

Kirkby Index

Engadine 1825-2001

Street Name

Suburb

Port Hacking
Road
4/1/1892

Sylvania &
Miranda &
Caringbah &
Caringbah
South & Lilli
Pilli &
Dolans Bay
& Port
Hacking

Name Source/ meaning
“New Road to Illawarra” and headed
towards Port Hacking about four miles
away.
Later renamed “Bottle Forest Road”
Named after Port Hacking which named
after Henry Hacking explorer and first pilot
(ship) at Port Jackson. Matthew Flinders
named Port after him. It was the road used
to travel to Port Hacking.
The first section of Port Hacking Road
from Illawarra or National Park Road
(Princes Highway) to Melrose Avenue
dates from 1882 when it was named
Madeira Street but on plans from 1892 on
it was shown as Port Hacking Road.
The remainder of Port Hacking Road dates
from 1888 when it was gazetted as most of
the parish road “from Horse Rock Point,
George's River, to Little Turriel Point, at
Port Hacking” through the properties of
Thomas Holt and Frederick Ellis Holt and
including parts of Crown reserved roads
and boundary roads.
It replaced a former informal road from
Horse Rock Point to Little Turriel Point,
cleared and formed by a local parish road
trust (under urging from local citizens P S
E Holt and William Simpson) at Port
Hacking.
It also replaced, between Gwawley Creek
and Box Road, an original Crown
boundary road which was sold to Thomas
Holt for resubdivision in exchange for
dedicating the new route. That old road
started at Gwawley Creek in the same
location as the new but then ran generally
south to meet Box Road between the
present-day roads of Wordsworth Place
and Tennyson Place.
The 1888 road still forms the route of the
present day Port Hacking road, although it
has been considerably widened to allow
for it to become a major main road from
Sylvania to Caringbah. The only deviations
were right at the Port Hacking end of the
road.
Originally the straight section which now
goes past Bass Street would have
continued in a rough arc to the present
end of the road. That was only a proposal
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Reference
Empire, 20.10.1854, p.8

Place Names of Australia
A W Reed
CL

SSHS Bulletin Oct 1974

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Port Hacking
Road South
(DISC)
11/11/1949

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South & Lilli
Pilli &
Dolans Bay
& Port
Hacking
Illawong

Portland
Close
21/10/1983

Name Source/ meaning
and did not proceed. The road instead
continued on past the intersection with
Turriell Bay Road and arched just to the
north of present-day Shiprock road and
Wallendbeen Avenue to the current end.
That part of the road was closed in 1891
and the current road from the end of
Turriel Bay Road to the end opened to
replace it.
In 1916, it was split into two parts when
the section between Kareena Road and
President Avenue was renamed as part of
Kingsway.
An attempt was made to differentiate
between the two split sections by
renaming the section between Kingsway
and Port Hacking as Port Hacking Road
South in 1949, but it resulted in confused
house addressing, with some houses
adopting the new name, but many sticking
to the old name. Eventually in 2005, the
southern section was reverted to the
original name.
Road South of Kingsway named because
it was separated from the northern part of
Port Hacking Road by a section of
Kingsway. The name was never
successfully used for house addresses
and it was regazetted to the original name
in 2006.
Several reports of ships with that name.
American ship ‘Duke of Portland’ was
captured by natives of Tongatabu in 1802
Convict ship ‘Duke of Portland‘ 1809
Ship named ‘Portland wrecked in
Tasmania 1825
Immigrant ship ‘Portland’ 1832, 33, 38, 40,
41.
Ship named ‘Portland wrecked at Point
Lonsdale 1852
Also possibly the lifeboat and whaleboat
‘Portland’ involved in the rescue of
survivors of the shipwreck of the SS
Admella in 1859 at Carpenter Rocks, Suth
Australia
Most of these ships were probably named
after William Cavendish-Bentinck, 3rd Duke
of Portland, Prime Minister of England in
1783 and again in 1807-09.
In line with theme of area- names of
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Reference

CL

Australia’s Maritime
History
Internet– ‘Convicts to
Australia’ & ‘Passengers
ships arriving in Australian
ports 1837-99’
www.australia.gov.au

Street Name

Suburb

Portmadoc
Drive
21/12/1993

Menai

Portside
Drive (DISC)

Grays Point

Portsmouth
Street
30/8/1911

Cronulla

Portview
Place
9/5/1977
Post Office
Avenue
(DISC)
Circa 1907

Burraneer

Post Office
Road (DISC)

Poulter
Avenue
21/8/1962
Power Place
6/11/1979

Cronulla

Menai

Engadine
Menai

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
historical nautical significance
In line with theme of naming streets in
area after Welsh locations probably named
after Portmadoc (also spelt Porthmadog)
in North Wales.
It includes a short section of the original
route of Mina Road between Davis Place
and Mona Road.
Swallow Rock Drive’s original proposed
name in 1969 subdivision. Was proposal
to build marina on river which would have
been the source of name.
Named after birth place – town of
Portsmouth UK, in county of Hampshire –
of Lydia Mary Moore, the second wife of
John Atkinson (early Councillor, quarry
owner). The subdivision in which street
was named, along with Hampshire Street,
was lodged by Lydia Mary Atkinson who
owned the land. Adjoining Richmount
Street which named after John Atkinson’s
birthplace
Has view of Port Hacking across
Burraneer Bay.
Originally proposed to be Edwards Drive.
Originally unnamed Crown lane in Village
of Gunnamatta (later Village of Cronulla)
dating from 1899.
Ran from Curranulla Street (now Cronulla
Street) to the then location of Post Office
(at corner Gerrale Street and Nicholson
Parade) which opened in 1907
Renamed and widened into Laycock
Avenue in 1927.
[Updated 30/9/2017]
Included in Council road maintenance lists
1910-1919. The Post Office for many
years (1904-1939) was in the Midgley
property at the end of an unnamed road,
later named “Bishop Road” in 1930.
D R Poulter was the owner of the
subdivided land in which Poulter Avenue
was named.
Named after David (Dave) Power, long
distance runner. Won 1958 Empire Games
marathon, 3rd 10,000m 1960 Olympics. In
area where theme is outstanding
Australian athletes.
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Grays Point Story

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1995. - essay
by his grandson.

CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin July 2005
CL
CL
SSHS Bulletin May 1985
CL
CL
Menai Dept Unit 30/5/1979
File MD 2/20/3/2 (LW)
www.kemblajoggers.org.au

Street Name
Pozieres
Street
14/6/1921

Suburb
Cronulla

Prahran
Road
26/1/1971

Engadine

Premier
Street
29/1/1919

Gymea

Premier
Street North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Premier
Street South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Name Source/ meaning
Named by Charles McAlister local resident
and Shire President after the WW1 battle
in France (25 July 1915) in which
Australian troops took major part.
[updated 9/4/2020]
Prahran Road is likely named after
“Prahran” which is nowadays a suburb of
Melbourne.
According to a researched history
published in a newspaper article in 1906,
“Prahan” derived from the name of a
Government “Aboriginal Protectorate”
station run by George Langholme who in
1836-7 called it “Pur-ra-ran”—"a
compound of two aboriginal words,
meaning ‘land partially surrounded by
water”, located on rising land at the bend
of the Yarra River with a large swamp at
its rear. In 1837, he supplied that name to
Robert Hoddle, Surveyor-General of the
Port Phillip District (now Victoria) who
recorded it as “Prahran” (The Argus).
Subsequent land sales in that area from
1840 onwards were advertised as in the
“Parish of Prahran” (Gazette).
Named in subdivision “Gymea Township
Estate” lodged by Ralph Liddle Houston.
Other new street in subdivision was
Chapman Street.
When surveyed and advertised in late
1916, reference was made to the First
World War and ‘real estate speak’
abounded extolling the benefits of the
Estate, so it is highly likely the name
‘Premier’ was to reinforce the ‘excellence’
of the subdivision.
1947 to 2005 parts called Premier Street
North/ South
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
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Reference
Place Names of Australia

The Argus, 28 April 1906,
p.5
NSW Govt. Gazette of 14
March 1840, p.245

CL

SMH 9/12/1916

CL

CL

Street Name
President
Avenue

Suburb
Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea &
Miranda &
Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 30/5/2017]
Named in 1916 to honour the first
President of Sutherland Shire Council,
William George Judd, who served from
1906 to 1910.

Reference

Originally:
Sutherland Street (1887) - section from
Railway Parade (now Old Princes
Highway) to Eton Street;
Woronora Street (1881) - section from
Eton Street to Sylvania Road;
Woronora Road (1881) – section from
Acacia Road to Kiora Road.

CL

Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
May 1988 p367 (LW)

In 1891, the above three sections were
GG 17/11/1891
collectively named as Woronora Road,
which name also was used on the
remainder of the parish (public) road
continuing right through to Cronulla Beach.
The section from Caringbah to Cronulla
was later changed to “Kurranulla Beach
Road” and then in 1916 to Kingsway.

President
Lane
11/3/2005
Preston
Avenue
23/11/1948

Caringbah

Preston Lane
3/10/2003

Engadine

Engadine

On 20/10/1916, Sutherland Shire Council
renamed the section of Woronora Road
from Sutherland to Caringbah as President
Avenue. The notice included the part of
Sutherland Street already renamed as
Woronora Road in 1891, but apparently
still commonly known by its former name.
Unnamed lane 1954 to 2005.
Lane off President Avenue, reflecting local
name used by shops fronting the lane.
Unnamed Crown lane from around 1940 to
1948.
Preston family were early residents of
Engadine from the early 1920’s.
Mr J Preston (died 1946) owned large
areas of land in Engadine.
1930 M Preston ran store & Post Office.
Subdivision which first showed the name
was lodged in 1945 by Caroline Maria
Preston, however the name was crossed
out before plan was registered. Name was
finally applied to lane in 1948 after the
entire length of lane had been acquired
earlier that year.
Unnamed Lane from 1953 until 2003.
Lane off Preston Avenue.
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GG 20/10/1916

CL
Sutherland S Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p 375
(LW)
Engadine NSW: an outline
history
1930 Sands dir.
CL

CL

Street Name
Prices
Avenue
(DISC)
27/7/1922

Suburb
Woronora

Prices Circuit
2/10/1970

Woronora

Prices Track
After 1906

Woronora &
Sutherland

Priest Place
20/9/1994

Barden
Ridge

Prilamberry
(Avenue)
(DISC)
circa 1960

Burraneer

Primrose
Place
21/3/1961
Prince Street
7/8/1924

Loftus
Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
Named in two adjoining subdivisions
lodged respectively by M C Price and by B
& RAV Amies & W & I F Andrews.
Named after Thomas Price and family who
settled in area 1899 and who operated first
ferry across river.
Part renamed Nundah Place in 1970.
Remainder renamed and included in
Prices Circuit also in 1970.
Thomas Price and family settled in this
area adjacent to Woronora River in 1899.
Price family operated ferry across
Woronora River before first bridge built
1912.
Includes renamed Prices Avenue (except
part renamed as Nundah Avenue, together
with diverted entry off Menai Road and
extension which looped around and
intersected with original road at start of
Nundah Place.
[Updated 20/9/2017]
Track originally known as “Tourist Track”
constructed by Council in 1906 from
Woronora Cemetery to Woronora River
through Prince Edward Park. Track later
became known as Prices Track after
pioneering family who lived on opposite
side of river and ran a ferry across river to
the track until bridge over river constructed
in 1912.
On pioneer local settlers list 1992
O E Priest was a poultry farmer at Menai
in 1931
Originally proposed name for Binaville
Avenue. Was a combination of the names
of the three owners at the time (Messrs
Price, Lamb and Berry), but named
Binaville at insistence of Mr Price.
Name of plant genus. In group of streets
named after plants.
An original part of Prince Street, a road off
Kingsway (now Peryman Square) in 1924
no longer exists as a road, but remains
defined as a Crown Reserve within
Dunningham Park. After Sutherland Shire
Council acquired the land within Beach
Park Estate Stage 1 for the Park in 19367, the Lands Department in 1937 closed
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Reference
CL
Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
Aug 1988 p374 (LW)

Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
Aug 1988 p374 (LW) & pg
19 From Sails to Atoms
CL

SSHS Bulletin Aug 1996

Council file records
1931 Sands directory
Warwick Mainwaring article entitled A short
history of Binaville (copy
held in Local Studies)

DP

Street Name

Suburb

Prince
Charles
Parade
23/9/1949.
Prince
Edward Park
Road
5/3/1948 &
16/7/1948

Kurnell

Princes
Highway
21/10/1921

SylvaniaEngadine

Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
the part of Prince Street and an unnamed
lane off it to Elouera Road within the Park,
and created the Crown Reserve.
A connector road to Mitchell Road was
opened in 1938 along the north-eastern
side of the Park.
The remainder of the 1924 Prince Street
extended to a pathway on the northeastern side of No 5 Prince Street. As part
of a car park development in the 1960s, it
now rejoins Mitchell Road at Bando Road.
Most likely named after Prince Edward
(later King Edward VIII) who visited
Australia in 1920.
The first stage of Beach Park Estate was
submitted to Council in 1920 at around the
same time as the Prince visited Australia,
and the road also originally came off
Kingsway.
Renamed after Prince Charles who was
born in 1948.
Was previously named Princes Parade.

Reference

Named after HRH Prince Edward (later
King Edward VIII) who visited Australia in
1920.
It was previously several roads and parts
of roads, renamed in two notices in 1948.
Renamed were part of Mersey Street,
Derwent Road, Crown road through Prince
Edward Park, Bridge Road, part of Thorp
Road, and part of the Crescent.
A short road near the southern end,
formerly “River Road” was renamed as
part of Prince Edward Park Road in 2011
to remove any confusion with the River
Road at the northern end of Prince Edward
Park Road.
Name given after the 1920 visit of Edward,
Prince of Wales (later King Edward VIII),
the Prince having given permission for the
national route to be named after him.
When the part in Sutherland Shire was
named in 1921 by Sutherland Shire
Council it was described as the
“thoroughfare extends from Dover Point
Ferry to the boundary line between
Sutherland Shire and Bulli Shire.”
NOTE: As this road name is continuous, it
replaced the following:

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1988 p 374
(LW)
CL
HEC Robinson map circa
1940’s
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CL

Place Names of Australia
CL
Research by Sutherland
Shire Council from various
newspaper articles.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
1. "Illawarra or National Park Road" (Horse
Rock Point TO Kingsway at Gymea)
2. "Kingsway" (20/10/1916) (Kingsway at
Gymea TO Eton Street)
3. "Railway Parade" (Eton Street TO
Rawson Avenue)
4. "Illawarra or National Park Road"
(Rawson Avenue TO Woronora Road)
5. "Illawarra Road" (Woronora Road TO
Heathcote township)
6. "Heathcote Street" (in Heathcote
township)
7. "Illawarra Road" (Heathcote township to
LGA Boundary with Wollongong)
also replaced the alternative names
"South Coast Road", "Main Illawarra
Road", "Main Sydney and Wollongong
Road", etc.
There have been several route changes to
Princes Highway.
1. (1976) Sutherland Bypass from
intersection Princes Highway/Acacia
Road, south along Acacia Road, then
generally south-west through subdivision
and along south-eastern side of Waratah
Park to the southern end of Rawson
Avenue. The part within Acacia Road still
retains that name. The cut-off roads are
now known as Old Princes Highway and
Rawson Avenue.
2. (1977) A straightening where it now
crosses the railway line into Engadine,
cutting off an “S-bend” where it formerly
looped around the north side of the
Engadine Water Reservoir. The cut-off
road was closed and resubdivided on the
north-west of the railway.
3. (1967) A straightening along the northwest side of the railway through Engadine
using Railway Parade which still retains
that name. The cut-odd roads are now Old
Princes Highway and part of Woronora
Road.
4. A straightening along the western side
of the railway north of Waterfall. The cutoff road is now Darangan Close.
5. In 1932, the Princes Highway was
constructed from the southern end of
Waterfall towards Wollongong on the
western side of the railway through an “S-
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Street Name

Suburb

Princes
Motorway
1/2/2013 &
10/5/2013.

Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
shaped” route just to the western side of
the current road which continued across
the Shire boundary. This replaced the
former route which requires crossing the
railway line over the bridge to McKell
Avenue opposite Kooraban Street, then
along McKell Avenue to another bridge
crossing back to the western side of the
railway (where McKell Avenue diverts into
the National Park) and then following the
original route of the Illawarra Road (which
was along the eastern side of the current
Princes Highway).
5a. In 1972, the Princes Highway from the
southern side of Waterfall to the Shire
Boundary was constructed on its current
route in conjunction with the construction
of F6 Freeway. The then unnecessary “Sshaped” section was closed in1974.
HISTORICAL NOTE:
Originally intended to be part of a national
route from Perth to Brisbane linking those
capitals with Melbourne Sydney and
Adelaide, with a suggested name in
February 1917 of “Anzac Highway”. That
name was not adopted, but, following a
suggestion in The Argus, a Melbourne
newspaper in January 1920 that the Prince
of Wales travel by road from Melbourne,
the name “Prince’s Highway” was coined
to describe the route. The Prince of Wales
did not actually travel on the route but, on
request, did give his approval to the name.
Parts of the road were gradually named in
Victoria, but in NSW a ceremony was held
on 19 October 1920 at Bulli, in the vicinity
of the Bulli Pass Lookout, renaming the
entire route from Sydney to the Victorian
border as “Prince’s Highway.”
Although originally only intended for the
Melbourne to Sydney road, the name was
officially adopted for the Mebourne to
Adelaide road in January/February 1922.
Motorway (originally Tollway, then F6
Southern Freeway) from Waterfall to
Wollongong, incorporating part of Princes
Highway. Constructed around 1972. The
name has same origin as Princes
Highway. Road was re-named by Roads
and Maritime Services in February 2013
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Street Name

Suburb

Princes
Parade
(DISC)
11/10/1883

Kurnell

Prior Close
14/10/1983

Illawong

Production
Road
14/7/1961
Prospect
Place
10/9/1965

Taren Point

Purley Place
24/11/1972

Cronulla

Putland
Close
28/6/1962
Pyree Street

Kirrawee

Como

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
as M1 Princes Motorway, with an
alteration in May 2013, reducing it to
Princes Motorway.
Likely named after Princes Albert ( Duke of
Clarence) and George ( Prince of Wales –
later King George) who visited Kurnell
August 1881 during tour of Australia
Renamed Prince Charles Parade in 1949.
There are some references to seafarers of
that name:
Captain Prior of barque ‘Thomas Laurie’
(1841)
Captain Prior, Government emigration
officer at Liverpool UK (1861)
Captain Prior of “Caspian” (1862)
Captain Prior (or Pryer) involved in
recruiting island native workers (1864)
Captain Prior of the cutter ‘Margaret’
involved in collision (1890)
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
So named as it is located in an Industrial
area.

Reference

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Feb 2001

Internet

In subdivision by Modular Constructions
Pty Ltd. Name indicates that there are
favourable views over Woronora River.
Much the same elevation as the nearby
Highpoint Place.
Possibly named after London suburb of
Wikipedia
Purley the name of which is from Anglo
Saxon word ‘pirlea’ meaning ‘pear tree lea/
field’, or the village of Purley-on-Thames in
West Berkshire, which does have rowing
connections, although no direct connection
with any of the scullers after which nearby
streets area named (including Searl
Road).
Purley was also lampooned in the “Monty
Python Flying Circus” aired not long before
street was named, but again no direct
connection found.
Formerly named Searl Street. Name
changed to prevent confusion with nearby
Searl Road.
Named after Mrs Putland daughter of
The Book of Sydney
Governor Bligh. In group of streets named Suburbs
after people related to Governor Bligh.
[updated 9/4/2020]
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Street Name
4/9/1979

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Pyree Street is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “P”. Council
records indicate acceptance of “pyree” as
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“place of box trees” likely taken from a
compilation which did not provide a
specific reference to the source (eg.
Reed).
Pyree is located about 8 km east of Nowra
on the south coast of NSW on land first
settled by Europeans from 1822 onwards.
Apparently, it was known as “Swamp
Paddock” (Former Pyree School). The
name “Pyree” was being used prior to
1866 when it was described as “a small
agricultural settlement, lying on the south
bank of the Shoalhaven river, near the
town of Namba” (Whitworth).

Reference
Council file records
Reed, 1967
“Former Pyree School:
Conservation Management
Plan”, Shoalhaven City
Council, Nowra, August
2001
Whitworth, 1866
Organ, 1990
https://www.dictionary.com
/browse/pyre

No confirmable record has been found of
the origin of “pyree” attributed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “place
of box trees.” A published record found
was in 1914 stated that “pyree” was
“known to the natives as ‘birri,’ a place with
box trees” and that it was compiled from
“many authorities as were available in the
Public Library were consulted” but gave no
reference to source of the information (The
Lone Hand). “Birri” appears to refer to an
1866 recording of “kulaba or birri” meaning
“box (tree)” (Ridley)

Quail Place
25/2/1985
Quallee
Place

Woronora
Heights
Engadine

Another published work attributes “pyree”
to an early 1900s listing of “Pyree - Byaree
- Boree - Fire used by Aborigine” (Organ).
This meaning does not appear to be used
elsewhere, and does seem to have a
similarity with the European word “pyre”
which means “a heap of combustible
material, especially one for burning a
corpse as part of a funeral ceremony”.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
List from Birds Australia
where streets are types of Australian birds. website
[updated 16/4/2020]
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Street Name
21/2/1967

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Quallee Place was opened in the same
subdivision as Broulee Place (see entry for
that street), the name of which appeared
to be derived from an Aboriginal language.
No Aboriginal language word has been
found with the exact spelling of “quallee.”
Nonetheless, as with “broulee” which was
originally “broulhee”, it could be a slight
spelling variation.

Reference
Mitchell, “Vocabulary of
Aboriginal Terms” in Albury
Banner and Wodonga
Express, 27 May 1904,
p.34
Endacott, 1955-63.
Internet – Wikipedia entry

In 1904, a vocabulary of Woradgery
[Wiradjuri] language words from the area
around Albury NSW included “quahly”
meaning “wait for me” (Mitchell). In a later
compilation, which did not reference the
source, “quahlee” is listed with the same
meaning of “wait for me” (Endacott).

Quarrion
Place
25/3/1985
Queanbeyan
Avenue
14/9/1964

Woronora
Heights
Miranda

It is unlikely that “quallee” comes from an
old European word for an iron pot
(Internet).
Scientific name for type of Australian
native bird – the cockatiel. In subdivision
where streets are types of Australian birds.
[updated 16/4/2020]
Queanbeyan is the NSW town just to the
east of the boundary of the Australian
Capital Territory.
The name comes from a pastoral property
operating from 1828 on the south side of
the Molonglo River near its junction with
the Queanbeyan River (Koch & Hercus).
The property was originally called
“Quinbean”, believed to be from a local
Ngarigo Aboriginal language word
meaning "clear waters" (Canberra Times).
In 1829, surveyor Robert Dixon mapped
the property which he labelled as
“Quinbeam” (Selkirk). By 1832, the area
was being referred to as “a place called
Quibeane” (Gazette). By early 1836 the
spelling as “Queanbeyan” was being used
in “Queanbeyan River” (Sydney Monitor).
In 1838 when a town was notified, the
name ‘Queanbeyan’ was applied to it
(Gazette).
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www.centralpets.com. List
from Birds Australia
website
Koch & Hercus, 2009
The Canberra Times, 28
December 2012
Selkirk, H., “The Origins of
Canberra” in The Royal
Australian Historical
Society Journal and
Proceedings, Vol 9, Part 2,
1923
NSW Govt. Gazette of 5
December 1832 p.437
The Sydney Monitor, 13
February 1836, p.1
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
October 1838 p.804
Science of Man, Vol. 10

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
In 1908, an alternate meaning for
“queanbeyan” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word “wi-an-be-an”
said to mean “creek of running water”
(Science of Man)

Quessy Lane
Prior 2004

Jannali

Quest
Avenue
18/12/1922

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Quiberee
Street
14/9/1964

Miranda

Of note is a listing in 1925 that
“Queanbeyan” was an Aboriginal language
place name meaning “beautiful lady”
(Queanbeyan-Canberra Advocate). This
meaning, as explained in 2012, apparently
refers to “seeing the outline of a pretty
lubra formed by pebbles in the clear
waters at the junction of the Queanbeyan
and Molonglo Rivers” and that “most
authorities, however, seem to prefer the
meaning, 'clear waters' and it is highly
unlikely that sufficient evidence will ever
be found to change that meaning” (The
Canberra Times).
Article in Leader 9/12/2004 (pg 12) said
“Mrs Shepherd had the nearby lane
named Quessy Lane in memory of her
parents”. Mr Quessy had built the first 2
shops in Box Rd and owned 3 shops in
Railway Crescent (letter from daughter
2003)
Named in subdivision lodged by R A & N
G Layton.
Possibly named after the “Quest”, the ship
used by Ernest Shackleton on his
expedition to Antarctica in 1921-22, during
which he died.
[updated 16/4/2020]
“Quiberee” was recorded by surveyor
James Larmer in 1832 as the Aboriginal
language name for “Hulk Bay” in Port
Jackson (Larmer).

Reference
No. 1, May 1908
Queanbeyan-Canberra
Advocate, 8 January 1925,
p.1
The Canberra Times, 28
December 2012

Leader 9/12/2004
File 95/3210

Larmer, 1898
“Lavender Bay”
https://canadabayheritage.
asn.au/lavender-bay/

“Hulk” referred to an unseaworthy Royal
Navy ship used in that bay as a prison
Sydney Morning Herald, 5
hulk, for which the coxswain was a George
April 1844, p.2
Lavender (Lavender Bay). By 1844 the
service of Lavender had been recognised
in a change of name of Hulk Bay to
“Lavender[‘s] Bay” (SMH).
Quist Place
12/4/1968

Menai

Named after Adrian Quist (b1913) winner
17 Grand Slam titles, played Davis Cup
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www.tennis.com.au

Street Name

Suburb

Rae Place
(DISC)
Raglan Road
1/2/1913

Miranda

Railway
Crescent
29/10/1900

Jannali

Railway
Parade
1/11/1918

Engadine

Railway
Parade
(DISC)
22/3/1886

Heathcote

Railway
Parade
(DISC)
6/4/1885

Sutherland

Railway Road Como
29/3/1888

Railway
Street (DISC)

Sutherland

Rainbow
Place

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
1933-39, 1946, 1948. In group of streets
named after Australian tennis players.
Name recorded as discontinued but no
other information found. Location not
known
May have been named after FitzRoy
James Henry Somerset, 1st Baron Raglan,
General who was the commander of the
British forces in Crimean War, and
involved in unclear orders which led to the
disastrous “Charge of the Light Brigade”.
In same subdivision as Clifford Road, also
apparently named after a Crimean War
personality.
Named as located adjacent to railway line.
Road curves with curve of railway line so
crescent shaped. Originally section south
of Box Road. Extended north of Box Road
in 1920.
Originally unnamed Crown Road from
circa 1903 to 1918.
So named as adjoins railway line.
Princes Highway was diverted down this
road in 1967, but it retained its original
name.
The railway camp for construction of the
Illawarra Railway was located at
Heathcote in1884-85. Road would have
been along the northern side of the camp.
Renamed as Willandra Parade in1962.
From Eton Street southerly to original
boundary of National Park (south of Park
Street).
Renamed Princes Highway (now known as
part of Old Princes Highway and part of
Rawson Avenue) in1921
So named as adjoined railway line
So named as adjoins railway and crosses
the railway line, originally by level crossing
opposite Warraba Street, then diverted in
1974 to current overhead bridge opposite
Yamba Road.
[updated 1/7/2020]
So named as ran to railway line. Ran E-W
to railway on 1886 map. Became Illawarra
Road in 1887 and then part of Flora Street
and finally Adelong Street.
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1967). Streets in
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Reference

From Bottle Forest to
Heathcote –Sutherland
shire’s first settlement p25

CL

CL

Street Names in Early
Sutherland Suth Shire Hist
Soc Bulletin Feb 1986
www.alldownunder.com

Street Name
1/5/1969

Suburb

Raine Place
16/11/1988

Barden
Ridge

Raleigh
Avenue
18/12/1929

Caringbah

Ramu Court
6/4/1988

Sylvania
Waters

Randell
Avenue
19/5/1955

Lilli Pilli

Range Place
17/12/1962

Engadine

Rani Place
22/1/1974

Kareela

Rata Place
6/7/1970

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
subdivision named after Sydney Hobart
race winning yachts.
In line with theme in area of naming
streets after early Australian pioneers
Named after either Thomas Raine –
mariner and merchant who established
first mainland whaling station at Twofold
Bay in 1818 or his brother John,
speculator & merchant.
Thomas Raine explored parts of the Great
Barrier Reef
Adjoins streets (Drake, Frobisher) named
after English sailors/explorers so probably
named after Sir Walter Raleigh - English
writer, soldier, explorer (1522-1618)
Area has theme of British Admirals and
Officers.
Ramu is a major river in Papua New
Guinea. As other streets in area named
after Australian rivers this street probably
named after this river.
In same subdivision as Immarna Avenue,
lodged by C V Forshaw and A C Law. As
Immarna Avenue and nearby Beckton
Place were named after the house on
those properties, and there was a longestablished house at corner Randell &
Immarna Avenues, it may have been
named after the house, but nothing found
to confirm that.
In group of streets with naming theme
related to mountains (eg mountain, peak,
sierra, crest)
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall & line honour winner 1945).
Streets in subdivision named after Sydney
Hobart race winning yachts.
[updated 16/4/2020]
“Rata” was recorded in 1898 as a large
New Zealand Myrtle tree, with crimson
leaves and hard red timber with two main
species: “Northern Rata” (Metrosideros
robusta) and “Southern Rata”
(Metrosideros lucida). In Maori language,
the adjective “rata” means “red-hot”,
possibly a reference to the appearance
when in bloom (Morris).
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Reference
Australian Dictionary of
Biography 1788-1850 (LW)
Council 18/4/1988 Council
file records
Place Names of Aust. AW
Reed

Wikipedia

Sticks and Stones

www.alldownunder.com

Morris, 1898
Reed, 1977
Austin, 1992

Street Name

Rathane
Road

Rathane
Telford Road
(DISC)

Suburb

Royal
National
Park

Royal
National
Park

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
One later compilation publication, possibly
in error and not providing any reference to
the source of the information, lists “rata” as
an Australian Aboriginal language word
meaning “plant, vegetable” (Reed).
“Rata” meaning “resistance, stubbornness,
deaf – used to describe people who are
unco-operative, deaf or mad” was listed in
1992 as a Gamilaraay (Kamilaroi)
language word of northern NSW (Austin).
[updated 14/6/2017]
Access to Anglican Youth Camp. Named
after one of historic houses on site.
Rathane gets its name from a cottage with
that name which was built sometime
between 1896 and 1904. At the time the
house was built it was private property,
but is now within the boundaries of the
Royal National Park

LEP 2015 – Heritage List
Carrick, History of Royal
National Park

Also previously known as Rathane Telford
Road.
[updated 14/6/2017]
National Parks & Wildlife Services decided
to name the road Rathane Road as that is
the name by which it is locally known.

Advice from Land &
Property Information
13/6/2017

Access to Anglican Youth Camp. Named
after historic houses on site.
Rathane and Telford (together with Deer
Park and Chaldercot) are areas occupied
by “Youthworks” a division of the Anglican
Church and the road gives access through
the Royal National Park to those facilities.

Rawson

Sutherland

Rathane gets its name from the time when
a cottage with that name was built
sometime between 1896 and 1904, and
Telford relates to “Mount Telford”, also the
name of a cottage built sometime between
1890 and 1895. At the time those houses
were built it was private property, but is
now within the boundaries of the Royal
National Park
Formerly the name of (1904 to 1921) and
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Carrick, History of Royal
National Park

Pre 1946 map on

Street Name
Avenue

Rawson
Parade
28/10/1907
Raymond
Place
28/6/1986

Suburb

Caringbah
South
Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
now the unofficial name for part of former
Princes Highway from Sutherland-Cronulla
railway line at to southern end of Waratah
Park where it meets the Sutherland
bypass of Princes Highway.
After the Princes Highway was diverted in
1976 to follow a route down Acacia Roiad
and thence along the generally south-west
side of Waratah Park,, requests were
made to rename the road as Rawson
Avenue to reflect the former name of the
road, which was superseded when
“Princes Highway became its official
name, gazette by Sutherland Shire Council
in late 1921 ”
Admiral Sir Harry Holdsworth Rawson
State Governor when Shire formed 1906.
He was Governor 1902 – 1909. He lived
1843-1910 and prior to being Governor
was admiral in British navy from 1892.
As reported in several newspapers at the
time the name “Rawson Avenue”was
named at the time of a visit by the
governor to the National Park on 23
December 1904, at which time the original
road from Loftus Junction to Audley (now
disused) was named “”Lady Rawson
Avenue.
One of the newspaper reports indicates:
On Friday afternoon [ie.on 23 Decenber
1904) his excellency the State Governor
accompanied by a small party visited the
National Park as the guests of Mr Frank
Farrell, chairman of the National Park
Trust. The day was spenton the river and
in inspecting the various points of interest.
It is the intention of the members of the
Trust to form a new avenue to extend over
about two miles, and which will form an
approach from Sutherland. Sir Harry
planted several trees as a commencement
to the “new” road which will be known as
Rawson Avenue.
Sir Harry Holdsworth Rawson was State
Governor when Shire formed in 1906.
Origin of name not determined.
Named in subdivision lodged by Eaton
Developments Pty Ltd, so possibly a
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Reference
microfiche Local History
collection
A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla
Australian Dictionary of
Biography online

Evening News Saturday 24
December 1904 p.2
The Sydney Morning
Herald Saturday 24
December 1904 p.9
The Sydney Mail and New
South Wales Advertiser
Wednesday 28 December
1904 p.1624
The Sydney Mail and New
South Wales Advertiser of
Wednesday 28 December
1904 p.1651

A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla

Street Name

Suburb

Recreation
Drive
circa 2002
Redbush
Grove
17/5/1993
Redfern
Place
15/7/1965

Barden
Ridge

Redgum
Avenue
21/10/1952

Cronulla

Redman
Avenue
6/1/1982

Illawong

Menai
Gymea

Redwood
Road
30/5/1930

Engadine

Reef Street
1/9/1965
Reeve Place

Bundeena
Barden
Ridge

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
person connected to that company but no
apparent connection found.
Private Road named by Sutherland Shire
Council. Is access road to recreation
facilities within The Ridge Sports Complex.
Named after type of tree in line with theme
of subdivision – tree names.
Named after Dr William Redfern (1774 1833) – convict surgeon, transported due
to involvement in mutiny at the Nore. Was
government Assistant Surgeon 1808-19. In
group of streets named after persons of
early colonial historical significance.
The Suburb of Redfern in Sydney, where
he had a 100 acre estate, is named after
him
Named in subdivision lodged by A C Law.
Possibly, but nothing found, was that the
existing house on the property may have
been named “Redgum”, as AC Law known
to have named at least one street
(Immarna Avenue) after the name of the
house on the property.
Otherwise may simply be named after
species of tree.
Possibly the British & Burmese Steam
Navigation Co ship ‘Jessie Redman’ built
in1869 which had a service to New
Zealand.
Only known ship named ‘Redman’ was a
Munson Steamship Line ship built in 1922
servicing North and South America which
was sold to a Greek company in 1940 and
torpedoed and sunk by a U-boat in the
North Atlantic in 1942.’
In area with theme of Australian Historical
nautical significance .
Unnamed Crown road from around 1912
to 1930.
Named after a tree species. Road runs
between Banksia Avenue and Wollybutt
Road, both of which are named after tree
species.
In line with ‘beach’ theme of subdivisions
in area. (Malibu, Beachcomber, Bombora)
Possibly named after B Reeve an early
resident of the Menai area
On pioneer settlers list 1992
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ADB online

Internet

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records
CL

Reflections- Menai
Congregational Church
Council file records

Street Name
Regatta
Avenue
6/7/1922
Regent Place
8/2/1984

Suburb
Caringbah
South

Reid Place
21/8/1980

Illawong

Reliance
Place
29/6/1982

Illawong

Renard Close
15/12/1986

Illawong

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
The Port Hacking Regatta was held at Lilli
Pilli at the start of March 1922, and likely
to be the origin of the name.
“Regent” is a synonym for King. First used
as a ship name in 1512, when it was a
ship fitted out for war under King Henry
VIII, and was the King’s ship.
No ship named just Regent, but possibly
named after the Prince Regent, a ship
arriving in 1788 transporting convicts.
Convict ship Prince Regent also arrived in
1820 and 1824
Passenger ship Prince Regent (1839)
The Prince Regent is the person in line to
become a King.
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
Probably named after Captain William
Reid who accidentally discovered Lake
Macquarie when he mistook its entrance
for his intended destination of the Hunter
River. He was a trader in seal and oil skins
and may have been the first mariner to
discover Bass Strait and areas in
Tasmania. He was a quartermaster on the
First Fleet ship ‘Sirius” in 1788 and
received the third land grant in Australia at
Parramatta. He was involved in a failed
attempt to cross the Blue Mountains in
1797.
or John Reid, commander of convict ship
‘Minstrel’ (1812)
Or Thomas Reid, commander of convict
ships ‘”Castle Forbes’ (1820) and ‘Asia’
(1822).
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Named after HMAS Reliance which
entered Port Jackson on 25th September
1795 with George Bass and Matthew
Flinders as officers. Theme of areanames of historical nautical significance
The ‘Renard’ along with four other armed
patrol schooners were stationed by the
British Government at Balmain in 1872
and manned by the British Navy with the
task of policing the “South Sea Island
recruiting trade”, where islander were
virtually kidnapped and forced to work as
farm labourers.
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Reference
Echoes from the Bay
Propeller 3/3/1922 p.1
Internet

Internet

CR/ Australian
Encyclopedia – Exploration
by Sea
Warships of Australia R
Gillett
Australia’s Maritime
History

Street Name

Suburb

Renford
Close
13/3/1981

Menai

Renmark
Place
26/1/1971

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
The ‘Renard’ was also involved in 1873 in
the rescue of the only survivor of the
massacre of the crew of the ‘Plato’ by
natives .
It was lost at sea in 1894.
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
Named after Des Renford (1927-1999),
long distance swimmer and swimming
coach. Swam English Channel 19 times,
first time 1970. In subdivision where
streets named after Australian swimmers.
[updated 16/4/2020]
“Renmark” is the name of a town in the
south-east of South Australia in the
Riverland area, on the banks of the Murray
River just west of the Victorian border. The
Sturt Highway runs through the town.
There is some conjecture as to the origin
of the name of the town, with the following
theories suggested:
1. That the name came from a
combination of William Renny, known to
have carried out building works in the
1860s, and “Bookmark”, the name of an
early pastoral property in the same area
(Manning). Of note is that stock from
“Renmark” was being sold in 1878 (SA
Advertiser).

Reference

Internet

Manning, 2012
The South Australian
Advertiser, 24 August
1878, p.10
“History of Renmark” in
Renmark Pioneer, 4
January 1896, p.2
“Nomenclature of South
Australia” in The Register,
11 July 1908, p.10

Sapinski, T.H., “Language
Use and Language
Attitudes in a Rural South
Australian Community”,
Adelaide Uni, 1998,
referencing “Grosvenor,
2. In 1887, the land the town now occupies 1979”
was selected as the most suitable site for
Manning (see above)
an irrigation settlement and “Renmark is
referencing Tindale
the Aboriginal name of the bend of the
river at this place, and the promoters
decided it should be retained” (Renmark
Pioneer).
3. That “renmark” was an Aboriginal
language word for “red mud” (SA
Advertiser). Of note is a reference in a
1979 report that “before the advent of the
locks the high spot at the upstream end of
the town had soil with a definite red tinge”
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Street Name

Suburb

Renmark
Street
11/10/1973

Engadine

Renown
Avenue
21/2/1921

Miranda

Reserve
Road
31/7/1959
Resolution
Drive
25/5/1982

Kurnell
Caringbah

Restormel
Street
21/10/1913

Woolooware

Reynolds
Avenue

Taren Point

Rialto Place
5/7/1979

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
(Sapinski).

Reference

4. The Tindale Papers held in the South
Australian Museum have an entry that
“Aborigines knew the area as rengmako, a
name based on the presence of outcrops
of rock called chertmako and it was here
that ‘Aboriginal men came on raids down
the River Darling to get supplies of such
stones for spears and knives” (Manning).
[updated 16/4/2020]
For information on “Renmark” see entry for
Renmark Place.
Street named in 1921 so probably named
after HMS Renown ship on which Prince
Edward (later King Edward) visited
Australia in 1920. In same subdivision as
Edward Street.
Adjoins Botany Bay National Park. So
named as adjoins reserve

DP
National Library of
Australia website

Named after Ship Resolution of which
Captain Cook had been a Commander.
Council minutes says ‘in keeping with
adjoining road names’ (adjoins Captain
Cook Drive & Endeavour Road).
HMS Resolution was the ship in which
Captain James Cook made his second
and third voyages of exploration in the
Pacific Ocean.
It was intended to extend Resolution Drive
through to Parraweena Road, and a
section coming off Parraweena Road was
given that name. However it was decided
to use Northumberland Road instead and
the additional section was renamed as part
of Northumberland Road in 2003.
Restormel is a castle in Cornwall UK. In
subdivision where streets named after
castles (Glandore, Locksley)
Extended through to Woolooware Road in
1969.
Name for Curtis Avenue on undated
subdivision advertisement. Nothing found
to indicate source of name.
Name of bridge in Venice built in the 16th
century. In group of streets with names
linked to Roman / Greek places/ myths.

Development Control Unit
Min 58 of 4/2/1981
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CL

www.nla.gov.au

CL

Internet
DP

Internet

Street Name
Ribbon Gum
Close
29/1/1985
Rice Lane
10/12/2004

Suburb
Name Source/ meaning
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs

Reference

Sylvania

CL
Council file 95/3210

Richards
Avenue
(DISC)
Circa 1909

Illawong

Richmond
Avenue
21/2/1964

Sylvania
Waters

Richmount
Street
27/7/1906

Cronulla

Rickard Road
6/6/1912

Oyster Bay

Ridge Road

Engadine

Unnamed Lane from 1966 until 2004.
Named after Captain William and Honoria
Rice who built house at Sylvania and
operated one of first stores in area and
opened first post office in Shire. Honoria
ran Post Office 1883 – 1909. Daughter
Clara opened 1st school in Shire. Name
suggested by 2 residents and a local
historian.
Unnamed Crown road from around 1896
to around 1909. Part now within Redman
Avenue. A George Thomas Richards was
a Hurstville Council alderman 1898-1900
when Illawong area was in Hurstville
Council. Road closed in 1981 and
resubdivided. Redman Avenue now
occupies part of the closed road.
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Named after Richmond
River is in northern NSW. River named in
1828 by Captain Henry John Rous after
Charles Gordon – Lennox the 5th Duke of
Richmond.
Unnamed Crown road from 1895 until
1906, although possibly known by that
name a little earlier (perhaps even as
Richmount Road).
John Atkinson (one of the 1906 Sutherland
Shire Councillors) bought a 2 acre lot in
1895 at the first Crown auction of land in
the Cronulla peninsula. He built a house
called ‘Richmount’ on the corner of the
streets later to be named Nicholson
Parade and Richmount Streets. The name
Richmount comes from the Manor of
Richmount, Armagh, Northern Ireland
where Atkinson was born in 1843.
Early plans do not have any name on the
road. The first time it is officially shown is
in 1906.
Named after Arthur Rickard local
developer and estate agent.
The company subdivided the ‘By the
Water’ Estate at Oyster Bay as well as
subdivisions at Caringbah and Cronulla.
Travice de Witt took up a 5¾ acre lot in
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Hurstville Council website.
A History of Hurstville
Council elections

ADB online & Wikipedia

Leader 9/3/1989 p 22 , CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Vol 9 No 4 , Nov
2006

Short History of Oyster
Bay (LW)
Sutherland Shire – a
History to 1939
Engadine 1825-2001

Street Name
circa 1932

Suburb

Ripple Street
8/9/1970

Kareela

Rival Street
22/12/1970

Kareela

River Road
circa 1953

Sutherland
& Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
1931, leased from the Crown in 1932. It
was situated about half way between
Ferntree Road and Kanandah Road. He
cleared a track to his land from Woronora
Road and was invited to name the ‘road’
As the road ran along a ridge and he had
lived in Ridge Road in London he chose
the name “Ridge Road’
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1953). Streets in
subdivision named after Sydney Hobart
race winning yachts.
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1962). Streets in
subdivision named after Sydney Hobart
race winning yachts.
[updated 9/3/2020]
Name reflects that road leads to Woronora
River.
Originally part of a road reserve acquired
in 1908 (Gazette) — see entry for Mersey
Street for further information.
The road name was never officially
changed from Mersey Street after the
section from the sharp bend near the
Woronora River bridge to the part still
named Mersey Street was renamed as
Prince Edward Park Road in 1948
(Gazette), and plans up until 1953 still
showed Mersey Street for the road from
Galga Street to Woronora River. It first
appears on a subdivision plan near the
end of 1953, but is not used again until
1960 when a plan shows Mersey Street
crossed out and River Road inserted.
The connection to Galga Street was
closed in 1970 when the road was
straightened through to Linden Street
(Gazette).
The original road was included in the
major upgrade and widening of River Road
which occurred in conjunction with the
construction of the high-level Woronora
River Bridge which opened in 2001, and its
original route included connection to the
off-ramp which still serves the low-level
bridge over Woronora River.
The name is also applied to a private road
off the end of Sunbury Street which
services properties along the north-east
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Reference

www.alldownunder.com

www.alldownunder.com

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 5
February 1908 p.675
“NSW Govt. Gazette of 5
March 1948 p.560
NSW Govt. Gazette of 6
February 1970 p.1603
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

River Road
(DISC)
12/10/1909

Woronora

River Road
Track (DISC)
circa 1909

Woronora

Riverglen
Place
9/12/1988
Riverhaven
Place
19/9/1997

Illawong

Riverside
Road
(date of
naming
unknown)
Riverview
Avenue
circa 1990s

Royal
National
Park

River View
Road (DISC)

Cronulla

Oyster Bay

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
side of the approaches to the high-level
bridge.
Name reflects location – a short road
leading to Woronora River near the
southern end of The Crescent (later Prince
Edward Park Road). Due to possible
confusion with the River Road at the
northern end of Prince Edward Park Road,
it was renamed as part of Prince Edward
Park Road in 2011.
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Included in Council road construction and
maintenance list. Most likely along part of
road now known as Prince Edward Park
Road
So named as near Woronora River, ‘glen’
means valley

Reference
CL

CL

Private road off Caravan Head Road in
Strata Title subdivision. Name reflects that
street adjoins Georges River. Haven
means a place of safety or refuge.
Name reflects location beside Port
Hacking River below Audley weir

Name reflects that Georges River could be CL
viewed from area. It had views across
Woolooware Bay, as had next street to
north (High Street).
Road was originally shown as River View
Road on 1921 subdivision, but on a 1985
subdivision was crossed out and revised to
Riverview Road, and more recent
subdivisions show as Riverview Avenue.
Information in Council records indicates
that the concatenation occurred through
an error in the street name finger boards
erected at the street. There is no record of
the reason for the change from “Road” to
“Avenue”, but this may have occurred to
differentiate it from Riverview Road at
Oyster Bay. Council records indicate that it
has been known as Riverview Avenue for
a number of years and that is the now
accepted name for the street.
See Riverview Avenue
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Street Name
20/6/1921
Riverview
Road (DISC)
circa 1985
Riverview
Road
27/2/1927
Roberts
Street
29/10/1900

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Cronulla

See Riverview Avenue

Oyster Bay

Name reflects that Georges River can be
viewed from area across Carina Bay.

Jannali

Robertson
Lane
31/10/1986

Sutherland

Named by Intercolonial Investment, Land
& Building Co Ltd in 1900 after Field
Marshall Frederick Sleigh Roberts, 1st Earl
Roberts of Kandahar, Pretoria and
Waterford. Lord Roberts Commander of
the British Forces involved in the latter part
of the 2nd Boer War. Adjoining streets (
Buller & White also named after prominent
Boer War personalities)
Unnamed lane dating from 1887
Indicated as known as Robertson Lane
was officially named in 1986.
Named after Sir John Robertson – 5 times
Premier of NSW , he conceived idea of
bequeathing a national park for the people
Earlier local names were Mullins Lane,
Una Lane and “What – a-Lane’
[updated 30/5/2017]
Named after Sir John Robertson – five
times Premier of NSW, he conceived idea
of bequeathing a national park for the
people, and was the first chairman of the
Trustees of the National Park.

Robertson
Street
25/7/1887

Sutherland

On an 1886 plan of Sutherland township,
west of the railway line, two of the streets
were to be named ― Robertson Street,
after Sir John Robertson himself, and
Clovelly Street, after his long-time
residence “Clovelly” at Watsons Bay.

Reference

DP

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 1988
Works Committee
31/8/1959 Council File
R/39/11
Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
May 1988 p367 (LW)
Street Names in Early
Sutherland Suth Shire Hist
Soc Bulletin Feb 1986

ADB online

Possibly as a consequence of the collapse
of the Robertson Government on 25
February 1886, only one of those streets
CL
was named in his honour when the
subdivision plan of the “second subdivision
of Sutherland Township” was lodged in
mid-1887.
The longer north-south “Clovelly Street”
became Robertson Street, whilst the
shorter east-west “Robertson Street”
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
became Oxford Street.
Robertson
Heathcote
Named after Sir John Robertson (1816Street (DISC)
1891) MLA 1856-86, MLC 1861, 1879-81
20/3/1886
– 5 times NSW Premier, who conceived
idea for the National (now Royal National)
Park. Nearby is Parkes Street named
after Sir Henry Parkes NSW Premier
(1879) – the then NSW Government was
known as the Parkes – Robertson
government.
Renamed as part of Rosebery Street in
1949.
Robin Place
Caringbah
Origin of name not determined.
22/1/1960
Site had been part of Atkinson’s clay
South
quarry. Subdivision in which street named
was lodged by J A G Investments Pty Ltd,
Secretary Horace Treloar, so no apparent
relationship.
Would appear to be a male or female first
name or bird name.
Robinia Place Alfords Point Named after genus of North American
25/10/1984
flowering trees. In subdivision where
streets named after trees/plants.
Robinson
Cronulla
As adjoins Alfred Street and Alfred
Street
Saunders & James Robinson owned land
2/8/1913
in estate immediately prior to subdivision
probably named after James Robinson.
Robvic
Kangaroo
Named after ROByn and VICki Richards
Avenue
Point
daughters of Mr and Mrs Richards of
6/3/1957
Kangaroo Pt landholders in area. Name
used instead of originally intended Tolol
Avenue.
Rocklea
Sylvania
Previously named George Street. Reason
Crescent
for renaming not found, possibly to prevent
1/10/1954
confusion with other streets with similar
names.
Rocklea is a large suburb of Brisbane, no
other possible connection found.
Roebourne
Yarrawarrah Named after Western Australian town
Street
which was named to honour John
30/4/1980
Septimus Roe, first Surveyor General of
Western Australia. In group of streets
named after WA locations
Roebuck
Illawong
‘Roebuck’ was explorer William Dampier‘s
Place
ship in 1699.
6/7/1983
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Roentgen
Lucas
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Street
Heights
Wilhelm Conrad (1845-1923) discovered
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Reference
Pg 25 and 33 From Bottle
Forest to Heathcote

CL

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
CL

Oral history (LW)

CL

Wikipedia

Australia’s Maritime
History
www.ansto.gov.au

Street Name
(naming date
unknown)
Roker Street
23/5/1912

Suburb
Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
X-rays in 1885. Won 1921 Nobel Prize for
Physics.
[Updated 12/4/2019]

Reference

“Roker” was the name of the residence of
Dr Frederick Martindale Blackwood built in
1901 on land he purchased at a Crown
Auction in 1900 and lived in until he left the
Cronulla area in 1907. The house which
overlooked the Crown Reserve for Access
(now known as The Esplanade) and a
beach (now known as Blackwoods Beach)
was extended in 1908 by builder Allen
Blood, and used as boarding house.

Historic Land Records
Viewer, NSW Land
Registry Services

“Roker” is shown by an outline on the
subdivision plan in 1912, in which Roker
Street was created and named after the
residence.

Sutherland Shire A History
to 1939
Council file records
Including Information
supplied by Peter Moore, a
member of the Sutherland
Shire Historical Society

The name “Roker” likely derives from a
beach side area known as Roker, located
across the River Wear to the north of the
English coastal city of Sunderland. The
sandy beach at Roker is backed by a cliff
very similar to the outlook from Dr.
Blackwood’s house over “Blackwoods
Beach”. Dr Blackwood’s mother Elizabeth
lived in Sunderland until her death in 1904.
Roma Place
9/3/1966

Sylvania

Romley Road
(NON-EXIST)

Kurnell

Rona Street
(DISC)

Lilli Pilli

Roosevelt

Bonnet Bay

Possibly named after Queensland town
which was named after Lady Diamantina
Roma Bowen, daughter of Count Roma, a
Venetian nobleman. In 1966 subdivision
with Gilbert and Leichhardt Streets which
named after 2 explorers whose 1944-45
expedition past through Roma area.
Non-existent road shown in UBD Street
Directory – possibly dummy road used to
detect copyright infringements
A road shown on undated old street map
of the Shire running north-westerly off Lilli
Pilli Point Road (to around where Beckton
Place is now located) in the approximate
location of the access strips shown on a
subdivision plan - there does not appear to
be any registered plan confirming such a
road
Named after either one or both of
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Wajnryb
DP / ADB online

UBD Directory

Natures Doorstep The

Street Name
Place
6/4/1967

Suburb

Roper
Crescent
9/9/1966

Sylvania
Waters

Rose Street
16/2/1909

Cronulla

Rosebery
Street
20/3/1886

Rosegum
Place
26/9/1984

Rose Gum
Place (DISC)
26/9/1984
Rosemary
Row
10/12/1991

Name Source/ meaning
Theodore Roosevelt (26th US President
1901-1909), and/or Franklin Delano
Roosevelt (32nd US President 1933-45).
That Bonnet Bay street names be those of
US presidents was recommended by
Deputy Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to
by Parkes Development and Council
One of 35 streets in area named after
Australian river. Roper River is in Northern
Territory and runs into Gulf of Carpentaria.
Named after John Roper one of Ludwig
Leichhardt’s team explored area in 1845.
[Updated 11/4/2019]
Rose Street was created in a subdivision
by Edward Thorne. Although the
subdivision was lodged in September
1908, some streets had not been named.
Edward’s daughter, Rose Thorne, in
October 1908, accidently fell into a well on
her father’s property at Cronulla and
drowned.

It is of note that there were corrections
dated 16 February by the surveyor to the
subdivision plan which related to the
addition of some street names, including
Rose Street. Most likely, therefore, that
street was named in memory of Rose
Thorne.
Heathcote
Named after Archibald Philip Primrose 5th
Earl of Rosebery (1847–1929) who spent
2 years in Australia 1883-84. Was British
Prime Minister in 1894-95. Part north of
Veno Street was originally Robertson
Road renamed Rosebery Street in 1949.
Spelt Rosebery on original subdivision but
sometimes Roseberry Street on later maps
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs.
Originally proposed to be ‘Bloodwood
Place” but early residents objected to
name so changed. (1984). On subdivision
plan shown as Rose Gum Place.
Alfords Point Name as originally shown on subdivision
plan. By common usage has now become
Rosegum Place.
Menai
Named after type of plant. In subdivision
where streets named after trees and
plants.
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Reference
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Wikipedia

Sutherland Shire file
records.
Sydney Morning Herald,
27 October 1908, p.10
Includes information
supplied by Peter and
Creo Moore, members of
the Sutherland Shire
Historical Society

Plan pg 25 From Bottle
Forest to Heathcote –
Sutherland Shires first
settlement
CL & DP’s

Street Name
Rosemont
Place
9/11/1973

Suburb
Gymea Bay

Roseneath
Place
22/8/1983

Engadine

Rosewall
Drive
29/3/1983

Menai

Rosewood
Row
12/6/1992
Rossford
Avenue
22/8/1951

Menai

Rostrevor
Street
18/2/1909

Cronulla

Rouse Place
28/6/1982

Illawong

Jannali

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Rosemont = rose mountain. Origin most
likely a house or property name, but no
specific location found as being the place
after which street was named. Possibly the
name of the large house which was on the
property prior to subdivision
Name of towns in Victoria and
Queensland, also historic “Roseneath
Station” at Tenterfield NSW. Street named
by Landcom, Crown subdivisions often
used place names from anywhere in
Australia..
Named after Ken Rosewall (born 1934)
Internet, BDCA
Australian tennis player. Winner 18 grand
slam titles, played Davis Cup 1953-56,
1973-75. One of group of streets named
after Australian tennis players.
Named after species of tree. In subdivision
where streets named after trees.
May be a concocted name derived partly
from that of the owner who lodged the
subdivision in which street was named in
1951 and also lodged a later subdivision in
the same street in 1954 - Cecil Roderick
Ross.
In 1930 Sands directory as Rosstrevor.
Named after house “Rostrevor” which
probably named after 2 people Ross &
Trevor.
Possibly related to the first regatta held on
Sydney Harbour. In 1827, Captain Henry
John Rous(e) and Captain Sterling
organized a series of rowing and sailing
matches on the Harbour.
The name is reported as Rouse, but was
actually Rous. He undertook voyages of
discovery along the coast in 1827 and
1828, naming places such as Stradbroke
Island, and investigated an uncharted
coastal indentation on Flinder’s charts
south of Cape Byron.
Or possibly Captain W Rouse of the ‘SS
Claude Hamilton’. In extreme weather in
1873 the deckhouse was smashed
washed overboard with Captain Rouse
inside
or possibly named after Richard Rouse
and wife Elizabeth after whom Rouse Hill
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CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc Bull

Internet

Street Name

Royal Row
10/12/1991

Royal Oak
Drive
3/6/1986
Ruby Road
12/1/1882

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
is named. Emigrated to Australia in 1801
as free settlers
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Menai
Entry into an estate where all the street
are named after trees, shrubs and flowers.
Named after species of tree. In subdivision
where streets named after trees. Bordered
on both sides by reserves and probably
intended to convey that it was the grand
entry into the estate.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs

Reference

Gymea

DP

Rufus
Avenue (or
Street/ Road)
(DISC)

Gymea Bay

Rulwalla
Place
10/11/1979

Gymea

Near and in same subdivision as Garnet
and Crystal Sts – likely gemstones theme.
Named in 1882 subdivision of HoltSutherland Estate by James Murphy,
manager and director.
Name discontinued / In 1931 Wilson’s
Street Directory in approximate location of
Horns Avenue. Off western side south end
Coonong Rd
Rufus means ‘red’ in Latin
[updated 16/4/2020]
“Rulwalla” meaning “very large rock” was
recorded in 1903 as an Aboriginal
language word in around Walcha, a town
at the south-eastern edge of the Northern
Tablelands, New South Wales, Australia
(Science of Man).

Internet
Science of Man, Vol 6 No
6, July 1903
Council file records
Reed, 1967

Rulwalla Place is located near the large
natural stone bridge over Dents Creek.

Ruse Place
29/10/1981

Illawong

Council has “ruwalla” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “a very
large stone” likely sourced from a
compilation publication which did not
provide a reference to the source of the
information (eg. Reed).
Possibly named after James Ruse, first ex- Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
convict to seek (and was granted) a land
Council file records
grant in the colony of NSW. Spent nearly
five years in the hulk Dunkirk at Plymouth
before being transported to Australia
where he claimed his sentence had
expired.
Australian Historical nautical significance
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Street Name
Rutherford
Avenue
22/4/1921

Suburb
Burraneer

Rutherford
Avenue
(naming date
unknown)

Lucas
Heights

Ryan Place
16/2/1982

Illawong

Rymill Place
28/5/1963

Bundeena

Sabugal
Road
23/9/1965

Engadine

Sage Avenue
1/12/1944

Oyster Bay

Sail Place
16/9/1980

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
Subdivision of the land in 1921 in which
road was created was lodged by K M
Rutherford and another.
Rutherford family had a property
Willamurra in Woolooware Road.
In 1914 Hilda Rutherford had purchased
part of site from Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
sir Ernest Rutherford (1871-1937) who
won 1908 Nobel Prize for Chemistry. He
discovered radon and predicted existence
of neutron.
Possibly named after John Ryan (also
known as John Bryant) a convict on the
First Fleet who became infamous when
convicted of stealing rations on the same
day that Governor Phillip had ordered that
the convicts were to receive the same
rations as the soldiers.
or possibly the ‘Loch Ryan’, a three
masted ship built in 1877 for Aitken Lilbun
& Co, which was sold to the Victorian
Government in 1909 for use as a training
ship, renamed as ‘John Murray’ in 1910.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Named after “Rymill Estate,” a small area
in Bundeena owned by a Mr Marriott,
which was subdivided by W W Greve Pty
Ltd. Name possibly originates from noted
Australian polar explorer John Riddoch
Rymill (1905-68) who has a bay, cape,
coast and peak in Antarctica named after
him.
Unnamed Crown Road from 1932 to 1965.
Named after nearby ford across the
Woronora River which was named Pass of
Sabugal by Surveyor Mitchell circa 1843,
because of its perceived similarity to an
area in Portugal. Sabugal is a town on the
coast of southern Portugal.
Named after Fred Sage pioneer of area.
Originally an unnamed lane dating from
1940 between Short Street and Phillip
Street and since 2011 has also extended
to include the short section of Phillip Street
through to Oyster Bay Road.
Generic nautical term.
In line with theme of area- names of
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Reference
CL
Echoes from The Bay
CL
www.ansto.gov.au

The First 12 Years

Internet

The Bundeena Book
CL
Chronicle of the 20th
Century

Engadine 1825-2001

Short History of Oyster
Bay (LW)
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Salisbury
Place
27/7/1967

Gymea Bay

Salix Place
18/5/1979

Engadine

Salmon Haul
Road (DISC)

Cronulla

Samuels
Avenue
27/8/1954
San Remo
Avenue
24/10/1927

Jannali

Sand Place
2/3/1982

Illawong

Sandbar
Place
24/8/1977
Sanderling
Drive
(DISC)

Port
Hacking

Sanderson
Street
27/4/1944
Sandpiper
Place
25/2/1985
Sandra Place
2/8/1963

Cronulla

Gymea

Greenhills
Beach

Name Source/ meaning
historical nautical significance
Thomas and Victoria Salisbury settled at
Gymea Bay in 1917 and lived there till
their deaths (1952/1962). Original house
still stands
Name of genus of trees including Weeping
Willows and other Willows. In area where
several street are named after tree
species.
[Updated 21/9/2017]
Road off end of Gowrie Street to the
Ocean Wharf constructed in 1918,
declared a public road in 1956. The wharf
was later dismantled.
The road was named as Salmon Haul
Road in Council road maintenance records
in 1921, but there is no further mention of
this road name.
Origin of name not determined.
Previously named “The Short Cut.”
Name of City in northern Italy. Owners at
time of subdivision were two men with
Italian names so may have been where
they originated from.
Off Mariner Road and close to Shore
Close in adjoining subdivision.
Possibly generic maritime expression.
Maritime names in line with theme of area
- names of historical nautical significance
Probably so named as has view over
Deeban Spit – the sandbar in Port Hacking
that extends out from Maianbar.
A name proposed by the developer, but
not accepted for a street in Shearwater
Landing Estate where streets were to be
named after migratory birds which
frequented the Kurnell Peninsula.
The sanderling is a small wading bird.
Named after Thomas Alfred Sanderson an
original owner

Reference
Sutherland Shire Some
Early Residents
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy

CL

CL
Wikipedia

Council file records
Wikipedia

CL

Woronora
Heights

Named after type of bird. In subdivision
List from Birds Australia
where streets are types of Australian birds. website

Miranda

Female first name. In group of streets
bearing first names (Jean, Doris etc) all
with same owner when subdivided so
possibly named after members of his
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Street Name

Sandstone
Close
18/11/2011
Sandy Road
(DISC)
Satinwood
Close
25/10/1984
Saunders
Place
6/5/1993
Saunders
Bay Road
1/11/1918

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
family. Note that Graham Avenue through
the subdivision is not a first name, but the
name of the owner D P Graham when first
part of the street was dedicated. in 1927.
Sutherland
Formerly part of Oakwood Street.
Continues the naming theme of the areas
which is towns around Kalgoorlie in
Western Australia.
Burraneer
Old name recorded but location not
known.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs.

Reference

Menai

Reflections- Menai
Congregational Church
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1986
Parish maps
CL
St George Call 5/7/1919
p.6

Caringbah
South

Possibly named after Don Saunders an
early resident of the Menai area
J E and LJJ Saunders owned large lots
east and west of Billa Rd in early 1900’s,
Their land was 2 lots north of Menai Rd
Was named as Burraneer Bay Road on
plan in 1907 by surveyor Halloran which
apparently incorrectly showed a new road
named Burraneer Bay Road diverted from
its east-west route (shown by a former
name of Gunnamatta Bay Road), A 1909
subdivision reverted Burraneer Bay Road
to its former route and marked the diverted
route as “Halloran’s Burraneer Bay Road”.
The confusion was finally settled in 1918
when the Halloran road was renamed as
Saunders Bay Road.
Probably named after Thomas Saunders
an oyster shell gatherer who burnt shells
for lime in area. He lived in Georges River
area circa 1846-62.

CL

Folder in Library Local
History collection.
Saville Road
(DISC)
14/11/1923

Kareela

[Updated 8/2/2018]
Originally an unnamed Crown road dating
from 1854 until name shown in 1923 on
plan of part of the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Ran north from Box Road approximately
where Freya Street is now. The road was
closed in 1964 and included in the Kareela
subdivisions,
As other north-south roads in HoltSutherland Estate in this area are named
after ‘exotic’ foreign locations, probably is
misspelling of the city of Seville in Spain
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1934 Gregory’s Street
Directory
Subdivision plan 1923

Street Name

Scarborough
Street
29/6/1886
Schofield
Place
26/11/1996

School of
Arts Lane
(DISC)
circa 1912
Scott Place
6/8/1964

Scribbly Gum
Place
29/1/1985
Scylla Road
10/1/1911

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

No connection has been found to “Savilles
Creek” named around 1864.
Bundeena
Part of Yarmouth Estate – the streets in
this estate in most cases were named after
English beaches.
Menai
Name on pioneer settlers list 1992
There was a Schofield's boat shed near
the eastern side of the old Woronora River
bridge which he took over sometime after
1914 and it was still operating during
WW2.
Cronulla
[updated 20/9/2017]
Unnamed Lane next to School of Arts
referred to by this name in several Coucil
maintenance reports 1915-1902
Kirrawee
As adjoins Eyre Place and Wylie Street
would be named after E B Scott who was
Edward John Eyre’s assistant and
accompanied him and aboriginal guide
Wylie on explorations in South Australia
1840-41.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Oyster Bay

[updated 11/2/2020]
Scylla Road was an unnamed Crown
Road from 1856 until 1911 when the name
was included in a Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision in the Caravan Head area
along with Carina Road. Both Scylla Road
and Carina Road reflect the names given
earlier to Scylla Bay and Carina Bay.
The Scylla was a sea monster in Greek
mythology, Scylla (Skulla) and Charybdis,
the names of two rocks between Italy and
Sicily, and only a short distance from one
another. In the midst of the one of these
rocks which was nearest to Italy, there
dwelt, according to Homer classical author
of the Oddesey, Scylla, a daughter of
Crataeis, a fearful monster, barking like a
dog, with twelve feet, six long necks and
mouths, each of which contained three
rows of sharp teeth.
Of note are previous allocations of street
names in the Holt-Sutherland Estate which
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Reference

The Bundeena Book
File MD 1/11/P1
Kirkby Index
SSHS Bulletin May 2011

CL
ADB

Council file records
Short History of Oyster
Bay (LW)
Dictionary of Greek and
Roman Biography and
Mythology

Street Name

Suburb

Seaborg
Street
(naming date
unknown)
Sea Breeze
Lane
20/5/2005
Sea Eagle
Parade
(DISC)

Lucas
Heights

Seabrook
Avenue
4/9/1974

Grays Point

Seaforth
Avenue
20/7/1911

Woolooware
& Cronulla

Searl Road
4/3/1904

Cronulla

Bundeena
Greenhills
Beach

Name Source/ meaning
appear to be derived from mythology
(Vesta, Clio, Minerva, etc) and in the
Como area, which formerly included
Oyster Bay, names related to Italy.
See also Carina Road entry for related
information
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Glenn Theodore Seaborg (1912- 1991)
who discovered plutonium and other
radioactive elements and isotopes
Unnamed lane from 1939 until 2005
Name suggested by Bundeena Progress
Association
A name proposed by the developer, but
not accepted for a street in Shearwater
Landing Estate where streets were to be
named after migratory birds which
frequented the Kurnell Peninsula.
A sea eagle (also called erne or ern,
mostly in reference to the white-tailed
eagle) is a bird of prey.
Area subdivided by Scarff family. Winifred
May Seabrook was the maiden name of
Gordon Scarff’s mother-in-law. She was
wife of Shire Councillor Reg Harris. One of
owners when subdivided (1974) was Harry
Reginald Seabrook.
Named by Charles McAlister in two
adjoining subdivisions, the second of
which was known as Riviera Estate No 1.
Name probably is a real estate attempt to
link the road to being in a seaside resort
area.
Possibly named after Seaforth in northern
Sydney, which itself was named in 1906
after Loch Seaforth and Seaforth Island in
Scotland.
The name was originally misspelt and
should have been Searle. One of four
streets in the area named after champion
scullers (also Trickett Road & Laycock
Street & Beach Road (later renamed
Connels Road)). It was named after Henry
Ernest Searle (1866-1889, aka The
Clarence Comet) who was a champion
sculler who died on way back from winning
world title in England.
Part of Croydon Road from Deeban Walk
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Reference

www.ansto.gov.au

CL
Council file records
Council file records
Wikipedia

Grays Point Story

Street Name

Suburb

Searle Street
(DISC)
30/4/1947

Cronulla

Seaview
Street
23/5/1913

Cronulla

Sea View
Street
18/1/1910

Cronulla

Sebastopol
Street (DISC)
30/5/1930

Waterfall

Second
Avenue
7/2/1918
Second
Avenue
(DISC)
17/2/1926
Second
Avenue
24/4/1933
Second
Avenue

Gymea Bay
Gymea Bay

Jannali ,
Loftus

Name Source/ meaning
to Purley Place renamed to Searl Road in
2011
Deviation road circa 1940 along north side
of Cronulla-Sutherland railway. Name first
appears on a subdivision plan 30/4/1947,
but probably was used before then. Would
have the same origin as Searl Road, ie.
named after Henry Ernest Searl, champion
sculler.
Renamed Purley Place in1972.
Originally Sea View Street and shown as
such on advertisements for Parkside
Estate Subdivision around 1915. However,
possibly through a drafting error, it was
being generally recorded in titles records
as Seaview street by 1913.
In same subdivision as Ocean Street in
’Green Hill Estate’ Name reflects that the
street has views over the sea (South
Pacific Ocean).
In same subdivision as Ocean Street in
’Green Hill Estate’ Name reflects that the
street has views over the sea (South
Pacific Ocean).
It is the original name of street on plans
creating the street in 1910 and 1911, but
shown in title records as early as 1913 in
form Seaview Street.
Originally unnamed Crown Road circa
1894 until 1930. Was built as road to
Sebastopol Trig station which had been
erected by 1894 and the street was named
in 1930 after the trig station. Now a dirt
track, within Heathcote National Park.
Sebastopol is Russian town which French
& British besieged in 1854-55 during
Crimean War
Shown as 2nd Avenue on subdivision
plan. Second street in subdivision.

Reference

Appeared to be named in error as there
was already a Second Avenue off
Coonong Road further north.
Renamed Horns Avenue in1937.
Second street in subdivision.

CL

Unnamed Crown Road from around 1903
to 1923.
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CL

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 2007

CL

CL
CL

Street Name
1/12/1923
Sedgeman
Avenue
29/31983

Suburb

Seine Place
27//1967

Miranda

Selwa Place
28/7/1976

Kareela

Menai

Sequoia
Grove
8/1/1993

Menai

Serpentine
Road
30/5/1930

Kirrawee &
Gymea &
Grays Point

Sevenoaks
Place
7/9/1984

Jannali

Seventh
Avenue
26/2/1935
Seventh
Avenue
1/12/1923
Severn Road
10/12/1971

Jannali
Loftus
Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
Second street in subdivision
Named after Frank Sedgeman Australian
tennis player – born 1927, winner 22
Grand Slam titles, played Davis Cup 194952. In subdivision where streets named
after Australian tennis players.
In same subdivision as Paris Place,
named after Seine River in France which
runs through Paris.
Origin of name not determined.
Subdivision was lodged by Stocks &
Holdings (Design) Pty Ltd. Does not
appear to be an Aboriginal word or related
to any other nearby street theme. An
uncommon male or female name.
Unlikely source is Tibetan word meaning
’luminous, clear, awake’
Named after genus of very large Northern
Californian coniferous tree known as
Californian Redwood. Street naming
theme for area is trees/ plants.
On the subdivision plan which created the
road in 1919, it is unnamed (and remained
so until 1930) but has the description “is
along an old established track.” The name
appears to come from the shape of the
road which looks like a serpent (snake), ie.
a winding path, which originally included
an “S” shaped section which was renamed
as part of North West Arm Road in 1947. A
nearby rock outcrop is known as Snake
Rock.
Alternatively named after The Serpentine
in UK which takes its name from its
snakelike, curving shape.
Sevenoaks is town in Kent UK near town
of Tunbridge Wells. Origin seems to be
confirmed a short time later when adjacent
subdivision had Tunbridge Place coming
off Sevenoaks Place.
Seventh street in subdivision
Unnamed Crown Road from around 1903
to 1923.
Seventh street in subdivision
Named after Severn River in UK – longest
river in Britain. In group of streets near
Woronora River named after UK rivers
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Reference
BDCA

www.abc.net.au
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
CL

Grays Point Story

Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Shackel
Road
20/10/1916

Bangor

Shand Close
20/11/1980

Illawong

Sharn Street
31/7/1959

Kurnell

Sharon Place
13/4/1961

Engadine

Shaw Close
27/7/1988

Barden
Ridge

Shearwater
Avenue
6/12/1984
Shell Road
25/8/1889

Woronora
Heights
Burraneer

Name Source/ meaning
(Tay, Liffey, Thames, Mersey)
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged by David Shackel in 1916. Along
with his two brothers, Walter Frederick
Shackel and Alfred Shackel, the land they
owned from c1897 to 1916, was
developed into the Woronora River
Estates, the Woronora River Frontage
blocks of which are still colloquially known
as “Shackels Estate”
Origin of name not determined although
there are some mentions of Shand in early
reports:
Captain Shand was the master of a
passenger ship ‘The City of Manchester’
(1869)
Captain Robert Shand master of the
‘Georgette’ died when that vessel was
wrecked off Busseltown in 1875.
Captain John D Shand of the ‘Loch Linnhe’
had his master certificate suspended in
1879’
Captain Shand is mentioned in a 1928
court case in Sydney
Possibly named after immigrant ship
Shand which arrived 25/1/1885.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Also possibly name relates to Major J B
Shand who was one of MLA’s for area
1923-27
Named after local resident. Letter from
resident saying Sharns were only weekend
residents. File says street known locally as
‘Sharn Street’
Owners at time of subdivision were
Lyndon Harcourt Kelly and another
person, so no apparent relationship.
Appears to be a female first name.
Theme in area is early Australian pioneers
so possibly named after either Thomas
Shaw jnr (1827-1907) Victorian pastoralist
or William Henry Shaw (1830 -1896)
engineer / ironmonger at Ballarat.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where streets are types of Australian birds.

Reference

Name first appears on subdivision plan for
auction of Dolan’s Estate 1889. Likely

Auction notice
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CL
Menai Congregational
Church Diamond Jubilee
1904-1964- A History of
Menai Church & District
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin No 57 Aug 1986
Internet

From Sails to Atoms

Council file records

Council 7/12/1987
Council file records
Australian Dictionary of
Biography
List from Birds Australia
website

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
street so named as one of early industries
in area was shell gathering for lime
making.
Sheoak Place Alfords Point Common name for Casuarina glauca
30/4/1984
trees. In subdivision where streets named
after trees / plants. Named 1983.
Shepherd
Kurnell
Street has never been constructed but was
Street
acquired for road.
31/3/1947
Named by Council 31/3/1947.
Possibly named after a local resident of
the area, as was done with some nearby
streets.
Also this was within Alpha Farm, the first
property lived on in the Shire, where
shepherds were employed to tend the
cattle.
Sherwood
Yowie Bay
As dedicated some 5 years before
Avenue
adjoining Nottingham Place, there is no
12/5/1964
certainty that it was named after Sherwood
Forest in England.
Subdivision was lodged by Bishop and
Woodward Pty Ltd, so no apparent
connection.
Almost opposite York Close named 4
years before, which may have been
named after the City of York in England,
so there is possibly a English connection.
Shiprock
Port
Named after a nearby rock in water which
Road
Hacking
resembled shape of a ship
5/5/1958
Shipstern
Greenhills
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Named after Shipstern Bluff near Hobart,
Street
Beach
16/3/2012
Tasmania. Theme of subdivision is famous
Australian beaches.
Shipwright
Oyster Bay
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Library records indicate that one of local
Place
11/4/1988
bays was “Shipwright Bay near Como”
around 1921. This would probably be the
origin of the name.
Shire Lane
Caringbah
Old Street plan c 1955 indicates ‘pathway
(DISC)
15 feet wide’ adjacent to Lots 30 & 31 in
DP 16933 as ‘Shire Lane’ – was between
end of Meta Street & Captain Cook Drive.
Shirley Road Miranda
Origin of name not determined
12/7/1920
Plan lodged by Taren Point Land Co as
Taren City Estate No 3, no apparent
relationship.
Shoal Place
Illawong
Maritime feature. Many place name
2/5/1980
including ‘Shoal’, also a place mentioned
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Reference

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy

Council file records

The Story of Port Hacking,
Cronulla & Sutherland
Shire – F Cridland
CL
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2
LW

Street Name

Suburb

Shoalhaven
Road
29/7/1964

Sylvania
Waters

Shore Close
2/3/1982

Illawong

Shorebird
Parade
13/9/2016

Greenhills
Beach

Shorland
Avenue
22/9/1959

Jannali

Short Avenue
25/9/1920
Short Street
20/3/1886

Bundeena

Short Street
27/4/1920

Oyster Bay

Short Street
18/1/1918

Woolooware

Shull Drive
(naming date

Lucas
Heights

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
in a number of shipwrecks.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. River, which is on NSW
South Coast, was originally named
“Shoal’s Haven”
Off Mariner Road and close to Sand Place
in adjoining subdivision.
Possibly named after convict ship ‘Lady
Shore’ (1797)
Or may be generic maritime expression.
Maritime names in line with theme of area
- names of historical nautical significance
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Shorebirds are birds commonly found
along sandy or rocky shorelines, mudflats,
and shallow waters. In some regions,
shorebirds are considered wading birds.
Streets in this subdivision are named after
bird species
Named in 1959 subdivision by Thomas
Holt Trust which named it The Warren
Estate, an obvious reference to Holt’s
property at Marrickville.
Possibly an historical reference to
Lieutenant John Shorland, who first sailed
to Australia with the First Fleet and later
returned as a first lieutenant with the new
Governor John Hunter. He explored and
named the Hunter River in 1797.
Named after land owner at time of
subdivision Linda I Short
In 1886 subdivision with streets named
after politicians / senior public servants of
that time but no NSW politicians etc of that
time named Short. May simply reflect that
the street is short in length.
Originally was a short street that ended at
the pathway back to Carvers Road, but
later extended into a much longer road
Named after Norman Short as it was
access to his abattoir (which was on the
eastern side of the ‘resting paddocks’ land
which is now Woolooware golf course). He
had butcher shop in Gerrale Street,
Cronulla.
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Dr Clifford G Shull (1915-2001) Nobel
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Reference

Internet

Council file records
Wikipedia
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2

Title information

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Vol 8 No 3

www.ansto.gov.au

Street Name
unknown)

Suburb

Siandra Drive
15/5/1972

Kareela

Sierra Road
2/8/1967

Engadine

Silver Beach
Road
3/5/1913

Kurnell

Silver Gull
Street
(DISC)

Greenhills
Beach

Silvereye
Court
6/3/2000
Silverleaf
Row
17/5/1993
Silverwater
Crescent
15/9/1964

Woronora
Heights

Simon Close
2/12/1982

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
Prize for Physics in 1994 for development
of neutron scattering techniques.
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1958, 60, 66).
Streets in subdivision named after Sydney
Hobart race winning yachts.
[updated 27/2/2020]
Siera Road is located on the edge of a plateau
overlooking the valley containing the
Woronora River. The streets in that area
mainly have names that reflect the locality
(Ridge, Peak, Alpine, Canyon, Mountain,
Range, Crest, Edgecliff, Ardua).
Sierra is a Spanish word with the meaning
“chain of hills or mountains, the peaks of
which suggest the teeth of a saw” derived from
the Latin serra meaning “saw”.
Road to Silver Beach.
Silver Beach is named on the first
subdivision of the area in 1882.
When area was re-subdivided in 1926 it
was described as being “on a delightful
stretch of silvery beach”.
A name proposed by the developer, but
not accepted for a street in Shearwater
Landing Estate where streets were to be
named after migratory birds which
frequented the Kurnell Peninsula.
The silver gull also known simply as
seagull in Australia, is the most common
gull seen in Australia..
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where all streets are types of birds.

Reference
www.alldownunder.com

Council file records
https://www.dictionary.com
/browse/sierra

A Pictorial History of
Sutherland Shire
Council file records
Wikipedia

Council file records, letter
21/10/1999(LW)

Menai

Named after type of tree. In subdivision
where streets named after trees.

Miranda

In same subdivision as Vista Heights Road
and overlooked Gwawley Bay before it
was developed as Sylvania Waters. May
refer to same possible origin as the
Suburb of Silverwater where nearby
Parramatta River could have provided
silver reflections of light off the water.
In same Landcom subdivision as Owen
Place and Walsh Close.
Possibly relates to a Royal Naval Base
Australia’s Maritime
called Simon’s Town on the outskirts of
History
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Street Name

Suburb

Simpson
Road
30/5/1930

Bundeena

Sindone
Place
24/3/1966

Caringbah

Singleton
Place
31/5/1984

Kirrawee

Sir Bertram
Stevens
Drive
Dec 1935
Sirius Place
11/12/1969

Royal
National
Park

Sir Joseph
Banks Drive
30/5/1969

Kurnell

Sir Thomas

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Cape Town in South Africa in early 1800s
There is also the story of the ship’s cat
Simon of the ‘HMS Amethyst’, wounded
during the Chinese Civil War evacuations
in 1949, and received an ‘Animal VC’ (the
Dickin Medal).
The general theme of area was names of
historical nautical significance,
Originally a Crown Road resumed out of
the property of William Simpson in 1914,
and originally ran from the boundary of the
National Park to Port Hacking (near
Simpson’s Hotel) shown as a Government
Road until 1930.
Named after either George Simpson
original grantee or his son William George
Simpson who built a house on property
which later became hotel. It was part of the
‘Port Hacking Hotel Estate’.
The southern section of the road was
renamed as part of Bundeena Drive in
1963
Greek word – root is sindon meaning
“winding sheet’ or ‘shroud.’ The Italian
Capella della Sacra Sindone (Chapel of
the Holy Shroud) adjacent to Turin
Catherdaral houses the Shroud of Turin,
believed to be the burial shroud of Jesus
of Nazareth.
Private road. In same Dept of Housing
Subdivision as Maitland Place so would be
named after Hunter Valley town of
Singleton which is named after Benjamin
Singleton one of the party who discovered
area in 1820.
Named after Sir Bertram Sydney
Barnsdale Stevens (1889-1973) MLA
1928-40, NSW Premier 1932-39
In group of streets with star names (Orion,
Andromeda) so would be named after
brightest star in night star “Sirius’ aka “The
Dog Star’
Unnamed “road towards Boat Harbour”
opened in 1954, unnamed until 1969.
Named after Sir Joseph Banks – naturalist
on the Endeavour, who studied the area
around Botany Bay in 1770.
Name on early maps for the Old Illawarra
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Reference
Internet

The Bundeena Book
CL

Internet
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

Newcastle Council Library
website

ADB Online
History of Royal National
Park
Internet

CL

Street Name
Mitchell’s
Line of Road
to the
Illawarra
(DISC)
1843
Sixth Avenue
24/4/1933
Sixth Avenue
1/12/1923

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Road. Also known as the Wollongong
Road. It was the route surveyed by
Colonial Surveyor-General Sir Thomas
Mitchell.

Jannali

Sixth street in subdivision

Loftus

Skillcorn
Avenue
4/7/1949
Skillcorn
Lane
25/3/2011

Jannali

Unnamed Crown Road from around 1903
to 1923.
Sixth street in subdivision
John Skillcorn was Shire Councillor 194450, 1953-56 and Shire President 1947.

Skye Place
s/11/1968

Engadine

Sladden
Road
22/4/1966

Yarrawarrah

Slessor Place
11/7/1983

Heathcote

Small Road
2/3/1982

Illawong

Smarts
Crescent
1/4/1924

Burraneer

Jannali

Lane off end of Skillcorn Avenue.
Unnamed pathway in 1953, widened to
lane in 1960, local name until officially
named in 2011.
Named after Isle of Skye in Scotland. In
group of streets (with Lochiel, Braeside,
Gort etc) named after Scottish locations.
Probably named after Reg Sladden a local
resident who fought in WWII and was
killed in Greece in 1941. Area has a
general war-related them.
One of group of 12 streets named after
famous poets. Named after Kenneth Adolf
Slessor (1901-1971) Australian journalist
and poet - most known poem ‘Five Bells’
A Captain Small was superintendant of the
Hyde Park Barracks in the 1840s
or possibly passenger ship ‘Robert Small’
(1856)
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Or possibly that it refers to the length of
the road which is quite short.
Named after an original settler Mr Smart.
There are several members of Smart
family who owned land in that area
Although Arthur Donavon Swan (a
developer) subdivided the land in which
Smart Crescent was named, an E M Smart
was one of owners of land of the adjoining
land.
Family lived in area from c 1912 (2 had
boarding house/dining rooms at Cronulla,
in 1916 and 2 others lived in Woolooware
Rd)
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Reference

CC

A Pictorial History of
Sutherland Shire
Australian Dictionary of
Biography online,
Internet

A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla
CL

Sands directories

Street Name
Smith Street
29/11/1918

Smith Street
(DISC)

Snipe Lane
(DISC)

Snow Gum
Place
8/12/1992
Snowden
Avenue
12/1/1882

Suburb
Taren Point

Name Source/ meaning
Probably named after Erskine Samuel
Smith. He was Director of Taren Point
Land Co owner when area was subdivided
in 1914
A Smith family lived in vicinity in early
years.
A Smith family bought nearby Gwawley
Bay oyster leases off Thomas Holt c 1918.
Part included in F6 freeway (Taren Point
Road) and part west of freeway was
renamed as part of Old Taren Point Road
in 1971.
Engadine
Unnamed Crown Road and Crown
Reserved Road circa 1934
Part closed 1968 /70. Rest became Hakea
Street in 1973. Possibly named after Mrs
Marjorie Lyle Smith who had first house
along street on land leased from Lands
Dept from around 1946.
Greenhills
A name proposed by the developer, but
Beach
not accepted for a street in Shearwater
Landing Estate where streets were to be
named after migratory birds which
frequented the Kurnell Peninsula.
A snipe is any of about 25 wading bird
species
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Sylvania

Snowy Place
21/12/1964

Sylvania
Waters

Solander
Street
11/10/1882

Kurnell

Reference
CL

Map in Sylvania Back
Then
CL

CL

Council file records
Wikipedia

First named in 1882 by Holt Sutherland
DP
Estate Co and James Murphy, its manager
Wikipedia
and a director. Probably named after
Mount Snowden the highest mountain in
Wales. Snowdon means “snow hill” in Old
English.
Originally ran from Port Hacking Road to
Venetia Street. Section from Lisbon Street
to Venetia Street closed in 1962 to
become part of school,
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. The Snowy River starts at
Mt Kosciusko in Southern NSW and flows
into Victoria.
[updated 3/9/2018]
Solander Street was created in an early
Holt-Sutherland Estate subdivision at
Kurnell in 1882. The streets in that
subdivision had the names of several wellknown World explorers and also
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
recognized the landing and exploration of
the area in 1770 by Lieutenant (known as
Captain) James Cook and his crew, by
honouring Cook, Joseph Banks and Daniel
Solander with streets names. Daniel
Solander was a Swedish naturalist and
botanist on the Endeavour, who was
mentioned in Cook’s diary in connection
with exploration of Botany Bay and its
surrounds (copy of “Cook’s Diary” held in
the National Library of Australia).

Soldier Road
(DISC)
8/12/1922
Soldiers
Road
31/1/1923

Jannali &
Como

See Soldiers Road

Jannali &
Como

Solo Street
5/6/1968

Kareela

Solvieg
Crescent
5/6/1968

Kareela

Sorell Place
8/9/1988

Barden
Ridge

Sorrento
Place
7/1/1974

Burraneer

First appeared on a 1921 survey as
“Proposed deviation of Sutherland Road”
but the following year was shown as
“Soldier Road” and in 1923 as “Soldiers
Road”
First named just after First World War so
probably named to honour soldiers who
served in that War.
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1956, line honours
1958 & 1959). Streets in subdivision
named after Sydney-Hobart race winning
yachts.
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht Solveig IV (overall winner 1954, line
honours 1953). Streets in subdivision
named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yachts.
Streets in area named after early
Australian pioneers. So probably named
after William Sorrell (1775-1848) soldier
and lieutenant Governor of Van Dieman's
Land (Tasmania) 1817-1824.
[Updated 12/4/2019]
Named after “Sorrento” a residence built
on a 3 acres 0 roods 32 perches (1.3
hectares) Holt-Sutherland Estate lease by
1915 when it was the home of Mr Arthur
Moss Hyam Levy. It was located where
there are now, since around 2000, two
separate dwellings overlooking Burraneer
Bay west of the end of Sorento Place.
It has been suggested that “Sorrento”
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Council 7/12/1987 (File
MD 2/22/3-6)
ADB Online

Sutherland Shire Council
file records
The Sun, 28 Dec 1915, p.5
Including Information
supplied by Peter and
Creo Moore, members of
the Sutherland Shire
Historical Society

Street Name

Suburb

South Lane
12/11/2004

Gymea

South Street
24/1/1941

Gymea

South Coast
Road (DISC)
Southern
Freeway
(DISC)
Spencer
Place
8/2/1984

Various

Name Source/ meaning
derived its name from the cliffs on the
waterfront which must have reminded
someone of the cliffs in in the Italian
seaside town of Sorrento which is located
south of Naples opposite the Isle of Capri,
although they are a lot smaller than those
in Italy.
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Ran between Elouera Road and Kirkwood
Avenue As in Golf Links Estate and in
same subdivision as Kirkwood Avenue
which is named after J H Kirkwood
professional golfer likely it was named
after Daniel Gordon Soutar, a Scot, who
was the Manly Golf Club professional and
J H Kirkwood’s coach.
Soutar also had plans to establish a golf
course in Kurnell in 1927, but it never
eventuated.
At Council meeting 13/7/1921 it was
agreed that the original name of Junction
Street would be called Souter Avenue
Renamed as part of Links Avenue in 1961
Lane off South Street. First opened in
1955 and extended to full length by 1967.
Not named until 2004
Diversion road along south side of railway
to join ends of roads severed by the
railway corridor
Old name for Princes Highway

Soutar
Avenue
(DISC)
25/1/1923

Cronulla

Waterfall

Freeway to south. Now Princes Motorway.

Illawong

Probably Captain Sir Richard Spencer RN,
an early Government Resident of the
fledgling settlement of Albany on the south
coast of Western Australia.1833-39. He
was previously involved in the
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, and
appointed by Nelson to command the
captured French schooner ‘Renard’.
Also possibly named after 2nd Earl
Spencer, George John Spencer, 1st Lord
Admiralty (1794-1801)..
Spencer Gulf in South Australia was
named Spencer’s Gulph by Matthew
Flinders on 20/3/1802 after George John
Spencer.
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Reference

CL
ADB Online

CL

St George Call 15/7/1921

CL

ABB

Wikipedia
Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Spoonbill
Avenue
12/3/1985
Spring Lane
10/12/2004

Woronora
Heights

Sproule Road
circa 1909

Sproules
Lane (DISC)
Circa 1912

Heathcote

Illawong

Cronulla

Spruce Grove Menai
8/1/1993
Spur
Loftus
Crescent
30/5/1930
St Andrews
Cronulla
Place
19/1/1940

Name Source/ meaning
or John Clarke Spencer, commander of
convict ship Duke of Portland (1807).
or Captain Spencer of passenger ship
’Ascendant’ (1851)
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Named after type of waterbird. In
subdivision where streets are types of
Australian birds.
Unnamed Crown Lane dating from 1886.
Part of lane was incorporated into
Mirrabook Place in 1977. Not named until
2004.
Named after Gerald Spring (1830-1888)
Secretary for Lands 1885-86 in line with
apparent theme of naming streets in area
after government ministers when area
originally subdivided.
Named after John Sproule Hurstville
Mayor 1890-1, 1897-98, Hurstville
Alderman 1888-94, 1895-1900. Illawong
was part of Hurstville Council till 1921.
Originally an unnamed Crown road dating
from 1896 which ran from Fowler Road
(later Osprey Drive) generally easterly to
current end of road.
Some parts of road were closed and
included in subdivisions and other parts
have been included in and renamed as
parts of Osprey Drive (2011), Norval
Place (2011), Stanley Walk (2011),
Stanley Place (1983), Austin Street (1981
& 1985).
[Updated 21/9/2017]
Included in Council road maintenance list
in 1912.
Dr William Sproule had his practice at
“Banzai” in Gerrale Street opposite
Cronulla Park. Likely this was an early
name for Beach Park Avenue.
Named after type of tree – in subdivision
were streets named after trees / plants
Unnamed Crown road from around 1903
to 1930. Name reflects that street runs
around a spur (ridge) of high ground.
Named after St Andrews Church of
England Church
Formerly part of Burraneer Bay Road
which was renamed after being cut off by
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Reference

List from Birds Australia
website
CL

Council File records

The History of Hurstville
Council Elections
CL

CL
St George Call 10/6/1911

CL

CL

Street Name

Suburb

St George
Crescent
1/2/1924

Sandy Point

St Lukes Way Kangaroo
21/6/2002
Point
Stacey Lane
(DISC)

Cronulla

Stacey Street
30/12/1913

Cronulla

Stadium Walk Woolooware
(Private)
4/11/2016
Stanley Place Illawong
23/5/1983

Stanley Walk
25/3/2011

Illawong

Stansell
Avenue
8/12/1955
Stapleton
Avenue
31/7/1925

Jannali
Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
the Sutherland-Cronulla railway line.
As named shortly after World War 1, is
likely named after St George, the patron
saint of England. Many streets named
during and just after the war displayed a
tendency to patriotic bonds with the UK.
(private road). Subdivision by Reginald
Alexander Richards. Name has
biblical/church origin, but reason for name
not known.
Local name only. The unnamed lane off
end of Stacey Street was named as part of
Stacey Street in 2005
Subdivision which created street was
lodged in 1913 by Edward Stacey and
street reputedly named after him.
Unnamed Lane at end of street was
included in Stacey Street in 2005
Private road running south to north on the
eastern side of 471 Captain Cook Drive
parallel to the creek and Sharks Stadium
Probably named after Captain Owen
Stanley, who in HWS Rattlesnake
surveyed the south-eastern part of Papua
New Guinea in 1873.
or schooner ‘Stanley’ which in 1850
rescued the only survivor of a ship’s crew
of the ‘Borealis’ cannibalized by natives on
Malalta Island.
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance.
Part of Stanley Place replaced part of
Sproule Road, being the residue after part
of that road was closed in 1983 to allow for
resubdivision.
A residue of Sproule Road which had been
partly closed in 1981 to allow for
resubdivision. Name reflects that it is a
walkway between Stanley Place and
Norval Place.
Possibly named after James Henry
Stansell, Councillor 1950-56
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1925 by Charles Harvey
Stapleton who purchased the land from
the Holt-Sutherland Estate in
1917.Stapleton family early residents of
Sutherland (house where Council library is
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Reference

CL
A Short Authentic History
of Cronulla
Council file records
Australia’s Maritime
History
Internet

CL

CC

Council website list of
Councillors
CL

Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
Aug 1988 p374 (LW)

Street Name

Suburb

Stapletons
Track (DISC)
Circa 1910

Gymea &
Gymea Bay

Station Street
1/11/1918

Engadine

Station Street
(DISC)
6/4/1885
Steele Way
Circa 1980
(DISC)

Sutherland

Steer Street

North
Cronulla
Engadine

Stephen
Road
22/3/1886

Stevens
Avenue
7/7/1927

Bangor

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
now corner Stapleton Avenue & Belmont
Street)
They had an abattoir at Heathcote circa
late 1880’s
Charles Harvey Stapleton first butcher in
Sutherland area 1896. Family had bakery
at Cronulla, orchard at Sutherland.
Family also had orchard at Miranda
[Updated 21/9/2017]

Reference
Pg 36 From Bottle Forest
to Heathcote
Faces of the Shire
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire

Included in Council roads maintenance list
for 1915-1916. This was apparently a
fisherman’s track in early 1900s from
Forest Road at Talara Road in a southeasterly direction with signs painted on
logs and stones to guide the traveller
along the track to Stapletons Creek (now
Coonong Creek) then along that creek to
Gymea Bay near Pederson’s (later
Warman’s) boatshed.

SSGS Feb 1978

Unnamed Crown road from 1903 to 1918.
Road from shopping centre to railway
station
Was so named as road to railway station.
Renamed Boyle Street in 1947

CL

Not officially a road. A pedestrian
way/public reserve between Derribong
Crescent and Dandarbong Avenue.
Named after Mr Edwin Richard Lentz
Steele who did survey work for Council for
many years, and was assistant secretary
of Holt Sutherland (1933) Ltd. He died in
early 1980.
Off East side Kurnell Road North of Hume
Road. No record of any such road.
Probably named after Stephen Freeman –
Under Secretary for Lands, who also had
Freeman Road named after him. He was
involved in the division of large leasehold
areas under the Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Extended to west side of Heathcote Road
in 1933 (subsequently renamed Forum
Drive in 1977)
No origin found for this name, which does
appear to be a surname.
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1927 by Mrs D P Graham as City

Council File records
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CL

1924 Wilson’s Street
Directory
CL
SMH 8/7/1927

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Stirling
Avenue
28/10/1963

Kirrawee

Stolle Close
12/4/1988

Menai

Stonebridge
Place
7/6/1976
Stow Place
8/2/1984

Gymea Bay
Illawong

Strassman
Crescent
(naming date
unknown)
Stretton Lane
30/5/1930

Lucas
Heights

Strickland
Street
1/7/1890

Heathcote

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
View Estate. The other street in the
subdivision was named Graham Street.
The land had originally been purchased
from the Holt-Sutherland Estate in 1920 by
Frederick Nugent Spinks and no relation
found to him or subsequent owners..
In same subdivision as Argyle Place,
Inverness Place and Perth Street so has
Scottish theme. Stirling is Scottish town
north east of Glasgow.
Named after Fred Stolle tennis player
(born 1938). Won 18 Grand slam titles,
played Davis Cup 1961, 62, 64-66. In
group of streets named after Australian
tennis players.
Named after nearby natural stone bridge
over Dents Creek

Reference

Possibly Thomas Quinton Stow, who
arrived in South Australia in the Hartley in
October 1837. A member of the newly
formed Colonial Missionary Society, he
formed the first Congregational Church in
South Australia.
or Captain Stowe of the ‘Fancy’, a cargo
and passenger ship (1851)
In line with theme of area - names of
historical nautical significance
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Fritz Strassman (1902-1980) – work
included radioactive dating of rocks.

ADB

Unnamed lane from 1922 to 1930.
Subdivision in 1922 lodged by Herbert
Stretton Swayne as Swayne’s Subdivision
Original purchasers of land in 1898 were
Louisa Townson Stretton Swayne and
Lydia Philby Sickton Swayne so likely
named after part of the family name.
First named on 1890 DP. Possibly named
after Sir Edward Strickland (1821-1889)
British Army officer and senior public
servant who settled in Sydney in 1882 and
was involved in Geographical Society and
was friend of NSW politicians,
In the same subdivision as Blacket Street.
It is of note that Arthur Blacket, son of
Edmund Thomas Blacket (see Blacket
Street), was on the same Board of

CL
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www.tennis.com.au

Internet

www.ansto.gov.au

DP

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Directors as Sir Edward Strickland.
(Australian Trust Management, Assurance
and Investment Co Ltd)
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs

Stringybark
Place
8/12/1992
Strome Street Kirrawee
(DISC)
circa 1930
Struen Marie
Street
8/9/1970

Kareela

Struthers
Street
13/7/1911

Cronulla

Stuart Close
29/8/1985
Sturt Road
13/1/1908

Illawong

Sulus Lane
(DISC)
Sumner
Avenue
(DISC)

Sutherland

Sumner
Street
9/5/1986

Sutherland

Sunbury
Street
9/5/1986

Woolooware
& Cronulla

Kareela

Sutherland

Off east side of Bath Road just south of
The Boulevarde. There was a dirt track in
that location but no road ever opened.
Name of a ruined castle in Scottish
Highlands and a village in Alberta Canada
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1951). Most streets
in subdivision named after Sydney Hobart
race winning yachts.
Origin of name not determined.
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged by M L Cavan. Land was
originally granted to Joseph Burns
Named after Stuarts House owned by
Alexander Stuart.
In group of streets named after explorers
therefore named after Charles Sturt (17951869). He explored Murrumbidgee and
Murray Rivers in 1829, Central Australia in
1844-46.
In Wilson’s Street Directory 1924 & 1931
in location of Grays Lane.
Ran off west side of Saville Road (which
ran south-north through centre of what is
now suburb of Kareela). Possibly named
after south western suburb of Brisbane,
Queensland.
No record of a road in that location
Renamed section of The Boulevarde West
from Jannali Ave to unmade system
between Kurrajong Street and Vermont
Street.
Named after south western suburb of
Brisbane, Queensland. ROC 25/11/1985
that street names for renaming parts of
streets split by railway etc be “of towns
and places using the post code directory
as a reference
Renamed section of The Boulevarde West
from River Road to unmade section
between Vermont Street and Kurrajong
Avenue.
Named after suburb of Melbourne, Victoria
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Reference

CL
1934 Gregory’s Directory
Wikipedia
www.alldownunder.com

C records
www.asap.unimelb.edu.au

1934 Gregory’s Directory

Library card index
Council file records
www.ourbrisbane.com

Library card index
Council file records
Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Sunnyside
Avenue
6/7/1916

Caringbah

Sunset
Avenue
7/4/1948

Cronulla

Superba
Avenue
1/8/1930
Surf Lane
23/5/1969

Cronulla

Surf Road
20/10/1916

Cronulla

Surrey Place
17/4/1969

Kareela

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
which was named after Sunbury-onThames in Surrey England which was
named after Saxon chief Sunna. ROC
25/11/1985 that street names for renaming
parts of streets split by railway etc be “of
towns and places using the post code
directory as a reference “
Named after Frank Cridland’s architect
Suth Shire Hist Soc
designed house ‘Sunnyside’ which was in
Bulletin Feb 2006
street (F Cridland wrote books re shire
history) and his Sunnyside wine bar on
north-east corner Kingsway & Willarong
Road.
Runs East – West on western side of
peninsula so would have view along street
of sunsets – thus likely source of name.
Lodged by Arthur Donavon Swan who
used descriptive names for roads in his
subdivisions.
From the Latin “superbus” meaning superb
(and a number of similar meanings)
[Updated 20/9/2017]
Lane off both sides of Surf Road
Unnamed Crown lane from circa 1899 for
southern section from Yowie Street (Surf
Road) to Laycock Avenue. (Part south of
Surf Road known as School of Arts Lane
from around 1912). Northern Section from
Yowie Street (Surf Road) to (Kurranulla
Beach Road (Kingsway) was acquired
from 1912 onwards. (Part north of Ocean
Grove Avenue previously locally known as
Gilders Lane).
Previously named Yowie Street until
CL
renamed in1916
Possibly named because it was the road to
“Surf Park’ the former name of the reserve
now called “Cronulla Park.”
Otherwise name may simply reflect that it
is near the surf beaches.
Subdivision lodged by Box Estates Pty Ltd,
director F Tynan.
Generally in an area where streets are
named after locations in the United
Kingdom, so possibly named after the
county of Surrey – nearby roads are
named after Tonbridge and Sevenoaks,
which are in the adjoining county of Kent.
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Street Name
Surveyor
Avenue
5/2/1970

Suburb
Heathcote

Susan Place
2/12/1965

Gymea Bay

Sussex
Street
29/6/1886

Bundeena

Sutcliffe
Place
8/4/1987

Barden
Ridge

Sutherland
Lane
31/10/1986

Sutherland

Sutherland
Road
15/2/1888

Jannali

Name Source/ meaning
Named in the same subdivision as ‘Lunar
Avenue’ so probably named after ‘Lunar
Surveyor’ – 7 unmanned space ships to
moon in 1960’s. First to make ‘soft’ landing
on Moon
Likely from girl’s name as subdivided with
Darryl, Peter and Kathryn Streets –
possibly family names of developer
Plan in which name was first used was
lodged by C J O’Neill Pty Ltd.
Unmade Road along southern boundary of
Bundeena and within the Royal National
Park.
Named after English Beach theme used in
original subdivision of area.
As streets in area named after Australian
pioneers possibly named after Thomas
Sutcliffe Mort (1816-1878) wool broker,
businessman. He financed development of
refrigeration for storing / transporting meat.
Note that there is also a Mort Place nearby
Lane off Sutherland Street within the
township (later suburb) of Sutherland.
Formerly Unnamed Lane dating from
1887.
[updated 30/5/20170
Originally part of an unnamed Crown Road
provided for the Crown land subdivisions
in 1854-6. That road extended, in today’s
terms, from the southern shore of Georges
River around 150 metres west of the
northern end of Como Parade to where
Eton Street meets the Sutherland-Cronulla
railway line.

Reference
Internet

The name “Sutherland Road” first appears
in 1888 on the part of that road along the
western side of the “Queens Jubillee
Township” (now part of Jannali on west
side of Jannali Railway Station), and
appears to have been named because the
road was directed towards Sutherland
Township. A Holt-Sutherland Lease Plan
in 1912 confirmed that the name
exrtended southwards to The Boulevarde
(now Sumner Street), and a later HoltSutherland Estate subdivision plan in 1921
finally indicated that the name extended
northwards as far as Bindea Street. All

CL
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DP

ADB Online

CL

Street Name

Sutherland
Street
25/7/1887

Sutherland
Street (DISC)
6/4/1885

Suburb

Sutherland

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
other parts of the original Crown Road
were closed except the southern part
which became Eton street.

Reference

Historians have never agreed on a single
source of the name Sutherland, due to the
name being used for the Parish, Town and
Shire of Sutherland and for the railway
station.
[updated 30/5/2017]
A map in 1887 indicates that it was
intended to name this road as “Want
Street” after Mr J. H. Want, one of the
original trustees of the National Park
(which at the time adjoined the township of
Sutherland), however when the
subdivision plan was lodged it was shown
as Sutherland Street. At the time it lined up
with another Sutherland Street on the
eastern side of the railway line (later part
of Woronora Road, now part of President
Avenue).

http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutCouncil/About-SutherlandShire/About-SutherlandShire
SSHS Buletin Feb. 1968. .

CL

Sutherland Street was created within the
CL
“Second subdivision of Sutherland
Township” which is the likely source of the
name. As the road is close to the
Sutherland railway station, the name of
Illawarra Mercury
which had been selected in 1885, that may 10/9/1885
also have had some influence on the
selection of the name.
http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutHistorians have never agreed on a single
source of the name Sutherland, due to the Council/About-Sutherlandname being used for the Parish, Town and Shire/About-SutherlandShire
Shire of Sutherland and for the railway
station.
[updated 30/5/2017]
The original name for the road in
Sutherland Township on the eastern side
of the Railway line, between Railway
Parade (now Old Princes Highway) to Eton
Street. It was renamed to part of Woronora GG 17/11/1891
Road in 1891, but apparently still
commonly known by its former name until
GG 20/10/1916
20/10/1916 when it was renamed by
Sutherland Shire Council as part of
President Avenue.
Sutherland Street was created within a
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CL

Street Name

Swallow
Rock Drive
20/4//1970

Suburb

Grays Point

Swallow
Rock Lane
25/3/2011
Swan Street
7/7/1915

Grays Point

Swan Street
12/7/1917

Woolooware

Swan Street
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Lilli Pilli

Woolooware

Name Source/ meaning
subdivision of Sutherland Township which
is the likely source of the name. As the
road is close to the Sutherland railway
station, the name of which had been
selected in 1885, that may also have had
some influence on the selection of the
name.

Reference

Historians have never agreed on a single
source of the name Sutherland, due to the
name being used for the Parish, Town and
Shire of Sutherland and for the railway
station.
Part north of unmade east end of Budyan
Road was previously part of Grays Point
Road, renamed in 1970. Swallow Rock
was an island in Port Hacking shaped like
a swallow (bird) - due to silting it became
part of large dry area that eventually joined
to the mainland and forms part of Swallow
Rock (Crown) Reserve. Originally
proposed to be Portside Drive as original
subdivision (1969) was to include marina.
Lane off Swallow Rock Drive. Originally a
right-of-way dating from 1979, declared as
unnamed public road in 2008.
Area owned by and subdivided by Arthur
Donovan Swan, so would be named after
him.
Subdivision ‘Panorama Estate’ which
named the street was lodged in 1917 by
Arthur Donovan Swan, on land he
purchased from the Holt Sutherland
Estate, so likely named after him (as was
Swan Street, Lilli Pilli).
From 1947 to 2005 parts were called
Swan Street North / South.
Alternatively, may relate to name of area
or presence of swans in area Shire Clerk
David Kirkby in 1958 said original spelling
of Burraneer was “Burrameer” which close
to Burrima which means Swan & “It is
quite possible that this may be the
derivative of the meaning of Burraneer, as
swans, even today are plentiful in area”
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the

http://www.sutherlandshire.
nsw.gov.au/Council/AboutCouncil/About-SutherlandShire/About-SutherlandShire
CL & Fin Com Min 405
10/8/1970 (LW)
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Illawarra Mercury
10/9/1885

Grays Point Story
CC
CL
CL

CL
Letter 8/5/1958 in Council
file records

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Swan Street
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware

Sycamore
Grove
1/4/1992
Sydney Road
(DISC)

Menai

Sylva Avenue
5/3/1923

Miranda

Sylvania to
Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaCL
Sutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Named after species of large tree. In group
of streets named after trees/ plants
One of the name originally applied to the
road from Horse Rock Point at Sylvania to
Sutherland (which eventually became
Princes Highway) and then south to join
the Old Illawarra Road at Engadine (also
partly became Princes Highway)
[updated 17/2/2020]
Sylva is an English variant of the Latin
‘silvanus’ and means ‘of the forest.’
Silvanus was the Roman god of forests.
The area would have been originally a
forest until redeveloped into farms as part
of the Holt-Sutherland Estate. Subdivided
by Helen Alice Robison who purchased
her Holt-Sutherland lease in 1920.

Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire

Council file records
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
20 August 1965 p.2672 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

In 1947 the sections divided by the
Sutherland railway corridor in 1937 were
renamed Sylva Street North/South
(Gazettes).
Sylva Road South was closed in 1965 and
included in a residential subdivision
(Gazette).

Sylva Street
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Sylva Street
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Miranda

Kirrawee &
Sutherland

In 2006 Sylva Street North reverted to
original name of Sylva Avenue (Gazette).
[updated 17/2/2020]
Renamed in 1947 from Sylva Avenue
because split by Cronulla-Sutherland
railway in 1937. Those names were never
successfully used for house addresses
and were regazetted to the original names
in 2006, in this case to Sylva Avenue,
which also corrected the inadvertent use of
“Street” in the name in1947 instead of
“Avenue”
[updated 17/2/2020]
Renamed in 1947 from Sylva Avenue
because split by Cronulla-Sutherland
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Council file records
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Sylvan Lane
1/8/2003
Sylvan Street
30/9/1929

Sylvania

Sylvan Ridge
Drive

Illawong

Sylvania
Road
3/3/1886

Sylvania,
Miranda ,
Gymea Bay

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
railway in 1937.. Those names were never
successfully used for house addresses.
Road was closed in 1965 and included in a
residential subdivision.
Lane off Sylvan Street. Formerly unnamed
lane dating from 1929
Street named in the ‘Yamba Estate’ lodged
by the Cook family. The Estate name
possibly relates to it being an Aboriginal
camp site, and the street name may have
some relation being derived from the Latin
‘silva’ (from ‘silvanus’) meaning forest or
woods, and can refer to a shady, wooded
area. Silvanus was the Roman god of
forests. At the time of subdivision it was a
sparsely wooded area which would have
been cleared for farming as part of the
Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Although the area has a general theme of
Australian historical nautical significance, it
is much more likely that the name was
derived from its location along a ridge
overlooking the Georges River State
Recreation Area (now Georges River
National Park). The word Sylvan is derived
from the Latin ‘silva’ (from silvanus)
meaning forest or woods. Silvanus was the
Roman god of forests.
[updated 17/2/2020]
Opened as an unnamed north-south
Crown road circa 1855-56, which ran from
Georges River to Port Hacking. The line of
the original road can be found by
extending Sylvania Road South through to
Georges River and Port Hacking. North of
Holt Road it was named Venetia Street.
When large scale subdivisions of the HoltSutherland Estate were surveyed in 1881,
the original route of the Crown road
between Holt Road and Forest Road did
not suit the planned subdivisions and it
was proposed to replace it with a road
about 50 metres to its east.
Negotiations with the Department of Lands
led to the proposed closing of that part of
the Crown Road in early 1882 so that it
could be sold to Thomas Holt (Gazette). In
1913 the situation was clarified that the
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Reference
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
20 August 1965 p.2672
CL

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 28
March 1882 p.1704 & 5
February 1913 p.870
Council file records
Daily Telegraph, 28
December 1888, p.5 (and
a number of other
newspaper reports around
that time)
NSW Govt. Gazette of 2
Marh 1934 p.1102
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
closing of the old road and opening of the
road on the new route had been
accomplished by a “land swap” (Gazette).
The relocated road remained unnamed in
the first Holt-Sutherland Estate subdivision
in 1882, but was included as “Sylvania
Road” in the subsequent subdivision of
farmlets in 1886.
The reminder of the old Crown Road south
of Forest Road to Port Hacking was shown
with the name “Sylvania Road” between
Forest Road and Elesmere Road on HoltSutherland Estate subdivisions in 1915-16.
Sylvania Road was constructed in 1887-8
as part of the controvertial use of a
Government umpemployment relief
programme (Daily Telegraph).
Over the years there have been several
renaming of sections of Sylvania Road:
(1) Around 1929 the part of Sylvania Road
south of Gymea Bay Road (now Casuarina
Road) was shown as being part of Gymea
Bay Road. This was later reversed in 1934
when it was renamed as Sylvania Road
(Gazette).
(2) In 1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937,
the section north of the railway was
renamed Sylvania Road North and the
section south of the railway as Sylvania
Road South (Gazettes).
(3) In 1998, parts of Sylvania Road South
were renamed as Casuarina Road,
Greygum Place and part of Matong Place
(Gazette).
Due to some confusion as to the extent of
Casuarina Road, it was later clarified in
2006 as extending through to Port
Hacking.
(4) In 2005 after consideration for
reversion to Sylvania Road, the part of
Sylvania Road South between Forest
Road and Matong Place was retained as
Sylvania Road South in 2006. The section
from Forest Road to the railway was
however reverted to Sylvania Road
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Reference
3 October 1947 p.2338
NSW Govt. Gazette of 13
November1998 p.8891 &
of 24 February 2006
p.1000
Internet

Street Name

Suburb

Sylvania
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Sutherland

Sylvania
Road South
3/10/1947

Miranda &
Gymea Bay

Sylvia Street
(DISC)
12/12/1906

Cronulla

Tabard Place

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
(Gazette).
(5) Also in 2006, Sylvania Road North was
reverted to Sylvania Road (Gazette).
Sylvania is a variant of the Latin word
‘silvanus’ and means ‘of the forest’
Silvanus was the Roman god of forests.
The name is also noted in some sources
as referring to rural landscapes, which
would accord with it being a road through
the rural subdivisions of the HoltSutherland Estate in the late nineteenth
century.
[updated 17/2/2020]
In 1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937,
the section of Sylvania Road north of the
railway was renamed Sylvania Road
North. That name were nas successfully
used for house addresses and was
returned to the original name in 2006
(Gazettes).
[updated 17/2/2020]
In 1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937,
the section of Sylvania Road south of the
railway was renamed Sylvania Road
South. That name was never successfully
used for house addresses. Parts were
renamed as Casuarina Road, Greygum
Place and Matong Place in 1998 and the
part north of Forest Road regazetted to the
original name in 2006.
The section between Forest Road and
Matong Place, after consideration in 2005
for reversion to the original name, was
retained as Sylvania Road South.
Was renamed as Coronation Avenue in
1940.
No reason for the name has been found.
There are no known property owners or
their family members with that name.
Possibly the female first name Sylvia, or a
variation of similar street names
throughout the Shire from the Latin
‘silvanus’ meaning ‘of the forest’ Silvanus
was the Roman god of forests. The female
name Sylvia comes from the same source.
HMS Tabard was a British submarine
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Reference

NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
of 24 February 2006
p.1000

NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
13 November1998 p.8891
& 24 February 2006
p.1000

CL

Warships of Australia R

Street Name
19/12/1988

Suburb

Taft Place
13/3/1969

Bonnet Bay

Tagudi Place
11/7/1980

Bangor

Taiwan Place
14/3/1966

Sylvania

Talara Lane
20/2/2004

Gymea

Talara Road
3/3/1886

Gymea

Name Source/ meaning
launched in 1945 and was the only Royal
Navy boat with that name, the name being
derived from an article of clothing. The
Tabard served in Australia and had a
collision with the HMS Queensborough in
May 1963, and was in February 1964
undergoing exercises with HMAS
Melbourne and HMAS Voyager in the
hours before their collision. It returned to
the UK to be a static training submarine
being sold and broken up in 1974.
Area theme – names of historical nautical
significance .
Named after William Howard Taft 27th US
president (1909-1913).
That Bonnet Bay street names be those of
US presidents was recommended by
Deputy Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to
by Parkes Development and Council
[updated 21/5/2020]
“Tagudi” meaning paddle’ [broad-bladed
stick for propelling a canoe] is an
Aboriginal language word of the
Kumbainggir [Gumbaynggirr] people of the
far North Coast of NSW (Mathews).
Tagudi Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. Council
records indicate acceptance of “tagudi”
meaning “paddle” likely taken from a much
later compilation which provided the same
reference to the source (McCarthy).
Road comes off Formosa Street – the
island country of Taiwan adjoins Formosa
Strait
[updated 21/5/2020]
Lane off the northern end of Talara Road
running easterly to Milburn Road. It was
opened in 1927 and although known
informally as Talara Lane for many years
was not officially named until 2004
(Gazettes).
For meaning of “talara” see entry for
Talara Road.
[updated 21/5/2020]
Talara Road was opened as a HoltSutherland Estate subdivision road in
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Reference
Gillett
Internet

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Mathews, 1910.
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 8
July 1983 p.3226 & 22
February p.800

Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
1886.

Reference
Ridley, 1875

“Talara” meaning “frost” appears in a list
supplied by Mr John Rowley in 1875 in the
Language of the Aborigines of George's
River, Cowpasture and Appin, that is from
the mouth of George's River, at Botany
Bay, and for about fifty miles to the southwest (Ridley). In 1878, referencing the
same source, the meaning was recorded
as “frost or snow” (Ridley).

Ridley; 1878

In 1886-7, “talara” was attributed as a
tribal name for Aboriginal people around
Boolcoomatia (Curr). Boolcoomatta was a
pastoral property operating by 1872 just
inside South Australia west of Broken Hill
NSW (SA Chronicle).

Curr, howitt1886-7
South Australian Chronicle
and Weekly Mail, 18 May
1872, p.1
Howitt. 1904
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448; 3
October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 p.1000

In 1904, around the same area, “talara”
meaning “rain” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word of the Dieri
people of north-east South Australia
(Howitt).
Council recorded “talara” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “frost or snow.”

Talara Road
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Gymea

Following the dividing of Talara Road by
the Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in
1937, in 1947 the section north of the
railway was renamed as Talara Road
North and that south of the railway as
Talara Road South. However those new
names were never successfully used for
street addresses and in 2005 both
sections were reverted to Talara Road
(Gazettes).
[updated 21/5/2020]
Following the dividing of Talara Road by
the Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in
1937, in 1947 the section north of the
railway was renamed as Talara Road
North. However that new name was never
successfully used for street addresses and
in 2005 was reverted to Talara Road
(Gazettes).
For meaning of “talara” see entry for
Talara Road.
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NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448; 3
October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 p.1000

Street Name
Talara Road
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Suburb
Gymea

Talbot Close
26/5/1982

Menai

Talinga Place
7/10/1965

Lilli Pilli

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 21/5/2020]
Following the dividing of Talara Road by
the Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in
1937, in 1947 the section south of the
railway was renamed as Talara Road
South. However that new name was never
successfully used for street addresses and
in 2005 was reverted to Talara Road
(Gazettes).
For meaning of “talara” see entry for
Talara Road.
Named after swimming coach Donald
Malcolm (Don) Talbot. After early
successes as a junior swimmer turned to
coaching. Coached Australian swimming
team 1964-72 and 1988 on. In area where
streets named after Australian swimmers.
[updated 21/5/2020]
“Talinga” was the name of a pastoral
property in South Australia (south of Mount
Pleasant, east of Adelaide) which was
operating by 1846 (South Australian, also
Adelaide Observer). The property was
within the administrative district of
“Hundred of Talunga” proclaimed in 1846
and could be a spelling variation (Adelaide
Observer).

Reference
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448; 3
October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 p.1000

Internet

South Australian, 6
November 1846, p.4
Adelaide Observer, 25
August 1855, p.1
Adelaide Observer, 31
October 1846, p.15
Chronicle, 17 October
1914, p.15

“Talunga” was an Aboriginal language
word described in 1914 in an unreferenced
Endacott, 1924, enlarged
reference as meaning “waterhole formed
9th edition, 1955-63.
by ‘washout’ in creek where the soil has
been broken away” (Chronicle).
Cooper, 1949
Later compilations which gave no
indication of the source of the information
Kenyon, 1930, also 2nd
list “talinga” as an aboriginal language
ed. 1951 & 1975 & 1981
word meaning “sandhill” (Endacott, also
Cooper).
Strehlow, 2018
Another compilation or “talinga” meaning
Macquarie Aboriginal
“wild fushia” (Kenyon), appears to relate to words,1994
a 1909 recording in Central Australia of the
Thelkeld, 1850
Aboriginal language word “thelanga”
meaning “native fuschia” (Strehlow).
University of Adelaide:
A Macquarie Aboriginal Words entry for
Institutional Repository:
“talinga” meaning “ear” in Torres Strait
“Native Vocabularies” Ref:
Creole language appears to relate to an
XII 2D, 11
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
1850 reference to “taliga” as a Samoan
word for “ear” (Threlkeld).

Reference

In the early 1900s, “talinga” meaning “to
mount” (as onto a horse) was recorded in
north-west Western Australia around
Ashburton (Adelaide Uni).
Tallarook
Place
11/7/1980

Bangor

[updated 21/5/2020]
“Tallarook” was a pastoral property
operating by 1840 on the Goulburn River
in northern Victoria (Port Phillip Gazette).
A site for a township named “Tallarook” on
the Goulburn River was announced in
1855 (The Age).
The town name is well-known from the
colloquialism “things is crook in Tallarook”
believed to have originated in the
Depression years and set to music in 1942
(Internet).

Port Phillip Gazette, 9
September 1940 p.2
The Age, 2 August 1855,
p.6
Internet – various sites
Mitchell, J.F.H, “Vcabulary
of Aboriginal Terms” in
Albury Banner and
Woodonga Express, 27
May 1904, p.34.

“Tallarook” meaning “wattle bird” was
recorded in 1904 as an Aboriginal
language word of the Woradgery
[Wiradjuri] people (Mitchell).

Tallong Place
30/6/1959

Caringbah
South

Tallarook Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source is not recorded in Council records.
[updated 21/5/2020]
“Tallong” was recorded in the 1790s as an
Aboriginal language word of the Sydney
region meaning the facial feature “tongue”
listed as “tal-lang” by both Dawes and
Collins and as “talling or ta-lang” by
Hunter.

Dawes, 1790-1791
Collins, 1798
Hunter, 1793
Curr, 1886-7

In 1886-7 a similar word with the same
meaning was recorded in northern
Queensland: “talong” meaning “tongue” in
the language of the Bumbarra people
whose territory extended from Port
Denison to Cape Gloucester and inland to
the head of the Proserpine River (Curr).
Also in 1886-7 a similar word with the
same meaning: “tallong” meaning “tongue”
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Sydney Morning Herald,
18 June 1860, p.7
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Goulburn Evening Penny

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
was recorded in the language of the
Whajook people of the York district to the
east of Perth in Western Australia (Curr).

Reference
Post, 27 February 1935,
p.2

The Lone Hand, Vol 2 No
In 1903, “tallong” meaning “clay” was listed 10, September 1914
as an Aboriginal language word of the
Reed, 1977
Noowidal people around Woodenbong in
far north-east NSW (Curr)
“Tallong” is also the name of a village in
the Southern Tablelands region of NSW.
A locality of Tallong was in that general
area by 1860 (SMH).
“Tallong” is mentioned in 1899 as an
Aboriginal language name with the
termination “ong” which “signified that
there was a permanent spring of water at
that place” (Anthropological Society
survey)
The village of Tallong was formerly known
as “Barber’s Creek” which was the name
of the watercourse that ran though the
village. In 1905, action by local residents
led to the change of name, related to the
railway station being near a permanent
water source. A local resident who was at
the meeting recalled; “It was decided to
ask for the name to be changed, on
account of the inconvenience caused by
the mail going to Baker’s Creek instead of
Barber’s Creek, and Tallong was the name
we got. Certainly, Tallong is the [Aboriginal
language] name for running water or big
water, and Tallong is a watering place for
the railway” (Goulburn Evening Penny
Post).
A 1914 compilation of Aboriginal names
which were “available in the Public
Library”, but gave no reference for the
listing indicated that “tallong [was] derived
from the native word for tongue or
peninsula” (The Lone Hand). Another
compilation some years later appears to
have accepted that meaning of “peninsula”
(possibly assumed) when listing: “Tallong
(NSW) — A tongue; a tongue of land
(peninsula) or a ‘spring of water’” (Reed).
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Street Name
Tallowwood
Close
25/10/1984
Taloombi
Street
16/1/1913

Suburb
Name Source/ meaning
Alfords Point A species of eucalypt. In subdivision
where streets named after trees/plants.
Cronulla

[updated 21/5/2020]
“Taloombi” originally spelt “Taloumbie”
was a pastoral property on the southern
side of the Clarence River on the northern
coast of NSW which was operating by
1850 (Gazette). The Government parish
name for the region was being spelt as
“Taloombi” by 1866 (Whitworth) The
pastoral property name was shown as
“Taloombi” by 1870 (Gazette).
“Taloumbie” was recorded in that area in
1900 as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “a windy place” (Anthropological
Survey).

Reference
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
NSW Govt. Gazette of 19
June 1850 p.934
Whitworth, 1866
NSW Govt. Gazette of 17
August 1870 p.1783
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Science of Man, Vol 6, No
1, February 1903

In 1903, in the same area, “taloumbie” was
recorded with the meaning of “a mountain” Council file records
(Science of Man).
Daily Telegraph, 8
December 1911, p.3 & 20
The name “Taloombi” (also spelt
December 1911, p.3
“Taloombie) came to Sutherland Shire as
the name of a residence on a HoltSutherland Estate lease at the shore of
Subdivisional information
Ewey (Yowie) Bay on the northern side of
in Council records.
Burraneer Bay Road, on land subdivided
in 1901. When advertised separately for
sale in 1911 it was described as
“Taloombie cottage of W.B.
[weatherboard] (framed), lined inside, on
stone foundation, having verandahs front
and rear, hall, 4 rooms, pantry, kitchen
scullery, detached, 2-stall stable and
coachhouse of galvanised iron, concrete
floor, 4500 gall[on] brick and concrete tank
(above ground); also concrete water stock
dam in creek to contain about one hundred
thousand gall[on]s, from which pipes are
laid on to the house and all over ground.
Stone and concrete wharf on water
frontage, with weatherboard boathouse
and fenced bathing enclosure” (Daily
Telegraph).
When Reginald William Sydney Harris
subdivided his Cronulla property in 1913
creating the first section of Taloombi
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Street Name

Tamar Street
13/2/1917
Tamarind
Place
23/4/1986
Tamba Place
4/2/1970

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Street, he was also obtaining interests in
large areas of land for subdivision at
Caringbah near “Taloombie Cottage”. It is
of note that he named his subdivision road
leading to Taloombie Street as Lumeah
Street after “Lumeah”, a Cronulla cottage
which he owned, so possibly he also used
the cottage name “Taloombi”.

(see also entry for Lumeah Street)
Sutherland
Probably named after River Tamar in
south west England – several streets to
west of Tamar Street (Liffey, Thames etc)
are named after English rivers
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs
Port
Hacking

[updated 21/5/2020]
“Tamba” meaning “plain’ [ie. a flat,
sweeping landmass that generally does
not change much in elevation] was
recorded in 1867 as a word in the
language of the Aboriginal people around
Adelaide in South Australia (Barry).
A 1909 recording to the north in Central
Australia has “tamba” with several
meanings of “loose, flexible or waddle (like
ducks) and also “quick and industrious”
(Strehlow).

Tamworth
Place
28/6/1974

Reference

Engadine

Barry, 1867
Strehlow, 2018
Sydney Morning Herald,
27 February 1852 p.2
Science of Man, Vol 2, No
11, December 1899 & Vol
7, No 6, July 1904
The Daily News, 17
February 1927, p.8

Nonetheless, it would appear that a
generally accepted meaning of “tamba”
was derived from “Tambaroora”, a creek
name allocated by 1852 (SMH) and also
the site of a gold mining township in the
Hill End goldfields (north of Bathurst
NSW). In 1899, “tambaroora” was listed as
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“place of the ibis” and in 1904 in that Hill
End area, “tambaroora” was an Aboriginal
language word meaning “Ibis (large
beaked bird)” (Science of Man). The first
recording found of simply “tamba” meaning
“ibis” was in an unreferenced newspaper
listing in 1927 (Daily News).
Near Armidale Street so would be named
Wikipedia
after northern NSW town of Tamworth
which is named after town of Tamworth,
Staffordshire, UK.
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Street Name
Taplan Street
25/8/1913

Suburb
Como

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 21/5/2020]
Opened as an unnamed Crown Road
around 1856 and partly closed in 1886 to
allow for re-subdivision of the HoltSutherland Estate, it was named as
Taplan Street on a subdivision plan in
1913.
“Taplan” meaning “grass tree” was
recorded in 1866 as an Aboriginal word of
the Kamilaroi people of central NSW
(Ridley).

Tara Street
12/1/1912

Sylvania

A “grass tree” is a common name for the
plant species Xanthorrhoea, with
appearance of a “trunk” made up of tightlypacked leaves with “grass-like” fronds on
top (Internet).
[updated 21/5/2020]
When Tara Street was named in the HoltSutherland Estate in 1912, there were a
number of sources from which “tara” could
have been obtained.
It possibly follows one of the themes of
streets in the Holt-Sutherland Estate which
relates to mythology (Vesta, Clio, Minerva
and later Scylla). Tara was/is the goddess
of peace and protection in many cultures,
including the Celts, and is related to the
Latin ‘terra (earth)’ in the concept of
‘mother earth.’ Her name is thought to be
the root of the word “Tor”, which is a
mound of earth or hillock imbibed with
spiritual energy or connection to the spirit
world (Internet).
“Tara” is also the hill in County Meath,
Ireland, known as the seat of the High
Kings of Ireland, and contains a Stone Age
burial site (Internet). A mansion in
Camberwell, Victoria, built for Sir John
O’Shanassy from 1853 was named ”’Tara’
after the palace of the Irish kings” (ADP
and The Bulletin).

Reference
Council file records
Ridley, 1866
https://theconversation.co
m/grass-trees-arent-agrass-and-theyre-nottrees-100531

Internet including
https://goddessgift.com/go
ddess-info/meet-thegoddesses/tara/
https://www.discoverirelan
d.ie/Arts-CultureHeritage/hill-of-tara/9805
Australian Dictionary of
Biography, Vol 5 (MUP),
1975
The Bulletin, Vol. 8 No.
390, 23 July 1887
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 18
August 1849 p.1211; 1
October 1853, p.1709; 6
June 1854 p.1197
Science of Man, Vol. 11,
No. 9, January 1910 & Vol.
13 No. 7, November 1911
Weekly Times, 16
November 1929, p.10

Street names in the Holt-Sutherland Estate
Dawes, 1790-1791
were also taken from the names of large
pastoral properties in eastern Australia.
Early records show “Tara” as a property
Collins, 1798
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
operating from 1849 in the New England
Region of NSW (north of Tamworth); from
1853 in the Darling Downs Region of
south-east Queensland; and from 1854 in
the Riverina Region of NSW (Near
Deniliquin) (Gazettes).
“Tara” in a “parish of Tara” dates from
around 1879, located west of Temora
NSW. This is likely the area of where
“Tara” “is the name of the highest point of
hills” mentioned in a description published
in 1910 of a Aboriginal practice of the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] people where teeth
removed during an initiation ceremony
were placed under the highest tree on that
hill in the belief that they will travel through
the tree to the sky into Burraba, the
Wiradjuri name for the Milky Way, where
dwelt “Dthurramoolin” the legendary figure
in the “Dreamtime” who had taught the
Aboriginal people “their marriage rites,
ceremonies, Bora rites, relationships and
totems”. It does not clarify whether “Tara”
was the Aboriginal name of the hill
(Science of Man).
Early records of a “Tara River” in the
Gippsland Region of Victoria were
incorrect and later it was corrected to
“Tarra River,” named after Charlie Tarra
who was a member of an exploration party
in 1841 (Weekly Times).
The earliest record found of “Tara” is in the
works of authors in the early years of the
European colony around Port Jackson.
“Dara” or “Tara” appears on a map at
“Dawes Point” in the 1790-1 notebook of
William Dawes. Hunter in 1793 had “ta-ra”
was an Aboriginal language word of the
Sydney Region meaning “teeth”, whilst
Collins in 1798 had “da-ra” meaning
“Teeth”. Tench in 1793 had “tara” meaning
“the thigh” as “name on the sea coast” and
“dara” also meaning “the thigh” as “name
at the Hawksbury [River]”. “Tara” meaning
“the thigh” was later recorded around
Jervis Bay on the south coast of NSW
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Reference
Hunter, 1793
Tench, 1793
Organ, 1990 – attributed to
Gaimard, 1826.
Lhotsky, 1839
The Tasmanian Journal of
Natural Science,
Agriculture, Statistics, &c.,
Vol. 1 No. 4, Hobart, 1842
Ross, “Van Diemen’s Land
Annual” p.129, referenced
in Morris, 1898
Thelkeld, 1850
Curr, 1886-7
Mathew, 1899
Strehlow, 2018
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
Ref XII 2B, 32

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Organ).
There are a number of later recordings of
“tara” as an Aboriginal language word in
various parts of Australia.
A vocabulary of Aboriginal language
collected by the French navigator Peron in
Van Diemens Land [Tasmania] in 1803
includes “tara” meaning “eucalyptus” and
also “tara” meaning “to weep” (Lhotsky).
Further listings in Tasmania up to 1842
include “tara” meaning “kangaroo skin”
and “tara” meaning [the verbal form] “was”
(Tasmanian Journal). In 1834, “tara” was
recorded as the Aboriginal language name
for the common fern Pteris aquiline, the
roots of which were edible and nutritious
(Ross).
In 1850, “tara” was recorded as the plural
form of “tarai” meaning “someone,
another, other” in the Aboriginal language
of the Awabakal people in the Hunter River
Region of NSW (Threlkeld).
In 1886-7, “tara” meaning [the] “wind” was
recorded as an Aboriginal word of the
Karrandee people sometime from 1875 on
around the mouth of the Norman River
which runs to the south-eastern coast of
the Gulf of Carpentaria in Queensland
(Curr).
In 1886-7, “tara” meaning “eat” was
recorded as an Aboriginal word of the
Mingin people on around the west bank of
the Leichhardt River near where it runs
into the south-eastern coast of the Gulf of
Carpentaria in Queensland (Curr).
In 1886-7, “tara” meaning “thigh” was
recorded as an Aboriginal word of the
Yanda people sometime from 1879 on
around the headwaters of the Hamilton
River in south-west Queensland (Curr).
In 1899, “tara” meaning “[finger] nail” was
indicated as an Aboriginal language word
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Reference

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
in the Torres Strait, north of Australia
(Mathew).

Reference

In 1909, “tara” meaning “long (emu or
eagle) feathers, plumage (headdress),
long hair (of dogs)” was recorded from the
language of the Loritja people of Central
Australia (Strehow).

Tarcoola
Place
23/9/1965

Engadine

In early 1900s, “tara” meaning “barb of a
spear” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word in the York District east of
Perth in Western Australia (Adelaide Uni).
[updated 21/5/2020]
“Tarcoola” was the name of a pastoral
property operating from 1848 until 1918 on
the Darling River about 100km upstream
from Wentworth, NSW (Heritage Study). It
was named “Tarcoola” when officially
allocated in 1851 (Gazette).
“Tarcoola” came to notice in 1893 when a
horse named “Tarcoola” bred on the
property was a surprise winner of the
Melbourne Cup and as part of the
reporting it was stated that “tarcoola” was
an Aboriginal language word meaning “the
bend of the river” (Maitland Herald).

Tareen Road
(DISC)
21/4/1914

Taren Road
1/6/1893

Caringbah

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

Discovery of gold, also in 1893, in central
South Australia led to the name of the
racehorse being applied to the name of the
goldfield and later to the town of Tarcoola
established in 1901 (Nomenclature SA).
[updated 21/5/2020]
“Tareen Road” was shown on a HoltSutherland Estate subdivision plan
opening an extension of Taren Road
between Woronora Road (later President
Avenue) and Caringbah Road registered in
1914.

“Tarcoola Homestead” in
Shire of Wentworth
Heritage Study
https://www.wentworth.nsw
.gov.au/heritage-studyitem-104.aspx
NSW Govt, Gazette of 26
July 1851 p.1205
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 11 November
1893, p.3.
“Nomenclature of South
Australia” in Register, 4
May 1908, p.5

Council file records

This appeared to be a misspelling of Taren
Road and was corrected on a subsequent
subdivision plan registered in 1915.
[updated 21/05/2020]
“Taren” was the first included in a road
The Daily Telegraph, 7
name in 1889 in the Holt-Sutherland
June 1889, p.5
Estate, when the Secretary-Manager of
From historical subdivision
the Holt-Sutherland Estate wrote of a
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
proposal “to survey Taren Point Road (the
new road from Georges River to the
lucerne paddock)” (Daily Telegraph). That
referred to a route from Taren Point to the
land around which Sutherland Hospital
now occupies upon which there was a
“Lucerne Trigonometrical Station”.
In 1890, Thomas Holt’s son, Frederick
Samuel Ellis Holt, transferred land to
create a surveyed but unnamed Crown
road from Georges River southerly to
around where Smith Street is now located
which connected to the northern end of an
unnamed Crown road provided in 1854
which ran southerly to Box Road.
The remainder of the road further south
was progressively opened and extended,
with its name shown as “Taren Road.”
In 1893, the first section named as “Taren
Road” was opened between The
Boulevarde and Port Hacking Road (later
Kingsway).
The next section, known at the time as
“Woodside Road”, was opened in 1894
between Port Hacking Road (Kingsway)
and Woronora Road (later President
Avenue).
In 1901, “Taren Road” was opened from
Caringbah Road southerly to the shoreline
of Yowie Bay.
The joining section between Caringbah
Road and Woronora Road (President
Avenue) was indicated on adjoining
subdivision plans by 1911 and appeared
on a subdivision plan registered in 1914 as
“Tareen Road”, the name being corrected
to “Taren Road” in 1915.
In 1911, the final section named as “Taren
Road” was opened from The Boulevarde
northerly to Box Road.
In 1925 and 1928, the Department of Main
Roads referred to the road between Taren
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Reference
plans and other
information held in Council
records.
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 11
September 1925, p.3904;
17 August 1928, pp.381420; 5 November 1937
p.4448; 3 October 1947
p.2338; 20 August 1948
p.2173; 24 February 2006
p.1000

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Point and Kingsway as “Taren Point Road”
in its main roads network. From then, it
became the official name for that road
(Gazettes).

Reference

“Taren Road” remained the name for the
remainder of that road southerly from
Kingsway until 1947 when, because the
road had been divided by the railway
corridor in 1938, it was renamed as “Taren
Road North” on the northern side of the
railway and “Taren Road South” on the
southern side (Gazettes).
In 1948, the section known as Taren Road
North was renamed as Taren Point Road
from the railway to Kingsway (Gazette).
Taren Road South remained the official
name south of the railway until 2006 when,
because it had not been successfully used
for street addresses, it was reverted to the
former name of Taren Road (Gazette).

Taren Road
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Sutherland

Taren Road
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Kirrawee &
Sutherland

Taren Point
Road
30/11/1911

Taren Point
& Caringbah

A search for the source and meaning of
the word “taren” has, to date, been
unsuccessful and it remains undetermined.
For further information see Taren Point in
“Origin of Suburb Names” on Council’s
web site.
[updated 21/5/2020]
Following the dividing of Taren Road by
the Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in
1937, in 1947 the section north of the
railway was renamed as Taren Road
North. In 1948, it was again renamed as
part of Taren Point Road. (Gazettes).
[updated 21/5/2020]
Following the dividing of Taren Road by
the Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in
1937, in 1947 the section south of the
railway was renamed as Taren Road
South. That name was never successfully
used for house addresses and it was
reverted to Taren Road in 2005
(Gazettes).
[updated 11/11/2019]
Originally an unnamed Crown road dating
from 1854 which ran north from Box Road
to what is now the centre of the F6
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NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448; 3
October 1947 p.2338; 20
August 1948 p.2173

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448; 3
October 1947 p.2338; 24
February 2006 p.1000

From historical subdivision
plans held in Council
records.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Motorway (known as Taren Point Road)
opposite the end of what was later Smith
Street. Apparently, that road became
locally known as Commons Point Road
(Daily Telegraph). In 1888, that road was
widened and extended to Commons Point,
constructed in land which was later
reserved in 1890 as a Crown road when it
was transferred to the State Government
from the estate of Frederick Samuel Ellis
Holt, a son of Thomas Holt.
Commons Point was the former name of
Taren Point. No record has been found of
the reason for, or date of, the change of
name.
The Secretary-Manager of the HoltSutherland Estate in 1889 wrote of a
proposal “to survey Taren Point Road (the
new road from Georges River to the
lucerne paddock)” (Daily Telegraph) —
i.e., from Taren Point to the land which
Sutherland Hospital now occupies.
However, the first subdivision to actually
show the name of the road was registered
in 1911, and a plan from 1914 showed the
name Taren Point Road on the road
running north from Parraweena Road to
Taren Point.
In 1925 and 1928, the Department of Main
Roads referred to the road between Taren
Point and Kingsway as “Taren Point Road”
in its main roads network. From then, it
became the official name for that road,
replacing the former name of “Taren Road”
for the section south of Parraweena Road
to Kingsway (Gazettes).
In 1948, the section of Taren Road, which
for a short time in 1947-8 had been known
as Taren Road North between the
Sutherland- Cronulla rail corridor and
Kingsway was also named as part of
Taren Point Road (Gazettes).
When the section of the F6 Freeway south
of Captain Cook Bridge was constructed in
1965, its corridor included the part of
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Reference
The Daily Telegraph, 2
January 1889, p.7
The Daily Telegraph, 7
June 1889, p.5
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 11
September1925, p.3904;
17 August 1928, pp.381420; 20 August 1948
p.2173; 17 March 1967,
pp.895-913; 19 March
1971 p.947

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Taren Point Road between Holt Road and
Smith Street. Adoption of the name of
“Taren Point Road” for this section of the
motorway appears to depend on the 1967
notification by the Department of Main
Road in the route of Main Road No 199 as
via “Captain Cook Bridge and Taren Point
Road to Kingsway” (Gazette).

Reference

In 1971, the part of Taren Point Road
laying outside the generally western
boundary of the Motorway corridor was
renamed as “Old Taren Point Road”
(Gazette).

Taren Point
Road (Part of
F6 Motorway)
17/3/1967

Taren Point

A search for the source and meaning of
the word “taren” has, to date, been
unsuccessful and it remains undetermined.
For further information see Taren Point in
“Origin of Suburb Names” on Council’s
web site.
[updated 21/5/2020]
When the section of the F6 Freeway south Council file records
of Captain Cook Bridge was constructed in
NSW Govt. Gazette of 17
1965, its corridor included the part of
Taren Point Road between Holt Road and March 1967 pp.895-913
Smith Street, and also parts of Woodlands
Road, Frederick Road, Smith Street, Curtis
Avenue; an area reclaimed out of Georges
River; and areas of previously subdivided
land.
Adoption of the name of “Taren Point
Road” for this section of the motorway
appears to depend on the 1967 notification
by the Department of Main Road in the
route of Main Road No 199 as via “Captain
Cook Bridge and Taren Point Road to
Kingsway” (Gazette).

Taronga
Parade
20/10/1914

Caringbah

A search for the source and meaning of
the word “taren” has, to date, been
unsuccessful and it remains undetermined.
For further information see Taren Point in
“Origin of Suburb Names” on Council’s
web site.
[updated 21/5/2020]
The generally accepted origin of “taronga” Sydney Morning Herald,
as an Aboriginal language word meaning
15 October 1912, p.10
“a beautiful view” can be traced to initial
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
events in 1912 for the opening of Taronga
Zoological Park. Mr Fred. Flowers, NSW
Chief Secretary, stated: ‘It was to be called
Taronga, an Aboriginal name, which, he
was informed, meant “Beautiful sea view”’
(SMH). After it was officially opened in
1916, an “Official Guide to Taronga
Zoological Park” indicated: ‘The word
“Taronga” in the language of the Australian
aboriginal who frequented that locality 150
years ago means “Sea View”’.

Reference
Official guide to Taronga
Zoological Park, Sydney,
1920
Hunter, 1793
Dawes, 1790-1791
McCarthy, 1952
Curr, 1886-7

A search of recorded Aboriginal language
words in that general locality revealed only
“tarong” meaning “the shoulder” listed by
John Hunter in 1793 (Hunter). A similar
word “djarrung” also meaning “the
shoulder” had been recorded by William
Dawes in 1790-1.
Composite listings of “taronga” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“beautiful view” give no reference to the
source of that information (e.g., McCarthy).

Taronga
Street
22/4/1921
Tasman
Street
11/10/1882
Tathra Place
27/7/1967

Como
Kurnell
Gymea Bay

The only other reference found for an
Aboriginal language word “taronga” was a
recording by 1886-7 which had the
meaning of “tomahawk” in language of the
Milya-uppa people of far west NSW (Curr).
[updated 21/5/2020]
For information on “Taronga” see entry for
Taronga Parade.
Named after Abel Tasman, explorer.
Streets in area named after explorers who
saw or explored Pacific Ocean.
[updated 21/5/2020]
Tathra Place appears to be named after a
NSW south coast town. Tathra is located
near the Bega River where some
Europeans had squatted on nearby land
and had access to early shipping along the
coast (Aussie Towns & SMH). In 1858, the
local settlers petitioned the Minister for
Public Works “applying for a reserve for a
shipping port, or township, at Tarthara”
(Goulburn Herald).
The wharf and town reserve were both
approved in 1861 and the town layout in
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Aussie Town
https://www.aussietowns.c
om.au/town/tathra-nsw
Sydney Morning Herald, 3
May 1849, p.4
The Goulburn Herald and
County of Argyle
Advertiser, 24 April 1958,
p.4
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 17

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
1864 (Gazettes).
It appears that “tathra” derives from the
language of local Aboriginal people, but is
summarised: ‘No one is sure what Tathra
means in the local Yuin Aboriginal
language. Some sources claim it means
"the place of wild cats" while others argue
that it simply means "beautiful country"’
(Aussie Towns).

Tatler Place
7/9/1967
Tay Place
2/10/1970

Woronora
Heights
Woronora

Taylor Close
11/2/1953

Miranda

Taywood
Street
29/12/1954

Woolooware

Tea Gardens
Avenue
26/8/1930

Kirrawee

Tea Gardens
Lane
25/3/2011
Tea Tree
Place

Kirrawee

Teak Place

Miranda

Kirrawee

Most composite listings of Aboriginal
language, none of which provide a
reference to the source of the information,
include “tathra” as meaning “beautiful
country” or “good country” — one does
have both “beautiful country” and also
“place of wild cats” (McCarthy).
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where all streets are types of birds.
Named after Tay River in UK- it runs
through central Scotland. In group of
streets near Woronora River named after
UK rivers (Liffey, Severn, Thames,
Mersey)
Named after Taylor Woodrow (Australia)
Pty Ltd the building and development
company which owned the land when the
land was subdivided.
Taylor Woodrow a UK building and
development company which sold their
houses as “Taywood Homes”. Their
Australian subsidiary was the owner of
land when this street was subdivided.
Street created in Tea Gardens Estate
lodged in 1930 by JH Webster and OH
Walton who also lodged a nearby
subdivision containing "Dudley Avenue".
Tea Gardens is near Newcastle and
Dudley is a suburb of Newcastle
Lane off Tea Gardens Avenue. Unnamed
Lane from 1930 until 2011
Named after species of Australian native
tree.
Originally in two parts either side of Garnet
Road, made continuous by renaming of
part of Garnet Road in 2011.
Named after species of tree.
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Reference
May 1861 p.1104; 24
December 1861 p.2766;
26 August 1864 p.1912
Aussie Towns (ref above)
McCarthy, 1952

DP

Wikipedia
DP
CL

Street Name
30/4/1969
Teal Place
16/4/1985
Tecoma
Street
7/2/1889

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

Woronora
Heights
Heathcote

Tedman
Parade
16/2/1927

Sylvania

List from Birds Australia
website
Pg 72 From Bottle Forest
to Heathcote Sutherland
Shire’s first settlement
What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
CL

Telford Road
(DISC)

Royal
National
Park

Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where streets are types of Australian birds.
Named after Central American plant. A
number of other streets in vicinity have
flower names.
Genus includes Yellow Bells, Yellow Elder,
Trumpet Bush
In subdivision with Harley Street and
Craigholm Street, lodged by Edward W
Hyndman and Oscar Harley Walton.
As Harley Street is probably named after
second name of Walton, it is feasible that
Tedman is a concocted name from Ted =
Edward and second part of Hyndman,
hence Ted-man.
[updated 14/6/2017]
National Parks & Wildlife Services decided
to name the road Rathane Road as that is
the name by which it is locally known.
Formerly also known as Rathane Telford
Road.

Advice from Land &
Property Information
13/6/2017

Access to Anglican Youth Camp. Named
after historic houses on site.

Telopea
Avenue
11/6/1909

Caringbah
South

Tennant
Place
28/8/1981

Illawong

Tennyson
Place
9/11/1965

Sylvania

Telford relates to “Mount Telford”, the
name of a cottage built sometime between
1890 and 1895. At the time that house was
built it was private property, but is now
within the boundaries of the Royal National
Park
Council selected name 1909. Type of
indigenous flora.
Botanical name for Waratah
On some plans spelt Telopia Avenue
Possibly James Tennant, commander of
convict ship Earl Cornwallis (1801)
or Captain W B Tennant, commander of
the ‘Repulse)’, which along with the ‘Prince
of Wales’ was sunk by Japanese
torpedoes and bombs on 10 December
1941.
Area Theme - Australian historical nautical
significance.
Named after English poet Lord Alfred
Tennyson (1809-92). Adjoins and in same
subdivision as Wordsworth Place also
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LEP 2015 – Heritage List
Carrick, History of Royal
National Park
St George Call 10 April
1909 pg 1
Internet
Library microfiche
Internet

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records(LW)
Who Did What

Street Name

Suburb

Tenth
Avenue
1/12/1923
Tenth
Avenue
26/2/1935
Tergur
Crescent
21/3/1957

Loftus

Tern Place
791967
Terrace
Avenue
5/9/1922
Terranora
Place
7/10/1980

Oyster Bay
Caringbah

Woronora
Heights
Sylvania
Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
named after English poet.
Unnamed Crown Road about 1903 to
1923.
Tenth street in subdivision.
Tenth street in subdivision.
[updated 21/5/2020]
“Tergur” meaning “to enclose” is an
Aboriginal language word recorded in
south-west Western Australia in 1842
(Moore). It had previously been recorded
in 1840 in the same area as “terr-gur” with
the same meaning of “to enclose” (Grey).
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where all streets are types of birds.
Reflects streets location - street runs
around and is about halfway up a hill.
Created 1923 in “Wonder View Estate”
[updated 21/5/2020]
“Terranora” is mentioned in 1859 as a
place name at the mouth of the Tweed
River in northern NSW (Gazette). This was
clarified in 1870: “Many farms have also
been selected lately on Terranora, an arm
which branches off the main river [Tweed
River] about half-a-mile inside the bar”
(Clarence & Richmond).
In 1900, “terranora” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language place name in that
region meaning “small river or estuary”
(Anthropological Survey).
Of note are comments recorded in the
Geographical Names Board website for
place name “Terranora”: “Aboriginal.
Terranora was never Taranora. Terranora
was the anglicised name for the hill-lands
spared for sugar blocks. (Richmond
Tweed Regional Library. 1984). Also:
small river. (McCarthy. 1963). Also:
(coastal) small estuary. (M.Sharpe). Also:
Formerly Bundjalung Aboriginal land but
name is definitely not Aboriginal in origin. It
was invented by Europeans. (Appleton;
1992).”
Terranora Place is in an area of the suburb
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Reference

Moore, 1842
Grey, 1840

DP
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
May 1859, p.1044
Clarence and Richmond
Examiner and New
England Advertiser, 28
June 1870, p.2
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Geographical Names
Board website.
https://www.gnb.nsw.gov.a
u/place_naming/placenam
e
See also:
McCarthy, 1952
Appleton, Richard and
Barbara Appleton 1992,
The Cambridge Dictionary
of Australian Places,
Cambridge University
Press, Melbourne.

Street Name

Suburb

Terrigal Place Engadine
18/7/1969

Name Source/ meaning
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source is not recorded in Council records.
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Terrigal” on the NSW central coast was
known as a place name by 1826 (The
Australian). It was also shown as “Tarrigal”
in some newspaper reports (e.g., Sydney
Gazette) and as “Tarragal” in 1866
(Whitworth).
According to a history of the area: “The
first European settler in the area was John
Gray who arrived in 1826. He named his
property Tarrygal, after an Indigenous
word he heard the original inhabitants, the
Awabakal Aboriginal people using.
Tarrygal was believed to mean ‘place of
little birds’” (Tourist Towns).
Several Internet sites indicate the meaning
of “Terrigal” is uncertain but suggest
“Possibly “a place of, or where one can
find wild figs” (if based on the Aboriginal
word “Tarriga”), or “a place of little birds” (if
based on the Aboriginal word “Tarragal”).
Many different spellings of Terrigal appear
on maps over the years”. None of these
sites provide any reference to the source
of that information (Internet).
No specific confirmation has been found of
an Aboriginal word for either suggestion
with the meanings stated.
There are, nonetheless, hints that the
assumed meanings may have resulted
from similarity of words in other NSW
Aboriginal languages.
“Tarriga” may be a version of “Taree” plus
an ending “ga”, which, depending on the
Aboriginal language from which it was
taken, could mean “place of”. “Taree”
meaning “sand-paper leaved fig-tree” was
supplied by an Aboriginal named Tommy
Bulmer in 1834 along the Manning River
on the NSW mid north coast (Threlkeld).
That was not long after the area was first
settled by Europeans in 1831 (Manning
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Reference
Council file records

The Australian, 20
December 1826, p.3
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 25 September
1830, p.4
Whitworth, 1866
Tourist Towns – Terrigal
https://australiaspastprese
nt.com/2016/04/29/touristtowns-terrigal/
Internet – there are several
sites about Terrigal with
identical information.
Threlkeld, 1834
Manning River Times and
Advocate for the Northern
Coast Districts of New
South Wales, 10
December 1938, p.1
The Lone Hand, Vol. 1 No
10, August 1914.
Gunther in an Appendix to
Threlkeld &J Fraser to An
Australian Language, 1892
Council file records
Thorpe, 1927

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
River Times).

Reference

A composite listing of Aboriginal words in
1914 which did not indicate a source other
than that the author had “consulted as
many authorities as were available in the
Public Library” recorded that “terrigal”
means ‘“the place of little birds,” from
“dirral,” a little bird; “gel,” place’ (The Lone
Hand). “Dirral” meaning “a little bird” has
been traced to a listing recorded around
1837 or a little later by Archdeacon
Gunther as a word in the Wiradhuri
[Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language of central
NSW (Gunther).

Thacker
Close
18/5/1961
Thacker
Street
24/1/1941

Thames
Street
21/8/1969
Tharawal
Lane
3/10/2003

Gymea
Gymea

Woronora
Waterfall

Council records show acceptance in 1967
of “Terrigal” as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “a place of little birds” likely
sourced from one of a number of
composite listings published from 1914
onwards which include that word with that
meaning (e.g., Thorpe)
Cul-de-sac off Thacker Street. See
Thacker Street for origin of name.
Originally an unnamed pathway between
Paddison Avenue and Sylvania Road in
1924, widened to road width in 1940 to
provide new access to part of Paddison
Avenue cut off by the Sutherland-Cronulla
railway. Named in 1941 after Edward
Thacker who had died in 1936.
Edward Thacker was a Miranda pioneer
who moved to area from Kogarah in 1887
and established orchard on what had been
Blaxland’s “Old Farm” (where now Miranda
Fair). He helped finance and build Miranda
School of Arts. Was on Provisional Council
1906 and was known as the “Father of
Miranda”. Was 1st president of Miranda
Co-Op Society.
Named after River Thames in UK. In group
of streets named after UK rivers (Tay,
Severn, Liffey, Mersey)
[updated 22/05/2020]
A Crown lane opened around 1904 but not
officially named until 2003 in consultation
with local Progress Association (Gazette).
A previously suggested name of Hopkins
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Faces of the Shire

Echoes from the Bay

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
October 2003 pp.10000-1

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Lane was not accepted. Prior to 2003, the
local name of Warabin Lane had been
used by Council to identify the lane
(Gazette).

Reference
Council file records and
policy

The name ‘Tharawal’, also spelt
‘Dharawal’, relates to the language spoken
by the Aboriginal people across the
traditionall lands that we now refer to as
‘Dharawal Country’. Dharawal Country
occupies the region roughly between
Kamay Botany Bay and Jervis Bay and
inland for roughly 60 kilometres, with Lake
Illawarra its heartland. Sutherland Shire
lies wholly within Dharawal Country.
Documented records available from the
National Library and other sources have,
over the years shown many other
spellings, viz.: Darawal, Carawal,
Turawal, Thurawal, Thurrawal, Thurrawall,
Turu-wal, Turuwul, Turrubul, Turuwull.

The Avenue
prior to 1963

Bundeena

The Avenue
21/6/1961

Heathcote

The general inclusion of Aboriginal
language words in the names of suburbs,
places and streets in Sutherland Shire is
evident, however recognition of the
language of the Dharawal people is now
emphasised in Council’s Aboriginal
Heritage Signage Policy, adopted in 2016.
The policy aims to: Recognise and affirm
Aboriginal people as the first inhabitants of
the Sutherland Shire; promote an
awareness of Aboriginal heritage in the
Sutherland Shire; promote the Dharawal
language; and identify opportunities to
promote education and increase protection
of Aboriginal sites.
On original subdivision in 1925 shown as
“Avenue 30 ft wide” but never formally
named. Would appeared to have become
accepted as The Avenue sometime before
1963 when that name first appeared on a
subdivision plan.
Named “Avenue” on 1888 subdivision
CL
plan, when it was the section adjacent to
the boundary of the National (now Royal
National) Park and shown as such on
subsequent plans until extended to Wilson
Parade in 1961, when specifically shown
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Street Name

Suburb

The
Boulevard
(DISC)
12/1/1882

Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea &
Miranda

The
Boulevarde
30/5/1893

Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea &
Miranda &
Caringbah

The
Boulevarde
(DISC)
25/7/1887

Sutherland

The
Boulevarde
West (DISC)
1/10/1937

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
and dedicated as The Avenue.
Original name on subdivision plans for the
Holt-Sutherland Estate from Oakwood
Street to Sylvania Road. Extended to
Cawarra Road in 1893 and east of
Cawarra Road in 1911. Also extended to
Mersey Street (later River Road) in 1920.
It continues to be shown as The Boulevard
in all Holt-Sutherland Estate subdivisions
up to the 1930s. In the meantime
subdivisions of other land show it as The
Boulevarde. First shown as The
Boulevarde in 1893 subdivision.
Eventually the name is consistently shown
as The Boulevarde.
Originally shown as The Boulevard in all
Holt-Sutherland Estate subdivisions up
until the 1930s, but shown as The
Boulevarde in other subdivisions, the
earliest being in 1893.
By 1920, The boulevard extended from
Mersey Street (later River Road) to east of
Cawarra Road (at what is now the start of
Endeavour Road).
In 1937, the section of The Boulevarde on
the west of the railway was renamed as
The Boulevarde West, which was itself
renamed as Sumner Street and Sunbury
Street in 1986.
In 1970, the section to the east of Taren
Point Road was renamed as part of
Captain Cook Drive.
Part in North Caringbah became part of
Captain Cook Drive GG 97 of 7/8/1970.
Regardless of spelling as Boulevard or
Boulevarde the road first named by James
Murphy manager and a shareholder of the
Holt-Sutherland Estate in 1882 is defined
as a wide street in a city or town, typically
one lined with trees.
Road between The Grand Parade and
East Parade along the frontage of The
National Park (later Woronora Cemetery
and Sutherland Park). Renamed as part of
Linden Street in 1937.
Part of the Boulevarde west of the railway
to River Road was renamed in 1937, but in
1986 parts were again renamed to Sumner
Street and Sunbury Street.
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Reference

CL

See also Fin Com 262
18/5/1970, 361 of 20/7/70,
Council 27/7/70

Street Name
The Circle
28/11/1947

Suburb
Jannali

The Circus
(DISC)
26/2/1935

Jannali

The Crescent
12/10/1909

Woronora

The
Esplanade
circa early
1900s

Cronulla

The
Esplanade
4/9/1923

Sylvania

The Friendly
Road
(Private)

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
Originally named as The Circus. Street
was renamed to remove connotation that
the name referred to a carnival. The Circle
is not quite a correct description as it forms
only a rough arc of a half-circle and not a
complete circle.
Renamed as The Circle in 1947. Origin of
name is from ancient Rome when it
described a rounded or oval arena lined
with tiers of seats.
Possibly relates to Piccadilly Circus in
London, where the word circus is taken
from the Latin word meaning circle, and is
a round open space at a street junction.
Name reflects original shape of road,
which is no longer apparent since its
northern “arc” roughly parallel to Forbes
Creek and Woronora River was renamed
as part of Prince Edward Park Road in
1948.
Although not technically a road, being only
for pedestrian access, it is used for street
addressing of adjoining properties.
Originally a Crown reserve for Access and
known as ‘Ocean Esplanade’, it is now a
Crown Reserve for public recreation
between Cronulla Park and Salmon Haul
Reserve.
An Esplanade is a long, open, level area,
usually next to a river or large body of
water, where people may walk.
The Esplanade follows its original route
generally southerly from Tara Street to
opposite the southernmost end of Young
Street, where it joined a road originally
named The Promenade when it was
opened in 1930 and then followed that
road to where it is nowadays adjacent to
Kareela Golf Course. It was later extended
in 1970-71 through to Box Road as The
Esplanade.
The central section was renamed from The
Promenade to The Esplanade in 1961.
An Esplanade is a long, open, level area,
usually next to a river or large body of
water, where people may walk.
A road/track from Boundary Street,
Heathcote through the Scout Camp to the
bridge over the Woronora Pipelins
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Reference
CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

Miyles Dunphy’s (1940
revd 1959) Plan of
Heathcote Primitive Area

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

The Grand
Parade
13/2/1882

Sutherland

The Grand
Parade East
(DISC)
28/1/1938
The
Kingsway
(DISC)

Sutherland

Originally extended from Acacia Road to
current end of The Grand Parade to the
west of Delta Street.
The section between Acacia Road and
Belmont Street was renamed as part of
Kingsway in 1916, before being included in DP
Princes Highway in 1921 and Old Princes
Highway around 1976.
The remaining part of The Grand Parade
on the east of the railway was named as
The Grand Parade East in 1938, before
being again renamed as Acton Street in
1986.
Name first registered 1882 by James
Murphy manager and a shareholder of the
Holt-Sutherland Estate Co.
The Grand Parade means the main public
square or promenade.
Renamed as Acton Street in 1986.

The Knoll
16/10/1961

Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea &
Miranda &
Caringbah &
Caringbah
South &
Woolooware
& Cronulla
Miranda

The Lambeth
Walk
1/4/1940

Bundeena

The McKell
Avenue

Waterfall &
Royal

Reference
(now Heathcote National
Park)
CL

Erroneous version of name, which
appeared on some plans – has always
been one word. Comes from the road
being referred to as “the Kingsway” (note
lower case).

In same subdivision with Manor Hill Road
and Huntingdale St. All three are names of Internet
major golf courses. The Knoll Golf Course
is in New Jersey, USA
The Lambeth Walk was a song from the
1937 musical “Me and My Girl”, which
gave its name to a popular Cockney dance
the same year and a movie released in
1939.
Lambeth Walk is a street in Lambeth, an
area of London, once notable for its street
market and working class culture.
Street is believed to be named after the
dance.
Originally called Waterfall Road.
CL
Reconstructed and on reopening in 1945
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Street Name
(DISC)
1945

Suburb
National
Park

The
Meadows
Fire Trail
The
Promenade
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Royal
National
Park
Sylvania

The
Promenade
31/7/1968

Sylvania

The Reserve
(Private
Road)
The Saddle

Royal
National
Park
Royal
National
Park
Jannali

The Short
Cut (DISC)
29/9/1920
The Sydney
Road (DISC)
The Trust
Road (DISC)

The Woods
Circuit
10/12/1991

Sutherland

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
was named as “The McKell Avenue” after
Sir William McKell, Premier of NSW 19411947.
Generally now known as McKell Avenue
Fire trail not road. Origin of name not
determined.

Reference
History of Royal National
Park

The original route of The Promenade
which was renamed and incorporated into
The Esplanade in 1961.
Promenade is defined the same as
Esplanade, ie. a long, open, level area,
usually next to a river or large body of
water, where people may walk.
The name used for the original route of
The Promenade in 1930 until it became
part of The Esplanade in 1961 was
effectively reissued to the present location
in 1968 when the area (including a
reclaimed area) was resubdivided and the
new route of The Promenade was opened
and then extended in 1969 forming a
joining road between two parts of The
Esplanade.
Promenade is defined the same as
Esplanade, ie. a long, open, level area,
usually next to a river or large body of
water, where people may walk.
Residents access road to properties in
Cullen Lane at Maianbar through Royal
National Park
Part of road at the turn-off to Garie Beach
Road

CL

Renamed Samuels Avenue in 1954. Was
short cut from Oyster Bay Road to
Georges River Road.
See Illawarra or National Park Road

CL
1934 Gregory’s Street
Directory

Former name circa 1886 of the section of
Linden Street south of The Grand Parade.
So named as was then the boundary of
the Royal National Park which was run by
a trust. Became The Boulevarde then
Linden Street
In Subdivision where streets named after
trees. Named because the road forms a
rough circle which traverses a circuit
through all the streets named after trees.

Street Names in Early
Sutherland by F Midgley in
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Feb 1986
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CL

UBD, CL
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire

Street Name
Third Avenue
7/2/1918
Third Avenue
24/4/1933
Third Avenue
1/12/1923

Suburb
Gymea Bay

Thomas
Street
12/7/1912

Cronulla

Thomas
Mitchell Drive
31/1/1991

Barden
Ridge

Thompson
Avenue
13/2/1914

Illawong

Thompson
Avenue
17/5/1923

Bundeena

Thomson
Avenue
(naming date
unknown)

Lucas
Heights

Thornbill
Street
(DISC)

Greenhills
Beach

Jannali
Loftus

Name Source/ meaning
Shown as 3rd Avenue on subdivision plan.
Third Street in Subdivision.
Third Street in Subdivision.
Unnamed Crown Road from around 1903
to 1923.
Third street in subdivision
Origin of name not determined.
With Philip Street in subdivision lodged by
Arthur Charles Hobbs. Appears to be a
male first name but no known relationship.
Named after NSW Surveyor General Major
Sir Thomas Livingstone Mitchell (17921855) surveyor and explorer.
Due to perception that part of Old Illawarra
Road south of David Road should be part
of Thomas Mitchell Drive, it was renamed
after agreement with residents in 2008.
Originally unnamed Crown road circa 1900
until around 1913.
Probably named after either John
Thompson, Hurstville alderman 18941900, 1900 -11 & Mayor 1896-97, 190002, 1910-11 or Frederick Gamaliel
Thompson Hurstville alderman 1892-1906,
1911-13, mayor 1899-1900. Area was part
of Hurstville Council till 1921. Sproule and
Griffin Streets nearby also named after
Hurstville mayors. First subdivision with
street name was 1913.
A large area of Thompson Avenue
between Griffin Parade and Hobart Place
was closed in 1987 and included in
adjoining subdivisions.
Created in Thompson’s subdivision in
1923. Owners at time of subdivision were
Percival E Thompson and F M Thompson.
Street may have been named after John
Albert Thompson, who bought the land
from the Yarmouth Estate in 1890.
Private road on ANSTO site. Named after
Joseph John Thomson (b 1856) who in
1897 discovered the electron. He won
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1906. His son
also won 1937 Nobel Prize for Physics.
A name proposed by the developer, but
not accepted for a street in Shearwater
Landing Estate where streets were to be
named after migratory birds which
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Reference

The History of Hurstville
Council Elections

CL

www.ansto.gov.au

Council file records
Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Thornton
Place
27/9/1974
Thorp Road
12/10/1909

Kangaroo
Point

Throsby
Close
21/1/2003

Barden
Ridge

Thurlgona
Road
23/11/1961

Engadine

Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
frequented the Kurnell Peninsula.
A genus of birds, mostly found in Australia,
commonly known as thornbills.
Origin of name not determined
Subdivision lodged by Lyons Brothers
(Australia) Pty Ltd, so no apparent relation.
Named after Joshua Thorp, who
purchased a land grant of 30 acres in
1836. Thorps Road was opened in that
land when it was subdivided by a later
owner. In 1909
Part of Thorp Road was renamed as part
of Prince Edward Park Road in 1948.
Named after Charles Throsby (17781828) – Royal Navy surgeon, settler,
explorer ( South Coast and ACT areas) –
one of first settlers in Illawarra area (area
has Australian pioneers theme)
[updated 22/5/2020]
Thurlgona, usually spelt Thurlgoona, was
the name of a large pastoral property on
the Warrego River in southern Queensland
just north of the NSW border, the first
mention of which was in 1874 and
certainly operating by 1876 (Maitland
Mercury, also The Telegraph).
In 1900, “thurlgoona” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “dog
evacuating” (Science of Man). Whilst no
confirmation had been found of “thurl”
meaning “dog”, an 1886-7 recording of
“goona” and similar words in that locality
and many other areas of Australia has the
meaning as “excrement” (Curr).

Reference

Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
Aug 88 p374 (LW)
CL

Allocated by
correspondence 24/8/2000
Council File Records (LW)
/ADB, 1000 Famous
Australians
The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 11 June 1874,
p.4
The Telegraph, 19 January
1876, p.5
Science of Man, Vol. 2,
No. 12, January 1900
Curr, 1886-7
Science of Man, Vol. 8,
No. 5, September 1906
Hercus, 2009

In 1906, “Thurlgona”, a place in
Queensland, was listed as an Aboriginal
word meaning “rocky” (Science of Man).
This is possibly related to “thurla” meaning
“sharp stone” in the language of the
Arabana people of north-eastern South
Australia (Hercus).

Tiber Place

Heathcote

It would thus appear that “thurlgona” was
derived from an Aboriginal language word
(or words), however the meaning remains
unconfirmed.
Named after river which runs through
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Internet

Street Name
16/1/1987

Suburb

Tibooburra
Street
17/7/1967

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Rome / third-longest river in Italy. In group
of streets with names linked to Classic
Roman / Greek places/ myths
[updated 22/5/2020]
Tibooburra is a town in the far north-west
of NSW. “Tibooburra” was recorded in
1900 as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “heap of granite rocks” (Science
of Man)
The name of the town originated in 1881
when a gold rush settlement in the Albert
Goldfields had the name “Granite Rock.” It
was reported that “as soon as a surveyor
could be induced to come to the goldfields
from Wilcannia, he was going to lay out a
town at the Granite Rock, and name it
Tibooburra” (Sydney Daily Telegraph).

Reference

Science of Man, Vol. 3,
No. 4, May 1900
The Sydney Daily
Telegraph, 2 September
1881, p.3
South Australian Register,
25 August 1881, p.7
Council file records

A description of the location at the time
indicates the reason for the name: “on top
of a table hill caped with quartzite, there is
a group of fossil tree-stumps standing.
They are composed of white quartz, rock
and sandstone and have a diameter of
from one to four feet. The quantity of
stones scattered over the plains is
enormous and the kind of pebble or
boulder predominates accordingly as the
nearest hills are quartzite, slate, or
sandstone, from which they have been
derived. Near the slate hills and quartz
reefs the ground is often paved with
fragments of those rocks” (South
Australian Register).

Tilba Place
5/2/1975

Yarrawarrah

Council records indicate acceptance in
1967 of “Tibooburra” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a heap of granite
rocks”.
[updated 22/5/2020]
There is no clear reasoning that has been
recorded for the origin of “tilba” used in this
street name although it can be supposed
from several factors: (1) that it is a
shortening of “Tilba Tilba”; (2) that several
street nearby have words from Australian
town and place names; also that the
nearby streets have words of Aboriginal
language origin; and (3) that Tilba Place is
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Koch & Hercus, 2009
Dawson, 1922
The Lone Hand, Vol. 2 No
10, September 1914
Newland, 1887

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
located next to a water reservoir built
some years before the street was opened.
Tilba Tilba is the name of a town near the
south coast of NSW. An explanation
provided for the name of the town
indicates that Tilba Tilba’s earlier form was
recorded 1839-40 as ‘Tolbedelbo’ by
Stewart Ryrie in 1840 as ‘Tulbedelbo’ but
was altered by substitution of letters to
“Tilba Tilba”. By having a repeated
simplified form, it was easier to remember
than the original (Koch & Hercus).

Reference
Thorpe, 1927
NSW Govt. Gazette of 9
May 1958 p.1396

A supplementary list in a 1922 publication
records “tilba tilba” as a Aboriginal
language name of the NSW South Coast
that means “windy-windy,” or a place
where the wind blows strongly (Dawson).
Confusion concerning the meaning of “tilba
tilba” appears to stem from a composite
listing of Aboriginal words in 1914 which
did not indicate a source other than that
the author had “consulted as many
authorities as were available in the Public
Library”. It listed: “TILBA TILBA. —Means
many waters, or springs — followed
immediately by an entry for: TILPA. —
Means water, or a spring” (The Lone
Hand).
A meaning for “tilpa” related to water has
not been found, but may relate to “thulpa”
meaning “flood” recorded in 1887 as an
Aboriginal word of the Parkengees
[Barkinji] people of the Upper Darling River
in north-west NSW (Newland).
It would appear that later authors of
composite listings of Aboriginal language
names accepted the 1914 listing and gave
“tilba tilba” as meaning “many waters”
(e.g., Thorpe).

Tillford Road

Royal

The water reservoir next to the eastern
end of Tilba Place was constructed in the
late 1950s on a high area of land acquired
in 1958 (Gazette).
Non-existent road shown in UBD street UDB
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Street Name
(NON-EXIST)
Timaru Place
2/1/2004

Suburb
National
Park
Kirrawee

Timaru Street
(DISC)
22/12/1965

Kirrawee

Timbarra
Place
14/11/1972

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
directory – possibly used to detect
copyright infringements
Originally Timaru Street renamed 2004 to
reflect being a ‘no through road’. File says
named after town in New Zealand which
has 3 possible Maori meanings – “the
peak of maru’, ‘place of shelter’ or ‘shady
cabbage tree’
Renamed as Timaru Place 2004
Named after town in New Zealand which
has 3 possible Maori meanings – “the
peak of maru’, ‘place of shelter’ or ‘shady
cabbage tree’
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Timbarra” is an Aboriginal language word
relating to the names of a river and State
Park in East Gippsland, Victoria, and of a
river, a creek, a town, a pastoral property
and a National Park east of Tenterfield in
north-east NSW (Internet).
Timbarra River in East Gippsland was
named prior to 1860 (The Argus). In 1900,
“Tim-barrah” meaning “the tree fern” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
of unreferenced location (Science of Man).

Reference
CL
Council file records
Wikipedia

CL
Wikipedia- List of New
Zealand place names and
their meanings
Locations determined from
various Internet sites.
The Argus, 23 May 1860,
p.4
Science of Man, Vol. 3,
No. 9, October 1900
The Argus, 3 June 1905,
p.5
Saxton, 1907

A newspaper listing in 1905, which also
did not provide the source location,
indicated that “timbarra” was an Aboriginal
language word which was a shortening of
“timbarragun” meaning “the tree-fern” (The
Argus). A 1907 publication with the same
information as the 1905 listing indicated
that it related to a Victorian place name
(Saxton). No confirmation has been found
elsewhere of “timbarragun” as an
Aboriginal language word.

https://www.gardensonline.
com.au/gardenshed/plantfi
nder/show_3871.aspx
The Armidale Express and
New England General
Advertser, 27 December
1856, p.3

New South Wales Govt.
Gazette, 17 May 1859,
“Tree fern” is a common name for the plant p.1097
species Cyathea, with appearance of a
single tall stem with fern-like fronds on top Science of Man, Vol. 2,
(Internet).
No. 12, January 1900 &
Vol. 12, No. 1, May 1910.
“Timbarra” near Tenterfield in NSW, was
https://theconversation.co
operating as a pastoral property on the
m/grass-trees-arent-aTimbarra or Rocky River by 1856
grass-and-theyre-not(Armidale Express). In 1859, the Gold
trees-100531
Fields in the vicinity of the Timbarra, or
Northern Rocky River and its tributaries
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Street Name

Suburb

Timbrey
Circuit
16/1/2004

Barden
Ridge

Timor Close
17/7/1963

Kirrawee

Tinakill
Avenue
12/8/1963

Engadine

Tingha Street
2/6/1964

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
was officially named “Timbarra Gold Field”
(Gazette). In 1900, “Timbarra” meaning
“grass tree” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word. In 1910, it was indicated
that the word with that meaning had been
collected in the same region of north-east
NSW (Science of Man).
A “grass tree” (which is different to a “tree
fern”) is a common name for the plant
species Xanthorrhoea, with appearance of
a “trunk” made up of tightly-packed leaves
with “grass-like” fronds on top (Internet).
Named after C Timbrey who played Rugby
for the South Sydney Rugby League club
(in 1963 according to club website).
Theme in 2003 subdivision (by
Gandangara Aboriginal, Land Corp.) was
aboriginal sports person.
Apparently should have been spelt
“Timbery”, but Timbrey is an acceptable
variation to family name.
Off Gore Avenue in group of streets with
name linked to Governor/Captain Bligh.
After mutiny near Tahiti Captain Bligh and
his loyal followers sailed in an open boat to
Timor.
Named after Tinakill in Queen’s County
Ireland. Adjoins Lalor Crescent – Peter
Lalor was born at Tinakill. He was leader
of miners at Eureka Stockade , Victorian
politician, Speaker Legislative Assembly
[updated 22/5/2020]
Tingha is a small town in the northern
tablelands of NSW south-east of Inverell.
The area was settled in the early 1840s
but development of a settlement was
spurred by the discovery of deposits of tin
in 1872 ((Monuments Australia). The
location at that time was known as
“Armidale Crossing” (Armidale Express).
The name of the post office and hence the
town name was changed to “Tingha” in
November 1872 (Empire).
In 1899-1901, a collection was made of
“names of places, with Aboriginal
designations and their meanings, as
furnished by the full-blooded native Perry,
of the Ngarrabul tribe.” It included: Name
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Reference

South Sydney Rugby
League club website
Council file records

Wikipedia

Internet

http://monumentaustralia.o
rg.au/themes/technology/in
dustry/display/94066-tinmining-memorial
The Armidale Express and
New England General
Advertiser, 24 August
1872, p.2
Empire, 6 November 1872,
p.3
Macpherson,1930
The Lone Hand, Vol. 2 No
10, September 1914

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
on map: “Tingha and Cope’s Creek
Station” with Aboriginal Name: “Wop’ulwah”. No meaning was given for the name
(Macpherson).

Reference
Thorpe, 1927

In 1914, a composite listing of Aboriginal
language words which did not indicate a
source other than that the author had
“consulted as many authorities as were
available in the Public Library”, included
“tingha” meaning “flat, level” (The Lone
Hand). No earlier confirmation has been
found of that meaning.
Later composite publications of Aboriginal
language words agree with the 1914 listing
with “tingha” meaning “flat or level” (e.g.,
Thorpe).

Tipperary
Track (DISC)
Circa 1918

?

Tiranna Place Oyster Bay
18/8/1961

It may be coincidental that tin deposits
were found at the location just before it
was given a name beginning “tin-”
[Updated 22/9/2017]
This name appears in Council road
construction and maintenance list for 1918
and 1920.
No information found on its location other
than it was somewhere in the western part
of the Shire.
[updated 22/5/2020]
Tiranna, was an early alternate spelling of
Tirranna (Sydney Gazette). This was a
former pastoral property, on the south side
of the locality now known as Tirrannaville,
south of Goulburn, NSW (HLRV).
An early settler in the Goulburn Plains
region acquired by 1827 all the farm
blocks in a Government soldier settlement
“Veterans’ Flats” on the Mulwarree River
and erected a residence on his pastoral
property he named “Tirranna” (Dudley).
In 1904, “tirranna” meaning “running
water” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word in that area (Science of
Man).
Around the time the street was named, the
only published spelling “tiranna” related to
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CL

The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 7 April 1835,
p.3
Historical Land Records
Viewer
Dudley, E.H., “Old
Tirranna: A Link with the
Early Days” in Sydney
Mail, 24 March 1926, p.14
Science of Man, Vol. 7,
No. 6, July 1904
Sydney Morning Herald,
18 March 1950, p.22

Street Name

Tirrabeena
Place
11/7/1980

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
an “imposing brick building” at Elizabeth
Bay in Sydney (SMH).
The origin and meaning of “tiranna” in the
street name can be assumed from the
above, but not confirmed.
[updated 22/5/2020]
Tirrabeena Place is in an area of the
suburb where the street name theme is
Aboriginal language words starting with
“T”. Whilst no exact recording has been
found with spelling of “tirrabeena” it was
likely derived from a 1952 listing of
“tirabeena” meaning “tooth-like point of
land” in the language of the Awabakal
people of the Hunter region around Lake
Macquarie on the mid-north coat of NSW
(McCarthy).

Reference

Council file records
McCarthy, 1952
Threlkeld, 1834
Champion, B.W., “Lancelot
Edward Threlkeld: His Life
and Work” in Royal
Australian Journal and
Proceedings, Vol. 25, Part
5, 1939.

That 1952 record derives from a 1934
vocabulary of the Awabakal people
recorded by the Rev. Threlkeld which
includes entries for: “tirabinba” meaning
“the ‘toothed’ place” and “tirabeenba”
meaning “a tooth-like point of land; from
tira, ‘a tooth.” (Threlkeld)

Tirto Street
30/5/1930

Barden
Ridge

Of note is a mention of “tirabeena,” in the
1834 will of Rev. Threlkeld, where it is
described as the point near the head of
Kilaben Bay at Lake Macquarie
(Champion).
[updated 22/5/2020]
A road opened in a 1916 subdivision, but
not named as Tirto Street until 1930
(Gazette).
In 1846, a church minister of Hexham,
west of Newcastle, NSW, advised that
“tirto” was the Aboriginal language name
of a swamp in that area (Bolton). However,
there is no subsequent mention of that
“tirto”, so it is an unlikely source for the
street name.
In 1903, “tirto” meaning “fish collectively”
was recorded as an Aboriginal language
word of the Bungandity [Bungandidj]
people whose territory was around Mount
Gambier in south-east South Australia and
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NSW Govt. Gazette, of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3
Bolton, Rev. R.T., letter 15
April 1846 to The Select
Committee on the
Condition of the
Aborigines, , Sydney, 1846
https://libguides.newcastle.
edu.au/aboriginalsourcebo
ok/1846
Mathews, 1903

Street Name

Suburb

Tivoli
Esplanade
29/3/1888

Como

Tobruk
Avenue
9/11/1962

Engadine

Todd Place
4/12/1981

Illawong

Tolol Avenue
(DISC)
1957

Kangaroo
Point

Tolol Avenue
28/9/1959

Miranda

Tomah Place
14/7/1961

Sylvania

Name Source/ meaning
western Victoria (Mathews).
Named after location in Italy by James
Murphy manager, director, shareholder of
Holt Sutherland Estate who named suburb
and original 8 streets after locations in Italy
Tivoli was a city in Ancient Rome from
which many saints and popes came
Named after battle at Tobruk in line with
War battlefield theme of area.
Originally an unnamed Crown designed
road off Anzac Avenue in 1957, was
slightly rerouted when dedicated and
named in 1962, then extended in 1966 and
1979.
Captain Todd, master of the brig ‘Magnet’
(1827)
or John Todd, commander of the convict
ship Java (1833)
or Captain Alexander Todd, master
passenger ship ‘Harvest Home’ (1840)
or Captain Todd, master of the
‘Ballingeich’ (1851)
or Mark Todd, master of passenger ship
“John Oldham” (1852)
or Captain Todd, master of the ‘Dundee’
(1917
In area where streets named for Australian
historical nautical significance
[updated 22/5/2020]
Originally intended name for road named
Robvic Avenue. Name was crossed out on
lodged subdivision plan and replaced with
Robvic.
For meaning of “tolol” see entry for Tolol
Avenue.
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Tolol” meaning “straight forward; direct”
was recorded in 1842 as an Aboriginal
language word in the Upper Swan River
region to the north-east of Perth (Moore).
[updated 22/5/2020]
Mount Tomah is located in the Blue
Mountains on the Bells Line of Road. It is
first mentioned as “fern tree hill” as the
limit of the exploration of botanist George
Caley in 1804 (Dunphy).
In 1822, another botanist, Allan
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Reference
Como Public School 188485 1921-1988 A History of
Two Schools DP
Internet

Internet

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records (LW)

Moore, 1842

Dunphy, M.J., “Caley’s
map of his expedition to
the mountains”, 1962,
NSW State Library Ref
Map — M2 812.17/1804/1
Cunningham, A.,

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Cunningham, indicated that he observed
“tree-ferns (Dicksonia Antarctica) . . . very
general in the dark forests on the mountain
named by the Aborigines Tomah”
(Cunningham).

Reference
“Specimen of the
Indigenous Botany of the
mountainous country,
between the Colony round
Port Jackson and the
Settlement of Bathurst;
being a portion of the
Council records do contain an entry of
“tomah” as an Aboriginal language word
result of observations
for “fern tree”, most likely based on a 1952 made in the months of
publication which links the two (McCarthy). October, November and
December 1822” in Field,
B., Geographical Memoirs
It is nonetheless of note that another
earlier compilation publication of Aboriginal on New South Wales; by
Various Hands, London,
language words includes “Tomah (no
1825
meaning given)” (Tyrell).
It appears that “Tomah,” is an Aboriginal
language word, but the meaning provided
for that hill/mountain is European.

Tom Atterton
Walkway
25/3/2011

Bundeena

Tom Jones

Bundeena

Walkway between Nos 15 & 19 The
Avenue. (GG 25/03/2011).
Named on recommendation by Bundeena
Progress Society after a deceased
community member who made a
significant contribution to the community.
Tom Atterton worked for the Bundeena
RSL as a devoted Welfare Officer from
1971 after spending his early years in New
Guinea fighting in WWII. Recognising the
need for more care for the elderly, he
helped establish a day care centre within
the Bundeena RSL in 1976, the first to be
housed in a RSL club. From the day care
centre Tom was able to visit the frail and
elderly members of the club and give
assistance where needed. The scope of
his work soon expanded to cover all of the
locals of Bundeena in need of care. In
1991 Tom was awarded the Order of
Australia Medal for his contribution to
society and, in the same year, received
awards from Sutherland Hospital for 20
years’ service and from Sutherland Shire
Council for community service. His name
is honoured on a plaque erected in Lions
Park, Bundeena as a tribute to his efforts.
Tom Jones was shopkeeper of Bundeena
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Council file records
McCarthy, 1952
Tyrrell, J.R., 1930, 1933 &
1953 (rev’d ed.)
CC
Faces of the Shire

CL

Street Name
Way
8/4/2004

Suburb

Tom Uglys
Bridge
1987
Toms Lane
1/8/2003

Sylvania

Tongarra
Close
7/10/1980

Bangor

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Park store from around 1947 till 1960’s
and post master till 1994 when he retired
aged 85. His house at No 19 Neil Street is
known as “Uncle Toms Cabin”.
Name suggested by Bundeena Progress
Association
Additional bridge in Princes Highway over
Georges River on the east of the original
1929 bridge. It was opened in 1987
Lane had been known unofficially as Toms
Lane for a long period of time.
Persons named Toms are noted in the
Shire.
Edgar Toms had a bakers shop in Miranda
from c 1916, H Toms had a baker's shop
in Sutherland in 1912. Mrs Toms catered
for a function in 1926. C Toms of Railway
Parade (Old Princes Highway) Sutherland
enlisted in 1917
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Tongarra” was recorded by William
Dawes in 1790-1 as the name of an
Aboriginal man in the Sydney region.
“Tongarra” was also reported to be the
main encampment of Tullimbar, an
Aboriginal leader in the early 1800s. This
camping place was situated around
Tongarra Creek near the track down the
escarpment along which the “Macquarie
Pass” road was later built, west of Albion
Park (Tullimbar Community).
“Tongarra” was the name of a property in
that same area taken up by a European
settler by 1859 (Gazettes).
In the early 1900s, a resident of the
Illawarra area confirmed that Tullimbar
was the name of the Aboriginal “King of
Tongarra” and also that “tongarra” was
one of the Aboriginal language words for
“a Medicine man” [Aboriginal doctor who
was believed to have magical powers to
cure illnesses] (Organ).
In 1890, a local Aboriginal women known
as “Queen Rosie” supplied the information
that “tongarra” was the place where “Tame
man killed the wild man” [not further
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Reference

Council File records
CL
Council file records
Sands directories 190 -

Dawes, 1790-1791
Tullimbar Community
Facebook site, which
references various sources
for the information.
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 15
January 1859, p.104 & 13
June 1868, p.1755
Organ, 1990 – attributed to
F. McCaffrey, early 1900s
— also attributed to Queen
Rosie
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
McCarthy, 1952

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
explained] (Organ)

Reference

In 1899, “tongarra” was described as the
Aboriginal language name for “Bread Flat”
because “a number of cabbage trees grew
in this locality and the Aborigines used to
eat the hearts of these palms for bread”
(Anthropological Survey).

Tonkies
Place
31/8/1998

Tonkin Street
28/6/1946

Toorak
Avenue
29/11/1918

Menai

Cronulla

Taren Point

Tongarra Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source was likely a 1952 composite listing
of Aboriginal words which has “tongarra”
meaning “home of the cabbage palm”.
(McCarthy).
Named after Mr Richard Tonkies. He was
(c 1934 on) a farmer from Old Illawarra Rd
who had married into Midgley family.
Ethel, Lola, Colin & Harold Tonkies were
early settlers in area.
On pioneer settlers list 1992
Formerly Zinna Street, later Croydon
Street.
Named after Henry Tonkin 1st head master
of Cronulla Public School (1910), &
Secretary of Cronulla School of Arts for 36
years. Secretary Cronulla theatre, captain
Cronulla Rifle Club, life member Cronulla
Surf Life Saving Club, founder Cronulla
Masonic Lodge.
He owned the property on the south side
of reserve leading to the Cronulla Ferry
Wharf. The residence faced Tonkin Street,
known in those days as Croydon Street,
renamed from Zinna Street. He also later
owned a property on the east side of
Cronulla Street just south of Surf Road.
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Toorak” was the name of a mansion, built
by merchant James Jackson in 1849 on
the banks of the Yarra River, which by
1854 was being used as Victorian viceregal residence and situated in what
became the prestigious Melbourne suburb
of Toorak. The name of the mansion is
considered to be an Aboriginal word and
may have related to marshy flats along the
river (Stonnington).
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Council file records
Reflections – Menai
Congregational Church

Sutherland Shire – a
history to 1939
CL

http://www.stonnington.vic.
gov.au/files/assets/public/h
istory/fosterintroduction.pdf
Dawson, 1881
Brough Smyth, 1878

Street Name

Suburb

Toronto
Parade
13/2/1882

Jannali &
Sutherland

Torquay
Street
16/3/2012

Greenhills
Beach

Torres Street
11/10/1882

Kurnell

Torumba
Close
11/7/1980

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
The suggestion has been made that
“toorak” may be derived from “tuurak”
meaning “duck weed” in the language of
the Kuurn kopan noot people recorded in
1881. (Dawson).
“Toorak” had nonetheless been recorded
in 1878 as Aboriginal language words in
two other locations in Victoria: “toorak”
being “tea tree springs, township of
Mortlake” [in south-west Victoria, inland
from Warnambool]; and “toorak” being “a
small swamp north of Lake Poonah
(reeds)” [location of Lake Poonah not
found] (Brough Smyth).
As most streets in this part of HoltSutherland named after towns and villages
relate to UK locations, it is possible that
street is name after the village of Toronto
in County Durham in England. That village
was named by a coal baron with land in
County Durham who was visiting the
Canadian City when coal was discovered
on his land in the early1800s.
Alternatively may have been named
directly after City of Toronto in Canada.
The name is derived from the Mohawk
word tkaronto, meaning “place where trees
stand in the water”.
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Named after Torquay Beach in Torquay,
Victoria. Theme of subdivision is famous
Australian beaches.
Originally ran from Balboa Street through
to Cook Street. The western section was
renamed and included in Captain Cook
Drive in 1954
Named after Luis Vaez de Torres, Spanish
explorer. Streets in area named after
explorers who saw/explored Pacific
Ocean. He passed north of Australia in
1606.
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Torumba” is the Aboriginal language
name for Eucalyptus resinfera, common
name “red mahogany”. “Torumba” as a
species of Eucalypt was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word by botanist
George Caley around Parramatta in 180509 (Maiden).
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Reference

CL
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2
CL
Gutenberg.net.au

Maiden, J.H., Critical
revision of the genus
eucalyptus, Sydney, 1917,
re-publ. Sydney Uni, 2002
Dawes, 1790-1

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
It was earlier recorded by William Dawes
in 1790-1 in the Sydney region as
“Boorooma murray” meaning “large brown
mahogany tree” [also recording that
“murry” means “large”] (Dawes).

Tourist Track
(DISC)
1906

Sutherland
& Woronora

Towra Beach
Road (DISC)
30/5/1930

Kurnell

Torumba Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source was likely a 1952 composite listing
of Aboriginal words which has “torumba”
meaning “Red mahogany” of Port Jackson,
Sydney Region. (McCarthy).
[Updated 20/9/2017]
Track constructed by Council from
Woronora Cemetery to Woronora River,
mentioned in road maintenance records
1908-1919. Track later became known as
Prices Track (after pioneering family who
lived on opposite side of river and ran a
ferry across river to the track)
[updated 22/5/2020]
This street was a reserved road in a HoltSutherland Estate subdivision lodged in
1910. It ran along northern shoreline of
Towra Point and was named as Towra
Beach Road in 1930 (Gazette).

Reference
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

SSHS Bulletin Feb 1990

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-2113 &
6 August 1982 p.3574

The road was effectively discontinued
when included in the Towra Point Nature
Reserve in 1982 (Gazette).

Towra Point
Road
24/9/1913

Kurnell

For information on “towra” see “Towra
Bay/Towra Beach/Towra Lagoon/Towra
Point” in “Origin of Place Names L-Z” on
Council’s website.
[updated 22/5/2020]
Towra Point Road is nowadays the
remainder of the route of an early road
from Cronulla to Kurnell.
It began at Hume Road (approximately
opposite Wyanbah Road) and ran through
what later became Cronulla Golf Course to
Bate Bay Road (at what is now the corner
of Captain Cook Drive and Elouera Road)
and was described as “Towra Point Road
100 links wide (in public use) to Towra
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 7
July 1922 p.3708; 21 July
1950 p.2251; 6 August
1982 p.3574

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Point and Kurnell” From there it followed
the Holt-Sutherland Estate roads through
the Kurnell Peninsula to a Holt-Sutherland
Estate subdivision at Towra Point which,
although registered in 1910 and 1915,
apparently did not proceed.

Reference

The section within Cronulla Golf Course
was closed in 1922 (Gazette). In 1950, a
further section became part of the road
later named Captain Cook Drive (Gazette).
Much of the remainder of Towra Point
Road was effectively discontinued when
included in the Towra Point Nature
Reserve in 1982 (Gazette).

Towradgi
Place

Bangor

For information on “towra” see “Towra
Bay/Towra Beach/Towra Lagoon/Towra
Point” in “Origin of Place Names L-Z” on
Council’s website.
[updated 22/5/2020]
Towradgi is a beachside suburb north of
Wollongong, NSW. A map of the area in
1838 shows “Towrodger” in that locality
(Wollongong Library). An 1856 newspaper
advertisement confirms that name
(Illawarra Mercury).
Wollongong Library also states that
Towradgi is a corruption of the aboriginal
word "Kow-radgi", but does not indicate
the source of that information.
In the early 1900s, a local resident
recorded the Aboriginal language word
“towradgi” meaning “a medicine man” and
also as “keeper of sacred stone” (Organ).
This apparently referred to an Aboriginal
“doctor” who was believed to have magical
powers to cure illnesses.

Tradewinds
Place

Kareela

Towradgi Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source was likely a composite listing of
Aboriginal words which has “towradgi”
meaning “keeper of the sacred stone”.
(e.g., McCarthy).
Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1949). Streets in
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Wollongong Library
records referencing
Henderson, K. & T., Early
Illawarra: people, houses,
like: an Australia 1838
monograph, Canberra,
History Project Inc., 1983
Illawarra Mercury, 18
August 1856, p.7
Organ, 1990 – attributed to
F. McCaffrey, early 1900s.
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

www.alldownunder.com

Street Name
8/9/1970

Suburb

Trafalgar
Street
23/3/1966

Engadine

Travis Place
21/12/1987

Menai

Treborth
Place
21/12/1993

Menai

Tredinnick
Street (DISC)
Circa 1920

Miranda?

Treloar Place
7/4/1982

Menai

Trevalsa
Place
24/5/1961

Burraneer

Trevellyan
Street
Prior 1910

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
subdivision named after Sydney Hobart
race winning yachts.
Near Nelson Street and would be named
after naval Battle of Trafalgar (1805) at
which Lord Nelson was commander of
British fleet against combined Spanish /
French fleet. Battle was off Cape Trafalgar
near Cadiz, Spain
Named after Walter J Travis (1862-1927)
Australian golfer (born Victoria) who
moved to US. Won British amateur and 3
US amateur titles. Also golf course
designer. In subdivision where streets
named after Australian golfers.
In line with theme of naming streets in
area after locations in Wales probably
named after Treborth a location near
Bangor in Wales adjoining Menai Strait.
[Updated 21/9/2017]
Street name included in Council road
construction and maintenance list for
central area of Shire. No other mention
found.
Possibly related to one of proprietors of
Tredinnick and Sons, carriesr and
forwarding agents of Kingway Cronnulla,
being Joseph Hicks Tredinnick, Cyril
Tredinnick and Wesley Tredinnick.
Named after John Treloar (born 1928) one
of world’s fastest sprinters 1947-52. Won 3
Gold medals at 1950 Empire Games. In a
group of streets named after Australian
athletes.
Named after a house called “Trevalsa
Grange” which was on the waterfront end
of the site before first stage of subdivision
of street. Originally was going to be called
‘Rosemary Place” but changed to Trevalsa
Place before subdivision approved.
One of the originally unnamed Crown
roads created in the subdivision of
Cronulla Peninsula in 1895. No definite
date or reason for the name has been
determined. The name was clearly shown
on a registered plan as Trevellyan Street
in 1910, even though shown on 1912
subdivision advertisement as Trevellion
Street.
There has been no record found of an
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Reference
Internet

Internet

Internet

CL

www.geocities.com/geetee
/profiles

DP’s

CL

1912 subdivision
advertisement

Street Name

Suburb

Trial Place
10/10/1980

Illawong

Trickett Road
4/3/1904

Woolooware
& Burraneer

Trinity Street
16/3/2012

Greenhills
Beach

Tristania
Grove
1/4/1992

Menai

Name Source/ meaning
owner or a house named Trevellyan in that
area, and no nearby feature of that name.
Possible sources of the name are:
Sir Charles Edward Trevelyan, 1st Baronet
(2/4/1807 – 19/6/1886), a British civil
servant and colonial administrator. His
only direct link with Australia was his cofounding in 1851 of the Highland and
Island Emigration Society which supported
the emigration of 5000 people to Australia
between 1851 and 1856. He is noted as
for being responsible for the setting up of a
British Civil Service requiring qualification
and competitive admission examinations.
Sir George Otto Trevelyan, 2nd Baronet
(20/7/1838 to 17/8/1928), a British
Statesman and author, with a ministerial
career of almost 30 years. Does not
appear to have any direct links with
Australia, but was for a time the Civil Lord
of the Admiralty and later Parliamentary
Secretary to the Admiralty.
The name of both above Lords was often
spelt Trevellyan in newspaper reports.
A ship named Trevellyan or Trevelyan
(probably named after one of the Lords) is
recorded as arriving in, and sailing from
Australia several times in the late 1800s.
Possibly also related to the name of a
Darling Point mansion named Trevellyan
which is mentioned in newspaper reports
of the latter half of the 1800s.
Australia’s first known shipwreck was of
the Trial, a ship of the English East India
Company that was wrecked off the coast
of Western Australia in 1622.
In line with theme of area- names of
historical nautical significance
Named after Edward Trickett – first
Australian to be recognized world
champion sculler in 1876.
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Named after Trinity Beach, Palm Cove in
Queensland. Theme of subdivision is
famous Australian beaches.
Name of genus of tree. It is a small tree
native to NSW and commonly known as
water gum. In line with theme in
subdivision of streets named after tree
types
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Reference

www.australia.gov.au

Suth Shire – Some Early
Residents pg 79
DP
CL
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2
Wikipedia

Street Name
Triton
Avenue (?)
(DISC)

Troy Road
1/12/1977

Suburb
Miranda

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
Name discontinued.
Indistinct name of lane on eastern side of
Seymour Shaw Park.
Likely named after mythological Greek god
– messenger of the sea, son of Poseidon.
Not named after Triton, largest moon of
Neptune as that name not in common use
till 1940’s.
[updated 17/2/2020]
Troy Road is in group of streets with
names linked to Classic Roman / Greek
places/ myths

Reference
1934 Wilson’s Street
Directory
Wikipedia

Internet
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

Troy was an ancient city state in Turkey
known by the Greeks as Troia, attacked by
Greece as described in Homer’s Iliad and
in the Epic Cycle, a series of poems about
the Trojan War (Internet) – now an
archaeological site.
Truman
Avenue
20/8/1971

Truman
Place
20/8/1971

Trumper
Place
30/1/1979
Tudar Road
13/6/1958

Tulip Close
10/6/1986
Tullimbar
Road
22/8/1916

Named after Harry S Truman 33rd US
President (1945-53). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
Bonnet Bay Named after Harry S Truman 33rd US
President (1945-53). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
Menai
Named after Victor Thomas Trumper
(1877 – 1915) Australian Test Cricketer
(1899 -1914). One of group of streets
named after Australian cricketers.
Bonnet Bay Origin of name not determined.
Southern section opened in 1958 was
& Jannali &
Sutherland
extended through Jannali Reserve (now
Burnum Burnum Sanctuary) and into
Bonnet Bay in 1966-67.
Subdivision in which first section of road
was named was lodged by John James,
so no apparent relationship.
Alfords Point Name of type of plant – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & plants
Cronulla
[updated 22/5/2020]
Tullimbar was the name of an Aboriginal
leader in the early 1800s whose main
Bonnet Bay
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Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Internet

CL

Tullimbar Community
Facebook site, which

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
encampment was reported to be in the
area around Tongarra Creek near the
track down the escarpment along which
the “Macquarie Pass” was later built, west
of Albion Park in the Illawarra area of NSW
(Tullimbar Community).
The present-day suburb of Tullimbar is
between Tongarra and Albion Park and
owes its name, according to a history of
the area, to a store opened in 1860s to
service the “Tullimbar people” residing in
the Macquarie River region (Tullimbar
Community). The name “Tullimbar”
became official when a post office was
opened there in 1872 (SMH).

Tulong Place
25/11/1966

Kirrawee

In 1899, “tullimbar” was recorded in that
area as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “Black Apple Tree which grew
there in abundance” (Anthropological
Survey).
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Tulong” meaning “crow” was recorded in
1878 as an Aboriginal language word in
Victoria at a location described as “junction
of Morcovia Creek and River Murray”
(Brough Smyth). Whilst the whereabouts
of “Morcovia Creek” has not been
determined, it is of note that a resident of
Balranald, not far from the Murray River,
refers to an Aboriginal “belief in Geakri and
Tulong (sky hero)” (Howitt Papers).
“Tulong” meaning “mountain” was listed in
1901 and repeated in 1910 as an
Aboriginal language word in the region
around Bellingen in north-eastern NSW.
No other record of “tulong” has been found
in that region, however it possibly may
refer to a mountain near Ulong, formerly a
large town, but now a small village in a
valley on the Dorrigo Plateau inland from
Coffs Harbour on the NSW north coast,
and within the general Bellingen region
(Internet).
Of note is that “tulong” meaning
“mountain” was also included in a
composite publication of Aboriginal
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Reference
references various sources
for the information.
Sydney Morning Herald,
16 November 1872, p.2
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903

Brough Smyth, 1878.
Letter to A.W. Howitt,
Balranald, Apr. 8, 1882,
National Museum of
Victoria, Melbourne, Howitt
Papers, Box 5, folder 2
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
2, March 1901 & Vol. 12
No. 3, July 1910
Various internet sites
describing the village of
Ulong.
Endacott, 1924, enlarged
9th edition, 1955-63.

Street Name

Suburb

Tulukera
Place
7/10/1980

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
language words, but did not provide a
reference to the source of that information
(Endacott).
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Tulukera” meaning “fighting boomerang”
was recorded in a 1952 composite listing
of Aboriginal language words attributed to
the Wonarua people (McCarthy).
This has been traced to an 1898 recording
of “toolookera” meaning “the war
boomerang” of the Wannah-ruah
[Wonnarua] people of the Hunter
River/Lake Macquarie area (Science of
Man).

Tumut Place
6/1/1965

Sylvania
Waters

Tulukera Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source was likely the 1952 listing
(McCarthy).
[updated 22/5/2020]
One of a number of streets in this suburb
named after an Australian River. Tumut
River rises in the Snowy Mountains in
NSW and flows generally westerly joining
the Murrumbidgee River near Gundagai.
According to the 1824 diary of explorer
William Hovell: “The natives called the
river Doomut or Tumott, which is the
Aboriginal [language] meaning [of] the
‘camping place’” (Koch & Hercus).

Reference

McCarthy, 1952
Science of Man, Vol. 1 No.
8, September 1898
Council file records

Council file records
Koch & Hercus, 2009,
referencing Snowden, H.
E., Pioneers of the Tumut
Valley: The History of Early
Settlement, Tumut &
District Historical Society
Inc, Tumut, NSW, 2004
Baylis, 1914

A comprehensive listing made by a
resident of the local area in 1914 recorded
“Doamut (Tumut)” meaning “plain” [a level
area of land] (Baylis).

The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903

An 1899 recording of Aboriginal language
words in the Gundagai area had “Tumut”
meaning “black fish” (Anthropological
Survey).
Tunbridge
Place
1/10/1985

Jannali

Tunks Place
8/10/1986

Barden
Ridge

Tunbridge Place is off Sevenoaks Place.
Tunbridge (full name Royal Tunbridge
Wells) is town in Kent UK near town of
Sevenoaks.
Probably named after William Tunks
(1816-1883) Member of Legislative
Assembly 1864-1874. Street naming
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Wikipedia

ADB online

Street Name

Suburb

Tupelo Grove
12/6/1992
Turi Close
11/7/1980

Menai
Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
theme in area is Australian Pioneers.
Species of tree – in subdivision where
streets named after trees
[updated 22/5/2020]
In 1831-2, Surveyor-General Thomas
Mitchell recorded the Aboriginal language
name for “a peaked and picturesque
range, whereof the highest summit was
named ‘Turi’” (Mitchell).
Mount Turi is located south-west of
Tamworth in the New England region of
north-eastern NSW.

Reference
Council file records

Mitchell. T. (SurveyorGeneral), Three
Expeditions into the
Interior of Eastern
Australia, 2nd edition,
1839.
Ridley, 1875

In 1875, Rev. Ridley recorded “Turi”
McCarthy, 1952
meaning “a water weed” in the language of
Enright, 1900
the Kamilaroi people of central NSW and
also listed “turilawa” as meaning “water
lily”. In addition he also recorded that “turi
Howitt. 1904
or burian” had the meaning “light”
[meaning not further clarified] (Ridley).
A 1952 compilation lists “turi” meaning
“fighting boomerang” (McCarthy) — this
appears, however, to be an interpretation
of “tu-ree” meaning “the fighting
boomerang” recorded in 1900 in the Port
Stephens area on to north coast of NSW
(Enright).
Unlikely is 1904 recording of “turi or
tettituri” meaning “coot” which is a totem of
the Turatorn people of south-eastern
South Australia around Lake Alexandrina
(Howitt).

Turnbulls
Lane (DISC)
Circa 1914

Turners Lane
1/4/2005

Cronulla

Gymea

Turi Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source was likely the 1952 listing
(McCarthy).
[Updated 22/9/2017]
Included in Council road construction and
maintenance listinf for 1914. Most likely a
lane adjacent to the premises of Cronulla
butcher T A Turnbull whose shop in
Curranulla (Cronulla) Street was
established in 1906.
Unnamed land from 1954 until 2005
Named after Alan Turner who lived in
Gymea from 1972 to 2000 and was
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C:L
Adverts In St George Call
CL
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Turnstone
Lane
29/11/2016

Greenhills
Beach

Tuross
Avenue
17/1/1969

Sylvania
Waters

Turpentine
Close
3/7/1984
Turrella Road
24/5/1974

Name Source/ meaning
Sutherland Shire Council Deputy Shire
Clerk for 20 years. Also on Board of
Calvary Hospital
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Turnstones are the bird species. As the
name implies, these species readily turn
stones or seaweed looking for hidden
invertebrates
Streets in this subdivision are named after
bird species
[updated 22/5/2020]
One of a number of streets in this suburb
named after an Australian River. Tuross
River is on NSW south coast.

“Tuross” is an Anglicised version of
“Terosse”, the name of the Aboriginal
people whose territory encompassed that
area (Wesson). It is likely the river name
was included on mapping from Surveyor
Parkinson's survey of this area undertaken
in 1850/1851 (State Library) and certainly
known by 1855 (SMH).
Alfords Point Common name of Syncarpia tree. In
subdivision where streets named after
trees/shrubs.
Yarrawarrah [updated 22/5/2020]
“Turrella” meaning “reeds growing in the
water” was listed in 1903 as an Aboriginal
language word. In 1912 this was further
attributed to earlier works of the Rev C. C.
Greenway, in 1845, or a little later,
recorded from the language of the Kamilari
[Kamilaroi] people of central NSW as
“Towarri, Turrella (Reeds growing in
water)” in the County of Buckland (Science
of Man).

Turriel Bay
Road (DISC)

Lilli Pilli

Turriel Point
Road (DISC)

Lilli Pilli

That description places the location to the
north of Mount Towarri, described in 1866
as a peak of the Liverpool range, lying
about 16 miles west of Murrurundi
(Whitworth).
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Turriel” was an alternate spelling of
Turriell – see entry for Turriell Bay Road
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Turriel” was an alternate spelling of
Turriell – see entry for Turriell Point Road
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Reference

Council file records
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2

Council file records
Wesson, 2002
NSW State Library – map
index
Sydney Morning Herald, 9
June 1855, p.4

What Tree is That by S
Macoboy
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
7, August 1903 & Vol. 13
No 9, January 1912
Whitworth, 1866

Street Name
Turriell Bay
Road
11/11/1904

Turriell Point
Road
20/12/1901

Suburb
Lilli Pilli

Lilli Pilli /
Port
Hacking

Turtle Road
28/5/1920

Caringbah
South

Turuga Place
22/5/1992

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 22/5/2020]
This street was first shown as “Turriel Bay
Road” on a 1904 subdivision plan — later
plans show it as “Turriell Bay Road”.
The bay which was formerly “Turriell Bay”
is now “Little Turriell Bay”.
For further information on “turriell” see the
entry for Little Turriell Bay in “Origin of
Place Names L-Z” on Council web site.
[updated 22/5/2020]
This street was first shown as “Turriel
Point Road” on a 1901 subdivision plan —
later plans show it as “Turriell Point Road”.
For further information on “turriell” see the
entry for Turriell Point in “Origin of Place
Names L-Z” on Council web site.
Was supposed, according to Fisheries
Department, to be so named because
many turtles thrived & were caught in area.
Road may have been in place for some
years before subdivision plan was lodged
by the Holt-Sutherland Estate Co, as it
was surveyed in 1913.
Incorrect would be a reference that it may
have been named after EA Turtle & Co
real estate agency who auctioned land in
area in 1930’s, as it was named at least
ten years earlier.
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Turuga” meaning “a falling star” [meteor]
was recorded in the 1790s as an
Aboriginal language word of the Sydney
region (Dawes).

Reference
Council file records

Council file records

Echoes from the Bay pg
133 & A Pictorial History of
Sutherland Shire

Dawes, 1790-1791
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

Tweed Place
21/2/1964

Sylvania
Waters

Turuga Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. “Turuga”
is listed in Council records as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “falling
star”. The source was likely a 1952 listing
with the same information (McCarthy).
One of 35 streets in area named after an
Australian river. Tweed River located in
Northern NSW near Queensland border.
Named by Lt John Oxley after River
Tweed which forms border between
England and Scotland.
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www.tropicalnsw.com.au

Street Name
Tyaran Place
11/7/1980

Suburb
Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Tyaran” meaning “frog” was recorded in
1910 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Kumbainggeri [Gumbaynggirr] people
of the far north coast of NSW (Mathews).

Reference
Mathews, 1910.
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

Tycannah
Place
16/1/1981

Bangor

Tyaran Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source was likely a 1952 listing with the
same information as above (McCarthy).
[updated 22/5/2020]
“Tycannah” was the name of a pastoral
property on Tycannah Creek south of
Moree in the Gwydir Region of north-west
NSW, which was operating by 1849
(Maitland Mercury).

The Maitland Mercury and
Hunter River General
Advertiser, 17 February
1849, p.1
McCarthy, 1952

“Tycannah” is recorded in several
Science of Man, Vol. 13
published composite listings of Aboriginal
language words with the meaning “bring it” No. 6, October 1911
(e.g., McCarthy). Those listing do not
provide any reference to the source of that Council file records
information, which has been traced to the
slightly different spelling of “tycanna” with
that same meaning of “bring it”, attributed
in 1911 to earlier works of the Rev C. C.
Greenway, in 1845, or a little later,
recorded from the language of the Kamilari
[Kamilaroi] people of central NSW
(Science of Man).

Tyler Place
13/10/1966

Bonnet Bay

Ulinga Place
3/4/1964

Engadine

Tycannah Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “T”. The
source was likely the 1952 listing
(McCarthy).
Named after John Tyler 10th US President Natures Doorstep The
(1841-1845). That Bonnet Bay street
Bonnet Bay Story by C
names be those of US presidents was
Burgess
recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk Jim
Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
[updated 12/5/2020]
Gunther, in an Appendix to
“Ulinga” was given two separate meanings Threlkeld & Fraser, 1892
of “to fly” and “to lie down, go to sleep”
The Australasian, 10
when it was recorded around 1837 or a
little later by Archdeacon Gunther as a
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Street Name

Ulladulla
Place
14/4/1966

Suburb

Kareela

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
word in the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal February 1877, p.14
language of central NSW (Gunther).
NSW Govt Gazette of 15
“Ulinga” was later the name of a pastoral
June 1900, p.4691
property in the Riverina region of southern
Council file records
NSW operating by 1877 (The
Australasian) and also of a pastoral
McCarthy, 1952
property at Garah, north of Moree in
northern NSW operating by 1900
(Gazette).
“Ulinga” is recorded in Council records
with the single meaning of “to fly” likely
sourced from a 1952 compilation with that
information indicating it was sourced from
the Wiradjuri language (McCarthy).
[updated 12/5/2020]
Ulladulla is a town on the south coast of
NSW.
The harbour at Ulladulla was surveyed in
May 1828 by surveyor Florence and
named “Wollahderrah”. Surveyor Hoddle in
December 1828 nonetheless gave it the
name “Ulladulla” (Koch and Hercus). In
1829, “Ulladulla” was described as a town
situated at “a boat harbour south of
Sussex Haven (Sydney Gazette).
In 1893, the Hon. Richard Hill indicated
that “The correct native [Aboriginal
language] name of Ulladulla should be
‘Wooloodorr,’ meaning a harbour of
refuge” (Hill). In 1899, the Hon George
Thornton, wrote that “Ulladulla is a
corruption of the native [Aboriginal
language] name 'Woolladoorh,' which
means a safe harbour." (Thornton)
In 1900, the NSW Registrar-General
concurred with a listing of “Ulladulla” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “safe
harbour” and also “Woolladoorh - A safe
harbour; now called Ulladulla” (Science of
Man).
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Koch, H. & Hercus, L.,
Aboriginal Placenames:
Naming and re-naming the
Australian Landscape,
ANU 2009
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 4 June 1829,
p.3
Hill in Hill & Thornton,
1893.
Thornton in The Children’s
Newspaper, 28 September
1899, p.10
Science of Man, Vol 2, No
12, January 1900

Street Name
Uloola Place
5/9/1961

Suburb
Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 12/5/2020]
“Ulolla” is an Aboriginal language word first
recorded in Sutherland Shire in the place
name “Uloola Falls” in the Royal National
Park. The late Shire historian Frank
Cridland recounts in 1929 that the falls
were unnamed at the time when he was
involved in opening a track from Heathcote
to the falls. He states that he “happens to
be responsible for naming the Falls in
question” and that “the name was
borrowed from Henry Kendall’s poem “The
Last of his Tribe. From the context of the
poem Uloola seems to represent an
Aboriginal deity” (SMH).

Reference
Sydney Morning Herald, 9
January 1929, p.11
Sydney Morning Herald,
30 September 1864, p.8
The Sydney Mail, 20
September 1862, p.6,
footnoting that “Uloola” is
an extract from a
manuscript poem, entitled
the “Head Station”
The Macleay Chronicle, 30
January 1902, p.4
Council file records

The poem referred to by Cridland was
McCarthy, 1952
published in the Sydney Morning Herald
on 20 September 1864 and there has
been conjecture expressed by several
commentators on the identity of “Uloola”,
all of whom appear to have overlooked a
previous poem by Henry Kendall published
in 1862 which begins with the line “Uloola,
the wife of Terrara”, apparently grieving
over the loss of her husband, an Aboriginal
chieftain (Sydney Mail).
Also, an explanation was provided in 1902
from Mr J.F. Small, who had mastered the
Ucum Ucum Aboriginal language in his
younger days: “The word Uloola, used by
Kendall, means Great Spirit, in the Ucum
Ucum dialect, south of the Clarence
[River]; on the north it is Ulootahna, and
after the burial of a native the old men
(Ulooties) invariably visited the grave
regularly for three days, and kept all the
sun cracks carefully filled to prevent the
escape of the spirit as they believed the
Woonum (Aboriginal [language word] for
spirit) was privileged to return to the camp
for three nights after death, when the
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Street Name

Ulster
Road/Street
(DISC)

Ultimo Street
23/10/1914

Una Lane
(DISC)
Unnamed
Crown
boundary
road

Unnamed
Crown
boundary
road (DISC)

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Uloola took possession of it and it was no
longer feared” (Macleay Chronicle).

Council lists “Uloola” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “sun” likely
derived from a 1952 composite listing of
Aboriginal language which lists neither the
source nor the reason for that meaning
(McCarthy).
North
[updated 1/3/2017]
Off north side Carabella Road.
Caringbah
Ulster Road/Street led northwards off
Carabella Road (nearly opposite Gannons
Road). It was a dead-end “bush road.” All
tracks in that area disappeared when
Captain Cook Drive was constructed in the
1950s.
Origin of name not known – possibly
related to Ulster in Northern Ireland.
Caringbah
Means previous or last month
Adjoins and in same subdivision with
South
Bulwarra Street. There is a Bulwarra
Street in Ultimo and there was formerly a
Bulwarra House in that inner Sydney
suburb – both names given by Surgeon
John Harris. Named ‘Ultimo’ because he
won a court case as a result of somebody
wrongly using the word ‘ultimo’ in the
charge laid.
Sutherland
Early unofficial name for Robertson Lane
also known as “What–a-lane “
Aboriginal word meaning ‘elbow’.
Alternatively could be female name.
Alfords Point Crown boundary road circa 1934 that
comes off the residue of Alfords Point
Road that serves as the off ramp off
Alfords Point Road (opposite the end of
Shore Close). The road originally ran
along the southern side of Menai
community hall, then north along the rear
of that site, then west to what is nowadays
the cul-de-sac of Scribbly Gum Place. The
part now in Alfords Point Road Motorway
was resumed in 1993 after the remainder
of the road was closed in 1983.
Menai
Opened around 1896. Ran off Koba Road
(at the now approximate centre of Menai
High School) north-west to near the
present-day intersection of Bradman Drive
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Reference

1924 Wilson’s Street
Directory
SSHS Journal Jan 1969

ADB Online

Works Committee 31/8/
1959 Council File R/39/11
L Bursill word list
CL

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Unnamed
Crown
boundary
road (DISC)

Menai

Unnamed
Crown
boundary
road (DISC)

Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea

Unnamed
Crown
boundary
road (DISC)

Sutherland
& Kirrawee
& Gymea &
Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Name Source/ meaning
and Mackenzie Place.
Closed in 1978 to allow the area to be
resubdivided.
Opened around 1930 and extended about
1950. On current mapping, ran off Old
Illawarra Road westerly to about the
intersection of Hopman Avenue and
Rosewall Drive, then right-angle bend and
north to just north of the end of the cul-desac of
In 1856 a west-east Crown boundary road
was provided from present day Eton Street
easterly to the original location of Sylvania
Road. It was located between President
Avenue and Forest Road and, for the
purposes of location, runs through the
east-west section of Haymet Street. It was
closed in 1882 so the area could be
resubdivided in the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
In the original Crown subdivisions of the
Parish of Sutherland in 1854 and 1856,
there was only one Crown boundary road
that was not straight and following a direct
north-south or east-west magnetic
direction. It started at Sutherland and
meandered across to the east before
turning generally south to Yowie Bay.
This Crown boundary road, which followed
the course of an existing track was largely
closed in 1882 so that the Holt-Sutherland
Estate lands could be re-subdivided, and
its route shifted to form the Illawarra or
National Park Road (now Princes
Highway) and Malvern Road (now
Kingsway). The remainder disappeared
into the Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivisions.
For location purposes (in terms of current
mapping) the road left Sutherland at Eton
Street along the southern side of Forby
Sutherland Memorial Park easterly joining
Old Princes Highway between Glencoe
Street and Auburn Street, then following
old Princes Highway and Princes Highway
to the bend just before Bath Road;
continuing generally straight to the
southern side of Kingsway at Hotham
Road and generally following the southern
side of Kingsway to Premier Street where
it cut across Kingsway and along its north
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Reference

CL

CL

CL

Street Name

Unnamed
Crown Road
(FireTrail)

Unnamed

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
side to Sylvania Road; then back across
Kingsway in a rough arc south of
Kingsway to rejoin Kingsway at its
intersection with Sylva Avenue, and along
Kingsway halfway to Wandella Road. It
then turned through a right-angle southerly
through Miranda Public School, rear of
Miranda Library and through Westfield
carpark, across the railway, before turning
through the intersection of Wandella Road
and Karimbla Road and westerly about
halfway between Karimbla Road and
Adina Street, across Kiora Road and in a
rough arc across Ewey Creek to around
the west end of Fletcher Avenue. From
there it is described only as a track to the
northern end of George Street and
generally along that street and continuing
to Yarraga Place where it turned east to
the shore of Yowie Bay.
Alfords Point In 1933 a Crown boundary road starting at
the northern end of Alfords Point Road
(adjacent to present-day motorway) and
then went generally west and generally
south around the perimeter of the Crown
portions, to what is now the point where
Lomandra Place starts. To allow for large
scale resubdivision of the northern part of
Alfords Point most of that road was closed
in 1985, with the exception of part now
used as a fire trail from present-day
Casuarina Road to the most westerly
corner of Casuarina Oval just north of what
is now Moonah Road.
The closed section between Alfords Point
Road and the eastern end of the fire trail
was later used extensively for parts of the
new subdivision roads (Stringybark Place
and Casuarina Road).
The closed section starting at the western
end of the fire trail at first traversed across
the resubdivided areas, crossing Moonah
Road and then arched about halfway
between Moonah Road and the ends of
Burrawang and Bassia Places until it
merged into the southern end of Moonah
Road and followed the current route of that
road and Brushwood Drive to the start of
Lomandra Place.
Como
A parcel of land off Woronora Crescent,
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Street Name
HoltSutherland
Estate Road
(DISC)

Suburb

Underwood
Place
23/11/1987

Barden
Ridge

University
Road
8/5/1914

Miranda

University
Street North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Sutherland

University
Street South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Kirrawee &
Sutherland

Upper
Washington
Drive
5/6/1967

Bonnet Bay

Uralba
Avenue
19/3/1957

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
just north of and opposite Burunda Street,
intended as access to the waterfront
reserve. Due to confusion as to its status,
it was purchased by a developer and
included in his subdivision in 1993.
Theme for street naming in area is early
Australian pioneers. Therefore probably
named after either James Underwood
(1771-1844) shipbuilder, distiller, merchant
in NSW or his brother Joseph (1779-1833)
merchant & sealing master
Was named after an old house with
castellated turrets called “Tareena” which
was nicknamed “The University” and was
owned by John Paton.
In 1947 the sections of University Road
split by the railway were renamed
University Street [stet] North and South.
University Street South was closed in 1968
and subdivided. University Street North
was reverted to University Road in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005, in this case to
University Road which also corrected the
inadvertent use of Street in the name
instead of Road.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses. Road was closed in 1968 and
included in a residential subdivision.
Named after George Washington 1st US
President (1789-1797). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council.
Washington Drive splits in this section with
the name reflecting an upper (higher
elevation) half of the road.
[updated 12/5/2020]

Reference

ADB Online

Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Vol 9 No 1 Feb
2006
CL

CL

CL

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

NSW Govt. Gazette of
Uralba is located on the far north coast of
1/June 1866 p.1322
NSW west of Ballina. It became a village in
Clarence and Richmond
1866 on Duck Creek, a tributary of the
Examiner and New
Richmond River (Gazette, also Clarence
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
and Richmond Examiner)
“Uralba” has been listed as an Aboriginal
language word in that area, with several
meanings recorded.
In 1900, “uralba” meaning “a hollow or
basin” (Anthropological Survey, also
Science of Man).
In 1901, “uralba” meaning “a place
plenteous with quartz stones” (Science of
Man).

Reference
England Advertiser, 25
September 1866, p.2
The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey 18991903
Science of Man, Vol 3, No
8, September 1900 & Vol 4
No 2, March 1901 & Vol 6
No 4, May 1903 & Vol 7
No 3, April 1904

In 1903, “uralba” meaning “a selection”
Council file records
[not further explained, but likely referring to
land which has been selected for
McCarthy, 1952
occupation]. That recording was attributed
to Aboriginal people around nearby
Lismore “who call themselves ‘Waibra’”
(Science of Man)
In 1904, “uralba” meaning “quartz stone
[also] home between the hills” — the latter
part possibly explaining the “selection”
listed in 1903.

Urambi Place
3/4/1964

Engadine

Council in 1956 accepted “uralba” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “hollow
or basin” likely sourced from a 1952
compilation of Aboriginal language words
providing meanings of “Plenty of white
quartz stones; a hollow or basin”
(McCarthy).
[updated 12/5/2020]
“Urambi” was recorded in 1901 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “sleep”.
A later listing in 1911 of the same
information indicated it had been collected
in the Copmanhurst region (near Grafton)
in north-east NSW (Science of Man).
The only records of “urambi” found at or
prior to that time were as a variation of the
spelling of the name of pastoral property
“Urambie” near Uabalong in Central NSW
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Science of Man, Vol 4, No
2, March 1901 & Vol 12 No
10 10, February 1911
NSW Govt. Gazette of 21
March 1872 p.773
Council file records
Thorpe, 1921

Street Name

Urana Road
22/5/1974

Suburb

Yarrawarrah

Name Source/ meaning
which had been operating by 1872.

Reference

Council lists “urambi” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “sleep” likely
sourced from a publication of compilations
of Aboriginal language words containing
that same information with no reference to
the source (eg. Thorpe).
[updated 12/5/2020]
Urana is a town in the Riverina region of
southern NSW to the east of Jerilderie.
Lake Urana is to the west of the town and
situated on the creek known then as Urana
Creek (but later as Urangeline Creek).
Pastoral properties were operating in the
area around Urana Creek by 1848
(Gazette). One becoming known as
“Urana (or Burroogong) Station”
(Whitworth).
In 1896, “Urana” was recorded as derived
from an Aboriginal language word
“Wirraunah” meaning “flock of pigeons”.
Due to a typesetting error, the entry
appeared to include text from the previous
entry which read “yellow box tree”
(Anthropological Journal). A check of the
original handwritten list made available to
the Mitchell Library in 1914 confirmed that
it read only “Urana or Wirraunah” meaning
“flock pigeon” (Baylis).
In 1900, an explanation was provided that
“urana” came from “wahrinah or warrinah”
which were the Aboriginal people’s
attempts to imitate the “whirr” sound of the
quail, which frequented a swamp in the
township, when those birds were rising
into the air (Science of Man). The swamp
likely refers to Lake Urana which in dry
weather became a large swamp
(Whitworth).
Council records “urana” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “noise of flying
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
September 1848, p.1351
Whitworth, 1866
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol.1 No.2, September
1896
Baylis, 1914
Science of Man, Vol 2, No
12, January 1900
McCarthy, 1952
Endacott, 1955-63

Street Name

Urdala Place
31/8/1959

Suburb

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
quail” likely obtained from a composite list
of Aboriginal words which contains that
same information (eg. McCarthy).
NOTE: Some publications have included
the listing of “urana” meaning “yellow box
tree” which likely should be disregarded
(eg. Endacott).
[updated 12/5/2020]
The specific origin of the word spelt
“urdala” remains undetermined.

Reference

Council file records
Moore, 1842

Subdivision in which the road was named
was lodged by Vale Homes Pty Ltd, so no
apparent relationship.

Urunga Lane

Miranda

18/2/2005

A possible source of the name is the
Aboriginal language word “urdal” meaning
“the west” recorded in 1842 the south-west
of Western Australia (Moore). The street is
located on the western side of the suburb
of Sutherland overlooking the Woronora
Valley.
[updated 12/5/2020]
Lane off Urunga Parade opened in 1956,
but not named as Urunga Lane until 2005
(Gazette).

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
February 2005 pp.454-5

For information on “urunga” see entry for
Urunga Parade.
Urunga
Parade
3/4/1916

Miranda

[updated 15/5/2020]
“Urunga” was likely the name of the
residence on a poultry farm at Miranda on
a Holt-Sutherland Estate lease which was
bought out in 1915 and the land
subdivided (SMH). The subdivision plan in
1916 shows a building fronting Urunga
Parade.
The name “Urunga” likely comes from the
location where the Bellinger River flows
unto the South Pacific Ocean on the north
coast of NSW. It was formerly known by
1868 as “Bellinger Heads” (Freeman’s
Journal). In 1894 the village was renamed
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Sydney Morning Herald,
16 May 1914, p.27
Council file records
Freeman’s Journal, 29
February 1868, p.10
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
November 1894 p.7011
Science of Man, Vol 4, No
2, March 1901
Eades, 1979

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
as “Urunga” (Gazette).
In 1901, the name spelt “uringa” was
recorded at Bellingen as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a long beach”
(Science of Man). This could have referred
to the long stretch of beach which
extended both north and south along the
coastline, with a shallow sandbar across
the mouth of the river which was an
obstacle to early shipping at Bellinger
Heads.

Valley Way
18/2/2005
Valley View
Crescent
10/4/1979
Valley View
Road
(DISC)
Valleyview
Street
(DISC)
Van Buren
Circuit
20/8/1968

Van Buren
Lane
20/5/2005
Van Dieman
Place
24/7/1970

Gymea Bay
Engadine

Reference
Muurrbay Aboriginal
Language and Culture Cooperative
https://muurrbay.org.au/

A 1979 study indicates that “urunga”
derives from “yurunga”, in the Gumbayngir
[Gumbaynggirr] language (Eades). The
Gumbaynggirr language was traditionally
spoken along the Pacific Ocean coast in
northern NSW, the Gumbaynggirr lands
stretching from the Nambucca River in the
South to around the Clarence River in the
North and the Great Dividing Range in the
West (Muurrbay).
Road adjoins valley containing Coonong
Creek .
Name reflects that street has views into
Loftus Creek valley.

Engadine

Incorrect street name on extension of
Valley View Crescent

Engadine

Incorrect street name on extension of
Valley View Crescent

Bonnet Bay

Named after Martin Van Buren 8th US
President (1837-1841).That Bonnet Bay
street names be names of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Council and
Parkes Development.
Lane off Van Buren Circuit. Unnamed lane
from 1974 to 2005

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Originally proposed as Van Diemen Place
to celebrate Bicentenary in 1970 however
subdivider made spelling mistake which
was ratified by Council. Named after
Anthony van Diemen (1593-1645) who

CL

Bonnet Bay
Caringbah
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CL
CL

Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Venetia
Street
12/1/1882

Sylvania

Veno Street
20/3/1886

Heathcote

Ventura
Avenue
3/5/1956

Miranda

Verbena
Place
7/3/1960

Caringbah
South

Verdun Place
25/7/1967

Engadine

Vere Avenue

Burraneer

Vermont
Street
13/2/1882

Sutherland

Name Source/ meaning
was Governor-General of Dutch East
Indies (1636-45) and who sent Abel
Tasman on his voyage to Australia in
1642.
First named in 1882 by James Murphy,
manager and a shareholder of Holt
Sutherland Estate.
North-south roads in that subdivision were
named after ‘exotic’ foreign locations.
Venetia is an alternative spelling of
Venice.
Named after racehorse Veno which won
Australian Plate, AJC Plate, & Homebush
Stakes in 1857. Veno was owned by John
Higgerson a local who was a leading
jockey and later a national park ranger
Named after Ventura poultry farm owned
by Elijah Phillips a founding member of
Miranda Co-Operative Society. Was one of
first poultry farms in area established 1891
Subdivision in which street was named
was lodged in 1956 by J A & E H Phillips
Genus of annual and perennial flowering
plants mostly native to North and South
America. Most streets in area named after
plants.
Named in accordance with general theme
of area. Verdun in France is the site of a
First World War battlefield.
Off west side Dolans Road south of
Dominic Street. No known street in that
location.
Note: Vere Street is the name of a street in
London off Oxford Street, named after the
Earls of Oxford whose family name was de
Vere.
Derived from two French words ‘vert’
meaning green and ‘mont’ meaning
mountain. The word therefore means
‘green mountain’. It is located on the high
point of this part of the Holt-Sutherland
Estate subdivision and surrounded by
streets which reflect a wooded
environment (Kurrajong, Linden.
Oakwood, and formerly Waratah (now
Sunbury & Sumner Streets)). Named by
James Murphy, manager & a director of
the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Possibly could relate to Vermont in the
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Reference

Pg 66 From Bottle Forest
to Heathcote Sutherland
Shire’s first settlement
A Pictorial History of
Sutherland Shire
SSHS Bulletin Feb 1999
CL
Wikipedia

1924 Wilson’s Street
directory

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Vernon
Avenue
28/1/1921

Gymea Bay

Verona
Range
29/3/1988

Como

Veronica
Place
30/9/1968

Loftus

Vesta Street
13/2/1882

Sutherland

Via Mare
23/3/1909

Cronulla

Via Mare
Parade
(DISC)

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
New England area of USA, which has
many cities and towns named after places
in the UK.
[updated 1/5/2017]
In same subdivision as Warcoo Avenue
which was obviously named by and after
subdividers, Arthur Cooper and Ernest
Warman, who also named Coopernook
Avenue in the adjoining subdivision.
Vernon was the name of Arthur Cooper’s
son and the street is named after him.
Named after location in Italy by James
Murphy manager, director, shareholder of
Holt Sutherland Estate who named suburb
and original 8 streets after locations in
Italy.
Is near Primrose Place, and likely to have
been named after the Veronica plant
species of annual and perennials. Many
streets in this suburb are names after plant
and tree species.
Probably named after goddess in Roman
Mythology. She was virgin goddess of
hearth, home and family. The proximity of
streets named after trees could be related
to the sacred fire of Vesta (the hearth),
which could only be lit by the friction of two
pieces of wood (one being Oak). Named
by James Murphy, manager and a director
of the Holt-Sutherland Estate in which the
street is located. There are other streets in
the Estate which appear to be named from
mythology (Clio, Minerva, Tara and later
Scylla and Carina) or possibly from ship
names from those mythological sources.
The Vesta was a steamer that came from
England to Australia in 1853 and was
involved in voyages along the East Coast
of Australia until it sank in the Richmond
River in 1880 with loss of 5 lives.
Meaning is a ‘street or road leading to the
sea’.
In 1930 Sands as Via Mare Parade and
that name appears to be still in common
but incorrect use by residents and real
estate agents.
Informal name for road named “Via Mare”.
Probably under the impression that a road
name has to end in a type of road (ie.
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Reference

Como Public School 188485 1921-1988 A History of
Two Schools
DP

National Library Trove
Wikipedia

1930 Sands directory

Street Name

Suburb

Via Mare
Street
(DISC)

Cronulla

Viburnum
Road
5/5/1967

Loftus

Vic Leuliette
Walkway
29/7/2005

Bundeena

Victor Place
2/11/1983

Illawong

Victor
Crescent
(DISC)
Victoria
Street
15/2/1888

Kurnell

Victory Street
25/3/2011

Engadine

Jannali

Name Source/ meaning
Road, Street etc.), however this would
mean that the name would be “street to
the sea parade”, which is a bit of tautology.
Name incorrectly shown on 1967
subdivision and probably a confusion of
the name on original subdivision which
shows as “Via Mare (Street 66 ft wide)”
[updated 10/2/2020]
Viburnum Road was named after flowering
plant of the Viburnum species and is In an
area where the theme is plant and tree
types for street names.
“Viburnum” is a Latin word with the
meaning of ‘wayfaring tree’ (Duyker).
Unnamed pathway from 1940 until 2005.
Named after local resident and
conservationist. Basil Victor (Vic) Leuliette,
who was member of Progress Association
from 1966; held various roles in Bushfire
Brigade; and established Port Hacking
Protection Society in 1986. In 2001 Vic
was awarded the International Year of the
Volunteer Mayoral Award for his
commitment to the community.
Probably named after HMS Victor,
commanded by Captain Richard Crozier,
who anchored off and named Victor
Harbour in South Australia in 1837.
Alternatively could be named after flagship
of Royal Yacht Club of Victoria in 1925.
Theme of area- names of historical
nautical significance
Proposed road in 1886 subdivision near
Bonna Point at Kurnell by Thomas Holt
which did not proceed.
Part of “Queen’s Jubilee Township” where
names (Alice, Alberta, Victoria, Louisa) are
names of members of Queen Victoria’s
family. One of her daughters has as first
name and two have as third name.
Around 1960, part of Cambrai Avenue
south-west of Trafalgar Street was built as
a cul-de-sac, which was separated from
the main section of Cambrai Avenue by an
unmade road. Although still officially part
of Cambrai Avenue, over the years this
and the remaining north-west part of
Cambrai Avenue which went into Victory
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Reference

Council file records
Duyker, E., “Sutherland: A
Classical heritage”

CL
Faces of the Shire

Internet

CR, Through the Rip:
Ships & Sea men of Old
Port Phillip W P Evans
CR
1936 parish map

CL

Street Name

Suburb

View Street
29/1/1918

Gymea &
Miranda

Villers Brett
22/1/1969

Engadine

Viola Place
21/6/1961
Violet Street
19/12/1961

Heathcote

Vista Street
21/4/1914

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

Vista Heights
Road
15/9/1964

Miranda

Von Nida
Place
21/12/1987

Menai

Wade Close
4/12/1981

Illawong

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
Reserve became locally known as Victory
Street, but it was not renamed as such
until 2011.
As adjoins Trafalgar Street and near
Nelson Street (both named earlier) –likely
source of name is that Victory was name
of Lord Nelson’s flagship at naval Battle of
Trafalgar in 1805.
Originally ran between Manchester Road
and Sylvania Road. Extended in several
subdivisions in 1955-56 through to
Wandella Road Likely to reflect that 1918
street was on reasonably high ground and
had views over the surrounding areas
towards Georges River.
Named after First World War battlefield of
Villers Brettoneaux in line with war
battlefields theme of area.
Name of flowering plant. Many of streets in
east Heathcote are named after plants.
Female first name. In group of streets
bearing first names (Jean, Doris etc) all
with same owner when subdivided so
possibly named after members of his
family. Note that Graham Avenue through
the subdivision is not a first name, but the
name of the owner D P Graham when first
part of the street was dedicated. in 1927.
Street part of Hilltop Estate (1914) – in
same subdivision as High Street — name
reflects that street high up and had
views/vistas.
In same subdivision as Silverwater
Crescent. Probably reflects ground height
and potential views. Overlooked Gwawley
Bay before it was developed as Sylvania
Waters
Named after Norman Guy Von Nida (19142007), golfer. Won 3 Australian Opens, 4
PGA Championships. Later a coach. In
group streets named after Australian
golfers
Possibly named after Giles Wade,
commander of the convict ships ‘City of
Edinburgh’ (1832) and ‘Emma Eugenia’
(1838)
or Captain Wade, commander of the
barque ‘Loda’ wrecked by a cyclone in
1866.
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Reference
CL

CL

Internet

Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records
Australia’s Maritime
History

Street Name

Suburb

Wales Close
14/10/1980

Illawong

Walker
Avenue
4/5/1923
Walker Road
6/4/1921

Gymea

Wallami
Street
3/6/1957

Caringbah
South

Port
Hacking

Name Source/ meaning
Theme of area- names of historical
nautical significance
Probably named after the First Fleet
transport ship ‘Prince of Wales’, which
then returned to England
or Sydney schooner ‘Prince of Wales’
wrecked at Port Macdonnell, South
Australia in 1873
‘Prince of Wales sunk in collision with the
‘Petersborough’ in ’1885
or after Alexander Wales, commander of
the convict ship Prince Regent (1824).
Theme of area- names of historical
nautical significance
Adjoins what was Aaron Walker’s
slaughter yard c 1910

Reference

Echoes from the Bay pg 65
& A Pictorial History of
Sutherland Shire
Council file records and
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Aug 1977

Mr Richard Cornelius Critchett Walker
(1841-1903) who owned land prior to its
subdivision. He was Principal Under
Secretary in NSW Government 18791903. Was National Park Trustee 1889.
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Wallami” is an Aboriginal language word
Ridley, 1875
meaning “schnapper” [fish], supplied in
1875 by John Rowley from the language of Council file records
the Aborigines of George’s River,
Cowpasture and Appin, that is from the
mouth of Georges River at Botany Bay
and extending about 50 miles to the southwest” (Ridley).
Council has “wallami” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“snapper [sic] fish”, a name suggested by
subdivider, agreed to by Council
Development Committee 7/1/1957.

Wallawa
Avenue
3/1/1957

Engadine

[updated 15/6/2020]
“Wallawa” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “stop here!”, supplied in 1875 by
John Rowley from the language of the
Aborigines of George’s River, Cowpasture
and Appin, that is from the mouth of
Georges River at Botany Bay and
extending about 50 miles to the southwest” (Ridley).
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Ridley, 1875
Council file records
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
4, May 1900

Street Name

Wallendbeen
Avenue
16/9/1960

Suburb

Port
Hacking

Name Source/ meaning
Council also lists “wallawa” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “stop
here”.
“Wallawa” was also recorded in 1900 with
the meaning “round” [likely descriptive of
shape] in the Wooratherie [Wiradjuri]
Aboriginal language around the Macquarie
and Castlereagh Rivers in northern NSW
(Science of Man).
[updated 15/6/2020]
No 10 Wallendbeen Avenue is the site of
the historic house “Wallendbeen Lodge“
(Heritage list). The house was built in 1902
for explorer and aviator Donald George
Mackay and his wife (Ashton, Cornwall,
Salt). Mackay was also a pastoralist and
his country property, inherited from his
father, Alexander Mackay, was called
“Wallendbeen” (ADB).
Wallenbeen was in operation by 1847,
associated with Alexander Mackay, and
located in central NSW west of Harden
(SMH).

Wallis Street
15/9/1926

Maianbar

Wallumatta
Road
10/2/1909

Caringbah

“Wallendbeen” was recorded in 1910 as
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“stony place” from “wallan — stone” [and]
“been — hill” of the Weri-ari or Wiradhuri
[Wiradjuri] people of central NSW (Science
of Man).
Original land holder George Newcombe
sold portion 9 to William Wallis on 19
November 1881, transferred to Nathaniel
and William Moncur Wallis 1886.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Wallumatta” relates to a clan of Aboriginal
people whose traditional land is on
northern side of Port Jackson. Captain
John Hunter in 1793 recorded as follows:
“The tribe of Wallumede inhabit the north
shore opposite Warrane, or Sydney-Cove,
and are called Walumetta.”
Several newspaper articles from 1881
onwards indicated the name as
Wallumatta, including an article in 1900
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Reference

Heritage listed property in
Sutherland Shire Local
Environment Plan 2015
Ashton, P., Cornwall J.,
Salt, A., Sutherland Shire –
A History, UNSW, 2006
Australian Dictionary of
Biography, Volume 10,
(MUP), 1986
Sydney Morning Herald,
15 September 1847, p.4
Science of Man, Vol. 11
No. 9, January 1910

Maianbar (Maianbar
Progress Assoc
Publication)
Hunter, 1793
The Sydney Mail and New
South Wales Advertiser, 7
July 1900, p.56
Geographical Names
Board, name assigned in
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
December 1987 p.6902.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
which directly referenced the information
from Hunter (Sydney Mail).
Associated information: In late 1987, a bay
at Hunters Hill was assigned the name
“Wallumatta Bay” (GNB).
Historical information provided to the local
Council some years later indicated: “The
Wallumattagal, named the area around the
Ryde/Hunters Hill area Wallumatta.
Wallumatta is said to mean place of
rushes, probably after the spiny rush plant
(lomandra longifolia) which grows
prolifically in the area. Both the flowers
and the succulent white leaf base were
edible and the seeds could be used in
damper. The leaves were used to weave
bags.”

Reference
Monuments Australia
website, record for
“Wallumattagul”
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

That historical information also recorded
that, within a year or so of the European
settlement in 1788, many of the
Wallumattagal had contracted and died of
smallpox and “as people whose history
was passed on orally, most of the
language and culture was lost to future
generations.” (Monuments Australia).

Wallumatta
Street North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Caringbah

In 1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937,
the section of Wallumatta Road north of
the railway was renamed Wallumatta
Street North and to the south of the railway
as Wallumatta Street South. The street
names were never successfully used for
street addressing and they were reverted
to the former name of Wallumatta Road in
2006 (Gazettes).
[updated 15/6/2020]
Incorrectly designated as Wallumatta
Street, Wallumatta Road was renamed in
1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937.
The section of Wallumatta Road north of
the railway was renamed Wallumatta
Street North. The name was never
successfully used for house addresses
and was reverted to the original name in
2006, which also allowed correction of
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Council file records
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Street Name

Suburb

Wallumatta
Street South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Caringbah

Walsh Close
2/12/1982

Illawong

Wandella
Road
2/7/1892

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
“Street” to “Road” (Gazettes)
[updated 15/6/2020]
Incorrectly designated as Wallumatta
Street, Wallumatta Road was renamed in
1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937.
The section of Wallumatta Road south of
the railway was renamed Wallumatta
Street South. The name was never
successfully used for house addresses
and was reverted to the original name in
2006, which also allowed correction of
“Street” to “Road.”
In same Landcom subdivision as Simon
Close and Owen Place.
Possibly named after the Walsh Island
State Dockyard and Engineering Works
(1913-1933), selected by the first State
Labor Government as a replacement for
Sydney’s Cockatoo Island Dockyard. The
dockyard did not survive the Great
Depression and was abandoned in 1933.
Or possibly William Henry Walsh (18231888), who arrived in Sydney on
11/6/1844, squatter and politician, member
of the NSW Parliament and later
Queensland Parliament.
Also possibly Henry Deane Walsh, the first
Engineer-in-Chief of the Sydney Harbour
Trust in 1901, In 1919 the wharves
between Dawes Point and Millers Point in
Sydney Harbour were named Walsh Bay
after him.
The general theme of area was names of
historical nautical significance
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Wandella” was the name of a pastoral
property operating by 1853, and perhaps
as early as 1840, along Wandella Creek, a
tributary of Tuross River in south-east
NSW (Gazette, also The Colonist). A
village of Wandella in the same area (north
of Cobargo NSW) was established around
a public school provided in 1897 (Gazette).
Of possible significance is that the
Wandella pastoral property was just to the
south of “‘Cudgee’ (or ‘Cadgee’)”, another
pastoral property operating by 1848
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Reference
Council file records
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Australia’s Maritime
History & Internet

ABD

Internet

The Colonist, 14 July
1840, p.4
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
September 1853, p.1696 &
6 November 1896 p.7971
& 1 February 1848 p.163
Holt, 1972
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
11, December 1899

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Gazette). Although only held for a short
time in 1851-2, Cudgee was part of the
properties in Thomas Holt’s possession
(Holt). This may have influenced the
selection of Wandella for a street name in
the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Wandella was recorded in 1899 as derived
from the Aboriginal language word
“Wandellow” meaning “bark stripped from
trees’” (Science of Man)
A 2016 study indicated that “Mount
Wandella, on the far south Coast of NSW,
Australia [is] (a Mountain sacred to the
Indigenous people of this region, the
Yuin)” (Lethbridge). Whilst the specific
location of that mountain has not been
ascertained, it is likely overlooking the
valley in which Wandella is located and
within Wadbilliga National Park.

Reference
Lethbridge, J., Thesis:
“Imaging the Void: Making
the Invisible Visible An
Exploration into the
Function of Presence in
Performance, Performative
Photography and
Drawing”, UNSW, 2016
National Parks & Wildlife
Service, website item for
Wadbilliga National Park
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Advised on Wadbilliga National Park
website: The Yuin people consider
Wadbilliga National Park a sacred place
and many sites in the park are strongly
associated with Dreamtime stories
(NPWS).

Wandella
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Miranda

In 1947, following the acquisition of the
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937,
Wandella Road north of the railway was
renamed Wandella Road North and to the
south of the railway as Wandella Road
South. The street names were never
successfully used for street addressing
and they were reverted to the former name
of Wandella Road in 2006 (Gazettes).
[updated 14/6/2020]
Wandella Road was renamed in 1947,
following the acquisition of the SutherlandCronulla rail corridor in 1937. The section
of Wandella Road north of the railway was
renamed Wandella Road North. The name
was never successfully used for house
addresses and was reverted to the former
name in 2006.
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Council file records
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Street Name
Wandella
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Suburb
Miranda

Wandobah
Street
11/4/1969

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 14/6/2020]
Wandella Road was renamed in 1947,
following the acquisition of the SutherlandCronulla rail corridor in 1937. The section
of Wandella Road south of the railway was
renamed Wandella Road South. The name
was never successfully used for house
addresses and was reverted to the former
name in 2006.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Wandobah Street was named in a Lands
Department subdivision in an area where
names seemed to be randomly selected
from Australian place names, but also had
an Aboriginal language words theme.

Reference
Council file records
NSW Govt Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Council file records
Empire, 6 October 1864
p.5

Building: The Magazine of
Interest for the Architect,
Wandobah (also spelt Wandabah,
Builder, Engineer, Property
Wandebah and Wandoobah in early
reports) is the name of a large homestead Owner and “The Man who
Thinks”, Vol 3 No. 16,
property south of Gunnedah in the
Liverpool Plains region of northern NSW. It December 1908
was operating by 1864 (Empire). In 1908,
McDonagh, R., “Aboriginal
it was described as “extensive stone
Names of North West” in
residence in north-west Liverpool Plains,
North Western Courier, 11
one of the finest homesteads in the State” August 1947 p.7
(Building).
The Australasian
The only recording of Wandobah as an
Anthropological Journal,
Aboriginal language word was in 1947
Vol 1 No 2, September
compilation of a large number of Aboriginal 1896
language words and attributed meanings,
in a section headed “Name and meanings Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
from private sources”: “Wandobah [means] 12, January 1902
white man shepherding sheep; also means
Ridley, Rev. W., Lecture
ghost or spirit” (McDonagh).
on “The Aborigines of
Whilst the sources are not disclosed, there Australia” in Empire, 19
September 1864, p.2
are earlier references indicating how the
meanings were obtained:
“white man shepherding sheep”

From “wanda” meaning “white man”
(Anthropological Journal))
AND
The termination “bah” meaning “place of”;
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“appended to”; “connected with or there”
(Science of Man)
THEREFORE: a place where there is a
white man [ie. on a sheep station].

Reference

“ghost or spirit”:

Wanga or
Wangi Road
(DISC)
1912

Caringbah

The general name for ghost of spirit is
“wunda”. And this they [the Aboriginal
people] give to white men, probably from
the impression which has spread among
them that white people are blackfellows
[Aboriginal people] risen from the dead
(Ridley).
AND “bah” as explained above.
THEREFORE: a place where there are
white men that look like ghosts or spirits.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Proposed east-west road on a 1912
subdivision which did not proceed,
approximately in location of Pacific Street.

Council file records
National Library Trove, and
other library sources

For information on “wangi” see entry for
Wangi Avenue.
“Wanga” appears in many Aboriginal
languages mostly in the southern and
western parts of Australia, where it refers
(1) to the human sense, motions and body,
viz: living, alive, hear, understand, answer,
to speak, to call, to ask, to inform, to
agree, to beg, to leave, to quit, arm, arm
muscles; (2) to food, animals and plants,
viz: fish, pigeon, crow, raw/uncooked
meat, native peach, seeds of plants; (3)
other, viz: night, cord of bark or hair,
thread of fur, kill, one.

Wanganui
Road
22/12/1965

Kirrawee

NOTE: the references to the above are too
numerous to be listed separately, but were
in documents and publications found
through the National Library Trove
collection and other library sources.
Adjoins and in same subdivision as Timaru DP
Wikipedia
Street, also name of a NZ town. Named
after City of Wanganui (aka Whanganui)
on North Island of New Zealand. Name
means ‘big bay’ or ‘big harbour’ in Maori.
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Street Name
Wangi
Avenue
2/12/1941

Suburb
Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
[updated 15/6/2020]
Wangi [Wangi Wangi] Point at Lake
Macquarie of the central coast of NSW
was marked on Captain Dangar's 1826
sketch of the Lake as "Wonde Wonde" and
early settlers and fishermen used the word
“wangi” to mean peninsula (Lake Maquarie
Library). The peninsula at Wangi Wangi
Point was selected as a pastoral property
in 1829 and occupied in 1830 (Sydney
Herald).
“Wangi” meaning “a night-owl” was
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Gunther).
NOTE: the double use of an Aboriginal
word normally adds the meaning of ‘many’
so “wangi wangi” would be “many birds
called wangi”.
In 1839, a newspaper article described
“wangi wangi” of the South Pacific Ocean
area as “the most splendid pigeon in the
world” (Sydney Gazette). This was
possibly an alternate spelling of “wongawonga” meaning “pigeon (blue)” supplied
in 1875 by John Rowley from the language
of the Aborigines of George’s River,
Cowpasture and Appin, that is from the
mouth of Georges River at Botany Bay
and extending about 50 miles to the southwest” (Ridley).
In 1899, “Wangi” meaning “boomerang”
was recorded in the Bloomfield Valley of
far north Queensland, south of Cooktown.
(Mathew)
In the early 1900s, a “Vocabulary of
Central Australian Tribes” listed “wangi
wangi” meaning “hawk sparrow” (Adelaide
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Reference
Lake Macquarie Library
information on “Wangi
Wangi”
The Sydney Herald, 18
November 1841, p.3
Gunther, Archdeacon,
“Grammar and Vocabulary
of the Aboriginal Dialect
called the Wirradhuri” in an
Appendix by J Fraser to An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 3 September
1839, p.3
Ridley, 1875
Mathew, 1899
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Native Vocabularies”
research material by Daisy
Bates and others, REF: XII
2G 8a
Science of Man, Vol. 7 No.
4, May 1904
The Bulletin, Vol 41
No.2086, 5 February 1920
McCarthy, 1952.
St George and Sutherland
Shire Leader, 23 October
2014

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Uni)

Reference

In 1904, “Wangi” or “Wonghi” meaning
“no” was recorded around Dubbo in central
NSW (Science of Man)
In 1920, the “wangi (or wangai)” was
described in the Torres Strait area in the
far north of Queensland as “a big tree with
wide-spreading branches, [which]
produces a plum-shaped fruit” used as
food by the local Aboriginal people” (The
Bulletin).
In 1952, a composite listing of Aboriginal
language words agreed with “wangi wangi”
meaning “night owl”, but also stated that
“wangi wangi” had additional meanings of
“evergreen tree” and “water water” but
gave no reference to the source of that
information and a search of known prior
vocabularies of Aboriginal language words
failed to find any confirmation (McCarthy).

Wannyl Road
17/12/1958

Kirrawee

Want Street
5/11/1909

Caringbah
South

Want Street
(DISC)
1886

Sutherland

Shire History Note: Former Prime Minister
Gough Whitlam and his wife Margaret
Whitlam lived in Wangi Avenue from 1947
to 1955. After unsuccessfully running for
Sutherland Shire Council and the state
seat of Sutherland, he won a 1952 byelection for the federal seat of Werriwa,
which then included a large part of the
Sutherland Shire (Leader).
[updated 14/6/2020]
“Wannyl” is an Aboriginal language word
meaning “roots of trees” recorded in 1842
in the south west of Western Australia
(Moore).
John Henry Want barrister, politician,
National Park trustee and NSW attorney
general owned land in vicinity (pre 1905),
was also partner in Holt –Sutherland
Estate Land Co.
Was renamed Sutherland Street in 1887.
Was west of railway line to what became
cemetery but was then edge of National
Park. Shown on reproduction of 1886 map.
Named after John Henry Want barrister,
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Moore, 1842

Echoes From the Bay pgs
130-1
Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
Street Names in Early
Sutherland – Suth Shire
Hist Soc Bulletin Feb 1986
& May 1988

Street Name

Suburb

Warabin
Lane
(DISC)
prior to 1978

Waterfall

Warabin
Street
30/5/1930

Waterfall

Name Source/ meaning
politician, original National Park Trustee.
May 1988 SSHSB says named after
George Frederick Want.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Former local name used by Council to
identify the lane (Gazette). In 2003 it was
formally named as Tharawal Lane
(Gazette).
For information on “warabin” see entry for
Warabin Street.
[updated 15/6/2020]
A Crown road opened in 1904 and had
various local names of Chritchet Street,
Leicester Street and Church Street prior to
being named as Warabin Street in 1930
(Gazette).
“Warabin” meaning “curlew” was recorded
in 1904 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Ngunawal [Ngunnawal] people of the
region around Canberra, ACT. (Mathews).
This likely referred to the bird species
Burhinus grallarius, commonly known as
“bush stone-curlew” or “bush thick-knee”
(Birdlife website).
The Waterfall Progress Association in a
letter to Council dated 9 June 2003)
expressed the opinion that “warabin” was
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“lump”. No confirmation has been found in
any known reference work, unless it is
related to an 1886-7 recording in the Mary
River area of south-east Queensland
attributed to the Bunya Bunya people of
“nolla warabin” meaning “stomach
jumping, fearful” where “nolla” means
“stomach” and the second word could be
conjectured to mean “a lump in” (Curr). A
composite listing published in 1949 also
has “nolla warabin” meaning “stomach
jumping (afraid)” (Cooper).
The earliest record of “warabin” is as the
name of a settlement set up by German
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Reference

NSW Govt. Gazettes of 28
July 1978 p. 3220 & 3
October 2003 pp.10000-1

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3
Mathews, 1904.
http://www.birdlife.org.au/bi
rd-profile/bush-stonecurlew
Curr, 1886-7
Cooper, 1949
The West Australian, 18
October 1890, p.3

Street Name

Suburb

Waratah
Lane
31/10/1986

Sutherland

Waratah
Road
25/3/1885

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
colonists who had travelled from Victoria to
a location north of Katanning in Western
Australia in 1890. No further information
has been found of the reason for selection
of that name (West Australian).
[updated 14/6/2020]
An unnamed lane in the plan of the
Council file records
township of Sutherland in 1885, it was
NSW Govt. Gazette of 31
name as Waratah Lane in 1986 (Gazette)
October 1986 p.5357
For information on “waratah” see entry for
Waratah Road, Engadine.
[updated 8/7/2020)
Waratah is an Australian native flowering
Floral Emblems of
bush with a distinctive (usually) crimson
Australia
flower head (Telopea species). Telopea
https://www.anbg.gov.au/e
speciosissima, was proclaimed the official mblems/nsw.emblem.html
floral emblem of New South Wales on 24
Dawes, 1790-1791
October 1962.
“Waratah” was recorded in 1790-91 by
William Dawes as an Aboriginal language
word of the Sydney region around Port
Jackson as “War-ret-tah”. Dawes
described “War-ret-tah” as “the Sceptre
flower”, apparently using a European
terminology which seemed to fit its
appearance [i.e., looked like a ceremonial
rod or staff with an ornamental feature at
the top] (Dawes).
Waratah Road on the south-western side
of “Old Illawarra Road” (later Woronora
Road) was shown on a Government
survey plan of the Heathcote area, for
which the survey was completed on 25
March 1886, and Waratah Road was in the
description of Crown lands advertised for
sale on 5 July 1886 (Gazette). Charles
McAlister, of Petersham, bought the land
adjacent to Waratah Road at a Crown land
auction held on 7 May 1887 (HLRV).
As the road name was recorded some
time before Mr McAlister bought the
property, there could be some doubt (even
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 5
July 1886 pp.4480-1
Historic Land Records
Viewer (HLRV)
Thompson, J.E., Engadine
N.S.W – An Outline
History, Sydney, 1956
Council file records

Street Name

Waratah
Road (DISC)
12/1/1882

Suburb

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
if that was the reason for the name) that:
“Mr McAlister named Waratah Road so,
because it wound through a grove of
waratahs” (Thompson).

Reference

The road was continued in 1903 northeasterly across “Old Illawarra Road” (later
Woronora Road) as an unnamed
Government road and it appears that the
name “Waratah Road” was adopted simply
by common usage and was first noted on
a subdivision plan in 1916.
[updated 15/6/2020]
The section of Waratah Street, Kirrawee,
Council file records
between Acacia Road and Illawarra or
National Park Road (later Princes
Highway) was first shown as “Waratah
Road” on an 1882 subdivision of the HoltSutherland Estate.
One month later, in another HoltSutherland Estate subdivision, it was
extended to the west of Acacia Road as
“Waratah Street.” No record has been
found of any notice altering the name of
Waratah Road to Waratah Street by 1886,
so it most likely was by common usage.

Waratah
Street
13/2/1882

Sutherland
& Kirrawee

For further information see Waratah
Street, Sutherland and Kirrawee.
[updated 8/7/2020]
The names “Waratah Road” and “Waratah
Street” both appeared on Holt-Sutherland
subdivision plans in early 1882. By 1886,
the name “Waratah Street” was in use for
the full length of the road which ran
westerly from Illawarra or National Park
Road (later Princes Highway) to Oakwood
Street, even though split by the Illawarra
railway line. In 1920, the road reserve was
further extended westerly to Mersey Street
(now Prince Edward Park Road), even
though it would appear that no roadway
was constructed in that area.
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 1
October 1937 p.4042 & 9
May 1986 p.2100

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
The section of Waratah Street to the west
of the railway line was renamed as
Waratah Street West in 1937 (Gazette).
Part of Waratah Street West from the
railway westerly to Rata Place was
renamed further as Leonay Street in 1986.

Reference

For information about “waratah” see the
first two paragraphs of the entry for
Waratah Road, Engadine.
Waratah
Street
25/11/1899

Cronulla

[updated 8/7/2020]
In 1895, the road which was to become
Waratah Street, although not named at the
time, was opened between the roads later
named Ewos Parade and Curranulla
Street as part of the subdivision advertised
for auction in July 1895. (Gazette)

New South Wales
Government Gazettes of 5
July 1895 pp.4297-8; 25
November1899 p.8893; 1
October 1902 p.7071

Waratah Street was opened and named in
the Village of Gunnamatta (later Cronulla),
proclaimed on 25 November 1899 and it
extended from Curranulla Street (later
Cronulla Street) westerly to Gunnamatta
Bay (Gazette). When part of the Village of
Gunnamatta was re-subdivided for sale in
1902, the lots which had formerly fronted
Gunnamatta Bay were re-designed and
noted as separated by a roadway of
variable width from Gunnamatta Bay
(Gazette). Although not named at the time,
that roadway became part of Waratah
Street.
Over time, the full length of the road
became known as Waratah Street.
For information about “waratah” see the
first two paragraphs of the entry for
Waratah Road, Engadine.
Waratah
Street West
1/10/1937

Sutherland
& Woronora

[updated 8/7/2020]
Waratah Street West is the remainder of
Council file records
that part of Waratah Street opened in 1882
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 1
but renamed on the western side of the
October 1937 p.4042; 9
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
railway in 1937 as Waratah Street West.
In 1975, part of Waratah Street West on
the east side of Prince Edward Park Road
was narrowed by road closures and that
land sold (Gazette). Although the new
properties created were addressed to
Prince Edward Park Road, the name
“Waratah Street West” was retained for
that section of road.

Reference
May 1986 p.2100; 7 March
1975 p.866

Part of Waratah Street West from the
railway westerly to Rata Place was
renamed as Leonay Street in 1986.

Warburton
Lane
16/7/2004
Warburton
Street
26/2/1917

Gymea

Warcoo
Avenue
28/1/1921

Gymea Bay

Ward
Crescent
21/10/1935

Oyster Bay

Ward Street
31/3/1927

Kurnell

Gymea

For information about “waratah” see the
first two paragraphs of the entry for
Waratah Road, Engadine.
Lane off Warburton Street. Unnamed lane
from 1962 to 2004
[updated 1/5/2017]
Named after Mr James Warburton who
was the second stationmaster appointed to
Sutherland railway station master. After he
retired about 1915, he subdivided the land
which contains the street he named after
himself.
[updated 1/5/2017]
Manufactured Name from Ernest
WARman and Arthur COOper , who
lodged the subdivision in 1921 of land they
purchased from the Holt Sutherland
Estate. Arthur Cooper had been a
Sutherland Shire Councillor from January
1914 to December 1916 before forming a
partnership to develop the land.
Subdivision which named the street was
lodged in 1935 by G Ward.
Reputedly named after Harry Ward original
land owner.
He was one of original oyster farmers in
area.
Named after early landowner in Kurnell. In
1968 Kurnell Progress Association asked
Council to change name. Council refused
as named after early landowners.
Mr G Ward Real estate agent at Kurnell in
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SSHS Bulletin May 1984

LPI subdivision plan
records
SSHS Bulletin May 1984

CL
Short History of Oyster
Bay (LW)
Mementos of Oyster Bay.
Council file records - letter
7/8/1968 and Leader
18/9/1968 pg 33
1929 Sands directory

Street Name

Suburb

Wardell Drive
8/9/1988 &
25/3/2011

Barden
Ridge

Wareemba
Place
13/4/1970

Lilli Pilli

Name Source/ meaning
1929
Name selected in 1987 and shown on
subdivision plans, however was never
formally clanged from original name of
Australia Road until 2011
In line with Australian pioneers theme
probably named after either (1) Robert
Wardell (1793-1884) barrister and
newspaper editor or (2) William Wilkinson
Wardell (1823-1899), emigrated 1858,
architect and Victorian public servant
(clerk of works and architect for Dept
Works & Buildings), moved to Sydney c
1878
[updated 15/6/2020]
According to information which appears to
have been sourced from the Canada Bay
City Council area, “Wareemba” was the
name of part of a former large estate
called Russell Lea on the Drummoyne
Peninsula. “Wareemba” was suggested as
an Aboriginal language word of the
Wangal people who lived in that area in
the early days of European colonisation to
describe the area and was believed to
mean “a place where fresh water meets
salt water” (GNB, also The Names of
Sydney).

Reference
Council 7/12/1987 –
Council file records
ADB online
1000 Famous Australians

Geographical Names
Board web site
The Names of Sydney:
Suburbs T to Z
http://www.visitsydneyaustr
alia.com.au/namessuburbs-tz.html
NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
December 1894 p.7934

No references were provided for that
information and a search of all known
documentation of Aboriginal languages
failed to confirm the stated meaning.

Warilda
Avenue
6/9/1965

Engadine

The earliest reference found for the word
“wareemba” was in 1895 of a “Wareemba
Street, from Great North Road to Budd
Street” at Five Dock, which agrees with the
location of the “Russell Lea Estate”
(Gazette).
[updated 8/7/2020]
The first section of Warilda Avenue was
Council file records
opened in the same subdivision as
Wyanga Place. “Wyanga” was recorded as Thorpe, 1921 & 1927
an Aboriginal language word meaning
Cooper, 1949
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“mother” (see entry for Wyanga Avenue).
“Warilda” appears to have been selected
with the same theme. Three publications
of generalised compilations of Aboriginal
language words from 1921 on include
“warilda” with the meaning “baby” (Thorpe,
Cooper & Endacott). None of those
publications provided a reference to the
source of that information. A search of all
known documentation of Aboriginal
languages failed to confirm where or when
the stated meaning was obtained.
“Warilda” is a pastoral property operating
since 1915 north-west of Charleville in
southern Queensland — source of name
not found (Fox).

Reference
Endacott, 1924, enlarged
9th edition, 1955-63
Fox’s History of
Queensland: its People
and Industries, Uni of
Queensland
espace.library.uq.edu.au
NSW Govt. Gazette of 1
November 1870 p.2389
Internet – various sites
with details of HMAT
Warilda
The Argus, 8 August 1918,
p.7

Also possible was a pastoral property
named “Gunyer Warilda” operating by
1870 near Warialda in north-east NSW —
the source of name not found (Gazette).
HMAT Warilda* was launched in 1912 for
the Adelaide Steamship Company but
converted for use in World War 1, firstly as
a troopship and later as a hospital ship
with an Australian crew. Although clearly
marked as Red Cross vessel, it was
torpedoed and sunk in the English
Channel on 3 August 1918 — the source
of name not found (Internet & The Argus).

Waring
Avenue
7/1/1941

Caringbah
South

Warman’s
Track (DISC)

Gymea Bay

* HMAT = His Majesty's Australian
Transports
Subdivision in which street was name was
lodged by V T Coles, E M & W E Waring
subdivision, therefore named after two of
the owners.
[Updated 21/9/2017]
Road constructed through to Warman’s
boatshed at Gymea Bay, noted in
Council’s 1916 road constructions and
maintenance listings. Land at the time
leased by Mr Warman from the HoltSutherland Estate. Land later transferred
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CL

CL

Street Name

Suburb

Warraba
Street
25/8/1913

Como

Name Source/ meaning
to Council in 1929 as Gymea Bay Baths
Reserve.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Warraba Street is a road opened in a HoltSutherland Estate subdivision in 1913 from
Como Parade to Mulyan Street, which was
extended to Wolger Street in 1921 and
further extended to Woronora Crescent in
1922.
“Warraba” meaning “turtle” was recorded
in 1866 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Kamilaroi people of central NSW
(Ridley).
Around 1869, “warraba” meaning “grass”
was recorded as an Aboriginal language
word on the North-west Coast of Western
Australia (SMH). The same word and
meaning was included in 1992 in listings of
the Thalanyji and Jiwarli languages of
northern Western Australia (Austin). In the
early 1900s, in the north and north-west of
Western Australia, additional meanings for
“warraba” were given as “coarse grass”,
“another”, “different”, and “far away”
(Adelaide Uni).

Reference

Council file records
Ridley, 1866
Austin, 1992
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Native Vocabularies”
research material by Daisy
Bates and others, Ref: XII
2B, 23; XII 2D, 7; XII 2D,
13; XII 2D, 16; XII 2F, 22
Meston A., “Report on the
Aboriginals of
Queensland”, Queensland
Parliament, 1896
Various Internet sites
describing bird species
Blake & Reid, 2002

In 1896, “warraba” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word for “swainsoni
and superbus” in Gootung the far north of
Queensland (Meston). It is believed to
refer to Ptilinopus swainsoni (red-crown
fruit pigeon) and Ptilinopus superbus
(superb fruit dove) both of which are found
along the eastern coastal areas of
Australia from Cape York to eastern
Victoria (Internet).

Warrah Road
11/11/1889

Yowie Bay

“Warraba” meaning “to spear” was
recorded in 2002 as an Aboriginal
language word in the Dhudhoroa language
of northern Victoria (Blake and Reid).
[updated 8/7/2020]
In 1834, Surveyor James Larmer recorded
“warrah” as an Aboriginal language word
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Larmer, 1898

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
meaning “start, go” in the Brisbane Water
and Tuggera [Tuggerah] Beach Lakes to
the south-east of the Warrah Estate
(Larmer).
Council has “warrah” listed as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “start”,
partially obtained either from the above, or
from a later composite listing which did not
reference the source of the information
(McCarthy).
There are other possible sources.
“Warrah” was the name of a 249,600-acre
estate operating by 1832 in the Liverpool
Plains area of north-east NSW (Sydney
Gazette). It was part of the one million
acres granted in 1825 to The Australian
Agricultural Company set up in 1824 (The
Australian, also Sydney Gazette).
The settlement of Warrah near Murrurundi
began with allocation of a telegraph office
in 1877 (Gazette). In 1901, “warrah” was
listed by the local authorities as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “on the
left hand” (Science of Man). This was
seemingly clarified in 1949 that the
meaning related to Warrah being “on the
left-hand side from Murrurundi” [when
travelling north] (McDonagh). That
explanation would appear to indicate that it
was simply a description of the location of
“warrah” as pointed out by the informant of
the word.
In 1903 in the same area, described as
Breeza district, the local authorities
recorded “warrah” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “falling rain”
(Science of Man)
In 1896 “warrah” meaning “swamp” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
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Reference
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 22 November
1832
The Australian, 12 May
1825, p.2
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 28 October
1824. P.2
NSW Govt. Gazette of 16
October 1877, p.4074
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
2, March 1901
McDonagh, R., “Aboriginal
Names of North West” in
North Western Courier, 11
August 1947, p.7
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
7, August 1903
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol 1 No 1, August 1896
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
Ref: XII 2C, 5
Internet – various sites
describing Salmon Gum.
Science of Man and
journal of the Royal
Anthropological Society of
Australasia, Vol. 6 No. 12,
January 1904 & Vol. 11

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
around the Orara River in north-east NSW
(south of Grafton) (Anthropological
Journal).

Reference
No. 5, September 1909
The Australasian, 30 May
1925, p.18

In the early 1900s, “warrah” meaning
“salmon gum” was listed as an Aboriginal
language word around Norseman in southwest Western Australia (Adelaide Uni)).
Eucalyptus salmonophloia, commonly
known as salmon gum, is a tree that is
endemic to Western Australia (Internet).
In 1904, “warrah” meaning “a man’s
clothing” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word at Perth, Western Australia
(Science of Man).
In 1909, “warrah” meaning “big plain” was
listed as an Aboriginal word around
Nullagine in north-west Western Australia
(Science of Man).

Warrangarree Woronora
Drive
Heights
6/12/1984

A newspaper article in 1925 included
“warrah” as an Aboriginal word for
“honeysuckle”, without any indication of
the source of the information (The
Australasian). Later newspapers repeated
that information, again not supplying any
reference to source.
[updated 14/6/2020]
Prior to the December 1984 Crown
subdivision, a designed road had been
progressively provided from July 1982, but
remained unnamed until the name
Warrangarree Drive was assumed in 1984
along the entire length. The general theme
for new streets in Woronora Heights was
bird species, and other streets in the 1984
subdivision had bird names. No record has
been found of any bird with the name of
“warrangarree”.
“Warrangarree” has the appearance of an
Aboriginal language word, but was not
listed in any known publication available in
1984, unless the spelling was altered, or it
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Council file records and
research into
“warrangarree”
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Native Vocabularies”
research material by Daisy
Bates and others, Ref: XII,
2D, 7

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
was compiled from other words.

Reference

“Warrangarree” meaning “belt” has
nonetheless been found in a listing of
Aboriginal language words recorded
around Carnarvon in north-west Western
Australia in the early 1900s but not
published until 2014 (Adelaide Uni).
The source of “warrangarree” has not
been found in any other publication and an
unsubstantiated suggestion of similarity to
names of persons has been discounted.

Warrego
Avenue
17/5/1965

Sylvania
Waters

The origin of “warrangarree” therefore
remains undetermined.
[updated 15/6/2020]
One of a number of streets in this suburb
named after an Australian river. The
Warrego River is in south-west
Queensland and north-west NSW.

Council file records
Mitchell, Sir T.L.,
(Surveyor-General),
Journal of an expedition
into the interior of tropical
Australia, in search of a
On an exploratory expedition in 1834-5,
Surveyor-General Thomas Mitchell
route from Sydney to the
recorded many Aboriginal language words. Gulf of Carpentaria,
London, 1848.
On 11 September 1845 he narrated: “The
chain of ponds, according to the old
[Aboriginal] woman, was named “Cùnno,”
Whitworth, 1866
and ran into the “Warreg” which, as she
Curr, 1886-7
pointed, was evidently the name of the
river we had formerly traced downwards
Geographical Names
from near Mount P. P. King” (Mitchell).
Board website referencing
In 1866, a description of the Warrego
Appleton, R & B., the
River as a tributary of the Darling River
Cambridge Dictionary of
indicated it ran through “poor, sandy and
Australian Places,
stoney country . . . occasionally, however, Melbourne, 1992
expands into large waterholes [and]
sometimes becoming dry” (Whitworth).
In 1886-7, the Warrego River was
described by the Aboriginal language word
curdeela (i.e., river of sand) (Curr).

The Geographical Names Board includes
a reference for “Warrego River” that the
meaning “may come from a Bidyara
Aboriginal term for ‘bad’ [ie. “marrgu”]
(Appleton; 1992)” (GNB). The territory of
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Street Name

Suburb

Warren
Avenue
22/4/1958

Grays Point

Name Source/ meaning
the Bidjara people is around the Upper
Warrego River. That observation was not
explained further in the referenced text.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Warren Avenue was originally to be
named “Park Station Road”, but according
to Council file records in 1956, was
approved to be named after “The Warren”,
Thomas Holt’s residence at Marrickville.

Reference

Council file records
Holt, H.E. An Energetic
Colonist: A Biographical
Account of the Activities of
the late Hon. Thomas Holt
MLC, Melbourne 1972

Holt purchased the property at Marrickville
between 1857 & 1859 and enclosed the
whole 130 acres, which were then stocked Definitions in Collins
Dictionary
with game animals including sixty wild
rabbits (which soon multiplied). The
residence named “The Warren” was said
“to have been designed on the lines of an
ancestral castle in Germany where his wife
was born” and was built from 1864 to
1855. “The Warren” was sold in October
1880 when Holt moved to Sutherland
House at Sylvania (Holt).

Warrigal
Street
circa 1958 &
25/3/2011

Jannali

NOTE: A warren is “an enclosed place
where small game animals or birds are
kept, especially for breeding” – and also
incidentally as “a colony of rabbits”
(Dictionary)
[updated 15/6/2020]
Warrigal Street was opened in 1957 as an
entry road to a Housing Commission
subdivision, with the name shown on the
Commission’s layout plans. Parts were
dedicated in 1958 and 1963, however no
street name was provided (Gazettes).
Warrigal Street was confirmed as the
street name in 2011 (Gazette).
“Warrigal” is an Aboriginal language word
for a dog or dingo. It was first recorded in
1790-1 by William Dawes in the Sydney
region around Port Jackson. Dawes listed
“Tein-go Worregal” meaning “a dog”.
In 1793 this was clarified further by John
Hunter that “Tingo” was “a dog” and
“Waregal” was “a large dog”.
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 7
March 1958 p.669; 30
August 1963 p.2534; 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6
Dawes, 1790-1791
Hunter, 1793
Collins, 1798
Morris, 1898

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning

Reference

David Collings in 1798 combined the
meanings as “Tein-go, Din-go, Wor-re-gal”
meaning “dog”.

Warrina Road Caringbah
19/6/1956
South

“Warrigal”, the aboriginal word, originally
meaning a dog, was afterwards extended
in meaning to “wild”, being then applied to
“wild horse”, “wild [Aboriginal] man”, and in
bush-slang for “a worthless man” (Morris).
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Warrina” was the name of a pastoral
property on the Castlereagh River near
Walgett in northern NSW that was
operating by 1850 (SMH).
In 1899, “warrina” was recorded as an
Aboriginal word meaning “laying down” or
“place of” which could be appended to
other Aboriginal words to form place
names such as “Brewarrina” (Science of
Man).
A number of later compilations of
Aboriginal words appear to have assumed
that “warrina” means “place of rest” but
omit any reference to the source of that
meaning (eg. Tyrell). It was possibly a
confusion with “Weeroona” which does
mean “a resting place” (Watkin).
Council lists “warrina” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “place of rest”,
likely from one of the compilations.
“Warrina” was also the name of a South
Australian railway station opened in
November 1889, but was a misspelling of
“Warriner”. Warriner's Creek, in that
locality, was named by B. H. Babbage in
1858, after Thomas Warriner, a member of
his exploration party through that area (SA
Railway Stations).
A 1908 newspaper report indicated that
Aboriginal people around Coopers Creek
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Sydney Morning Herald, 9
Dec 1850, p.1
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
11, December 1899
Tyrrell, 1930, 1933 & 1953
(rev’d ed,)
Watkin, 1914
Council file records
“Names of Railway
Stations: Meanings and
Derivations in The
Register, 24 March 1915,
p.4
The Register, 29 July
1908, p.8
Cooper, 1949
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Native Vocabularies”
research material by Daisy
Bates and others, Ref: XII,
2F, 22

Street Name

Suburb

Warrington
Avenue
20/10/1914

Caringbah

Warsop
Street
circa 1960

Kurnell

Warumbui
Avenue
19/8/1957

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
used the word “warrina” to signify “giving”
(The Register). Later compilation of
Aboriginal words appear to have accepted
“warrina” meaning “giving” without
reference to the source of that information
(eg . Cooper).
In the early 1920s, “warrina” meaning
“music” was recorded in the area around
Murchison in north-west Western Australia
(Adelaide Uni).
Possibly named after town in Cheshire UK
on River Mersey. No obvious link with
other streets in subdivision (Taronga &
Bellevue).
Subdivision was lodged by Frank and Jane
Fretus who have no obvious English
connections.
Is name of parish, village in
Nottinghamshire UK near Sherwood
Forest. In Old English was ‘Woer’ ‘hop’
meaning enclosed village. In Doomsday
book as “Wareshope”.
[updated 16/7/2020]
“Warumbui” meaning “water-course,
including trees along the banks” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
of the Kamilaroi people by the Rev Charles
C. Greenway, which was included in an
1872 report by Rev. William Ridley on
“Australian Languages and Traditions”
(Ridley).
Council lists “warumbui” as an Aboriginal
word meaning “watercourse”, a shortened
version of the published information.

Warumbul

Royal

NOTE: The 1872 report distinguishes
between “warumbui” and “warumbul”, with
separate references, even though Ridley’s
previous 1866 publication had only a
single entry of “warumbul” as
“watercourse”. For further information
clarifying the meaning of the Aboriginal
language word “warumbul” see its entry in
Origin of Place Names on Council’s
website.
[updated 16/7/2020]
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Reference

Wikipedia

From 1872 paper written
by Rev. William Ridley,
published as “Australian
Languages and Traditions”
in two separate versions in
The Journal of the
Anthropological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland,
Vol 2, 1873 pp.272-3 and
Vol 7, 1878 pp.237
Ridley, Rev W., Kamilaroi,
Dippil, and Turrubul:
Languages spoken by
Australian Aborigines,
1866

Street Name
Road
circa 1891

Suburb
National
Park

Name Source/ meaning
Warumbul Road was built in the road
construction programme by the National
Park trustees in 1879-84. It led to
Warumbul, where a guest house of that
name was built in 1891 (Carrick).
“Warumbul” is an Aboriginal language
word referring to the Milky Way
constellation in terms of comparison to a
watercourse (Ridley).
For further information see entry for
“Warumbul” in Origin of Place Names on
Council’s website.

Warwick
Street
19/12/1962

Sylvania

Washington
Drive
8/9/1966

Bonnet Bay

Wategos
Street
16/3/2012

Greenhills
Beach

Water Street
28/5/1889
Waterfall
Road
20/3/1886
Waterfalls
Road (DISC)

Caringbah
South
Heathcote

Waterford
Parade
(DISC)
13/2/1882

Royal
National
Park &
Waterfall
Sutherland
& Jannali

Reference
Carrick, J., History of
Royal National Park 18792013
From 1872 paper written
by Rev. William Ridley,
published as “Australian
Languages and Traditions”
in two separate versions in
The Journal of the
Anthropological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland,
Vol 2, 1873 pp.272-3 and
Vol 7, 1878 pp.237

In group of streets (with Oakham, Durham)
named after chief towns of English
Counties. Is chief town of County of
Warwickshire.
Named after George Washington 1st US
President (1789-1797).
That Bonnet Bay street names be those of
US presidents was recommended by
Deputy Shire Clerk Jim Hall and agreed to
by Parkes Development and Council
[Updated 27/11/2017]
Named after Wategos Beach in Byron
Bay, New south Wales. Theme of
subdivision is famous Australian beaches.
Street goes to water’s edge of Burraneer
Bay
Road leads to a small waterfall.

Wikipedia

Now called McKell Avenue. Road passed
by waterfalls near road in Waterfall Creek..

Bygone Days of
Sutherland Shire
History of Royal National
Park
CL
Wikipedia
CL

Originally ran from The Grand Parade to
The Boulevarde (now Sumner Street).
Extended to Jannali in1913 but by 1923
was shown as including former Como
Parade at Jannali.
Renamed in1930 as Jannali Avenue
Possibly named after City /County of
Waterford on south coast of Ireland where
Waterford Crystal is manufactured.
Named by James Murphy manager and a
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Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

CL
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2

Street Name
Watergum
Place
13/12/1984
Waterview
Avenue
3/5/1922
Waterview
Street
27/4/1927
Wattamolla
Road

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
shareholder of the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree – in subdivision
where streets named after trees & shrubs

Reference

Caringbah
South

Street has water views over Yowie Bay.
Part of 1922 “Yowie Panorama Estate”

CL

Oyster Bay

Street had water views over Oyster Bay

Royal
National
Park

Built between 1879 and 1784
Formerly Oliver’s Road
Wattamolla road was built in road
construction programme by National Park
trustees in 1879-84. The road was
upgraded in 1938 (The Propeller).

1879-84

Wattle Road
30/5/1930

Jannali &
Sutherland

Waverly
Place
5/6/1985

Illawong

Wattamolla is a location in the Royal
National Park. For further information see
entry for Wattamolla (Rural Place), etc. in
“Origin of Place Names L-Z” on Council’s
website.
Originally an Unnamed Crown Road from
around 1856 until 1930 extending from
Illawarra Road (Old Princes Highway) to
Carina Bay (now Carina Bay Reserve –
opposite the end of Scylla Road).
Section between Illawarra Road and The
Boulevarde closed in 1882 to allow for
resubdivision
of the Holt-Sutherland Estate.
A further section north of Pavia Road was
closed in 1886, also so that the HoltSutherland Estate could be resubdivided –
parts becoming included in Tivoli
Esplanade and Novara Crescent.
On 1901 DP was shown as “Government
Road”
Named after type of tree in line with other
roads in area (Oak, Waratah etc)
Possibly convict ship ‘Waverly’ (1839),
which returned to England with cargo in
1840.
Or barque ‘Waverly’ which rescued crew of
wrecked brig ‘Pioneer’ off Cockburn in
1851
or passenger ship named ‘Waverly’ which
sailed to Australia 1853 and 1858.
Or brig ‘Waverley’ lost near River Don,
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CL
CL Aboriginal names,
Aust Museum

CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin Oct 1976

Internet
Australia’s Maritime
History

Street Name

Suburb

Weaver
Place
7/4/1989
Webb Close

Woronora
Heights

Webber
Street
12/4/1927

Sylvania

Illawong

Name Source/ meaning
Tasmania in 1879
or possibly the ‘Waverley’ built in 1885,
wrecked at Percy Island in 1889, refloated
but sank on way to Brisbane for repairs.
Area theme- historical nautical significance
Named after type of bird also known as
Grenadier. In subdivision where most
streets are types of birds.
Probably Captain Thomas Langley Webb
(18-1923, a prominent figure in Australian
shipping (President Steamship Owners’
Association) and the coal trade.
or possibly named after the ‘Richard
Webb’, migrant ship (1840)
Captain Webb of schooner ‘Pride of the
Logan’ narrowly escaped a massacre by
natives at Cloudy Bay in 1878
Not known whether it was the same
Captain Webb of schooner ‘Wild Irish Girl’
who along with his wife and crew were
butchered by natives at Cloudy Bay in
1885.
Area Theme - Australian Historical nautical
significance
In same subdivision as Alexander Street
so possibly named after somebody called
Alexander Webber.
The land subdivided was first sold by the
Holt-Sutherland Estate to Daniel William
Tulloch in 1925 and it was sold soon after
to C M Spier & E E Heap who lodged the
subdivision in 1927 creating Alexander
Street and Webber Street. The only
possible link to Alexander Webber would
be if “C M Spier” was Major C M Spier,
later to be highly placed in the pastoral
industry in Australia, who was stationed in
France during WW1 in the Lewis Gun
School. He may have been acquainted
with, or admired the exploits of Lance
Corporal Alexander Webber, wounded
whilst leading a successful attack on “Pill
Boxes” at Ypres in France in October
1917, for which he was awarded a
Distinguished Conduct Medal.
There is also a record of a Lance Corporal
G Webber of Sutherland around 1918, but
not known if any relationship. G Webber
was recommended for a Military Medal in
October 1917, but not known if same
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Reference

Internet
Internet
Australia’s Maritime
History
Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records (LW)

CL

Australian War Memorial
website & other Internet
sites

Library Index

Street Name

Suburb

Weemala
Avenue
17/11/1955

Kirrawee

Name Source/ meaning
person.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Weemala is recorded by Council as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “distant
view” likely sourced from a 1952
composite listing of Aboriginal language
words, which attributes it to the Kamilaroi
people of central north NSW (McCarthy). A
search of all known reference works of
Aboriginal language failed to locate the
source of “weemala” with that exact
spelling and meaning — other than in
other publications with a composite listing
which did not record the source (Cooper,
also Sugden).
In 2016, the State Library of NSW
launched a project named “Weemala” to
map Aboriginal place names from
available documents. It stated that
“Weemala” meant “’a big lookout’ in the
Sydney language”, but did not provide a
source for that information (State Library).
The earliest record for “weemala” came
from the Local Studies Librarian, Blue
Mountains Library. It was the name of a
grand stone residence built in the early
1880s on the southern side of the Great
Western Highway at Faulconbridge. The
name “Weemala” was said to be an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“expansive view” (Blue Mountains Library).
It was also the name of a residence in the
Sydney suburb of Ryde in 1885 (1888
History & Resources)
All of the above would appear to be related
to information provided in 1901 that “weemalu” was an Aboriginal language word
meaning “a big or high look-out or a good
view”. That record was recorded by
Government officials in a listing of words
which “with very few exceptions, they are
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Reference
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952
Cooper, 1949
Sugden, 1950-55.
NSW State Library website
Blue Mountains Council
Library website
“New South Wales: History
and Resources” for
Centennial International
Exhibition, Melbourne
1888.
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
2, March 1901
Carrick, J., History of
Royal National Park 18792013, 2014
Internet – Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
situated in the eastern division of the
colony, and on the eastern side of the
Main Dividing Range” (Science of Man).

Reference

A possible source of the street name is
“Weemalah Cottage” on the foreshore of
the Hacking River in Royal National Park.
Formerly the site of a 1930 cottage named
“Rosemary Cottage”, it was rebuilt around
1978 as re-named “Weemalah” (History of
RNP). The naming would have followed
the practice of using Aboriginal language
words for locations in the Park, but the
source was not provided.

Weerona
Place
7/12/1966

Caringbah
South

“Weemalah” is also a small village just
south of the NSW/Quensland border and
east of Mungindi, formerly known as
Bunarba until 1926 (Internet).
[updated 15/6/2020]
Weerona Place, with allowance for the
spelling variation, likely took its name from
its location overlooking Yowie Bay directly
across from Yowie Point which was the
southern end of the Village of Weeroona,
the former name of that peninsula in a
Holt-Sutherland Estate subdivision. The
Village name was short-lived, only being
advertised from October 1889 to April
1904 when it reverted to the locally-used
name of Yowie Bay (SMH).

Council file records
Sydney Morning Herald, 7
October 1889, p.8 & 16
April 1904, p.19
The Age, 21 December
1874, p.3
Rye Historical Society
“White Cliffs” JanuaryMarch 2017

Weerona is believed to be sourced from
an Aboriginal language word which is
recorded with several spellings and
several meanings.

Bendigo Advertiser, 27
July 1878, p.2

The first mentions found of a similar word
were in Victoria. In 1874, the name of a
bay near Point Nepean was altered to
“Weroona [or Weeroona] Bay” (The Age).
A Victorian historical society investigating
the origin of research on the name
“Weeroona” suggested that it was an
indigenous word meaning “resting place”

A large number of articles
were found through
National Library Trove of
such lists for suggested
house and property
names.
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Brough Smyth, 1878.

Watkin, 1914
Thorpe, 1921

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
and also indicated that a 3-ton cutter
named “Weeroona” was driven ashore and
damaged at St Kilda in 1878 (Rye). Again
in 1878, Lake Werrona [or Weeroona] was
planned and built in Bendigo (Bendigo
Advertiser).
An authoritative record, also in 1878,
“werona” meaning “quiet, to soften temper”
was recorded in Victoria as an Aboriginal
language word (Brough Smyth).
The confusion in spelling and meanings
came from newspaper articles
commencing in 1904 where lists of
Aboriginal language words and attributed
meaning were supplied as responses to
readers’ requests for words suitable for
property and/or house names. Some
“meanings” appeared adjusted to suit the
response. Variations in spelling were:
“werona”, “weroona”, “weerona” and
“weeroona” Only a few of these listings
gave even a general reference to the
source of the information (various
newspapers).
A 1914 publication of a compilation of
Aboriginal language words and meanings
settled on: “Weeroona” meaning “a resting
place” and “werona” meaning “quiet”
(Watkin). Several later publications of
compilations used as general reference
were also selective in the spellings and
meanings that they included (eg.Thorpe).

Wentworth
Street
5/11/1909

Caringbah
South

West Close
18/2/1962

Illawong

Due to the variations in spellings and
meanings, the origin of “weerona” remains
undetermined.
Possibly named after Fitzwilliam
Wentworth, an original shareholder in
leasing of the Holt-Sutherland Estate. Is in
same subdivision as Want Street (J H and
G F Want were also later shareholders)
Possibly passenger ship ‘Star of the West’
(1877)
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Sutherland Shire – A
history to 1939

Internet

Street Name

Westringa
Place
14/8/1964
Westward
Street
2/12/1970

Suburb

Gymea Bay
Kareela

Whalan Place Gymea
20/1/1967

‘What – a Lane’ (DISC)

Sutherland

Wheatley
Road
27/9/1968
Whimbrel
Place
4/12/1984

Yarrawarrah

White Street
29/10/1900

Jannali

Whitehaven

Greenhills

Woronora
Heights

Name Source/ meaning
or Captain West, of American whaling
barque ‘Milo’ who gave passage to
Captain Browning back to Sydney in 1832
after his ship had been commandeered by
escaped convicts from Moreton Bay
or Captain West of wooden ship ‘Helen’
which was destroyed by fire on voyage
between London and Melbourne in 1857.
or Captain Frederick William West of
schooner ‘John-‘Al’ Campbell’ murdered
by a crewman in 1920’
Area Theme - Australian historical nautical
significance
Botanical name for coastal or native
rosemary

Reference

Named after Sydney Hobart race winning
yacht (overall winner 1947 & 48). Streets
in subdivision named after Sydney Hobart
race winning yachts.
Aboriginal word meaning ‘mouth’
Or more likely named after Charles
Whalan Senior (1772-1839) close friend of
Governor Macquarie and Commander of
his and Governor King’s bodyguard. In
group of streets named after important
figures in early years of NSW (eg Cox,
Macquarie, Greenway)
Early ‘unofficial’ name for Robertson Lane
behind School of Arts aka Una Lane

www.alldownunder.com

Named after Kevin Wheatley who was
awarded Victoria’s Cross for action in 1965
during Vietnam War.
A whimbrel is a medium sized curlew. It is
a migratory seabird that spends summer in
Australia. In group of streets named after
Australian birds.
Named by Intercolonial Investment, Land
& Building Co Ltd in 1900. Named after
Lieutenant General Sir George Stuart
White, a Victoria Cross recipient for action
at Kandahar in the 2nd Anglo-Afghan War
and a commander of the forces in Natal in
the 2nd Boer War, refusing to surrender in
the Siege of Ladysmith. Adjoining streets
also named after Boer War personalities
(Buller and Roberts Streets)
[Updated 27/11/2017]
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Australia’s Maritime
History
Internet
Menai Dept Unit 23/3/1981
Council file records (LW)

www.anbg.gov.au

Aust Museum

Works Committee
31/8/1959 Council File
R/39/11
Internet
www.birdsinbackyards.net
list from birds Australia
website
DP

CL

Street Name
Street
16/3/2012

Suburb
Beach

Whites
Avenue
30/7/1923

Caringbah
South

Whitewood
Place
9/11/1978
Whitton Lane
(DISC)
20/3/1886

Caringbah
South

Whitton
Street
20/3/1886

Heathcote

Wiak Road
23/5/1962

Jannali

Wigens
Avenue
9/1/1962

Heathcote

Como

Name Source/ meaning
Named after Whitehaven Beach in Great
Barrier Reef, Queensland. Theme of
subdivision is famous Australian beaches.
On 1923 subdivision plan shown as
‘White’s Ave.’ Plan lodged by Louis
Hasforth, who purchased it from the HoltSutherland Estate just prior to subdivision
Plan also shows a number of buildings and
a boatshed on land at end of street, so
name possibly related to a former lessee
of the site.
Much later (1978) subdivision than
surrounding streets but follows tree name
theme (eg Oleander, Jacaranda)
Unnamed Crown Lane 1886 to 2004.
Originally proposed name for the lane
named as Jack Lane.
Named after senior NSW public servant
when area subdivided (1896) in line with
theme of naming streets in area after
ministers / public servants. John Whitton
(1820-1898) was NSW Railways Engineer
in chief 1856 -1890
Named in 2004 after NSW government
minister at time area subdivided in line
with apparent theme of naming streets in
area after ministers / public servants.
John Whitton (1820-1898) was NSW
Railways Engineer in chief 1856 -1890.
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Wiak” meaning “bone” was recorded in
1904 as an Aboriginal word of the
Wiradyuri [Wiradjuri] people (Mathews).
This was later listed more specifically in
the Ngunnawal language of the Aboriginal
people whose territory is around Canberra
ACT (Jones).

Reference
GG 1/11/2013 p. 5078
GG 24/11/2017 pp.7321-2

In 1842 in south-west Western Australia
“wi-ak” meaning “enough” had been
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
(Moore). This had been previously
recorded in 1840 in the same area as “wiuk” meaning “enough" (Grey).
Previously Bonnet Road, from 1949 to
1962.. Because of confusion with nearby
Bonnet Avenue, was renamed after Frank
Wigens a local resident with long service
in local community organisations (Mrs

Grey, 1840
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CL

CL
ADB online

Council File 95/2960
ADB online

Mathews, 1904
Jones, A., “Canberra
History: Ngarigo and
Ngunnawal word lists”,
2016
Moore, 1842

CL
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Wilbar
Avenue
14/7/1913

Cronulla

Wilbar Lane
11/3/2005
Wilbung
Road
30/5/1930

Cronulla

Wilga Road
19/6/1956

Illawong

Caringbah
South

Name Source/ meaning
Wigens played the organ at the local
church)
Street name may be a concoction of
names of Edward George WILson and
Alfred BARry who owned most of the land
in the Wilbar Estate at the time of its
subdivision in 1913
Lane off Wilbar Avenue. Unnamed from
1913 until 2005
[updated 14/6/2020]
Opened as a Crown Road around 1921
but not named as Wilbung Road until 1930
(Gazette). It initially extended between
present-day roads Osprey Drive and
Moreton Drive. In 1988, Bunda Road
running northerly off its western end to Old
Illawarra Road (now Barker Close) was
renamed as part of Wilbung Road
(Gazette). Part of the northern end of
Bunda Road/Wilbung Road was within a
road diversion corridor of Old Illawarra
Road opened in 1980, which was officially
named as part of Fowler Road in 2011
(Gazette).
A listing attributed to the Dharug people,
records “wilbung” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “magpie” (Dharug
and Dharawal Resources). This may have
derived from information recorded in the
early days of European settlement around
Port Jackson. In 1790-1, William Dawes
recorded “wil-bing” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “wing” (Dawes).
In 1793, John Hunter listed “wil-bing” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “To fly,
or the wing of a bird” (Hunter).
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Wilga” was the name of a pastoral
property operating from 1858 in central
NSW near Condoblin (Gazette). In 1896,
to the south at Narrandera, “wilga” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “tree like a willow”
(Anthropological Journal). In 1906, “wilga”
meaning “twisted; a timber that is crooked
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Reference
CL
DP

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-2113; 5
February 1988 p.697; 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6
“Dharug and Dharawal
Resources” at
http://dharug.dalang.com.a
u/Dharug/language/view_w
ord/1922
Dawes, 1790-1791
Hunter, 1793

NSW Govt. Gazette of 4
May 1858 p.731
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol. 1, No. 2, September
1896
Science of Man, Vol. 8 No.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
and twisted” was listed as a Woradgery
[Woradjuri] Aboriginal language word
(Science of Man).

Reference
4, July 1906

Council records “wilga” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “willow”, likely
obtained from a 1952 composite listing of
Aboriginal language words: “wilga”
meaning “Willow tree (Geijera parviflora)”,
which did not provide the source of that
information (McCarthy).

Shu[r]mann, 1844

A number of other records have been
found of an Aboriginal language word
“wilga”.
In 1844, “wilga” meaning “a domesticated
wild dog; any domesticated animal, as a
cat, etc.” was recorded in the Parnkalla
language on the western shores of
Spencers Gulf in South Australia
(Shurmann 1844)”
In 1886-7, “wilga” meaning “teeth” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
of the Muliarra people around the upper
reaches of the Sandford River in the
central west of Western Australia. (Curr).
“Wilga” meaning “teeth” also appears in a
number of recordings of Aboriginal
language words in the early 1920s in many
areas of Western Australia. Those
recordings also have associated meaning
of “mouth” and “jaw” in some areas and
also has “wilga” with other meanings of
“red clay”, “tattooing”, “upper arm”,
“gorge”, “shade” and “lightning” (Adelaide
Uni).
“Wilga” meaning “to turn around” was also
recorded in the Madi Madi [Madhi Madhi]
language around the northern Riverina
and far west regions of NSW. (Hercus)
One 1899 reference to “wilga” meaning
“hot” around the Lachlan and
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McCarthy, 1952

Curr, 1886-7
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Native Vocabularies”
research material by Daisy
Bates and others REF: XII
– several items
Hercus, 1986
Science of Man, Vol. 8 No.
4, July 1906 & Vol. 2 No.
8, September 1899
Larmer, 1898

Street Name

Suburb

Willaburra
Road
22/8/1930

Burraneer

Name Source/ meaning
Murrumbidgee Rivers may be incorrect
(Science of Man). When it was traced to
the original referenced recording in 1898 it
was spelt “wilya” (Larmer).
[Updated 14/6/2020]
Subdivision in which the street was named
was lodged in 1930 by J Rutherford as
“Willaburra Estate”.
Although it appears to be of Aboriginal
language origin, it is almost certainly a
constructed name.

Reference

Council file records
Kavanagh, M., Echoes
from the Bay – The Yowie
Bay Story, Douglas Park
NSW, 2004

Roslyn Rutherford lived at Willamurra in
Woolooware Rd circa 1929 (Kavanagh).
The first half may be the source of “willa”.
The second part "burra" would be short for
Burraneer.

Willandra
Parade
6/7/1962

Heathcote

This is a similar type of construction used
for the Rutherford subdivision at Burraneer
Point called the "Gunnaburra Estate",
located between Gunnamatta Bay and
Burraneer Bay.
[updated 15/6/2020]
A road opened as a Crown Road around
1886 and formerly known as Railway
Parade until renamed as Willandra Parade
in 1962 (Gazette).
“Willandra” was the name of a pastoral
property operating by 1847 in central
NSW, between Ivanhoe and Hillston
(Gazette).

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 6
July 1962 p.2007; 28 May
1847 p.579
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
11, December 1899
Council file records.

“Willandra” meaning “Little waters, a
creek” was recorded in 1899 as an
Aboriginal language word, although no
indication was provided of the location
where that information was obtained
(Science of Man)

Willarong
Road

Caringbah &
Caringbah

Council records “willandra” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “little
waters or a creek”.
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Willarong” also known as “Willerong” was
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Sydney Morning Herald, 9

Street Name
1/6/1893

Willaroo
Avenue
7/9/1987

Suburb
South

Woronora
Heights

Name Source/ meaning
a pastoral property operating by 1847 on
the Meroo River south of Mudgee in the
central west of NSW (SMH, also Gazette).
No specific Aboriginal language word spelt
either “willarong” or “willerong” has been
found in any known reference work. It
could nonetheless be related to “willoring”
meaning “honey running out of a tree”
recorded in 1899 (Science of Man). In
1904, it was clarified that “willoring” had
been collected in the Hill End area south of
Mudgee as an Aboriginal language word
with the meaning expanded to “strained
honey (or honey running out of a tree)”
(Science of Man).
[updated 15/6/2020]
Willaroo Avenue is in a suburb where most
street names are species of Australian
birds. “Willaroo” was recorded in 1865 as
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“curlew” in South Australia from the
language of the Dieyerie (Dieri) people
whose territory lay to the east of Lake Eyre
(Gason).

Reference
March 1847, p.3
NSW Govt. Gazette of 3
December 1852, p.1765
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
11, December 1899 & Vol.
7 No. 6, July 1904

Council file records
Gason, 1874
Avibase – The World Bird
database
https://avibase.bsc-eoc.org
Curr, 1886-7

“Willaroo” is a common name used for the
bird species Burhinus grallarius also
known by the common names of “Bush
Stone Curlew” or “Bush Thick Knee”
(Avibase).

William
Pathway
10/4/1923

Caringbah
South

William Street Sutherland
(DISC)
1886

In 1886-7, “willaroo” was also recorded as
an Aboriginal language word meaning
“big” at Streaky bay on the coastline of the
Great Australian Bight in South Australia
(Curr).
Name first appears adjacent to eastern
side of1923 subdivision of Beauty Point
Estate (adjacent site to east), but road
itself first shows on 1941 subdivision. One
of the owners of the area when subdivided
was William Cecil Waring so probably
named after him.
Became Moore Street (1887). On 1886
map reproduced in SSHS Bulletin 1986.
Possibly named after Samuel William Gray
major landowner as is near Gray Street
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DP, CL

Street Names in Early
Sutherland Suth Shire Hist
Soc Bulletin Feb 1986

Street Name

Suburb

Willock
Avenue
2/8/1949

Miranda

Willow Place
22/1/1968
Willowbrook
Place
3/2/1984
Wills Road
13/1/1908

Kirrawee
Sylvania
Woolooware

Wills Road
North (DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware

Wills Road
South (DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware

Wilshire
Avenue
16/5/1912

Cronulla

Wilson
Parade
6/9/1927 (or
earlier)

Heathcote

Name Source/ meaning
which is named after SW Gray.
Originally to be known as League Street,
because of involvement of Miranda RSL in
acquiring the land.
An ex-soldier and local businessman
George Willock obtained 24 house sites in
street for ex-serviceman – street named
after him in subdivision lodged in 1949 by
George H Willock and J P & W H Garland.
Named after tree species. Nearby are Oak
Road and Cedar Place
Possibly named after location next to treelined Gwawley Creek.

Reference

Between1947 and 2005 parts called Wills
Road North and South. 7 streets in area
named after explorers so probably named
after William John Wills (1834-1861) (as in
Burke and Wills) explorer of Central
Australia. He reached Gulf of Carpentaria
but died on return trip
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Renamed because split by CronullaSutherland railway. Those names were
never successfully used for house
addresses and were regazetted to the
original names in 2005.
Subdivision which created street was
lodged in 1912 by Frederick R Wilshire,
Austin T Wilshire & Edwin J Wilshire
Wilshire family was early land holders with
Rosie, Victor, Hero, Harley St John,
Norman, & Hector Wilshire being
partnership owners of several other nearby
properties
William J Wilshire was also a Cronulla
property owner.
Harley St John Wilshire was one of
founders of Cronulla Surf Life Saving Club
1907.
Created in 1882 as an unnamed railway
diversion road to service the properties in
Heathcote on the east side of the railway
line after railway severed part of the
Illawarra Road, which was reconnected to

CL
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CL

www.asap.unimelb.edu.au

CL

CL

CL
Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
Aug 1988 p 375(LW) &
1916 on Sands
CL
Suth Shire Hist Soc
Bulletin May 2007
From Sails to Atoms
CL

Street Name

Suburb

Wilson Place
16/10/1980

Bonnet Bay

Windermere
Avenue
13/7/1960

Miranda

Windle Place
22/4/1980

Menai

Windsor
Road
7/5/1913

Cronulla

Wingello
Road
1/6/1893

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
the road on the west of the railway (now
Princes Highway) by a level crossing (at
the bend in road approx halfway between
Boronia Grove and Grevillea Grove) and
later by a railway crossing bridge after
railway opened in 1886.
It is not known exactly when the street was
named but it first shows on a subdivision
plan in 1927 as Wilson Parade (although
apparently showing as Wilson’s Parade on
street signs up to the early 1960s). Named
after Reverend John Wilson, minister at
Christ Church Anglican Church (1896 till
1903). He continued to live in area till he
died in 1922. His house known as Flavian
Court was on site of Heathcote High
School. It burnt down in 1939 bushfire.
Named after Woodrow Wilson 28th US
President (1913-1921). That Bonnet Bay
street names be those of US presidents
was recommended by Deputy Shire Clerk
Jim Hall and agreed to by Parkes
Development and Council
Mr J Haynes, who died in 1938, came from
the English Windermere Lakes area and
his Miranda poultry farm was known as
Windermere.
Named after Robert (Bob) George Windle
(born 1944) Australian Swimmer. Gold
medal 1500 m freestyle 1964 Olympics. In
subdivision where streets named after
Australian swimmers
Named after a family that was one of the
first purchasers of land in the area after it
was subdivided in 1895.
Mrs Ada Windsor was noted for displaying
seashells by the seashore. She owned
land pre subdivision
Otho H Windsor was Secretary of
Cronulla Progress Assoc 1908
Extended to include Maidora Road
renamed as part of Windsor Road in 1942
[updated 15/6/2020]
Wingello Road opened in a HoltSutherland Estate subdivision in 1893 was
likely named after the pastoral property
“Wingello” in the southern highlands of
NSW. Thomas Holt purchased “Wingello”
in November 1871 and held it until he died
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Reference

Pgs 54-5. From Bottle
forest to Heathcote
Sutherland Shire’s first
settlement

Natures Doorstep The
Bonnet Bay Story by C
Burgess

Council file records

Internet

CL
Suth S Hist Soc Bulletin
Aug 1988 p 375 (LW)
Suth Shire His Soc Bulletin
May 2007
CL
Council file records
Holt, H.E., An Energetic
Colonist: A Biographical
Account of the Activities of
the late Hon. Thomas Holt,

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
in 1888, at which time it was willed to his
son Alfred Holt who held it until to 1912
(Holt).
“Wingello” in the southern highlands dates
back to 1826 when a settler applied for
land at a place which he called “Wanglow”
(RAHS). By 1832, the location was
referred to as “Wingello” (Gazette).

Winifred
Avenue
29/1/1943

Caringbah

Winkin
Avenue
19/8/1957

Gymea Bay

Winkin Lane
12/11/2004

Gymea Bay

Winnunga
Road
23/6/1954

Lilli Pilli

A NSW railway station in that area was
renamed as Wingello in 1885 (NSW Rail).
A listing in 1926-7 indicates that Wingello
railway station was named after a local
parish name from an Aboriginal language
word meaning “to burn” (Irish). This has
been traced to an 1834 recording of “winnel-li-ko” meaning “to be burned” and “to
scorch, to burn with fire” (Threlkeld).
Origin of name not determined.
In a subdivision with intended names
Edwin Avenue and Wyndham Avenue,
both of which were in a part of subdivision
crossed out and marked excluded from
plan.
Plan lodged by Wyee Limited so no
apparent relation.
Appears to be a female first name.
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Winkin” meaning “tired” is an Aboriginal
language word recorded in 1899 at
Newcastle (since 1910 known as Toodyay)
north-west of Perth in Western Australia
(Mathew).
[updated 15/6/2020]
A lane off Winkin Avenue opened in 1957
but not named as Winkin Lane until 2004
(Gazette).
For origin of “winkin” see entry for Winkin
Avenue
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Winnunga” meaning “small” was recorded
in 1886-7 as an Aboriginal language word,
around Condoblin NSW (Curr), likely in the
location where a railway station south of
Condoblin was opened in 1917 (closed in
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Reference
MLC, Melbourne 1972
Royal Australian Historical
Society Journal and
Proceedings. Vol. 32, 1946
NSW Govt. Gazette of 26
September 1832, p.311
NSW Rail website
www.nswrail.net/
Irish, 1927.
Threlkeld, 1834

CL

Mathew, 1899

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 12
November 2004 p.8491

Curr, 1886-7
NSW Rail website
www.nswrail.net/
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
1958) (NSW Rail).

Reference
Mathews, 1904

Council also records “winnunga” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “small”.

Winston
Place
11/5/1962

Sylvania

Winyu Street
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Sutherland

“Winnunga” was also recorded in 1898
with the meaning of “to hear” around the
Bogan River in northern NSW (Science of
Man). In 1904, “winnunga” meaning “hear”
was listed in the language of the Wiradjuri
people (Mathews).
Origin of name not determined.
Possibly could be related to Winston
Churchill, former English Prime Minister
(still living at that time), but nothing found
which would verify connection
[updated 15/6/2020]
Around 1879 a perimeter track was
constructed just inside the northern
boundary of the National Park, which at
the time included the land just south of the
area developed as the township of
Sutherland in 1886. This track at the rear
of properties in Park Street was named as
Winyu Street in 1930 (Gazette). It was
never dedicated and was discontinued
when split by acquisition for the
Sutherland-Cronulla railway corridor in
1937 (Gazette).

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
May 1930 pp.2112-3 & 5
November 1937 p.4448
Gunther, in an Appendix
by J Fraser to An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Mathews, 1903.
Mathews, 1904

“Winyu” meaning “a waterhole without
water” was recorded around 1837 or a little
later by Archdeacon Gunther as a word in
the Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal
language of central NSW (Gunther).

Wistaria
Street

Dolans Bay

In 1904, also in the language of the
Wiradyuri [Wiradjuri] people, “winyu” had
the meaning “sun” (Mathews). This would
seem to have a relationship with “winyu”
meaning “heat” recorded in the language
of the Darkinung people whose territory
embraces the Country watered by Colo,
MacDonald and Wollombi Rivers, inland
from the central and mid-north coast of
NSW (Mathews).
Also spelt Wisteria - Genus of woody
climbing vines. Named after Dr. Caspar
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Wikipedia

Street Name
12/2/1913

Suburb

Withybrook
Place
28/9/1966
Wittenoom
Place
30/4/1980

Sylvania

Wokari Street
9/2/1973

Engadine

Wolger Street
25/8/1913

Yarrawarrah

Como

Name Source/ meaning
Wistar (1761 - 1818). In subdivision with
other plant named streets – Daphne,
Maple, Heather, Palm.
Name of town in Warwickshire in England.
In subdivision with Amos Place to which
has no obvious connection.
In group of streets named after Western
Australian locations. Named after town
and gorge in WA which were named after
either Sir Edward Horne Wittenoom a
pastoralist and politician or after Frank
Wittenoom partner of George Hancock in
nearby Mulga Downs Station, it was
George Hancock’s son Lang Hancock who
developed the asbestos mine/town
[Updated 15/6/2020]
On 30 March 1972, Council advised the
Department of Lands of acceptance of
Wokari Street in a Crown land subdivision
off Kingswood Road as coming from a
word of Aboriginal origin.
“Wokari” was recorded in 1865 as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“arrived” at Lake Hope in South Australia
from the language of the Dieyerie (Dieri)
people whose territory lay to the east of
Lake Eyre (Gason).
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Wolger” (or “wolgerr”) was an Aboriginal
language word of the Kamilaroi people of
central NSW which was transcribed as
“walgett” by European settlers. Walgett is
a town at the junction of the Namoi and
Barwon Rivers, in the western plains of
NSW explored by Charles Sturt in the
1820s. European settlement began in the
1840s when a number of sheep farms and
pastoral runs were established on the
riverside land. One of the first settlers
established the cattle run 'Wareena Estate'
in 1849 and this would be the site that
would become the town of Walgett (About
NSW).
The Rev. William Ridley in both 1873 &
1875 explained the evolution of Walgett:
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Reference

Internet
Internet

Council file records
Gason, 1874

Walgett in “About NSW’
http://about.nsw.gov.au/vie
w/suburb/Walgett/
Ridley, 1873.
Ridley, 1875
Geographical Names
Board website place
names, also references:
Woods, W.A., Dawn in the
Valley: The Story of
Settlement in the Hunter
River Valley”, Wentworth
Books, 1972
Appleton, 1992.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Europeans took the sharp “r” sound to be
McCarthy, 1952
“t”, hence transcribing “wolger/wolgerr” as
“walgett”. “The township was named after
the hollow "wolger", but was prudently
fixed on the "worina" [European: wareena],
or rising ground, above the floods”
(Ridley).
While it is quite clear from Ridley’s
explanation that “wolger” refers to “the
hollow” and not the higher location of the
town of Walgett (“worina’ or “wareena”).
The Geographical Names Board website
entry for “Walgett” includes: Origin:
Aboriginal word Walgarr – means ‘high hill”
p.140. Name of station in 1839 of John
Campbell. P.442 (Information from Dawn
in the Valley – W.A.Woods) RAHS Journal
Vol. 48 part 6)” (GNB). Of note is that the
referenced book is sub-titled “The Story of
Settlement in the Hunter River Valley”
which relates to an area some distance
from Walgett (Woods).
That there is some doubt about the
Aboriginal word origin for the name of the
town is indicated in another entry on the
same Geographical Names Board website
entry: “Meaning: Probably derived from
Ngiyambaa [Aboriginal language] ‘walkarr’
for a species of hawk (Appleton; 1992).
Also: river crossing (McCarthy; 1963) —
(GNB & Appleton). The McCarthy version
does not provide any reference to the
source of that meaning (McCarthy).
Wikipedia on Internet also suggests
“Walgett takes its name from an Aboriginal
[language] word meaning ‘the meeting of
two rivers’”. This appears to be a
description, as no confirmation as an
Aboriginal language word with that
meaning has been found in any known
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Street Name

Wollondilly
Place
27/6/1967

Suburb

Sylvania
Waters

Name Source/ meaning
publication of Aboriginal language words.
From the above information, the most
likely meaning of “wolger” is that provided
by Ridley, i.e., that it an Aboriginal
language word meaning “a hollow [in the
ground]”.
[updated 8/7/2020]
Named after Wollondilly River south west
of Sydney. It is one of a number of streets
in the suburb named after an Australian
river.
Historical research indicates that the river
was first sighted by Europeans in 1798 by
former convict John Wilson when he
described it as “the size of the Nepean
River with a great run of water” (Goulburn
Post). In 1819, explorer Charles Throsby,
referred to an area in the upper reaches of
the river as “Wallandilli” (Highland News).
A diary entry for 20 October 1820 for an
exploration party which included Throsby,
states “we came to the Wallandilly River -about 12 yards wide in most Parts, and a
very fine Stream of Water being quite
fresh. ---The Ford however is very rough
and Rocky” (Macquarie Archive). In 1821,
there were Government notices referred to
the Wollondilly River (Sydney Gazette).
In 1900, John F. Mann, a surveyor familiar
with the Surveyor-General’s requirements
for recording Aboriginal language words
for geographical features and place names
indicated that “wolon-dilly” meant “water
trickling over rocks” where “wolon” meant
“water” (Mann). Later authors of composite
lists of Aboriginals words took the meaning
of “water trickling over the rocks” for
“wollondilly” without indicating the source
of that information (eg. McCarthy).
Of note is that “wallan” — in the 1819-20
spellings “wallandilli” & “wallandilly” —
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Reference

Council file records
Goulburn Post, 3
September, 2019
Highland News, 25
January, 2016
Transcript of diary entry 20
October 1820 – Macquarie
University
www.mq.edu.au>macquari
e-archive>journeys>oct20
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 3 March 1821,
p.1
Mann, J.F. Sydney
Morning Herald, 22 June
1900, p.7
McCarthy, 1952
Gunther, Archdeacon,
“Grammar and Vocabulary
of the Aboriginal Dialect
called the Wirradhuri” in an
Appendix by J Fraser to An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Curr, 1886-7
Ridley, 1875
Wollondilly Shire Council
website
www.wollondilly.nsw.gov.a

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
could mean either rocks or water.

Reference
u

“Wallan” when used as the first part of a
concatenated Aboriginal word had the
meaning of “having stone” or “stony” when
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Gunther). In 1886-7,
“wallan” meaning “stone” was recorded
around Albury in southern NSW (Curr).

Bodkin, F. & BodkinAndrews, G., “Tahmoor
and the Worrondilly: How
the Bronze-winged Pigeon
Came to Be” at
www.dharawalstories.com

“Wallan” was an Aboriginal language word
meaning “rain”, supplied in 1875 by John
Rowley from the language of the
Aborigines of George’s River, Cowpasture
and Appin, that is from the mouth of
Georges River at Botany Bay and
extending about 50 miles to the southwest” (Ridley). In 1886-7, “wallan”
meaning “water also rain” was recorded
around Barraba in north-east NSW (Curr).
Wollondilly Shire Council suggested the
following: The earliest known inhabitants
of the district were the natives [Aboriginal
people] of the Gundangurra Tribe who
gave the area its name. The word
Wollondilly is attributed to having three
meanings including; “A place where spirits
dwell” and “Water trickling over rocks”. The
third meaning is connected to a legend
about the burning black coal that was
carried inside the skull of a bunyip, within a
basket woven of waratah stems. “Worron”
means black coal and “dilly” means carry
basket.
The first and third of those meanings
suggested by the Wollondilly Shire Council
appear to refer to traditions of the
Aboriginal people. The third meaning has
been traced to an Aboriginal legendary
story attributed to the Dharawal people:
“Tahmoor and the Worrondilly How the
Bronze-winged Pigeon Came to Be”. That
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Street Name
Wollongong
Road (DISC)

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
story contains the quoted material
(Bodkin).
[updated 15/6/2020]
Early name for Old Illawarra Road. Also
known as “Sir Thomas Mitchell’s Line of
Road to the Illawarra” (Pictorial History).

Lawrence J., A Pictorial
History of Sutherland
Shire, 1998

Wollongong in the Illawarra region of NSW
was known as “Five Islands” until named
as “Wollongong” in 1826 by SurveyorGeneral John Oxley (Local History).

Local History –
Wollongong
http://www.wollongongtouri
stparks.com.au/attractions/
Pages/Local-History.aspx

“Wollongong” is derived from one of
several Aboriginal language words and
their attributed meanings:
In 1892, the Hon. George Thornton stated
that: Wollongong should be “Wolyungah,”
which means “a place where fish may be
caught with hook and line” (Thornton).
However, in 1896, Thornton expressed the
different opinion that: “Wollongong should
be pronounced 'Woolyungah' which, I
think, means 'five islands’” (Thornton). He
confirmed this latter information in a
publication in 1899 (Science of Man).

Reference

Thornton, G., in “Notes on
the Aborigines of New
South Wales, by the Hon.
Richard Hill M.L.C. and
Hon. George Thornton
M.L.C.” Published by
Authority of the New South
Wales Commissioners for
the World’s Columbian
Exposition, Chicago,
Sydney, 1893
Thornton G in Sydney
Morning Herald, 28 March
1896, p.7

Local residents did nonetheless seem to
agree with both of Thornton’s explanations
in information recorded between 1910 and
1930, viz: (1) “Wollongong” comes from
the Aboriginal language word “wollogul”
meaning “the king fish”; and (2)
“Wollongong” comes from “wooljungah”
meaning “five islands” (Organ).

Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
11, December 1899

Kiama Library records other meanings:
“Wollongong [comes] from Wollonyuh or
Wollonga, meaning sound of the sea or
hard ground near water”, but does not
provide the sources for that information
(Kiama Library).

Kiama Library website
https://www.kiama.nsw.gov
.au/library

A meaning that is regarded as doubtful is
an 1899 recording that: “Wollongong =
See! the monster comes
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Organ, M., A Documentary
History of the Illawarra &
South Coast Aborigines
1770-1850, Wollongong
Uni, 1990 referencing
McCaffrey’s papers

The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
The Sydney Morning
Herald, 16 Feb 1929, p.16

Street Name

Suburb

Wollun Street
25/8/1913

Como

Name Source/ meaning
(Nwoolyarngungh): An exclamation of fear
by the blacks [Aboriginal people] upon
seeing for the first time a ship in full sail”
(Anthropological Survey). A 1929
newspaper article is definite that
“Wollongong [was] not derived from
Aboriginal words which signify fear or
surprise” (SMH).
[updated 8/7/2020]
Wollun Street was opened and named in
1913 in a Holt-Sutherland subdivision
where all street names contained
Aboriginal language words.
Council lists “wollun” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “hard substance”.
This was recorded later than the naming of
Wollun Street in 1913, and likely obtained
from a 1952 composite listing of Aboriginal
names which had the same meaning for
“wollun” as “hard substance”, but gave no
reference to the source of that information.
(McCarthy).
There are several early recordings of
meanings for an Aboriginal language
“wollun”, some of which may relate to
“Wollun Hills” which was a pastoral
property operating by 1835 in the Upper
Hunter region of NSW near Muswellbrook
(Gazette)
“Wollun” meaning “water” was recorded in
1875 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Kamilaroi people of central NSW
(Ridley).
In 1899, “wollun” from “wollund” meaning
“rocks” was recorded as the first part of a
place name in the area of the Bogan and
Macquarie Rivers of northern NSW. In
1900-1901, “wollun” (also “wollung”)
meaning “hard” was recorded as an
Aboriginal word of the Wooratherie or
Wiraiari [Wiradjeri] people around the
Macquarie and Castlereagh Rivers
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Reference

Council file records
McCarthy, 1952
NSW Govt. Gazette of 23
September 1835, p.682
Ridley, 1875
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
11, December 1899; Vol. 3
No. 4, May 1901; Vol. 4,
No.2, March 1901
Curr, 1886-7
Science of Man, Vol. 4,
No.3, April 1901
Threlkeld,1827

Enright, 1900
ALSO
Enright, W.J., “The Kattang
(Kutthung) or Worimi: An
Aboriginal Tribe”. Mankind,
March 1932

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Science of Man).

Reference

Of note is that a similar word “wollung”
meaning “stone” had been recorded in
1886-7 around Yass in southern NSW
(Curr).
In 1901, “wollun” meaning “to see” was
recorded an Aboriginal word of the Wiraiari
[Wiradjeri] people. (Science of Man)

Wollybutt
Road
30/5/1930

Engadine

Wolstenholme
Avenue
19/6/1952

Gymea

Wonga Road
11/1/1889

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

As early as 1827 “wol-lung” meaning
“head” had been recorded in language of
Awabakal people around Lake Macquarie
on the central coast of NSW (Threlkeld). In
1900, “wol-lun” meaning “head” was
recorded at the western end of Port
Stephens in the Katthung or Kattang
language of the Worimi people of that area
(Enright).
Unnamed Crown Road from around 1912
until 1930 (Cambrai Avenue to Karamarra
Road). Extended around 1932 to
Cooriengah Heights Road.
Named after type of tree known as
peppermint tree or Eucalyptus longiflolia
Probably named after owner, F R
Wolstenholme, at time of 1952 subdivision.
An unnamed lane at western end in same
1952 subdivision through to Milburn Road
was named as part of Wolstenholme
Avenue in 2005.
[updated 15/6/2020]
As other roads in the same subdivision
have fauna and flora words in their names,
it is likely that “wonga’ is derived from
either the “wonga wonga vine” or “wonga
wonga pigeon.” Of note is that the late
Shire historian Frank Cridland refers to
“wonga vine” growing in Darook Park at
Cronulla.
Wonga wonga is a woody climbing vine
first described by botanist H. C. Andrews
in 1800 as Bignonia pandorana It was
included in the works of botanist Robert
Brown in 1801-5 as Tecoma australis, a
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CL
CL

Council file records
Cridland, F., The Story of
Port Hacking, Cronulla and
Sutherland Shire,1950
Edition
“Atlas of Living Australia”
at ala.org.au
Latham, J., A General
Synopsis of Birds,
addendum of
supplementary information
on Australian birds in

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
hardy evergreen climber of eastern
Australia. Brown’s descriptor was later
ruled invalid and its current plant species
name is Pandorea pandorana (Atlas).
The wonga-wonga pigeon was identified
by ornithologist John Latham in 1801 as
Leucosarcia melanoleuca (Latham). In
1826 the wonga-wonga [pigeon] as
(Columba picata) was included in a listing
of common “productions” of the Colonies
of New South Wales and Van Diemens
Land (Sydney Gazette). John Gould in
1848 had a listing for Wonga-wonga
pigeon as (Leucosarcia picata) (Gould).
In 1875, “wonga-wonga” meaning pigeon
(blue) was supplied in 1875 by John
Rowley from the language of the
Aborigines of George’s River, Cowpasture
and Appin, that is from the mouth of
Georges River at Botany Bay and
extending about 50 miles to the southwest” (Ridley).
The wonga pigeon was mentioned in “How
the white waratah became red”, a
traditional story which has a number of
versions attributed to the Dharawal and
other Aboriginal people (e.g., Gardiner).
“Wonga” also appears in a number of
Aboriginal languages throughout Australia:
In 1886-7, in Western Australia, “wonga”
meaning “hungry” (Pilbara Region in
north); “crow” (Champion Bay on west
coast); “thunder” (Geographie Bay on
south-west coast). In South Australia,
“wonga” meaning “dark” Peake Telegraph
Station in south-east); “night” (Warburton
River in north-east). In Victoria, “wonga”
meaning “a lad whose tooth has been
knocked out” [in a ceremonial practice in
Northern Victoria]. In New South Wales,
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Reference
1801
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 28 January
1826, p.3
Gould, J., The Birds of
Australia, London 1848
Ridley, Rev W., Kamilaroi
and Other Australian
Languages, 2nd edition,
Sydney, 1875
Gardiner, J.C., The Dawn
of Life and other Australian
Tales, Calwell ACT, 2013
Curr, 1886-7
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol. 1, No. 2, September
1896
Mathew, 1899
Science of Man, Vol. 6,
No.7, August 1903
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Native Vocabularies”
research material by Daisy
Bates and others, REF: XII
– various papers

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
“wonga” meaning “food” (lower Darling
River in western NSW); “wonga wonga”
meaning “pelican” (around Wellington in
central NSW). In Queensland, “wonga”
meaning “one” (around Diamantina River,
also around Mount Enniskillen, also
around Comet River, and also around
Dawson River – all in central Quensland);
“ghosts” (Halifax Bay on north coast
Queensland); “sheep” (Burkedin River in
northern Queensland)(Curr).

Reference

Other meanings of the Aboriginal language
word were published after Wonga Road
was named in 1889:
In 1896, “wonga” meaning “black
cormorant” in the language of the
Wooradjeri [Woradjuri] people of central
NSW. “Wonga” meaning “where” and
“which” in the Goon-gan-jr language in
northern Queensland near Cairns
(Anthropological Journal).
In 1899, “wonga” meaning “speak” at
Toodyay, formerly Newcastle, near Perth
Western Australia (Mathew).
In 1904, “wonga” meaning “A wide water
course” at Garah in north-east NSW
(Science of Man).
In early 1900s, mostly in Western
Australia, “wonga” appeared in many
areas as meaning “speak”, “tell”, “ask”,
“talk”, “call”, “inform”, “beg” and generally
meaning Aboriginal language speech,
together with instances of “alive, living”
and “raw” (Adelaide Uni).
Wood Lane
19/12/1904

Cronulla

Woodfield
Avenue
25/9/1920

Bundeena

Arthur W Wood owned land in area when
subdivided. Part of former Burns Street,
west from Parramatta Street, was
renamed as part of Wood Lane in 1911.
Named after one of owners at time of
subdivision- Isabella Elizabeth Woodfield
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CL , CC

Title information

Street Name
Woodfield
Boulevarde
19/3/1924
Woodford
Crescent
12/9/1960

Suburb
Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
Named after one of two owners at time of
subdivision - Isabel Elizabeth Woodfield.

Reference
DP

Heathcote

Wikipedia

Woodlands
Road
19/2/1912

Taren Point

Woodside
Road (DISC)
22/1/1984

Caringbah

Woodward
Avenue
19/11/1963

Caringbah
South

Woolooware
Lane
25/3/2011

Woolooware

In same subdivision as Eltham Place, both
referring to old English towns, now part of
the City of Greater London.
Comes from Old English ‘wudeford’
meaning a ford in or by the wood
In subdivision of land owned by Thomas
Samuel Holt and Frederick Charles Sidney
Holt. Other streets in same subdivision are
named Holt Road and Frederick Road.
Area may have been wooded when street
was named.
[Updated 22 /2/2017]
Named in Holt-Sutherland Estate
subdivision in same subdivision as
Greendale Road, so there was a
countryside theme. It is of note that the
area to the west was appently known as
‘Homewood’ around that time.
Ran from Woronora Road (later President
Ave to Port Hacking Road (later
Kingsway).
Renamed as part of Taren Road in 1915.
As near 3 streets named after NSW
Governors most probably named after Sir
Eric Winslow Woodward (1899-1967) army
officer and 31st NSW Governor (1957-65)
[updated 15/6/2020]
A lane off Woolooware Road opened in
1917 that remained unnamed until 2011
(Gazette).

Woolooware
Road
28/5/1889 or
earlier

Woolooware
& Burraneer

For information on “woolooware” see entry
for “Woolooware” in “Origin of Suburb
Names” on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Originally an informal track used by timber
getters around the 1830s, it was an
unformed road within a Crown road
reserved for land sales advertised in late
1855. It remained unnamed, other than as
a “Government Road” until “Woolooware
Road” appeared on a subdivision plan in
May 1889.
In 1947, following the acquisition of the
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CL

ADB online

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6

Council file records
NSW Government Gazette
No 175 of 17 December
1855 folios 3301-5
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &

Street Name

Woolooware
Road North
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Woolooware
Road South
(DISC)
3/10/1947

Woonah
Street
31/10/1956

Suburb

Woolooware

Woolooware
& Burraneer

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
Sutherland-Cronulla rail corridor in 1937,
24 February 2006 p.1000
Woolooware Road north of the railway was
renamed Woolooware Road North and to
the south of the railway as Woolooware
Road South. The street names were never
successfully used for street addressing
and they were reverted to the former name
of Woolooware Road in 2006 (Gazettes).
For information on “woolooware” see entry
for “Woolooware” in “Origin of Suburb
Names” on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Woolooware Road was renamed in 1947,
following the acquisition of the SutherlandCronulla rail corridor in 1937. The section
of Woolooware Road north of the railway
was renamed Woolooware Road North.
The name was never successfully used for
house addresses and was reverted to the
former name in 2006.
For information on “woolooware” see entry
for “Woolooware” in “Origin of Suburb
Names” on Council’s web site
[updated 15/6/2020]
Woolooware Road was renamed in 1947,
following the acquisition of the SutherlandCronulla rail corridor in 1937. The section
of Woolooware Road south of the railway
was renamed Woolooware Road South.
The name was never successfully used for
house addresses and was reverted to the
former name in 2006.
For information on “woolooware” see entry
for “Woolooware” in “Origin of Suburb
Names” on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Woonah” meaning “to lie down” was
recorded in 1886-7 as an Aboriginal
language word “woo-nah” of the
Yambeena people at the Logan Downs
pastoral property around forty miles northeast of Clermont in eastern-central
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Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 5
November 1937 p.4448 &
3 October 1947 p.2338 &
24 February 2006 p.1000

Curr, 1886-7
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol.1 No.2, September
1896

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Queensland (Curr).
In 1896, “woonah” meaning “house” was
listed as an Aboriginal language word of
the Brewarrana people, likely recorded
around the pastoral property “Brewarrana”
near Narrandera in southern NSW
(Anthropological Journal).

Reference
Science of Man, Vol.1,
No.4, May 1898 & Vol.7
No.5, June 1904
Thorpe, 1921

In 1898, “woonah” meaning “to leave
alone” as an Aboriginal language word
was recorded inland from the NSW north
coast between Forster and Port Macquarie
(Science of Man).
In 1904, “woonah” meaning “clouds” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
in Queensland, however no information
was provided as to where it was obtained
(Science of Man).

Woorak
Crescent
28/10/1959

Miranda

Later composite listings of Aboriginal
language word have “woonah” meaning “a
resting place”, but provide no reference to
the source of that information (e.g.,
Thorpe).
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Woorak” is a location in western Victoria
near Nhill where pastoral properties were
for sale in 1875 (Hamilton Spectator).
“Woorak” or “Woorack” meaning “a plain,
level country” was recorded in 1878 as an
Aboriginal language word in Victoria
(Brough Smyth). A 2011 study identified
“woorak” meaning “plain” in the
Tjapwurrung dialect of the Kulin Aboriginal
people of central and western Victoria
(Blake).
“Woorak” meaning “honeysuckle” had also
been previously recorded in the early
1850s as an Aboriginal language word at
Glenisla in the southern Grampians area
of western Victoria (Carter).
Unlikely is a 1914 recording of “woorak”
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Hamilton Spectator, 20
February 1975, p.2
Brough Smyth, 1878.
Blake, 2011
Carter N.J.,
Reminiscences of the early
days of the Wimmera by
the late Samuel Carter,
Melbourne, 1911
Baylis, 1914

Street Name

Suburb

Wordsworth
Place
9/11/1965

Sylvania

Woronora
Crescent
25/8/1913

Como

Woronora
Dam Road
Circa 1930

Woronora
River Bridge
(low level)
1912 & 1980

Woronora
River Bridge
(high level)
2001

Woronora
Dam

Woronora

Woronora

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
meaning “sunshine” (Baylis). This would
appear to have been derived from
“Woornack” meaning “sunshine” which had
been separately recorded in 1878 as an
Aboriginal language word in Victoria
(Brough Smyth).
Named after English poet William
Internet
Wordsworth (1770-1850). It adjoins and in
same subdivision as Tennyson Street also
named after poet.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Woronora Crescent is parallel to Woronora Council file records
River with a generally curved or crescent
shape, which is likely the reason for the
street name.
For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
The construction of Woronora Dam Road
commenced in late 1926 to provide access
to a village at the dam site to
accommodate workers engaged on
construction of the Woronora Dam that
was built from 1927 to 1941 (The Labor
Daily). The road was reserved as a Crown
Road until 2012 when it was acquired by
Sydney Water (Gazette).
For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Name of one of two bridges with same
name across Woronora River:
A low level bridge connecting Menai Road
and River Road, originally built in 1912.
Demolished and rebuilt on north side of
original bridge in 1980.
For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Name of one of two bridges with same
name across Woronora River:
A high level bridge connecting Bangor
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The Labor Daily, 10
November 1926, p.6 & 15
December 1926, p.6
NSW Govt. Gazette of 6
July 2012 p.3289

Council file records

Council file records

Street Name

Woronora
River
Footbridge
1940

Woronora
Road
1/11/1918

Suburb

Woronora

Engadine

Name Source/ meaning
Bypass and River Road, completed in
2001.
For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Footbridge from Park Street to Prince
Edward Park. Originally constructed by
Council in 1940.
For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Part of the road surveyed under the
direction of Surveyor-General Thomas
Mitchell in 1843-5 from Georges River (at
Illawong) generally southerly (leaving
Sutherland Shire just south of Waterfall),
which had various descriptive names
indicating it as the road to Illawarra.
The name “Old Illawarra Road” was used
in advertisements in 1886 for Crown land
subdivisions along that road on the
southern side of Woronora River through
to the part of Illawarra Road now known as
Princes Highway (Gazette). “Old Illawarra
Road” was also shown on the 1888 Crown
plan of the “Suburban lands Village of
Heathcote” that included those
subdivisions.

Reference

Council file records

Council file records
NSW Government Gazette
of 5 July 1886 pp.4480-1
Council file records
NSW Government Gazette
of 1 November 1918
p.5638

In 1918, Sutherland Shire Council
renamed several roads in that area,
including changing “Old Illawarra Road” to
“Woronora Road”.

Woronora
Road (DISC)
22/3/1886

Engadine

For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Woronora Road” (known nowadays as the NSW Govt. Gazette of 5
first section of Fairview Avenue) was a
July 1886 pp.4480-1
road in advertisements in 1886 Crown land
subdivisions (Gazette). It was also
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Street Name

Woronora
Road (DISC)
12/1/1882

Suburb

Kirrawee &
Gymea &
Miranda &
Caringbah &
Caringbah
South &
Woolooware
& Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
included on the 1888 Crown plan of the
“Suburban lands Village of Heathcote” that
showed those subdivisions. It was
renamed as Engadine Avenue in 1918
(Gazette). In 1941 it was again renamed
as Fairview Street and finally to Fairview
Avenue in 1945.
For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
[updated 8/7/2020]
The “Woronora Road” had its origins in a
track through the Parish of Sutherland
sometime in the first half of the nineteenth
century which was used by timber getters.
The track as it neared Woronora River
(around what is now Woronora Cemetery)
split in several tracks down to where the
river could be forded and then continued
up the western side of the river towards
Liverpool.
It would appear that this track was partly
along route of the meandering Crown
Road between parcels of land offered for
auction at the Crown land sales on 13
March 1856, which were described as
being at the Gymea Ground (Gazette),
part of which is nowadays incorporated
into Old Princes Highway & Princes
Highway between Glencoe Street and
Bath Road (SSHS Bulletin).
The Illawarra railway line corridor acquired
in 1882 split the above track/road within
the developing Sutherland township
(Gazette).
The subdivisions of the Holt-Sutherland
Estate at the end of 1881 retained the
informal name for a new road as
“Woronora Street” between Eton Street
and Acacia Road and as “Woronora Road”
between Acacia Road and Sylvania Road,
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Reference
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 1
November 1918 p.5638
Council file records

Sutherland Shire Historical
Society Bulletin February
1986
NSW Govt. Gazette of 7
February 1856 pp.411-3
NSW Govt. Gazette of 19
May 1882 p.2797
NSW Govt. Gazette of 17
November 1891 p.9033
Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 20
October 1916 p.6272

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Those roads were included in and
extended in the declaration of a parish
(public road) in 1891 of “The Woronora
Road” from the Illawarra Railway Line to
Cronulla Beach, the description including
“Sutherland Street” in Sutherland
Township and “Cronulla Beach Road”
(Gazette).

Reference

From March 1904, the section of the road
from Port Hacking Road to Cronullla
Beach began to be shown shown on
subdivision plans as “Kurranulla Beach
Road.”
In 1916, “Sutherland Street” and
“Woronora Road” were renamed as
“President Avenue.” In the same notice the
section which had become “Kurranulla
Beach Road” was renamed as part of
“Kingsway”.

Woronora
Street (DISC)
13/2/1882

Sutherland

For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Woronora Street extended from Eton
Street to Acacia Road in the HoltSutherland Estate subdivision of the
“Township of Sutherland” in 1882. East of
Acacia Road it was named “Woronora
Road”.

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 20
October 1916 p.6272

In 1916, Woronora Street was renamed as
part of President Avenue (Gazette).

Wren Court
22/11/1994
Wren Place
5/7/1965

Woronora
Heights
Burraneer

For information on “woronora” see entry
for “Woronora River” on “Origin of Place
Names L-Z on Council’s web site.
Named after type of bird. In subdivision
where all streets are types of birds.
Named two years before Christopher
Place was opened in the adjoining
subdivision – therefore it cannot be
assumed that it was named after
Christopher Wren, English architect /
astronomer (1632 -1723). Most famous
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Wikipedia

Street Name

Suburb

Wright Close
11/7/1983

Heathcote

Wurrook
Circuit
21/3/2014

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
work St Paul’s Cathedral, London.
In isolation.
May simply have been named after a type
of bird and the connection made later.
One of group of 12 streets named after
famous Australian and British Poets.
Judith Arundell Wright (1915-2000) –
conservationist, Aboriginal rights
campaigner, poet, writer.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Wurrook” was selected by Council in 2014
in accordance with an Aboriginal language
naming theme for roads in the area.
Submissions had been received for
several local Aboriginal language words,
however as the road was opened in a
“large and flat site”, wurrook was sourced
from Australian Aboriginal Native Words
and their Meanings by Sydney J. Endacott,
where it was listed as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “flat, level”
(Endacott).

Reference

ADB Online

Council file records
Endacott, 1944
The Argus, 24 October
1859, p.7
“Wurrook Homestead” in
Victorian Heritage
Database
Bunce, 1856.

Of note is that Endacott did not provide
any reference details. The source of
“wurrook” has since been traced to earlier
records.
“Wurrook” is an historic pastoral property
which has been operating from the 1850s
at Rokewood, south of Ballarat in southwest Victoria (The Argus, also Heritage
listing).

Wyanbah
Road
1/6/1916

Cronulla

“Wurrook” meaning “flat, level” was
recorded in 1856 as an Aboriginal
language word in Victoria (Bunce).
[updated 15/6/2020]
“Wyanbah” is an Aboriginal language word
related to an area south of Woodburn on
the Richmond River, inland from Evans
Head on the north coast of NSW. When
released for settlement in 1849, that area
was known as “Wyan” (Gazette).
In 1899, “wyan” meaning “thigh” was
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 10
March 1849 p.411
Science of Man, Vol.2,
No.10, November 1899;
Vol.4, No.3, April 1901;
Vol.3 No.1, February 1900;
Vol.3 No.2, March 1900

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
around Murwillumbah, further north in
NSW (Science of Man).

Reference
Empire, 23 June 1859, p.5

Nearer to Wyan, in 1901, “wyan” meaning
“hip” was recorded a relatively short
distance inland at Coraki, and further
again inland around Casino as “roots of a
tree” (Science of Man).
A 1900 recording around the Richmond
River records “wy-an (bah)” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “a
place of plains”, noting that the location
was “now South Woodburn” (Science of
Man).
Of note is a 1900 comment referring to
Aboriginal place names in the “Richmond
River District”: “Bah or Bar used at the end
of Aboriginal [language] sentences or
names of places in this district, does not
seem to mean anything further than a full
stop, or wind up, or place of” (Science of
Man).
Confirmation of the nature of the
countryside at Wyan, is an 1859
description: “From Wyan, you pass on for
twelve miles through a flat country”
(Empire).

Wyang Place
6/9/1965

Engadine

From the above, it would appear that
“wyanbah” is best described as an
Aboriginal language word from around
Richmond River in north-east NSW, with
the meaning “a place of plains”.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Wyang Place was opened in the same
subdivision as the first section of Warilda
Avenue. “Warilda” is recorded as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “baby”
(see entry for Warilda Avenue). “Wyang”
meaning “mother” would be a logical
pairing.

Council file records
Hunter, 1793
Collins, 1798
Dawes, 1790-1791

In the early days of the European colony at Kenyon, 1930, also 2nd
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Street Name

Wyanga
Street (DISC)
11/1/1929

Wyangala
Place

Suburb

Kirrawee

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
Port Jackson, William Dawes in 1790-1
recorded “wy-ang”, “wy-ang-a” and “wiana”
as Aboriginal words in that area meaning
“mother” (Dawes). A similar listing was
made by John Hunter in 1793 of “wy-anga”
meaning “mother” (Hunter). In 1798 David
Collins had “wy-an-na” and “wy-ang”
meaning “mother” (Collins).
Unlikely as a source are two publications
of composite recordings of Aboriginal
language names which both list “wyang”,
having similar meanings of “spoonbill
duck” and “spoon bill”, neither of which
provide a reference for when nor where
the information was obtained (Kenyon,
also Endacott).
[updated 15/6/2020]
Wyanga Street was opened in 1929, but
was closed in 1941 to allow for
development of major steel products
factory (Gazette). Now site of a large
hardware store.
Wyanga is an Aboriginal language word of
the Sydney region with the meaning
“mother”. In the early days of the
European colony at Port Jackson, William
Dawes in 1790-1 recorded “wy-ang”, “wyang-a” and “wiana” as Aboriginal words in
that area meaning “mother” (Dawes). A
similar listing was made by John Hunter in
1793 of “wy-anga” meaning “mother”
(Hunter). In 1798 David Collins had “wyan-na” and “wy-ang” meaning “mother”
(Collins).
[updated 8/7/2020]
As Wyangala Place joins to Burrinjuck
Place (from name of dam near Goulburn,
NSW), it is likely named after Wyangala
Dam which is on Lachlan River near
Cowra, NSW.
A pastoral property known as “Wyangala
Flats” operating from the 1840s was
flooded by the waters of the dam. The
present village of Wyangala near the dam
was established in 1928 during
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Reference
ed. 1951 & 1975 & 1981
Endacott, 1924, enlarged
9th edition, 1955-63.

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of
21/March 1941 p.1179
Hunter, 1793
Collins, 1798
Dawes, 1790-1791

Council file records
Internet – Wikipedia
Science of Man, Vol. 10
No. 1, May 1908

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
construction of the dam which was
completed in 1935 (Internet).

Reference

The word “wyangala” is said to be of
Aboriginal origin, but when recorded as
such in 1908 at Frogmore to the south of
Wyangala Flats, the meaning was shown
as “unknown” (Science of Man).

Wybalena
Place
Circa 1963 &
25/2/2011

Jannali

A search of known records of Aboriginal
language words has failed to locate any
other listing of the full word “wyangala”,
therefore, the meaning remains as
“unknown”.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Wybalena Place was dedicated in 1963 as
a road in a Housing Commission
subdivision, however no street name was
provided even though the name was
shown on the Commission’s layout plans
(Gazette). Wybalena Place was confirmed
as the street name in 2011 (Gazette).

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazettes of 30
August 1963 p.2534; 25
March 2011 pp.2385-6
Advocate, 1 December
1937, p.2

“Wybalena” is likely an alternate spelling of The Sun, 16 August 1950,
the Aboriginal language word,
p.25
“wybaleena”, listed in 1937 in a Tasmanian
Martin, 1943
newspaper with attributed meaning of “a
resting place” (Advocate). It appears
occasionally in newspapers used as a
house name and also as a hostel name
(e.g., The Sun).
“Wybaleena” is an historical location,
which dates from 1833 when it was
established as an Aboriginal settlement on
Flinders Island in Bass Strait north of
Tasmania. The name “wybaleena” was
chosen, it is said, as it meant “Black man’s
[Aboriginal person’s] houses” in the
language of the people of the largest
group of Aboriginal people at the site, who
came from the Ben Lomond area on the
Tasmanian mainland. A well-known
Aboriginal person housed there was
Truganini of the Nuenonne people. There
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Street Name

Wye Close

Suburb

Woronora

6/2/2002

Name Source/ meaning
were problems experienced in relations
between the Colonial management and
the several groups of Aboriginal people on
the Island, and in early 1839 there was a
dramatic reduction in resources provided
to the Settlement. Many Aboriginal people
died before the Tasmanian Governor
ordered Wybaleena closed in 1947 and
those who remained were transferred to
Oyster Cove, south of Hobart.
In 1943, “wybalena” meaning “blackfellow
[Aboriginal person] sit down here” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
as a NSW place name, with no specific
location provided (Martin). No recording
has been found in any known prior
publication of Aboriginal language words
to confirm that information.
[updated 8/7/2020]

Reference

Council file records

Wye Close is a private road opened in
December 2002 in a subdivision off Thorp
Road, Woronora. It is located in an area of
the suburb where a number of streets
contain the names of rivers flowing
through the eastern part of England and/or
Wales. The River Wye rises in Wales and
in its lower reaches forms part of the
boundary between Wales and England.
The name was selected by Council and
advised to the developer of the private
subdivision on 6 February 2003.

Wylah Place
6/12/1984

Woronora
Heights

[updated 15/6/2020]
Wylah Place is in a suburb where most
street names are species of Australian
birds. Wylah has been recorded as an
Aboriginal language name for the bird with
common name of Yellow-tailed Black
Cockatoo, found in forested regions from
south and central eastern Queensland to
southeastern South Australia (Internet).
In 1848, the ornithologist John Gould
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Council file records
Internet - Wikipedia
Gould, J., The Birds of
Australia, Vol. 5, London,
1848
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
2, March 1900

Street Name

Suburb

Wylie Street
22/1/1962

Kirrawee

Wylmar
Avenue
7/1/1914
Wyndham
Avenue
(DISC)
1929

Burraneer

Wynward
Place
8/9/1988

Barden
Ridge

Caringbah

Name Source/ meaning
Reference
recorded “Wy-la” as the Aboriginal name
of a bird in the Hunter River region of NSW
which he called “Funereal Cockatoo”
(Calyptorhynchus funerus). Gould noted
that the bird had “a kind of whining call . . .
which somewhat resembles the syllables
Wy-la” (Gould).
In 1900, “wylara” meaning “cockatoo,
black red” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word around the upper Clarence
River on the eastern slopes of the Great
Dividing Range in the Northern Rivers
district of New South Wales, Australia.
(Science of Man).
As adjoins Eyre Pl and Scott Pl would be
named after Wylie an aboriginal from King
George Sound who accompanied Edward
John Eyre on his explorations in South and
Western Australia in 1840/41. Scott was
Eyre’s assistant.
Possibly a concocted name. At time of
1914 subdivision half of estate owned by
WILliam James MARr.
South of railway line approx location
Binalong Ave. Was actually built in 1929.
Was in approximate location of Binalong
Avenue south of railway line. Was
proposed in 1929 “Yowie Bay Park Estate”
subdivision but marked ‘excluded from
plan’ on plan when it was finally registered
in 1943 (due to construction of SutherlandCronulla railway).
Possibly named after town in Western
Australia which named after Major Walter
George Wyndham (b 1857), the younger
son by her first marriage of Mary Anne
Broome, wife of the Governor of Western
Australia 1883-1890.
Subdivision lodged by Wyee Limited, so
no apparent relation.
Originally intended other new names in
subdivision were Edwin Avenue and
Winifred Avenue, so possibly a family
name.
A misspelling. Original report indicates
was meant to be Wynyard Place. Named
after General Edward Buckley Wynyard
(1788 – 1864), commanding officer of
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ADB Online

CL
CL. Location from
microfiche map – local
history collection
www.landgate.wa.gov.au

Council 7/12/1987 Council
file records
ADB online

Street Name

Suburb

Wyralla Road
11/11/1889

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Name Source/ meaning
British troops in NSW, Tasmania, NZ
1847-53, non elected MLC 1848-51 (as is
Wynyard Station in CBD, town in
Tasmania). Theme for naming streets in
area is early Australian pioneers.
[updated 15/6/2020]
Wyralla was the name of a location on the
Richmond River near Lismore on the north
coast of NSW (Gazette). Timber logging
began in the area mid-19th century with a
settlement growing up around a large
sawmill built in 1865 (Historical Society).
Around 1878, the settlement began being
known as “Wyrallah” (Northern Star).
All information on the origin of the name
came later than the naming of Wyralla
Road.
In 1920, a person who had lived in the
area for 60 years indicated that the name
of the district in the language of the
Bundjalung people was “Charabyrion” and
that “wyrallah” came from a
misunderstanding by the timber getters
who though that weak and hungry
Aboriginals asking for food were telling
them the name of the place, hence “wiara”
meaning “weak and hungry” was heard as
“wyralla” (Northern Star). Clarification by
the local Historical Society indicated that
“wyra” meant “hungry”; and also that
“yerella” meant “cold and hungry”.
[Charabyion was a cleft black rock in the
river from Bundjalung language:
'chara'(djaru) for rock, and 'byrion' for cleft
or divided] (GNB)
The local historical society/library also
suggested it may have come the word for
“a small animal or fish” but did not explain
further (GNB).
In 1899, a Government official of the
Richmond River District recorded an
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Reference

NSW Govt Gazette of 22
May 1868 p.1482.
Richmond River Historical
Society website
Northern Star, 7 December
1878, p.2, also 10
February 1920, p.4
Geographical Names
Board website attributes to
Richmond Tweed Regional
Library & Richmond River
Historical Society, 1983
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
1, February 1900
A Meston in Sydney Mail,
3 June 1914, p.41
The Daily Mail, 17 March
1927, p.8
“Red-tailed BlackCockatoo – Aboriginal
information”
https://mdahlem.net/birds/1
2/redtail_abo.php

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal Aboriginal word “Wi-e-rie, now
Wyrallah, means left-handed, supposed
left-handed [Aboriginal people] lived there”
(Science of Man). That appears to be
more of an observation, rather than an
Aboriginal language meaning for the
location.

Reference

In 1914, A. Meston, an authority on
Aboriginal languages recorded “wyralla” as
an Aboriginal language word meaning “the
spotted gum” (no source provided)
(Meston).

Yagoona
Close
19/7/1978

Yala Road
30/5/1930

Bangor

Bangor

In newspapers from 1927 on, an
Aboriginal word “wyralla” meaning “black
and red cockatoo” is suggested as a
suitable name for a house or property. A
current web site also records “wyralla” as
one of the common names for the Redtailed Black-Cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus
banksii) (Internet). None of these specify a
source for the information.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yagoona” was recorded in the 1790s as
an Aboriginal language word of the
Sydney region meaning “today” listed as
“yagoona” by both Dawes and Hunter; as
“ya-goo-na” by Collins; and ‘yagoono” by
Tench.
Yagoona Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. Council
did not record the source, however it was
likely taken from a much later compilation
which provided only a general reference
(McCarthy).
[updated 8/7/2020]
Yala Road was opened as a Crown road in
1914 but not named until 1930 (Gazette).
It was extended and re-routed in 1973 and
1982.

Dawes, 1790-1791
Hunter, 1793
Collins, 1798
Tench, 1793
Council file records
McCarthy, 1952

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
May1930 pp.2112-3

“Yala” meaning “red gum” was recorded as Mathews, 1901-2
“ya-la” in 1901-2 as a Thoorga or Thurga
Various Internet sites
[Dhurga] language word of the Aboriginal
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Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
people along the coast of NSW from
Bermagui northerly to Jervis Bay
(Matthews.
A “red gum” could be Angophora costata,
or a number of trees of the Eucalyptus
species with common names of types of
“red gum” (Internet).
There are also a number of other
recordings of an Aboriginal language word
“yala” throughout Australia:
“Yala” meaning “that way!” was recorded
around 1837 or a little later by Archdeacon
Gunther as a word in the Wiradhuri
[Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language of central
NSW (Gunther).
“yal-a” meaning “a nail or peg, such as
was used to hang out a skin was recorded
around” was recorded in 1840 from the
language of Aboriginal people around
Geelong and Colac in Victoria (Cary).
In the early 1900s, “yala” meaning “nostril”
was recorded in the north west of central
Australia (Adelaide Uni).
In 1992, three meaning were listed for
“yala” in the Pintupi and Luritja languages
of Northern territory: (1) exclamation,
expresses surprise and agreement; (2)
bush potato, very large root yam; (3) hole,
opening, door, open split (hole in objects
[such as windows] but not on ground)
(Hansen).
In 2004, “yala” meaning “same or alike”
was listed in the Yandruwandha language
around Innamincka in north-east South
Australia (Breen).
“yala, yela” meaning “bee” (insect) is
shown in a website dictionary of the
Bundjalong people in the middle Clarence
River region of north-east NSW
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Reference
referencing “red gum”
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Cary, 1898.
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
“Native Vocabularies” Ref:
XII 2G, 1
Hansen, 1992
Breen, 2004
“Bundjalung-Yugambeh
Dictionary”
http://bundjalung.dalang.c
om.au/language/dictionary

Street Name

Suburb

Yalgar Road
28/5/1962

Kirrawee

Yamba Road
24/6/1915

Como

Name Source/ meaning
(Dictionary).
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yalgar” meaning “hard, dried up” was
recorded around 1837 or a little later by
Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Gunther).
“Yalgar” meaning “chest” or “breast” was
an Aboriginal language word recorded
around 1863 from an Aboriginal man
known as Micky Munnima of the Aboriginal
people around Lake Illawarra south of
Wollongong NSW (Science of Man).
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yamba” was recorded in 1860 as “the
crossing-place on the Fitz Roy [sic] [River]”
in central Queensland (Armidale Express).
That appears to be a misspelling of
“Yaamba”, the assigned name of a town
laid out in 1859 near Rockhampton
(Gazette). Yaamba was situated at “the
head of navigation of the Fitzroy River”
(SMH).
In 1886-7 a publication recording
Aboriginal language words, listed over 20
instances of “yamba” or “yam-ba” or
“yaamba” throughout many locations in
Queensland as Aboriginal language words
meaning variously “camp” or “sleep” or
“ground” or “walk”. The same publication
also lists “yamba” meaning “a young man”
in the language of the Wailwun [Weilwan]
people around Brewarrina in northern
NSW (Curr).
“Yamba” is a town named and set out in
1864 on the southern headland of the
Clarence River where it flows into the
South Pacific Ocean on the north coast of
NSW (Gazette). In 1899, a local resident
with a knowledge of the local Aboriginal
language advised that “yamba” had the
meaning of “a headland” (Anthropological
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Reference
Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Science of Man, Vol. 2 No.
8, September 1899 & Vol.
2 No. 9. October 1899

The Armidale Express and
New England Advertiser,
29 September 1860, p.4
NSW Govt. Gazette of 20
September 1959, p.2083
Sydney Morning Herald,
25 June 1860, p.7
Curr, 1886-7
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
1, February 1903
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
March 1864 p.632
Dawson, 1935
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
3, April 1901
Sydney Morning Herald, 6
June 1890, p.5
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
3, April 1901

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Survey).

Reference

In 1903, a list of Aboriginal language
words used around Maclean upstream
from Yamba on the Clarence River had
“yamba” with meaning of “come here”
(Science of Man).
In 1928 & 1935, a member of the Yumbah
people of the Lower Clarence River area
indicated that the south side of the
Clarence River Heads was known as
“yum-bah” meaning “A sea shell . . . a
rough shell about as big as a man’s fist,
clings to rocks and is edible.” (A note was
added that it was not an oyster shell)
(Dawson).
Of note is a 1901 recording of “yumbah”
meaning “the carpet snake” as an
Aboriginal language word at Coraki, inland
from Yamba (Science of Man).

Yanagang
Street
30/5/1930

Waterfall

In 1890, the Hon. Richard Hill advised that
‘“Yamba” now called ‘Henry Head’ was a
location on the north shore of Botany Bay
(SMH). In 1901, a listing of Aboriginal
language place names included: “Yamba.
A headland near Botany Bay; meaning
unobtainable” (Science of Man).
[Updated 8/7/2020]
A Crown road opened around 1904 but not
named as Yanagang Street until 1930
(Gazette). Approval in 1962 by Council for
“a crescent-shaped cul-de-sac extending
Yanagang Street” also allotted that street
name to the extension.
“Yanagang” meaning “wattle” was
recorded in 1904 as an Aboriginal
language word of the Wiradyuri [Wiradjuri]
people of central NSW (Mathews).
“Wattle” is the common name of a number
of trees in the Acacia sp. The Golden
Wattle (Acacia pycnantha) is Australia's
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Council file records
Gaz No 65 of 30/5/1930 fol
2112-3
Subdivision Board Minute
No 413 on 28 September
1962
Mathews, 1904
Council file records
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
12, January 1904

Street Name

Yanchep
Place
30/4/1980

Yanda Road
(DISC)
Circa 1888

Suburb

Yarrawarrah

Miranda

Name Source/ meaning
national floral emblem.
According to a letter to Council dated 9
June 2003 from the Waterfall Progress
Association, “yanagang” was an Aboriginal
language word meaning “green trees
growing”. That has been traced to a 1904
recording of “yanagin” meaning “green
trees growing” as an Aboriginal language
word in the Southern Cross region of
Western Australia, some distance east of
Perth (Science of Man).
[updated 8/7/2020]
Yanchep Place is in a group of streets
named after Western Australian locations.
Yanchep is a town north of Perth, Western
Australia.
Yanchep is derived from “yanget”, an
Aboriginal language word for “a native flax
or bullrush” (Landgate). The bullrush
(Typha augustifolia) grows profusely in
many swamps in south-west Western
Australia and is abundant in Loch McNess,
formerly Lake Yanchep, to the east of
Yanchep. (Yanchep National Park).
[updated 8/7/2020]
Yanda Road was the name of a northsouth road included in unemployment
relief works programme in the HoltSutherland Estate in 1888 (Daily
Telegraph). The name was not shown on
any subdivision plans of the Estate and its
location has not been determined.
“Yanda” was the name of a pastoral
property on the Darling River near Bourke
operating by 1868 (Gazette).
“Yan-da” meaning “large, wide” was
recorded in 1840 the south-west of
Western Australia (Grey).
“Yanda” meaning “sun” was an Aboriginal
language word collected in 1861 at Nickol
Bay on the north-west cost of Western
Australia near Roebourne (Walcott).
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Reference

Council file records
Landgate (Western
Australian geographical
names)
Yanchep National Park in
Journal of Agriculture, Vol.
5 No. 2 , February 1964

Daily Telegraph, 4 January
1889, p.6
NSW Govt. Gazette of 18
August 1868 p.2622
Grey, 1840
Walcott, 1861

Street Name

Suburb

Yanderra
Avenue
29/9/1977

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
From 1886 through to the early 1900s
“yanda” was further recorded as an
Aboriginal language word in the far west of
NSW and Queensland right through to the
west coast of Western Australia. The
attributed meanings referred to natural
objects, size, position and movement,
trees and parts thereof, animals, etc. In
view of the large number of these various
meanings, they have not been listed here,
but are available through National Library
Trove collection and other library sources.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yanderra” or “Yanderrah” was recorded in
1900 as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “turpentine [tree]” at Lismore in
the region around the Richmond and
Tweed Rivers in north-east NSW
(Anthropological Survey, also Science of
Man).
In 1922, in the same area, “yanderrah”
was noted as the Aboriginal language
word for the species Syncarpia laurifolia,
(common name “turpentine”) (Dawson).
[NOTE: That species is now known as
Syncarpia glomulifera].

Yangoora
Close
24/10/1977

Bangor

Yanderra Avenue is in an area of the
suburb where the street name theme is
Aboriginal language words starting with
“Y”. Council did not record the source.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yangoora” meaning “stringybark tree” was
recorded in 1878 as an Aboriginal
language word in Victoria (Brough Smyth).
In 1889, the location was clarified as the
Gippsland region in south-eastern Victoria.
(Maiden). “Yangoora” was identified in
1902 as an Aboriginal language word for
Eucalyptus macrorrhyncha, also known as
“ironbark”, of south-east Australia
(Boulger).
Yangoora Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. Council
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Reference

The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903
Science of Man, Vol. 3 No.
8, September 1900
Dawson, 1922 & 1935
Council file records

Brough Smyth, 1878.
Maiden, 1889
Boulger, 1902
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Yanina Place
19/12/1980

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
did not record the source.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yanina” meaning “[to] walk” was recorded
in 1886-7 as an Aboriginal language word
in the Bumbarra language of the Gia
people of coastal northern Queensland
from Port Denison to Cape Gloucester and
inland to the Proserpine River (about
midway between Mackay and Townsville)
(Curr).

Reference
Curr, 1886-7
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
3, April 1901
Council file records

“Yanina” meaning “north” was recorded in
1900 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Wonjhibon [Wongaibon] people in the
area between Nyngan and Ivanhoe in
central NSW (Science of Man).

Yanko Close
25/11/1971

Woronora

Yanina Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. Council
listed “yanina” as an Aboriginal language
word meaning “north”.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yanko”, also known as “Yanco” was a
pastoral property operating from 1850 at
Yanko/Yanco Creek near Narrandera in
southern NSW (Gazette). A Village of
Yanko had been established in that area
by 1876 (Aust. Town and Country).

Australian Town and
Country Journal, 9
September 1876, p.20

“Yanko” meaning “broken leg” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
around Narrandera in 1899
Anthropological Survey).

The Australian
Anthropological Society of
Australasia Survey, 18991903

A 1914 compilation of place names from
Aboriginal language words from “many
authorities as were available in the Public
Library” listed ‘Yanco — from “yanko,” the
noise or song of waters’ (The Lone Hand).
No previous recording of that meaning has
been found in any known publications. It
possibly may have been an assumption
based on development of the water supply
from Yanko/Yanco Creek.

The Lone Hand, Vol. 2 No.
11, October 1914
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NSW Govt. Gazette of 16
February 1850, p.265

NSW Govt. Gazette of 16
February 1850, p.265
Sir Samuel McCaughey,
Australian Dictionary of
Biography, Vol. 5 (MUP),
1974
Council file records

Street Name

Yara Close
21/12/1976

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
When “Yanco” pastoral property was first
notified, it was advised that “the run is
totally without surface water except during
the winter months. It is only in very
extraordinary floods that the water from
the Murrumbidgee ever reaches this
station” (Gazette) In 1860, Samuel
McCaughey obtained an interest in a
property named “Coonong” in that area
and “suffered such initial setbacks as the
lack of water” which was addressed by
McCaughey by bringing “water to Coonong
by deepening Yanco Creek and building
dams” and was “one of the first to see the
advantages of widespread irrigation”
(ADP).
In 1969, Council accepted “yanko” as an
Aboriginal language word with the
meaning of “‘sound of running water”
apparently taken from a later compilation
of Aboriginal language words that did not
provide a reference to the source of the
information (eg. Tyrrell).
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yara” meaning “a gum tree” was recorded
around 1837 or a little later by Archdeacon
Gunther as a word in the Wiradhuri
[Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language of central
NSW (Gunther).
A similar listing of “yara” meaning “tree”
was recorded in 1867 in Victoria from the
Aboriginal people around the Lower
Murray River in Victoria (Barry). In 1886-7,
a listing of “yara” meaning “wood” was
recorded around Lake Tottowotto in the far
west of NSW in the language of the
Milysa-uppa [Malyangaapa] people (Curr).
In 1790-1 in the early days of the Colony,
William Dawes recorded “yara” as an
Aboriginal language word for sharpening
of a fishing spear.
“Yara” meaning “throw fast” was an
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Reference
including Development
Com Min 866 of 1
December 1969
Tyrrell, 1930, 1933 & 1953

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Barry, 1867
Curr, 1886-7
Dawes, 1790-1791
Ridley, 1875
Austin, 1978
Mathews, 1903
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Aboriginal language word noted in
information supplied in 1875 by John
Rowley from the language of the
Aborigines of George’s River, Cowpasture
and Appin, that is from the mouth of
Georges River at Botany Bay and
extending about 50 miles to the southwest” (Ridley).

Reference

In 1886-7, “yara” meaning “this side,
nearest” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word in the area from Mount
Freeling to Lake Pirigundi in eastern South
Australia (Curr). A related recording in
1978 of “yara” meaning “this way” or “that
way” was listed in the language of the
Diyari people of north-east South Australia
(Austin).
Again in 1886-7, “yara” meaning “beard”
was recorded as an Aboriginal language
word around the Boyne River in eastern
Queensland, south of Gladstone (Curr)
In 1903, “yara” meaning “tiger-cat” was
recorded as an Aboriginal language word
of the Anewan people of the New England
tablelands region of north-east NSW
(Mathews).

Yaralla Place
9/2/1973

Engadine

Yara Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. Council
did not record a meaning for “yara”.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yaralla” is a historically significant estate
at Concord, a Sydney suburb. First
granted in 1797 to Isaac Nichols, a
pardoned convict, then businessman, who
became the Colony’s first postmaster
(Canada Bay website). Although some
histories suggest that Nichols named his
property with the Aboriginal language word
“Yaralla”, newspaper reports record it as
“Concord” (Sydney Gazette). It was sold
in 1842 to Thomas Walker, who had the
mansion “Yaralla” built on the site in 1857
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Canada Bay website
https://www.canadabay.ns
w.gov.au/sites/default/files/
A4_FactSheet_Walkers_Y
aralla.pdf
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 19 June 1823,
p.4)
Empire, 30 July 1860, p.1

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
(Canada Bay website). It was certainly
known as Yaralla by 1860 (Empire).
Walker bequeathed funds for building a
hospital on the site and on the death of his
daughter in 1937, it became the “Thomas
Walker Convalescent Hospital” (now
“Rivendell”) and the “Yaralla Cottages”
(Canada Bay website).
The earliest mention found of the word
“yaralla” was in 1831 at the end of a
published poetry extract entitled
“Australian Melodies No 1” (Sydney
Gazette). That appeared to be a
pseudonym for the poet, the identity of
whom has not been determined.
In 1842, there was a mention of “Yaralia
Creek, and Leighton’s Farm, called
Yaralla” (Tegg’s). In 1848, surveyor
William Henry Wells recorded that
“Yaralla” was “situated on Yaralla Creek,
NSW, in the county of Argyle, 124 miles
from Sydney” (Wells). This located
“Yaralla” as a pastoral property near
Crookwell in central NSW.

Yarenbool
Way
24/10/1977

Bangor

In 1901, “yaralla” was recorded as an
Aboriginal language word meaning
“a camp or home” (Science of Man). In
1921, that seemed to be contradicted by
Archibald Meston, an authority of
Aboriginal languages, who indicated that
“uralla”, “yaralla”, “yuralla” and “durallie”
were Aboriginal language words “to
indicate a fight, or fighting, one or other
appearing in several dialects” (Meston).
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yarenbool” was likely meant to be
“Yarrenbool” meaning “platypus” that was
recorded in 1886-7 as an Aboriginal
language word along the south coast of
NSW from Jervis Bay to Mount Dromedary
(near Tilba Tilba) (Curr).
Yarenbool Way is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. Council
did not record the source, and no record
has been found of an Aboriginal language
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Reference
The Sydney Gazette and
New South Wales
Advertiser, 6 August 1831,
p.4
Tegg’s New South Wales
Pocket Almanac and
Remembrancer for
MDCCCXLII, 1842
Wells, W.H., A
Geographical Dictionary or
Gazetteer of the Australian
Colonies: Their Physical
and Political Geography,
Sydney, 1848
Science of Man, Vol. 4 No.
3, April 1901
Meston, A., “Aboriginal
Names” in Sydney Morning
Herald, 9 November 1921,
p.16

Curr, 1886-7
Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Yarra Burra
Street
7/2/1918

Gymea Bay

Name Source/ meaning
word spelt “yarenbool”.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yarra Burra” is mentioned in 1895 as the
name of a farm owned by Thomas
Schofield at North West Arm (Evening
News). That farm was on the land in which
Yarra Burra Street was opened when
subdivided by a later owner in 1918.
“Yarra Burra” was recorded in 1891 as the
name of Aboriginal people in the area
around Cape Grafton near Cairns on the
north coast of Queensland, where an
Aboriginal mission station named “Yarra
Burra” had been established (The
Queenslander).

Yarra Vista
Court
23/2/1998

Yarrawarrah

Reference
Evening News, 27 March
1895, p.1
Council file records
The Queenslander, 17
October 1891, p.751
Dawson, C. St M.,
“Legends of Yarrabah” in
Australian Geographical
Walkabout Magazine, July
1955
The use of “burra” in
names of groups of
Aboriginal people is
referred to in a number of
publications.

“Yarra Burra” (later “Yarrabah”) comes
from an Aboriginal legendary tale of that
north Queensland area which describes
how “Jim Jun Yarra”, meaning “fish-hawk”
was seen near the site of the mission
station, circling around the crest of a hill
until it tired and fell on the edge of the hill.
Where the bird had come from and why it
fell puzzled the local Aboriginal people and
from that time the hill became known as
“Yarra Burra” (Dawson). NOTE: “Burra”
was commonly appended to Aboriginal
language words to form the name of a
group of Aboriginal people (Various Refs).
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yarra vista” was likely a name
Definition in MacMillan
compounded from the first part of the
Dictionary
suburb name “Yarra” and “vista” meaning
Mathew, 1899
“the view that you can see from a
particular place” (Dictionary).
There are a number of recordings of
“yarra” as an Aboriginal language word
with various meanings, such as “yarra”
meaning “tree (gum)” in 1899, from the
Woorajery [Woradjuri] people around the
Upper Murray River, NSW. (Mathew).
Nonetheless, no confirmation has been
found that the street name was derived
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Street Name

Yarrabee
Avenue
21/12/1976

Suburb

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
from an Aboriginal language word.
For more information of Yarrawarrah see
entry in “Origin of Suburbs” on Council’s
website.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yarrabee” operated from 1846 as a
pastoral property on Yanko Creek near
Narrandera NSW (Gazettes).
“Yarrabee” meaning “lot of gums” [trees]
was recorded in 1896 as an Aboriginal
language word around Narrandera in
southern NSW (Anthropological Journal).

Yarraga
Place
31/3/1964

Yowie Bay

Yarrabee Avenue is in an area of the
suburb where the street name theme is
Aboriginal language words starting with
“Y”. Council did not record the source.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yarraga” meaning “spring” [the season]
was recorded around 1837 or a little later
by Archdeacon Gunther as a word in the
Wiradhuri [Wiradjuri] Aboriginal language
of central NSW (Gunther).
“Yarraga” meaning “wind” was recorded in
1886-7 around the Warrego and Paroo
Rivers in northern NSW and southern
Queensland (Curr).

Yates Road
30/5/1930

Bangor

Yathong
Road
2/12/1908

Caringbah &
Caringbah
South

Both of the above appear to be related to a
1905 recording of “Yarragerh” given the
meanings of “the north-east wind” and
“spring wind” in the language of the
Euahlayi people in north-west NSW whose
territory was just to the west of that of the
Wiradjuri (Parker).
Origin of name not determined.
Unnamed Crown Road from 1914 to 1930.
Altered and extended 1973 to 1977.
No record found of a person named Yates
connected to that area.
[updated 8/7/2020]
Opened as “Greendale Road” in a HoltSutherland Estate subdivision in1894, as a
north-south road between Carabella Road
and Kurranulla Beach Road (now
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Reference

NSW Govt. Gazette of 10
March 1846 p.331 & 30
September 1848 fol.1364
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol. 1 No. 1 August 1896 &
Vol. 1 No. 2, September
1896
Council file records

Gunther, Archdeacon, in
an Appendix by J Fraser to
Threlkeld & Fraser, An
Australian Language,
Sydney, 1892
Curr, 1886-7
Parker, 1905

CL

Council file records
NSW Govt. Gazette of 16
February 1850, p.265 & 3

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
Kingsway). In 1908, the same road in a
subsequent subdivision was shown as
Yathong Road (no notification found of renaming). In 1909, Yathong Road was
extended from Kurranulla Beach Road
southerly to Burraneer Bay Road.
Although divided by the SutherlandCronulla railway corridor in 1937, there
was no change to the road name which
was retained north and south of the
railway.
“Yathong” was the name of a pastoral
property near Jerilderie in southern NSW
operating from 1850 (Gazette).

Reference
March 1865 p.543
“Yathong Nature Reserve”
https://lakecargelligo.net.a
u/destination/mthope/yathong-naturereserve/
The Australasian
Anthropological Journal,
Vol. 1 No. 2, September
1896
Mitchell, 1904
Council file records

It was also the name of a pastoral property
in central NSW operating from 1865
(Gazette). “Yathong” is now within the
Yathong Nature Reserve midway between
Cobar and Griffith (Nature Reserve).
“Yathong” meaning “big sand hill” was
recorded in 1896 as an Aboriginal
language word (Anthropological Journal).
In 1904 that word with that meaning was
noted in the language of the Woradgery
[Wiradjuri] people in the Albury district of
southern NSW (Mitchell).

Yellambie
Street
11/4/1930

Yowie Bay

Council recorded “Yathong” as an
Aboriginal language word meaning “big
sandhills”.
[updated 8/7/2020]
Although Council records indicate that this
street name was referenced in 1929 to an
Aboriginal language word “Yallambee”
meaning “to dwell or stay,” it was spelt
“Yellambie” when published as the road
name in the NSW Government Gazette of
11 April 1930. No listing has been found of
an Aboriginal language word “Yellambie”
in any known reference work of Aboriginal
languages.
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Council Minute No 1169 of
17 July 1929
NSW Govt. Gazette of 11
April 1930 p.1594
“Yallambie Park” in
www.victorianplaces.com.a
u/yallambie
Bunce, 1856.

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
It would appear that the likeliest origin of
the name is an Aboriginal language word
from southern Victoria.

Reference

“Yallambie Park” was the name given to a
farm selected in 1852 in an area to the
north-east of Melbourne and was
reportedly derived from an Aboriginal
language word “nglambi’ meaning “to rest
or remain” (see also entry under Allambie
Avenue) (Internet).

Yeo Place
31/8/1998

Yeramba
Avenue
11/11/1954

Yeran Street
29/6/1923

Menai

Caringbah
South

Sylvania

Daniel Bunce in his travels through
Victoria in late 1849, and published in
1856, recorded “Yallambee“ with several
meanings of “bide, to remain”; “dwell;
ease, quiet after rest”; “put, to place”, “lay;
tarry, stay”, but did not record the locations
where he collected the words (Bunce).
Named after James Yeo a local pioneer
who was former owner of land – adjoins
James Place also named after him.
He was a poultry farmer, who moved to
area 1923 and his residence was on the
same part of his land as Yeo Place and
James Place are now located.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yeramba” is an Aboriginal language word
recorded in 1888 around Alice Springs,
Northern Territory, as “yer-amba” meaning
“sugar ant” (Willshire). In 1906, “yeramba”
meaning “sugar ant” was confirmed as
spoken in the Alice Springs area in the
language of the Arranda [Arrernte] people
(Mathews).
Council recorded “Yeramba” as an
Aboriginal language word, but did not
attribute any meaning.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yeran” was recorded in 1866 by the Rev.
William Ridley as a word in three different
Aboriginal languages, each with a different
meaning.
“Yeran” meaning “gum tree” was a word in
the language of the Kamilaroi people of
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1930 Sands dir.
Council file records

Willshire, 1888
Mathews, 1907
Council file records

Ridley, 1866
Mathew, J1899
Science of Man, Vol. 6 No.
2, March 1903
Curr, 1886-7

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
central NSW (Ridley).

Reference

“Yeran” meaning “an Aboriginal woman”
was a word in the language of the Turrubal
people around the Brisbane River in southeast Queensland (Ridley).
“Yeran” meaning “beard” was a word in the
language of the Dippil people around
Moreton Bay, north of Brisbane,
Queensland (Ridley). An 1899 listing also
had “yeran” meaning “beard” in the
language of the Kabi people around the
Mary River in south-east Queensland
(Mathew). In 1903, “yeran” meaning
“beard” was also recorded around the
Brunswick River, north of Byron Bay in
north-east NSW by the Aboriginal people
who called themselves “Ch Long Kitty”
[Jalanggir] (Science of Man).

Yirak Lane
4/7/1958

York Close
8/8/1960
Yorrel Close
8/3/1989
Young Street
4/9/1923

Como

In 1886-7, “yeran” meaning “teeth” was
recorded around Howlong near Albury on
the Murray River in southern NSW on the
Victorian border (Curr).
[updated 8/7/2020]
A lane opened in 1920 but not named as
Yirak Lane until 1958 after approved by
Council as an Aboriginal language word
meaning “elevated”.

In 1842, “yirak” meaning “elevated; high
up; up” was recorded as an Aboriginal
language word in the south-west of
Western Australia (Moore). It had
previously been recorded in 1840 in the
same region as “yar-ruk” meaning
“elevated land, high up, up” (Grey).
Yowie Bay
Subdivision lodged by Claude Levan, no
apparent connection to name of street
It is possibly named after City of York in
England.
Alfords Point Name of type of tree also known as narrow
leaped lupin – in subdivision where streets
named after trees & shrubs
Sylvania
Possibly so named as located near where
a Mr E Young Deputy Postmaster General
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Council file records
including Works
Committee report of
6/1/1958
NSW Govt. Gazette of 4
July 1958 p.2039
Moore, 1842
Grey, 1840

Sylvania Back Then –
Aspects of Local History

Street Name

Suburb

Yowan Close
21/12/1976

Bangor

Name Source/ meaning
had a house pre 1918
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yowan” meaning “hand” was recorded in
1878 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Bundhul Wark Kani [Brabiralung]
people in the Lake Tyers and Murray
Reach area of Gippsland in south-west
Victoria (Brough Smyth).
“Yowan” meaning “beef wood” was
recorded in 1899 as an Aboriginal
language word of the Gnalooma and
Mardathoni people around Roebourne
north-west Australia (Yabaroo).
“Beef wood” is any of several Australian
trees of genus Casuarina sp. which have
hard, reddish wood with a “beef-like”
colour (Internet).
In 1898-9, “yowan” was an Aboriginal
language word use to describe the designs
scribed into the ground in preparation for
initiation ceremonies practiced by the
Wiradjuri people of central NSW and
Kamilaroi people of north-east NSW
(Science of Man, also Mathews)

Reference
Brough Smyth, 1878.
“Yabaroo”, 1899
Internet – various websites
describing beefwood
Science of Man, Vol. 1 No.
4, May 1898 & Vol. 1 No.
8, September 1898
Mathews, 1899
Mathews, 1904
University of Adelaide:
Institutional Repository:
REF: XII 2F, 22
Council file records

In 1904, “yo-wan” meaning “north” was
recorded around the lower Fitzroy River in
the Kimberley region of northern Western
Australia (Mathews)
In the early 1900s, “yowan” meaning
“away” was recorded in the Murchison
region in north-west Western Australia
(Adelaide Uni).

Yowie
Avenue
28/11/1921

Caringbah
South

Yowan Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. Council
did not record the source.
[updated 8/7/2020]
Yowie Avenue led into an area that had
views to Yowie Bay including in the ‘Yowie
Panorama Estate” released in 1922.
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Council file records

Street Name

Suburb

Yowie Street
(DISC)
Circa 1899

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
For further information on “Yowie” see
entry for Yowie Bay in “Origin of Suburbs”
in Council’s website.
[updated 8/7/2020]
Yowie Street was named in conjunction
with the plan prepared of the Crown
Village of Gunnamatta proclaimed on 25
November 1899 (Gazette). The source of
the name has not been determined, but
possibly relates to Yowie Bay.

Reference

NSW Govt. Gazette of 25
November1899 p.8893
NSW Govt. Gazette of 20
October 1916 p.6272
Council file records

In 1916, the name was changed to Surf
Road (Gazette). That was likely because it
was leading to Surf Park, the former name
of Cronulla Park.

Yowie Bay
Road (DISC)
Circa 1904

Yuluma
Close
24/10/1977

Miranda &
Yowie Bay

Bangor

For further information on “Yowie” see
entry for Yowie Bay in “Origin of Suburbs”
in Council’s website.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yowie Bay Road” was a local name for
Attunga Road in 1904, which had also
incorrectly been referred to as “Judds
Road” in 1902 (Kavanagh).
For more information see entry for Attunga
Road
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yuluma” meaning “wallaroo” [a small
kangaroo] was recorded in 1866 as an
Aboriginal language word of the Kamilaroi
people of central NSW (Ridley).

Kavanagh, M., Echoes
from the Bay: The Yowie
Bay Story, 2004 —
referring to Article in St
George Call in 1904

Ridley,
Curr, 1886-7
Council file records

In 1886-7, “yaluma” meaning “black
kangaroo” was recorded as a totem of the
Pikumbul [Bigambul] people around the
Macintyre River which forms part of the
State boundary between NSW and
Queensland (Curr).

Yungana
Place

Bangor

Yuluma Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. The
source of the name was not recorded in
Council records.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yungana” meaning “mother” was
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Brisbane Courier, 20

Street Name
9/9/1982

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
recorded in 1875 from the Yuckaburra
language of the Munkeeburra people in a
listing provided by a resident at Natal
Downs near Charters Towers in north-east
Queensland (Brisbane Courier). Natal
Downs was a pastoral property in that area
operating from 1862 (Brisbane Courier).

Reference
February 1875, p.3 & 10
September 1862 p.4
Curr, 1886-7
Council file records

In 1886-7, “yungana” meaning “white
cockatoo” was listed as an Aboriginal
language word from around Streaky Bay
on the coastline of the Great Australian
Bight in South Australia (Curr).

Yurreel Close
4/3/1980

Bangor

Yungana Place is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. The
source of the name was not recorded in
Council records.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yur-reel” [yurreel] meaning “cloud”
[associated “yur-ra” meaning “the sky”]
was recorded in 1900 as an Aboriginal
word of the people living along the
southern bank of the Karuah River and the
south shore of Port Stephens, who spoke
the Kutthung [Worimi or Gadjang]
language (Enright).

Enright, 1900
McCarthy, 1952
Council file records

A 1952 composite listing of Aboriginal
language words records “yurreel” meaning
“cloud” from the Worimi language, likely
obtained from the above recording
(McCarthy).

Yuruga
Avenue
21/1/1955

Caringbah
South

Yurreel Close is in an area of the suburb
where the street name theme is Aboriginal
language words starting with “Y”. The
source was likely the 1952 listing.
[updated 8/7/2020]
“Yuruga” is an Aboriginal language word
likely derived from “Yoo-roo-ga” meaning
“heat” which was recorded in 1798 as an
Aboriginal language word of the Sydney
region (Collins). An earlier related word in
the same area of “yu-ru-ca” meaning “[to]
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Collins, 1798
Dawes, 1790-1791
Science of Man, Vol. 7 No.
4, May 1904

Street Name

Suburb

Name Source/ meaning
sweat” had been recorded in 1790-1
(Dawes).
“Yoo-roo-ga” was also recorded as an
Aboriginal language word by a
Government surveyor in 1904 in the
Dubbo area with the meaning of “my
home” (Science of Man). This appears to
relate to the name of a pastoral property
operating by 1892 at Obley, south of
Dubbo (Dubbo Dispatch).

Reference
Dubbo Dispatch and
Wellington Independent, 2
September 1892
Watkin, 1914
Thorpe, 1921

In 1914, a publication of a composite list of
Aboriginal language words listed “yuruga”
meaning “extensive view” in a collection by
Edwin Iredale Watkin, a Wesleyan minister
with a reputed interest in early Australian
and Polynesian history and geography,
and was the honorary secretary of the
Victorian branch of the Royal
Geographical Society. No reference was
provided for the source of the information
(Watkin). “Yuruga” meaning “extensive
view” was then included in several later
published composite lists (e.g., Thorpe).

Yuyu Street
(DISC)
30/5/1930

Jannali

Council recorded “yuruga” as an Aboriginal
language word meaning “extensive view”,
likely taken from one or other of the
composite publications.
[Updated 8/7/2020]
Exact location of Yuyu Street has not been NSW Govt. Gazette of 30
determined. Gazette description is “Road – May1930 pp.2112-3
Holt Sutherland (Soldiers Road) Estate”.
Council file records
The Holt-Sutherland Estate had in 1923
Mathews, 1904
lodged plans of a proposed subdivision
around Soldiers Road, south of Bindea
Street, but it had not proceeded after it had
gained Council approval.
At the time of naming in 1930, Council was
gazetting names for all previously
unnamed roads in the Shire, whether or
not they were actually dedicated public
roads, some being paper roads only or
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Street Name

Zinna Street
(DISC)
circa 1899

Suburb

Cronulla

Name Source/ meaning
tracks in use informally by the public.
“Yuyu” meaning “mopoke” was recorded in
1904 as an Aboriginal language word of
the Ngunnawal people, whose traditional
lands covered the area from Goulburn to
Yass and Burrowa, extending southerly to
Lake George and Goodradigbee River,
i.e., generally centred at Canberra, ACT
(Mathews)..
[updated 31/5/2017]
Was one of five new street names in the
plan of the “Village of Gunnamatta” (later
“Village of Cronulla”) proclaimed on 25
November 1899. The other streets:
Curranulla, Yowie, Gerrale and Waratah
are known to to derive from Aboriginal
words.
“Zinna” is a Latin word meaning “rayed
flower”, however that seems an unlikely
source in view of the other street have an
Aboriginal name theme. It may be
significant that noted Shire historian Frank
Cridland refers to it as “Zinnia Street”,
zinnias being an introduced plant species
but again no known associated Aboriginal
word.

Reference

CL
GG 25/11/1899
For Curranulla, Yowie,
Gerrale see Sydney
Morning Herald 6 June
1890 & 8 May 1899 p.4.
Also Macquarie Aboriginal
Words: Warada “Waratah”
Internet
“The Story of Port Hacking
Cronulla and Sutherland
Shire”

It can therefore be considered that no
confirmable meaning has been found of
the word “zinna” as used in the (former)
name of this street
It was renamed by Sutherland Shire
Council as part of Croydon Street when it
became an extension to that street in
1921. After Croydon Street was severed
by the Sutherland-Cronulla rail line it was
again renamed in 1946 as Tonkin Street.

GG 29/4/1921

GG 28/6/1946

Sources:
Origin of Suburb/Place name – see lists on Council’s web site
LW = library website Street name listings
CL = Council list of streets whose names have changed prepared by Spatial Information
Team from Government Gazettes and other sources, or streets that have been named by the
Spatial Information Team.
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ADB online = Australian Dictionary of Biography Online
BDCA = Biographical Dictionary of Contemporary Australians (internet)
BB = The Bundeena Book by Bundeena Book Committee
LPI = Land and Property Information, that Government body has historical maps and land
titles information available through its web site.
GG = Government gazettes
SSHS = Sutherland Shire Historical Society
Yorkeys Knob = Weird and Wonderful Australian Place Names – Yorkeys Knob by Pamela
Robson (2007)
An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales, by David Collins (1798)
A Short Authentic History of Cronulla by M Hutton Neve & F Midgley
Place Names of Australia by AW Reed
Australian Place Names by Brian & Barbara Kennedy (2006)
Sands = Sands Directories (1930) and earlier years
Natures Doorstep - The Bonnet Bay Story by Colin Burgess
DPs = Various Subdivision plans for Sutherland township.
SH of OB = A Short History of Oyster Bay by Mark Florence
From Sails to Atoms - Fifty Years of Sutherland Shire 1906 - 1956 by David Kirkby
The Story of Port Hacking, Cronulla and Sutherland Shire by Frank Cridland (1950 Ed)
Kurnell Birthplace of Modern Australia – A Pictorial History by Daphne Salt
Facts and Fun about The Presidents by George Sullivan
Sandy Point Secrets – A History of Sandy Point by L Singleman
From Bottle Forest to Heathcote – Sutherland Shire’s first settlement by Patrick Kennedy
Engadine 1825-2001 by Ron Seville
Faces of the Shire
Bygone Days of Sutherland Shire by M Hutton Neve (1970)
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200 years in Retrospect - Kurnell –Sutherland 1770-1970 by John Walker (1970)
Sylvania Back Then – Aspects of Local History by Sylvania High School 1984
Sutherland Shire Some Early Residents – celebrating the Sutherland Shire Centenary by
Botany Bay Family History Society Inc
Gateway to the South – First Stop Sylvania by DF Salt
Sticks and Stones by Arthur Gietzelt (2014)
History of the Royal National Park by Judith Carrick (2014)
Sutherland Shire Historical Society (SSHS) Bulletins 1964 – 2008
Illustrated History of Sutherland Shire – Birthplace of a Nation by Fred Midgley
Sutherland Shire – A History by Paul Ashton, Jennifer Cornwall & Annette Salt (2006)
Sutherland Shire: A History to 1939 by Maryanne Larkin
Walker 1868 - Sutherland Estate Report 14/4/1868 by R Walker
Sutherland Shire Heritage Study – historical context report for Sutherland Shire Council
September 1993
A Pictorial History of Cronulla by Pauline Curby (1998)
A Pictorial History of Sutherland Shire by Joan Lawrence (1998)
Grays Point Story – manuscript
A Brief History of Sutherland Shire by M Hutton Neve – Sutherland Shire Studies No 1 (1985
edition)
Illawong: A Place in History – a summary of research carried out by Year Six pupils in 1982
An Energetic Colonist: A Biographical Account of the Activities of the late Hon. Thomas Holt
MLC by Henry E Holt
The Shire ― A journey through time — Bruce Watt
Australia’s Maritime History by Capt Rhodes (1932)
The First Twelve Years (Taylor)
Diary of a First Fleet Surgeon (Worgan)
Mementos of Oyster Bay by Phyllis Alder (1978)
Who Did What – Illustrated Biographical Dictionary by Mitchell Beazley
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Sheppard = The origin of Australia’s Place names – States Cities & Towns by Barrie
Sheppard
Wajnryb = Australian Place Name Stories by Ruth Wajnryb (2006)
“Reminiscences of Coonabaraban NSW & district” by Mark Jane Cain 1844 – 1926 – from
State Library website
The History of Hurstville Council Elections 1887-1995 by Bernard Sargeant
A History of New South Wales by Beverley Kingston (2006)
Australian Navigators by Robert Tiley (2002)
Australian Encyclopedia
www.hurstville.nsw.gov.au- Hurstville Council website – street name and past alderman
sections.
www.wapedia.mobi/en/ then either Rivers_ of_ New_South_Wales or Rivers_ of_ Australia
www.randwick.nsw.gov.au – Randwick Council website Suburb and Street name sections
wikisource – Moore = “Diary of 10 years eventful life of an early settler in Western Australia
also a descriptive vocabulary of the language in common use amongst the Aborigines of
Western Australia” – by George Fletcher Moore (1884)
Wikipedia
Chronicles of the 20th Century
Macquarie Book of Events
1000 famous Australians
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology
The Great War by James Mowbray at www.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/mowbray/gwpeople.htm#c
Kirkby Index cards and David Kirkby’s Manuscript for ‘From Sails to Atoms” – Sutherland
Library
Council Road naming and Menai Development Unit files at Council Archives
St George & Sutherland Shire Leader article 21/7/09 re Phyllis Stroud
Wentworth Courier article 22/7/09 re John Stroud
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Phone interview with Mr Jim Walker of Amitaf St Caringbah one of original buyers when
Amitaf Street subdivided.
Parish maps – from www.lands.nsw.gov.au
www.actpla.act.gov.au
www.nswrail.net/library/station_names
ROC = Resolution of Council
SMH = Sydney Morning Herald
The Argus – Newspaper published in Melbourne
Illawarra Mercury – a newspaper
The Catholic Press – a newspaper
Referree – a newspaper
Sydney Mail (also Sydney Mail and NSW Advertiser) – a newspaper
The Sun – a newspaper
http://australiaforeveryone.com.au/ - Sydney Travellers Guide
www.kwaya.org/Lyrics - internet music site
Dixon 1827 – a plan of the survey of Botany Bay, Georges River, Woronora River, Port
Hacking and southwards to Illawarra carried out by surveyor Robert Dixon, a copy of which is
held in the State Library of NSW.
Edward Duyker, 'Sutherland Shire: A Classical Heritage', Sutherland Shire Historical Society
Bulletin, no. 210, February 2019, pp. 23–27 & 37.
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Aboriginal Language Names:
Note 1: where newspapers are named, the data was found in the National Library of Australia
Trove Collection.
Note 2: NSW Govt Gazette refers to issues of the NSW Government Gazette, also found in
the National Library of Australia Trove Collection.
Note 3: where shown “Council file records.” These were obtained from a list of Aboriginal
language words and their attributed meanings prepared around the 1950s/60s, and to
various lists found on Council files such as suggested names for the Menai area, and to
recorded Council decisions.
Note 4: A number of lists of street names and place names can be found on the Internet
through other Council sites and private listings. As these were derived from earlier sources,
they were referenced only when the original source could not be located.
“Aboriginal languages of Tasmania” in the Tasmanian Journal of Natural Science,
Agriculture, Statistics, &c., Vol 1 No 4, Hobart, 1842
Appleton R & B, Cambridge Dictionary of Australian Places, Melbourne, 1992
Atkinson, J, An Account of the State of Agriculture & Grazing in New South Wales, London,
1826
Attenbrow, V. “Aboriginal placenames around Port Jackson and Botany Bay, New South
Wales, Australia Sources and uncertainties”
http://press-files.anu.edu.au/downloads/press/p17331/pdf/ch0115.pdf
Attenbrow, V., Sydney’s Aboriginal Past, 2nd ed. UNSW, 2010
Austin P., A Dictionary of Gamilaraay: Northern New South Wales, Latrobe Uni, 1992
Austin, P. A Dictionary of Jiwarli: Western Australia, Latrobe Uni, 1992
Austin, P. A Dictionary of Thalanyji: Western Australia, Latrobe Uni, 1992
Austin, P., A Dictionary of Tharrgari tharrgari: Western Australia, Latrobe Uni, 1992
Austin, P., A Dictionary of Warriyangga: Western Australia, Latrobe Uni, 1992
Austin, P.K., A Grammar of the Diyari Language of North-east South Australia, ANU, 1978
Australian Museum - A Catalogue of the Specimens of Natural History and Miscellaneous
Curiosities deposited in The Australian Museum, Sydney 1837
Barry, R., Vocabulary of Dialects spoken by Aboriginal Natives of Australia, Melbourne, 1867
Baylis, J.J., Vocabulary of Aboriginal Words and Names, forwarded to Mitchell Library on 5
October 1914, bound volume held by State Library Call No MLMSS 1256
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Baylis, J.J., Vocabulary of Aboriginal Words and Names, compiled 1916, Sydney 1922
Bennett, G., The Port Stephens Blacks: Recollections of William Scott, Dungog, 1929
Besold, J. (Thesis) “Language Recovery of the New South Wales South Coast Aboriginal
Languages” ANU, Canberra 2012, rev’d 2013
Blake, B.J., Dialects of Western Kulin, Western Victoria, La Trobe Uni, 2011
Blake, B.J & Reid, J. “The Dhudhoroa language of northern Victoria: a description based on
historical sources” in Aboriginal History Volume 26, 2002
Boulger, G. S., Wood: A Manual of the Natural History and Industrial Application of the
Timbers of Commerce, 1902, reprinted Cambridge University Press, New York, 2014
Brady, Right Rev. Dr., A Descriptive Vocabulary of the Native Language of W. Australia,
Rome, 1845.
Breen, G., Salvage Studies of western Queensland Aboriginal languages, ANU, Canberra,
1990.
Breen, G., Innamincka Words: Yandruwandha dictionary and stories, ANU Canberra, 2004
Breen, G, “Warluwarra Dictionary”, 2015 on http://central.batchelor.edu.au/warluwarradictionary/
Bride, Thomas (ed): “Letters from Victorian Pioneers” published by Public Library of Victoria
in 1898 – see rlcnews.com.au/articles/aborigines/
Brough Smyth, R., The Aborigines of Victoria with notes relating to the Habits of Natives of
other parts of Australia and Tasmania, London, in 2 volumes, 1878.
Budawa Aboriginal Signage Group, “Meanings in Guringai Country” http://budawagroup.com/
Bunce D., Language of the Aborigines of the colony of Victoria, and other Australian districts,
Melbourne, 1856.
“Bundjalung-Yugambeh Dictionary”
http://bundjalung.dalang.com.au/language/view_word/4300
Cary, J. “Vocabularies of the Geelong and Colac Tribes” collected in 1840 in Australian
Association for the Advancement of Science, January 1898.
Clarke, P.A., Aboriginal Plant Collectors: Botanists and Australian Aboriginal People in the
nineteenth Century, Sydney, 2008
Clement, E., “Ethnographical Notes on the Western-Australian Aborigines” in Publications of
the Royal Ethnological Museum at Leiden, Serie II No.6, Leyden, 1903.
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Collins, D. [1798]. An account of the English colony in New South Wales with remarks on the
dispositions, customs, manners, etc, of the native inhabitants of that country, published in 2
vols. Sydney: 1975
Collins, D. [1798], An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales, Vol 1, compilation
University of Sydney, 2003
Connor, J., The Australian Frontier Wars 1788 –1838, UNSW Press, Sydney, 2002
Cooper, H M., Australian Aboriginal words and their Meanings, South Australian Museum,
1949
Cunningham. M C, A description of the Tugumbir Dialect of Banjalang, Uni Queensland,
1969
Cunningham P., “Two years in New South Wales; a series of Letters, comprising Sketches of
the actual State of Society in that Colony; of its peculiar Advantages to Emigrants; of its
Topography, natural History, &c., &c.,” 1827, in The Westminster Review, Vol 13, January
1827
Curr E.M., Recollections of Squatting in Victoria: then called the Port Phillip District (from
1841 to 1851), 1883
Curr, E.M., The Australian race: its origins, languages, customs, place of landing in Australia
and the routes by which it spread itself over the continent, in four volumes, Melbourne,
Government Printer, 1886-7
Dawson, J., Australian Aborigines: the Languages and Customs of Several Tribes of
Aborigines in the Western District of Victoria, Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide, 1881
Dawson, R.L., Australian Aboriginal Words and Names, 1922 & 1935
Dawson, R.L., Aboriginal Words and Names: Lower Clarence River Dialect: With some
recollections and records of the Clarence and Richmond River Aborigines, 1935
Dharawal : the story of the Dharawal speaking people of Southern Sydney : A collaborative
work by Les Bursill, Mary Jacobs, artist Deborah Lennis, Dharawal Elder Aunty Beryl
Timbery-Beller and Dharawal spokesperson Merv Ryan, Sydney, Kurranulla Aboriginal
Corporation, 2007
Dawes, W.: “William Dawes’ Notebooks on the Aboriginal Language of Sydney. 1790-1791.”
From a facsimile version of the notebooks on the language of Sydney written by William
Dawes and others (held at University of London), published in 2009 by Hans Rausing
Endangered Language Project and SOAS Library Special Collections (London) and in
conjunction with the Darug Tribal Aboriginal Corporation (Blacktown).
Dictionary of Sydney - https://dictionaryofsydney.org
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Dixon, R. – an 1827 plan of the survey of Botany Bay, Georges River, Woronora River, Port
Hacking and southwards to Illawarra carried out by surveyor Robert Dixon, a copy of which is
held in the State Library of NSW.
Dixon, R.M.W., Words of Our Country: stories, place names and Vocabulary in Yidiny, the
Aboriginal language of the Cairns-Yarrabah Region, Uni of Queensland, 1991
Dixon, R M W, Thomas, M, Ramson, W S, Australian Aboriginal Words in English: their origin
& meaning, Aust & NZ, 1992
Dixon, W., “Aboriginal vocabularies obtained from C. J. McMaster, transcribed from his
notebooks, June 1929”.
Donahue, M., “Wulguru: a salvage study of a language from north-east Queensland,
Australia”, Monash Uni, 2007
Douglas, W. H., Illustrated Topical Dictionary of the Western Desert Language: Warburton
Ranges Dialect, Western Australia, Perth, 1959
Dunphy, M. “A sketch Map of Heathcote Creek and Yarrawarra Heights etc,” 1940, updated
version 1959
Eades, D.K., The Dharawal and Dhurga Languages of the New South Wales South Coast,
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra, 1976
Eades, D. 'Gumbayngir' Handbook of Australian Languages Volume 1, 1979
Earl, G.W., in Appendix to The Native Races of the Indian Archipelago, London 1853
Endacott, S.J., Australian Aboriginal Native Words and their Meanings, Melbourne, 1924,
enlarged 9th edition, 1955-63.
Enright, W.J., “The Language, Weapons and Manufactures of the Aborigines of Port
Stephens, NSW,” read before The Royal Society of NSW on 5 Sept 1900.
Ewan’s Geography of the Australian Colonies, Sydney, 1851
Fison L. & Howitt A.W., Kamilaroi and Kurnai, Melbourne, etc.1880
Flinders, M., A Voyage to Terra Australis, London, 1814
Fraser, I. and Gray, J, Australian Bird Names: a complete guide, CSIRO Publishing,
Collingwood Victoria, 2013
“Gamilaraay-Yuwaalaraay-Yuwaalayaay Dictionary”
https://www.dnathan.com/client/GY/GYDEX/index.html
Gason, S., The Dieyerie tribe of Australian Aborigines. Adelaide, Government Printer, 1874
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“Grandpa Pencil’s Index to Aboriginal Words and Their Meanings” [general reference only –
sources not shown] www.grandpapencil.net
Greenway, Rev C.C., “Kamilaroi Language and Traditions” in Anthropological Institute of
Great Britain and Ireland Vol 7 1878 pp.232 &237
Gregory, Sketch of the Residence of James Morrill among the Aboriginals of Northern
Queensland for Seventeen Years, Bribane 1865
Grey, Lieut., Vocabulary of the Aboriginal Language of Western Australia, published by The
Perth Gazette and Western Australian Journal, 1839
Grey, Captain G., A vocabulary of the Dialects of South-Western Australia, 2nd Ed., London
1840
Gumbaynggirr language dictionary, Muurrbay Language Centre, Aboriginal Studies Press
2001.
Gunther, Archdeacon, “Grammar and Vocabulary of the Aboriginal Dialect called the
Wirradhuri” in an Appendix by J Fraser to An Australian Language, Sydney, 1892
Hansen K.C. & L.E., Pintupi/Luritja Dictionary, 3rd ed., Institute for Aboriginal Development,
Alice Springs, 1992
Heath, J., Basic materials in Ritharngu: Grammar, texts and dictionary, Australian National
University, 1980
Hercus, L.A. Wembawemba language in Victorian Languages: a late survey, ANU, 1986
Hill, R. & Thornton, G., “Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales, by the Hon. Richard
Hill M.L.C. and Hon. George Thornton M.L.C.” Published by Authority of the New South
Wales Commissioners for the World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, Sydney, 1893.
Hodkinson, C., Port Macquarie to Moreton Bay; with Descriptions of the Natives, their
manners and customs, London, 1845.
Holt, H.E. An Energetic Colonist: A Biographical Account of the Activities of the late Hon.
Thomas Holt MLC, Melbourne 1972
Howitt. A.W, The Native Tribes of South-East Australia, London, 1904
Hughes-Hallett, D., “Indigenous history of the Swan and Canning Rivers,” Curtin Uni, 2010.
Hunter, J., An Historical Journal of the Transactions at Port Jackson and Norfolk Island,
London 1793
Ingamells, R, Australian Aboriginal Words Melbourne, 1955
Irish, C.A., “Names of Railway Stations in New South Wales, with their meaning and origin” in
Royal Australian Historical Society Journal and Proceedings, Vol 13 Part 2, 1927.
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Jervis, J., “Illawarra: A Century of History, 1788-1888,” in Royal Australian Historical Society
Journal and Proceedings, Vol. 28 Part 4, 1942
Kenyon, J, The Aboriginal Word Book, Melbourne, 1930, also 2nd ed. 1951 & 1975 & 1981
Koch, H. & Hercus, L., Aboriginal Placenames: Naming and re-naming the Australian
Landscape, ANU 2009
Kohen, J L, The Darug and their neighbours – the traditional aboriginal owners of the Sydney
Region Blacktown: Darug Link in association with the Blacktown and District Historical
Society, 1993
Landgate (Western Australian geographical names) https://www0.landgate.wa.gov.au/mapsand-imagery/wa-geographic-names/name-history/historical-suburb-names#
Lane, J. Text and Grammar, Vocabulary, and Notes of the Wangerriburra Tribe, 1913
Larmer, J., “Native Vocabulary of Miscellaneous New South Wales Objects,” Journal of the
Royal Society of of NSW, paper read 9 November 1898, Vol 32, pp. 223-9
Lee, I., Early Explorers in Australia from Log-Books and Journals with maps and illustrations,
1925
Leichhardt, Dr E., Journal of an Overland Expedition in Australia, Moreton Bay to Port
Essington, a distance of upwards of 5000 miles, during the years 1844-1845, London, 1847
Livingstone, Rev H, “A Short Grammar and Vocabulary of the Dialect spoken by the Minyung
People of the north-east coast of New South Wales” in an Appendix by J Fraser to An
Australian Language, Sydney 1892
Lhotsky, J., “Some Remarks on a Short Vocabulary of the Natives of Van Diemen Land; and
also of the Menero Downs in Australia” in The journal of the Royal Geographical Society of
London, vol.9 (1839)
Lyon, R.M., “A glance at the manners, and language of the Aboriginal Inhabitants of Western
Australia; with a short Vocabulary”: 23 March, 1833, published in Perth Gazette and Western
Australian Journal, serialized from 30 March to 20 April 1833.
Macarthur, Sir William in “Specimens of Woods Indigenous to the Southern Districts”, in
Catalogue of Natural and Industrial Products, New South Wales International Exhibition,
Government, Sydney, 1861
Mackenzie, Rev. D., The Emigrant’s Guide: Ten Years’ Practical Experience in Australia,
London, 1845
Macpherson, J., “Some Aboriginal Place Names in Northern New South Wales” in Royal
Australian Historical Society Journal and Proceedings, Vol. 16. Part 2, 1930
Macpherson, Rev P: “The Aboriginal Names of Rivers in Australia Philologically Examined.”
by the late Rev. Peter Macpherson, M.A. [Read before the Royal Society of N.S. W., 4
August, 1886]
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Macquarie Aboriginal words, Macquarie Uni, Sydney, 1994
Maiden, J.H., “Indigenous Australian Forage Plants (Non-Grasses) including plants injurious
to stock” read before The Royal Society of NSW, June 1888
Maiden J.H., Useful Native Plants of Australia (including Tasmania), The Technological
Museum of NSW, Sydney, 1889 [Maiden was curator of Museum]
Maiden J. H., The Forest Flora of NSW, Sydney, 1923 [Maiden was Government Botanist
NSW & Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney]
Manning, G.H., “Place Names of South Australia” in The Manning Index of South Australian
History, https://manning.collections.slsa.sa.gov.au/pn/o/o2.htm
Manning, G.H., “A Compendium of the Place Names of South Australia, 2012” http://www.slsa.ha.sa.gov.au/digitalpubs/placenamesofsouthaustralia
Martin, A.E., Place Names in South Australia, West Australia and the Northern Territory,
Sydney, 1943
Martin, A.E., One Thousand and More Place Names in New South Wales, Sydney 1943
Martin A.E., Place Names in Victoria and Tasmania, Sydney, 1944
Martin, A.E., Place Names in Queensland, New Zealand and the Pacific, Sydney 1944
Mathew, J., Eaglehawk and Crow: a study of the Australian Aborigines including an Inquiry
into their Origin and a Survey of Australian Languages, London & Melbourne, 1899
Mathew, J., Two Representative Tribes of Queensland, London, 1910
Mathews, R.H., “Divisions of Australia Tribes” read 15 April 1898 in Proceedings of the
American Philosophical Society, Vol. 37, No. 157
Mathews, R.H.,”Pictorial Art among the Australian Aborigines”, The Victoria Institute of
Philosophical Society of Great Britain, December 1899
Mathews, R.H., “The Origin, Organization and Ceremonies of the Australian Aborigines” read
5 October 1900 in Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. 39, No. 164.
Mathews, R.H., “The Thurrawal Language” in Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society
of New South Wales, Vol 35, Nov 1901
Mathews, R.H., “The Thoorga Language” in Queensland Geographical Journal, vol. 17,
1901-2
Mathews, R.H., “The Murawarri and other Australian Languages,” paper read to Royal
Geographical Society of Australasia, December 1902
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Mathews, R.H., Languages of some Native Tribes of Queensland, New South Wales and
Victoria (read before the Royal Society of NSW), 1902
Mathews, R.H., “Languages of the New England Aborigines New South Wales” in
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, vol 42 No 173, 1903
Mathews, R.H., “Language of the Bungandity Tribe, South Australia” in Journal and
Proceedings of the Royal Society New South Wales for 1903.
Mathews, R.H., “Languages of the Kamilaroi and other Aboriginal tribes of New South Wales”
Reprinted from the Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol.
XXXIII, July-December, 1903.
Mathews, R.H., “The Wiradyuri and, Other Languages of New South Wales,” Anthropological
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, London, 1904
Mathews, R.H., “The Origin, Organization and Ceremonies of the Australian Aborigines” read
4 March 1904 in Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. 43, No.175.
Mathews, R.H., “The Native Tribes of Victoria: their Languages and Customs”, in
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. 43, No. 175, 1904
Mathews, R.H., “Ethnological Notes on the Aboriginal Tribes of Queensland”, Royal
Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland, 1905
Mathews, R.H., “The Arranda Language, Central Australia” read 5 October 1906, in
Proceedings of American Philosophical Society, Vol 46, 1907
Mathews, R.H., “Vocabulary of the Ngarrugu Tribe NSW” in Journal and Proceedings of the
Royal Society of New South Wales, Vol 43, Dec 1908
Mathews, R.H., The Dhudhuroa Language of Victoria, reprinted in American Anthropologist,
Vol. 11, No. 2, April-June, 1909.
Mathews, R.H., “Language and Sociology of the Kumbainggeri Tribe, New South Wales” in a
paper for the Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science, publ. Brisbane, 1910.
McCarthy, F.D., New South Wales Aboriginal Place Names and Euphonious Words, with
their Meanings, Australian Museum, 1952
Meston, A., “Report on the Aboriginals of Queensland” to Queensland Parliament, 1896
Meyer, H.E.A., Vocabulary of the Language spoken by the Aborigines of the Southern and
Eastern Portions of the Settled Districts of South Australia, Adelaide, 1843
Milligan, J., “On the dialects and language of the Aboriginal Tribes of Tasmania, and on their
manners and customs”, Papers & Proceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania, vol. 3, no.
2 , pp. 239-282, 1859
Mitchell, Felix F, “Back to Cooma” Celebrations, Sydney 1926
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Mitchell, J.F.H., “A Vocabulary of Aboriginal Terms (Woradgery Tongue) for birds, beasts,
fishes, wepons, trees, &c.” published in Albury Banner and Wodonga Express, 27 May 1904,
p.34
Mitchell. T. (Surveyor-General), 1827 Survey plan held at State Library NSW, and Mitchellapproved plans at National Library Trove collection
Mitchell. T. (Surveyor-General), Three Expeditions into the Interior of Eastern Australia, 2nd
edition, 1839.
Mitchell, Sir T.L., (Surveyor-General), Journal of an expedition into the interior of tropical
Australia, in search of a route from Sydney to the Gulf of Carpentaria, London, 1848.
Moore, G.F. Article in The Perth Gazette and Western Australian Journal, 21 May 1836,
p.696
Moore, G.F., A Descriptive Vocabulary of the Language in Common Use amongst the
Aborigines of Western Australia, London, 1842
Moore, G.F., Diary of Ten Years Eventful Life of an Early Settler in Western Australia and
also A Descriptive Vocabulary of the Language of the Aborigines, London, 1884
Moorhouse, M., Vocabulary, Outline of the Grammatical Structure of the Murray River
Language, spoken by the Natives of South Australia, Adelaide, 1840
Morris, E., A Dictionary of Austral English, University of Melbourne, 1898
Mueller, Dr. F., “Report on the vegetable products in the Intercolonial Exhibition of 1866,”
Melbourne, 1867
Murni Dhungang Jirrar – Living in the Illawarra (website)
Nash, D. “Reviving unique words: The niche of scientific names,” School of Literature,
Languages and Linguistics, Australian National University
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS)
Nathan, I., The Southern Euphrosyne and Australian Miscellany, London & Sydney, 1848
Newland, S., “The Parkengees, or Aboriginal Tribes on the Darling River”, Proceedings of the
Royal Geographical Society of Australasia. South Australian Branch, September 1887
One Big Garden: “Aboriginal Words in the English Language”
http://onebiggarden.blogspot.com/2011/12/aboriginal-words-in-english-language-k.html
Organ, M., A Documentary History of the Illawarra & South Coast Aborigines 1770-1850,
Wollongong Uni, 1990
Parker, K.L., Australian Legendary Tales, Melbourne 1896
Parker, K.L., The Euahlayi Tribe – A Study of Aboriginal Life in Australia, London, 1905
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Petrie, C.C., “Tom Petrie's reminiscences of early Queensland (dating from 1837)” by his
daughter Constance Campbell Petrie which began serialized publication in the
"Queenslander" newspaper of 26th April, 1902
Petrie, C.C., Tom Petrie’s Reminiscences of Early Queensland (Dating from 1837): Recorded
by his Daughter, Brisbane, 1904
Placenames Australia, quarterly newletter of the Australian National Placename Survey,
https://www.anps.org.au/newsletter
Queensland Geographical Journal was published by the The Royal Geographical Society of
Queensland Inc from 1900 to 1993. Previously, from 1885 to 1899, published as Proceedings
and Transactions of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (Queensland).
Ray S. H., “Aboriginal Vocabularies collected by E. Betham Rigby” in Notes on the
Languages of North-West Australia, London, 1897
Reed, A.W., Aboriginal Words and Place Names, Adelaide, 1977, formerly published as
“Aboriginal Words of Australia” Sydney 1965 and “Aboriginal place names and their
meanings”, Sydney, 1967
Reed, A.W., Place Names of Australia, Sydney, 1973 & 1979
Ridley, Rev W., Kamilaroi Sayings, Sydney, 1856
Ridley, Rev W., Kamilaroi, Dippil, and Turrubul: Languages spoken by Australian Aborigines,
Sydney, 1866
Ridley, Rev W., “Report on Australian Languages and traditions” in Journal of
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. 2, 1873, pp. 257-91.
Ridley, Rev W., Kamilaroi and Other Australian Languages, 2nd edition, Sydney, 1875
Ridley Rev W., “Australian Languages and Traditions” in The Journal of the Anthropological
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol 7, 1878
Ritz, H.B., “The Speech of the Tasmanian Aborigines” read 14 June 1909 to Royal Society of
Tasmania, Launceston, 1909
Roberts, P., Australian Aboriginal to English Dictionary, posted 29 December 2010 on
https://www.booksie.com
Royal Australian Historical Society’s Journal, first published in 1906 as The Australian
Historical Society Journal and Proceedings, the prefix “Royal” was granted in 1918.
Ryan, B.J.S, Some Aboriginal Place Names on the Mid-North Coast of NSW, University of
New England, 1963
Saxton, J.G., Victoria: Place Names and their Origins, Melbourne, 1907
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Science of Man and journal of the Royal Anthropological Society of Australasia, published
monthy (with some interruptions) from February 1898 to November 1913
Sharp, J. & Thieberger, N., Bilybara: The Aboriginal Languages of the Pilbara Region of
Western Australia, Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre, 1992
Shu[r]mann, C.W., A Vocabulary of the Parnkalla Language, Adelaide, 1844
Sorenson, E.S., Friends and foes in the Australian bush, London, 1914
Spencer, B., “Aborigines of Australia: Progress of the Ethnological Expedition”, Leader
(Melb), 24 August 1901, p.26.
Spencer, B., Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of Australia, London, 1914

Spencer, B. and Gillen, F.J., “Notes on Certain of the Initiation Ceremonies of the Arunta
Tribe, Central Australia,” (Nov. 1897) in Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria, Vol 10,
new series, pt. 2
Spencer, B. & Gillen F.J., Native Tribes of Central Australia, Macmillan, London, 1899
Spencer, B. & Gillen F.J., – Totems - http://spencerandgillen.net/totems
“Squatters & Selectors - Landholders 1848” http://blowering.com/squatters.html
Steele, J M, Thesis “The Aboriginal Language of Sydney,” Macquarie Uni, 2005
Strehlow, C., 1909 Comparative Heritage Dictionary: an Aranda, German, Loritja and Dieri to
English Dictionary, ANU, 2018
Sugden, J.H., Aboriginal Words and Their Meanings, Sydney 1950-55.
Taplin, Rev. G., The Narrinyeri: An Account of the Tribes of South Australian Aborigines,
Point Macleay, 1873.
Teichelmann, C.G. & Schurmann, C.W., Outlines of a Grammar, Vocabulary and
Phraseology of the Aboriginal Language of South Australia, Adelaide 1840
Tench, Watkin, A Complete Account of the Settlement at Port Jackson, in New South Wales,
Including an Accurate Description of the Situation of the Colony; and of its Natural
Productions; Taken on the Spot, London, 1793
The Australasian Anthropological Journal, 6 issues published from August 1896 to May 1897
(then published as “Science of Man”).
The Australian Anthropological Society of Australasia Survey – a series of handwritten/typed
responses from local authorities to questionaries in 1899-1903, later published in “Science of
man” – filed at NSW State Library https://transcripts.sl.nsw.gov.au/page/368880/view
“The Howitt and Fison Papers” https://fromthepage.com/tyay/howitt-and-fison-papers
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The Journal of Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, published in London
from 1872-1906.
Thornton. G., in “Notes on the Aborigines of New South Wales” for the World’s Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1893.
Thorpe, W.W. List of New South Wales Aboriginal Words and their Meanings, with some
well-known Place Names, The Australian Museum, Sydney, 1921
Thorpe, W.W. List of New South Wales Aboriginal place names and their meanings, 2nd ed,
Australian Museum, 1927
Threlkeld L.E., Specimens of a Dialect of the Aborigines of New South Wales, Sydney, 1827
Threlkeld, L. E., An Australian Grammar, comprehending The Principles and Natural Rules of
the Language as spoken by the Aborigines in the vicinity of Hunter’s River, Lake Macquarie,
&c. New South Wales, Sydney, 1834
Threlkeld, L.E., A key to the Structure of the Aboriginal Language . . . spoken by the
Aborigines in the Vicinity of Hunter River, Lake Macquarie, etc., New South Wales . . .,
Sydney. 1850
Threlkeld, L.E., An Australian language as spoken by the Awabakal, the people of Awaba, or
Lake Macquarie (near Newcastle New South Wales) being an acoount of their language,
traditions, and customs, Sydney, 1892
Threlkeld L.E. & Fraser J. An Australian Language, Sydney 1892
Thozet, A. Notes on some of the Roots, Tubers, Bulbs, and Fruits used as a Vegetable Food
by the Aboriginals of Northern Queensland, Australia, Rockhampton 1866.
Tindale, N. B. 1924-1936, ‘Research Data on Aboriginal Tribes in Australia Gathered by
Norman B. Tindale’, South Australian Museum AA 338/1/29.
Towner, A. C. (1962). “An outline of the history of Western Queensland” in Journal of the
Royal Historical Society of Queensland Vol.6 No.4 pp.779-816.
Troy, J., “The Sydney Language” Produced with the assistance of the Australian Dictionaries
Project and the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, Canberra
1993
Troy, J. The Sydney Language, Canberra 1993, included in Macquarie Aboriginal Words,
Macquarie Uni, 1994.
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